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PREFACE 

Why Christology? 

Here is a group of essays - 24 in number. The first was initially published 
in 1970, the last in 1997 - a span of nearly 28 years. And all of them on 
different aspects of New Testament christology, that is, the earliest Christian 
reflection on Jesus and his significance. Why this fascination with christology? 
Why such a focus on Jesus, known from the beginnings of Christianity as 
"the Christ," or simply "Christ"? 

The question is a double one. It asks, first, why should anyone be curious 
about a figure now distant from us by nearly two millennia. The answer is so 
obvious that it hardly needs restating. As the founder of Christianity, or at 
least the primary inspiration for Christianity, he set loose in the world a 
movement of undoubted if incalculable influence, a movement which has 
shaped whole civilizations and national as well asjndividual) destinies more 
profoundly than empires r democracies or warring hordes. Who would not 
be curious about such a fi.gure? As the on whose birth came to mark the 
juncture between world epochs (Be and AD), for Christian culture and all 
cultures affected in due course, he somehow stands above time as well as 
within time. Who is he who could be accorded such significance? 

Behind that broad-brush response there are equally profound answers, 
which become the very warp and woof of christological reflection. One is 
the power of the symbolic figure. These words are written in the week after 
the amazing and unforgettable scenes of national and international mourning 
over the sudden and tragic death of Diana, Princess of Wales, followed a 
few days later by the death of Mother Teresa of Calcutta. Here were figures 
who, despite any questions or controversy which surrounded them, were 
widely seen to embody and enact an ideal of practical care and profound 
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concern for the poor, the disadvantaged, the afflicted. In so doing they 
touched literally millions to the heart, in their challenge to seemingly less 
caring authority and tradition, in their refusal to be numbed into stoic or 
pious (or despaiJ' jng) inactivity by the overwhelming rnagnirude of the need 
confronLing Lhem. [n lbe deeply fell and nOl easily understood reaction which 
their li ve and ueaths have aroused they demonstrate Lhe p wer of tile 
syrnb lie figure, Lhe figure who emb die an ideal which evoke almost 
universal admiration, an ideal which both challenges and inspires millions 
to some degree of imitation. 

Jesus was evidemly a symbolic figure something like tilis. The extent 
r his personal influence i obscureu as well as indicated by the records of 

his tife We G pels). BUI h Lo Inll. t have emb0dled and enacted a sym olic 
i de<:l I particularly fin ighL. honesty, and compassion which reached deeply 
into the h arts f individuals and moved them to follow, wrucb is till power
fully retlected in We stOlies aboul him tn the Gosp I , and which entLldc 
laler through the. e sam storie sHIl illuminate. 'md challenges million . 
Within Lhe slim lotal of human inquiry it would be astonishing if such a figlU'e 
did not commancl c nsiderable attention. hristology as in part the attempt to 
lind rSLtmd and appreciate tile pow r of that ' ymb lie figure iJ the affirmation 
by each generation of the p weI' of what Jesus ymbo li'Zcd. 

Bey ncl that we move on to particu lar aspeclS of the ymbol and to We 
c laims regarding his s:ign ificance which he ill pirecL What was bis tatu. with.iJl 
his native Judaism and d es it mtHter ubsequentiy? How can i.L be rhat his 
de.:'lth make a dlffer !lce to Ule standing of ountless rnillions before God, as 
Christiaru have claimed OlOt: or Ie s from the first? Above aU, Ihe hri tian 

laullS that he was rai ed from the dead; the why and the wbat here become 
increa:ingly difficult to handle a they move b yond U1e more graspable 
hl1l1l~ll1 analogi . but lhe I weI' f the cJ.aim that death was conquered in 
Jesus bas been immeasurable. Equally difficulL are th · claims of JesllS pres
ence l.ill with those who meer in his name' and yet lhey have been uch a 
patel t faclor in the subsequent centuries at we heart of many a dispute among 
CllliSlians and SLiT! loday. And most profound of all, the claim that in and 
through this Jesus God has somehow manifested himself in a definitive and 
final way. If there is any substance in any of this, then the answer to the 
question 'Why chdstology? . is still more obviou . Chri t logy. but of course: 
to nmke some sens of all lhis, to grasp better ilS grounding in the hi tode 
figw' of Je 1.1, /;ll1d the first reactions to him, to attain a funer ~Ippreciation of 
why il aU exerts such power; of course thi is a necessary exercise, with 
p tentially vital and crucial conseqence for millions. Even if Christianity fell 
into total decay. the tigur of Jesu the Christ w nLd still exercise all endles 
fascination. 

The question "Why christology?" is also a personal question: Why my 
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own fascination with the subject? The answer comes partly in terms of my 
own faith as a Christian. Who is this in whom I believe? What and why do I 
believe it? In terms of Anselm's famous tag (Credo ut intelligam) it has been 
a case of faith in search of understanding. Not in the sense that faith has 
simply sought for clarification and confirmation. For faith itself is expressed 
in words and images which embody some kind of understanding. Con
sequently, the process has been much more one of dialogue - of inquiry into 
these words and images, their scope, their origin - the response clarifying 
and sharpening the inquiry - the freshly posed inquiry eliciting a more 
nuanced response - and so on, back and forth. A faith which sought under
standing and ended up unable to express itself in different words and images 
would not have understood very much. 

At one and the same time, as an academic - publication of the first 
essay coincided with my appointment to a lectureship in Nottingham, so the 
28 years also span my career as a university teacher - I naturally had an 
intense intellectual curiosity in the subject. Why has Christianity made so 
much of this Jesus? How did Christian faith in and belief about this Christ 
Jesus first take shape and corne to the expressions which have been so central 
in its confession and worship ever since? Why christology? Here the motiva
tion moves beyond personal faith to one of legitimate intellectual inquiry, 
appropriate and necesscu·y within even a " secular" university. As one of the 
great makers andm vers of hi tory, a one of the mo. till piring and influential 
symbolic figmes in world history, Jeslls inviles demand even, lbe scrutiny 
that allY ignificant individual r event calls for. Given the unique role of 
university theology within British universities - that is, as an academic dis
cipline within the Arts and Humanities, and not at all in the business of 
confessional apologia, far less indoctrination - such an inquiry is bound to 
be at the heart of the academic enterprise. 

These two aspects, the personal and the academic, the inquiry of faith 
and the inquiry into faith, I do not regard as contradictory or incompatible. 
On the contrary, the one feeds into the other. Some would say that· it is not 
possible to critique a tradition except from outside that tradition. I refute that 
view. There are many examples in many disciplines of paradigms of inter
pretation and traditional perspectives being questioned and transformed from 
within - and theology has a record second to none in this respect. For myself, 
I have always been open to the possibility that my intellectual inquiry might 
persuade me of the impossibility of faith on individual points or even in the 
whole. Such openness I have deemed to be crucial not simply to the integrity 
of the academic inquiry, but also to the integrity of faith. Love of truth, 
commitment to truth is the great bond. I believe, not least because I believe 
what I believe to be true. If it were not true, I would not want to continue 
believing it. And if I were persuaded of the untruth of some statement of faith 
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I would cease to assent to it. Such a dialogue between starting point of 
presupposition and subject matter of inquiry I regard as the very heart of the 
search for truth and of the academic enterprise at its most profound. 

What follow, then, are the fruits (or fumblings) of nearly thirty years of 
academic (but also personal) inquiry into the beginnings of christology. The 
subjects are the particular aspects of the whole which caught my attention at 
different times through these years. (1 note with some curiosity that most 
essays seem to have been produced in three bursts, at the beginning of the 
'70s, '80s, and '90s respectively, though in some cases there was a gap of 
some years between the writing and the publication). For any who might be 
interested in tracing the developments in my thinking (and, hopefully, the 
deepening of my insights) I have indicated on the Contents pages the dates 
when the essays first appeared. But in arranging the structure of the volume 
it seemed more sensible and more user-friendly to group them by theme rather 
than to order them by date. 

I am more ambivalent about whether 1 should have updated the essays 
to indicate where 1 have modified my views and particularly to take account 
of more recent studies. In the event, however, I decided against it. Part of the 
value of a collection like this is ease of reference: it brings together, between 
a single pair of covers, contributions to earlier stages of various discussions, 
several of which are referred to by other contributors to these discussions. It 
is not unimportant for a proper understanding of these discussions that the 
content and detail of the contributions be retained in their original form. Of 
course, some additional notes could well have been incorporated at the end 
of the earlier essays in particular. But in some cases the modification of 
perspective or of presentation (I think particularly of chapters 4 and 7-9) 
would have required too extensive an alteration to the text or a too lengthy 
additional footnote - and I am well enough content that the essays in question 
represent my developing views at the time they were written. In other cases 
(the Pauline material) I can most simply refer to my Theology of Paul the 
Apostle (Grand Rapids: EerdmanslEdinburgh: Clark, 1997), where both dis
cussions and bibliography have been fully updated. 

There have been some minor alterations, including Americanization of 
spelling and punctuation and regularization of footnotes. Where practicable 
and necessary the language has been made more inclusive. That policy, how
ever, became impracticable where Adam christology is involved (chapters 11 
and 19). Where the theological point depends on a sometimes almost imper
ceptible shift along the continuum Adam-man-Christ, we are more or less 
locked into a historic cultural perspective. The point being made would be 
lost if we substituted "human beings" for "man"; the NRSV translation of 
Reb 2:6-9 demonstrates the problem and cost of such "modernization" of an 
ancient text. In such cases I can simply hope that the jolt of being confronted 
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by a perspective different from our own will help focus (rather than distract) 
attention and help bring home the point being made. 

The first three chapters (1-3) are survey articles for dictionaries. Coming 
from my "more mature period," they may provide a useful overview of where 
my understanding and appreciation of the christo logical debate had reached 
after twenty years. 

The next three chapters (4-6) attest my enduring interest in what can 
be said about Jesus himself, his own ideas and teaching. This area has not 
been the primary focus of my research over the years, though I hope to remedy 
that as the first stage of my next large project on Christianity in the Making. 
But I remain convinced that the symbolic figure (to hark back to my earlier 
point) must embody and enact the symbol if the symbol itself is to have real 
and lasting power. So the challenge of having to check the symbol (alterna
tively expressed, the christology) against what may be known ofthe historical 
actuality will never disappear and has to be addressed again and again. A 
comparison of chapters 4 and 5, separated by about twenty years, will, I hope, 
indicate the liharpening of perception which the years have brought. 

Chapters 7-9 indicate the earliest phase of my interest in christology 
and the angle from which I entered the larger dialogue on christology. My 
earliest research and writing was on the Holy Spirit and the experience of the 
Spirit. I will refer to this at greater length in the Preface to the second volume 
of these essays, which will be on pneumatology. These three chapters could 
have been included equally well in that volume, and in fact chapter 7 is not 
really on christology. But the cumulative thrust of the three essays is toward 
a clarification of the rather vital relation (for Paul's theology, but also for 
Christian theology generally) between the Christ and the Spirit, so it seemed 
to make better sense, or as good sense, to include the essays in this volume. 
The angle of this approach into christology is reflected in a distinct tendency 
toward what can properly be called a Spirit-christology. And my subsequent 
immersion in other aspects of christology have certainly qualified that view 
and, I hope, given me a more rounded and more nuanced grasp of Paul's 
christology in particular. But I remain convinced that an adequate apprehen
sion of the role of experience in the shaping of earliest christo logy and 
pneumatology, as well as of the interaction of christology and pneumatology 
in earliest Christian theology, remains fundamental to an adequate apprehen
sion of both. 

The chapters on Pauline christology (10-13) reflect the fact that in the 
second half of the '80s and early '90s my research was intensively focused 
on Paul, in preparation, particularly, for my commentaries on Romans (WBC 
38; Dallas: Word, 1988) and Galatians (BNTC; London: Black/Peabody: 
Hendrickson, 1993), though chapter 11 was a revision of an earlier 1974 essay. 
Between them they seem to cover a large portion of Paul's christology, from 
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Jesus trad ition to God in Chrisl. [remain somewhat' puzzled by several aspects. 
particularly ti,e question 01" the controversial character of Paul 's chri '[ology. 
111e question whi 'h form ' the title of chapter 12 remain a genui ne question; 
II C:' 'say is simply givi ng the question substllnce. railler Ulan presenting fllly 

I ind of dct'inWve answer. Here is onc of the areas where I would hope that 
dialogue an continue and prosper (bu t denunciation or dismis. al is not dia
logue!). 

I welcomed the opportunity to slip in a lare conlriblllioll OD Acts (chapter 
14), wbich emerged from work for a semipopular commentary on Tbe Acts 
of Lh AposUes (L ndon: EpworthNaUey Forge: TPI, 1996) and which belps 
provide a litUe m re balance for a volume which migul lherwise be lOO 

d minated by Paul. 
TIle largest group of essays revolve around my Chri8tology in the 

Makin.g (London: S MlPbiladelphia: Westrnjnster, 1980 . the debate it partly 
contributed L and partly engendered, and the several sp inoff which re. ulted. 
I hope tbe seq uence indicates omethillg or the character of debate which I 
see to be fundamental to effective theologizing. Tbe exch~tnge with Maurice 
Wiles was particularly fruitful for me (chapter 15 ; I have i.ncluded his opening 
review but only my side of the resulting C01Tef1[1ondence. which seemed 
suffi iently self-explanatory. Several of the review. and critiques of Chris
IO/ogy seemed to me to be s in ~dequaLe Lhal <l fairly robust response wa, 
ca lled for chapters 16 and 17). But an author cannOl wholly excuse himself 
for U1e misundersLandings of his readers, so r bope the responses provided 
u. eful clad Dcation and met at leaSl some f the criLici ms. The opportunity 
for u second edition f 'hri '(ology gave me pportunity to summmize and 
extend these response. and to inelicate where modification wa ' calJed for as 
a result (chapter 18). Further debate has not been as extensive as I had hoped, 
but that may have been partly due to the lack of a North American version 
of the second edition, a defect now happily resolved by Eerdmans (1996). 

One feature of my attitude to theologizing is that I see what I write as 
contributing to an ongoing dialogue. Which is also to admit that I do not find 
it necessary to have reached a completely rounded conclusion or stasis before 
I commit my research to paper. Ln writing I both clarify my own perception 
(1 writ in order to under truld!) an I invite Lhose response winch wiJi help 
to furlher clarify. m dify, sharpen. etc. that perception or its articulation. In 
Lhis ase the lectw'es whic11 make LIp chapTer 19 and 20 gave m the oppor
tun.ity to take fUJ'tber and already to modify the fir [ edi.tion of Chri.l't%gy 
tlri. j ' why T have placed them after the essays on Christo logy itself). Tile 

growing appreciation of how ciUcial wa<; the issue of mon theism ill late 
first-century Christiaruty as it emerged from econd Temple Judaism and of 
how crucial was rhe role or Jolm's Gospel in hringing thjs issue to focus and 
in promoting a full -bI Wll christology-wilhin-moIlOllleism has been for me 
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one of the most important insights to emerge from 28 years of research in 
christology. 

I remain of the strong conviction that getting it right at this point is vital 
for several important aspects of Christianity and Christian theology. (1) It is 
vital for our understanding of Christianity as a monotheistic religion. The 
point is elaborated in chapter 21. The danger of a focus on christology is that 
it obscures the primary context of theology. And too many branches of con
temporary Christianity lean dangerously close to a form of christolatry for the 
danger to be lightly dismissed. In the intensity of their focus on Jesus they 
forget that even the confession of Jesus Christ as Lord is/should be "to the 
glory of God the Father" (Phil 2:11). A christology which forgets its mono
theistic matrix is more polytheistic than monotheistic in inspiration. 

(2) It is equally vital for our understanding of Christianity's continued 
relation with the Judaism within which it emerged. Hence the reaction in 
chapter 22. The greatest stumbling block between Christianity and Judaism 
today is still the question whether Christianity has in fact abandoned belief 
that God is one. There is more to it, of course, given not least that Judaism 
and Christianity have gone their independent ways for so many centuries; I 
may refer simply to my The Partings of the Ways between Christianity and 
Judaism (London: SCMlPhiladelphia: TPI, 1991). But so long as Christian 
theology remains ambivalent on its monotheism, and so long as any tendency 
to christolatry remains strong in Christian worship, for so long will Jew and 
Christian be unable to comprehend the other in regard to the most fundamental 
root of their common religion. And for a Christianity three-quarters of whose 
scriptures are the scriptures of Israel, that is a most serious crack in its own 
foundations . 

(3) Not least is an adequate appreciation of Christianity's monotheism 
vital for Christian understanding of the continuities between Jesus himself 
and what was claimed for him subsequently. Without such continuity there is 
another flaw at the heart of a Christianity which claims that the self-revelation 
of God has been focused in a historical individual and particularly in his 
three-year ministry in Galilee and Jerusalem. And without such continuity, 
demonstrable or at least plausible, Christian apologetics on this crucial point 
have an almost impossible task. Hence the importance of the concept of 
incarnation (chapter 2) and of attempting to grasp why the concept and credo 
was formulated (chapter 23). As one who has always seen the heart of the 
Christian gospel in the proclamation of cross and resurrection, I confess to 
being somewhat bemused to find that my own dialogue and research have 
pushed me so far toward a strong affirmation of incarnation. And as one who 
started with some difficulties over classic formulations of God as Trinity I am 
amused that my work has progressed so consistently from Spirit, to Christ, 
to God. 
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Finally it seemed appropriate to include a lecture first delivered at the 
Presbyterian Church (USA) Theology Convocation "We Believe in One Lord 
Jeslls Christ" (Pittsburgh, April, 1995 on the second coming (ohapt r 24 . 
Oddly enough, Lhis was a ropic I had never addre sed in del ih unLil this time. 
Bar il gave me an insight into Lhe chara t rofChrislian hope and oftheol gicnl 
imagery which cl.osel.y correlated with the results of earlier l-iludy. 1 hope it 
aLso gives a flavor of lhe dialogue which i faith in search f understanding 
and understanding in scrutiny of faiLh. II is a subject which i. bound LO come 
more and more to the fore at the tum of the millennium and which, one would 
have thought, those engaged in the dialogue of christology ought to be ad
dressing with some energy. But, most impOltant here, it is part of a full answer 
to the question "Why christology?" which in the end, as from the beginning, 
confronts us with God. 

James D. G. Dunn, 
Durham 
September, 1997 
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New Testament Christology 

The main object of New Testament christology is ·to trace the emergence of 
Christianity's distinctive claims regarding Christ as documented in the writ
ings of the New Testament. 

A. Introduction 

1. Aim 

Prior to Jesus' ministry, we can speak only of a diverse Jewish hope of a new 
age often involving one or more intermediary or redeemer figures - messiah, 
prophet, exalted hero, archangel, even God himself. A century later all these 
categories and more were either superseded or focused in one man, Jesus Christ. 
Ignatius spoke ofJesus in straightforward terms as "our God, Jesus (the) Christ" 
(Eph. 18:2; Rom. 3:3) and showed how christology was well on the way toward 
the classical credal statements of the ecumenical councils. "There is one phys
ician, who is both flesh and spirit, born and yet not born, who is God in man, 
true life in death, both of Mary and of God, first passible and then impassible, 
Jesus Christ our Lord" (Eph. 7:2). In the course of that hundred years, the claims 
of Christianity appeared and began to take definitive shape. The New Testament 
contains that first flowering and enables us to appreciate a good deal of how and 
why it came about and took the forms it did. 

Originally published as "Christo logy (NT)," Anchor Bible Dictionary I, 979-91. Copyright © 
1992 by Doubleday, a division of Bantam Doubleday Dell Publishing Group, Inc., and used by 
permission. 
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4 GENERAL ESSAYS 

2. Method 

Since a transition is involved, at the very least, from Jewish expectations to 
Christian faith, a developmental approach has been chosen. This assumes that 
a tradition-history analysis is able to uncover the main outlines of Jesus' own 
convictions and teaching and similarly that sufficiently reliable information 
can be had about the beliefs of the earliest Christian congregations. Thereafter 
we can trace the teaching and emphasis of the individual New Testament 
writers themselves, following consensus dating and location where necessary. 
This approach, of course, will not reveal all that Christians said about Christ 
during that period, but the New Testament writings were obviously regarded 
as of more than passing significance from the first and therefore can be said 
to have preserved the most influemial material from the foundati.onal epoch. 

New Testamenl christo I gy could pr perly confine it elf to a description 
f the chrisLol gy of ach indi vidual document, seeking to demonstrate such 

correlation and coherence as seems appropriate. Several standard treatments 
have 1'0 used on titles; and though titles cannot tell the wh Ie story, the 
emergence tmd USe of certain titl es can tell LI S a good deal. Dissatisfaction 
wil.h an exees ' ive emphasis ( n titles has more recent ly reslli ted in call for 
different approaches - motif-center d transformation of calegolie , concep
tunl lrajeclories, and the like. The f !lowing analysis willu e all these method. 
as seems appropriate. 

Most attempt to wdle a New Te uuncnlchristology also use the bene1it 
or hindsighl and gl bal perspective to trace the larg r patterns and develop
ments of which individual wer a part. • hey describe the process by which 
the earliesl cilril)[ logical f'onTIulalions cam to expressi,on as it were, from 
"olll .. ide." The danger of Sli b an approach is that it reads back laLer devel
opments inl Lbe earli r material; it fail t respect the inevitablY more limited 
hori zons of the writer themselves. We will attempt the mOre difficult lask of 
describing tbe process from "in ide. ' ThaI should not prevel1l us from rec-

gnlzing ally new or previollsly unexpressed fonnul ati on. On the contrary, 
we should be beller able to distinguisllthe genuinely new from mere variation 
or transfer categories. 

3. Chief Impulses 

The principal till dUb in 11\ ' formulating of New Testament chriSIOJogy wa 
Lhreefold: (I) the impa t of Jesu , including the impact of his ministry in style 
and C Illent as well a, of his teaching in particular; (2) Lhe impact of bis death 
and resurrection- 3) the experience or (many ot) the fi1 t Christians in which 
they recognized further evidence of Jesus' power and status. 
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The material with which New Testament christology worked was again 
primarily the first Christians' memories of Jesus and [heir own experience. 
But a principal tributary was the various main feature of Jewisb h pc seen 
to cohere in Jesus. Also of increasing importance ove]' the hundred-year peri d 
under review were various categories of wider currency in the Greco-Roman 
world. 

B. Christological Claims Attributed to Jesus 

Did JesDs have a christol gy? That is, did b make significant claims regarding 
bim elf? The Synoptic. .. and John 's Gospel are rno 'l markedly different aL thi s 
poinl. Whereas in the latter Jesus' claims for himself are a prommenl featur 
chapter after chapter, in the former he seem on tht: contTary to wClnllo avoid 
drawing attention to htmself. Since .Tohn' clu'istology is so distinctive in 
compari on wi th the olhers, it is best [ confine attention here to tb ynoptics 
and treat John separately below. 

1. Jesus and Jewish Expectation 

At the time of Jesus, Jewish hope embraced a variety of messianic and/or 
prophetic categories. 

a. Royal Messiah 

A royal son of David (as in Isa. 11 : 1-5' P s. Sol. }7:23; 4QFlor 1.10- 13) Wa! 

probably the tlgure of poplllul' .fewi ' h hope - a new kjng to restore Israel' 
independence and greatn,ess. lL i ' li kely lhat anyone who roused the sort of 
popular interest and excitement wh,ich John the Baptist and Je 'us provol ed 
wou ld have been regarded as a candidate for such a III sianic role (cf. Joho 
1:20; 6: 15). And a basi fact is that Jesus was executed a a mess ianic pre tender 
- King of the Jews (Mark 15:26 par . . In the hearing before CRiaphas the 
question was also probably raised, "Are you the M essiah, ,<;on oHhe Blessed?" 
- on the basis of the accusation about desh'oying and rebuilding the temple 
seen in the light of 2 Sam. 7:13-14, interpreted messianically (as in 4QFlor). 
The distinctive features of Jesus' entry into Jerusalem and of his symbolic 
action in the temple ("the cleansing of the temple") would almost certainly 
have raised the same issue in broad (eschatological) or specific (royal messiah) 
terms. It would hardly be surprising then if his closest followers had them-
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selves raised the question at an earlier stage of his ministry, particularly in 
the light of the success and popularity it clearly enjoyed (so Mark 8:27-30 
pars.). 

The key question, however, is how Jesus reacted when this option was 
put to him. And the answer of the earliest traditions seems to be not very 
positively. He never once laid claim to the title on his own behalf or unequivo
cally welcomed its application to him by others. Mark 6:45 strongly suggests 
that he rejected the messianic role of popular antiCipation d. John 6:15), and 
Mark 8:30-33 and the entry into JenisaJem porlray a rather diFferent model. 
So far as we can tell, he did not reject the title "Messiah" outright when put 
to him (Mark 8:30; 14:62; 15:2), but as currently understood it was evidently 
unsuited to describe the role he saw for himself. It needed the events of the 
cross and resurrection to reshape and fill the title with new content for the 
first Christians. 

h. Priestly Messiah 

Tn one or more lrands of pre~Christiall Judai m a pri tly messiah was 
accorded greater significance than the royal messiah (e.g. T 12 P.; J QSa 
2 .11 ~22). But apparently this was never seen as an option for Jesus, presumably 
because he wa. known t b of a tribe ther than the tribe f Levi. 

c. The Prophet 

Jewi h expectali n took vari,ou, forms here -tb retuw of Elijah (Mal . 4:5' 
Sir. 48:9- 10), the prophet like Mose (Dent. 18: 15, (8) , and an unnamed or 
eschatological prophet (lsa. 61 :1-2; lQS 9.'lL· 11 QMelcb). Whether these 
were different expe tations or variants of a single expecation is nol clear, and 
probably was not clear then either. What i clear however, is that there was 
a reacline . La recognize Jesus as a prophet or the prophet Made 6: 15 par.; 
8:28 pars.; John : L4; 7:40, 52), though it should noL be forgotten that others 
were accorded the same title in thi, peri d (Mark U:32' JOh.11 1 :21.; Josephll , 
Am. 18.85-87; 20.97f., 167, 169~72, 188). 

Jesus him. eIf seems to have accepted the designation in some degree 
(Mark 6:4 pill'S. ' Luke 13:33 and in particular to have used ISH. 61: 1 ~2 as a 
program for hi ~ mission (MaLL. 5:3-4 = Luke 6:20-2 1; Ma t. 11 .5 = Luke 7:22; 
Luke 4: 18-19), He also seems deliberately to have engaged in prophetic or 
. ymboli aclion (particul arly the ac(joD in the temple and the Last Supper). 
But at limes there are hint that he saw hi s role as transcending that of the 
normal prophetic figure: Mark] 2: 1 ~9; the claim, ' I came,' rather than, "I 
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was sent" (as in Mark 2:17 pars.); and the use of the formula, "But I say," 
rather than the more typically prophetic, "Thus says the Lord." 

d. Healer 

Although miraculous resLoration of physical faculties was expected to be a 
mark. of the new age (Isa. ]7-J9' 35:5-7), iL was not particularly a sociated 
with any of the above figures. Healings and exorcisms were wideJy practiced 
in the ancient w rId by pagan and Jews Mark 9:38-39' A t 19:13-19; 
Josephus, Ant. 8.45-49). So although it is beyond dispute that Jesus was known 
as a successful healer and exorcist, it is not clear whether much significance 
would have been read into this activity by his contemporaries. 

Jesus himself, however, seems to have seen in his own ministry clear 
evidence that God's final rule was already beginning to operate through his 
exorcisms (Mark 3:23,27; Matt. 12:28 == Luke 11:20; Luke 10:18) and healing 
(Matt. 11 :5-6 == Luke 7:22-23). This self-estimate included a claim to a plenary 
anointing by God's spirit whicb marked out his ministry as distinctive and 
which should have been rrffi ienlly clear Lo his criLical 0nlookers (bence· also 
Mark 3:28-29 pars.). Also distinctive was his exorcistic technique, since he 
seems neither to have used physical aids nor to have invoked some higher 
authority in a formula of adjuration. We may properly infer a consciousness 
on his part of his own authority or of an immediacy and directness of em
powering from God (Mark 11:28-33 pars.). 

e. Teacher 

Jesus is regularly called teacher in the tradition (Mark 5:35; 9:17, 38; 10:17, 
20,35, etc.) and his characteristic style as a "parabolist," one who spoke in 
parables and pithy saying, , is clearly enshrined in tile Synoptics. This would 
be relatively unremarkable in itself except that Lhe au lhodty with which Jesus 
taugh t eem to have provoked surprise <wd question (Mark 1 :27 par.; 6:2 
par.; LI :28 pars.). 10 a large part this mll t have been because of the same 
immediacy and directness whi h his teaching . tyle embodied - the lack of 
appeal to previous authorities the iypicaJ "Amen' with which he often began 
a saying and not least hjs readiness to dispute established rolings ev n if 
given by Moses himself (as in Matt. 5:31-42). 

As Jesus evidently saw himself as God's ambassador and spokesman 
(Mark 9:37 pars.) and as the climax of the prophetic tradition, so he may have 
seen himself not simply as a teacher of wisdom but as the eschatological 
emissary of divine Wisdom (Luke 7:31-35 pars.; 10:21-22 par.; 11:49-51 par.). 
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SUCD se l r- L1nder~randing musllie behind his pronouncement of sins forgiven 
wiLhout reference to (be sacrificial cult (as in Mark 2: 10) and the exclusiveness 
of the claim he made for his teaching and call (Matt. 7:24-27; 10:32 pars.; 
10:37 par.). 

In short, none of these various categories available or applied to Jesus 
seem to have proved entirely suitable to describe the role Jesus saw for himself. 
Four of the five caught aspects of his work, but only aspects. 

2. Jesus' View of His Own Role 

The evidence reviewed above indicates that Jesus saw his ministry as having 
a final significance for his hearers. He saw himself as the eschatological agent 
of God. This self-understanding seems to have been encapsulated in two 
modes of self-reference. 

a. Son of God 

This title, which eventually became the title for Christ in the classic creeds 
(God the Son), at the time of Jesus had a much broader reference and simply 
denoted someone highly favored by God. Hence it could be used of Israel (as 
in Exod. 4:22), of angels (as in Job 1:6-12), of the king (as in 2 Sam. 7:14), 
of the righteous man (as in Wis. 2: 13-18), or of (other) charismatic rabbis (m. 
Ta'an. 3:8). The process by which the first Christians commandeered this title 
and gave it exclusive reference to Jesus is reflected in its increasing signifi
cance in the Gospel traditions during the second half of the first century -
as indicated by the number of times Jesus speaks of God as his father (Mark 
3 times, Q 4, Luke's special material 4, Matthew's special material 31, John 
over 100). 

There is sufficient indication that the process that permitted Christians 
to call Jesus Son of God had already begun with Jesus himself. The basic data 
is Jesus' habit, as it appears to have been, of addressing God as "Father" in 
his prayers (as in Matt. 11:25-26 = Luke 10:1-22; the only exception being 
Mark 15:34). The word used was almost certainly the Aramaic 'abba (so Mark 
14:36), since it was evidently remembered and treasured in the Grcek-sJ eaking 
churches as characterizing the sonship of Jesus (Rwll. 8:15- 16' Ga l. 4:6). The 
point is that "abba" is a family word, expressive ur il1 timate fatniiy relation 
ship. So the deduction lies close to hand that Jesus used it because he under
stood (we may even say experienced) his relationship to God in prayer in 
such intimate terms. And though he evidently taught his disciples so to pray 
(Luke 11 :2), the same Pauline passages clearly indicate that this mode of 
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prayer was seen as something distinctive of the Christians in their dependence 
on the Spirit of the Son. To that extent at least we can say that the process of 
narrowing the concept of divine sonship by reference to Jesus did indeed begin 
with Jesus. Whether Jesus made this a subject of explicit teaching, however, 
may be doubted, since Matt. 11:27 and Mark 13:32 in particular may already 
evidence some of the christological intensification which comes to full ex
pression in the Fourth Gospel. But at least we can say that the directness and 
immediacy of his relationship with God noted above seems to have cohered 
for Jesus in his "abba" prayer. 

h. Son of Man 

As our records stand, this seems to be the most obvious example of a self
chosen self-designation (e.g., Mark 2:lO; 8:31; 14:62). But the significance 
of the phrase has been disputed in New Testament scholarship throughout this 
century. 

Certainly the phrase must go back to Jesus in some form. It belongs 
almost exclusively to the Gospels (82 out of 86 times), and in the Gospels it 
appears in effect only on the lips of Jesus. Apart from Acts 7:56 we cannot 
speak of a "Son of man christology" outside the Jesus tradition. The most 
consistent explanation is that the usage originated in the Jesus tradition, and 
that means, in this case, with Jesus himself. That is not to exclude the likeli
hood that a number of particular examples within the Jesus tradition reflect 
some editorial reworking of the tradition (as in Matt. 16:28). But even that 
reworking follows what was probably the established and therefore original 
pattern of a speech usage confined to Jesus' own words. It must have been a 
firm and clear characteristic of Jesus' speech. 

In some instances at least he seems to have used the phrase in the normal 
Aramaic idiom - "son of man" = man (cf. Ps. 8:4), though with something 
of a self-reference (the polite English style of referring to oneself by the 
general "one" is a useful parallel). This usage is probably reflected in such 
passages as Mark 2: lO (the use of the phrase occasions no surprise or offense 
in the story) and 2:28, and the variant traditions of Mark 3:28-29 pars. are 
best explained by an ambiguous son of man/man formulation in the original 
Aramaic. It would also explain why "I" appears in place of "the Son of Man" 
in other parallel traditions (as in Luke 6:22 = Matt. 5:11; Luke 12:8 = Matt. 
lO:32). In such cases, of course, the phrase would not have had a titular 
significance to strut with. 

The alternative suggestion that the phrase was already firmly established 
in Jewish thought as a title for a heavenly redeemer figure is not securely 
grounded. In Dan. 7: 13 it is not a title: the manlike figure represents Israel 
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over against the beastlike figures which represent Israel's enemies in a creative 
reuse of Ule fami1i~u~ cr ation mythology - the saint, of the mOst high ful
filling Ad~un 's role of dominion over the rest of cre~llion. J wish apocalyptic 
writers certainJy interpret the Dan. 7:13 vision with refer uce to a heavenly 
redeemer, but i.o each case (Similitudes of Enoch and 4 Ezra) the implica tion 
is that this is a fresh interpretation of the Daniel passage. T be dale of Lhe 
Similitudes is disputed, but a date prior [Q Jesus cannot be a SLImed and 4 Ezra 
is certainly later than A.D. 70. Nor is Ulere any indicati.on whatsoever th aL 
Jesus was thought to have identified himself with an already known redeemer 
figure of Jewish expectation or that such an identification needed to be 
confessed or defended. The likelihood that it was Jesus himself who first drew 
upon Dan. 7: 13 to interpret his own role is part of the larger question which 
follows. 

3. Jesus' View of His Death 

It is highly probable that Jesus foresaw the likelihood of a violent or igno
minious death. This was the typical fate of prophet and righteous man in 
Jewish tradition (Wis. 5:1-5; Matt. 23:29-37 par.), as his immediate predeces
sor (John the Baptist) showed all too well. The hostility which resulted in his 
eventual crucifixion must have been evident some time before that (cf. Mark 
3:22 pars. ; 14:8 pars.; Matt. 23:37 = Luke 13:34), and the prophetic action in 
the temple certainly invited the retaliation which soon followed. The sayings 
tradition which can be traced back to Jesus with some confidence suggests 
that Jesus saw a fuller significance in his death. The "cup" sayings (Mark 
10:38 par.; 14:36 pars.) evoke the OT image of the cup of God's wrath (as in 
Isa. 51:17-23), and the "baptism" and "fire" sayings (Mark 10:38; Luke 
12:49-50) probably take up the Baptist's metaphor of a fiery baptism to 
represent the final tribulations which would introduce the end. In applying 
such images to himself, Jesus presumably implied that his death was to have 
some sort of representative or vicarious meaning. 

If, in addition, the Son of man passion predictions (Mark 8:31; 9:31; 
10:34) already contained, in their original form, an allusion to the manlike 
figure of Daniel's vision, an even more explicit representative significance 
would be hard to exclude (= "the saints of the most high"). Similar implica
tions are involved in Mark 10:45 and 14:24, though a more direct allusion to 
the suffering servant of Isaiah 53 is harder to sustain at the earliest level of 
the tradition. 

It is also highly likely that Jesus expected to be vindicated after his 
death. The pattern was already well established in Jewish reflection on the 
suffering of the righteous (Isa. 53:10-11; Dan. 7; Wis. 5:1-5; 2 Macc. 7:23), 
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aDd hope f vindication after enduring the es hatological lribulali n would 
be all obvious way to correlate hi expected uffering with bis confidence in 
God 's coming reign (as Mark 14:25 confirms). If he did expre s Uli s hope in 
teml of resurrection (Mark 8:3 1; 9:31; 10:34, it w uld presuma ly be the 
final resurrection he had in mind, since the concept of the eschatological 
resurrection of an individual seems to have emerged as a Christian perception 
of what had happened to Jesus. 

In short, while we cannot say that Jesus placed himself at the center of 
his own message or called for faith in himself as such n .iLher can we say 
that Jesus simply saw himself as the eschatological proclaimer of dle kingdom 
of God. The claim to be the medium of God's rule, th en e of an immediacy 
and directness in his relation with God and the expectation of representative 
death and vindication, is well enough rooted in the Jesus tradition. It is also 
the sort of base we both need and anyway expect if we are to explain the 
subsequent development of christology. 

C. The Beginnings of Christology Proper 

Despite what has just been said, it is highly doubtful whether the movement 
begun by Jesus during his lifetime would have amounted to anything without 
the resurrection and the experience of the Spirit. 

1. The Resurrection of Christ 

The belief that God had raised Jesus from the dead was clearly foundational in 
shaping christology. It is the most promin nr feature in the sermons in Acts, 
reflecting the emphasis both of Luke and f lhe materia l he lISes (Acts 2:24-32; 
4:1-2,33; 10:40-41; 13:30-37; 17: 18 30-3.L . The pre-Pau.Line formula, "God 
raised him from the dead, " may justly be described as the earliest Christian creed 
(Rom. 10:9; 1 Thess. 1:10; Rom. 8:11 [twice]; Gal. 1:1; Col. 2:12; Eph. 1:20; 
2 Tim. 2:8). The centrality of Christ's resurrection for Paul himself is underlined 
in 1 Cor. 15:12-20, particularly 15:17, and Phil. 2:9-11. In all the Gospels the 
resurrection forms the climax to the whole presentation of Jesus. Its watershed 
character in determining christology is indicated variously: in Mark it resolves 
"the messianic secret" (Mark 9:9); similarly it is the hermeneutic key in John 
(John 2:22); Luke carefully monitors his use of the title "Lord" in reference to 
Jesus in acknowledgment of the fact that the title only became his by reason of 
the resurrection; and in Matthew it is only with the resurrection that the 
commission of Jesus becomes universal (Matt. 28: 18-20; cf. 10:5-6). 
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Even where the concept "resurrection" is not prominent, the significance 
of what happened to Jesus after his death is central in assessments of Christ 
and his significance, as in Hebrews (e.g., 9:11-12) and Revelation (e.g., 5:5). 
And elsewhere there seems to be no attempt to distinguish resurrection from 
exaltation (e.g., Acts 2:32-33; Phil. 2:9; 1 Pet. 3:21-22; John 12:32). Neverthe
less, it remains a striking fact that the concept of "resurrection" became 
established from the first, rather than what might otherwise have been the 
more obvious and recognized category of vindication in heaven of the dead 
hero. Indeed the earliest formulations seem to have assumed that Jesus' res
urrection was the beginning of "the resurrection from the dead" in general 
(1 Cor. 15:20; cf. Matt. 27:51-53). 

2. The Experience of the Spirit 

Tbat the outpouring of the. plril expected or the la. t days wa already a factor 
of their expedence seems likewise to have been a basic and unifying claim of 
the earl iest Christi ans. Wh.at is most relevant here is that the perceived in£[ uenee 
of the Spirit seems ruso LO have been a detenninative f'1ct I' i.n . haping chris
tology. The Baptist's pr diction that the coming one's mi.ni try wouJd b char
acterized by baptizing in Spirit i.s retai ned by all forms of the gospel tradition 
(Mark 1:8 pars.). The Pentecost outpouring is attributed exp licitly to the exalted 
JeSlis (Acts 2:33). The identification of the Spirit as . the Spirit or CJlrisl ' 
evidently became soon est.ablished (A LS 16:7 ; 1 Pel. 1:12' I John 5:7' Rev. 
19: I 1; on John see below). In Revelation the even spirits of God = tbe 'Holy 
Spirit) are depicted as th eyes of the Lamb (Rev. 5:6). 

3. Other Features of Early Christology 

The search for criprural explanations f wbat had happened nlU t inevitably 
have been a primary objective for the first Christian '. To show U1at Jesu was 
Messiah despite his shameful death would have been un urgent necessity, 
reflected in uch passages as lmke 24:26. 46 and Acts 3: 18, jn Ule early formula 
" Christ died" (Rom. 8:34; J4:9' I Thess. 4: 14). and in the established Pauline 
emphasis on "Christ crucified" ( I or. 1:23; 2:2; Gal. 3: 1). Isaiah 53 un
doubtedly came early inlo playas in Rom. 4:25; 1 Cor. 15:3; J Pet. 2:24-25), 
though all usions in Acts 3~ highlight the sul'fedng-vi ndi 'l1lion dleme rather 
than that of vicarious suffering. 

On the theme of Jesus' exaltation, Ps. 11 0: 1 quickly became a basic proof 
text (as, e.g., in Acts 2:34; Rom. 8:34; 1 Cor. 15:25; Heb. 1:3, 13; 1 Pet. 3:22). 
Also, to a lesser extent, Ps. 2:7 (as in Acts 13:33; Heb. 5:5). The consequence of 
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such usage was to give what could be later regarded as an "adoptionist" ring to 
some early formulations (Acts 2:36; 13:33; Rom. 1 :4). More important, how
ever, was the fact that these texts gave added impulse to the two titles for Jesus 
which were most capable of providing a bridge of communication for the gospel 
from Judaism to the wider Hellenistic world - Jesus as Lord (1 Cor. 16:22; Jas. 
5:7-8; and Acts 11:20; Rom. 10:9 = pre-Pauline baptismal confession; Phil. 
2:9-11) and Jesus as Son of God (Acts 9:20; 1 Thess.1:9-10;Heb.4:14). 

The early Christian use of these same texts left its mark on the Jesus 
tradition itself (as in Mark 1: 11; 12:35-37; 14:24,62; Luke 22:37), obscuring 
the issue of whether Jesus himself referred to them. The transformation of 
various "Son of man" sayings within the Jesus tradition into full titular 
self-references with consistent if often implicit reference to Dan. 7: 13 must 
also have happened early on. 

At the same time the use and reuse of the Jesus tradition throughout this 
whole period is sufficient indication of a lively desire to recall the words and 
character of Jesus' ministry because of their continuing relevance. This re
mains a compelling deduction despite the relative lack of interest shown in 
the content of the Jesus tradition outside the Gospels. The Q collection, for 
example, reflects a strong concern to present Jesus as (eschatological) teacher 
of wisdom (particularly Luke 7:35; 10:21-22; 11:31,49; 13:34). Besides this, 
it is inconceivable that substantial elements of the Jesus tradition were not 
passed on to newly established congregations (cf. Acts 2:42; 1 Cor. 11 :2; Col. 
2:6; 2 Thess. 2:15). Such traditions must have provided a common ground 
between writer and readers to which allusion need only be made (e.g., Rom. 
13:8-10; 2 Cor. 10:1; 1 Thess. 5:2; Jas. 5:12). 

A strong feature of the earliest period was also the expectation of the 
imminent return of Christ. It was the corollary of the belief that Christ's 
resurrection was the beginning of the final resurrection (see above) and is 
reflected in such early formulations as Acts 3:19-21; 1 Cor. 16:22; and 
1 Thess. 1 :9-10. The Son of Man material used by Q also reflects a keen 
interest in his coming in glory and judgment (Matt. 19:28 par.; 24:27, 37, 44 
par.). Such imminent expectation was slow to disappear, as the early letters 
of Paul demonstrate (1 Thess. 4:13-18; 1 Cor. 7:29-31), and retained a par
ticular vitality in Jewish-Christian circles (Jas. 5:7-8; Rev. 22:20). 

The short time lag anticipated between Jesus' exaltation and return may 
be sufficient to explain why no interim function in heaven seems to be 
attributed to Jesus in the Acts material. On the other hand, the understanding 
of Jesus as heavenly intercessor must have emerged early, prior to its devel
opment in Hebrews (Rom. 8:34), since the idea of heavenly intercession was 
already well established in Judaism (e.g., Tob. 12:15; T. Levi 3:5; 5:6-7). 

While it is impossible then to gain a detailed picture of this earliest stage 
of christology, a sufficiently clear and coherent outline can be reconstructed. 
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D. The Christology of Paul 

The background of Paul's christology has already in effect been gi ven above. The 
impact of the Damascus road experience should not be underestimated (in view 
of 2 Cor. 4:6 and Gal. 1: 16), though it can as easily be exaggerated. Likewise his 
continuing experience of being "engraced" or "enChristed" was fundamental 
(see below). The most important other influences came through Hellenistic 
Judaism (see below). The 20th-century entrancement with the hypothesis that 
Paul adopted an already widely spread Gnostic redeemer myth is neither justified 
by the pre-Pauline sources nor necessitated by the Pauline material itself. 

The distinctive Pauline contribution can be summarized under three 
heads. 

1. Adam Christology - Christ as Man 

It is a fundamental conviction of Paul that in his life and death Jesus was one 
with humanity in his fallenness and that his resurrection inaugurated a new 
humanity. The latter is explicit in the passages in which he sums up the whole 
sweep of human history in the two epochs of Adam and Christ (Rom. 5: 12-21 ; 
1 Cor. 15:20-22,45-49). The former is implicit in his use of Ps. 8:4-6 (1 Cor. 
15:27; Eph. 1:22; Phil. 3:21), as its fuller exposition in Heb. 2:6-9 indicates. 
But it also comes to expression in Rom. 8:3 ("the actual likeness of sinful 
flesh"); Gal. 4:4 ("born of woman, born under the law"); 2 Cor. 8:9 ("his 
poverty"); and Phil. 2:7 ("form of a slave ... as man"), though the majority 
of scholars would question whether these last verses are properly to be seen 
as expressions of Adam christology. 

As many of the above references also indicate, this representative func
tion of Christ's life achieves its point particularly in his death; if this one man 
dies, then all die (2 Cor. 5: 14). This dovetails with Paul's readiness to interpret 
Christ's death under the category of "sacrifice" or "sin-offering" (Rom. 3:25; 
1 Cor. 5:7). As several passages clearly imply, Paul saw the "mechanism" of 
sacrifice in terms of representative "interchange" (2 Cor. 5:21; Rom. 8:3; Gal. 
3:13; 4:4-5). That is, the sinless one suffers the full effects of human sin 
(death) in order, not that death might be escaped (= substitution), but that the 
finality of death might be broken through a sharing in his death leading to 
resurrection (Rom. 6:5-8; 8:17; Phil. 3:10-11). 

Since the obedience of his death was primarily an undoing of Adam's 
disobedience (Rom. 5: 19; Phil. 2:8), a voluntary embracing of the human lot 
which was the consequence of Adam's folly, it is more accurate to speak of 
Christ's role as inaugurator of a new humanity as stemming from the resur
rection (1 Cor. 15:21-22; Rom. 8:29; Col. 1:18). It is as resurrected, as "spir-
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itual body," that Christ is "last Adam" and pattern of the humanity which at 
last fulfills the divine purpose in creating humankind (1 Cor. 15:45-49). 

Somewhat surprisingly, some of Paul's other distinctive emphases can 
be included' under this head. In particular, his intensive use of "Christ" 
(already established as a proper name) in corporate imagery - the charac
teristic "in Christ" (about 80 times), "into Christ" (as in Gal. 3:27), "with 
Christ" (as in Gal. 3:20), and "through Christ" (more than twenty times), not 
to mention the "body of Christ" (as in Romans 12 and 1 Corinthians 12). 
The language refers to the identification with Christ made possible by Christ's 
identification with fallen humanity - the process of salvation understood as 
a growing participation in Christ's death with a view to a complete participa
tion in his resurrection as the final goal (Rom. 6:3-6; hence also the creation 
motif of "old nature/new nature" in Col. 3:9-11; Eph. 4:22-24). The Adam 
christology corresponds with the understanding of the process of salvation as 
corporate, more than individual (cf. Eph. 2:15; 4:13). 

Other facets of Paul's christology also cohere effectively under Adam 
christology. For obvious reasons this applies to the relatively less important 
theme of Jesus as God's Son, as the prominence of this title in some of the 
material reviewed above makes clear (Rom. 8:3, 15-17,29; Gal. 4:4-7; Col. 
1: 13) - the risen Christ as the eldest brother in the eschatological family of 
God. But it applies even more to an important aspect of Paul's most prominent 
designation for Jesus, that is "Lord," since it is only as risen Lord that Christ 
fulfills God's original intention in creating the first human - "to put all things 
under his feet" (1 Cor. 15:25-27 referring to Ps. 8:6). This may include the 
"Christus victor" theme of Col. 2:15. 

2. Wisdom Christology - Christ as Divine 

Perhaps the most enduring development was the application of Wisdom 
categories to Jesus. Divine wisdom had long served as one of the most 
important bridge concepts for a Judaism seeking to present itself intelligibly 
and appealingly within the context of the wider religiophilosophic thought 
of the time. Within Judaism itself, Wisdom (along with Spirit and Word) 
was one important way of speaking of God in his creative, revelatory, and 
redemptive imminence (Proverbs, Sirach, Wisdom, Philo). Judaism's distinc
tive claim was that this wisdom was now embodied in the Torah (Sir. 24:23; 
Bar. 4:1). 

Already with Paul the equivalent association is being made between 
Wisdom and Christ (1 Cor. 1 :30) - that is, Christ as the embodiment of divine 
Wisdom and thus as the definitive self-expression of God (Col. I: 19; 2:9). 
Paul uses Wisdom terminology boldly of Christ, particularly speaking of his 
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role in creation ( I Cor. 8:6; 01. 1:15-17). Whether Paul me<.tn!; by this that 
Christ himseU' was preexislent, as most conclud , or, more pre isely. that 
Christ had assumed the roJe of preexistent Wisdom withoul remaindl!l". is less 
clear. At all events, he has no doubt that it is Christ crucified who is the 
definition of divine Wisdom (1 Cor. 1:24), the determinative revelation and 
redemptive act of God (2 Cor. 5:19). 

The element of ambiguity here is not resolved by other references. The 
concept of Jesus' divine sonship provides an important bridge between Adam 
and Wisdom christologies, but the usage in Rom. 8:3 and Gal. 4:4 seems as 
close to the imagery of Mark 12:6 as to that of the Fourth Evangelist. Poten
tially more revealing is the title "Lord," since it was such an important 
indicator of Christ's status for Paul (note particuarly Rom. 10:9 and 1 Cor. 
12:3; well over 200 times in reference to Christ). Its use in Hellenistic religion 
for the cult god made it an important evangelistic and apologetic tool. Over 
against Hellenistic tolerant syncretism Paul claimed exclusivity for Christ's 
Lordship (l Cor. 8:5-6; Phil. 2:9-11; 1 Cor. 15:25). In so doing he did not 
hesitate to apply OT texts referring to Yahweh to the Lord Christ (Rom. 10: 13; 
I Cor. 2: 16' Phil 2: 10- 11 - using lh strongly monotheistic 1$'1. 45:22-23 ), 
Yet, at the sam time, Paul evidently did nOl see such usage as an infringement 
on t ruJililllltd J wish monotheism (l Cor. 8:6' a! 0.):23: 11 :3;15:24.28). To 
call Jesus Lord was as much a way 0(" distinguishing Christ fr m the one God 
as of attributing to him God's agency. Hence the frequent reference to "the 
God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ" (Rom. 15:6; 2 Cor. 1:3; 11:31; Eph. 
1 :3, 17; Col. 1 :3). 

The question whether Paul called Jesus "God" does not provide much 
help on this point. For one thing, "God," like "Son of God" did not have 
such an exclusive reference at this stage, even in Jewish circles (cf. Pss. 45:6; 
82:6; Philo Sacr. 9; Quaes. Gen. 2.62). And for another, the only clear occur
rence comes in the later or deutero-Pauline literature (Tit. 2: 13). In the strongly 
Jewish context of the earlier Rom. 9:5 iUs unlikely that any Jew would have 
read the benediction as describing "the messiah" as "God over all. " The fact 
that Paul evidently offered his prayers to God "through Christ" (Rom. 1:8; 
7:25; 2 Cor. 1 :20; Col. 3: 17) confirms that for Paul Christ's role is charac
teristically as mediator. In other words, neither Adam christology nor Wisdom 
christology should be emphasized at the expense of the other. 

3. Spirit Christology - Christ as Spirit 

Although "Spirit' was virtually synonymous with "Wisdom" in pre-Christian 
Judaism (as in Wis. 9: 17). Paul did not take what might have appeared to be 
the logical . tep r identifyiJ1g Cil list with the divine spirit in the same way 
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as he had identified Christ and Wisdom. The identification with Wisdom took 
in Wisdom's role in creation; but the identification with Spirit is dated only 
from Christ's resurrection (Rom. 1:4; 1 Cor. 15:45; but not 2 Cor. 3: 17, where 
"the Lord" is the Lord of Exod. 34:34). Hence the strong degree of syn
onymity between Christ and Spirit in passages dealing with Christian expe
rience (particularly Rom. 8:9-11 and 1 Cor. 12:4-6); it is in Christian experi
ence of the divine that Christ and Spirit are one; Christ experienced not 
independently of the Spirit but through and as the Spirit. 

This also means that for Paul christo logy becomes a controlling factor 
in pnewnatology. Paul tal e. it for granted til tH the pirir of God is known 
now nly by reference to Chrisl- "th Spirit r nship' voici ng Je. us' 
prayer, "Abba, FatJ,er" (Rom. 8: l5). the Spirit known by the c L1fe~sioJ1 

" Jesus is Lord" (I Cor. L2:3), the Splrit who transforms us into the image of 
Christ (2 Cor. 3:18). The Spirit can now b defined a "the SpiritofChl'ist 
(Rom. \ :9- Gal. 4 :6; Pill!. I: 19). and spil.ituality must be measured agaulsl the 
pattern f C hriSt c('ucified (2 Cor. 4:7- 5:5; 1 :4; Phi l. 3: I 0- 11 ). The Spiri t is 
thus redefined' tile med ium of Christ s relaLionshh) with his people ( I C r. 
6: 17). Beyond that it is much less clear that we can properly speak of an 
identification between Christ and Spirit. The Spirit is still preeminently the 
Spirit of God (Rom. 8:9 11, 14; I C r. 1:11. 14, etc. and given by G d 
(J Cor. 2: 12; ~ Cr. 1:2 1-22; 5: ,etc.). To speat of Christ as Spirit was 
viden tly not the same as speaki ng of him as Wisdom and Lord. Judging by 

the oonvoluted syntax of Rom. 8: II . Paul did not perceive the relation between 
hrist and Spirit in such tear-cut tenns as that between C hrist and Wi dom. 

ln other words, even at this early stage, lh redefin.ilion orGod Ul his immanent 
self-revelation, which developing christology was already occasioning, was 
throwing up factors which were not going to find easy resolution either in 
simple. polytheism or in some more sophisticated "binitarianism" (God as 
two in one). 

E. Varied Emphases in Second-Generation Writings 

1. Deutero-Pauline Letters 

In Ephesians a distin tive note is ·truck immediately in the long opening 
benediction focusing on the them of Christ as th predetermined redeemer 
anti fo US of cosmic unity in . the f ullness of Lime" (Eph. l :3- 14). The idea 
of Christ as tbe reve lation f God s h.itherto mysterious purpose. already 
developed in Colossians (1 :26-27; 2:2), is taken further and spelled out in still 
more emphatic terms (Eph. 2: 11-3: 13). All this is a variation of Paul's Wisdom 
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christology (Col. 2:3; Eph. 3: 10), integrating it more fully with Paul's central 
concern as apostle to the Gentiles. Note also the fuller confessional material 
in Eph. 4:4-6 and the more elaborate images of the body of Christ (4: 15-16) 
and of Christ as husband of the church (5:23-27). 

The Pastorals do not mark much further development in ways of speak
ing about Christ. The talk is still of Christ's predetermined appearing to fulfill 
God's purpose of salvation (2 Tim. 1:9-10; Tit. 1:2-3), and in Tit. 2:13 the 
reference is not to Jesus as a second God but rather to "the appearance of the 
glory of our great God and Savior" - Jesus' coming as the manifestation of 
the glory of the one God. The title "Savior" is much more prominent than in 
the earlier Paulines and is used equally of Christ as of God (especially Tit. 
1 :3-4; 2: 10, 13; 3:4, 6). But otherwise the christology is characteristically 
contained in what are already well-established credal and hymnic formulae 
(1 Tim. 1:15; 2:5-6; 3:16; 6:13; 2 Tim. 2:8; Tit. 3:5-7), "the teaching which 
accords with godliness" (1 Tim. 6:3). So, too, the talk of the second appearing 
has already assumed the more measured tones of a hope which no longer 
expects imminent fulfillment (1 Tim. 6:14; 2 Tim. 4:1,8; Tit. 2:13). 

2. The Wider Circle of Pauline Influence 

In I Peter we fll1d the same convicli n lhat Christ had been predestined 
before the fourJdali n or the world' and 'manifested at tbe end of tJ1e time I' 
( I :20) - clearly a w.idespreac1 cbristo logical empba i. at this period. But 
distinctive f 1 Peter is the continual fo 'us on suffering and tillS determines 
the main cmistological concern. The S p,iri t is designated 'the Spirit of Christ' 
as having predicted the prophe ies of Christ's sufferings (I: 11. hrisl was 
the spotless sacrifi,cial lamb (l: 19). In the fullest u 'e of Isaiah 5 in the New 
Testament. Christ's patience in suffering is held up as an exampl (2:21-25; 
imilarJy 3: 17 - 18 . [11 ecbo of the characteristiC Pauline emphasis, experience 

of " the Spirit of glmy' is linked wiLh haring in Christ' ufferings 4: 13-14 . 
The vicarious effect of Christ s suffering and death, h wev r. is vidently 
linked in the author s mind willi Christ' reslIrrecli n. which he also regards 
a a medium of salvation (1 :3' 3: 18-21). At lhe sam time he gives evidence 
of the earliest specu lation about Chri t's ministry between death and resur
rection-preaching to "Ule ph'its LI1 prison " (3: 18-20; 4:6).1 Peter rus 
contains one of llie be [ examples of a colJecti n of OT texts used for evan
gelistic o· apologetic PU[po. ::;- the ' tone testimonia' (I :6-8 . 

Next to til Fourth G speJ. Hebrews ha the most carefully work d Ollt 

and sustained christ logy ill the New Testament. It includes tw f the most 
developed ex pre sion of Wisdom and Adam chiistologie ' L:2-3; 2:6-17). 
Bul its main objective is to present Christ asupeci .r to all otber potential 
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mediator figures - superior as Son to the prophets 0: 1-2), to the angels 
0:4-16), and to Moses (3:1-6). The principal thrust, however, comes in the 
presentation of Christ as High Priest - not of Aaron's line, though sharing 
the very human characteristics required of a good high priest (5: 1-10), but of 
the order of Melchizedek (Ps. 110:4) "by the power of an indestructible life" 
(7: 16). As such he is superior to the Levitical priesthood as a whole. 

This central thesis is worked out in 8-10 by means of a magnificent 
blend of Platonic idealism and Hebraic eschatology. As also in Philo, the 
earthly world of everyday perception is only a shadow and imperfect copy of 
the real heavenly world. So the tabernacle with its priesthood and sacrifice is 
only a shadow of the real heavenly sanctuary, and Christ is the real High Priest 
and his sacrifice (of himself) the sacrifice which alone suffices to purify the 
conscience and make the worshiper perfect. In the blend with Hebraic escha
tology, the shadowy "here beiow" is identified with the preparatory "then" 
of the old covenant, and the heavenly real with the eschatological "now" of 
the new covenant. Thus priesthood and cult are shown to belong to the 
outmoded age of imperfect and preparatory shadow. Christ has opened the 
way once for all into the real inner sanctum of God's presence. By such 
sophisticated means the writer clearly hopes to discourage his readers from 
harking back to the tangibility of the Jewish cult and to persuade them of the 
virtues of a Christianity whose only priest and atoning sacrifice is Christ, even 
if it means social ostracism (13:8-16). 

Of the Gospels, Mark most closely shares Pauline concerns. His aim is 
to present Jesus as Christ, Son of God (1: 1, 11). But if this claim is understood 
in terms simply of mighty works (as in 3: 11 and 5:7), it is misunderstood (so 
also 13:22). Hence the secrecy motif (as in 3:12 and 5:43) and the theme of. 
the disciples' dullness (as in 4:13 and 8:14-21). Hence, too, at what is ob
viously the center and turning point of the Gospel, Jesus responds to Peter's 
confession, "You are the Christ," by repeating the call for secrecy, and 
immediately goes on to teach that the Son of man must suffer and be killed 
(8:30-31). The second half begins with the heavenly voice once again hailing 
Jesus as God's Son (9:7), giving the stamp of divine approval to the christology 
and its consequences for discipleship just expressed (8:31-9: 1). Thereafter 
the movement of the narrative is all toward Jerusalem, with repeated predic
tions of the imminent passion (9: 12, 31; 10:33-34, 38-39, 45; 12:8, etc.). In 
the climax to the whole, the high priest poses the question of Jesus' messiah
ship and divine sonship only to reject him (14:61-64), whereas, with supreme 
dramatic effect, it is the Roman centurion who at last makes the right confes
sion, "Truly this man was God's Son" - speaking of the crucified Jesus who 
has just died (15:39). In the light of this, several have concluded that Mark 
wrote his Gospel with an object similar to that of Paul in 2 Corinthians 10-13 
- to correct a christology of glory (a so-called "divine man" christology), 
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which emphasized too much the mighty works of Jesus, by means of a 
christology of the cross. 

3. Luke-Acts 

Any study of the theology of Luke must take account of the fact that he wrote 
two volumes. The significance of this fact is not reducible to the tracing of 
structural parallels (e.g., the two prologues and inaugural Spirit anointings
Luke 1-2 = Acts 1 and Luke 3:21-22 = Acts 2:1-4; the journey framework 
for narrative). Rather it implies that there is a continuity and interconnected
ness between the two parts of Luke's twofold composition which should 
prohibit us from drawing conclusions regarding Luke's christology from only 
one part, or from one part independently of the other. So, e.g., Luke evidently 
did not think it necessary to include much reference to the ministry of Jesus 
in the sermons in Acts (only 2:22 and 10:36-39), since he could presume that 
his readers already knew the Gospel. 

In particular, the two-volume scope of Luke's theology enables us to 
recognize the governing claim of his christology: that Jesus Christ is both the 
climax of God's purpose through Israel and the center of history. Hence the 
counterpoint themes of continuity and discontinuity by which Jesus both links 
and separates the epochs which precede and succeed him. On the one hand, 
the climactic note of fulfillment which marks not least the periods of transition 
from one epoch to the other (from Israel to Jesus - Luke 1:67-79; 3:4-6; 
4:16-22; from Jesus to church - 24:26-27, 44-48; Acts 1:16-20; 2:16-21, 
25-36). Likewise the subtle evocation of the Exodus theme in Luke 9:31 and 
11 :20, and the maintenance of a MoseslProphet christology across the divide 
of his two volumes (Luke 24: 19; Acts 3:22; 7:37). With similar effect, and 
even more marked, his emphasis on the Spirit, as heralding the coming of the 
Christ (Luke 1:15, 41, 67; 2:25), as distinguishing his ministry in special 
measure (3:22; 4:1, 14, 18; 10:21; Acts 1:2; 10:38), and as poured out in 
eschatological fullness on the first believers (Acts 1:5; 8; 2:4, 17-18, 33, etc.). 

On the other hand, the period of Israel becomes increasingly superseded. 
The Jerusalem temple, which provides an important focus of continuity (Luke 
1:8-23; 2:22-51; 24:52-53; Acts 2:46; 3:1-10; 5:20-21, 42), is attacked by 
Stephen as "made with hands" (7:48; cf. v. 41) and becomes the occasion for 
Paul's final rejection and arrest (21:7-36; 26:21), a development comple
mented by Paul's own repeated turning away from "the Jews" and to the 
Gentiles (9:15; 13:45-50; 22:21-22; 28:25-28). The discontinuity between 
epochs is also marked christologically, in the depiction of the successive 
modes of relationship between Jesus and the Spirit - first, as the one whose 
human life is created by the Spirit (Luke 1:35), second, as the one who is 
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uniquely anointed by the Spirit (3:22; 4:18; Acts 10:38), and third, as the 
exalted one who in his exaltation has received divine power to bestow the 
Spirit (Acts 2:33), so that, as with Paul , the Spirit can be designated "the 
Spirit of Jesus" (Acts 16:7). The auempll mark off the epoch of Jesus from 
the epoch of the Spirit by limiting the resurrection appearances lO forty days 
so that there is a ten-day gap between ascension and Pentecost (Acts 1) is 
particularly noticeable. 

An important factor in this reshaping of the christological focus of 
salvation history is the delay ofthe parousia. The extent of the delay envisaged 
by Luke should not be exaggerated: he still uses the lru1guage of imminent 
expectation in Luke 10:9, 11' 18:7 -8; and 2 1:32. Nevertheless he doe inject 
clear warnings of delay into the earlier tradition al Luke 19: L L; 20:9; and 21 :8, 
and in Acts a longer time scale does seem to be envisaged for the mission 
(Acts 1:6-8), with the talk of Christ's parousia reading more like a doctrine 
of the last things than a threat pressingly close (Acts 10:42; 17:31; 24:25). 
This stretching out of the period between exaltation and parousia reinforces 
the impression that Acts has an "absentee christology," with no further activity 
predicated of Christ other than through his name (Acts 3:6, 16; 4: 10-12, 30; 
10:43) or in visions (Acts 9:10; 18:9; 22:17-21; 26:13-19), in some contrast 
to the more intimate "in Christ" and mutual indwelling emphases of Paul and 
John. 

Other distinctive features of Luke's christology include his focus on 
"salvation." Of the Synoptic Evangelists, only Luke calls Jesus "Savior" 
(Luke 2:11; in John only at 4:42) and attributes "salvation" to him (Luke 
1:69; 2:30; 3:6; 19:9). The same emphasis is continued in Acts, in the use of 
both nouns (Acts 4: 12; 5:31; 13:23, 26; 28:28) and of the verb (particularly 
2:21; 4:12; 15:11; 16:31). Equally striking is the surprising lack of any clear 
atonement theology in Luke-Acts. As already noted, the references to the death 
of Christ in the Acts speeches, including the allusions to Jesus as "Servant," 
emphasize the suffering-vindication theme rather than the motif of vicarious 
suffering (Acts 3:13, 26; 4:27, 30; 5:30; 10:39-40; 13:29-30). The impression 
that this feature may be indicative of Luke's own theology of the cross is 
strengthened by the absence of the clearest Markan expression of atonement 
theology (Luke 22:27; cf. Mark 10:45) and by the textual confusion at the 
other two most sensitive points in the narrative (Luke 22: 19b-20; Acts 20:28). 
Finally we may note that Luke's depiction of the substantial and objective 
nature of Christ's resurrection appearances (Luke 24:39-43; Acts 1 :3), which 
in part at least may be simply the result of his own perception of the tangible 
character of spiritual phenomena (e.g., Luke 3:22; Acts 4:31; 8:18-19; 12:9), 
enables him to emphasize still further the contrast between the epoch of Christ 
and that of the Spirit and marks off the ascension from the resurrection in a 
way that is unparalleled elsewhere in the New Testament. 
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4. Outside the Circle of Pauline Influence 

James almo t seems to lack any christo] gy worth speaking of, though the 
ambiguous "Lord" ( f 5:7-8 probably also refer to J sus. Bul he does draw 
directly on the.! SllS tTadiliolL(e.g. l:5 22-23' 4:12; 5 :12) and may refer to 
Jesus as the "cighte us on "(5: in a i'ine bJend of Jewish wisdom teaching 
and proph til: fervor agai nst social injustice. Tins can quite pc pcrly be called 
an impli il cluist logy. since il shows how these emphases or Je ll .• ministry 
wer maintained, without necessarily having to be held a)] the time withio tI 

M. rkan passion framework as in aJJ the Gospels. 
The twofold empha. io' of the biJ:th narnllivcs also pJOvides M~ltthew 

with hi. principal Christo] gi al Lhemes- Jesu as Son 01' D~lvid and Mes
siah (I: I 17,20' 2:4), but also Son oFGod ( I: 18,20; 2: 15). Evidently within 
a mOre Jewish context the nsserl'ion of JesuS' messiabship was slill a matter 
of' apol geric importan (hence the reda 'lional inseftion~ at 11 :2- 16:20' 
23:10; 24:5). Matthew a) 'O m~tke. more use of the' Son ol'David" title than 
any other New Te.stament writer 9:27; L2:23; 15:22; 20:30-31 par .; 2 1 :9, 
15). But . Son of G d' i, clearly Lbe m re important designation. Par 
Matth w not only I'clajn~ the bigh I oints of Mlll"k's presentation (3: 17; 8: 9; 
17:5- 26:63; 27:54) but tal es pains to extend the mOLif(14:33; 16: 16; 27:40, 
43; _8:19). 

On the one hand, this means that Christ recapitulates Israel's history 
to complete God's purpose for Israel (2:15; 4:3-6 = midrash on Deuter

Domy 6- 8) - an lsrneJ christology rather like Paul" Adam chr:lstology. 
Hence also the implicit Moses typal gy (.Iesu. gives th fint of five blocks 
f teaChing on a mountain) and the sustained fu.l fiUmenl oj' propbecy theme 

(1:22~23;2: 1 5. 17- 1 8,23;4: 14-16;8: 17 ; 12:17-2l ; 21:4;27:9- 10 . BlIleven 
m re, thjs mean ' that Je us, , on of God, is the divine presence among his 
people (I :23; 18:20; 28:20 _ The process whereby "Son of God" gai ns in 
cJ1I'iSloiogical signific~U1ce is already well adVClO,ced - as reflecled also in 
the marl ed increase in Je. us' rct'erenc to God as • Fnther" (a!l ill 7:2 1; 
10:32-33; 12:50; [6:17; 18:10 19). Hence. t 0, the videnLly dcllberat 
Matthe~U1 redaclion whereby .Te u . - pre en ted not merely a the eschato
:I gical emisSlu'y of Wisdom bUL a. Wisdom her If (11: 19, 25-30; 23:34-36, 
37~39). 

The most striking feature of tbe christology of the Revetation of John 
i the relation envisaged between God and the exalted Christ - although the 
full force of the christ I &y invulv~t1 remain un 'lear since the apoc.:llyptic 
imagery is open to divers inte'l'relaLions. The description of the initial vision 
of hr.i:l is a. fa inating mixlure of elemenlli drawn from previ us apo al.yptic 
visions (pruticularly Ezek. I :24; 8:2; Dan_ 7: 13; 10:5-6) and is of a piece with 
the tradition of Jewi 'h ap calyptic (or merkabab mysli ism) in whieh a 
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glorious angel seems to have the appearance of God (as in Apoc. Abr. 10). 
The difference is that elsewhere in the tradition the angel forbids the offer of 
worship, whereas in Revelation, Christ is as much the object of worship as 
God is (5:13; 7:10). 

Christ, initially introduced as the Lion of Judah and Root of David, 
conqueror of death and lord of history (5:5), is referred to thereafter as the 
Lamb once slain (5:6,8,12-13; 6:1, etc.), whose blood enables his followers 
to conquer and who is the executor of divine wrath (6:16; 7:14; 12:11). More 
significant is the fact that the Lamb is also said to be "in the middle of the 
throne" (5:6; 7: 17), whereas elsewhere it is God who is described as "he who 
is seated on the throne" (4:9-10; 5:1, 7, 13; 6:16; 7:10, 15; 19:4; 21:5). The 
one throne is evidently shared by both God and the Lamb (22: 1). So, too, 
each can equally be called "the Alpha and the Omega" (1:8; 21:6; 22:13). In 
other words, Christ has not simply been exalted alongside God as a second 
divine power in heaven, but in the visionary imagery of the seer is somehow 
merged with God. This makes the promise of salvation as being given to sit 
on the same throne and as being given in marriage to the Lamb all the more 
profound (3:21; 19:7-8; 21:2, 9-14). 

F. The Christology of John 

The Fourth Gospel has the most fully developed christology in the New 
Testament. The contrast with the Synoptics is at once apparent in the public 
roll call of titles which climaxes qh. 1 ("Lamb of God," "Messiah," "Son 
of God," "King of Israel," "Son of Man"). The style and content of Jesus' 
teaching is strikingly different: in the Synoptics, Jesus speaks in epigrams 
and parables, principally about the kingdom of God/heaven and very little 
about himself; in John, Jesus speaks in long, often involved discourses, 
principally about himself and very little about the kingdom. Jesus' con
sciousness of having preexisted, as Son with the Father, as Son of man 
descended from heaven, as the eternal "I am," confronts the reader 
throughout. There is sufficient evidence that John's presentation is rooted 
in good tradition (cf., e.g., John 6:20 with Mark 6:50; John 6:51-58 with 
Mark 14:22-24 = Luke 22: 19-20; John 10 with Luke 15:4-6), but the above 
emphases are so consistent in John and so lacking in the earlier Jesus 
tradition that they have to be attributed to a developed reflection on that 
earlier tradition. 

The chief objectives of the Fourth Evangelist are clearly marked in the 
Prologue, which must have a programmatic function since it matches the 
subsequent emphases so closely, and in 20:31. 
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1. The Word Incarnate 

1n th Prologue the line of earlier Wisdom christology is ex.tended. Th concept 
" Word" is given preference over "Wisdom," perhap, simply b cause the 
fllilsculine concept seemed more appr priate, but probably mainly because 
' Word" W(ll) the more serviceab le concepllo pro ide n bridge of communica

lion be lween Jewi sh monotbeism and Greek relig ious phil sophy (as with 
Philo). In tile line of Jewish Wise.! m Lheology the Word is not th ugh! of a. 
beiug other than God. but a, God in hi self-revelation, God insofar as he 
may be known by bumankind. The Word was not a redemptjve "afterthougbt" 
but was " in [he beginning' I: 1-2), God" own power put forth in 'realion 
and revelalion 1:3-5, 9- 10). Je us hl'is( is tlli . Wi I'd become man, embodying 
the divine glory ( I: 14). He alone reveals God ( I: 18). 

Although the concept "Word" disappears after the Prologue, what fol
lows is in efrec( a mass ive elaboration of Word/Wisdom christology. In varied 
ways Ule message is constantly repealed - Jesu is Lhe nne wh has tinally 
and definiLively revealed G d. Nathanael is a " true Israelite" (= one who 
sees God") because he will see lhe Son of man as the ladder between heaven 
ano earth (J :47-51). N one has ascended to heavell ' only the Son or man 
who descended from heaven can benr witness to heavenly things (3: LJ. -13 . 
He who comes from above i above all whose Willl ss i. from God (3: 1-33). 
Only he wh i. from th Pather has seen the Father (6:46). The " I am' 
statements unique to John pick up Wisdom language (shepherd, light, etc.) 
and in echoing the "I am" of Yahweh (Exod. 3: 14; 15a. 43: 10. etc. make the 
claim even more emphatically - Jesus is the self-revela.tion of the covenant 
God (John 6:35; 8:12, 24, 28, 58, etc.), the definitive manifestation of that 
divine reality (1:14, 17; 14:6). Isaiah saw Christ because he saw God in his 
glory, God as manifested to humankind (Isaiah 6; John 12:41). Hence the 
charge leveled against the Johannine Jesus by "the Jews": he made himself 
equal wilh God made himself God (5:18; 10:33). John does not dispute the 
charge; rather h makes it un article of faith on hi wn nccount (I: 18; 20:28): 
only, Jes us as God must 110t be understood as another. Cl second G d, but as 

Jod himself incamure, God making himself presenl and known to humankind 
s far as rhat was poss ible within the confines of human experience. 

This also is the function of the dominant category or John'g chri~tol ogy 

- Son f Goel. Although the designation "Messiah" is 'lill imporlant (note 
1:41 and 4:25). it is lear that he wants the Chri l litJ.e to be understood in 
the light of the Son of God title (11 :27; 20:31). The reason is also clear from 
tile chanlcteristic Johlll1nine elaboration of the on Inoguage:" n" expresses 
well tbe rntimate relation betweell .J esll s and God and the authority of JeslIs' 
revelation of God. As " Son of God, ' Jesus is unique: he .is the monogenes, 

one of a kind" like 11 otller . on, J :14, J 8; 3: L6. 18): his sonship cannot be 
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. hared (he al ne is "son'" believer are "children"; contra t I <lu i). A: " tbe 

Son ,' h is no! a differ nt divine being fr 111 Lbe Father, but God making 
hirnself visible to peopl : he and the Father are one (10:30); to have seen him 
is to hav seen lhe Father ( 14:9). Hence also the repealed n te llsually taken 
subsequently as emphasizing the Son's subordination to the Father, but better 
understood as highlighting the continuity between Father and Son and the 
authority of the Son's witness on the Father's behalf (e.g., 5:19-23, 26-27; 
6:35-40,57; 10:25,37-38; 14:25-31; 15:26). 

With this as the chief emphasis of John's christo logy, the Christian 
redefinition of Jewish monotheism can be said to be already well under way. 
Clearly evident, too, are the strains which caused rabbinic Judaism to reject 
such redefinition as in effect an abandoning of the unity of God. The danger 
of an overemphasis on Jesus as God on earth is also evident, but John was 
aware of it and took steps to guard against it. 

2. The Son Glorified 

Although the Fourth Evangelist has nothing like the Adam christology with 
which Paul balanced his Wisdom christology, a somewhat different balance 
is nevenheles provided by important other strands of the Gospel. In parti ulal~ 

.101m takes pains to exclude the impr . sian Lh,u Jesu was simply God in 
human tlppearance, nol really part of the human speci~ . The Word becam 
"flesh" (1: 14). Lhat which constitutes lhe human born 0:13; 3:6). To have 
eternal life one I1lLl .. l be.lieve in Jesus, lhaL is, accept his t1esWine s in all it 
earthliness (6:53-56). He really died on the cross, as eyewitness testimony 
confirms (19:34-35). The emphasis is not prominent, but it does come at 
critical points in the Gospel, and John presumably thought the line was clearly 
enough drawn. 

The subject of Jesus' rejection and death is, in fact, more intensively 
elaborated, in its own way, than in any other Gospel. The theme of the light 
opp sed by the darkness. of th Word rejected by his own , first announced in 
tb Prologue 1:5. J I). bec mes a leitmotif of the whole Gospel. The light 
inevitably has a cliti cal or divisive r Ie. since some accepl it but many hate 
it (3 :19-2 1). ' Judgment as a sifting process separatillg into 'for" and 
"against" is a thread whi h holds together the cenlra1 secti n of 1l1C G .. pel 
(6- 12 , wiLh on ly the inn r circle left before Judas, t o. goes off into the night 
13:30). The m nti 11 f " the hou.r sounds a ready drumbeat' throughoul, 

heralding the coming passion (2:4; 7:30; 8:20; 12:23,27; 13: I ' 17:1). 'I he 
sateriol gical signi ficance of Jesll • death is slill prominent ( 1 :29; 6:51 ; 12:32; 
J 3: 10; 19:34), but more pr minen l is th hrisloJogkaJ point that hi s death 
forms a Lheological unity w.itb his resurrection and ascension - a single nct 
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of being "lifted up" (3: 14; 8:28; 12:32), of ascension (3:13; 6:62; 20: 17), and 
particularly of glorification (7:39; 12:16,23; 13:31; 17:1). As with Paul, the 
glory of Christ does not come into focus apart from the cross. 

As with Paul, the concept of the Spirit is drawn into close correlation 
with christology. Despite the powerful WordlWisdom christology, the Spirit 
is still depicted as given to Jesus at Jordan, but given to "remain on him" 
and "without measure" (1:32; 4:34). More to the point, the Spirit is now 
clearly a gift to be given by Christ (1:33; 4:10, 14; 4:34f.[?]; 7:39; 15:26; 
16:7; 19:34); and here, too, the unity of the salvation climax of Jesus' ministry 
is underlined, since Jesus "hands over" the Spirit on the cross (19:30) and 
the (Pentecostal) bestowal of the Spirit for mission is effected on the day of 
resurrection (20:21-23). Most distinctive of all, the Spirit is described as the 
"Paraclete" or Counselor, or more precisely, as "the other Paraclete" (14: 16). 
That is to say, the Spirit is Jesus' successor and takes Jesus' place, so that the 
promise of Jesus' return to dwell in his disciples can be immediately linked 
to the coming and indwelling of the Paraclete (14: 15-26) - one of the most 
striking features of John's "realized eschatology." Significantly, the Par
aclete's primary role is to maintain and complete the revelation of Christ 
(14:26; 15:26; 16:7, 10), to glorify Christ by taking what is Christ's and 
reproclaiming it to his disciples (16: 12- 15), Yet Ollce agai n, as WiLh Paul, tbi 
does not mean that John's chri tol gy has absorbed the concepl of Spirit 
without remainder, as it has the concepts of Wisdom and War I. For distinct 
functions are still attributed to both - to ule Spirit in wor. hip and to Christ 
apart from the Spirit: despite his realized eschatology, John retains the promise 
of a future parousia (14:3); and despite having already given the Spirit and 
ascended, Christ reappears to Thomas a week later (20:26-29). 

3. 1 and 2 John - Crisis over Christology 

1 John was probably written after the Gospel and reflects a situation of some 
crisis in the Johannine congregations which the Gospel and its presentation 
of Christ may have helped bring about. A number of erstwhile members had 
evidently left (1 John 2:19), and the breaking point seems to have been a 
matter of christology, since they are described as "antichrists" and accused 
of failing to confess or acknowledge Christ (2:18, 22; 4:3; 2 John 7). In 
particular, they claimed that Jesus Christ had not come in the flesh (1 John 
4:2-3; 2 John 7), a form of docetism which, conceivably, they may have 
derived from or defended by means of a lopsided r~lding f tbe GospeL 
Consequently this second member of the Johannin.e school draws buck me
what from the bolder synthesis attempted in the Gospel. Tip opening verses 
clearly recall the Prologue to the GospeJ, bUl they ai ' recall the older idea 
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of Christ as the content ofthe word of preaching (cf. 1 John 1:1-3 particularly 
with Luke 1:2 and Acts 10:36). And 1 John 5:20 probably refers to Jesus as 
"the true God" (cf. particularly John 1: 18). But the balancing emphasis is 
more clearly and sharply drawn: the word of life had a tangible historicity 
(1 John 1:1); the confession that "Jesus Christ has come in the flesh" is the 
key criterion for testing the spirits (4: 1-2); any suggestion that the Christ did 
not really die is emphatically ruled out (5:6-8). 

In short, 1 and 2 John provide vivid indications of the hazardous frontiers 
of reproclamation which christology at the end of the first century was begin
ning to explore. 

G. Conclusions 

1. Continuity with Judaism 

Throughout the various New Testament writings there is never any slackening 
of a central claim: Jesus was a Jew and must be understood within the terms 
provided by Judaism and its sacred scriptures. Most striking is the way in 
which a range of diverse categOlies is focused on Jesus - Messiah and son 
of man, Lord and son of God, Wisdom and Word, atoning sacrifice and priest, 
Adam and Spirit, Servant and Lamb, Savior and God. Of course, most of the 
categories are redefined in one degree or other - son of man becomes Son 
of Man, son of God becomes only-begotten Son of God, Spirit becomes Spirit 
of Christ, and so on. But the categories remain essentially Jewish, even when 
they had wider currency in the Greco-Roman world, and it was evidently 
understood to be important, even if not stated explicitly, that Jesus should 
continue to be comprehended in Jewish terms - important that Jesus should 
be seen in continuity with the purposes of God from creation and in the calling 
of Israel. Clearly then the first Christians felt that Jesus was so much the 
decisive and definitive fulfillment of Israel's hopes that his significance could 
not be adequately expressed without pulling in all available categories pro
vided by Jesus' own Jewish religion. 

2. Continuity with Jesus' Own Self-Understanding 

This second aspect is not so easy to recognize. The important reason is that 
so much of New Testament christology turns on the event of the cross and 
resurrection. That event so decisively reshaped the categories applicable to 
Jesus that their occurrences on either side of that event are not strictly com-
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parable. F r example, it is only as Christ crucified lhat the Me. iah laim can 
be inc I'j)oraled inlo christology. lL is only as priest "in the order of Mel
chizedek,' "by the .l ower or un indestructible life, , lhat the category f pri St 
can be taken over. 1t is only a the man wh ose obedience in death reverses 
the dis bed ience of th first man that the title "Adam" can be given (0 tbe 
exalled Christ. Nevertheless. there are sufficienlly clear antecedents within 
the hi stori cal lesw; tradition itse lf lhal a continuity can properly be claimed 
- pmticularly in Jesus' conscioll 'ness of intimate sonship, his premoniti.on 
ofsuffecing in a representative capacity, alldJli hope of vindicalion following 
death. Coo:cqu ntly the claim can justly be made thatlhe cross und rcsurrec
Li n were not a di stortion of l e. u ' Own claims for him elf but an appropriate 
ou tworking f them. S also Lh.e sub. equent claims of New Testament chris
wlogy can fairly b' seen not a, a wholly new departure without foundaLion 
in Chri t's own ministry, but a fl1lJer insight intO tile reality of that mission 
in the li ght of the cross and resurrection. 

3. Unity and Diversity in New Testament Christology 

At the heart of New Testament christology is the claim that the man Jesus 
was raised from the dead to a status of supreme exaltation. Tills is the most 
constant element throughout all the New Testament documents. In its more 
expanded form. it takes on a double aspect - Christ as the culmination of 
God's purpose for humankind (and Israel) in creation and salvation, and Christ 
as the definitive revelation of God to humankind. The latter comes to increas
ing prominence in the later writings, explicitly as a doctrine of incarnation in 
John's Gospel, but not at the cost of removing the earlier emphasis on Jesus' 
death and resurrection as a decisive moment not only for Christ's work but 
also for ills person. Neither aspect can be neglected and neither emphasized 
at the expense of the other in any christology which claims to be rooted in 
the New Testament, but consistently in the New Testament writings it is the 
fact and character of Christ's death and resurrection which provided the 
criterion and control for christology. 

Particular emphases of the individual writers by no means reflect a 
uniform expression and weighting of this central core. Even the core itself is 
something of an abstraction, since no two writers express it in precisely the 
same terms. The differences of the writers themselves and the differences of 
the situations they address inevitably made for a rich diversity of expression 
of what nevertheless can be called a common faith in Christ. But beyond that 
core the range of presentations includes a wide-ranging diversity of motif, 
form, and image - wide enough to include the differences of Mark and 
Matthew, the absence of significant christological features in James and Acts, 
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and the idiosyn rauc elem nts in Hebrews and. Revelation. eVidenrly the 
individual writ r. fell fre to reexpress ("reproelaim" i John's word) the 
go pel that is Jesus in different ways and with cU/ferent emphases to speal 
more pertinently to Iheir own diverse siluaU n . Tn all ca e that included a 
concern t be true to the insighls which had already become establi hed. In 
some cases th. t con ern d . minated largely to tb exclusion of all else (par
ti ularly the Pastorals). For the mO 1 part, however, christo logy was een as 
no mer transfer r set ITadition, from one church to anolher, bUl as a creative 
respons to the exalted Christ and his Spirit, which c uld ometimes have 
unpredictable results. But that. lOa, is pru'[ of New Testament christology. 

4. The Foundation for Subsequent Christology 

T he conlext- pecific and allh same time developing character of so much 
of New Testamenl Clll'istology made it in vitable thaL not all e lements within 
New Testament chri tol gy would be carded f01ward - parti ularly the 
"adoplionist '-like notes in ome or the earliest f0lJ11 utations and idea of 
Wisd m as created which came in as part of the pre-Christian Jewish Wisdom 
tradilion. Some lemenls were caught LIp spasmodicalJy -Paul 's Adam chris
Lology i ~ tal en up in lrenaeu. 's d0 'trine of " recapitulation," Lukes schema
ti zmion of lhe epoch of brist foUowed by the epoch of the Spirit reappears 
in con'upt form in Montanism and modem dispensalionali m and the vision
ary magnificence of the Revelation of Jobn retains it ' impact in the Byzantine 
l l antocrator. But the maiJl highway into the futme was provided by the Wis
dom/Word christotogie of Paul and John. That way was by no means smooOl. 
The c I1cepl or Christ as God s self-revelation 0 1 nly bad to kirr around 
docetism (already in 1-2 John), but also resu lted in an outright br nch with 
Judaism over lhe que ti n mark it eemed to pose Lo the unity of G d (already 
fore hadowcd in Jobn), aod it <tIs gave cope to a modalist interpretation 
later In the secoJld celltwy In the event, as it happened the New Testament 
writjjlgs conlained 'ufficielll safegmu'ds to prevent Christianity from aban
doniJlg monotheism (Christ as God incarnate. but also sufficient dynamic in 
the relaLionships implied. between God, tbe exalted Christ, and the Spirit of 
Christ l require redefinjtion or that monolheism in a trinitarian direction. 
Whetber sub. equent foumllatiol1 managed to take sufficielll accouOI of all 
the balancing elem nt in New Testament christology, however remains an 
open question. 
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Incarnation 

"Incarnation" means literally "enfleshment" or, slightly more fully, "embodi
ment in flesh." The question of where the concept of incarnation is to be 
found in the biblical texts is to a large extent dependent on whether that 
definition is interpreted in a broader or a narrower sense. 

A. Definition 

Elle: clopedia Britannica defilles ' incarnation ' as "a central Chri lian d r.;

trine that the eternal Word of God (Logos), the Son of God. the second Person 
of the Trin ity be arne man in Jesus Christ who was then tru ly God and trul y 
man. "' This ertainJy reflects what has been the dominant meaning of the term 
itselI witJlin Chri. tian thoughl. But it is doubtful whether the concept in slIch 
a developed ense can b '~und anywhere within the Bible, since clearly 
presuppos d therein is the full-blown lrlnJrarian do lrine ru that came to 
expression in til fourth and fil'lh centures of the Christian era. 

The question then becomes whether the Christian concept is preseot in 
a less developed or undeveloped sense in lh ~ew Testament. AllernaLively 
expressed il becomes a question of defining U,e beginning. or foundations 
within the bJblical writings of the doctrine as later formulated. To what extent 
can these early adumbrati n or embryonic formulations be described as 
express ing a belief in "w(;arnation" ? 

In tum, this raises the question of how distinctive was that less clearly 

Originally published in Anchor Bible Dictionary III, 397-404. Copyright © 1992 by Bantam 
Doubleday Dell Publishing Group, Inc., and used by permission. 
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defined Christian teaching. Is "incarnation" a specifically "Christian doc
trine" as such? Or in its earliest form, was the Christian doctrine of incarnation 
of a piece with a larger and vaguer und ' I'standing of incamution OJ' of incar
national possibilities? Can "incarnation" not be used quite properly for olher 
forms of "embodiment in flesh"? And if so what were the distinCli ve feaLures 
of the early Christian use of this broader category which caused the Christian 
conception to stand out from that broader usage and in due course to become 
the dominant technical sense for the word itself? 

B. Preliminary Clarifications 

"Incarnation" could quite properly be used for any embodiment in any flesh. 
But we can limit the inquiry to human flesh most of the time, since that is 
the predominanl range of reference. The in.camalion of what i another ques
tion. Clecu'ly implied i ' the a umption that tile "what' is something Olher 
than flesh and something 'higher" than flesh. It would be ullwise, however, 
Lo limit Ihe discussion to the idea of G d or il god incarnate, even though tbat 
w uld give the most promise offillcling an antecedent 1 tbe Christian d ctrine; 
for the concept at, apply quite pr perly to tile incarnation of any spiritual 
entity or quality. More modern phrase, such as "an incarnate fiend' or 
• Liberty incarnate" should provide sLlfficient warning against nanowing tbe 
discus iOIl prematurely. Aod it wLi I soon become apparent lhat ancient usage 
was as broad. 

It would of courf,Oe be possible to define all humanity in incarnational 
terms - as offspring of the gods (ef. Acts J 7:28), as on of G d by virLUe 
of shming the one divine reason, or as possessing a divllle spark. But in such 
cases, the oncepl f incarnation has become 0 diluted as to require a quite 
different Lnquiry: What is the "divine' in humankind? What i " human"? A 
similar problem would arise where the embodiment was thought of in cor
pOl"ate term - a natioll r a large group embodying some ideal. Importanl 
as it is to bear in mind the conLi nuity f onceptio'll among all these usages, 
this study will have to be limited to the sense of incarnation as denoting one 
individual or a number of individuals unusual in the degree or kind of their 
embodiment of the divine. 

Can we bring our question to sharper focus by delimiting the concept 
of incarnation still further? The problems of conceptuality and definition can 
be highlighted by noting the overlap and difference between "incarnation/em
bodiment" on the one hand and "indwelling" and "inspiration" on the other. 
In both cases it is a question of how the gap or difference between the higher 
form of existence (spiritual, divine) and the lower (flesh) is perceived as 
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capable of being overcome, so that the higher becomes embodied "in" the 
lower in some sense. 

1. Incarnation and Indwelling 

In a dualistic system, where spirit and flesh are seen as sharply and irrec
oncilably distinct and even antithetical, the resulting embodiment is prob
ably more accurately described as indwelling than as incarnation. The point 
is that Hellenistic religion and philosophy, which determined the dominant 
worldview in the Mediterranean world during the period before and after 
the emergence of Christianity, was characteristically dualistic. The con
sequence was that in Hellenistic conceptuality the divine could manifest 
itself in the flesh but not as flesh. The axiomatic structures of thought made 
it literally unthinkable that the divine should become flesh, that the (by 
definition) eternal and unchanging should become flesh, that the (by defi
nition) eternal and unchanging should become that which (by definition) 
changed, decayed, and perished. Gods might appear in the guise of human 
beings, but they were still gods and not flesh. The divine reason was part 
of the human species, but as "the inner person," quite distinct from the 
material body. 

The extent of the problem here for Hellenistic thought is clearly reflected 
subsequently in the Christian difficulty in correlating its own emerging doc
trine of incarnation with the "given" of divine impassibility. Nor is it surpris
ing that the option of docetism (the divine Christ only seemed to be a man) 
proved so attractive to many Christians in the second century. And the Gnostic 
systems of the second and third centuries simply serve to underline the fact 
that Hellenisli tluali ill could only cope with the concept of divine indwelling 
(the splinter of' light imprisoned within the mud of matter) and not with 
incarnation as distinct from indwelling. 

2. Incarnation and Inspiration 

Here, the problem is more difficult than has usually been realized. What is 
the difference between these two categories? - incarnation and inspiration 
- the latter not dependent on Hellenistic dualism and very highly regarded 
in Jewish thought. After all, the phenomenon of inspiration could be described 
as "god-possession" (Gk entheos, enthousiasmos) or, in Jewish terms, as a 
being filled or possessed by the Spirit of God (as in Judg. 6:34). An inviting 
distinction might be developed in terms of inspiration as essentially a tem
porary phenomenon; a prophet would not be described as an incarnation of 
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the Spirit, a demoniac not as an incarnation of Satan. The difficulty arises, 
however, if one wants to speak of inspiration as continuous or unique - as 
indeed some Christians did (e.g., Acts 6:3, 5; Eph. 5: 18). John the Baptist was 
described as "filled with the Holy Spirit from his mother's womb" (Luke 
1:15). And Jesus was accused of being possessed by Beelzebul (Mark 3:22 
pars.). 

The problem here is that incarnation and permanent inspiration would 
be indistinguishable phenomenologically. This is illustrated by the fact that 
the early Fathers of the Church did sometimes speak of incarnation in terms 
of the Spirit rather than of the Son (e.g., Hermas Sim. 5.6.5; Tertullian Prax. 
26; Cyprian Idol. 11). Consequently, there is a question as to whether the 
distinction between the two can be maintained beyond the conceptual level 
- rather like the distinction between "the eternal generation of the Son" 
and "the procession of the Holy Spirit," that is, a confession that there is 
and must be an important difference, but we are not at all sure what it 
amounts to. 

Such reflection serves to emphasize the fact that "incarnation" was 
neither a clearly conceived category ready to be used in reference to Jesus 
nor an empty concept ready to be filled with specifically Christian meaning. 
"Incarnation" evidently emerged within a world of meaning where other 
concepts lay close to hand but which were not seen as adequate to express 
the Christian perception regarding Jesus. In other words, if we may already 
draw a preliminary conclusion, it looks as though it is not the overlap of 
meaning between "incarnation" and other categories such as "indwelling" 
and "inspiration" which was important so much as the distinction between 
them: incarnation being developed as a distinctive category in order to express 
the distinctive way in which the divine and human were seen to have come 
together in Jesus - incarnation as a particular way of conceiving the embodi
ment, as the divine becoming human, rather than simply indwelling or inspir
ing the human. This becomes clearer when we look for antecedents to what 
became the later orthodox Christian concept. 

C. Antecedents 

A reprcsentaLive range of icleas and idiom, al J of which could warranl the 
description "incumation" Ln some sense at least, would in lude those shown 
below ( ruller detail in TDNT vm 335-62; Bosl0 per Virgin Birth, 170-78' 
I-lengel, 011 of God. 2 1-5 6; DUD-u hristology in the Mal,:ing 13-22). The 
categories nre 1n no sense mutually exclu ive and indicate overlapping u age 
along a more or les coutinuous 'pectrum of oncepluality: 
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(a) The gods themselves appearing in the form or guise of men, as recounted 
clnssicall y in Ovid's Metamorphoses. 

(b) DeScent from the gods, particularly legendary heroes like Dionysus and 
Hcrac1cs, sons of Zeus by morta l mOlhers. 

(e) Pharaohs, kings, and !..hen emperors n. .. representatives of Godllhe gods, 
whether by descent or by adoption. and thus embodying divine pres· 
ence/aUlhority. 

(d) The brood category orten embraced by the phrase "divine men," as 
indicating individuals specili lly favored or empowered by God or !.he 
gods. who thus wlIl'fanted the epithet "divine." Apollonius of Tyana 
bei ng a much cited case in point. 

(c) Poetic hyperbole. sometimes used in incamational categorics. as cl:lssi+ 
cull y in the case of Augustus. represented by Virg il as Apollo come to 
eurth (Eel. 4.6- 10; and by Horace as Mercury descended in the guise of 
man (Odd 1.2.41 -52). 

(r) Individuals underslood as the embodimelll or di vine wisdom (Sophia). 
pan icularly as in Philo's portrayal or Abmham and Moses as archetypes 
of the wise man (Leg. All. 3.2 17. 244: Cher. 10, 18. 3 1. e\c.; Leg. All. 
2.87: 3.45, 140-47; Cher. 4 1: Suer. 9, etc.) and of Sarah as the cmbodi
men t of Wisdom hersclf(Leg. All. 2.82; Cher. 9- 10, 49; Del. 124, etc.). 

In the light of Ollr discussion above. however. we cnn put" question mark 
against most of these categories, if it is indeed antecedents to the concept of 
" incarnation" for which we are looking. Within Hellenistic conceptuality, the 
dualism which allowed the though! of gods appearing in the guise of men «(I 
above) militates against the possibili ty of tmllslaling thaI into the idea of a 
god become man. And the qucstionable category of the " divi ne man" (d 
above) is anyway bcHer set under the heading of " inspiration" (di vine e m
powering). 

It is equally doubtful whether the more inteJleclUlll ci rc les of the time 
within the Hellenistic world would have recognized a category of "incarna
tion" as equivalent to other of the usages JUSt listed. Whatever the popular 
view of such mutters, about which we have only a few hims anyway. those 
who dctcnnined the intellectual clima te of the day saw the myths about gods 
and demigods ({I ~Uld b) as j ust th .. t - myths and not factuallruth . Likewise, 
talk of king or emperor as divine or as son of God (c) was largely .. maHer 
of poli tical con vention, and as such expressive of the symbolical power o f 
the head o r state and of an underlYIl1£ desire for di vine legitimation for the 
social and political structure; and as such regul arly manipUlated in bloody 
power struggles. And the poetic hyperbole of a Virgil lauding Augustus's 
success (e) was presumably seen as such - the exagger:.ued description quite 
proper in the eulogy of a remarkable man. Cert .. inly, importan t .Iltitudes and 
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claims were embodied in all this language, but to use the word "incarnation" 
to describe them is at best of doubtful value and probably serves more to 
confuse I han to help forward the discl1ssion. 

AU tills cems LO indicate that while the " in '_pU~ of Ule divine to the 
human was variously c0nceived within the wider Greco-Roman world, the 
idea of incarnation .in the ense of th divine actual ly becoming human was 
nowhere formulated prior to Christianity. Whatever i<mguage m.ight be proper 
within myth and poeti eulogy the inherent dualism or the Hellenistic world
view was probably a cieci ive barrier which pl"evcnted such a narrower concept 
of incarnation from emerging. 

Within the more specifically Jewish milieu, there is a similar range of 
usage: 

(I) The antlliopomorphism of early Hebrew lhought facilitated the idea that 
God could appear in human form (cf. the aJ)pearance of ' the angel of 
Ule Lord' in human form as in Genesi. J 8' 32:24-30; J sh. 5: 13- lS). 

(2) Equivalent to Heracles (de cemirom the gods are tbe • giants" of Gen. 
6:4. 

(3) The I iog of Israel was occa ionally caned son of God' or "god ' 
particularly in the Palms (p s. 2:7 ' 45:6; 82:6; 89:26-27). 

4) "ully equiva'ient to aoy "divine men" in wider Hellenjstic thought were 
the charismatic leaders in the pe.riod of the judges and the later prophet 
(e.g. Judg. 14: 19; 1 Kgs. 18:46' Jer. 20:9; Ezek. 2:2), not to mention 
th.e righteou , individual and charismatic rabbi (Wis. 2: I -18; m Ta'an. 
3:8). 

(5) As classic an example as Virgil's eulogy of Augustus would be the 
Wisdom of Solomon's description of the plagues of Egypt (Wis. 18:15-
16). 

[f parallels to or precursors of Ule subsequ nt Christian doctrine of 
incarnati . n are ought, ~imi lar qualifications would have t be made. AlthO'l1gb 
Jater Chri tian UlOught look ome of the anthropomorphisms as manifestations 
of the Son of God (already in the second century in Justin Martyr s Dialogue 
with Trypho), dlere is notbing of this in tb New Testament itself' there is 
some christoJogical li se of angelomorphic language, particularly in til vi ion 
of Rev. 1.:13-J6, but not as a descripti /1 of JeSllS on eRlth or of incarnali n. 
In Jewish circles the epis de f Gen. 6:1-4 was taken as one of th major 
sources to aCCOUlll for human sin (Jub. 5:1-10; I En. 6: 10' T. Reu. 5 . Use of 
lbelanguage of deity to speak of tbe king wa the idiom of representation 
and I gitimatioll as much Wilhil] Israel a beyond . Charismatic leadership 01' 

prophecy likewise belongs more to the categopy of in.;piration than to thal of 
incarnation. And the imagery of Hebrew poetry was as vivid and us vigorous 
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as any of its Greek equivalents. There is nothing in all this which leads us to 
conclude that by a process of natural evolution any of these usages would 
have given rise to the more specifically Christian idea of incamation. 

The one exception, or nearest thing to an exception, would seem to be 
the talk of Wisdom n ted previously under (f). Here, we cannot go into the 
question of whether Wisdom was understood as a divine being other than 
God, or as a hypostasis or a a way of 'peaking (personification) of divine 
action and immanence within creation ; in the framework of Jewish mono
theism, the last of these seems most likely, with the concept of "hypostasis" 
a category which only emerged later in Christian theology, in large part at 
least as a consequence rather than as a precursor of the idea of "incarnation" 
(see Dunn, Christology in the Making, 168-76). The point here bowever, is 
that Wisdom certainly denotes the divine as over against the human, so Ulal 
a concept of divine "in" -put or of incarnation in at least a broader sense is 
involved. Even so, Philo's portrayal of such a figure as Moses or Sarah as an 
embodiment of divine wisdom does not actually bring us much further for
ward, for it is an example of Philo's characteristic use of allegorizing in his 
handling of scriptural texts and so remains within the broader range of poetic 
symbolism and hyperbole. Philo, himself, was too much influenced by Hel
lenistic philosophy for the antithesis between divine and human, rational and 
material, to be overcome so easily. Juxtaposed they were in the human mind 
and identified in allegory they might be, but for lhe one to be 'orne the oilier 
or be identified with the other in actual fact was pr babJy a tep beyond what 
was yet thinkable. 

If anything, the closer antecedent to the concept of "incarnation" is to 
be found in the idea of divine wisdom as given to Israel, embodied in the 
Torah, for in this case the language of actual identification seems to be used. 
The clearest examples are Sir. 24:23 and Bar. 4: 1. In the former, the hymn 
where Wisdom praises herself in the first person is immediately followed by 
the comment: "All this is the book of the covenant of the Most High God, 
the law which Moses commanded us." And in the latter, a description of 
Wisdom is followed in just the same way by a similar comment: "She is the 
book of the commandments of God and the law that endures for ever." Of 
course, we are still some way from a concept of incarnation, especially since 
we have restricted the definition of the term to embodiment in human flesh. 
Nonetheless, such usage of a word which clearly betokens the divine, a 
usage which includes both the description of the unique inspiration of Moses 
and its identification with something as tangibJe i:I lhe b · ok of the law, is 
clearly not far from the idea of incarnation in lhe more specificaUy Christian 
sense. All it needed was for the two to come together, unique inspiration and 
identification, in reference to a single individual for the distinctive concept of 
"incarnation" to be born. 
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And this is what seems to have happened with regard to Jesus. But in 
what way, and why, and how soon? Despite the well-known difficulties of 
stratifying and dating the material, and although other ways of structuring the 
examination are of course quite possible, we shall seek to maintain a chrono
logical approach as the one most appropriate to an attempt to trace a con
ceptuality in process of evolution. 

D. Jesus 

Is the word "incarnation" appropriate to describe Jesus' self-consciousness 
or claims he made regarding himself? Did Jesus think or speak of himself in 
terms of the divine embodied in human flesh, whether as a divine being or 
as God himself become man? The question, of course, is complicated by the 
usual problem of distinguishing what in the Jesus tradition goes back to Jesus 
himself and what expresses the later perspective of the earliest Christians or 
of the Evangelists themselves. The Johannine portrayal of Jesus is the most 
supportive of an affirmative answer, inviting the evangelistic-apologetic chal
lenge: "He who so speaks of himself is either mad, bad, or God." But it is 
precisely at this point, Jesus' explicit claims to have preexisted with the Father, 
at which the Fourth Gospel differs consistently and strikingly from the other 
Gospels, so that it is precisely the overt incarnationalisrn of that Gospel which 
is most likely to indicate a later perspective. As we shall also see later, there 
are some features of Matthew's portrayal which likewise seem to indicate a 
developed christology, but for the most part the words of Jesus in the Synoptic 
Gospels probably bring us closer to Jesus' own self-assertions. 

Almost all of that material, however, fits most naturally under the head
ing of "possession" (whether indwelling or inspiration) rather than of "in
carnation." This is certainly the case with the relatively strong use of prophet 
categories, as in Mark 6:4 and Luke 4: 18-19; and the implication is that Jesus 
saw himself as spokesman for God and emissary of divine Wisdom, as in 
Mark 9:37 and Luke 7:31-35. Even if Jesus occasionally spoke of himself as 
"the son (of God)" or God's "beloved son" (Matt. 11 :27; Mark 13:32), though 
the point is disputed, there would have been no implication in the category 
itself of any claim to preexistence, since divine and intimate sonship was 
already attributed to a messianic king and the righteous person within Israel 
(Ps. 2:7; Isa. 42:1; Wis. 2:16-18). And Jesus' talk of himself as "the son of 
man," even where an allusion to Dan. 7:13 is given, would not be understood 
as a claim to preexistence, since Dan. 7: 13 was evidently not yet interpreted 
as speaking of a divine individual (see pp. 9-10 above). 

Does the authority expressed by Jesus not carry with it an implicit claim 
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to incarnation? The "But I say to you" of Matthew 5 seems to go beyond the 
prophets' "Thus says the Lord" and to set Jesus over against or above Moses. 
Even so, however, it is some way from the absolute c;:laim of the Johannine 
'" am" formu.la, and it tIoes not seem t have JU ved bt:yond the category of 
in 'pirali n. The most sLriking expression of divine auth city on lhe part of 
Jesus would seem to be his claim to forgive sins in Mark 2:5, 10. especially 
since in the narrative itself it prompts the resp nse, "Who can forgive sin. 
bu t God alone?" The issue he re . however. seem L be thal of authorization. 
After all, the priest was entitled to pronounce sins forgiven in the context of 
the cult on the authority of Leviticus 5. The provocative feature of Jesus' 
pronouncement was that he spoke neither as priest nor in the context of the 
cult. To pronounce sins forgiven or even to forgive sins is not of itself an 
indication of incarnation, since according to John 20:22 Jesus ' disciples can 
do the same (Matt. 16:19; 18:18). Here again. we do not seem to have moved 
beyond the category of inspiration or authorization. 

It has been suggested that in Jesus' parables he applied to himself OT 
imagery which depicted God, indicating that Jesus thought of himself as in 
orne cnse od. The fl aw in this reasoning is til lwo'fI Id n n equitur that 

J SlIS consistenUy intended hi~ parable; to be understood allegorical ly and 
that he consil't nLly intended l p rtray him elr in them. For example. is the 
. ower ofMark 4: 3-8 a . pcciJ:'ic pel . on or anyone who preaches the g od news? 
And the farmer of Mark 4:26-29, who sleeps an I J'ises night and day, is hardly 
t be understood as a portrayal of God. If any icientificaLi,on i ' intended by 
dlC fi gure of tbe father (as in Lu,k 15: 1J -32) or of the ki.ng (as in Luke 
19:12-27), iL i.s obviously God. The imagery of tbe shepherd (as in Luke 
15:4-7) is e rt.:'linly that of God. but in the same passages it is al 0 that of: 
those set over Israel by God (Jer. 23:1-6; Ezek. 34: 10-16,20-24). Most striking 
here is the use of wedding imagery (Mark 2:19; Matt. 25: 1-13), but even here 
it is by no means clear if Jesus intended to refer to himself as the bridegroom, 
as distinct from simply using the symbolism of the wedding to denote the 
new age of the kingdom (Isa. 49: 18; 62:5); and the parable of the king giving 
a marriage feast for his son (Matt. 22: 1-10) hardly suggests an identific"tion 
between the bridegroom and God. 

In short, within the earlier strata of the Jesus tradition there is substantive 
evidence that Jesus laid claim to speak with divine inspiration and autho
rization as in some sense the representative of God. But there is nothing of 
consequence to support the thesis that Jesus saw himself in some sense as 
God. as the incarnation of deity. 
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E. Earliest Christianity 

Here, the issue resolves itself down to the significance implied or understood 
in the claim that Jesus had been raised from the dead and exalted to heaven. 
The claim was clearly fundamental from the beginning of Christianity proper. 
What were the incarnational corollaries of this claim? 

it is quite often assumed (hat any aJlinnation of Jesus as exalted to 
heavenJy tatus would inevitahly have carried with it the implicaLion that he 
l1ad dlereby been tel tored to or had resumed a tatus already previously 
enjoyed e.g. Kn x, DeaTh of Christ, ll ; Mou le, Origin of ChrisloLogy. 
138-40). Thus, it is argued that Lbe assertion of JeSlI. 'postexjstence after his 
life on eru·th, would have been seen to include H a corollary tbe assertion of 
hi preexistence before hi life on earth. The more exalLed the laims made 
regarding the r,isell Christ or the more divine the functions attdbuted to the 
exalted hrist the m re unavoidable tbat coroUary would have been. Con
sequently. even tlJough the concept of incarnation as such was not yet 'formu
lated, its onceptua'Uzanon must have been si mply the outworking of that 
earliest belief in Jesus as raised from the dead. In which case, incarnation 
could be said to have been an integral part of Christian belief from the very 
[il'Sl. So th argument runs. 

The argument ha power, and since the belief in Jesus ' IS incarnate deity 
did emerge sooner or later within early Chrstianity it can hardly be disputed 
that the doctrine ot' incarnation wa in some senSe a consequence of tbe Easter 
faith. But if Ollr concern is to trace til emergence oj' the Christian idea of 
in ~u'L1atiol1, the question ro be asked is how soon lhat consequence was 
perceived and affirmed. The ::u'gumelll just stated sees it as an almost imme
diate consequence. But stated like thal, it takes l 0 little account of the range 
of belief and conceptuality at the time. In particular, first-century Judai In 

knew a good deal of speculation about hero figures who had been exalted to 
heaven and given sOI;ne participation il1 God's judgment, e.g. , Enoch, Abel, 
and the mysterious Melchizedek (lub. 4:22-23' T. Abr. 13: '1-6; I J QMelch 10). 
According to Matt. 19:28 and 1 Cor. 6:2-3 Cbristian ' lhemsel ve were to take 
part in the final judgment. None of' this would have been undet" tood to imply 
the deity or preexl lence f the individuals named. The bestowal of the Spirit 
as in Acts 2:33) may seem to take a step beyond anything affirmed of a 

human figllr in pre-Christian Judaism, but John lhe Bapti ,t attributed some 
sort of be towal of lb Spiril to the " coming on " (Marl< ] :8). Even the 
confession of Jesus as "Lord," which is certainly very early, did not carry 
with it a necessary implicalion thal U1e one so confessed was thereby identified 
with G d since lhere were many " lords" (1 Cor. 8:5) and since in Paul at 
least the confession of Jesu a ' LOJd was bound up with the confession of 
God as one (1 Cor. 8:6; Phil. 2:9-11; see p. 16 above). 
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It is unlikely. therefore. lhul the thoughL of incarnation was part of earliest 
Christian faith , or tJ13llhe COJ1vi tion regarding Jesus' exaltation to God's right 
hand would have been seen more or less from the 6rSllo carry that corollary 
within it. 

F. Paul 

The issue of whether Paul's christology included the thought of incarnation 
has been obscured for most of the twentieth century by the debate regarding 
a pre-Christian Gnostic redeemer myth. Bultmann especially argued that there 
was already in existence before the emergence of Christianity the myth of a 
heavenly redeemer figure sent from on high to awaken to their true nature the 
sparks of light imprisoned within matter. According to Buitmann, early chris
tology, including that of Paul, was indebted to this concept of a cosmic figure, 
a preexistent Son of the Father, who came down from heaven and assumed 
human form. 

The fatal flaw in this whole thesis was that it read the fully developed 
form of the myth, first clearly attested in the second century A.D., back into 
the period before Christ. Elements of pre-Christian and early Christian 
thought, which are better seen as the building blocks from which the Gnostic 
redeemer myth was later constructed, were as umed LO be lh broken .frag
ments of an already existing myth whose fu ller ex pre 'sions have been lost to 
us - a highly questionable argument fr m silence. In particular. the Christian 
belief about Jesus probably provided one of the most import::lnl of these 
building blocks, since the aClual r deemer figure of the ec nd and tllird
century Gnostic systems seem to be modeled on this Christian belief rather 
than vice versa. The thesis is also basically unsatisfactory since the postulated 
myth is fundamentally dualistic in character; that is to say, it would have led 
if anything to a docetic rather than an incarnational christology; whereas, in 
the event, Docetism seems to have emerged as an attempt to translate a newly 
evolved concept of incarnation into the more characteristically dualistic cate
gories of Hellenistic thought. 

The passages in Paul on which the debate mostly focused are the Christ
hymns of Phil. 2:6-11 and Col. 1: 15-20. And even when the pre-Christian 
redeemer myth has been dismissed from the debate, these passages seem to 
offer the clearest examples of a preexistence and so incarnational christology 
in Paul. 
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1. Philippians 2:6-11 

Here, the issue is largely reduced to the question of the christo logical imagery 
being used and its significance. More specifically, to what extent is the imagery 
that of Adam christo10gy? The talk of being in God's form (or image) and of 
a grasping at equality with God (Phil. 2:6) certainly seems to be intended as 
a portrayal of Jesus in Adamic terms (Gen. 1 :26-27 and 3:5 are clearly alluded 
to). But if that is the case, is it the preexistent Jesus who is in view (the 
heavenly Christ chose to humble himself to become a man), or is it the epochal 
significance of Jesus' ministry expressed in Adamic terms (Jesus refused the 
path of individual self-advancement and chose rather to identify himself 
completely with humankind in its enslavement to sin and to the death which 
is the consequence of that enslavement)? 

Most commentators find the former more convincing. In which case, 
the talk of "taking the form of a slave, beinglbecoming in the likeness of 
men, and being foundlhaving proved himself to be like man" (Phil. 2:7) is 
probably to be reckoned the earliest expression of incarnation christology. On 
the other hand, Adam christology elsewhere in Paul focuses on Christ's death 
and resurrection, not on his birth, as the decisive moments of epochal signif
icance (Rom. 5:15-19; 1 Cor. 15:20-22, 45-50). And the distinctiveness of 
Adam christology from the Gnostic redeemer myth lies precisely in the fact 
that the life, and death, of a historic individual (Jesus) is perceived as imbued 
with suprahistorical significance for humankind as a whole, rather than that 
a preexistent divine being entered the alien territory of a human form. (Adam, 
properly speaking, was prehistoric rather than preexistent.) Moreover, the 
regular link between Ps. 110: 1 and Ps. 8:6 elsewhere in earliest christology 
(1 Cor. 15:25-27; Eph. 1:20-22; Heb. 1:13-2:8; 1 Pet. 3:22; cf. Phil. 3:21) 
suggests that Christ's exaltation to lordship following his Adamic death was 
also seen in Adamic terms; that is, not as a restoration to a heavenly status 
previously enjoyed but as the fulfillment of God's purpose in creating 
humankind in the first place ("to put all things under his feet"), "to the glory 
of God the Father" (Phil. 2: 11). So perhaps the issue is not so clearcut as is 
usually assumed to be the case. 

The debate is the same in other expressions of Adam christology. In 
1 Cor. 15:47, "the second man, from heaven" is almost certainly the exalted 
Christ. Although some have argued along the lines of the Gnostic redeemer 
myth that "the man from heaven" is the spiritual, preexistent prototype of 
Adam (the Primal Man), Paul explicitly denies this: the spiritual comes after 
the natural; it is the risen Christ who is the prototype of resurrected humankind 
(15:46-49). In 2 Cor. 8:9, on the other hand, there is an ambivalence similar 
to that in Philippians 2. Is Christ's richness his preexistent state, and is Christ's 
becoming poor his incarnation? Or is the richness that of unbroken fellowship 
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with God (such as Adam had enjoyed before the fall) and the poverty the state 
of separation from God, particularly in his death (cf. Mark 15:34)? The parallel 
with 2 Cor. 5:21, if anything, suggests the latter. 

In Gal. 4:4 and Rom. 8:3 the issue is again more open and depends on 
how the talk of God sending his Son is to be correlated with Paul's description 
of the Son as "born of woman, born under the law" and as being sent "in 
the likeness of sinful flesh." Again, the emphasis seems to be on describing 
Christ's complete oneness with the human condition ("under the law," "sinful 
flesh"), which made redemption necessary so that the redemption achieved 
(on the cross) might be effective for that condition ("to redeem those under 
the law," "condemned sin in the flesh"). The language of "sending" may 
have been drawn from the idea of commissioning a prophet (e.g., Jer. 1:7; 
Ezek. 2:3; Mark 12:2-6), as in the case of Isaiah, conscious of his solidarity 
with the sinfulness of his people (lsa. 6:5-8), or indeed of the Servant to bear 
the iniquity of his people (lsa. 49:1-7; 53:4-6). Had Paul intended to evoke 
the thought of a sending from heaven, it is questionable whether he would 
have used the word "likeness" in Rom. 8:3, since within Hellenistic thought 
the word could lend itself too readily to a docetic-type interpretation - not a 
genuine solidarity with human sinfulness, and so not an actual redemption. 

2. Colossians 1:15-20 

Here, the matter seems to be more straightforward. Christ is described as "the 
image of God, the firstborn of all creation," as the one in, through, and for 
whom all things were created, the one who is "before all things" and in whom 
all things hold together 0:15-17). There is no reference to incarnation (a 
descent from heaven, or becoming man), but the language is clearly that of 
preexistence, and since the preexistence is predicated of Christ himself, the 
idea of incarnation, rather than that of indwelling or inspiration, must be 
implicit. Much the same could be said of 1 Cor. 8:6: "one Lord, Jesus Christ, 
through whom all things .... " 

There are some difficulties even in this case, however: (1) The language 
is generally recognized to be that used of Wisdom in the Jewish wisdom 
literature (Prov. 3:19; 8:22, 25; Sir. 24:9; Wis. 7:26). In the same passages, 
Wisdom is spoken of as God's first creation, which, if the language of personal 
preexistence is pressed, leaves us with a rather Arian understanding of "first
born of creation." (2) Equally awkward for subsequent classic credal chris
tology would be the assertion of the personal preexistence of Christ, since in 
subsequent orthodoxy it is clear that Jesus Christ is the man whom preexistent 
Wisdom became. The preexistence is attributed to Wisdom; Jesus is the 
incarnation of preexistent Wisdom. (3) Within the Colossian hymn itself, there 
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is the problem of the second half, often ignored in such discussions. There 
Christ's exalted preeminence is described as the result of his resurrection 
(l: 18) and as the consequence of God having been pleased to dwell in him 
in all his fullness (l: 19; cf. 2:9) - language more appropriate to the concept 
of indwelling, or of adoption, than to that of incarnation. 

Once again, therefore, the thought does not appear to be so clearcut as 
it first appeared. The hymn writer does not seem to have been attempting to 
achieve a consistent christological statement. Ifby reading the text as straight
forward factual affirmation, we find ourselves with unlooked-for corollaries 
and contradictory assertions, that may be sign enough that we are reading the 
text with a different meaning than that the author intended, that the author 
was simply drawing on diverse theological imagery and language to describe 
the significance of Christ rather than to make a dogmatically coherent claim 
of incarnation. Even so, the use of Wisdom imagery and language for Christ 
in both 1 Corinthians 8 and Colossians 1 is striking. Never before, so far as 
we can tell, had such affirmations been made of a man who had lived and 
died within living memory. More is being said here of Jesus than Philo said 
of Moses or the wisdom writers said of the law; more than Virgil said of 
Augustus. At the very least, we have to say that Jesus' life, death, and resur
rection were being seen to possess a divine significance, a revelation of the 
divine wisdom, a self-disclosure of God himself, so that it was taken as wholly 
proper to speak of him as that Wisdom, as the manifestation of the one God, 
with the death of Jesus in particular serving as a definitive expression of that 
Wisdom (1 Cor. 1 :22-25). The explicit concept of incarnation lies very close 
at hand in such language; and in the way that language is used here we may 
indeed even be able to observe the concept of "incarnation" on the point of 
emerging into conscious thought. 

G. Between Paul and John 

In the period following Paul, the conceptuality is more varied, but the same 
question as that posed by Paul's Wisdom christology remains of uncertain 
answer. Has the Christian understanding of Jesus begun to break through the 
older categories, images, and hyperboles? The focus of such language on Jesus 
certainly indicates that he was seen as the focus of divine revelation for the 
first Christians. But has the conceptuality of indwelling and inspiration been 
stretched to express a new category, that of incarnation? Here again, the answer 
is more open than many have assumed to be the case. 

For example, if the Pauline talk of the sending of the Son (Rom. 8:3; 
Gal. 4:4) is read as an expression of Wisdom christology on the parallel of 
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Wis. 9:10, then it should also be read in parallel with Philo's description of 
Moses, sent by God "as a loan to the earthly sphere and suffered to dwell 
therein" (Sacr: 9). If the latter is an expression of Philo's allegorical hyperbole 
(Moses as the archetype of the wise man; cf. above), what does that say of 
the former? Similarly, the talk of the appearing of the one predestined from 
the beginning of time, in passages such as 2 Tim. 1 :9-10, Reb. 9:26, and 1 Pet. 
1:20, seems to be a fairly clear expression of preexistence and incarnation, 
until we remember that imilar language is used of Moses in T. Mos. (14: 
, chosen and appointed. and prepared from the foundation of the world, to be 
the mediator of the oovenant" . Th • christology of Reb. 1: 1-3 is also depen
dent on Jewish wisdom language (e.g., Wis. 7:26; Philo, Plant. 8-9, 18) and 
shares the same difficulty with Col. 1:15-20 as to how iUi reference to Christ 
should be interpreted, particularly as later on (Heb. 2:6-9; 5:7- .1 0) w · find one 
of the most fully developed expressions of Adam chrislology in the N w 
Testament. The language of Reb. 7:3 seems to envisage MeJchized k as an 
ideal type of the Platonic model, while 10:5 assumes that the Jewish idiom, 
"those who come into the world," is a circumlocution for human beings. 

Even the idea of virginal conception (and birth?), which may be thought 
to have broken new ground. does not seem to have gone beyond Philo's talk 
of Zipporah as "pregnant through no mortal agency," and of Sarah as "ranked 
as a pure virgin" even after giving birth (Cher. 47, 50). Of course, the birth 
narratives of Matthew 1-2 and Luke 1-2 are not allegories such as those that 
characterize Philo's exposition of the Pentateuch. But the problem of discern
ing where midrash and p li imagery end and where literal claims begin in 
the birth narralive permiLs of no easy resolution. To be sure, the imagery of 
birth (the coming into existenoe of u new human being) does not immediately 
mesh with the idea of incarnation (the nfJeshment of one already preexistent). 
But that is less of a problem if we recognize the metaphorical and midrashic 
character which such descriptions would be assumed to have within a first
century Jewish context. Whether fresh ground had in fact been broken would 
only become evident when the idea of virginal conception was subsequently 
integrated into the more powerful concept of incarnation. 

Matthew, in fact, is not far off from doing just that. For not only does 
he make good use of the virginal conception tradition (Matthew 1-2), but he 
also goes beyond the earlier portrayal of Jesus as the emissary of Wisdom to 
a portrayal of Jesus as Wisdom herself (Matt. 11: 19,25-30; 23:34-36, 37-39). 
Not only so, but he also takes up the la1llguage of divine presence and depicts 
Jesus as "God with us" 0:23; 18:20; 28:18, 20). Rere is confirmation that 
Wisdom was not thought of as a divine being other than God (not even the 
Son of God in that sense), but as God himself in his active concern for and 
outreach to his creation and people. It is because Jesus was seen as the 
complete embodiment of that concern and outreach that he could be spoken 
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of in such tenus with the function of the birth narratives used as much to 
underscore the point that he embodied this divine presence from the first. In 
this sense, at least, we can speak of a concept of incarnation in Matthew, even 
if it does not come to explicit expression as such. 

H. John 

In the Fourth Gospel there is an extraordinary concentration of christological 
claims. Individually they might be understood as still caught within the earlier 
categories and structure of thought; but together they may well be judged to 
express a breakthrough into a different conceptuality and a bolder claim. 

The claim is posed at once in the prologue. The subject is God's Word 
- another way of speaking of God's self-revelation, action upon, and com
munication with the world of humankind, along with Wisdom and Spirit (e.g., 
Pss. 33:6; 107:20; Wis. 9:1-2,17; Philo, Somn. 1.65-69; Luke] :2; Acts 10:36-
38). So in John 1 the Word was in the beginning, was with God, and was 
God; all things were made through this Word (John 1:1-3). It was this Word 
which "became flesh" in Jesus Christ 0:14). The juxtaposing in this way of 
the two concepts "Word" and "flesh" is very striking. For just as John is 
clear that the Word belongs wholly to the realm of the divine, is theos 
(God/god), so is he clear that flesh belongs wholly to this world, transient and 
corruptible and antithetical to the other 0:13; 3:6; 6:63). The choice of verb, 
therefore, is hardly accidental, and it cannot easily be diminished in signifi
cance or rendered unwarrantably as "appear." John evidently wanted to say 
"the Word became flesh." The concept of incarnation, as distinct from in
dwelling or inspiration, has come to explicit expression. Jesus is being pre
sented as the incarnation of the divine Word. 

In the light of this, John's other christological emphases gain a clearer 
perspective. The characteristic talk of Jesus as the Son sent from the Father 
is there to emphasize primarily that Jesus is the self-revelation of God, the 
only one who can make God fully known 0:18; 6:46; 14:9). The less prom
inent but equally striking talk of Jesus as the Son of Man descended from 
heaven is used to emphasize that Jesus is the authoritative spokesman of the 
mystery of God (1 :47-51; 3: 12-13; 6:60-62). The "I am" statements no doubt 
deliberately echo the "I am" of Exod. 3:14 and Isa. 43:10 (particularly John 
8:58); Jesus is the glory of God visible to humankind (12:41, referring to Isa. 
6: 1). Most striking of all is the uninhibited use of the title "God/god" to 
describe Jesus (1: 18; 20:28). That the title was provocative to his fellow Jews 
was well known to the author (5:18; 10:33) and probably resulted within a 
few years in the rabbinic charge that the Christians had abandoned belief in 
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the unity of God (early second century). This is probably sufficient evidence 
to confirm that the Fourth Evangelist was aware that in pushing such a 
developed portrayal of Jesus he was going beyond what had previously been 
acceptable or at least retainabJe within the hitherto accepted conventions of 
Jewish talk of God and his self-revelation. To speak of God's wisdom dwelling 
in Israel or embodied in the Torah was one thing; to portray the man Jesus as 
God's Word incarnate was something else. 

The matter seems to be put beyond doubt by the way in which John ties 
the thought of incarnation tightly to the cross. The whole Gospel moves toward 
the climax of Christ's death. The glory of the Son is manifested particularly 
in his death (12:23-24; 13:31; cf. 21:19). The lifting up, which corresponds 
to his descent from heaven, is a lifting up on the cross (3: 14; 12:32-33). Most 
striking of all is the emphasis in 6:53-58 that the flesh of the Son of Man 
must be chewed if it is to result in eternallife. The point of the incarnation 
is the death of the incarnate one (6:51). Here, too, John was probably aware 
that he was pushing into uncharted territory (6:60). A claim that God had 
revealed himself in king, prophet, sage, or righteous man could be expressed 
in a variety of hyperbolic language without breaching philosophic or theolog
ical conventions. But to claim that the Eternal had become man in order to 
die was a step beyond. 

I. Conclusions 

(1) It is difficult to draw a sharp line between a before and after in the 
emergence of the concept of incarnation. All we can say with some confidence 
is that before Christians began to express the significance of Jesus the concept 
of incarnation as such is not yet attested; whereas at the end of the first century 
the concept has been deliberately and provocatively put forward. Arguably, 
the thought is implicit already in formulations used by Paul. But whatever we 
make of these formulations, it does look rather as though the concept of 
incarnation was the outcome of what seems with hindsight to have been an 
inevitable and logical progression, as the first Christians found that previous 
ways of speaking of the revelation of God were inadequate to express the full 
significance of the divine revelation which was Jesus. 

(2) The focal point of this being sent, coming under the law, as man, 
becoming flesh, in all cases seems to be the death and resurrection of Jesus. 
Within the New Testament there is no evidence of a concept of incarnation 
as itself the decisive act of salvation - flesh redeemed by being assumed. 
The moment of salvation remains decisively centered on the cross. At this 
point, incarnation and Adam christologies readily blend into each other. 
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(3) The recognilion that Wisdom christology is the most obvious root 
of incamution christ logy also has an important corollary, particularly when 
it is recalled Ulat in Jewish thought Wisdom is not a being independent of 
God but is God's self-manifestation. The point is that Christ is the incarnation 
of this WisdomIWord. To speak of Christ as himself preexistent, coming down 
from heaven, and so forth, has to be seen as metaphorical; otherwise it leads 
inevitably to orne kind of polytheism - the Fatber as a person, just like Je us 
was <1 person (Lampe, God CIS Spirit). Whereas, wbat a Wisdom/Word hri 
tology claims ,is that Jeslis i the person/individual wb mOod's Word became. 
Even to speak of the incarnation of U,e on of God can be mi leacling unless 
the Son chris tology of John is seen as it was probably intended, a an expres
sion of tlle same Wi domlWord christology' olhelwise, there i the danger of 
a too literal translation of Father-Son language once again into a form of 
polytheism - that very abandoning of the oneness of God of which Jews and 
Muslims accuse Christians. The incarnation doctrine which comes to expres
sion in ilie New Testament is properly understood only if it is understood as 
the incarnation of God's self-revelation, in the sense as that incarnation of 
God himself. The issue which caused the breach with Jewish thought and with 
Judaism is the charge against the Johannine Jesus that "you being a man, 
make yourself God" (John 10:33). 
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Interpreting New Testament Christology 

The hi lory of interpretation of New Testament drristology has been mucked 
by t.he attempt. aL best, to understand the New Tesll:tment texts within the 
context of changing and developing philosophical and dogmatic structmes; at 
worst t lise the New Testament to upport ideas and leachings whos leg; i
macy and coherence wer effectively um:el aLtlu to the New Testament. 

In the patri ti period discuss! n of christology returned aga.in and again 
to the key texts Provo 8:22: John J: 14; Phil. 2:6-11; Col. L: 15: and Reb. I :3L 
IL1itially, when L gos christol gy formed the main stream of tl,ought, the 
principal issue was whet.her the LObO was reated. Provo 8:22 wus a favorite 
Arian verse and pointed to the equival nt interpretation of 01. I: J 5 ("first
born of all creation ' ). Opposition to the idea of the · ogos as "created" 
resulted in a response to Arianism at these pOint charac teristical ly del enden 
mol" 011 dogmatic PI' UPPOSilioD and less n exegesis - e.g .. ktizein Laken 
in the ense "appoinl" rather than "creale"; Col. 1: 15 understood with l'ef
erence LO Clu'lSL' flesh ; the priJtotokos of Col. 1: 1. 5 understood within the 
distinction between begetting" and "creating" GriJlmeier, Christ in I1ri.\'
fiCIn Tradition, 156. 174, 182, 2L . In a similar way U1e virgin birth narraLi es 
were soon absorbed inl aluJ.'ger doctrine oJ incamali n and ceased to have 
independent significance except us they cOl1!ributed to a different line f 
dOgJnali dey ]opmt!nt focusing on Mary. 

Slill more imp rtam was John 1: 14, which might seem to peak straight
forwardly of incarnaLi n (" the Logos be nme fJesh ' ). but with the sen e in 
which tb L gos became fie b being precisely the issue in dispute e.g .. 
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Grillmeier, 245, 328). In this debate the alternatives centered on a Logos
anthropos (Word-man) christology and a Logos-sarx (Word-flesh) christology. 
The former was typical of the Antiochene school and focused on the human 
Christ but left the unity of the divine and human in Christ in some question. 
The latter was typical of the Alexandrian school and focused on the preexistent 
Logos, leaving Christ's humanity in some unclarity. Thus was formulated in 
classic terms a tension which has been fundamental to christo logy from the 
beginning, reflecting not least the different portrayals of Jesus in Synoptic 
and Johannine Gospels. 

When the focus was more on the issue of relationships within the 
Godhead, the language of Phil. 2:7 and Heb. 1:3 came to the fore. The problem 
was what terms like morphe, charakter; and hypostasis might mean (GrilI
meier, 365, 374). The resolution was provided by giving hypostasis a new 
technical meaning relating to the distinctiveness of the three divine "persons" 
(allowing the new technical formula, one ousia and three hypostases). The 
solution, in other words, was not derived exegetically, but could call on Heb. 
1:3 for support within a "language game" where semantic values were in 
transition (cf. Grillmeier, 446). 

In short, as the christological and trinitarian debate became more tech
nical, with ever more subtle refinement, it moved further and further from 
questions of exegesis as such and more toward a prooftexting for arguments 
and positions determined by the different terms and logical constraints of later 
debates. And so it has continued in greater or less degree since, at least to the 
extent that the terms of the debates have been determined by the great credal 
confessions hammered out in the early centuries. 

Something of the same can be said of the other focus in New Testament 
christology - on the soteriological significance of Christ. An early powerful 
example of exegesis feeding theology was Irenaeus's development of Paul's 
Adam christology in his theory of "recapitulation." But for much of the time 
the theme of atonement was subordinated to what was perceived as the more 
important issue, the theme of incarnation - as in the classic epigram of 
Gregory of Nazianzus, "What has not been assumed cannot be restored" (Ep. 
101.7). The New Testament language of sacrifice and ransom in reference to 
Christ's death was taken seriously, with the usual exegetical assumption being 
that "sacrifice" implied a theory of penal satisfaction and the image of ransom 
raising the question as to whether a ransom had been paid to the devil. In his 
classic study, Christus Victor (1931), G. AuIen also argued in effect for a more 
definitive influence of Col. 2: 15. But again the momentum and thrust of the 
discussion usually depended more on dogmatic logic or "necessary reasons" 
(Anselm) than on exegesis or exposition of what was taken for granted to be 
the authoritative scriptural text. 

In all this the hermeneutical technique of allegorizing allowed a wide 
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range of texts to be drawn in without anything approaching an adequate 
exegetical or hermeneutical control. And while the Reformation brought a 
renewed emphasis on exegesis and on the importance of rooting doctrine 
firmly in the biblical text, in the area of christology the classical categories 
and paradigms were on the whole too firmly established to allow any real 
question to arise at the level of exegesis or interpretation. 

With the rise of historical and biblical criticism in the post-Enlighten
ment period, however, the philosophical and dogmatic frameworks of inter
pretation soon came into conflict. The impact was first experienced in the 
deist polarization of historical Jesus and dogmatic Christ, with the clear 
presumption that the latter was no longer an acceptable hermeneutical option 
and that the alternative framework of rationalism or idealism or liberal opti
mism ipso facto provided a sounder interpretation. 

The contrast between a historically rediscovered Jesus and a dogmati
cally determined Christ thus became the modem expression of the older 
tension between the humanity and divinity of Jesus (cf. the distinction between 
Logos-anthropos and Logos-sarx). In the modern period it has reappeared in 
many different forms as a hermeneutical key to the NT texts; e.g., the teacher 
Jesus and the Hellenized Redeemer, the historical Jesus and the Christ of faith, 
christology from below and from above, Jesus the Jew and Christ the Lord 
of the Christian mystery cult, the Jesus of Bible story and the Christ of 
doctrinal proposition. And it has been a factor in several important develop
ments in biblical criticism, e.g., the emergence of Q as a non-miraculous 
source outflanking the problem of the miracle-performing Savior; the 
questioning of John's Gospel as being a document of the Christ of faith rather 
than a source for the historical Jesus; the evolution of form criticism of Gospels 
and Epistles as a way of bridging the gap between the historical reality of 
Christianity's beginnings and the already theologized documents of the NT. 

A consistent feature of the past two centuries is the search for parallels, 
the assumption of the historical-critical method being that contemporary par
allels in idea and idiom can be confidently expected to throw light on the 
biblical data. In the case of the birth narratives, for example, comparisons 
have been drawn with talk of demi-gods in Greek myth and of virgin mothers 
in Philo. In dispute is precisely the question of the distinctiveness of the 
Christian narratives - whether lack of an exact parallel is evidence of a new 
category provided by revelation and divine act, or whether a historical context 
in which similar ideas can be expressed is sufficient evidence of a way of 
cunl:eptualizing divine interaction with the human sphere within which the 
thought of a virginal conception is simply a new variant of an older motif, 
even if the emphasis comes on the word "new." Within this larger exegetical 
debate the influence of Isa. 7: 14 in shaping the tradition and the extent to 
which all or part of the narratives can be described as "midrash" are specific 
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questions still under discussion. The most recent and thorough exegetical study 
by R. E. Brown (The Birth of the Messiah) underlines the gap which still 
remains at the end of the day between historical findings and dogmatic affir
mation. 

In the case of the historical Jesus the hermeneutical problem is equally 
sharp, though often not perceived to be so. To what extent is the historical 
method able to allow for a Jesus whose self-consciousness or claims regarding 
himself transcend categories currently available, or does it inevitably reinforce 
a polarization between historical Jesus and Christ of faith? The impact of 
J. Weiss and A. Schweitzer undermined the liberal Protestant portrayal of 
Jesus the moral teacher or social reformer and left twentieth-century research 
with a still uncomfortable picture of Jesus the eschatological prophet, predict
ing the imminent end of history, a stranger and enigma to modem suscepti
bilities, as well as posing awkward questions to the dogma of Christ's divinity. 
In more recent years awareness of social unrest in first-century Palestine and 
of similar structures of oppression in the twentieth century have encouraged 
a reexpression of the older Jesus-the-revolutionary model in terms ofliberation 
theology. And the continuing revulsion at the horrors of the Holocaust has 
resulted in a restatement of Jesus-the-Jew, or even Jesus-the-Pharisee. In such 
cases a christology from below is followed through to coherent and logical 
conclusion, usually without regard to the gap it leaves between it and the 
Christ of faith. 

The search for parallels to the concept of Christ's saving death has 
regularly fixed on the myth of the dying and rising god as expressed in the 
mystery cults of the period. And a "deemphasis" on the importance of his
torical reference, such as has charaCterized the theology of Karl Barth and the 
current resurgence of narrative theology, provides a larger hermeneutic within 
which such a historical assessment can be sustained. Otherwise the difficulty 
of explaining how the mythological expression of the annual cycle of fertility 
came to be a means of interpreting the death and resurrection of a historical 
individual has usually proved to be a decisive consideration against such 
hypotheses. A more plausible analogy/genealogy hypothesis has been per
ceived in the martyr theology and the motif of the suffering righteous in 
intertestamental Judaism, which seems to lie behind such formulations as 
Rom. 5:6-11. With regard to the Gospels one of the chief ongoing debates is 
whether the model of Suffering Servant (Isaiah 53) or Son of Man (Daniel 7) 
provides the most important exegetical key to the central passion statements 
(particularly Mark 10:45). Outside the Gospels the various disputes focusing 
on Rom. 3:25 characterize the range of debate - whether and to what extent 
there is a pre-Pauline formula to be discerned with a different theology of 
atonement, whether the category of sacrifice was actually promoted by the 
NT writers in discussing the significance of Jesus' death (this is of interest 
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particularly among German scholars), and whether the language of "propi
tiation" or "expiation," of "substitution" or "representation" provides the 
more appropriate exegesis and interpretation (particularly among English
speaking scholars). 

Within each phase of biblical criticism the resurrection narratives have 
come under renewed scrutiny: Which is the oldest source? How far do parallels 
of translation to heaven and apotheosis help explain the data? How do form
critical categories illuminate them? To what extent have the narratives of the 
empty tomb been determined or redacted in the light of mythological or 
kerygmatic considerations or by liturgical practice? The fact that belief in 
Jesus' resurrection was a central confession of faith from the first has been 
widely recognized, with 1 Cor. 15:3-8 providing the decisive evidence. So 
too the fact that this belief was rooted in resurrection "appearances." For 
those working with a narrowly defined historical method, the most obvious 
explanations have been in terms of hysterical visions, the conviction that Jesus' 
message could not die, or cognitive dissonance (the refusal to accept evident 
disconfirmation of earlier hopes), though all such explanations labor under 
the difficulty of explaining the striking differences between the pre-Easter and 
post-Easter proclamation. For those with a more open model of historical 
enquiry, however, the interpretative conundrum remains, characterized by the 
description of the resurrection as "eschatological event"; how to speak mean
ingfully within history of an event which by definition transcends or breaks 
out of history, an event which is utterly unique, without parallel within history, 
because it marks the end of history and forms a unique interface between this 
world and the world to come? Where the dividing line between demonstrable 
history and faith proclamation becomes thus elided, the only solution is to 
maintain the integrity of the dialogue at both sides of the point of intersection. 

On any reckoning the resurrection is the definitive moment of transition 
from the historical Jesus to the Christ of faith and inevitably therefore stands 
at the center of New Testament christology as the interpretative key, however 
that key is formally expressed. That has also been brought home by another 
major line of research during the same period, that is, into the titles of Jesus 
- Messiah, Son of Man, Son of God, Lord, etc. This proved valuable as a 
descriptive exercise, but unsatisfactory in terms of providing hermeneutical 
keys for christology. The reason is presumably that the Christ event con
tributed more to the titles than vice-versa. Titles like Messiah and Son of Man 
proved incapable of carrying the growing weight of theological significance 
accorded to Jesus; kyrios provided an invaluable transition from pre-Easter 
("sir" is its secular sense) to post-Easter (it also means "Lord"). Logos carried 
the main christological weight into the post-apostolic period, and Son of God 
proved the most durable title of all. But at each phase it was the burgeoning 
christology itself which was decisive, either leaving the unadaptable titles 
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behind or steadily transforming the significance of the more adaptable. As 
labels by which to chart the progress and diverse emphases of earliest chris
tology, titles have continuing interpretative value, but they do not themselves 
explain that progress or its dynamic. 

While such attempts were being made to explain and interpret chris
tology "from below," the classical creeds continued to provide a framework 
for those who saw the deficiencies of the historical method as decisive and 
who continued to interpret the biblical texts in terms of a christology "from 
above." Characteristic here have been the expositions of kenotic christology 
and Barth's christocentrism. The former, well regarded by many scholars in 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, had its putative hermeneutical 
basis in Phil. 2:7 ("he emptied himself"), though the exegetical toehold was 
tenuous and the debate on the meaning of kenosis, as so often before, depended 
on dogmatic considerations well removed from the text of Philippians. Barth's 
theology of the Word, with its disjunction between the word of God and all 
human thought, came to hermeneutical expression in his early emphasis on 
the belief that historical criticism and exegesis are but preparatory to the task 
of theology and the word of proclamation. Here once again any effective 
historical control or check on dogma was effectively discounted. More recent 
attempts to provide a systematic conceptuality in theology have made greater 
attempts to root the theologicaJ paradigm in the New Testament, with varying 
degrees of success: W. Pannenberg, recognizing the crucial interface character 
of the New Testament accounts of Jesl1s' resurrection; J. Moltmann with his 
more dogmatically oriented focus on the cross; and E. Schillebeeckx trying 
to work more fully with New Testament exegesis and scholarship and finding 
the resolution in effect in Christian experience. 

The most persistent attempt at bridging the christology-from-above/ 
christology-from-below divide has been the quest of the Gnostic redeemer 
myth, which has dominated much of twentieth-century New Testament re
search (particularly under the influence of R. Bultmann). Its attraction grew 
partly from the observation of non-Christian features in the developed form 
of the myth in the later Gnostic systems, suggesting the possibility of a 
pre-Christian form, and partly from the historical method's difficulty in hand
ling the novum, the problem of explaining a historical datum which seems to 
make a "quantum leap" beyond anything which came before. The presup
position that already before the first century there was a developed myth of 
a divine figure who descended from heaven to rescue spiritual entities (frag
ments of light-souls) trapped within the prison of matter would certainly 
explain how Jesus came to be spoken of as a descending/ascending redeemer. 
The search for the pre-Christian myth has, however, had the character more 
of a wild goose chase. The hypothesis that the pre-Christian indications of the 
myth are fragments of an unattested whole has had to give way before the 
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more credible hypothesis that these elements are huilding blocks which were 
later put together to form the developed mYlh. The dualism of t11e reconstrul:ted 
myth fits poorly with the evolution in the Christian texts fr m a resmrecLion
centered proclamation 1.0 a concept of incarnation (doc.:eusm coming later). 
The key New Testament texts themselves ar better explained u. distinctively 
new developments ofH Henistic Jewish ideas ofWisd.om and Adam provoked 
by the impact of the whole Christ event. 

In fact, in a rather striking way, the interpretation of New Testament 
christology has come full circle, with the same texts which provided the 
biblical subject matter for the debates of early centuries once again at the 
center of hermeneutical debate, pru1iclilarly John 1:14; Phil. 2:6-11; and Col. 
1: 15-20. As in the early centuries, other m dc1s have been taken lip and tri.ed. 
An angelomorphic christo] gy can argue for exegetical supp rt in the Son of 
Man motif of the Gospel and particularly in the visions of the seer or 
Revelation; but the same factor condemn it to the edges of the main stream 
of developing christology. A spirit christology (as in Lampe, God as Spirit) 
can build strongly on the category or Jesus the prophet and on such texts as 
I Cor. 1-:45, bul fails I. lake adequate account of why the category of prophet 
proved unsali sfactory to the evangelists and of the dynamic within New 
TesttUllem christology. A the developing christology of the early centuries 
a1 0 bears witne .• it was th New Testament's Adam christo \ogy and WL,,
domJLogos christology which proved the most productive.in drawing out the 
full significance of the Christ event. This should occasion no surpr.is ' ince 
it i~ preci ely the tall ' of divine image, c mmon to b Lb Adam and Wisdom 
which bridges the divide between human and divine and which expresses the 
revelarory significance which the ('jIst Cbri uans evid ntly experienced in and 
lhrough Chri ' t: hJ'i st the ~u'c helype f humankind and the window into G d. 

For the same reason it i ' L1le Fourth Gospel which serve as lhe indis
pensable bridge between the historical Jesus and the Christ of dogma. For it 
clearly indicates that stage in Christian reflection which was still rooted in 
historical memory of what Jesus did and said (as more clearly expressed in 
the Synoptic tradition), which (like the earlier New Testament writers) still 
saw the pl'imury revelmOLY and redemptive focus in Christ's death and resur
rection' illumined by the interpreter Spirit, and which now saw the need to 
bring hi" f"tllier signficance to expre sion precisely in Gospel format, but 
u ing language and categol'ies wbich would have greatest impact on the 
writer's contemporaries and readers. To the extent that the Fourth Evangelist 
was successful in maintaining Wat threefold tensjon. to that extent his Gospel 
still provides the most important single N w Testament paradigm for expound
ing the significance of Go 1" revelation in Christ. 
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The Messianic Secret in Mark 

Despite the cool reception given to it by English scholarship when it first 
appeared, it is now abundantly evident that Wilhelm Wrede's Das Messiasge
heimnis in den Evangelien (1901) marked a tuming point of considerable 
importance in the study of the Gospels inasmuch as Wrede was really the first 
to recognize and appreciate the theological nature of the Synoptics. His specific 
thesis (that the messianic secret motif in Mark has a theological rather than a 
historical origin) has "mark"edly influenced the researches of those who came 
after him, to such an extent that it is often taken for granted, a "given" in the 
investigation of new propositions and theses.! His own statement of the thesis 
has not escaped criticism and refinement, of course, but his main conclusion still 
stands as proven for the majority of continental scholars. An investigation of the 
messianic secret motif in Mark must therefore deal in the first place with Wrede 
himself, and I will begin by briefly outlining Wrede's argument. 

He points first to the commands with which Jesus silences the messianic 

I . For the influence of Wrede's work see, e.g., P. W. Meyer, "The Problem of the 
Messianic Selfconsciousness of Jesus," NovT 4 (1960) 122-38; N. Perrin, "The Wredestrasse 
Becomes the Hauptstrasse," Journal of Religion 46 (1966) 296-300. The continuing interest in 
Wrede's own thesis is illustrated by the reissue of a third edition of Das Messiasgeheimnis in 
1963, with an English translation due shortly, and by the recent contributions of G. Minette de 
Tillesse, Le secret messianique dans l'Evangile de Marc (Paris : Cerf, 1968), which unfortunately 
I have so far been unable to consult; B. G. Powley, "The Purpose of the Messianic Secret: A 
Brief Survey," ExpT 80 (1968-69) 308-10; D. Aune, "The Problem of the Messianic Secret," 
NovT 11 (1969) 1-31; and R. N. Longenecker, "The Messianic Secret in the Light of Recent 
Discoveries," EQ 41 (1969) 207-15. 

Originally published in Tyndale Bulletin 21 (1970) 92-117. Revised form of a paper given at 
the New Testament Study Group of Tyndale Fellowship at Tyndale House, Cambridge, July, 
1969. Copyright © 1970 by Tyndale House and used by permission . A briefer version was 
published in The Messianic Secret, ed. C. Tuckett (Philadelphia: FortresslLondon: SPCK, 1983) 
116-31. ' 
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confessions of the demons (1 :23-25,34; 3: llf.; cf. 5:6f.; 9:20). Since the various 
explanations offered for the possessed individual's knowledge are unsatis
factory, we must recognize a legendary development in the tradition. When other 
commands to silence are also taken into consideration - to those healed 
miraculously (1 :43-45; 5:43; 7:36; 8:26), the disciples after Peter's confession 
(8:30) and after the transfiguration (9:9) - as also the intention of Jesus to 
remain hidden (7:24; 9:30f.) and the command addressed by the crowd to 
Bartimaeus to be silent (1O:47f.) - it becomes evident that what is being thus 
guarded is the messianic secret. Wrede goes on to cite other evidence, the most 
notable of which are the private instruction which Jesus gives to the disciples 
(4:34; 7:17-23; 9:28f.; 8:31; 9:31; 10:32-34; 13:3ff.) and the saying about 
parabolic teaching (4: 10-13). On the basis of this Wrede delivers his judgment 
- namely that for Mark there is no historical motif in question; rather the idea 
of the messianic secret is a wholly theological conception. The key is Mark 9:9, 
when Peter, James, and John are commanded not to speak of what they have 
seen until the Son of man should have risen from the dead. Jesus' messiahship 
is and must be a secret. Only the inner circle can be let into the secret. But with 
the resurrection comes the revelation to all. In short, the whole is a theological 
construction. Jesus did not in fact claim to be Messiah during his ministry, and 
it was not until after the resurrection that his messianic status was affitmed by 
the Christian community. The messianic secret is nothing other than the attempt 
made by Mark to account for the absence of messianic claims by Jesus himself. 

I 

An anaJysi of Wrede'. thesis reveal. three principal strands: first, the i 'olation 
of a distinct m.otu in Mark-which can be ca ll ed the "mesSianic ecret";. econd 
the argume.nllhat certain elemenls of that motif. noti.ceab ly the exorcisms w'e 
nonhistorical leadiog to tbe c nehl ion lhatlhe whole motif is the constTuction 
of Chrislian or Murkan 1l1eology (the more recenL ri. e f form criticism has, 
of course, given more depth and consistency to lhis argumenl); third, a lh 
raison d'etre, the complemenlary argument lhal belief io Jesus as Mes iah 
was an Easter faith and that the messianic secret results from an attempt to 
read back messiahship into the life of Jesus. 

(1) If this is a fair presentation of Wrede's argument, it seems to me to 
be open to several major criticisms. The first of these is that Wrede has 
narrowed the scope oj' lhe secrecy mOli f I much. 1 strongly question whether 
the silence ' commanded by JeslI in connection wjth the h aliog miracles can 
ad qualely be broughl LInder the category of messianic secreL. What is there 
about (he healings that cannoL be underslood before the ero s and resurrection 
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which is not publicly demonstrated in, for example, the healing of the paralytic 
before the scribes in chapter 2 or the healing of the man with the withered 
arm in the synagogue in chapter 3? What is there about the healing miracles 
which particularly marks out Jesus as Messiah? According to Mark not one 
of the miracles performed publicly led the spectators to conclude that Jesus 
was the Messiah (though see below, p. 63), while several passages indicate 
that their caution was often completely different. The people of Nazareth saw 
only th · carpenter. the member r a weU-known local family, despite the 
public knowledge of his mint'les (6 :J-6). Her d and others thought he might 
be John the BapList resurrected or Elijah or anoth r propheL 6:14f.; 8:28). 
The Pharisees judged him to be possessed by Beelzebub (3:22).2 Moreover, 
the only recipient of Jesus' healing who hails him in messianic terms (lO:46ff.) 
is not silenced by Jesus. So just what secret was being safeguarded by those 
commands to silence? I am not altogether surprised therefore to note that 
Ulrich Luz distinguishes the Wundergeheimnis from the Messiasgeheimnis, 
though I would hesitate to follow him in linking the former to a 8£10<; a.Vllp 
christology as distinct from the latter's Messiah-christology.3 What I am more 
certain of is that the attempt to bring all the healing miracle commands to 
silence under the heading of "messianic secret" fails to carry conviction. 
Despite Wrede. belief that only one explanation must be applied to the 
so-calJ c1 s crecy passages, it is highly probable that in different situations 
there were a vari ty of motives operative - and particularly in Jesus' dealings 
with the sick: e.g., desire for privacy and concern for the well-being of the 
individual being cured (cf. 1 :44; 5:40; 7:33; 3:22, 26; 9:25) as well as the 
wish to discourage misleading ideas about himself from gaining fresh cur
rency, and perhaps the strong sense that his destiny was completely in the 
hands of God.4 In this connection it is worth noting that there are grounds for 
recognizing 1 :21-45 as a pre-Markan block of material in whose construction 
one of the determining motifs was the way in which excessive pUblicity 
resulted in increasing restriction on Jesus' movement and ministry (Caper
naum, country towns, desert areas - 1:21,38,45). 

I question also whether the saying about the use of parables can be 
counted as part of the evidence for the messianic secret. In Mark 4:11 what 

2. G. H. Boobyer, "The Secrecy Motif in St. Mark's Gospel," NTS 6 (1959-60) 232. 
3. U. Luz, "Das Geheimnismotiv und die markinische Christologie," ZNW 56 (1965) 

9-30. L. E. Keck further subdivides the Markan miracle material into a eEio~ UVTtP cycle and a 
distinct "strong man" cycle ("Mark 3:7-12 and the Alleged Dualism in the Evangelist'S Miracle 
Material," IBL 87 P 681 409ff.). 

4. Cf., e.g .. R. H. LighLI'ool , Tile Gospel Messa >e /}f St. Mark (Oxford: Clarendon, 1950) 
37,46; J. W. Leilch , "The InjuI'ctiolls of Silence in Mark's Gospel," ExpT 66 (1954-55) 178f.; 
T. W. Manson, "Realized Es hatulogy Md the Mc~sianic Secret," Studies in the Gospels, ed. 
D. E. Nineham (Oxford: Blackwell, 1955) 212f.; T. A. Burkill, "Concerning St. Mark's Con
ception of Secrecy." HI 55 (1956-57) 153, n. 2; Aune, 24f. 
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Jesus says is that parables conceal til mystery of the killgdom from ot €~(J) 

- and while I would agree that the my tery of the klngd m is cl ely re lated 
to the historical status and ministry of Je~u . il is not to b wholly idemitied 
with the Illcssiabship of the earthly Je us.5 Beside . both 4: II (to those wb 
are outside evely thing c mes in parables) and 4:34 (he would not speak to 
lhem except in parubles) indi ate that it was his whole ministry of word and 
deed which had this parabolic effect - and his whole ministry cannot be 
contained within !.he bounds of the mess iaruc secret. In 7:17, for example, 
the parable whose explanation he gives to rhe disciples in private is his 
teaching about inward cleanliness. One should al 0 note that if 4: 11 (the 
illumination of the di SCiples is interpreted in term. of the messianic secret 
it at once comes into conflict with passages like 9:32 (the incomprehension 
of the disciples) .6 

Turning to this latter theme, the obtuseness of the disciples, which is 
often cited as an important element in Mark's theology of the messianic secret, 
even this cannot be contained within its scope. I would be prepared to admit 
the instance of the disciples' astonishment and hardness of heart at the stilling 
of the storm as part of the messianic secret (6:51-52). For I certainly see 
messianic , ignific8:nc in the feedi ng of the five thousand, although I am not 
so ur lhal Mark wi shed to bring out that significance, and Mark does 
spe ifically say tbat the disciples were dumbfounded "because they had not 
seen what the miracl of the loaves meant" (s Jerusalem Bible - au yap 
O'uvfj%UV Err" 'tats ap'tols)' For the same reus n I can see the justification for 
including the disciples' misunderstanding over the ayiog about lh yea t of 
the Pharisees and of Herod with the meso ianic secret altJ1O'I.Igb the pas age is 
a difficult one. For once again their bLuseness is underlined by a reference 
to the feeding of the five thousand and the fe --ding f lh fbur thousand. and 
the pericope ends with the words of Jesus oum!) O'uvi£'t£; but it is impossible 
to bring 10: 10 under the messianic secret - for what the disciples inquire of 
Jesu. in private (etc; "Cllv l%{uv is the meaning of his saying about divorce 
and marTiage - hard ly a ill tinclively messianic theme.? 

BeaJ'ing in mind (his diversity in the situations which demonstrate the 
di ciples ' obtuseness, it is more piau ible to recognize in the motif a historical 

5. Cf. Aune, 25. 
6. T. A. Burkill '!; rmher avalier (remmel'll of the point - "It is probable that the evan

gelisl was unnware of this problem" - iii no !mswer in view of the considerable skill which 
has otherW ise gOJie inl tile c<JnsfnlCliCn of the messianic secret motif ("The Cryptology of 
Pllrnbl c..~ 1 n SI. Mark's Gospel," NllvT 1 r 19561 252). 

7. See also 9:34 nnd Itl:J7. P. Vie ll1!lu r lLIsa poi11ls oul rhnl the infrequency of Murk's 
u, e f Xplm:6~ shows liltll iT is not the mos!' importllnl lil l r Jesus for Murk and calli. in question 
the ~~e of the expression " messianic secret" " "ErwiiguJlgel\ zl.Ir hristologie des Mnrkus
evangclilllns." Zeil lind Gesd,icl!le. Dnnkesgalll' WI R. Bul/melllJ/, ed. . Dinkier [i'Obingen: 
Moill', 1 (64'1 157 . 
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reminiscence of the very natural and unexceptional slowness of unlettered 
men whose rigid and closed system of thought made it difficult for them to 
adjust to new teaching. It was not simply the difficulty of coping with new 
information but the impossibility of trying to assimilate that new information 
into a system of thought and reference which had no place for such informa
tion. The situation which would cause a computer either to admit defeat or to 
explode caused only confusion and incomprehension on the part of the dis
ciples. Such a situation can be resolved only by a conversion of mind - a 
transformation of Weltanschauung - something which by all accounts did not 
happen to the disciples till the gift of the Spirit after Jesus' resurrection. To 
go to the other extreme and attribute the motif to a Markan polemic against 
the disciples is certainly uncalled for.8 

I rather suspect that Wrede was misled by taking the exorcisms as his 
starting point. It was natural that a nineteenth-twentieth century man should 
fasten onto these incidents, which were to him among the most bizarre and 
incredible and which for that very reason gave him immediate access to the 
theological viewpoint of the .primitive church - that is, to the way the primi
tive church had viewed and worked over the historical facts. No psychological 
argument could explain how, for example, the Gerasene demoniac came to 
hail Jesus as Son of the Most High God, and recourse to a supernatural 
explanation was unacceptable. Therefore, Wrede concluded, we are in the 
presence of a legendary development in the tradition which leads us straight 
into the heart of the messianic secret. Leaving aside the issue of demon 
possession and the possibility of supernatural knowledge, which I personally 
hold to be a far more open question than Wrede allowed, it still seems to me 
that Wrede's approach was methodologically suspect. For the exorcism nar
ratives would not stand out so prominently in Mark's time. The fact is that in 
their manner of presentation they accord by and large with the standard pattern 
of exorcism stories, even to the extent of the demon using the name of the 
exorcist and the exorcist commanding the demon to silence,9 and the knowl
edgeable reader of Mark's Gospel would see nothing out of the ordinary in 
Jesus' response to the demon's cry in Mark 1 :25 - qltl.LC:OeT\'tt xu\. e~eA.ee £~ 
ulnoD. I recognize that there is weight to the counterargument that Mark 
understood the injunction to silence in this first exorcism in terms of 1:34 and 
3: lIf., which could well be taken to indicate that demoniacs regularly hailed 
Jesus as Son of God and that Jesus' usual response was a strong warning that 

8. ontrll I. B.1'ysoll. "The Blindnc$s of the D iscip les in Murk," JBL 80 (1961) 261 ·68; 
.I. Schreibe r. "Die Christologic des marku eVlI ngellums." Zr K 5M (196 1) 154-8 : T. J. Weeden, 
• T he Hen.:sy lhm Necessiimed Mnrk 's Gospel." ZNW 59 ( 1968) 145-58. 

9. T. A. I~ urkill. "The Injunction ~o ilenee 111 SI. Murk 's Gospel." TZ 12 (1956) 593f.: 
also My.vrerirmS Uelle/l1Iirlll : All Examination oJ the Philosoph ' 0/ Sr. MlI I'k :r G".\·pel (rthaca: 
Cornell University, 1963) 72·78. 
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they !.hould not make him known.l o But i f M;lrk was ttying \0 "get over" {Q 

his rf<ldcrs the message of the mcssi:Ulic secret. the fi rst exorcism would give 
no indication of ill0 hi s readers. In fac l. the distinc tive messianic secret molif 
only :.ppcars in these two summury statements. lind there arc 110 commands 
to silence in any of the other exorcisms where the narralive goes into any 
dcmll (5: 1·20; 7:24--30; 9: 14-29). I question therefore whether Wrede was 
right to single out lhe exorcisms as the decis ive clue to the meaning of the 
secrecy theme in Mark. I mighl:ll so mention here by way of support Eduard 
Schweizer 's argument against J. M. Robinson" thm the spec ial1hcologicnl 
comributioll of Mark lic~ in his emphasis on the teaching of Jesus, nolan Ihe 
exorcisms which came to him in the tradition. TIle func tion of the ';Ille r is 
mllch morc to illuminme and characterize the tcaching of Jesus as an act of 
di vine authority. T hlls we note I :27: the people's response to thc exorcism is 
to s~y. " Here is ~ leachi ng Ihat is new and with authori ty beh ind il. .. . "12 

Thi s thcn is my first criticism of Wrede's thesis: that it fuil !:. to do 
suraciclltjustice 10 thc full scope of thc secrecy motif in Mark. TIle secrecy 
mOlif is more complic4IIed than Wrede allowed. And since those passages 
which give his thesis credibil ity are only part of u larger whole, il suggests 
that there is more to Mark's picture of Jesus ullhis poinlthan the hypolhc:.is 
of the messiallie secret allows - a ··more'· wh ich putS a queslion mark agai nst 
thM hypothesis. 

(2) If the !irs t cri ticism put-; i\ question mark against Wrcdc's isolation 
of a slX!cifically messianic secrct. my second puts a question murk against his 
calling the motif " messianic secret," For it fl pJ>C(lrs to me lhat Wrede did not 
give suflicicm weight to what might be called a counterbalancing publicity
revelation theme. Of course, it is part of the messianic secret, especi ally as 
revised by Wrede's successors, that it holds in a ccnai n tension the paradox 
of hidden ness lind openness. of scerecy and rcvelation. 13 But my point is thi s: 
not only is the public ity theme quitc as prominent :IS thc theme of ~crecy. 
but a lso. and morc import:lIlt, il scems frC<lucmly to run directly counter to 
the secrecy mOlif. Aftcr the first exorcism Mark says " hi s reputation 'pread 
everywhere (1W.vtaxofl) through all (51..'1v) thc sun-ounding GaJile:1I1 country
side" (I :28). After the healing of the leper we arc wId th:lt the lepe r s tancd 
talking about it freely nnd tclling lhe story everywhere. so that Jesus could 
110 longer go open ly into any town but h3(1 to stay outside in places where 

In. Burkill , My:!ll!riol.ls RCJ'c1l1liO/~ 63·M. 71 . 
II. n,t Problem of flisl/Jry in Mm* (U.lIldOll: SCM. (957) 33-42. 
12. E. Schwe i~,cr ... Anrm;l'kungcn 'lUr Thoologic des Mnrkus:· NI!IJ/<'.If(III I1'IIlktr (Zurich; 

Zwingli. 1963) 96(, The illlpet"rCCllcnses of 1:2 1 aAdlhe gcnernt SllllelllCli1 or 1;27 (slliri ls
pluml ) indicate Ihm the inddent hilS typiclll sigllifief>ncc. 

13. See, e.g .• G. Sirecker. ·'7..ur Me.'Isiasgeheil\ll1i ~lheorie ill Markuscvangetium," SI/Utill 

J:."mng('IiCII 3 (1964) 93f. 
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nobody Lived. Even :)0, people from all elr und came LO hi m (1 :45). On another 
occasion Mark says "once again sucb a crowd collected that Lhey could not 
even bave a meal (3:20). And far from commanding him to be silent Jesus 
orders the Gerasene demoniac, n w cureel, to 'g home to your people and 
t 11 lhem all dult the Lord in his mercy ha don ror yaLl." 0 the man goes 
off and pro eeds t pread throughout the Decap lis all that Je II has d ne 
for bim (5: 19f.).14 In Nazareth they certain ly kncw all ab ut Jesus ' miracles, 
were "scandalized' al bim (6:2-3), and so remarkable and public were the 
l11iraclel that .. 1J1 SOTts of rumors were current about him - Elijah a prophet, 
John the Baptist risen Er In lhe dead (6: 141'1:.; 8:28). The feeding of the five 
thousand wa Lhe re 'ult Of an attempted escape to seclu i n on the pru1 r 
Jesus and his discipl ., because "lher were. 0 many coming and going thaL 
the apostle had no lime to eal' (6:31). And in the region f Tyre and Sidon 
he entered a house ( tc; obdav) ruld did nOt want anyone t know it· bUl it 
was impossib.le for him to be c ncealecl (7:24). To cite hut ne other in tance, 
it i certainly remarkable, if we believe that Lhe mes ianie secret motif deci
sively shaped Lhe material, thal Btutimaeus should be allowed to be depicted 
as twice loudly bailing Jesus as Son of David-and Je us neither rebuk · 
him nor tells bim to be silenL (,IO:46[1'.)! In view f the messianic significan e 
of the tille SOil of David ( 12:35-37a) it is surely quite inadequate to dlsmi. s 
tbis peri cope a' having n t.hing to do with the theory of the messianic secret, 
as Wrede and those wh f 1I0w him d , 15 

S fm' as tb messianic secret i concerned the publicily theme is most 
noli ceable in the contexts where one would xpect withdrawal and silence. 
In the healing of Lhe paralytic Mark alone say, lhat the proof of the miracle 
- his rising and walking off - happened Y)lnpocrgev nuv'twv - "in ful l view 
of U1em aU" (2: 12 New Ilgli h Bible). And in the case of the man witb the 
withered anu.far fr m performing the nliraele privately Je 1I . commands him 
Eyetp etc; 'to ~tE(jOV and ltl re, having fU'st drawn all yes upon hi m J'f cts 
the healing 3:3:lI.}, II i UOliC thaL Lhe,'e i- a secrecy or better privacy motif 
ill some of the healings: Je. us let nly P ter, James, and John accompany 
him to Jairus', hOllse and only th parents to en ter the ro m (5:37H.); be takes 
the man who was de,1.f: and had all impediment of speech away frOI11 the crowd 
and performs the miracle 'X(X-'t' lo(c:x.v (7:3 1-37); he also takes tile blind man 
out of tbe village before he he<lls him (8:22-26 . BUl the woman with the 

14. The Ilrgument of Wrede ( 140f.) ancl Boobyer(230) thlll Ihe command to go ei~ 't()v 
olxov GOU i ~ 3 command to secrecy. sin C O[XOI; denotes 0 pJucc of c nccalmcnt [rbr11 the publi 
el~ewhcre In the Gospel (eL 7: 1.711, 24b; R:26\1). does not cmTY cnnvicrion . oi)(o~ is 1110. I definitely 
1101 a place or cOllcenlmenl ill 2:111, ;md 3:20; ufld what is more notw'ul ami ing nuolls Ibal1 to 
encourage a I11llJl to "go home" (~: 19; R:26)? S 'c uL~o BUl'kill, Mystelioll.l' Rellelatiol/. 9 1 f. te 
also thm the connecting pllrticiple 'il l v. 20 is 'X-ed nnd nOI lit ,IS in I :45 and 7:36. 

15. Wrede. 278f,; and see E. HacJlchcll . IJ /' We,ll Je.1'I/ (Berlin: de Omyter, 21968) 372. 
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hemorrhage is healed in the crowd and it is Jesus himself who draws attention 
to a cure which no one else had noticed. And Bartimaeus is healed in full 
view of the crowd. Nor surely was Mark naive enough to impose a messianic 
secret motif on a story like the raising of Jairus's daughter. How could the 
raising of a dead girl to life be kept silenl when the mourning had already 
begun? And why is it on several ca iOIl S after .Iesu gjve a strict command 
to silence that Mark immediately goes on LO lell how the news was bwadcast 
far and wide (1 :25-28,43-45; 7:36f.) '! If the mc.'lSiallic ecret motif was added 
LO explain why Jesus was nOl recognized as Messiah, and part of that motif 
is the comlUnnd to demons and pcopl not to tell of their cures, I am at a loss 
tu undersland what Mark was trying to achieve by adding or at least retaining 
Ihe publi ily 'cqueJ. For the wh Ic point of these passages is that the secret 
commanded was not kept. The commands to silence failed, and so the so-called 
allempt to kcep his messiahship secret also failed. If the messianic secret was 
n Markall theory thcn Ule e publicity passages are the reductio ad absurdum 
f lhat l'heory.16 This publicity motif may not simply be dismissed as though 

it lefllh theory of the messianic secret unaffected. 17 On the contrary, it shows 
that at most we can speak of a messianic misunderstanding, but hardly of a 
messianic secret. 

There is also a very prominent theme of revelation which should not be 
ignored, since it, too, runs counter to the straight messianic secret thesis. I 
will not enlarge upon it but simply call attention to its various facets - the 
authoritative claims made by the Markan Jesus for himself: to forgive sins, 
no less (2: 10); to have a mission to call (%uMO'm) sinners (2: 17); to be 
sovereign (%Upto~) over the Sabbath (2:28); to be the one who binds the strong 
man (Satan) and ransacks his house (3:27); that loyalty to him will be the 
yardstick of judgment in the parousia (8:38). Again there is the teaching Jesus 
gives to his disciples in private about the true nature of his messiahship 
(8:31-33; 9:31-32; 10:32-34,45; 14:22-25). Schweizer justifiably notes the 
concern with which Jesus brings God's mystery to people, especially the 
disciples (4:34; 7:17-23; 8:15-21, 27-33; 9:30-32; 10:32-34; cf. 5:37; 9:2; 
13:3f.).18 Finally one might call attention to such passages as the parable of 
the Wicked Tenants, where the Markan Jesus specifically claims a special 
relation of sonship and where Mark tells us that the priests and lawyers 
recognized that the parable was aimed at them (12: 12); or again to the Bar-

10. My I"'illl i i! !ustr:lted hy 13urki ll'. very IlUt:uuvLnc ing IrealnlCIlL of 1:23ff. : Mnrk 
"clll1SlruCS 111l! injunction to ~ Ilence il] th ' sense f u commund ro secrecy. and tl1erefore takes 
i l 1'01' granted th(ll the cong r galion doC)) nOI hellr what Ihe demon snys to Jesli .. I.n 01 her words, 
on the evangeli st's interpretation Ihe story is nOl convi.ncing; the injunction 10 silence comes too 
late. since the secret lin already beell divu lged" (Mysterious UevtJlaI;ol/, 7 1). 

17. Conlra Sliu kcr. 94. 
18. E. Schwiezer, "Zur Frage des Messiasgeheimnis bei Markus, " ZNW 56 (1965) 3. 
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timaeus episode, where Jesus is twice hailed as Son of David (1O:47f.), and 
to 15:39, where the centurion confesses that the dead Jesus was truly a or the 
Son of God. A theory of the messianic secret which does not take account of 
these other themes, which are just as prominent, will inevitably give a distorted 
picture both of the Markan Jesus and of the Markan theology. 

(3) My third criticism of Wrede's thesis is that it does not give sufficient 
weight to the element of historicity which is firmly attached to the motif of 
the messianic secret. As I have already indicated, Wrede believed that Jesus 
did not claim to be Messiah during his life and that all messianic elements 
were superimposed upon the tradition. And though his successors have ad
mitted that the tradition had a messianic stamp at an early, pre-Markan stage, 
they have not thereby committed LhemseJves any more firmly to its historic
ity.19 Bul in my opinion th re are everal incidents whos historicilY it is 
almosL impossible t dismiss and whose central significance ha definite 
me siulli overtones - u ~gnificance which must have been I nown to and 
intended by Jesus. 

I think first of the feeding of the five thousand. As John O'Neill observes, 

we may suppose that some extraordinary event will lie behind such a 
miraculous mUTative . . . it remains true that if Jesus did preside at a 
communal meal in the desert places of Galilee and Judaea, this would have 
had peculiar significance to his contemporaries. They would perhaps re
member that Moses by praying to God was able to feed the people with 
manna and quail in the desert; they would perhaps be reminded of the 
promise that the desert would again be fruitful; and they would think of the 
shepherd King as they were given food in the barren places (ej Pss. of Sol. 
17:45). The Qumran desert community placed great emphasis on communal 
meals, and looked forward to the time when the Messiah of Aaron would 
preside and the Messiah of Israel, whom God had begotten among them, 
would come (lQSa 2.11-22).20 

Even more to the point is the evidence of John 6:15 that the crowd intended 
to "come and seize Jesus to proclaim him king." C. H. Dodd argues, con
vincingly I think, for the historicity of John 6: 14f.21 Most noticeable is the 

19. See, e.g., H. Conzelmann, "Gegcnw:ln und Zukunfl In der synoptlschen Tradition," 
ZTK 54 (1957) 294f.; Strecker, 89-93; and W. Marxsen, who rollow ollzelm(l1111 in arguing that 
it was not the nonmessianic nature of the lradi i'! J1 whl h u'oublcd Mark but we messianic, i.e., 
the post-resurrection, kerygmatic character of the tradition (Introduction to the New Testament 
[Oxford: Blackwell, 1968J 137). 

20. J. C. O'Neill, "The Silence of Jesus," NTS 15 (1968-69) 163f.; see also V. Taylor, 
"The Messianic Secret in Mark," ExpT 59 (1947-48) 149. 

21. C. H. Dodd, Historical Tradition in the Fourth Gospel (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University, 1963) 213-16. 
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otherwise very odd use of 1'\vuyxacrEv in Mark 6:45 - Jesus had to force the 
disciples to put out into a difficult sea. The two independent traditions interlock 
and together provide a very coherent picture. The crowd sees the messianic 
significance of Jesus' action and is so carried away on a wave of mass 
enthusiasm that they attempt to make Jesus king by acclamation. The disciples 
themselves are caught up in the excitement, and Jesus in order to forestall the 
move has first to force the disciples to embark by themselves on an uninviting 
lake. Only then is he able to turn to the crowd and with the voice of authority 
to dismiss them (a1tOA:UEtv). He then goes off immediately by himself into 
the hills to pray - and it is perhaps significant that Mark only mentions Jesus 
praying three times and that on each of the other occasions the implication is 
that Jesus resorted to prayer because of temptation: temptation at the time of 
his early success to remain where he was so popular (l :3, 38) and temptation 
in Gethsemane (14:351'.). So in 6:46 there is the implication that Jesus was 
tempted to give way to the crowd's demands - to be the Messiah of popular 
conception and popular appeal and that he fled to the silence and loneliness 
of the hills so that quiet communion with his Father might strengthen his 
conviction concerning the nature of his mission and messiahship. Whether 
Mark was aware of the messianic significance of the story he recorded it is 
hard to say; but I would strongly maintain that that significance is inherent 
to the historical incident he records. 

I think secondly of Peter's confession in Mark 8:27ff. - a passage 
which caused Wrede not a little difficulty.22 Points in favor of the substantial 
authenticity of the pericope are: the specification and location of the place 
of confession (none of the traditional resurrection appearances to the 1Welve 
took place so far north), the unique appearance of the title Xptcr'to<; 
addressed to Jesus by a disciple, the evidence that Jesus was Pneumatiker, 
and the total improbability of the primitive church calling Peter "Satan." 
Nor should we ignore the otherwise surprising insertion xat toffiv 'tou<; 
llu81l'tu<; au'tou in verse 33a, which has the ring of an authentic remi
niscence, and the Jewish character of verse 33.23 Grundmann also calls 
attention to the thrice-repeated e1tt'ttllav and to the lip~a'to OtoucrXEtV, which 
is not the normal Markan Semitism but indicates a particular point of time 
at which for the first time the repeated teaching referred to by the OtoucrxttV 
received a concrete content. 24 

Bultmann treats the passage in his not unusual high-handed manner: 

22. See A. Schweitzer, The Quest of the Historical Jesus (London: Black, 1910) 340; 
V. Taylor, "w. Wrede's The Messianic Secret in the Gospels." ExpT 65 (1953-54) 248. 

23. SB I, 748. 
24. W. Grundmtlnn. DnR Evt:lngclilllT/ nac" Markus (Berlin: Evangelische, 2 I 959) 167-

referring to Riesenfeld, "Traditjon lind Rcd<l.ktion im Markus-EvangeIium," Neutestamentliche 
Studienfur R. BlIllmw)n Berlin: 101 elmuml. 2[957) 160f. 
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Jesus obviously would not ask such a question of his disciples, since he was 
bound to be as informed as they were, and the original narrative must have 
contained an account of the attitude of Jesus himself to the confession he had 
stimulated - a response which Bultmann finds not in verses 30-33, a Markan 
formulation, but in Matthew 16:17-19!25 I consider that Ferdinand Hahn's 
description of the exchange as "a teaching conversation" is sufficient answer 
to Bultmann. As a good teacher Jesus takes the initiative, but does not put the 
answers into his pupils' mouths. In a fascinatingly minute dissection of the 
text Hahn goes on to reach the conclusion that Jesus originally rejected the 
Messiah title as such with the implication that he did so because of its popular 
secular-political connotations - rather unexpected support for the view that 
Jesus himself counseled silence about his messiahship because of the popular 
misconception of what it involved.26 

Recent writers like T. J. Weeden have continued to draw particular 
attention to the way in which Mark's Gospel falls into two divisions, with the 
episode at C esarea Philippi as the beginning of the second part.27 While 
disagreeing with Weeden's acceptance of two opposing christologies in Mark 
- a eetO~ 6.vl'jp cbristology and a suffering christology - there is some 
justificati.on for his opinion that in 8:29 Peter makes his confe sion to a eBto~ 
tJ.V'l'jp Christ and that Mark pre ents Jesus a correcting this false hristology 
by expounding his understanding of a Messiah who must suffer. For it is a 
fact that for the first tim Mark speaks of Jesus teaching the disciples and for 
the first time he speaks of suffering. The only thing I do not see is why we 
have to attribute this decisive development to Markan theology or postresur
rection apologetic. It seems to me that what we have here is a perfectly 
understandable sequence of events which culminate in a turning point in Jesus' 
ministry. The disciples have observed at first hand Jesus' authoritative ministry 
of word and action. And they have slowly come to the conclusion that he is 
the Messiah - not the only conclusion possible, as the opinions of others 
show, but a conclusion which is inescapable for his closest companions. When 
Jesus at last brings them to the point of crystalizing their belief in open 
confession, he sees the time is now come to take them a further step. For their 
belief has been nourished almost solely on a diet of exorcisms and miracles, 
and the authoritative teaching they have so far heard would do little to correct 
a false idea of a messiahship which consists in the exercise of effective power. 

25. R. Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition (Oxford: Blackwell, 1963) 258f., 
followed by E. Trocme, La formation de I'evangile selon Marc (Paris: Presses Universitaires, 
1963) 46, 96. 

26. Hahn, Titles of Jesus, 223-28; cf. E. Dinkler, "Petrusbekenntnis und Satanswort: Das 
Problem der Messianitat Jesu," Zeit und Geschichte (see n. 7) 127-53. 

27. Weeden, 145-58; see also, e.g., A. Kuby, "Zur Komposition des Markusevange1iums," 
ZNW 49 (1958) 52-64; Burkill, Mysterious Revelation, 143ff.; Luz, 29. 
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And so they must be taught that for Jesus messiahship involves suffering. 
Having at last got over to them the message that he is Messiah, he must now 
explain what kind of Messiah. This, of course, does not exclude the possibility 
that Mark used this narrative in particular and intended his Gospel as a whole 
to combat a heretical eEio~ aviJp christology, as Weeden argues. Theological 
editing28 and historical reminiscences are by no means mutually exclusive 
factors in the preservation and development of the primitive tradition, as for 
example Wrede and more recently Ernst Haenchen seem to think.29 

I see no adequate reason, therefore, for separating 8:27-30 from 8:3lff., 
for the two passages cohere without any mark of artificial conjunction. It is 
unquestionable in my opinion that Jesus saw (or at least came to see) his 
mission in terms of suffering, and entirely probable that he should begin to 
explain this to his mO~l intimate followers at me stage in his ministry. Nor 
do I feel it necessary t alu'ibute ver 30 - (b command to silence - to 
the hand of an interpolator. 3D For it is not the Christ of Easter whom Peter 
confesses, or else why is he rebuked? And if it is the Christ of Jewish hope 
and popular expectation whom Peter hails31 - as the rebuke requires - a 
pre-Easter origin cannot so readily be denied to the confession. Thus far I 
have the support of Hahn and Dinkler. It is with the next step that we part 
company. For if the confession is historical, then it seems to me that the 
command to silence is best explained not as part of a secondary theological 
motif but as a measure taken by Jesus to prevent this false idea of messiahship 
gaining fresh currency.32 This misleading and dangerous half-truth must be 
both silenced and correcled. Hence Jesus immediately respond both nega
tively and positively. 1n this onnection note particularly how closely Matthew 
and LuJ-e link the injun lion to silence to the subsequent pas age. Luke makes 
it aU one sentence and Matthew indicates that Peter' confession led to re
peated teaching about the nature of messiahship. The evidence is very strong 
therefore for seeing in this passage a substantially accurate account of an 
actual event in Jesus' ministry - an event which is obviously of messianic 
significance. 

28. Most noticeably the sudden appearance of the crowd caused by the Markan juxtaposi
tion of the saying of verses 34ff. with 27-33. 

29. Wrede, 115; E. Haenchen, "Die Komposition von Mk. 8.27-9.1 und Par.," NovT 6 
(1963) 81-109. 

30. The Markan style of verse 30 is no proof of its redactional origin and speaks neither 
for nor against the historicity of the command to silence (contra O. Stecker, "Die Leidens-und 
Aufersteungs-voraussagen im Markusevangelium," ZTK 64 [1967] 22 n. 16) since the whole 
pericope has a Markan stamp. It suggests rather that Mark drew the story from oral tradition 
(cf. Strecker, 32). 

31. These are the two most plausible alternatives (see Dink ier, 13 Jf.). 
32. The other alternative - that Jesus denied the me:siunic l.ilk altogelher (Hahn, Dink

Ier) - is shown to be inadequate by the other passages \mder consicicmtion. 
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The third incident in which I believe historicity and messianic signifi
cance go together is the entry into Jerusalem. On the score of historicity 
Vincent Taylor points to 

the local expressions at the beginning, the vivid character of the account, 
... the description of what happened, the restrained nature of the acclama
tion, and the strange manner in which the account breaks off without any 
suggestion of a "triumphal entry" (as in Mt.).33 

One might also note that the actions and shouts of those with Jesus create an 
impression of authenticity, because though they conform in a general way to 
Zechariah 9:9 they include details which are neither necessary nor even 
particularly appropriate - a fact which makes it unlikely that the narrative is 
a construction of the primitive church.34 Specially worthy of comment is the 
appearance of cbcravva, which is firmly embedded in the Synoptic tradition 
and also in John's account, but which appears nowhere else in the New 
Testament - a strong indication of authenticity. I therefore find Taylor's 
conclusion wholly justified: "These characteristics suggest the eyewitness 
rather than the artist. "35 

As for messianic significance, we may note again that the passage caused 
Wrede's theory some difficulty. As R. H. Lightfoot observed: "St. Mark's 
doctrine of the secret Messiahship of Jesus is here strained to breaking 
point. "36 In the words of D. E. Nineham, 

It is difficult to see why Jesus sent for the colt and entered the city on it 
unless he intended to make clear the fact of his Messiahship. Pilgrims 
normally entered Jerusalem on foot, so, as the story stands, the fact that 
Jesus deliberate procured and rode an ass makes it impossible to think of 
him as simply a passive figure in a demonstration which was none of his 
doing.37 

The messianic associations of the Mount of Olives should also not go unob
served. The fact is that there is no effort on the part of Jesus to keep his 
messiahship secret - certainly not in Mark's narrative, for Mark's narrative, 
and, I would add, the historical event, can only be construed as a clear assertion 
of a kind of messiahship. 

The fourth incident I want to fasten onto is the trial and condemnation 

33. V. Taylor, The Gospel according to St. Mark (London: Macmillan, 21956) 452. 
34. D. E. Nineham, St. Mark (London: Black, 1968) 293. 
35. Taylor, Gospel according 10 Mark. 452. 
36. R. H. Lightfoot, History and Interpretation in the Gospels (London: Hodder and 

Stoughton, 1934) 121. 
37. Nineham, 292. 
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of Jesus. That Jesus was found guilty of claiming to be king of the Jews is 
the testimony of all four Gospels (Mark 15:26; Matt. 27:37; Luke 23:38; John 
19: 19). The frequent repetition of the title in Mark 15 - verses 2, 9, 12, 18, 
26, 32 - is particularly noticeable. Since it was not a title employed by the 
early church there can be little doubt, Bultmann notwithstanding, that we are 
on sure historical ground here: Jesus was crucified as a messianic pretender, 
because of the political connotations of the title King of the Jews. 38 But this 
implies that there was some basis to the charge and the condemnation - that 
there were substantial grounds for applying it to Jesus - that, indeed, the title 
was in some sense accepted by him. The historicity of the trial scene in 15:2ff. 
inevitably reflects favorably on the authenticity of the earlier hearing described 
in 14:55ff., since it can be fairly argued that the question of Pilate (15:2) is 
simply the Greco-Roman version of the question of the high priest (14:61)
the blasphemy charge suitably nuanced for a Roman court.39 

Turning to that earlier hearing, the presumption is strong that Jesus did 
actually speak the words about building the Temple, in some form at least. 
Although Lohmeyer is probably correct in classifying X£tP01tOlrl'tOV and 
axnpo1tolrl1:ov as a Markan or community explanatory addition,40 neverthe
less the fact cannot be ignored that six New Testament passages testify to the 
saying (Mark 14:58; 15:29; Matt. 26:61; 27:40; John 2:19; Acts 6:14); and if 
the saying sometimes seems obscure, that speaks rather in favor of than against 
its authenticity.41 Incidentally, the saying also attests to the power which was 
ascribed to Jesus - %u'tuA.ucrm. It is not without relevance to the question we 
are studying that such power could be ascribed to Jesus by way of accusation 
- and it certainly testifies to some claim, by word or action, to messianic 
activity and power. As attributed to Jesus by the witnesses it can only be 
intended and understood messianically. The probability is high that it provided 
the basis of the prosecution's attack on Jesus, and Otto Betz in particular has 
shown how naturally an examination at that point leads on to the direct 
question of the high priest: " Are you the Messiah, the Son of the Blessed?"42 
for the building of the Temple belonged to the messianic age (1 En. 90:29; 
4 Ezra 9:38-10:27; cf. Ezekiel 40-48; Jub. 1: 17, 27f.) and the saying involves 

38. S . c.g., E. Stallffcr. "Mcs~ i3b oder Mcnschensohn?" NMT J (1956) 90r.; P. WimCcr, 
On tile Tria l of Je.\'I1.~ (Berlin: De Gru}'lcr. 196 1) 1 08f.; Burki U. Nlysreriolls Relle/alion. 2951'. ; 
Dinkier. 148; R.H . Flilier. The FO(lIlciatiQlls (If New TestamelJl Ch";~'lology (London: Lutter
worth, (965) I.J 0: 0 , Bet:r., WIWI Do We Know alJo/ll .Iesil ? (London; SCM, 1968) 84. 

39. N te pmt iculady 15:32 - 6 XpIcr"to10 6 Ba01l..£uc; ' Iopall).,. 
'10, E. Lohmeyer, Das Evangel 11111 de.l· M(/rkll1i (Gollingcn: Vaudcl1hoeck und RUI reeht 

16J963 1= 1937 1) 326. 
4 1. ee also .I . Blinzler. The Trial v! JeslI.1 (Cork: Mtlrcier, 1959) 120, 
42. Bell, "Die Fruge nach dem messi:II1 ' chen BewlL~stse in l csu," NovT6 (1 963) 24-:n· 

See also Blin7.ler, 1 02f.: B~tz, J elill , 87ff.: AUne. 23L: cr. Lohmeyer, 330: Grundmann, 302; 
Burki ll .• M sl er iml.l· Revelarioll. 2841'. 
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a claim to fulfil the prophecy of Nathan (2 Sam. 7: 12-14) and so to be Messiah, 
Son of David, and Son of God. In Bultmann's opinion, however, the fact that 
witnesses were not called for Jesus' messianic claims as they were for his 
saying about the Temple is an indication that the two accusations did not 
belong together originally.43 The logic behind this line of reasoning eludes 
me. If anything the absence of witnesses testifies to Jesus' reticence about 
messianic claims or to his complete failure to make an unequivocal claim, by 
word of mouth at least. 

But if we can find no adequate reason to dispute the authenticity of the 
course of questioning, what are we to make of Jesus' reply to the high priest's 
question? It is here that Wrede's thesis breaks down completely. For however 
affirmative or evasive were his opening words - and we shall return to this 
point shortly - there is no doubt that the high priest understood the reply as 
a messianic claim: the high priest's tearing of his clothes was hardly prompted 
by the silence of Jesus.44 In the words of Montefiore, "We must surely believe 
that the Messiahship claim was at least ventilated, and that it was resolved 
that Jesus was to be denounced to Pilate on that ground."45 We need not 
discuss at greater length the actual saying of 14:62. Among the indications of 
authenticity one might mention the unique use of the motif of sitting on the 
right hand of God and the divergence of 14:62 from Psalm 11 0: 1. The sitting 
motif is unusual, for if we take it as signifying a stage of exaltation before 
and apart from the parousia, then it is unique in the Synoptic tradition;46 if, 
on the other hand, we take it as referring to the parousia, what evangelist 
would retain the o'l'ecrge other than one very faithful to his sources? In addition 
we have to reckon with Matthew's a1t' ap'tt and Luke's a1to 'tOU vuv, which 
together suggest that they were both following a non-Greek source. Further, 
with reference to the charge that 14:62 shows signs of a conflation of ideas 
which can only be postresurrection in origin, we may refer to 1 En. 62:5, 
which, as F. H. Borsch has recently pointed out, brings together seeing, Son 
of man, and sitting in a manner very similar to that of Mark 14:62.47 I conclude 
then that here we have another incident whose historicity is well grounded 
and whose central significance is preeminently messianic. 

43. Bultmann, 270. 
44. Taylor, Gospel, 569. 
45. C. G. Montefiore, The Synoptic Gospels (London: Macmillan, 21927) 1, 357. 
46. R. E . 'rodt, Tile SOil uf Mcm ill tlte Synoptic 7i'oditi()11 (Loudon: SCM, 1963) 39. 
47. F. H. Borsch, " Murk iv 62 and 1 Enoch Ixii 5," NTS 14 ( 1967-68) 565-67. Although 

there is a very large qUCSlion mark aga insl ille pre- hris tinn origin of the Similitudes of Enoch 
(37-71), the two passages in ql1csliun tIre probably independenl of each OIller. 
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II 

Wrede's thesis that the messianic secret motif had a theological rather than a 
historical origin was based on his conclusion that certain elements of that 
motif were clearly unhistorical. We are now in a position to stand Wrede's 
line of reasoning on its head, for our conclusion thus far is that certain elements 
of that motif are clearly historical; that is, that the messianic character of the 
tradition is not the result of Mark's redaction, or of pre-Markan but post
resurrection Chtistian theology - it belongs to the incidents themselves. On 
the basis of that conclusion we can now present the thesis that contrary to 
Wrede the so-called "messianic secret" motif had a historical rather than 
lheol gica l origin. To argue this thesis in deplh i~ beyond lhe scope of this 
paper, but the four 'incidents already ex,m1ined almo t constitute proof en ugh. 

PitSI the feeding of the five thousand. The importunI points whit:h 
emerge here arc. fint. lbat there was abroad, in GnJilee at least. a popular 
concepti,on of the Messiah as a political kingly figure - the 'ort of kin of 
tbe Jews that Pilate felt jusliried in crucifying: that Jesus was a Me siall of 
this type Wll the conclusi n reached by lhose whom Jesus miraculollsly fed 
in the de ·ert. The second impOttant pO'int is lhe eV'idence f how .Ie ' us rea ·ted 
against this attempt to force a false messianic role on him. He sawall too 
clearly how politically inflammable the Galilean crowd was. The lesson 
learned, or confirmed, by this effect of his display of authority would go a 
long way toward explaining his reticence in other situations. 

With regard to Peter' confession, U, interesting thing is again Jesus' 
reaction. Peter hails him a Messiah, ruld h w does Jesus respond? There is 
certainly no question of hi d nying the title - but there is also no indication 
of his accepting it beyond the impersonal1t£pt (Xu'tOU of 8:30. 8:30 is a word 
neither of rebuke nor of congratulation. It is a command to silence followed 
immediately by explicit and very pointed teaching about the nature of Jesus' 
messiahship. The implication is strong that Peter was little further forward 
lhan lhe Galilean crowd in his understanding of Jesus' messiahship. The 
command to silence is given n tso much because Jesus' messiahship is secret, 
but because it is misunderstood.48 

In the entry into Jerusalem three points call for attention. The first is 
that Mark carefully avoids making the messianic character of the event fully 
explicit. The Zechariah prophecy is not referred to; the ovation seems to come 
from the disciples rather than the crowd, and the cries of welcome fall short 
of complete messianic recognition and homage. The second is the manner of 
Jesus' entry: he comes as the humble king who speaks peace, not as the 
political king of the Jews. The third is the fact that the authorities did not 

48, Cf. O. Cullmann, The Christo logy of the New Testamellt (London: SCM, 1959) 124f. 
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immediately pull Jesus in and that no reference seems to have been made to 
the entry at the trial - a fact which suggests that no political significance was 
seen or could easily be read into the entry. In short, Jesus' entry into Jerusalem 
was an enacted parable about the nature of his messiahship. Those whose ears 
were attuned to catch political overtones heard nothing. Those who looked 
and listened for the coming of the kingdom saw something of eschatological 
and messianic significance, but fell short of full understanding.49 

In the trial of Jesus once again interest centers on Jesus' response to the 
questions put to him by the high priest and by Pilate. I am much impressed 
by the arguments in favor of the longer reading in 14:62. What scribe faced 
by the triumphant and unequivocal ~:yro cll-11 would dilute it to the colorless 
and equivocal cru d1ta~ on eyro £11-11? And the longer reading certainly accounts 
for the texts of Matthew and Luke. In that case Jesus' reply to the high priest 
is very similar to his reply to Pilate. To both questions - "Are you the 
Christ?" and "Are you the king of the Jews?" - Jesus answers in effect, 
"You could put it that way." He accepts the titles, but at the same time makes 
it dear that he does not attach the same significance to them as do his 
questioners (cf. John 18:33-37). These exchanges are important in that they 
exemplify the dilemma which must constantly have confronted Jesus - could 
he accept or use simpliciter titles which meant one thing to himself and 
something very different to his hearers? 

The conclusions I draw from studying these passages are that Jesus 
believed himself to be Messiah, but that his conception of the messianic role 
was an unexpected and unpopular one. Because the title Messiah had such 
different connotations to Jesus and to those who heard him he never once 
used it of himself or unequivocally welcomed its application to him by 
others;5o and when his actions or words seemed to encourage the to him false 
conception of messiahship he tried to prevent it by commands to silence. 
Nevertheless he did not take what might appear the easiest course - that of 
completely renouncing the title. He did not deny his right to the title, but 
attempted to reeducate his hearers in the significance of it for him. And the 
claims he made to messiahship and messianic authority were of a parabolic 
sort whose significance was there, plain for all to see whose eyes were not 
blinded and whose ears were not clogged by misconceptions (8: 17 -21). 

These conclusions follow directly from the four passages we examined. 
But I believe that they hold true for the whole of the Markan tradition, and 
to round off the argument I will merely illustrate the force of this contention 
by drawing attention to three other motifs which shed light over the whole 

49. See also Stauffer, 85ff. 
SO. Cf. Boobyer, 229-31; O'Neill, 159ff. For supporting arguments from rabbinic tradi

tions concerning Jesus see Stauffer, 94-102. 
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Gospel. First of all, the motif of authoritative teaching and action. I refer in 
particular to the section 2:1-3:6. There are good grounds I think for seeing 
this as a pre-Markan block of material in which we are given a cameo of 
Jesus ' whole ministry and of the impact made by his teaching on the Jewish 
authorities - the decision on the part of the Pharisees and Herodians to 
destroy Jesus is remarkably early and unproductive otherwise. In that case it 
is worth noticing that Mark has made no attempt to impose any of the elements 
of the "messianic secret" on the section. On the contrary we have four very 
definite claims made by Jesus to very considerable status and authority
authority to forgive sins (2: 10), authority to command and call (xaAicrat) 
people (2:14, 17), status as bridegroom (2:19 - in the context of Old Testa
ment thought a very pointed and meaningful metaphor) - and status and 
authority as Lord over the sabbath (2:27; 3:4-6). In none of these incidents 
could it be said that Jesus was explicitly claiming to be Messiah, but in each 
case there were messianic overtones - overtones which the individual seek
ing the truth and open to new revelation would be able to recognize.51 

Secondly, there is the parabolic nature of Jesus' teaching, to which 
attention is drawn in Mark 4. I do not wish to become involved in a discussion 
of the significance of the tva in 4: 10, with its seemingly double predestinarian 
ring.52 I would only draw attention again to the 'ta nuv'ta in 4: 11: "to you 
has been given the mystery of the kingdom, but to those outside all things are 
in parables," or, as Jeremias translates, "all things are obscure." Bearing in 
mind 4:33f. , I take the parallelism of this verse to signify that all Jesus' 
teaching was in the nature of a parable; that is, to those who had ears to hear 
(4:9) the parable unfolded its meaning; but to those whose ears were dulled 
to the note of divine authority the parable gave no light. The saying has to be 
read together with those of verses 21-22, as the repetition of the challenge to 
hear aright makes clear (4:9, 23). Jesus came to give light, and his teaching 
shed light enough; nevertheless that light was hidden for many, and would 
remain so for the time being, till either the resurrection or the parousia. I have 
no doubt that this double-edged quality of Jesus' teaching was his own choice. 
Rather than a straightforward statement of certain truths which would register 
on most of his hearers' understanding but make no impact on their emotions 

5 1. Cr. Burkill , M ysterious Relle/alion, 134, n. 37. On the mess illilic nuture of Jesus' 
teaching see AlIlJe. 261'1'. 'Particularl )' worth noticing, as lin I dining the marked effec.[ of his 
openly dispillycd authority. Is the amazement motif (l :2, 27; 2: 12; 5:20, 42; 6:2. 51; 7:37; 9: 15; 
10:32; III 18; L2: 17: 15:5). In panicular, 9:15; 15:5; and especially 10:32 bear witne,~s to Jesus' 
tremend us presence. 

52. I:lut see J. Jeremias, '[iw Parables (!f Jes/I,\' (Lundon: S M,6 19(3) 13- 18; nnd we 
wOllkl do well to heed C. F. D. Moule" pletl lIgl) ill ~ 1 interpreting the passage wi th "proNaic 
solemnity" (The Gospel lICCC()]Y}illg lV Mt/rk \Cllmbridge: ambridge Un iversity. 1965) 36). 
Among the marks uf aULhentlcity the most noticeable is th~ agreement of the reference to Isa. 
6:9f. with tile Targllm rather thun the Hebrew ur Lhe L-XX (see JCI·olnins. 15). 
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or their will, Jesus deliberately chose to speak in parables so that the truth 
thus conveyed might have maximum impact, even if only on a few. 53 Kierke
gaard grasped the rationale behind Jesus' method when he wrote, 

Christianity, by becoming a direct communication, is altogether destroyed. 
It becomes a superficial thing, capable neither of inflicting deep wounds, 
nor of healing them. 54 

Thirdly, I would point to the phrase "Son of man," the self-designation 
preferred by Jesus, as I believe it to be. Again we enter a much-plowed field, 
and I will not attempt to plow a fresh furrow. Suffice it to say that the work 
of Geza Vermes on the one hand and of Morna Hooker on the other serve to 
underline how fully that phrase exemplifies the parabolic nature of Jesus' 
messianic claims. Vermes cites several examples of Aramaic usage which 
seem to support the view that bar nash(a) could have been used by Jesus as 
a circumlocution for "I" and that the phrase could have been understood by 
his hearers in that sense.55 Nor can the link between the Markan Son of man 
and the Danielic Son of man so well forged by Hooker be easily broken.56 In 
the words of Matthew Black: "No term was more fitted both to conceal, yet 
at the same time to reveal to those who had ears to hear, the Son of Man's 
real identity." 57 Here is the real vehicle of the "messianic secret." 

Finally, attention should also be drawn to the parallel noted by Richard 
Longenecker between the Synoptic Jesus on the one hand and the Qumran 
Teacher of Righteousness and Simeon ben Kosebah on the other. Common 
features in each case include (a) external acclamation, (b) reticence on the 
part of the individual to speak of himself in terms used of him by others, and 
(c) consciousness on that individual's part of the ultimate validity of the titles 
employed. The basis of this common pattern Longenecker finds not in any 
"messianic secret" theology but in the Jewish view that "no man can be 
defined as a messiah before he has accomplished the task of the anointed." 58 

If this is so it certainly enhances the historicity of the Synoptic picture. 
In ShOlt, I believe that to speak of a messianic secret is misleading and 

unjustified. So far as Jesus' messiahship was concerned there was no secret 

53. The objection that Jesus would have made it plain that he was not a political Messiah 
fails to reckon with the parabolic nature of all Jesus' action and teaching. 

54. Cited by V. de Waal, What Is the Church? (London: SCM, 1969) 22. 
55. G. Vermes in an appendix to M. Black, An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and 

Acts (Oxford: Clarendon, 31967) 310-28; although see J. A. Fitzmyer's critical review in CBQ 
30 (1968) 424-28. 

56. M. Hooker, The Son of Man in Mark (London: SPCK, 1967). 
57. Black, 329; see also I. H. Marshall, "The Synoptic Son of Man Sayings in Recent 

Discussion," NTS 12 (1965-66) 350f.; cf. E. Sjoberg, Del' verborgene Menschensohn ill den 
Evangelien (Lund: Gleerup, 1955) 126; O'Neill, 161. 

58. Longenecker, 211-14, citing David Flusser. 
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as such, only a cautious disavowal of false views - those of the Galilean 
wonder-worker and of the warrior or political king of the Jews - and an 
equally cautious assertion and explication of his own understanding of mes
siahship - that of service and suffering in this world and of exaltation only 
after death. As to the reason for this, all the evangelists agree: Jesus was 
indeed Messiah during his earthly life, but his messiahs hip was incomplete 
and inevitably misunderstood during that phase. Only with the cross, resur
rection, and exaltation would he enter into the fullness of his messianic office, 
and only then could its true nature be properly understood. John brings this 
out through the 8o~a1;;EtV and -xpiO"tC; motifs. Luke brings it out by developing 
his three-age presentation of Heilsgeschichte. In Matthew one sees it in the 
kingdom sayings, for instance in the link between the Spirit and the kingdom 
in Matthew 12:28: it is because and only because Jesus is the one who is 
empowered by the Spirit that the kingdom can be said to have come upon 
them and to be fully in their midst, though not yet fully realized. And in Mark 
it is the "messianic secret" which is the vehicle of this theme. In other words, 
the so-called secrecy motif in Mark is nothing other than Mark's method of 
bringing home to his readers the programmatic nature of Jesus' messiahship. 

In conclusion, Wrede's thesis has been subjected to many criticisms in 
the course of its life. For example, form criticism has shown that the silencing 
of demons is a feature antecedent to any "messianic secret" redaction,59 and 
that the privacy motif (see pp. 63-64 above) has nothing to do with the 
"messianic secret." 60 The conclusion that the messianic character of the 
tradition belongs to a primitive form of the tradition (see p. 72 above) has 
also reduced the form critic's confidence when it comes to pronouncing on 
the historical value of the tradition. Besides which it has become evident that 
passages like 8:30 do not provide independent evidence for the redactional 
nature of the secrecy motif since the more skeptical conclusions there usually 
depend on a prior acceptance of the Wrede hypothesis. 

However, the full significance for Wrede's thesis of the post-Bultmannian 
quest of the historical Jesus does not seem to have been fully appreciated. For 
the nub of the debate is the messianic self-consciousness of Jesus and the 
messianic character of his ministry, not the authenticity ofthis messianic title or 
that command to silence. And the new questers have found that though they can 
still pronounce a confident negative judgment on the authenticity of this messi
anic title or that command to silence, it is almost impossible to deny that Jesus 
saw his mission at least to some extent in messianic terms or that his authentic 

59. See pp. 61-62 above; also H. C. Kee, "The Terminology of Mark's Exorcism Stories," 
NTS 14 (1967-68) 232-46. 

60. M. Dibelius, From Tradition to Gospel (London: Ivor, Nicholson, and Watson, 1934) 
73f.; Bultmann, 224. 
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words and deeds bear an unmistakably messianic character.61 When one adds, 
as one must, that Jesus' concept and practice of his mission was popular with 
the people but unpopular with the authorities, it becomes evident that the whole 
"messianic secret" thesis has been stripped of the logical consistency which 
bound it together and is in danger of falling apart at the seams. The "messianic 
secret" hypothesis in fact is now a theory searching for a rationale, and the recent 
attempts to defend and define its raison d'etre in terms of an anti-eeio~ aV"TlP 
polemic (n. 3) or an anti-disciple polemic (n. 8) must be pronounced inadequate. 
Since the "messianic secret" motif is part and parcel of the tradition itself we 
are at the end of the day more or less shut up to the choice between the mere 
"that" -ness of complete Bultmannian skepticism and a Jesus who was a secret 
or rather a misunderstood Messiah. 

We have not been able to study all the relevant data, and I do not want 
to overstate my case. I would not deny, for example, that Mark may have 
interpreted simple commands to silence demons in terms of the "messianic 
secret" motif (1 :34; 3: llf.) or that it is Mark's own opinion about the disciples 
which is being expressed in passages like 6:51-52; 14:40b. But the question 
is whether this interpretation and opinion expresses an understanding of the 
material which is essentially foreign to it, or whether it is merely developing 
a theme which is already native to the material. When one takes into account 
the complexity of the secrecy motif (which reflects the complexity of life 
rather than the artificial complicatedness of a theory. - see for example nn. 
6, 16), the counterbalancing publicity-revelation theme, the inherent messianic 
character of the pericope we examined, and the very strong probability which 
emerged from that examination that there were two understandings of mes
siahship at issue, I cannot but conclude that the so-called "messianic secret" 
originated in the life-situation of Jesus and is in essence at least wholly 
historical. 

61. See, e.g., E. Kasemann. "The Problem of the Historical Jesus," Essays on New 
Testament Themes (London: SCM, 1964) 37-43; G. Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth (London: 
Hodder and Stoughton, 1960) 169-72, 178. 
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Messianic Ideas and Their Influence 
on the Jesus of History 

Introduction 

Jesus was a Jew. It is inconceivable that he wa. n t "influenced" by Jewish 
"ideas." This uncontroversial (l priori conceals potentially explosive issues. 
In particular, it leads naturally to a wh I s quence of follow-up questions. 
To what extent was Jesus' whole message and ministry shaped and determined 
by particular ideas which came to him as parl of hi Jewish upbringing, 
character, and context? To what extenl wa. the movement whkh sprang from 
Jesus shaped and determined by these same J wish ideas, and lO what extent 
by other (non-Jewish) forces? Does Jesus belong more to lhe Judaism from 
which he emerged or to the Christianity which resulted from his ministry? 
Did Jesus inject something new and different into his ancestral faith and 
practice, and can he therefore be credited (or blamed) for the consequent 
transformation which within two or three generations led to the schism be
tween (rabbinic) Judaism and Christianity? 

Such are the wider issues with still wider ramifications which surround 
the more specific issue. Was Jesus influenced by current Jewish messianic 
ideas? Did he see himself or his ministry a.<; the fulliLlm nl of h.is people's 
hopes and aspirations for the future? Even this lopic is huge and impossible 
to tackle at more than an overview level wilhin III scope of a single paper. 
Nevertheless the issue is potehtially of immense signitic'Ulce and it is impor
tant that such a summary treatment be attempted as part of the wider inquiry 
of this colloquy. 

Reprinted by permission from The Messiah: Developments in Earliest Judaism and Christianity, 
ed. J. H. Charlesworth, 146-62. Copyright © 1992 by Augsburg Fortress. 
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Definitions 

The terms used need to be defined with some care, lest we find ourselves 
arguing at cross purposes: (a) What do we mean by "messianic ideas"? Are 
we referring to: (i) Specific figures of whom the word "messiah" is used
in Jewish circles prior to Jesus or also in the first century C.E. as a whole? 
(ii) "Messiah" as redefined within earliest Christianity, not the least by draw
ing in other motifs and passages of the OT not previously regarded as "mes
sianic"? (iii) The range of Jewish eschatological expectation (the "messianic 
age"), including expectations where no figure as such is specified, as well as 
the whole range of revelatory or redemptive or judgmental figures who feature 
within the kaleidoscope of diverse Jewish hopes and visions? In short, what 
can we say might have influenced Jesus (or any of his contemporaries) on the 
theme of "messiahship"? Since the issues are mutually entangled and a too 
narrow definition could shut off possible sources of influence too quickly, I 
will try to keep the inquiry as broad as possible within the constraints of the 
paper. 

(b) "The Jesus of history" as popularly used denotes the Jesus who 
ministered within Palestine during the late 20s and/or early 30s of the 
common era - "the historical Jesus," "Jesus as he actually was." New 
Testament scholars sometimes disparage this more popular usage and insist 
on a more restricted definition - "the Jesus of history," in some antithesis 
to "the Christ of faith/dogma," or Jesus insofar as he may be reconstructed 
by the tools of historical criticism. The problem with the former is that it 
makes too sharp a distinction between the "before and after" of Easter; it 
will hardly be disputed that Jesus made a considerable impact during his 
ministry - that is, before Good Friday and Easter. It would be unwise to 
predetermine what that impact could have involved in terms of "messianic 
ideas" or to assume that talk of either "Christ" or "faith" before Easter is 
inadmissible. The problem with the latter is that methodological presupposi
tions may impose a grid upon the text and prevent us from including within 
our evidence matter which is highly relevant. For the purposes of this paper . 
I prefer to attempt a more open-ended inquiry into what "messianic ideas" 
we can say with some historical probability actually did influence Jesus in 
his ministry and in what he said about it. 

Both these areas, of context and of methodology, need some fuller 
exposition before we proceed. To avoid overextending this study, however, I 
will restrict the discussion of Jewish "messianic ideas" chiefly to those 
sources and Jewish writings which most probably predated or were contem
porary with Jesus. This is not to deny that later documents may contain earlier 
traditions, but the need to demonstrate the earlier form of any tradition would 
involve some complex analysis and disrupt the form of the overview here 
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offered. Besides which the undisputedly pre-Jesus traditions already provide 
substantial material and a relatively clear perspective on the range of options 
which must certainly have been "available" to Jesus and his contemporaries.] 

What "Messianic Ideas" Were in Current Use or Available as 
Categories of Possible Definition at the Time of Jesus? 

(a) The category of "messiah" itself. 
(i) Most important here is the hoped-for Davidic or royal messiah - so 

designated explicitly in Psalms of Solomon 17 (see esp. 17:32; cf. 18:57), and 
Shemoneh <Esreh 14, and almost certainly in view in the Dead Sea Scrolls' 
designation of the "messiah ofIsrael" (lQSa 2.12,14,20; also 1QS 9.11; cf. 
CD 12.23f.; 14.19; 19.10; 20.1).2 This more specific language is clearly palt 
of a richer strain influenced both by other "messiah" references with eschato
logical overtones (1 Sam. 2:10; Pss. 2:2; 89:51; 132:17; Dan. 9:25-26) and 
by specific promises regarding the Davidic dynasty - David's son/God's son 
(2 Sam. 7:12-14; 4QFlor 1.10-13), the royal "branch" (Jer. 23:5 and 33:15; 
4QPat 3-4 and 4QFlor 1.11), and the Davidic "prince" (Ezek. 34:24 and 
37:25; CD 7.20, IQSb 5.20; lQM 5.1; 4Q161); see also Isa. 11:1-2; Hag. 2:23; 
Zech. 3:8,4; 6:12; Sir. 47:11, 22; 1 Macc. 2:57. We may conclude that these 
passages must have nurtured a fairly vigorous and sustained hope of a royal 
messiah within several at least of the various subgroups of Israel at the time 
of Jesus, and that that hope was probably fairly widespread at a popular level 
(such being the symbolic power of kingship in most societies then and since),3 
Talk of an expected "coming of the Messiah" would have been meaningful 
to first-century Jews and represented a major strand of Jewish eschatological 
expectations.4 

(ii) "Messiah" is also used of a hoped-for priest figure. This is explicit 
in the same "messiahs of Aaron and Israel" references from Qumran (lQS 
9.11, etc.) and in T. Reu. 6:8 (apXl£p£u<; XPtO"to<;) - the high priest being also 

1. For a more extensive survey, see J. H. Charlesworth, "The Concept of the Messiah in 
the Pseudepigrapha," ANRWII.19.1 (1979) 188-218. 

2. L. H. Schiffman 's c'lutions (during the colloq uy) 01'1 identifying the Messiah of Israel 
as Davidic are I1lcLh d logi 'ally commenclable. but s ince <l d ear Davidic hope Is enlerluincd in 
the Dead Sea Scrolls [see (i) above I. and sinoe the M~sillh of Israel associareJ with a Messiah 
of Aaron (lQS 9.11) would most naturally be understood as a reference to a royal messiah [see 
(i) above], it is hard to know how else the "Messiah of Israel" would be understood other than 
as a way of designating the hoped-for Davidic branch or prince. 

3. See further R. A. Horsley and J. S. Hanson, Bandits. Prophets, and Messiahs: Popular 
Movements in the Time of Jesus (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1985), ch. 3. 

4. See fUJ1her E. Schiirer, The History of the Jewish People in the Age of JeslIs Christ, 
rev. O. Vermes, et al. (Edinburgh: Clark, 1979) II, §29. 
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an anointed office (Lev. 4:3, 5, 16; 6:22; 2 Macc. I: lO; cf. Ps. 84:9). But it 
is closely modeled on the Moses-Aaron and Zerubbabel-Joshua (Zechaliah 4) 
dual role, with T. J 2 P. showing a similar concern to rank the priestly figure 
above the royal figure (particularly T. Jud. 21 :2-5), such as is also evident in 
1 QSa 2.11-22. The influence of this double expectation is indicated in the 
possible association of the pliest Eleazar with Bar Kokhba in the leadership 
of the second revolt.5 We should note also here T. Mos. 9: 1 - the expectation 
regarding Taxo, "a man from the tribe of Levi." A further element which 
should be reckoned within the total picture is the promise of a "covenant of 
perpetual priesthood" made to Phinehas (Num. 25:10-13), which evidently 
fascinated and influenced more than one branch of early Judaism (Sir. 
45:23-24; 1 Mace. 2:54; pseudo-Philo, Biblical Antiquities 48: 1), not least the 
Zealots.6 

(b) When the category of "messiah" broadens out, the first to be con
sidered is the prophet, not least since anointing can be associated also with 
prophets (lKgs. 19:16; Isa. 61:1-2; Joel 3:1; CD 2.12; 6.1; cf. Ps. 105:15). 
But beyond that, the expectation becomes diverse and unclear, with various 
strands or fragments evident whose relation to each other is far from clear. 
0) Least problematic is the anticipated return of Elijah (Mal. 4:5; Sir. 48:9-lO; 
see also 1 En. 90:31; Rev. 11:3); but whether this was confined to the thought 
of Elijah's personal return (he had never died) or included the idea of a further 
prophet, Elisha-like, "in the spilit and power of Elijah" (Luke 1: 17; cf. 2 Kgs. 
2:15) remains uncertain. (ii) The hope of a prophet like Moses (Deut. 18:15, 
18) might have been expected to generate considerable expectation, but the 
only clear evidence of its influence in pre-Chlistian Judaism comes in the 
Qumran testimonies (4QTestim 5-8); though we should note that according 
to Josephus, Ant. 20.97, 169-70, Theudas and the Egyptian saw themselves 
both as "prophet" and as successor to Moses (dividing Jordan and causing 
city walls to fall down). (iii) For the rest there is a scattering of evidence 
difficult to correlate: "the prophet" (1 QS 9.11 == the Moses prophet of 4QTes
tim? cf. John 6:14; 7:40, 52; how different from 1 Mace. 4:46 and 14:41? cf. 
Josephus, War 6:285); the anointed one ofIsa. 61:1-2 (used in lQH 18:14-15 
and llQMelch); "a prophet" (Mark 6:15; 8:28) or "one of the old prophets 
risen" (Luke 9:8; cf. Matt. 16:14); Samaritan expectation focused particularly 
on a prophet figure, but our evidence does not enable us to reach a firm 
conclusion on whether such a hope was already entertained at the time of 
Jesus'? 

Whether these are diverse expressions of a single broad but vague 

5. Schiirer, History I, 544. 
6. M. Hengel, The Zealots (Edinburgh: Clark, 1989) 171-77; Schiirer, History 11,598-606. 
7. Schiirer, His!OIY 11,513. 
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conviction that some prophet figure was bound to be part of any eschatological 
climax is impossible to say. And how this variegated expectation related to 
the hopes of one or more messiahs (§ 1.2a) is also obscure - even in the one 
text which mentions all three together (1 QS 9: 11); perhaps it was simply an 
expression of a similarly imprecise conviction that the three main offices in 
Israel's salvation history (king, priest, prophet) must surely be represented in 
any new age. In particular there is no indication that the idea of Elijah coming 
as the precursor or forerunner of another (the Messiah?) was already current 
in pre-Christian Judaism outside Christian sources (particularly Mark 9: 11); 
the relevance and point of Mal. 3: 1 is unclear (the forerunner of God?);8 and 
though a forerunner role could have been claimed by the Baptist (cf. John 
1:23 with lQS 8:13-14; 9:19-20; and Mark 1:3 par.) , the question both of 
Christian editing and of whom he might have meant by "the one stronger 
than me" (Mark 1:7 pars.) remains open. 

(c) When we turn to OT motifs and passages which seem first to have 
been given a messianic significance by application to Jesus, the focus of the 
discussion shifts. For in this case we cannot speak properly of "messianic 
ideas" already abroad at the time of Jesus; though since, in the event, a 
messianic significance has been claimed by Christianity, we should pre
sumably allow a category of "potentially messianic ideas" which might within 
the constraints of the Jewish history of revelation, tradition, and hermeneutics 
be candidates for application to a putative messiah. Here the whole range of 
interest in the suffering righteous man would have to come under considera
tion,9 including not the least the "suffering servant" of Second Isaiah. It is 
beyond doubt that Isaiah 53 in particular played an impOltant role in earliest 
Christian apologetic on behalf of a crucified Messiah (Acts 8:32-33; Rom. 
4:25; 1 Pet. 2:22-25, etc.); the real question for us would be whether it was 
Jesus himself who first drew the passage as such, or the motif in general, into 
play, or whether its potential as a messianic proof text only became evident 
in the wake of Jesus' death. 

Under this heading should also be mentioned the figure of Daniel 7, 
"one like a son of man." The continued fecundity of this theme in New 
Testament scholarship is remarkable,lO though too much of the debate is 

8. See the brief review of the evidence in J. Jeremias, TDNT n, 931f. 
9. See particularly G. W. E. Nickelsburg, Resurrection, Immortality, and Eternal Life in 

Intertestamental Judaism (Cambridge: Harvard, 1972). 
10. FIl'cxample R. Lcive mel, ' JCBw. - M essitls- Mcnscheusolm: Dicjlidischen Hci

l (md~:mvI.ITlur:gCtl zur Zeit dCf crstell romischen K l iSe] lUlU uic FI'll!,'e !lat h clem messiallischen 
• elbslbcwu. , lScin .J e~u ." ANRW 1L25. I. 220-64: .13 , Llndnr~ , TIr~ S(III of MaTI Grund Rapids: 
Eerdmans. 1983,); S. Kim. '''I1I l!. 'SOli uJ Man ' .. as 111ft StJII I!f OOd (WUNT 30: Tlihingen; Mollr, 
L9!!3): M. MUlier, Der All'lil'l/('k " !vIel/.\'clt 11.1'0111/ " in dell £ \I{lIIlJ i!/l I;!/I (.l...eiden: Brill. 191;4): 

. Ilragolillis, 'fhe SQIl of Man IWUNT 38' TLibill gen: Mohr. 1986): D, R. A. I-Iare, Til Son 
of Malt 1i-adilillll (Millllenpolis: Forlress, 1990). 
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repetitive. I continue to see no evidence for the existence of a pre-Chris
tian/pre-Jesus Son of Man expectation within Judaism. Daniel 7 is not itself 
evidence of such speculation, II though clearly it is a "potentially messianic" 
passage. The Similitudes of Enoch, which do make messianic use of Daniel 
7, cannot be dated to the period before Jesus' ministry with any confidence; 
they appear to be making a fresh interpretation of Daniel 7 (as also 4 Ezra); 
and probable influence on the Synoptic tradition is confined to the later strata. 
The lack of any clear confessional or apologetic identification of Jesus with 
"the [well-known] Son of Man" would be very surprising if such a powerful 
image was already in use at the time of Jesus (contrast I En. 71:14, Knibb).l2 
Here, too, then the question is not of influence on Jesus of already recognized 
and established ideas or categories. The question is rather whether an innova
tive use of Daniel 7 can be ascribed to Jesus himself or can be traced back 
only as far as the first Christians in the post-Easter Palestinian conventicles. 
Here, too, earliest Christian thought (including Jesus?) has to be seen itself 
as part of the development and transformation in the messianic ideas of the 
period, and not merely as reactive to ideas already in existence. 

(d) Beyond this, the category of "messianic ideas" becomes too ill
defined to be of much use. Should we include glorification of heroes like 
Phinehas (Ps. 106:30-31; Sir. 45:23-24; 1 Macc. 2:54; 4 Mace. 18: 12), or the 
idea of a human translated to heaven without death (Enoch - Jub. 4:23; I En. 
12:4; T. Abr. 11) or after death (Ezra and Baruch - 4 Ezra 14:9; 2 Bar. 13:3; 
25: 1, etc.) or given roles in the final judgment (Enoch, Elijah, Abel- I En. 
90:31; T. Abr. 11; Melchizedek[?] - llQMelch)? Should we include 
heavenly intermediaries - angels (e.g., Dan. 10:13; Tob. 12:15; I En. 9:1-3; 
T. Levi 3:5; lQH 6.13) or the vigorous poetic imagery used of divine wisdom 
(e.g., Provo 8:30; Wis. 9:4; Sir. 24:5)?13 For myself I think not. The full 
spectrum of eschatological expectation within Judaism, so far as we know it, 
should be borne in mind, including the visions in which no recognized or 
potential messianic figure appears. For any or all of it could have influenced 
Jesus and have interacted in his teaching and ministry with more specifically 
"messianic ideas" to evolve a new formulation or idea. But in that case we 

11. At this point I should register my cordial disagreement with colloquy colleagues 
M. Black and A. Yarbro Collins: I do not see the manlike figure of Dan. 7:13-14 as an "angelic 
representative" of Israel, but as a symbolical representation of Israel, in which the creation myth 
is reworked (Dan. 7:2ff.) by depicting Israel's enemies as the beasts (beastlike figures) over 
which humankind (the manlike figure, Israel) is given dominion. 

12. See further my Christology in the Making (London: SCM, 1980) 67-82. My point is 
unaffected even if there is an emerging consensus on a pre-70 date for the Similitudes (Charles
worth), since the other evidence just indicated would still point to a post-Jesus, post-earliest 
Christian date for the document or its ideas corning to public attention. 

13. See further chapter 20 below and my The Partings of the Ways between Christianity 
and Judaism (London: SCM; Philadelphia: TPI, 1991), ch. 10. 
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are talking of the eschatological or apocalyptic context of the messianic ideas 
more than the ideas themselves. In view of the limitations of this paper, 
therefore, I do not propose to go into any detail on this broader area of interest. 

Methodology and Perspective 

A final word of introduction must be said about the perspective from which 
I approach the Jesus tradition of the Synoptics, where the debate must ob
viously focus most intensively. Such a declaration is necessary since it is very 
clear from the study of the Synoptic tradition during the past sixty years that 
the critical tools do not of themselves provide clear verdicts on most debated 
passages. Agreed criteria for det nnjning redaction simply do not exist beyond 
a few general principles - and when it bee mes a question of distinguishing 
multiple layers of tradition, the argument becomes increasingly circular and 
the subjectivity factor unacceptably high. Probability judgment in most in
dividual cases therefore depends on a broad presuppositional perspective 
bolstered by a few key examples. 14 

In my own work, not specializing on the Synoptics so thoroughly as 
many of my colleagues, I have become increasingly persuaded that the best 
starting point for study of the main body of the Synoptic tradition is to view 
it as the earliest churches' memories of Jesus as retold and reused by these 
churches. The importance of teachers and of tradition is well attested in the 
earliest documents of the New Testament (e.g., teachers - Acts 13:1; 1 Cor. 
12:28; Gal. 6:6; tradition - 1 Cor. 11:2; Col. 2:6; 1 Thess. 4:1; 2 Thess. 2:15; 
3:6). The Synoptics themselves conform surprisingly closely to the ancient 
(not modern) biography (bios or vita); 15 and the a priori probability that the 
earliest groups cherished and rehearsed the memories of the cme whom they 
now counted as Lord (mar, X:UplO~), that is, the traditions which gave them 
reason for their distinctive existence, must be regarded as strong. This per
spective differs significantly from the characteristically literary model which 
has exercised far too much influence on tradition-history analysis of the 
Synoptic tradition. The literary model envisages strata of tradition, and the 
task as tracing the linear descent of a tradition down through successively 
elaborated layers, each one dependent on the previous exemplar - much as 
one does in textual criticism or in tracing the history of translations of the 
Bible. But in oral transmission that model is inappropriate, for in oral tradition 
we have to do with themes and formulae and core material which often remains 

14. E. P. Sanders, Jesus and Judaism (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1985), despite his trenchant 
criticism of his predecessors, provides a classic example. 

15. D. Aune, The New Testament in Its Literary Environment (Philadelphia: Westminster, 
1987), ch. 2. 
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constant while quite a wide range of variations are played on them. The point 
is that one variation need not necessarily lead to anoth.er; subsequent variations 
may be derived directly from the central theme or core. Consequently tradition 
history analysis seeking to penetrate back to Jesus himself need not consist 
solely of pressing back through different variations but can focus immediately 
on the more constant material. For the probability is that the more constant 
material is the living heart of the earliest recollections of Jesus which has 
maintained the vitality of the tradition in all its variant forms. 

In short I see the earliest tradents within the Christian churches as 
preservers more than innovators, as seeking to transmit, retell, explain, inter
pret, elaborate, but not to create de nova. All of which means that I approach 
the Synoptic tradition with a good deal more confidence than many of my 
New Testament colleagues. Through the main body of the Synoptic tradition, 
I believe, we have in most cases direct access to the teaching and ministry of 
Jesus as it was remembered from the beginning of the transmission process 
(which often predates Easter), and so also fairly direct access to the ministry 
and teaching of Jesus through the eyes and ears of those who went about with 
him. 

So much by way of introduction. What then of the issue itself: what 
messianic ideas influenced Jesus and how? 

Jesus within a Context of Eschatological Expectation 

We can start by noting the likelihood that Jesus would have been aware of 
such messianic ideas as were current at the time. The strong eschatological 
note which is an undeniable feature of his preaching is of a piece with the 
broader stream of eschatological and apocalyptic expectation which served as 
the seed bed within which messianic ideas flourished during the various crises 
of Israel's history in the two centuries prior to Jesus' ministry. No one, I think, 
would dispute either that Jesus' proclamation of the kingdom of God was 
central to his preaching, or that his remembered utterances on the subject are 
essentially eschatological in character. We need not even go into the still 
contested question of whether he saw the kingdom as a future good ("the 
restoration of Israel")16 or present reality, or both, though I would have to 
contest any attempt to argue that Jesus saw it as a timeless symbol (and 
therefore, properly speaking, noneschatological). 

Given this eschatological context and emphasis, it would be utterly 
astonishing if Jesus had not come into some sort of interaction with the 

16. Sanders, Jesus, part one; Dunn, Partings, 47-49. 
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messianic ideas which thrived in that same context. Without making any 
prejudgment on the question of whether Jesus saw a role for himself with 
regard to the kingdom, it nevertheless remains highly likely that one who 
proclaimed the kingdom of God in the way Jesus did would be faced with 
the issue of how his eschatological ideas related to the other (messianic) ideas 
cherished by others. 

Moreover we must accept that Jesus made a substantial stir, even if only 
for a short time, and that he gained a fair amount of publicity andlor notoriety, 
however local or regional - he was, after all, condemned to death for causing 
some sort of trouble. In such circumstances his fellow Jews (or Galileans) 
were bound to attempt to categorize him, to fit him into an appropriate slot 
in their perspective. And the available categories would have included the 
ones reviewed above: was he one of the looked-for anointed figures? was he 
althe prophet? In other words, the tradition of popular speculation and 
questioning which we find in Mark 6: 15; 8:28; and John 1: 19-22 is just what 
we might have expected. 

But can we be more specific? More important, can we say whether Jesus 
reacted to these suggestions and questions? And if so, how he reacted? Only 
thus will we be able to speak of any influence of such messianic ideas on 
him. We naturally start with the messianic idea most narrowly defined as such 
in the above review - Jesus as messiah. 

Are You Messiah? A Question Jesus Must Have Faced 

We can dismiss at once the second of the two messiah figures described above 
- the priest messiah. There is no indication whatsoever that this was ever 
canvassed as a possibility or seen as an option in the case of Jesus. Presumably 
Jesus was known to lack the basic qualification of belonging to the tribe of 
Levi, and so it was a nonstarter even for (or particularly for) those who would 
have regarded the priestly messiah as more significant than the royal messiah. 
Significantly when the attempt is subsequently made to present Jesus as high 
priest, it is done by using the quite different and extraordinary order of 
Melchizedek rather than that of Aaron (Reb. 5:7). 

The picture is quite different, however, in the case of the royal messiah. 
The fundamental fact here is that Jesus was put to death as a claimant to such 
a role - executed as a messianic pretender for claiming to be king of the 
Jews (so all four Gospels - Mark 15:26 par.). Since "king of the Jews" is 
not a Christian title and probably caused the Christians some political embar
rassment, there is a general agreement that this much at least must be historical 
of the passion narratives. But once that is granted, along with the fact of Jesus' 
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crucifIx ion tiS a r yal me ianie pretender, u sentence carried olll as a formal 
legal a t on tbe authority of ilie Roman governor cf. TaciLus Annales 
15.44.3),17 we have estab lished the core of lil hearing before Pilate described 
in Mark 15: 1-4. And when we press Fliither backward to U,e issue of some 
s 11 of preliminary Jewi h hearing, we ti nd ourselves with an equally plausible 
historical core- where an accusation ilial Jesus said something about the 
deSlrllction atld rebuilcling of the Lemple result in tb question "Are you 
Me. siah, on of the Blessed?" Mark 14:57-61). For it wa pre isely this 
association of ideas whicb the messianlcpropbecy (4QF1ol' UO-I 3) 01'2 Sam. 
7:13- 14 would suggest-lhe son of David (royal mes jah) who would build 
tbe temple and wbo would be God's son. 18 In shor~ Lhe evidence i. strong 
Lhal aL the end of his llfe Jesus was confronLed wHb lbe question, certainly 
impUcitly but probably al explicitly as well: Arc you Messiah, son of David? 

It is al 0 unlikely that this was the lirsl or only lime 'in the course of 
Jesus' mini try that th'is question was put LO him or the is ue conFronted him. 
Assuming thal Jesu did say omething about the future of the temple, on 
which the later accusation was based (Mark J 4:58 par.: cf. esp. Mark l3:2; 
John 2: 19' Acts 6: 14), and that Jesus engaged in som sort f symboHc act 
in lb temple Mark II :15- 17 pars. ,19 [11 same correlation (Me siah = lemple 
buiJder) probably occurred to him and to other (hence the lIbsequent ac
cusation . Given t 0 the excitement he engendered as a successful healer it 
would be of 110 surpris that one such a. BartimaeliS hou ld seek to attract 
his atten iOil oj' ingratiate himself witb Jesll by hailing him as "son fDavid " 
(Mark 10:47-48 par.).20 

The confession of Peter at Caesarea Philippi is a much contested peri-
Mark 8:271'f. par.) who e detail we can hardly enter into here. Suffice 

it 1 say its ba 'i.e 'ontent carries with it u strong degree f probability: Jesu 
had engaged f r sO.me time in whar had evident ly been overall a highly 
. uccessful and popular teaching and healing mini ny. It would bave bee n odd 
indeed if none of those who had invested their uves in of !Lowing him had not 
a ked thenu;elves wherher Jesus might be the hoped-for leader from the hOLl e 
of Davi.d and .in due course expressed the belief or hope to .lest! himself. 

To mention only One other epi ode. If we allow that behind the' feeding 
f the five thousand" (Mark 6:30ff. par.) lie the memory of orne symbolic 

meal in the desert, such a meal would probably have evoked a very potent 

17. See further particularly A. E. Harvey, Jesus and the Constraints of History (London: 
Duckworth, 1982), ch. 2. 

18. O. Betz, What Do We Know about Jesus? (London: SCM, 1968) 88-89. 
19. See pnrliculnr.ly S!mders, it!.VlIs. ch. I. 
20. The argument tli.:re is no! dcpendelll on an early date for the Testament of Solomon 

or for the tradit.ions behind it: Dtl,vicl wa~ already regarded as a healer (iu'tp6<;) and exorcist in 
the case of Saul, as Josephus, Ant. 6.166-68, indicates. 
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mix of messianic ideas - Moses and manna, the shepherd king feeding his 
flo k (Ezek. 34:23), perhaps the same association of eschatological banquets 
presided over by the messiah(s) which we find in lQSa. TL is not , urpri. ing 
then thal John 's Gospel contains the testimony that the crowd want d to make 
Jesus king by force (John 6: 15), which meshes well in an uncontrived way 
with the unexpected note in Mark's Gospel that Jesus brought the occasion 
to an end by forcing the disciples to leave by boat, before he dismissed the 
crowd. There is a strong suggestion here of a crowd caught up on a wave of 
messianic enthusiasm which affected also the immediate circle of Jesus' 
disciples. Here too, in other words, Jesus was probably confronted in effect 
with the same stark question, "Are you Messiah, son of David?" 

This brief review of the most directly relevant evidence must suffice. 
In my judgment it presents us with the very strong probability that Jesus was 
confronted with the category of royal messiahship and was forced, whether 
he liked it or not, to respond to it. The more important question for us is: how 
did he respond? What sort of influence did the prevailing or dominant expec
tation regarding the royal messiah have on him? 

The answer which emerges is consistent and striking. He reacted more 
negatively than positively to it. As a possible role model he was more hostile 
than welcoming to the idea of the royal messiah. The evidence can be reviewed 
briefly. 

A basic fact is that nowhere in the Synoptic tradition is Jesus remem
bered as having laid claim to the title or role of messiah on his own initiative 
(only John 4:26). Since the earliest Christians cenainly wanted to claim the 
title for him, the silence of the Synoptic tradition i striking: it confirm an 
unwillingness to retroject material beyond whnl Jesus was remembered as 
teaching back into the Jesus tradition; and since the claim to such a role was 
certainly a possibility for Jesus (as in principle for many first-century Jews), 
the fact that no such claim is remembered suggests at least an unwillingness 
on the part of Jesus to associate his mission with that particular role. 

This inference gains strength from some of the episodes touched on 
above. The "feeding of the five thousand" pericope has two points of interest. 
First, it confirms that there was abroad, in Galilee at least, a popular conception 
of the messiah as a kingly, political figure - the sort of king of the Jews, we 
might say, that Pilate felt justified in crucifying. Second, it indicates that Jesus 
reacted against this role and rejected it The lesson learned there about the 
inflammability of the Galilean crowd would certainly help explain Jesus' 
reticence in other situations. 

In the Caesarea Philippi episode the earlier account of Mark shows Jesus 
as neither welcoming nor denying the confession of Peter (though Matthew 
understandably develops the tradition to give Jesus' response a warmer note 
- Matt. 16:17-19). The command to silence of Mark 8:30, so often taken as 
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part of a theological motif later imposed on the tradition,21 makes very good 
sense if the category "messiah" used by Peter was the same as that cherished 
in the Psalms of Solomon and among the Galileans. Since that indeed was 
what Messiah, son ·of David meant, the only content of the category "royal 
messiah" as then understood, we may assume that in any such historical 
confrontation this would have been the prospect offered to Jesus. The am
bivalence of his immediate response thus becomes indicative of a certain 
unwillingness on the part of Jesus to entertain such a political role. And if the 
immediately appended teaching on the prospect of his suffering and rejection 
(Mark 8:31-33) belongs to the same sequence as remembered by those in
volved, as is certainly arguable, then we would have to begin speaking of an 
attempt by Jesus to redefine the category of messiahship. 

Finally with the hearing and trial of Jesus the interest again focuses on 
Jesus' reply in each case. To the high priest's question Jesus is shown as 
answering "I am" (Mark 14:62). But the more weakly attested longer reading 
has a strong claim to originality - "You say that I am."22 In which case it 
matches more closely the reply to the equivalent question by Pilate, "Are you 
the king of the Jews?" To which Jesus is said to have responded au MYEtC; 

(Mark 15:2). In each case, therefore, the answer probably was ambivalent
"You could say so"; "that is your way of putting it." In other words; we can 
see here a further indication of an unwillingness on the part of Jesus to accept 
the title of royal messiah, at least as understood by his questioners. For our 
inquiry the exchanges are important since they exemplify the dilemma which 
constantly must have confronted Jesus: could he accept or use categories 
which, however desirable in themselves, were usually understood to describe 
a role he did not or could not see himself as fulfilling? 

In short, if the question is "Did the hope of a royal messiah influence 
Jesus in shaping and executing his mission?" the evidence points to a fairly 
negative answer. Jesus seems to have reacted against rather than to have been 
influenced by the idea of a royal messiah as then conceived. The only quali
fication we would have to add is that this title "messiah" was too potent and 
resonant with theological significance for it to be rejected outright. And Jesus 
may have attempted to redefine the content of the title in terms of the role he 
saw himself as filling. The first Christians were certainly in no doubt that 

21. I refer of course to "the Messianic secret"; see ch. 4 above, on which this section 
of the discussion is based. 

22. The longer reading explains the Matthean and Lukan versions better than the shorter: 

Mark au et7tlXC; 1S1:1 tyro £lilt 
Matthew au fhcac; 
Luke UllflC; AtYf1:f ISn eyro £illt. 

And it is more likely that the equivocal longer text was abbreviated to the strong 
affirmation (eyfh fillt) rather than the reverse. 
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Jesus was Messiah and that the title had to be understood in the light of what 
had actually happened to Jesus ("Christ crucified"). But the extent to which 
we can say that the process of redefinition began already with Jesus himself 
depends on our evaluation of other material within the Jesus tradition which 
at the time of Jesus would not have been regarded as "messianic" in the 
stricter sense. 

The Eschatological Prophet 

In terms of messianic categories prop fly so culled at the time of Jesus, the 
only other category or significanc is thal of prophet. Of all the categories 
available, it seems to have been the one which was used most often. It was 
evidently applied to Ibe BapLisl (Mark II :32; Mall. 11 :9: LuJ e 7:26 ; il was 
the category canv<ll'1sed m l frequenUy for Jesus, acco.r(Ung to Mark 6: 15 and 
8:28 f. 14:65; n te al particularly Mull. 21:11, 46 and Luke 24:19); and 
there seems to have been no lack of claimant. 10 ule r Ie of prophet during 
that whole periou Josephus AI/f. J 8.85-87; 20.97-98, 167-72 J 88). Given 
the relative t rominence of le. us al'; prCilcher and heaJer, it is wholly to be 
expected that he wOl1ld have b en regarded by many as at leasl a propbet. 

Jesus himseJf j . remembered 0 accepting the d ' ignaLion for hims If 
in al least some degree see parLieularly Mar 6:4 par. and Luke 13:33). But 
more important is the vidence thal he, lik Lhe Qumran sect made use of 
[sa. 61: 1-2 as providing a program for his l11iRSioll. Th primary evidence is 
nor uk 4:J8-J.9. which looks too much like an elaborali 0 of the briefer 
account of Jesus' preaching in the synagogu at Nazareth <IS recalled by Mark. 
It i father t.he emphasis which comes OUl both from the first beatitude (Luke 
5:20/Mall. 5:3) aod from JeslIi" response to the question of the Baptist in 
prison (MatL. I I :S/Lukc 7:22 - viz. th::u Jesu 'aw one of hi priorities as 
proclamation of the good news to ·'the poor."·n II' Lhi. recalls one of Jesus ' 
own repeated assertions, as seems likely, then the implication is strong that 
he drew on Isa. 61:1-2 to inform his own mission. This also makes best sense 
of the Lukan account of Jesus' preaching in Nazareth, for Luke 4: 16-30 is 
then best seen not as a complete fabrication by Luke but as the sort of 
midrashic elaboration of a basic claim made by Jesus which we would expect 
in lhe course of orai retelling of the memories regarding Jesus, with Luke of 
course setting it at the beginning of his account of Jesus' ministry to give it 
programmatic significance for his own retelling of the Jesus story. 

23. The passages are discussed in more detail in my Jesus and the Spirit (London: 
SCM/Philadelphia: Westminster, 1975) 55-60. 
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Relevant here too is the fact that Jesus is remembered as having spoken 
on more than one occasion of his sense of commission in prophetic terms -
as one "sent" by God (Matt. 1O:401Luke 10: 16; Mark 9:37 par.; Matt. 15:24; 
Luke 4:43).24 Also that Jesus evidently undertook what might be called a 
self-consciously prophetic role - both in terms of his championing "the 
poor" and in terms of such prophetically symbolical actions like the entry 
into Jerusalem, the clearing of the temple, perhaps the meal in the desert, and 
certainly the Last Supper. 

All this is significant, for so far as the Evangelists were concerned, the 
category of prophet was not particularly helpful and certainly not of sufficient 
weight to embody the significc nc of Jesus. Part of the point of the Caesarea 
Philippi epj sode in £I ll the Synoptics is that prophet categories canvassed by 
the crowds are I.e. satisfa t ry (even that of Elijah) than the title ascribed by 
Peter - "You are the Messiah" (Mark 8:28-29 par.). The point of Matt. 12:41 
(and Luke 11 :32) is that something greater than Jonah is present among them. 
According to Luke 16:16, the time of the law and the prophets has been left 
behind by the new era in which the kingdom of God is preached. And most 
striking of all, the category of prophet, even the prophet, has been completely 
relegated by the Fourth Evangelist to the status of one of the less than 
satisfactory opinions of the fickle crowd (particularly John 4:19; 6:14; 7:40; 
8:52-53; 9: 17). The implication is plain: it is unlikely that the category of 
prophet was first applied to Jesus after Easter. In the wake of Easter even the 
category of eschatological prophet would have been regarded as inadequate 
to express his status and its significance. From this it follows that the attribu
tion of a prophetic role to Jesus and the use made ofIsa. 61:1-2 in describing 
his mission is likely to go back to the pre-Easter period; also that Jesus himself 
probably accepted the category of "prophet" as a more adequate description 
of his role (than messiah) and took Isa. 61:1-2 as at least to some extent 
programmatic for his ministry. 

To sum up: Of the range of options within the more diverse expectation 
of a prophetic figure, the prophet like Moses has left least trace in the Synoptic 
Gospel a counts (Mark 9:7 par.; John 12:47-48; cf. Acts 3:22; 7:37). And 
though others may have proposed the category of Elijah for Jesus (Mark 6: 15; 
8:28), Je tiS himself is remembered as referring that designation to the Baptist 
(Matt. 11:101Luke 7:27; Mark 9:13). It is only of the less specific categories 
of prophet and eschatological prophet that we can speak with some confidence. 
But there it does seem possible to speak of an influence and a positive influence 
on Jesus of the Jewish expectation that a prophet figure would be involved 
in the last days. 

24. For the prophetic significance of the claim cf., e.g., Ps. 105:26; Jer. 1:7; Mic. 6:4; 
Luke 4:26; 20: 13. 
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The Suffering Righteous Man 

Of those reviewed in the first section, the only other category which calls for 
consideration is that of potential messianic ideas, in particular the suffering 
righteous man. The prominence of the motif in the Psalms and the Wisdom 
of Solomo1] and the variations on it in Daniel 7 and Ihe martyr the 1 gy of 
the Maccabean lileraLUre are sufficient to indicate the strong probability that 
wher Vel' those of faith found themselves in a . ituaLion of oppressi n, the 
theme of the suffering righteous man would be one which proved fruitful for 
consolation and encouragement. Under the Roman occupation it must be 
judged likely therefore that this strand of theologizing was still being actively 
pursued in Jewish circles and was available to Jesus, or at least near to hand 
for Jesus to use if he so chose. 

That he did so choose is strongly attested in the Synoptic tradition. 
Unfortunately this testimony has become for the most part inextricably bound 
up with the much more specific issues of whether Jesus was influenced in his 
own self-understanding by the suffering servant passage in Isaiah 53 and the 
vision of the manlike figure in Daniel 7. I say unfortunately, because the more 
contentious features of these more specific debates have tended to obscure 
the fact that both Isaiah 53 and Daniel 7 are quite properly to be seen as 
particular expressions and outwol'lcings of U,e broader and 111 re pervasive 
reflection in Jewish thought of the ufferings of ti,e righte lIs.25 It may very 
well be the case therefore thal what we should be I oking for in the Jesus 
tradition are indications of whether Jesus was influenced by that broader 
stream of Jewish theologizing; and, moreover, we should bear in mind the 
possibility that any use made of Isaiah 53 and Daniel 7 in particular in the 
Synoptic tradition is a Christian elaboration of a less specific strand within 
the earliest memories of Jesus' teaching. Alternatively, of course, the possi
bility equally should be borne in mind that it was Jesus himself who saw the 
value and importance of these particular crystallizations of the broader move
ment of thought and saw their appropriateness to his own mission. 

The debate on these issues is much too omplex to allow a satisfactory 
treatment here. I must confine myself to three ob erv~ltions. First, it must be 
judged highly likely that Jesus anticipated suffering and rejection for his 
message and himself - that is, that Jesus saw him., elf in the tradition of the 
suffering righteous. The expectation is c1earJy attested. apart from any influ
ence of Isaiah 53 and Daniel 7, in M"lci<: 10:38-39 par. and 14:1fi par.; the 
facts that the prophecy of John suffering til same mru·tyrdom was apparently 
not fulfilled and that the anguish of Jesus in the garden is depi led in most 
unmartyrlike terms (contrast Mark 14:33 with 2 Macc. 7:14) strongly suggest 

25. See above, n. 9. 
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that these formulations are based on firsthand memory of what Jesus himself 
said. Moreover, as one who saw himself in the prophet tradition, Jesus must 
have anticipated the possibility of rejection, as a firm strand of tradition 
confirms (Mark 6:4 par.; 12:1-9 par.; Matt. 23:29-36ILuke 20:47-51; Luke 
13:33; Matt. 23:37/Luke 13:34); the fate of the Baptist provided precedent 
and warning enough; and the opposition which Jesus roused must have con
firmed the strong likelihood that he would meet a similar fate. Moreover, if 
Jesus did see the full consummation of the kingdom of God as imminent 
(Mark 1: 15 par.; 9: 1 par.; 13:29-30 par.; Matt. 1O:7ILuke 10:9,11; Matt. 10:23), 
he would probably be aware of the apocalyptic expectation of a period of 
extreme tribulation prior to the final climax (Dan. 12:1-2; Matt. 3:7-12ILuke 
3:7-9; 16-l7)26 and indeed probably shared it (cf. Mark 13:5-8, 17-20 par. 
with Matt. 5:11-12ILuke 6:22-23; Matt. 6:13ILuke 11:4; Mark 10:39 par., 
etc.). That he himself would be caught up in that extreme suffering must have 
been recognized as at least a real possibility. And when we add in the other 
strands just referred to, the probability begins to become rather strong that 
Jesus anticipated his own death and indeed saw it in positive terms as somehow 
redemptive - as an eschatologically (or messianically) intensified expression 
of the martyr theology which comes to expression elsewhere in 2 Macc. 7:38 
and 4 Macc. 17:22. Certainly it must be judged improbable that Jesus saw his 
likely death as a complete defeat (otherwise he could have stayed out of harm's 
way), and probable that he would see it as bound up with the coming of the 
kingdom. The famous passage of Schweitzer, its rhetorical flourish 
notwithstanding, looks more and more like a justifiable restatement of Jesus' 
own hope and expectation - "Jesus' purpose is to set in motion the eschato
logical development of history, to let loose the final woes, the confusion and 
strife, from which shall issue the parousia and so to introduce the supra-mun
dane phase of the eschatological drama. "27 

All this strengthens the likelihood that behind the passages influenced 
more explicitly by Isaiah 53 and Daniel 7 stand utterances of Jesus himself, 
remembered either as expressing his expectation of suffering by himself 
drawing in these passages, or as expressing an expectation of rejection which 
was illuminated and readily elaborated by the first Christians, who themselves 
drew in these passages. In fact it is difficult to demonstrate use of Isaiah 53 
at the earliest level of the Synoptic tradition: Luke 22:37, although found in 
an obviously ancient context, does look as though it has been inserted into 
preexisting material; Mark 10:45 is as likely to have been influenced by Daniel 

26. Sanders notes that the "dogma" that suffering must precede the coming of the kingdom 
is difficult to document before 135 C.E. (Jesus, p. 124). But the idea flows directly from Daniel 
7 and 12:1-2 and is already implicit in such passages as Jub. 23:22-31; T. Mos. 5-10; lQH 
3.28-36; and Sib. 0,: 3.632-56. 

27. A. Schweitzer, The Quest a/the Historical Jesus (London: Black, 1910) 369. 
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7 as by Isaiah 53; and the earliest form of the cup word in the Last Supper is 
disputed (Mark 14:24 par.; 1 Cor. 11:25). And it is certainly arguable that 
behind the three Son of Man passion predicLi ns (Mark Ii: 1 pGU·.; 9:31 par; 
10:33-34 par.) lie KWlK 1::1 saying which of lhemseJves contained no specific 
reference to Dan. 7: 13;28 in which cas they would quite likely have usetllhe 
Jewish recognition of human frailty (as in Ps. 8:4) as the means of expressing 
expectation of the brevity of life and the expectation of it being soon cut off.29 

But even if our critical tools and methods do not permit firm conclusions that 
Jesus himself made use of (and therefore was influenced by) Isaiah 53 and 
Daniel 7, the probability remains strong that Jesus entertained an expectation 
of rejection, suffering, and death, which was of a piece in his own perspective 
with the suffering of the righteous man and the final eschatological tribulation 
and which would playa positive role therein. 

Conclusion 

It would seem then that we can speak of the influence of messianic ideas on 
Jesus in several ways. (1) Some ideas he reacted against. In particular, the 
current view of the royal messiah was one which he did not find helpful as a 
means of understanding or informing his mission. (2) Some he drew on and 
used to inform his own vision of what he had been called to. This may not 
be the same as saying that he applied clearly defined roles, let alone clearly 
defined titles, to himself. It would be more accurate to say that particular 
elements within a much more variegated spread of messianic ideas were taken 
up by him. Isa. 61:1-2 is a good case in point. (3) Even those he did respond 
to favorably and found inspirational or informative for his own mission he 
adapted and molded by his own conception of his mission. This would apply 
in greater or lesser degree to all the categories and motifs discussed above. 

In every case, in fact, we have to avoid any impression of a fixed 
category which Jesus filled (or fulfilled), of a sequence of clearcut "messianic 
ideas" which provided the agenda for Jesus' mission. It would appear that 
Jesus was as much shaping the messianic ideas of the time as being shaped 
by them. Certainly that has to be said of the totality of the Christ-event as 
reflected on in earliest Christian theology; but it would be surprising if Jesus 
himself had not hegun the process of redefining the categories t:ither by 
deliberate teaching or simply by the very shape of his ministry and its un-

28. See P. M. C(\$ey, rite 'un of Mlln : The IIlIeJ1iretation and Influence of Daniel 7 
(London : SPCK, 1980) 23_-33; Linlhu . 0 11 q{ Mal'/, cb. 4. 

29. See esp. J. Bowker. "The Son of Man." .ITS 28 (1977) 19-48. 
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doubted significance for many. In ther word Jesu is in n en e a tailor's 
dummy draped convincingly or otherwise in the rob s of Jewish mess ianic 
hope. Rather be himself must be seen as paTl of the stream of Jewi sh messianic 
retlection and one of Ibe rno t important cuuents within that stream dUling 
the first half of the first century C.E., broadening the stream and quite soon 
becoming tb 0 casion of it 'plitting into two different channels. 

A final pOint WOJtb pondering is that the I rief review of tbe .Iesll 
tradition just completed ha by no means encompas ed the full weep of that 
tradition. We have had insufficient occasion lo ODlfllent on other aspects of 
the Jesus tradition which certainly have christological if not messianic signif
icance. I tbjnk of tll queslion of th unusually high degree f authority Jesu 
evidently claimed - as a sp kesman for G d who could pronOlIDce authmi
tativeJyon Ih eschatological meaning of the Tonili without having undergone 
proper lraining. Or of the ignificance of hi sense of intimate sonship evi
denced in his" Abba" praying to God - aJived-oul "claim" to divine onship 
which seems surprisingly independ nt of any messianic on of God claim 
(2 Sam. 7: 14). The poinl i that if we ur to have any. hope of seeing Jesus 
adequately we cannot coniine the discussion to tbe question of th influence 
ofrnessianic ideas 11 him. That there was some such influence can be u'ongly 
affirmed, but the impact of Jesus and his own part in redefining several of 
these ideas have other roots as well. 



6 

Jesus, Table-Fellowship, and Qumran 

There can be no question about the importance of the meal table as a focus 
of religous and social significance in the ancient Near East. 1. Jeremias ex
presses the point well: 

to invite a man to a meal was an honour. It was an offer of peace, trust, 
brotherhood and forgiveness; in short, sharing a table meant sharing 
life .... l In Judaism in particular, table-fellowship means fellowship before 
God, for the eating of a piece of broken bread by everyone who shares in 
the meal brings out the fact that they all have a share in the blessing which 
the master of the house had spoken over the unbroken bread.2 

This, what we might call the sacredness of the meal table, is often lost 
sight of in a Christianity where the link between sacrament and meal has been 
long broken and the heightened sacredness of the sacrament has resulted in a 
diminished religious significance for the ordinary meal. Nor is it sufficient to 

1. The story is told of Lawrence of Arabia, who on one occasion was fleeing for his life 
across the desert Ii' In the Tl.lrk~. N; he fled he encountered a Dedouin I'muny who had just 
mad camp at an ous is. lnvited to partllkB or thei r meal. Lawrence I!lld scurccly dipped his hand 
in the communal dish when h reveal cl l them hi plight. WiUlOU( more ado his hosts struck 
C.1I11p and tIJ(lk Lnwrcnoe with them. He had eaten with (hem. They were one with him. 
Regrettably I have been unable to track down the source of this story. 

2. J. Jcremias. N I\' TeSTal1le nt Til ology !: Il1e Pnlc/l.Il11alirJII (if .teStIS (London, 197 1) 
115. He cites appropriate ly 2 Kg);. 25:27-30 (par. J f. 52;3 1-34 Gnu Josephus. Ani. 19.321 . Sec 
also Of-)nuus . Jesu ·lisr.:/:s~mcinschaft mil./ II SUmler'll Slllllglll'l, 1967) \>- 13; l. H. Morsholl 
Last '/./pper ami LOI'(I~' Supper ( xeter, 1980 18-20: X. Leon-Dufour. Sharing IIII' Euc/wl'isl/c 
Bread (Mahwah, 1987) 35-38. 

Originully published ill Jesus and Ih e Dcad Sm Scrolls, ed. J. H. Charlesworth, 254-72. Copy
right © 1993 by James H . Charlesworth. U ed by permission of Doubleday, a division of Bantam 
Doubleday Dell Pul, lishcrs Group. Lne. 
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focus that significance in food taboos and dietary laws, much though a social 
anthropological perspective sharpens our awareness of dimensions we might 
otherwise have missed or disparaged.3 It is much more, as Jeremias noted, 
that in the sharing of everyday food which is blessed before God human 
relationships can become an expression of the more fundamental divine
human relationship. The ideal had long since been characterized in the Greek 
legend of Philemon and Baucis (Ovid, Metamorphoses 8.613-70) and in 
Judaism particularly in the story of Abraham's entertaining the three heavenly 
visitors in Genesis 18 (Philo, Abr. 107-14; Josephus, Ant. 1.196; Reb. 13:2; 
1 Clement 10:7).4 It is against this background that any discussion of Jesus' 
practice of table-fellowship has to be set. 

Jesus and Table-Fellowship 

Ttl signHicance or table-fellow hip in tile ministry of Jes·us has also been 
recognized in recent yeaTS. lL is obviou.s from the Go pel traditions that much 
of JesLi min i. try took place in the context of the meal table. He i remembered 
a ' one who often wa a guest at another's table Mark 2: 15-16 pars.; 14:3 
par.; Luke 7:36; 10:39; 11:37; 14:1; 19:5-7), and he seems to have acted as 
host on a number of occasions (Luke 15:2; Mark 14:22-23 pars.; cf. Mark 
6:41 pars.; Luke 24:30-31).5 Evidently guest friendship as expressed in the 
shared meal was so much a feature of Jesus' ministry that it was regarded as 
something n.otorious. Fasting was typical other reli.gioLls groups, but nOI of 
the group around J eSllS Mark 2: 18- 19 pars.) . to conLra ,t LO John the Baptis[ 's 
ascelicism Je 'us' enjoyment of ill table wu. a1m t proverbial : 'Behold a 
glu tton and a dJ'unkw'd" (MaLL. 11: 1911Luke 7:34). The accounts of the meal(s) 
in the desert (NIltck 6:30-44 pars. ' Mark : I- tO par. 6 and of the Last Supper 
(Mark 14:17-25 pars.) are best seell against this background. Against the same 
background Mark's repeated note that at limes the demands on Jesus were so 
intense that he had no time even to eat (Mark 3:20; 6:31) gains an added 

3. The work of M. Douglas has been particu larl y important here: Purity and Danger: An 
Analysis of the Concepts of Pollution IIlIef Taboo (London, 1966). 

4. Also Job (Job 31 :32; T. Job 10:1-3; 25:5; 53:3). See further G. Stiihlin, TDNTV, 17-20; 
5B l. 588-89: IV, 565-71. 

5. If Mark 2: J 5-17 was fomled independently before being incorpor.lled illlo the sequence 
of conlrowrsy · torie~. the hOLi e would be most naturally understood as Jesus' OWII house (a also 
2: I); ~ee. e.g .. V. TayJOJ~ The Gospel Accorr!ill.g (t) St. M(II'k (New York, 196 ) 204; J. Jere mias. Tlte 
Ptlra"'f!.~ (?rJI! ,\'r/;~ (London. 19(3) 277,11. 92: Ho~iw;, 71.1'c!lgemeinscl1afl. 29. n. 42. 

6. Even if the two flccounl b are d lIblcts (See, e.g .. J. Gnilka, f)l/S EVtlllgclium /l(l cl! 
Mm'kl/s 1 IMk 1- 8.267 fNeuki 'hell. 1978 125-26), the toctl'hat Lhe Inldiliol1 nlll i so devduped 
and diverged indicates that it was a story much retold. 
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poignancy, as do the Lukan accounts of renewed table-fellowship after Jesus' 
resurrection (Luke 24:30; Acts 1:4). According to Luke, Jesus also com
mended the model of itinerancy dependent on table b spilality to his disciples 
(Luke 10:7-8). Although Luke has chose·Jl to highlighl this feature of Jesus' 
ministry, the motif is sufficiently well rooted in the Synoptic tradition as a 
whole. The probability is that much of Jesus' remembered teaching began as 
"table talk" (Mark 2:17; 14:6-9; Luke 7:36-50; 10:39; 11:39-41; 14:1-24; cf. 
Mark 6:34). 

The meal was also a feature of Jesus' teaching, particularly the wedding 
banquet with all its eschatological overtones of God's final acceptance (Mark 
2:19 pars.; Matt. 22:1-14; 25:10; Luke 14:16-24; 22:30).7 Hence, the power of 
the parable of the prodigal son: the welcome back to the table of celebration 
marks the son's acceptance as "son," the transition from death back to life again 
(Luke 15:23-24,32). Hence too the seriousness of the warning in Luke l3:26-27 
- to have participated in table-fellowship with Jesus is no guarantee of final 
salvation - and the significance of Matt. 8: ll-l2//Luke 13:28-29 (also Luke 
12:35-37). Not least in importance is the fact that Jesus saw it as desirable that 
contemporary practice of table-fellowship should be determined by (and thus 
foreshadow) the eschatalogical banquet in character (Luke 14: 13,21). 

Particularly noticeable is the extent to which Jesus' practice of table-fel
lowship is remembered in the Synoptic tradition as a focus of controversy. 
The fact that he ate with tax collectors and sinners was evidently a cause of 
offense (Mark 2:16 pars.; Matt. 11:19//Luke 7:34; Luke 15:2; 19:7). The 
Markan and Matthean traditions also record that the table practice of his group 
called forth critical comment by its failure to observe purity ritual (Mark 7: 1-5; 
Matt. 15: 1-2,20). It will be no accident then that both evangelists immediately 
present the story of the Syrophoenician woman; it too turns very neatly on 
the limits and significance of table etiquette as expressing much more pro
found issues of mutual acceptance and of human acceptability to God (Mark 
7:24-301IMalt. 15:2 ]-28). Gentile inferiority ("dogs") to the privileged 
covenanl relalion h.ip of Israel is characterized precisely by their unaccepta
bilily at the m a1 table of the chosen ("children"; cf. again Matt. 8: 11-12/ILuke 
13:28-29).8 

The picture provided by the Synoptics of this dimension of Jesus' min
istry is therefore clear and is consistent across all four strands of the Synoptic 
tradition (Mark, Q, M, L).9 If we were to summarize the evidence documented 

7. No doubt in cch of su h scriptural passages as Isa. 25:6; 54:4-8; 62:4-5; and Hos. 
2: 16·20. See a ls M. Trautmann. Zeichenlwf/e HUlldlu/1¥en Jesu. Ein Beitrag zur Frage nach 
clem gescliichllicheTl Je.I'u (WUrzburg, 19i1O) 16 1·62. and those cited there. 

S. See, e.g., Taylor. Mark. 350: GniLka, Markus, 292-93. 
9. M = lJ1!lferinl peculiar to Malthew. L == material peculiar to Luke. I do not envisage 

M and L EL~ wrillen source . 
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above it would be in terms of the coherence between Jesus' teaching and his 
own lifestyle. Jesus evidently saw the fellowship of the meal table as an 
expression of life under the rule of God (particularly Matt. 22:2; 25:1); in his 
own social relationships he sought to live in accordance with his vision of the 
kingdom (cf. particularly Luke 6:20 with 14:13, 21). It was this lived-out 
vision of acceptability before God as expressed in table-fellowship which, 
according to the Synoptics, was one of the major causes of complaint against 
Jesus among some of his contemporaries. 10 

We should also note that the Synoptic tradition is inconsistent in attributing 
such criticism to some Pharisees in particular (but certainly not all Pharisees). 
The picture just sketched does not actually depend on such specific identifica
tion, but though many of the references to Pharisees in the Synoptic tradition are 
clearly redactional," on this point the testimony is unanimous (Mark 2:16 pars.; 
7: 1). In filling out the context of Jesus' table-fellowship, therefore, we must look 
more closely at what lies behind this element in the tradition. 

A Focus of Controversy with Pharisees 

The Synoptic picture of Jesus' table-fellowship as something that drew fire 
from Pharisees has been brought into sharper focus in recent years by the 
work of J. Neusner. As is now well known, Neusner's study of rabbinic 
traditions specifically attributed to the period before 70 C.E. has produced a 
striking conclusion: 

Of the 341 individual Houses' legal pericopae, no fewer than 229, approx
imately 67 percent of the whole, directly or indirectly concern table-fellow
ship .... The Houses' laws of ritual cleanness apply in the main to the ritual 
cleanness of food, and of people, dishes, and implements involved in its 
preparation. Pharisaic laws regarding Sabbath and festivals, moreover, in
volve in large measure the preparation and preservation of food.'2 

10. Q Ulers who elllphasi7.e the iinportunce or table-fell wship in Jesus' ministry include 
Bofius, TI.\'chsemeinsc!laft. 16-20: N. l>c.rrin. Redl.\·c(Jv~rillg the 7iw hin.f5,s oj Jeslls (London, 
1967) 102-8 ; B. P. Meyer, n,e Aim.!' (!(.I{JSIIS (London, 1979) 158-62; J. Riches. Jesus alld {he 
Trans/ormation. oJ .!uda.islll. (Londou, 198 ) 104-6; Traullnanu, Zei 'bellha/ie HtJlldlllllKl!lI .!eSLi, 
I (SO-54: M. J. Borg, Coriflicl. Holilless. amI Politics if! the Teachings qf'Jes lI,l' (New York. 1984) 
73- 121; R. l,lorsley. l eSILY WId Ibe Spiral of Vinlellce: Popu/(//' Je'wisil I? Vi~/(J1IL'e ;/1 RVfllaii 
Palestine (San Francisco. 1( 87) 178-80: P. Sluhlmacher, JeslIs VOl! NllUJ retl1 - " risll/,~ des 
Glaubens (Stuttgart, 1988) 49. 

11. Matt. 3:7; 12:24,38; 21 :45 ; 22:34, though secondary redaction and sound historical 
information need not, of course, be mutually exclusive categories . 

12. J. Neusner, From Politics to Piety (Englewood Cliffs. 1973) 86, being a more popular 
statement of his The Rabbillic Traditions about the Pharisees before 70 (2 vols., Leiden, 1971). 
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Neusner also draws out two points of particular interest to this inquiry. 
First, that this concern to maintain ritual purity in respect of the meal table 
was a primary expression of Pharisees' desire to live as though they were 
serving as priests in the Temple - to regard, we might say, the whole land 
as sharing the sanctity of the Temple and thus requiring the same degree of 
holiness as for the Temple priest. Second, that this concern did not focus on 
special or ritual meals but came to expression in all meals; it was precisely 
in their daily life, in the daily meal table, that the test of their priestlike 
dedication would be proved. 

The impo11ance of Neusner's work at this point is twofold: (1) It con
fimJs the initial assumption that the daily meal lable had a significance at U, 
time of Jesus which wa mu h richer and deeper Ulan typical Christian pnlctice 
today. (2 It ollfirms in a striking way Ole picture :f the Gospels. thal 
table-fellowsl1ip wouJd probably have been a sensitive issue between Jestl, 
and many of the Pharisees. This is perhaps the most significant feature of 
Neusner's work: Not only has he pioneered the critical analysis of the rabbinic 
traditions - enabling us La gain a firmer' fi)( , on those traditioI15 which go 
back to the pre-70 perio \13 - but he has also demonstrated that the Synoptic 
Gospel tradition is to be regarded and used a a more va luable source for our 
knowledge ofpre-70 Judaism than most of his Jewish colleagues have hitherto 
acknowledged. 14 

Neusner'~ conclu ions however. have recently come under heavy fire 
from E. P. Sand /.'S.15 anders's argument has two m.\jor prong . (l ) The 
say ings specificaUy attributed to the period before 70 cannot be regarded as 
particularly characteristi of that p dod. sin e lhere al' numerous anonymous 
law ' which were equally (;h~u'acteristic of the same period. 16 And wIllie c 'n

cern regarding the purity of the meal table can be attributed to the ~aberim 
(associates), it cannot be assumed that all Pharisees were ~aberim.17 In other 
words, Sanders calls into question whether there was more than a small group 
who at the time of Jesus sought to maintain such a degree of purity at the 
meal table as Neusner has pointed to. 

(2) Having called into question the significance of U,e pre-70 rabbinic 
traditions, Sanders also diminishes the histol'ic.:"IJ. val.u , of th Synoptic tradi
tion which seems to mesh into the former so well , specificall y, the Synoptic 

13. It is worth recalling at this point the warnings, e.g., of P. Alexander, "Rabbinic 
Judaism and the New Teslament," ZNW 74 (1983) 237-46. 

14. See G. Vermes, "Jewish Literature and New Testament Exegesis: Reflections on 
Methodology," Essays in Honour of Yigael Yadin, JJS 33 (1982) 361-76, reprinted in Jesus and 
the World of Judaism (London, 1983) 74-88. 

15. E. P. Sanders, Jesus arul Judaism (Philadelphia, 1985). 
16. Ibid., 388, n. 59. 
17. Ibid., 187-88. 
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attestation that Jesus' meal table practice aroused criticism from Pharisees. In 
particular, he notes the confusion between impurity and sin. Impurity merely 
debarred from participation in the Temple cult for the duration of the impurity; 
it did not constitute anyone a sinner. And since impurity only related to the 
Temple cult, it would not be a cause for comment outside the Temple; lack 
of concern for purity outside the Temple simply showed that one was not a 
J:!aber. What Jesus was criticized for was association with sinners - that is, 
people who were generally regarded as "wicked" or "traitors." To make 
purity and table-fellowship the focal points of debate, therefore, is to trivialize 
the charges against Jesus. I8 In fact, Sanders finds no evidence of substantial 
conflict between Jesus and the Pharisees in respect of food and purity laws, 
and traditions like Mark 7:1-23 must, in his view, be discounted as later 
retrojections into the Synoptic tradition. 19 

I have offered a fuller critique of Sanders elsewhere,2o and so can focus 
more briefly on the main points that bear upon the present discussion. (1) 
Although Sanders dismisses much of the Synoptic tradition as good evidence 
for Jesus' ministry itself, so far as it bears on the topic of our interest, he does 
not dispute the basic facts outlined above in "Jesus and Table-Fellowship": 
that Jesus was notorious for his acceptance of "sinners," and that he probably 
saw this as an expression of his understanding of the kingdom and of who 
would be members of it.21 Sanders doubts whether this aspect of Jesus' 
ministry had a lasting impact on Jesus' followers. But the important point for 
us is Sanders's confirmation, as a historian, of this dimension of Jesus' his
torical ministry. What then of the more specific issue of whether Jesus was 
in fact criticized by Pharisees, and if so on what grounds? 

(2) Despite Sanders, it must be significant that those who passed down 
the rabbinic traditions from the pre-70 period chose to retain the atttibution 
of so many of them to that period. At the very least it indicates that the purity 
of table-fellowship was recalled as a particular concern of the pre-70 prede
cessors of the rabbis. And even if Pharisees and J:!aberim are not to be 
completely identified, the latter almost certainly constituted a significant pro
portion of the former,22 so that once again the conclusion is probably sound 
that the purity of the meal table was a very active concern among many or 
most of Jesus' Pharisaic contemporaries. 

18. Ibid., 177-87. 
19. Ibid., 264-67. 
20. J. D. G. Dunn, "Pharisees, Sinners, and Jesus," in The Social World of Formative 

Christianity and Judaism, ed. P. Borgen, J. Neusner et al. (Philadelphia, 1988) 264-89; reprinted 
in my Jesus, Paul, and the Law (London, 1990), ch. 3. 

21. Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, 206-9. 
22. "Before 70, there was probably an appreciable overlap between Pharisees and hab

erim" (Sanders, Jesus and Judaism. 187). 
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(3) Sanders completely ignores the fact that the term "sinners" had a 
well-established factional use within the Judaism of the time. The clear 
lestimony of the Jewi h literntw'e which dates to the lwo hundred years 
between the Mace abean rev It aml Jesus is that Judaism was fairly ri ven 
with faclions .. Prominent among the factional terms was the description 
"sinners. ' The factions represente.d by such documents a. I Enoch (1 - 5 and 
81- 82), or the Psalms of Solomon, or lhe ectarian sCl'OlIs from Qumran 
clearly saw t'hemselves as "til righleous" al1,d condemned those outside or 
opposed to their factions as "sinner" (e.g., 1 En. 1:1 7-9; 5:6-7' 82:4-7; 
Pss. Snl. 3, 13, 15 ; CD 1.1.3-21; IQH 2.8- 19 . Tbe pint, of course, is that 
the lerm "sinners was being used b J,>ws offellow .Iews, and be.ing used 
Lo designate wbat wa regarded by the members of Lbe fact ion as unac
ceptable conduct fo r a dev ut Jew.23 Tbis is precise'ly the position reHected 
in the Synoptic lraditio.n, where il is the Pharisee who are depicted as 
condemning those whosc conduct they counted unacceptable f r a righteoll: 
Jew. 1n short, withiLl the contexl of late econd Temple Judaism it is wholly 
to b expe t d that Pharise s would chara terize those who were utside 
their circle and who disputed their understanding of what righteousness 
invol ved and required as "sinners." 

(4) Added to this firm historical data is the sociological probability that 
such factions would draw clear boundaries around themselves to mark off 
Lbe righteous from the ::;jnners and that the boundaries would most probably 
have riLUul expres ion . For example, in the case of JI~bilee.l' and 1 Enoch, 
we know that the corr el dating of lhe fea. t was regard d as a crucial 
boundary issue (JlIb. 6:32-35; ] Ell . 82:4-7).24 Into th.is background Lhe 
hi torient Pharisees fit wel1. Th very name "Pharisees" (prob:l bly a nick
name = "separated ones" 25 indicates a desire for ocial distincrivene s. And 
one of the areas in which ritual could safeguard that distinctiveness where 
it might be most threatened by careless conduct would be the food used in 
a meal and its preparation. Despite his concern to evaluate the Synoptic data 
as a historian, Sanders has ignored these important dimensions of the his
torical context. 

23. We ne d n t iuenLify the authors or communities behind these documen.ts. to which 
we couJd add .III/Jilt! s and the TI'.~·I(/I/I 11/ oj Moses. The point i.s Ihe cJear intra-Jewish, factional 
ch~raclc" of the charges mnde. Insofar as opponents cun be identified, mOSl would accept I'hill 
the Likely tnrgels of the Qumran nnd Te.Wfl"I/: f/1 of M(Jses attacks W"C the Pharisees themse lvesl 
PUl1iclilarly n llcworthy is the racl thul the eatjng babits of the e opponents are mUle very cen.ter 
bf the no doubt higt 1 biaseJ Hlltlek llf T. Mos. 7. 

24. In .Tubilees. cr. pHrLicularly 6:35 and 22: 16: to celebrate II feMt on Ule wrong dtlle 
was ttl "forgel tbe feusts of the c()vcnant und walk according to Ibe feas ts of the Gentiles" 
6:35); sepumlit n frqm the Gentile! meant in particular not (lilting Wi~l them (22: 16). 

25. E. Schilrer. The Hiswry oflile Je\lli,~/! People ill 1/11' Age (If Jesus Ch,.i.~1 ( 175 LJ.C.-A.D. 
135), cd. . Vermc et al. (Edinbtlrgh. 1979) 11 ,396-98. 
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(5) Finally, we may simply note that the Synoptic traditions cannot be 
dated after 70 C.E. with any probability.26 The traditions on which Mark draws 
in chapters 2 and 7 must certainly be dated at the very least to the period 
before 70. They therefore provide the confirmation that Neusner found in 
them for a pre-70 group of Pharisees who regarded table-fellowship as very 
important and who criticized the followers of Jesus for their slackness in this 
respect. It is not necessary to hypothesize outright conflict between Jesus or 
his disciples and all Pharisees (on the contrary, Luke 7:36; 11:37; 14:1). All 
that is required for the Synoptic tradition to make good historical sense is that 
at least some Pharisees felt their own understanding and practice of covenant 
loyalty to be called into question and in some degree threatened by the lifestyle 
and message of Jesus. That would be quite sufficient to explain the kind of 
criticism and complaint attested in Mark (chs. 2, 7). 

In short, Sanders's challenge to the mutually reinforcing picture drawn 
by Neusner's analysis of the pre-70 rabbinic traditions and by the Synoptic 
traditions must be judged to have failed. Table-fellowship was at the heart of 
many Pharisees' self-identity; for them Sirach's counsel, "Let righteous men 
be your table companions," would be a basic rule of life.27 A practice of 
table-fellowship that rode roughshod over and called into sharp question the 
deeply held convictions of these Pharisees was liable to trigger a strong 
reaction on the part of at least some of them. Jesus' table-fellowship seems 
to have been just such and was evidently perceived by at least some Pharisees 
as a threat to their ritually expressed and maintained boundaries.28 

It is within this context that the question of table-fellowship as under
stood and practiced at Qumran comes into focus. 

Qumran and Table-Fellowship 

The importance of the common meal for the Essenes is also beyond dispute. 
It was a familiar feature of Essene life long before the discovery of the Dead 
Sea Scrolls, since both Philo and Josephus draw attention to it. Philo comments 
on how developed was the common life of the Essenes in this respect: 

They all have a single treasury and common disbursements; their clothes 
are held in common and also their food through their institution of public 
meals. In no other community can we find the custom of sharing roof, life 

26. Most scholars continue to date Mark to the period 64-70 C.E.; see W. G. Kilmmel, 
Introduction to the New Testament (revised edition, Nashville, 1975) 98 . 

27. Hofius, Tischgemeinschaft, 16. 
28. See particularly Borg, Conflict, 73-143 . 
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and board more firmly established in actual practice. (Philo, Every Good 
Man Is Free 86; LCL) 

In Josephus the fullest description of the Essenes comes in War 2.119-61. He 
describes their daily meal: 

After this purification29 ... they repair to the refectory, as to some sacred 
shrine (eis hag ion ti temenos). When they have taken their seats in silence, 
the baker serves out the loaves in order, and the cook sets before each one 
plate with a single course. Before meat the priest says a grace, and none 
may partake until after the prayer. When breakfast is ended, he pronounces 
a further grace; thus at the beginning and at the close they do homage to 
God as the bountiful giver of life. Then laying aside their raiment, as holy 
vestments, they again betake themselves to their labors until the evening. 
On their return they sup in like manner .... No clamor or disturbance ever 
pollutes their dwelling .... To persons outside the silence of those within 
appears like some awful mystery .... (War 2.129-33; LCL) 

Later on Josephus describes the probationary period for the novice: after one 
year he is permitted "to share the purer kind of holy water," but he is "not 
yet received into the meetings of the community." After a further two years, 
if found worthy, he is "enrolled in the society. But before he may touch the 
common food (tes koines trophesy, he is made to swear tremendous oaths" 
(War 2.138-39; LCL). Still later Josephus notes that even the expelled member 
still bound by his oath was "not at liberty to partake of other men's food" 
and so often died of starvation (War 2.143) and that during the war against 
the Roma?s the Essenes resolutely refused "to blaspheme their lawgiver or 
to eat some forbidden thing," despite horrendous torture (War 2.152; LCL). 

The picture provided by Philo and Josephus received fairly detailed 
confirmation from the Dead Sea Scrolls, confirming beyond a reasonable 
doubt that the Rule of the Community (lQS) in particular is an Essene 
document. We may note especially IQS 6.2,4-5: 

They shall eat in common .... And when the table has been prepared for 
eating, and the new wine for drinking, the Priest shall be the first to stretch 
out his hand to bless the first-fruits of the bread and the new wine. 3D 

The subsequent descriptions of the hierarchical character of the seating in 
their assemblies (6.8-9) matches Philo (Every Good Man Is Free 81; cf. 

29. "The obligation to take a ritual bath, instead of merely washing the hands, implies 
that the Essene meal was endowed with a sacred character" (Schiirer, HiS/DIY, II, 569, n. 44). 

30. Translation from O. Vermes, The Dead Sea Scrolls in English (London and New 
York, 1987). 
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Josephus, War 2.150), and that of the orderly manner of their spoken 
contributions (6.10-11) matches Josephus (War 2.132). Most striking of all, 
the stages of novitiate are more or less just as Josephus described: a 
one-year's probation before the would-be member may "touch the purity 
of the Many"; but "he shall not touch the drink of the Many until he has 
completed a second year among the men of the community" (lQS 6.16-17, 
20-21))1 

It is clear from all this that the meal table was regarded by the Essenes 
as of particular significance; it was a feature of their common life recognized 
by others. Like (many of) the Pharisees, the Essenes clearly believed that the 
character and purity of the daily meal table were an expression of and indeed 
a test case for their devotion to the covenant as understood within the com
munity. The purity rule governing their table-fellowship obviously functioned 
as a boundary around the community - indeed as an inner boundary, requir
ing not just separation from "the men of falsehood" and devotion to the 
covenant (lQS 5.10-11) but also a still stricter observance of purity rules than 
among the J:!aberim. 32 Whatever the precise distinction between "the purity 
of the Many" and "the drink of the Many,"33 it is clear that full participation 
in the common meal was reserved for the full members alone ("the Many"). 
Acceptance into table-fellowship was the final hurdle by surmounting which 
the novice became one of "the Many." 

Particularly interesting is 1 QSa; the Rule of the Congregation "in the 
last days" (1 QSa 1.1). The interest for us is in two points. First, the community 
was expected to function in the last days in the same way as it always had, 
even when the Messiah of Israel was among them. 

[When] they shall gather for the common [tab]le, to eat and [to drink] new 
wine, when the common table shall be set for eating and the new wine 
[poured] for drinking, let no man extend his hand over the first-fruits of 
bread and wine before the Priest; for [it is he] who shall bless the first-fruits 
of bread and wine, and shall be the first [to extend] his hand over the bread. 
Thereafter the Messiah of Israel shall extend his hand over the bread .... 
(lQSa 2.17-21)34 

31. See further K. G. Kuhn, "The Lord's Supper and the Communal Meal at Qumran," 
in The Scrolls and the New Testament, ed. K. Stendahl (London, 1958) 67-70. 

32. Given the degree of antagonism that seems to have been cherished at Qumran against 
the Pharisees (see above, n. 23), it is more than a little surprising that 1. Jeremias should use 
the Dead Sea Scrolls to illustrate Pharisaic practice (Jeremias, Jerusalem in the Time of Jesus 
[London, 1969] 259-62). 

33. See further A. R. C. Leaney, The Rule of Qumran and Its Meanings (London, 1966) 
191-95; G. Vermes, The Dead Sea Scrolls: Qumran in Perspective (London, 1977) 95-96; 
M. Newton, The Concept of Purity at Qumran and in the Letters of Paul (SNTSMS 53; 
Cambridge, 1985) 10-26. 

34. Translation from Vermes, Dead Sea Scrolls in English. See IQS 6.4-5, cited above. 
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At this point the parallel with Jesus' table-fellowship becomes obvious. As 
with Jesus, so also with the Essenes, the current practice of table-fellowship 
seems to have been seen as an expression and a foretaste of the fellowship of 
the future age,35 For both groups the meal table was an eschatological symbol, 
an enacted conviction, commitment, and promise. 

The other noteworthy feature of 1 QSa is the list of those whom the 
community excluded from its assembly, that is, from the community of the 
last days, including by clear implication the common meal - an exclusions 
policy presumably already enacted in the life of the community at the time 
of Jesus. 

3No man smitten with any 4human uncleanness shall enter the assembly of 
God .... 5No man smitten in his flesh, or paralysed in his feet or 6hands, 
or lame (ps/:z), or blind ('wr), or deaf, or dumb, or smitten in his flesh with 
a visible blemish (mwm) ... for the angels of holiness are [with] their 
[congregation] ... let him not enter among [the congregation], for he is 
smitten. (IQSa 2.3-10)36 

The passage is obviously based on Lev. 21:17-24:37:37 

17Say to Aaron, None of your descendants throughout their generations who 
has a blemish (mwm) may approach to offer the bread of his God. 18For no 
one who has a blemish shall draw near, a man blind ('wr) or lame (psf:z), 
... 190r a man who has an injured foot or an injured hand . .. . (Lev. 
21:17-21) 

Once again the significance is obvious: the Essenes saw themselves as a 
priestly community who regarded the purity regulations governing priestly 
service as binding on their community.38 Here a close parallel with (many of) 
the Pharisees is evident: both groups sought to maintain in their daily meals 
a level of purity required for the Temple and its service. In the case of the 
Essenes, however, particularly in the closed community at Qumran,39 the 

35. M. Black, The Scrolls and Christian Origins (London, 1961) 109-11; Vermes, The 
Dead Sea Scrolls: Qumran in Perspective, 182; questioned by Marshall, Last Supper; 26. 

36. Translation from Vermes, Dead Sea Scrolls in English. 
37. J. A. Fitzmyer, "A Feature of Qumran Angelology and the Angels of 1 Cor 11.10," 

in Essays on the Semantic Background of the New Testament (London, 1971) 198-99. 
38. See further B. Gartner, The temple and the Community in Qumran and the New 

Testament (SNTSMS 1; Cambridge, 1965) chs. 2 and 3; Newton, Concept of Purity, ch. 2, esp. 
pp.34-36. 

39. I have left the question of other Essene communities open; but since Qumran is the 
only obvious example known to us in any detail, the issues can be posed most simply and most 
sharply by reference to it as such. 
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purity norms and boundaries were intensified, and the purity of the community 
more tightly controlled and safeguarded. 

A final point worthy of note is how frequently the Dead Sea Scrolls make 
a point of listing who is excluded from the community by virtue of physical 
defect. As well as IQSa 2.3-10 cited above, we may add the following texts: 

4No man who is lame (psJ:t), or blind (wr), or crippled (/:lgr), or afflicted 
with a lasting bodily blemish (mwm), or smitten with a bodily impurity, 
snone of these shall march out to war with them ... 6 ... for the holy angels 
shall be with their hosts. (lQM 7.4-6)40 

Fools, madmen, simpletons, and imbeciles, the blind (literally, those 
who, being weak of eye, cannot see), the maimed (/:lgr), the lame, the deaf, 
and minors, none of these may enter the midst of the community, for the 
holy angels (are in the midst of it). (4QCDb)4J 

No blind people may enter it (the holy city and the sanctuary) all their 
days lest they defile the city in whose midst I dwell, for I YHWH, dwell 
amongst the sons ofIsrael for ever and eternally. (llQTemple 45.12-14)42 

With these passages is confirmed the twin logic of Essene purity emphasis: 
the community saw itself as representing and maintaining the purity of the 
Temple, a community in whose midst God and his holy angels could dwell. 
Moreover, the emphasis on exclusion of all impurity, including physical 
blemish, was so consistently maintained that it would probably be well known 
outside the community. 

Since this was evidently a matter of major concern for the Qumran meal 
table and may have been well known as such, and since Jesus seems to have 
reacted against the somewhat similar concerns lived out by (many) Pharisees, 
the remaining question is whether Jesus also knew of and reacted against the 
Essene practice of exclusive table-fellowship as well. 

Luke 14:13, 21 - A Critique of Qumran? 

Only one passage provides support for the suggestion that Jesus did indeed 
know of and react critically to the practice of table-fellowship which evidently 
characterized the Qumran community. The passage is Luke 14:12-21, which 
reads as follows: 

40. Translation from Vermes, Dead Sea Scrolls in English. 
41. Reference and translation from J. T. Milik, Ten Years of Discovery ill the Wilderness 

of llldaea, Ir. 1. Strugnell (SET 26; London, 1959) 114. 
42. 1. Maier, The Temple Scroll. tr. R. T. White (JSOTSS 34; Sheffield, 1985) 41 . 
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12Jesus said to the one who had invited him, "When you give a dinner or 
banquet, do not invite your friends, or your brothers, or your relatives, or 
your rich neighbors, lest they too invite you in return, and you are repaid. 
13But when you give a feast, invite the poor (ptOehous), the maimed 
(anapeirous), the lame (eMlous), the blind (typhlous); 14and you will be 
blessed, because they cannot repay you .... " 21 ••• Then the householder 
was angry and said to his servant, 'Go out quickly into the streets and lanes 
of the city and bring in the poor and the maimed and the blind and the lame' 
(tous ptOehous kai anapeirous kai typhlous kai eMlous eisage). 

The (contrasting) parallel between Luke 14 and lQSa 2 has, of course, been 
recognized,43 but these were only brief references. The possibility that Jesus 
actually had Qumran teaching and practice in mind deserves closer and more 
careful scrutiny. 

Two points of significance emerge immediately. First, the point already 
noted, that the conjunction of lQS 6.4-5 with lQSa 2.17-21 is paralleled by the 
conjunction of Luke 14:13 with 14:21. In both cases there was an explicit 
intention that the practice of table-fellowship in the present should be determined 
by and express already the eschatological experience of covenant fellowship -
community at table as it should be, as God intended it to be. Second, the clear 
implication of Luke 14: 12-24 that Jesus' vision and recommendation would be 
surprising to contemporary etiquette and probably to some extent offensive to 
religious sensibilities. These observations suggest that the Jesus tradition was 
formulated in opposition to an alternative practice and vision, such as we see in 
the Dead Sea Scrolls. But whether we can say more than that depends heavily 
on a comparison of the two sets of lists cited previously. Those explicitly 
excluded according to the Dead Sea Scrolls from the meals of the community 
(especially from the common meal) include those specifically named in the Jesus 
tradition as the ones who should be invited to table-fellowship. 

In comparison with the list of four groups in Luke 14, of course, the 
Dead Sea Scrolls lists (and Leviticus 21) are more extensive and more varied. 
But a close parallel is immediately evident in the case of two elements: the 
"lame" and the "blind." Chalos is the unvarying Septuagintal translation of 
the Hebrew ps/:t, and typhlos likewise of 'wr. The association of the two 

43. D. Barthelemy and 1. T. Milik, DJD I (Oxford, 1955) 117; F. M. Cross, The Ancient 
Library of Qumran and Modern Biblical Studies (London, 1958) 179; "It is difficult to suppose 
that the parable is not told in conscious reaction to sectatian doctrine" (n. 89) - though Cross's 
translation of lQSa 2.11, 13 as "the men of the name who are invited to the festival" (to bting 
out the parallel with Luke 14:21) was rather tendentious. M. Burrows was less confident: "No 
specific reference to the Qumran sect in particular is indicated, but the contrast between its 
attitude and that of Jesus is unmistakeable" (Bun·ows, More Light on the Dead Sea Scrolls 
[London, 1958] 91). Cf. A. Vogtle, Das offentliche Wirken Jesu auf dem Hintergrund der 
Qumranbewegung (Freiburger Universitiitsreden N.F. 27; Freiburg, 1958) 12-13. 
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categories, however, is fairly common in the Old Testament; apart from Lev. 
21:18, there are Deut. 15:21 and Mal. 1:8 (in reference to sacrifice); 2 Sam. 
5:6, 8, 9 and Job 29:15 (linked with "the poor" in a description of Job's 
righteousness); and Isa. 35:5-6 (a description of eschatological blessing). In 
the New Testament, apart from Luke 14:13,21, we can list Matt. 11:5//Luke 
7:22 (reference to Isa. 35:5-6); Matt. 15:30-31 and 21: 14 (further descriptions 
of Jesus' healing ministry); and John 5:3. Consequently, the association of the 
two categories, the lame and the blind, cannot be said to demonstrate a specific 
or distinctive link between Luke 14 and the Qumran texts. Nevertheless, it 
may well be significant that in the various Dead Sea Scrolls lists it is these 
two categories which appear most regUlarly. If Jesus had compared or con
trasted his position with Qumran, he would most probably have included some 
mention of the lame and the blind. 

Working backward in the Luke 14 lists, the second category is anapeirous. 
"the crippled." Anapeiros is a variant form of anaperos; the former is attested 
also in the Septuagint manuscripts of Tob. 14:2 (anapeiros tois ophthalmois, "a 
defect of the eyes" or "an affliction of the eyes") and 2 Mace. 8:24 (tois melesin 
anapeirous, "the wretchedly wounded"), but the more common literary usage 
is anaperos,44 which has a more general sense, denoting physical disability of 
an unspecific kind. A better translation, therefore, would probably be "disabled" 
or "seriously disabled" rather than the too-specific "crippled" and the some
what emotive "maimed." The point, however, is that anapeiros would naturally 
offer itself as an appropriate equivalent to Hebrew /:tgr (cf. above lQM 7.4 
"crippled"; 4QCDb "maimed") or possibly also mwm, "blemish" (Lev. 21: 17-
18; lQSa 2.5; lQM 7.4) - since physical impairment is clearly in view in the 
Dead Sea Scroll texts at least - or indeed as a general word to embrace a range 
of physical disabilities such as featured in the Qumran texts.45 In other words, 
behind Luke 14: 13, 21 at this point may well lie a word that recalled or 
specifically alluded to the list of disabilities which Qumran was known to 
exclude from its community; Luke or his source saw anapeiros as the obvious 
Greek equivalent.46 

44. The same passage is cited in Eusebius, Praeparatio Evangelica 13.8.3. A brief exami
nation of the TLG texts quickly shows how natural it was for anaperos to be associated with chalos 
and typhlos: Plato, Crito 53a (e hoi chaloi te Imi typhloi Imi hoi aUoi allaperoi. " ... than the lame 
and the blind and the other cripples"); Aristotle, Historia Animalium 585b (gillontai de Imi ex 
(lfIOperOIl mlOpem(. Iw ioll 11k £:{nJ/ofl clr6/oi /wi typhl'JII l.I'pl!ltJi, " . . . the crippled give rise to the 
crippled; such as is lum ' to the lume. Ihe hlind to the blind"): Diogenes Laertius, Vita 6.33 
(1I lIupemlis tJlegl1ll OlIItiU.I' k(iI,II(JI.J.i !wi ty[!"'oll\~. alia (OUS me ecliolllCls peran, " ... the deaf and the 
blind shollid not be s;litllo be crippled. rmher he who ha .. ~ !]u m ney bag"). See also Plutarch, Regum 
194C; Galen. De usu partium 3.237; and Clement of Alexandria, ProtrepticLts 10. 105. 

45. Kyllos ("crippled, defolTlled") is llsed in a similar unspecific way and in close 
association with chalos and typhlos in Matt. 15:30-31, but it is not as widely attested as anaperos, 
which was almost certainly better known to Luke. 

46. I use "equivalent" deliberately since more than translation as such may be involved. 
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This means that three out of the four items in the Luke 14 list are closely 
matched by items in the typical Dead Sea Scroll lists. But what about the 
other item - the "poor" - which appears first on Luke's list? It is obvious 
that "the poor" do not feature in any of the other lists (Leviticus, Dead Sea 
Scrolls, Qumran), although it may be significant that Diogenes Laertius cites 
Diogenes redefining "the disabled" not as the deaf or blind but as "those 
who have no wallet" (see above). More immediately to the point, however, 
is the fact that "the poor" feature prominently in both Jesus' and the Essenes' 
leaching. In the Synoptic tradition Jesus' concern for III poor is quile marked 
(Mark 10:2 1 par .; 12:42-43 par.; Luke 6:201IMatl. 5:3; M~ltl. 1 J :5/ILuke 7:22; 
Luke 4: 18' 14: 13. 2 1; 16: 19-:U; 19:8). JI1 Ih Dead Sea crolL" 'th poor" 
eems to hav b en a favorite self-designation for the sect itself (IQpHab 

12.2- 10; lQM 11.9.13; 13.14; 1 H 5.22; 4QpPs 7 1.9: 2. 10 [.:::: " th c n
gregation of the poor"]; cf. in the singular 1QH 2.32; 3.25; 5.16,18)47 with 
only the Damascus Document (6.21 and 14.14) using it in the more common 
sense. Moreover, in 4QpPs 37 1.9 the motif of the messianic banquet appears 
in the san1e context. 

May it be lh n Lhal w should s · ill tile Lllkan inclusion of " the poor" 
a further all usion I the belief and praclices of Qumran? Clearly, ('he Qumran 
community delighted in th sclf-de. ignution " the poor.' . The poor" desig
nated the communily in assembly, .. u the communal meal. and at Lhe eschato
logical banquet. "The poor" designated their scrupulous exclusiveness from 
the disabled, the lame, and the blind. 

Jesu , in contrast, was remembered us one wbo hnd been very open to 
lhe actual poor. the very much widcl' eifel r Lhose liv ing at or below 
subsistence level. .Iesll Ii.nked the r> or equally WiUl th disflh lcd. the larne. 
~ind the blind as special objects of G d's favor. The cont.rast was evi I nt: A 
self-styled "poor" who lived by a scrupulous understanding of what and who 
were acceptable to God conLrusts impressively will a JeslIS who lived by nn 
understanding of God's grace as open precis Iy to lh s e eluded by Qumran. 
Whether it was Jesus him, If who f nnul tltod it (a is quite p s ibl' , or Ih 
Lukan Iraditj n (with its special interest in the pI or) Ule Conlra~ t WHo, laO 

inviting to remain unformulated. In the Palestinian Jesus movement the table 
of God was open to all the poor. and not least to the disabled, the lame, and 
the blind - those specifically excluded by the self-styled "poor" of Qumran. 

47. We need IIOl spenk of a title n, Such, I)LII, in Rom e texts at least the group behind these 
texLs cle.Jrly ide l1lil1cd themselves wi th " tbe poor" f the biblical tradition; see further 
A. Dupont-Sommar. 7//1' Essen!! Wrilin!:.l'ji'Olll Q lIIl1rilll. U·. G. Vennes (Oxford, 1961) ad loc.; 
E. Bammel. plochos. 1DNT VI'. X97; L. '. K' k, "The Poor among the Saints in Jewish 

lu;stianiLY llnd Qumran," IN fit! 57 (1966 54-78. 
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Conclusions 

We can summarize our findings very straightforwardly. 
(1) Table-fellowship was an important expression of the teaching and 

practice of Jesus, Pharisaic baberim, and the Qumran covenanters. It expressed 
their understanding of communion with God, of the company of the kingdom, 
an eschatological ideal to be prepared for and lived out now. 

(2) For Pharisee and Qumran Essene the measure of acceptability of 
such table-fellowship to God was the unacceptability at such table-fellowship 
of those whose attitude or actions showed them to be "sinners." In contrast, 
Jesus ignored, resisted, and even denounced such measuring of acceptability. 
His table-fellowship was notable for its acceptance of the "sinner" and tax 
collector. This brought him into controversy with at least some Pharisees, a 
controversy whose traces are still clear in the Gospel traditions. 

(3) Cumulatively, it is likely that Jesus' table-fellowship would also be 
seen as a point of comparison and contrast with the Essene common meal
particularly as the Qumran practice and measure of acceptability were even 
more tightly drawn than those of the Pharisees, excluding not just "sinners" 
but also those physically blemished. This likelihood becomes a firm probabil
ity when the close degree of parallel between Luke 14:13,21 and the list of 
those excluded from the Qumran messianic banquet is recognized. Jesus was 
probably aware of the strictness of the Qumran ideal and, on at least one 
occasion, deliberately spoke out against it. Those whom God counted accept
able were not so much the self-styled "poor" as those who actually were poor, 
together with the disabled, the lame, and the blind - the very ones excluded 
by the Qumran ideal. 

In short, Jesus' table-fellowship must be seen as both a protest against 
a religious zeal that is judgmental and exclusive and as a lived-out expression 
of the openness of God's grace. 
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2 Corinthians 3: 17 
"The Lord Is the Spirit" 

Does Paul identify the risen Jesus with the 1tV£ul-la in 2 Cor. 3:17? The debate 
occasioned by this question is one of long standing. But so far as the present 
century is concerned the majority of commentators have answered it in the 
affirmative, albeit often with "ifs" and "buts" added in liberal measure.! In 
view, moreover, of the fact that the most recent fullscale treatment of the 
passage argues the affirmative case with great persuasiveness one who finds 
himself still unpersuaded may well consider himself justified in subjecting 
the question to fresh scrutiny. 

The monograph just referred to is Ingo Hermann's Kyrios und Pneuma 
(1961), the first five chapters and fifty-eight pages of which are devoted to 

1. See, for example, W. Bousset, Kyrios Christos (German original, 1913) 112f.; A. Plum
mer, II Corinthians (ICC; 1915) 102; E. F. Scott, The Spirit in the New Testament (1923) 142ff.; 
H. Windisch, Der zweite Korintherbrief (19249) 123; E. Biichsel, Der Geist Gotles im Neuen 
Testament (1926) 428; C. A. A. Scott, Christianity according to St. Paul (1927) 258; H. W. 
Robinson, The Christian Experience of the Holy Spirit (1928) 11; A. Schlatter, Paulus der Bote Jesu 
(1934) 253; J. S. Stewart, A Man in Christ (1935) 309f.; R. H. Strachan, II Corinthians (Moffatt; 
1935) 88f.; C. H. Dodd, The Apostolic Preaching and Its Developments (1936) 124; W. Foerster, 
TDNTIII, 1091; F. Prat, Theology of St. Paul (1945) II. 435-41; R. Bultmann, Theology of the New 
Testament (1952) I, 124; W. D. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism (19552) 196; E. Schweizer, 
TDNT VI, 417f.; N. Q. Hamilton, The Holy Spirit and Eschatology in Paul (1957) 6ff.; H. P. van 
Dusen, Spirit, Son and Father (1958) 66; A. Wikenhauser, Pauline Mysticism (1960) 81; A. M. 
Hunter, Paul and His Predecessors (19612) 95; K. Stalder, Das Werk des Geistes in del' Heiligung 
bei Paulus (1962) 51, n. 23, 53f.; P. E. Hughes, Paul's Second Epistle to the Corinthians (1962) 
115; E. Kasemann, Essays on New Testament Themes (1964) 113; H.-D. Wendland, Die Briefe an 
die Korinther (NTD; 196410) 158; H. Berkhof, The Doctrine of the Holy Spirit (1964) 25; 
W. Kramer, Christ, Lord, Son of God (1966) 165ff.; H. Ulonska, "Die Doxa des Mose," Evan
gelische Theologie 26 (1966) 387; D. Hill, Greek Words and Hebrew Meanings (1967) 278ff. 

Originally published in Journal of Theological Studies n.s. 21: 309-20. Copyright © 1970 by 
Oxford University Press and used by permission. 
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the elucidation of 2 Cor. 3: 17. He regards this verse as the key to and sum 
total of all Paul's the 1 gy regarding the relation of Kyrios and nv£ul-lu, and 
the conclusions he draws From it ar the foundation for his other exegetical 
and theological invesligaliolls. Briefly he argues that 2 Cor. 3: 17 identifies 
Christ and the Pneuma - an identification not in divine "substance" but in 
Christian experience. We experience the exalted Christ as Pneuma. Verse 17a 
is an existential, not a speculative statement. For Paul nv£ul-lu is a functional 
concept and describes the means by which Christ is at work in the Church -
the dynamic presence of the XUplO~. To ask about the Trinity and the per
sonality of the Spirit is to raise questions which would never have entered 
Paul's head; it robs Pauline Christology of its fullness and life and throws his 
whole theology into confusion. 'to nv£ul-lu is for Christians above all a reality 
of experience and Christ is real and present only through the nv£UI-lU and as 
nv£ul-lu. 

Valuable as this understanding is, its exegetical basis in 2 Cor. 3: 17 must 
be sharply questioned. Does xupto<; in 17a in fact mean Christ? This question 
cannot be answered at once, for it depends on the answer to another question: 
To whom does the XUplO~ of verse 16 refer - to Christ (verse 14) or to 
Yahweh? And this in turn depends on the answer to a further question: Is 
verse 16 an Old Testament citation or not? The issue is therefore more com
plicated than it appears at first sight, and to resolve it we must examine the 
context in more detail. 

The underlying theme which connects 2 Corinthians 3 with its context 
is the OlUXOVlU of the new covenant.2 The whole of 2 Corinthians 3 itself is 
taken up with the contrast between the two OlUXOVlat, the old and the new 
covenant. the one pitomlzed by lhe law, the other by lile Spirit, the point 
being that the superiority of Ih new covenant, of which Paul is a 8HXXOVO~ 
all I which the C rinthians have themselves ex perienced lhl' ugh Paul's 01-
CX%OV(a. in itse lf both validates llis mini try over aga ins l lhal of his opponents 
and makes it an imperative of the first priority for Paul. 

2. G. Killel. TDNT 11.251; J. Jcrem iEis. 'fDNT IV. 869. Note h w f1'cqlluntly /)uxxovla 
Ind its suhstuDl.ives appear in eh. 3 (verses 3, 6. 7. 8, (lild 9) and lile wlIy in which 4: 1 galhe~:s 
lip the preceding argllment. W. ' . an nnik ~hows Ihe thematic importance of rcapPllcrta. which 
relates the following midrash to the preceding context atld indicates the former to be a defense 
of Paul 's "barefacedlless" as a minister of the new covenllllL (" 'With nveilcd Face': An 
ExcgcsiR r IT '01'. Ii i.1 2- 18." NovT 6 [1963 J 153-69), For othcr mcen! attempts 10 ~ct this 
pos~age in iL~ pol emica l life-selti ng see UI nska, op. Cil .. 378-SR. 

3. f. M . D ihcl ill s. "'Dill' Herr lind del' lieist bei Puulus," BorschaJr I.Ind Gesdtidll 2 
( 1956) L29. The 'Ypa~ljJ,flhtv~:i)~la antithesis is JiOl 10 be interpruled as fI contrast between letter 
fllld pirit, rhal is, between lhe li teral surface Ken. e ami the deeper spiTitual ~ensc contra Prat, 
op. cit. I I. 440: E.-B. Allo. Seconde Epirre GUX (lrinllriell.~ 1195621 95; cf. A. Rillhards n, All 
Jlllmc/w:li(lll /(J lite Theology c!(lite New Te. tameJII [1958 1 121 r.) . The antitb esi.~ is rather betwecll 
Ihe law and Ih Holy Spiril. the reglilafing principles of Ihe old llnd new covcnanlS respecti ve ly 
see my /J{lpti.wlI ill tlU' Hoi)' Spirlll l 970-1 135- 7 . 
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In the immediate context (verses 7-18) the theme being elaborated is 
the temporary nature ofthe ow:xoviu of death and condemnation over against 
the increasingly glorious nature of the oluxoviu of the Spirit and tighteous
ness. It is essential for the right understanding of these verses to realize that 
Paul bases his argument throughout this section on Exod. 34:29-35,4 and 
that his argument takes the form of a Christian midrash5 or interpretative 
homily on the Exodus passage. The key words in this midrash are 06~u and 
xaAUJ..lJ..lu.6 

In verse 7 Paul indicates that he is going to use the Exodus passage as 
an allegory to draw out the antithesis between the two dispensations: the 06~u 
of Moses' face is, not just illustrates, the 06~u of the old covenant. Its fading 
indicates that the old covenant's usefulness to God is short lived. With this 
Paul contrasts the greater 06~u of the dispensation of the Spirit? - a contrast 
stylistically elaborated by the threefold "if ... much more" (verses 7-11). 

In verse 13 he turns again to Exodus 34, and takes up his second key 
word (xaAUJ..lJ..lu) by citing Exod. 34:33: "Moses put a veil over or on his 
face." But in Paul's exposition the purpose of the veil is to prevent the Israelites 
from seeing the fading away of the 06~u (= the temporary nature of the Mosaic 
law and covenant). Notice that in both these key words Paul has gone beyond, 
if not actually contradicted, the sense of Exodus: 8 in the latter there is nothing 
said about the 06~u fading away, and Moses uses the veil lest the people find 
the brightness too unbearable and become frightened. 

In verse 14 Paul extends his interpretation to his own time: the veil is 
still there when the Jews read the old covenant/law, so that they still fail to 
recognize that the law is temporary and finished.9 They do not recognize its 
temporary nature for only in Christ does it (the old dispensation with its 
fading splendor) finally cease. 10 Notice that the veil which blinds their minds 

4. Note the references to the Exodus passage in verses 7, 10, 13, 16, and 18. 
5. Windisch, op. cit., 112. 
6. Cr. Windisoh, op. cit .. 115. 
7. ~O't(J.1 should be taken as 11 logicul future (Plummer, op. cit., 90f.; H. Lietzmann, An 

die Koriniliu [HNT; 19494] III ). 81th ugh the still future eschatological sense is present also 
insofar as the glory inoreases a~ lhe consummation approaches (verses 8 and 18). Cf. Windisch, 
op. cit., 114f. 

8. Lictzl11ann. op. ci t .. 112: . K. Brlnett. From Firs! Ad(ml to Last (1962) 52f. 
9. Hermann , op. oit., 35f .• 461". Ver~e 14 Lloes 11(1/ mean Ihlll they fail to understand the 

true meaning of the law, as though rhe contmdiclion in yers ' 6 wa~ between letter and spirit. It 
is not 11 difference wilhin tbe llitl dispensation Ibnl Puul is describing, but a difference between 
dispensations (col/I ra Liet:zJ])llnll. op. cit., l 13; Pral , op. cit. 11. 440). 

10. '111e $Ubjecl or x(l'tocpyci:w.1 mu~t be determi oed by Lhe subject of the same verb in 
verses 7, I I , and .1 3 - i ,e" the old dispen .lllion [[1 its 56~CL. 1]01 the vllil which hides the fact 
denoted bY%atcxpyei06uqcl'. Lier7.l1lunn. op. cit., 113; Hermann , op. ci t. . 35f.; 1. Sehildenberger, 
" 2 KOI:. 3. 17<1: 'Ocr H.err abel' iSI del' Geist,' .. SlIu!;orul/l PaUlillO/'ll1l/ Congressus lnternationalis 
Catholicus [1961] I, 456; W. Schmithals, Die Gnosis in Korinth [19652] 299-308; NEB; contra 
KGmmel, supplement to Lietzmann, 200; RSV). 
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is the same ('to au'to XcXA:Ulllla) as that which covered Moses' face (verses 
14-15).11 

Bul. n w comes ver 16 - is it a ci tation from Ex. d. 34:347 A littl 
lbought will show that it ffiUlIt be. For lhe whole fPaul'. rn.idrashic; exposi
tion of Exodus 34 has been leading up l) thi s point. We may even ay lint 
it is really because or Ex d. 34:34 tb.ll Pau l lighted on this passage in the 
[irs I place. He has not taken his idea of a fading 06~a from Exodu, nor is 
the fllnclion he a. cribes to the xCtA.ulJ,j..La derived fr0111 Ex du . Why then 
has he bothered with the Ex duo pa sage? Moses XaA.Ullllct in it .. elf would 
make a usefu l if raLiler forced illuslration; but Paul want') more Lhan a mere 
illustration. His purpose is rather to use Exodu ' 4 a ' a bull:ress to upport 
hi s central c nlraSl between tbe covenant of law, whi ch bas been done away 
t v Xptc)'tqJ, and U1C covenant or u, Spjril. whicb is ever more glori.oll . 
Therefore his aim is t bow how the removal of this veil is linked wi th the 

piri t/l aw anfith sis ~l11d tbe r placement or the latter by Llle former. and to 
do so ill terms of the passage he is u 'ing as his lext. For unless h can. how 
from his text how the veil is rem ved his text bo been of no real service 
to him. 

That lhi , reasoning i on the right lines is oufil'mcd by four facL . 
Fir 't, there i the way in wruch he bas II cd "xod. 4:29-35: he hns taken 
up the word Msa from Exod. 34:30 and e laborated it (verses 7- 11); lhen 
hl! has token up the word xaA'\)I-(~LO. from x:od. 34:33 and devel ped it 
(vel' es 12- 14), His interpretaLioJ1 of these two w rd has been preparatory 
t the k y sentence of Exod. 34:34, "Bu t when he LlI1"nS to lh Lord the 
veil is removed. " It i as I'h ugh h said:" onsider Exod. 34:29-35 - by 
86~a J undersLand the temp rary nature of the old covenant; by XcXA.UIl~I O'. 
[ understand Lhat wlrich blinds the Jews (Q this fact. Witb this understanding 
in mind ob erve what the text Slly~ abollt the way in wbi h the veil is 
removed." 

Second, it lS the sallie veil ('to (y'u'to X&A.UP~L(x : 1.2 the vei I whi h blinds 
the .Jew, of hi OWl) day is the same vei l as tha which c vered Mo ' face. 
This bing so, the action whlch will remove lh veil i tll > same action as that 
which resulted in Moses' veiJ being removed - same veil same rem val. 
Hence the key sentence in the midrash is Exod. 34:34: " When he tLlms to Ule 
L rei the veil is remove I. " We may paraphrase Paul's train of thought Lhus: 
Moses' veil hid_ the temporary nature of lhe old covenaJ1l when it was used 
by Mose: . The same veiJ hide, till facl from Lhe Jew L day_ But the text shows 

11. Not just "a veil having the same effect" (Plummer, op. cit., 99). Such an interpretation 
betrays a basic misunderstanding of what Paul is doing here. See Windisch, op. cit., 121. 

12. The two phrases which show most clearly that Paul is using Exod. 34:29-35 as an 
aliegOlY are 'to a:O'to %aA.U~I.HX and 6 OE %Upto<; 'to 1tv£ii~a to'tlV. 
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that "when he turns to the Lord the veil is removed."13 And so, having 
explained how he understands the terms of the Exodus passage and applied 
them to the sad plight of his Jewish contemporary, Paul the preacher returns 
triumphantly to his text to demonstrate the way of redemption revealed therein. 

Third, since his midrashic exposition is not merely an illustration but 
an argument, he now (verse 17) ties it in with the central thrust of the passage 
- the contrast and replacement of the old covenant of 'YPallll<X with the new 
covenant of 1tVf:ull<X. He explains what the key sentence in Exodus 34 means 
in terms of his main argument: "Now the Lord of whom this passage speaks 
is the Spirit" (NEB). "By 'the Lord,' " says Paul, "I understand the 1tVEUIl<X 
I have been talking about in verses 3, 6, and 8."14 This is precisely parallel 
to his exegetical notes in his other allegories: Gal. 4:25 - 'to se i\'Yo.p :LtVti 
opOC; £(r'ttV;15 1 Cor. 10:4 - 'Ii 1tf.'tp<x OE ~v 6 Xptcr't6C;.16 As Moses turned to 
Yahweh so the way of redemption for the Jew is to turn to the Spirit. It is 
when he turns his attention and devotion from the 'YPallll<X to the 1tVEUIl<X that 
he will be freed from the bondage and condemnation of the law which kills 
and experience the liberty and righteousness of the life-giving Spirit. For it 
is the 1tVEUIl<X who opens people's eyes to the bondage and fear (Exod. 34:30) 
of the old covenant and brings them into the liberty and boldness (verse 12) 
of the new.!? 

Fourth, having made his meaning clear parenthetically he brings his 
exposition of Exod. 34:29-35 to a glorious conclusion. As in verses 7-11 he 
took up the theme of M~<x from Exodus and enlarged on it, and as in 12-15 
he took up the idea of xaA;\)IlIl<X and enlarged on it, so now in 18 he takes up 
the key sentence of Exod. 34:34 and enlarges on it. This is clearly shown by 

13. Paul deliberately does not specify the subject of E1ttatpEljln so that its ambiguity 
might embrace both Moses and the Jews (cf. van Unnik, op. cit., 166). Schildenberger follows 
Allo in understanding the subject as "their (i.e., the Jews') heart" (op. cit., 457). 

14. This has been a minority opinion on verse l7 in this century. See, for example, J. H. 
Bernard, Expositor's Greek Testament (1917) III, 57f.; A. E, J. Rawlinson, The New Testament 
Doctrine of the Christ (1926) 155, n. 6; V. Taylor, The Doctrine of the Holy Spirit (Headingley 
Lectures, 1937) 46; Dibelius, op. cit., 129f.; F. W. Dillistone, The Holy Spirit in the Life of Today 
(1947) 95; Kiimmel, op. cit., 200; K. Priimm, "Die katholische Auslegung von 2 Kor. 3.17a in 
den letzten vier Jahrzehnten," Biblica 32 (1951) 22ff.; Schildenberger, op. cit., 456-59; van 
Unnik, op. cit., 165; G. S. Hendry, The Holy Spirit in Christian Theology (19652) 24f. 

15. Schweizer thinks that on the analogy of Gal. 4:25 we should expect to Ile xUpto~ 
(TDNT VI, 417f.). But an exegetical note does not require to be introduced by t6. See Gal. 3: 16 
(xat t<ji cr1tepllat{ cr01l, IS~ EattV Xptat6~) and 1 Cor. 10:4. The neuter t6 of Gal. 4:25 has been 
dictated by the neuter 5po~, just as in Gal. 3:16 the IS~ following crrrtplla has been determined 
by the gender of Xptcrt6~. 

16. That Paul says "The rock was (~v) Christ" and not "is (Ecrtiv) Christ" is not 
significant. In I Cor. 10: 1-5 the figures in the allegory lie wholly in the past, and he makes no 
attempt to extend any of them into his own time - as he does in Gal. 4:25 and 2 Cor. 3: 14. 

17. The law is so much to be equated with death and slavery for Paul that in the Spiritllaw 
antithesis the keynote of the Spirit is life and liberty (Gal. 4-5). 
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the continuity of thought between 16 and 18,18 and by the fact that the veil 
is considered once again in relation to the face. 19 The passage thus expounded 
demonstrates clearly the contrast between the old and the new covenants. 
When Moses removed the veil from his face he beheld and shone with the 
glory of the Lord - only his reflected glory faded, and this fading splendor 
which is hidden from its members is the mark of the old covenant. But 
Christians, on the other hand, those who have responded to Paul's ministry 
of preaching and have entered the new covenant through the Spirit by turning 
to the Lord (in terms of the present argument = the Spirit), behold and reflect 
the glory of the Lord with unveiled faces. And in so doing they are transformed 
more and more into his likeness from one degree of glory to another (cf. Gal. 
4: 19; Phil. 3:21). "All this comes," says Paul, rounding off both his exposition 
and his argument, "from the Lord of Exod. 34:34, who in our experience is 
the Spirit." 

This appears to me to be the interpretation which emerges most naturally 
from the passage; but in order for it to be sustained there are three major 
objections which it must meet: (a) verse 16 is not a citation of Exod. 34:34; 
(b) %Upto<; is Christ; (c) the understanding and role of 1tVEUI.,UX involved in the 
above interpretation is un-Pauline. 

(a) Hermann argues that verse 16 is not a citation from Exodus but a 
free play with a well-known idea from the Old Testament. His case rests on 
a comparison between 16 and the LXX of Exod. 34:34-

2 Cor. 3: 16 - ytvi%u O£ eexv £1tt<J'tpE\vn 1tpo<; %Uptov, 1tEptatpd'tat 'to 
%<XAul.,l!·ta. 

Exod. 34:34 -11vi%U 0' av ei<JE1tOPEUE'tO Mwu<J1'j<; £vuvn %upiou 
AUAdv U,\H<'j'> 1tEptnpd'to 'to %<XAUllllu Em<; 'tOU £%1t0pEuecr8at. 

He notes the following differences: ei<JmopEuE'tO has been replaced with 
E7tt<J'tpE'I'n and the middle 1tEptnpEt'tO with the passive 1tEptatPEt'tat; the 
phrases AUAdv uu't<'j'> and Em<; 'tOU E%1t0PEUE<J8at are omitted; the subject of 
the Exodus sentence has disappeared; the action is transferred from the past 
to the present (or future - Windisch).20 On the basis of these alterations 

18. Dibelius, op. cit., 129, n. 3. The fact that verse 18 joins directly on to 16 is one of 
the reasons why Schmithals takes 17 as an exegetical gloss (together with the last clause of 18) 
added to the letter by Paul's Gnostic opponents in Corinth! 

19. The applll:alion of xod. 34:34 it; slighll y til ffcrenl therefore from the application of 
34:33, but Ihe diflcrcnc' is insiglllfiC'anl for Paurs overall meaJlulg. 

20. But [0 tnke verse 16 us forward-looking, is to forJ,'llllhal for Puul rhe dispensation of 
the Spirit is IIlrendy present IJ nd <)1 ortlljve; Cluistiolls fire living in [be eschatological "Now" 
(6:2). 
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Hermann concludes that it is hardly possible to describe 16 as a citation of 
Exod. 34:34. 

However, Hermann fails to reckon with the fact that verses 7-18 are a 
Christian midrash on Exodus 34, and so he does not realize that 16 is a pesher 
text. Without becoming too involved in this subject we may say that in the 
New Testament's use of the Old Testament there are two major types of 
pesher:21 

(i) Where the Old Testament passage is cited, often at some length and is 
followed by an exposition in which words and phrases are repeated and 
interpreted; 

(ii) Where the interpretation or commentary has been written into the text, 
modifying the textual form if necessary; or, more fully, where a text is 
interpreted of and applied to a certain situation in the light of some new 
revelation or from a new revelational standpoint, and both altered in 
detail and modified in sense in accordance with that interpretation and 
revelation.22 

The first type is the true pesher, with which the Dead Sea Scrolls have made 
us familiar (see particularly the Commentary on Habakkuk). The best ex
amples within the New Testament are Rom. 10:5-9 and Heb. 10:5-10. See 
also Rom. 9:7-8 ('W\YC' EO''ttv); 2 Cor. 6:2; Eph. 4:8-11; Heb. 2:6-9; 3:7-19.23 

The second type is not properly a pesher, if we make the Qumran pesher the 
determinative use;24 and it could be argued that it stands as much, if not more, 
in the line of the interpretative translations of the Targum (and frequently the 
LXX).25 But we may say that "pesher" as the title of the second type is a 
legitimate (Christian) extension of its use - for even in the first type the text 
cited has often been tendentiously modified prior to its exposition (cf. Heb. 
10:5),26 and (ii) is just an extension of this - a choosing of the most suitable 
text among possible variants and a modifying of the text as necessary to 

21. "Pesher" means, of course, "exposition" or "interpretation" (see, e.g., Eccles. 8: 1; 
Dan. 2:4). 

22. This underS[llnding of " pesher" was popularized by K. Stendahl, The SchOO/III Sf. 
Matthew (1954. 2}l)68). -following W. H. Brownlee, and applied by E. E. Ellis ttl Pnul in 7'mll :~ 
Use of Ihe Old Testament ( 1957); ~ee also" A Note on Pauline Hermeneutics," NT ' 2 ( 1955-56) 
127-33. 

23. See S. Kistemaker, The Psalm Citalions in the Epistle 10 Ihe Hebrews (1961) 81-86. 
24. B. Gartner, "The Habakkuk Commentary (OSH) and the Gospel of Matthew," Sludia 

Theologica 8 (1955) 12, among others, has objected to Stendahl's use of the word "pesher" for 
the formula quotations in Matthew. 

25. A striking example is the Targum on Isaiah 52:13-53:12, where the translation has 
been so framed as to rule out a Christian interpretation; see The Targum of Isaiah, ed. 1. F. 
Stenning (1949). 

26. Gartner, op. cit., 13. 
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embody the interpretation and convey the meaning intended. In any case, it 
could equally well be argued that "pesher" can properly be used for a text 
which is interpreted, whether the interpretation is embodied in the text itself 
or stands outside. 

The best example of this form of pesher is probably Matt. 27 :9-1 0, where 
the details of Zech. 11: 13 have been greatly altered, probably in some com
bination with Jer. 32:6-9, to fit with the events surrounding Judas's death, as 
Matthew understands them,27 Matt. 2:23 is another good example, where 
Samson is ta en as a type of Jesus and the pesher tCXl is esr:lbJished by a play 
on vcxslp(ulov) (Judg. 13:5) and ,~~ (Isa. 11: 1).2ll In Acts two les striking 
examples are Acts 1:20 and 4:11. In the Pauline literalure see Rom. 12:19; 
1 Cor. 15:54-55; Eph. 4:8.29 A pesher quotation may, like Matt. 27:9-10, 
involve a combination of texts (Matt. 21:5, 13; Rom. 9:33; 11:8; 1 Cor. 2:9; 
2 Cor. 6: 16-18; Gal. 3:8; Heb. 10:37-38), or like Matt. 2:23 involve the 
development of a text which has no real parallel (Luke 11 :49; John 7:38; Rom. 
11:35; Eph. 5:14; cf. Jas. 4:5). It may be that the text does not need to be 
altered, even though the interpretation is quite different from the sense orig
inally intended (Rom. 1: 17; 10: 18). And it may well be that different inter
pretations are applied to the same passage (compare Heb. 2: 13's use of Isa. 
8:17-18 with Rom. 9:33 and 1 Pet. 2:8's use of Isa. 8:14-15). 

Paul's treatment of Exod. 34:34 is quite in accord with this pesher 
technique and takes no more liberty with the sense than many of these other 
examples. The textual alterations and omissions are those and only those which 
are required to bring the text into line with the interpretation and exposition 
Paul has drawn from the passage.30 In particular, in 2 Cor. 3: 16 Paul alters 
the historic tense (dO'£1top£u£'to) to a conditional or frequentative clause 
(E1tlO''tPE'l'n) in order to show how (at any time in the future) the veil may be 
removed. NEB's (pesher) translation is superb and excellently conveys Paul's 
meaning: "However, as Scripture says of Moses, 'whenever he turns to the 
Lord the veil is removed.' Now the Lord of whom this passage speaks is the 
Spirit. " 

(b) As noted at the outset, the majority of exegetes in this century have 
taken 'Xupto~ of verse 17 = Christ. Kiimmel and Schildenberger, despite taking 
'Xupto~ in 17a as a reference to the 'Xupto~ (= Yahweh) of 16, join the rest in 
interpreting the 'Xupto~ 17b as Christ. And XUpto~ in 18 is likewise usually 

27. Cf. Stendahl, or cit., ! 20-26, 196ff. To:!t modifications have beeu [uaue is best shown 
by the very awkward ~Ot which is left. 

28. Cf. E. Schweizer, "Er wird Nazoraer heissen," Neotestamentica (1963) 51-55. 
29. Ellis also refers to Rom. 10: 11; 11 :26; 1 Cor. 3:20; 15:45a. 
30. Indeed, the textual modifications an: no more drastic than those in many of Paul's 

"straight" quotations (Rom. 3:10-12, 14, 15-17; 9:9,17,25,27-28; 10:15,20 [clauses in reverse 
order]; 11:3; 1 Cor. 1:31; 14:21). 
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referred to Christ. The chief reason for this interpretation is that x:upw~ for 
Paul, with only few exceptions, means Christ. The Jew of Paul's time removes 
the veil not by turning to Yahweh but by turning to Christ,31 who, after all, 
has already been referred to in this connection (verse 14). 

This interpretation, however, must be rejected. xupw~ in verse 16 is 
Yahweh, as we have shown; and 17a explains who this xupw~ is in terms of 
the present argument. While xupw~ in Paul does usually refer to the exalted 
Christ, in Old Testament citations xupw~ is almost always Yahweh.32 

Moreover, Nigel Turner has pointed oLltlhal normally 6 XUPlOC; (with article) 
is hri t. while XUPLOC; (without arti Ie) is Yahweh}3 In lilis case, a, Turner 
. uggesls, the dci1nite article with xupwC; in 17 wiJI be amlphoric . lilat i', it 
takes up the immediate ly preceding reference to xUplOC; (no article) = Yahweh 
and becomes virlualJy demonstrative: lhi X\)ptOC; (of Exoel. 34:34) is the 
Spirit.34 

It is not enough~ therefore, to say that in Paul 6 xupWC; usually equals 
Christ and must do so in verse 17. The determinative factor in such discussions 
is the context, and the context here is that of a Christian midrash on an Old 
Testament passage where XUpto~ = Yahweh. Not only so, but the immediate 
context (verses 16-18) is dominated by the Exod. 34:34 citation. On both 
occasions in verse 17 xupWC; refers back to the Yahweh of 16,35 for 17b is as 
important as 17a in relating the exposili.oo or Exodu. 34 to tbe them of law and 
Spirit, death and life, condemnation Ilnd righteollsne ' , bondage and Iiberty.36 

Likewise in 18 xuptO~ (no article) is the Yahweh of tll xodus passage,37 for 

31. IIerm(\nn, op. cil.. 39. Cr. Prat, op. (;iL II. 431. 
32. See W. roersler TUNT flI . IOR61'. Thu~ Rom. 4:8; 9:28.29: 10:16 (XUPll;.); 11:3 

(XU(l1 is added to lhe L rx: II : 4; IS: II: I or. 2: 16; 3:2(); 10:26; 14:2 1; 2 C(lr. 6: 17-1 B: 
8:21; 2 Thes~. 1:9; 2 Tim. 2: 19 ( XX rend 66<.09. In Rom. 1c) :13; I C 1'. 1:3 1: and 2 or. 
10: 17, Paul may wel l imend the pri Illury rcierence to bl:: LO the eX ill ted hrbt; bill it is significant 
that in the la~1 tw of these lhrec cascs th' leX l is much motlined. and ~v xlJpi<p does 1101 occur 
in this form in the LXX. 

33. But %Upto<; has the article in Rom. 15:11; I Cor. 10:26; and 2 Thess. 1:9. of the 
references in n. 32 above. 

34. N. Turner. Grammatical Insights into the New Testament (1965) 127. See his discus
sion of anaphora in Cmll1 l11l1r of New Tes f(/melll Greek Tn ( 1963) InfC 

35. It would just be rOR. ihle 10 Ib ll()w KUmrnol and Schildcnbe rger and to see in Paul's 
use of %Upto<; something of the v~u' i ely of Lise (lircuciy observable in Ibis chapter with emcr1:0Al' 
and XUAVIJ,IJ,U. but to re fer lhexuplO<; in 17b 10 Christ i~ to postulate an 1LI111ecessary confusion 
of lhOltghL 

36. AJi Galatians 4-S antl Romaos 7-M show cleclrly, these ar" nil relUled concepts in 
Puu l's milK!. so lhal chmiLhttls i quite wrong When he maintains thot 17b j~ roreign (0 the 
conlcx l llnd that (Iumetpta is left cndrcly up in the nil' (303f.).l'un1cr sugge~H5 rcadir\g 0\" instead 
of au ("nor" instt:IH.I or "whore") so lhal x1Jp lo\J is separated jj·olll 1tVt'.U~t(l nnd linked to 
t.Ae\lB~lct, .ullI we I,ave the tl'On~ l :uioll : • Bnt the Spirit is not independe.nce of Yahweh" ( !/I.~;glll.l". 
128). Tbi is borh UllIIetlCSsary md lll1collvinC'i ng. There is even less wnrmnt for J. Hering's 
conjeollJ I1l1 emendalion (Second Epistle of s. P(IU.! f() 'fi t! C'orimlriml. [ 1967"1 26f.). 

37. CO/7l,.,1 KUllllnc l. 01'. ·il.. 2001'.: SchilJenberger. or. cit.. 460. 
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18 takes up and enlarges on 16: it is the Lord to whom Moses turned from whom 
the glory comes, the Lord who in telms of Paul's argument here is the Spirit. We 
might well paraphrase the final clause of 18: "Such is the influence of the Lord, 
who, as we have already said, is Spirit. "38 

(c) The final criticism we must consider is that the role given to the 
Spirit in this interpretation is one wholly foreign to Pauline theology. By 
translating "Yahweh is the Spirit" we make an identification which Paul never 
makes and put the Spirit in the place of Christ. Indeed Schmithals thinks it 
self-evident that Paul would have said 6 DE %Upto~ 6 XptO"'t6~ EO"'ttv. That is 
to say, he would have identified the Yahweh of Exod. 34:34 with Christ; but 
that he should identify Christ and the Spirit is for Schmithals out of the 
question, since Paul always "clearly distinguishes" the two.39 

The fact is, however, that the central antithesis in this chapter is between 
the law and the Spirit, not between the law and Christ. In the comparison with 
Judaism the Spirit is the decisive factor; as the law was the regulating principle 
and motivating power of the Old Covenant, so it is with the Spirit in the New 
Covenant.40 And the 1tv£u/la which Paul equates with Yahweh is the 1tv£u/la 
of the preceding verses. Only as an attempt to relate Exod. 34:34 to his main 
theme can verse 17 be properly understood; otherwise it is no more than "a 
supelfluous Christological digression. "41 

Hermann is quite right at this point - Paul is talking in terms of expe
rience and the 1tv£u/la is a functional concept.42 Paul's experience of the old 
covenant was of death, condemnation, and bondage; but his experience of the 
new covenant was of life, righteousness, and liberty. The Spirit for Paul was 
above all a reality of experience - an experience of miraculous power 
(1 Thess. 1:5; Gal. 3:5; 1 Cor. 2:4-5; Rom. 15:19), of moral transformation 
(2 Thess. 2: 12; 1 Cor. 6:9-11; Rom. 8: 13), of enlightenment (1 Cor. 2: 12), of 
joy (1 Thess. 1 :6), of love (Gal. 5 :22; Rom. 5 :5), of sonship (Gal. 4:6; Rom. 
8: 15-16), etc., so that the manifest presence of the Spirit determined whether 
one was a Christian or not (Rom. 8:9).43 It was by receiving the Spirit that 
Paul entered into the dispensation of the Spirit, and through the Spirit that he 

38. See Plummer, op. cit., 108, and Windisch. op. cit .• l29F .. for t.hll variolls possible 
renderings of xup(ou 1tve,j~.(X"CoC; . Wind.i ~ch Ilnd Wendland. op. cil. , 160. prefor lile sense "Lord 
of the Spirit." Hermann s lIggests lhal there i~ a dU<llity of' meaning ilHt::ndcd: both " rhe Lord 
who is the Spirit" and " L I'd of Ihe Spirit" (op. cil ., 55). The majorllY of COll1mCI1IC110rs seem 
to take the phrase in the sense of 1711 . 

39. Sdllllilhais, op. cit., 299f. 
40. Cf. Schildenberger, op. cit., 452. 
41. Kiimmel. op. cit., 200. 
42. Hermann, op. cit., 28-31, 49ff., 57. Cf. Biichsel, op. cit., 428; Strachan, op. cit., 89f.; 

Windisch, who speaks of a "dynamic identification" (op. cit., 124); Hamilton, "For purposes 
of communicating redemption the Lord and the Spirit are one" (op. cit., 8). 

43. See also my Baptism in the Holy Spirit. 
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experien ed lh life and liberty of the new covenanl He experi need God by 
tb Spirit. He experienced the exa lted Christ through the Spitil. This does not 
m an tlial they are identical in all [heir functions (far Ie s their "beings' , as 
thougb for example, the ph'it had been crucified and raised from the dead. 
It n ly means lhat they are idelltical in experience. Only . 0 can we explain 
such passages as Rom. 8:9-11; I Cor. 6: 17: 12:4-6 - because the Spirit is the 
Spilit of Jesus (Rom. 8:9: Gal. 4:6: Phil. 1: 17): Christ lives in us by the Spirit 
(Gal. 2:20), and our transfiguration into his image is the <XYlCf.O'Jl6~ of Ule Spirit 
cf. GaJ. 4:19; 2 Cor. 3: 18).4<1 

This i DOL to deny the unusualness of the formulation. But no inter
pretation of tillS passage escapes that charge and the forn1ll1ati n here is 
determined by the c ntexL and the Lyp of exposition empl,oyed by Paul 
Schildenberger also renllnds llS that the teachin it expresses is genuinely 
Pauline the uniqueness of U,e expression notwithstanding: "The Spirit is the 
Unveiler, the Reveal r" 1 or. 2: 10, 12; 12: ; ef. Bph. I: 18 .45 When we 
bear lhese fa ts in mind it does not cem odd thal Paul should speak of the 
Lord of the Exodus quotation in terms of the Spirit who gives life, brings 
liberty, and transforms into the image of God in a way that Moses of old never 
knew. 

44. M. Bouttier, En Christ (1962), has pointed out that on balance Paul prefers to speak 
of Christians tv XPt<Jt<ji and of the Spirit tv 1i~iv, rather than the reverse (see also C. F. D. 
Moule, The Phenomenon of the New Testament [1967] 24ff.). 

45. Schildenberger, op. cit., 459f. 
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Jesus - Flesh and Spirit 
An Exposition of Romans 1 :3-4 

How did the primitive church understand the relation between Jesus and the 
Spirit? In the Pauline literature, 1 Cor. 15:45 apart, there is no more important 
passage on this subject than Rom. 1 :3-4: 1 

... 1tEPl 'tOU utou UtY1:0U 
'tOU Y£vo~vou EX <J1t£P~u'to<; ~uuEt8 xu'tu <Jupxu, 
'tou 6pt<J9EV'tO<; utou 0wu EV 8uva~Et xu'tu 1tV£U~U 
'IT\<Jou Xpt<J'tou 'toU xup{ou 1i~ow. 

It is now generally recognized that Paul has taken over an earlier state
ment, presumably known also to his Roman readers, and so a guarantee of 
Paul's "good faith." The decisive pointers are: the parallelism of the phrases, 
with the combination of participial and relative clauses characteristic of such 
formulas, the Semitically styled and untypically Pauline emphasis on Jesus' 
descent from David, the primitive "adoptionist" -like ring of OPW8EV'tot;,2 the 
singular occurrence in Paul of the phrase uto'\'} 0£Ou EV 8uva~Et, the almost 
unique Semitic form 1tv£u~a a:ytCOOuvT\<;,3 and the absence of any mention of 
the cross, elsewhere so central to Paul's theology.4 

1. I have shown in chapter 7 above that 2 Cor. 3: 17 is not directly relevant. 
2. Note the parallels in the other formations of the kerygma, particularly Acts 2:36; 10:42; 

12:33; 17:31; Heb. 1:5. 
3. The only exact verbal pnrullel is T. Levi 18:11; but note also Isa. 52: !Of.; Ps. 51:1!. 

Tn thp. QU!T'Jan literature see IQS 3.7: 4.21; 8.16; 9.3; lQH 7.6; 9.32; 12.12; 14.U; 16.7, 12; 
lQSb 2.24; CD 2.12; 5.11; 7.4; cf. I QEI 8.12. 

4. See, e.g., A. M. Humer. 1'(I1il and His Predecessors ('1940, 21961) 24f.; G. Bornkamm, 
"Das Bekenntnis im Hebriierbrief," Theologische Blatter 21 (1942), reprinted in Studien zu Antike 

Originally published in Journal of Theological Studies n.s. 24: 40-68. Copyright © 1973 by 
Oxford University Press and used by permission. 

126 
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More disputed is the question of how much Paul has added. There is a firm 
consensus that the closing phrase 'ITlcrou Xptcr'tou 'tou xupiou liJl&v falls into 
this category; it is unmistakably Pauline (Rom. 1 :7; 5: 1,11,21; 7:25; 13:14; 15:6, 
30; 1 Cor. 1 :2f., etc.). Similarly there is a more or less firm consensus that Paul 
added the initial reference to "the Son" to counteract the suggestion of adoption
ism in the second clause.5 There is less agreement with regard to tv Ouva)lEt and 
the xo,'tu crapxoixo,'tu 1tV£UJlo, 6:yt(oouvTl~ antithesis. Some think tv bUVa)lEl is 
a Pauline addition, whether to soften the adoptionism of 6Plcr8£v'to~ uiou G£Ou 
. .. E~ &.yo,O"'tacre~ vex,p&v and complement (he nept 1:0U uiot> o,ut ou,6 or on the 
ground tbutil spoils the antithetic p. raJi eli sm orUl clauses.' However, "'erdinand 
Halm argues thal "the concept f a son hip f superior degree ' implied in the 
juxt'IP silion of tOU vioi'> o,UtoU and '\.liou Geo'll v 8uva)..U!\ i. ' hardly conc iv
able wilhin the pattern of Pauline Christology' and concludes lhaL t v 8UVUJlEL is 
a constituent part of the original formula. 8 As for the xo,'tu crapxoixo,'tu 1tV£UJlo, 
antithesis, this too has been widely regarded as a Pauline interpolation, particu
larly at an earlier stage in the discussion, as being Paul's attempt to give sharper 
definition to the confession.9 But Schweizer has forcefully replied that whereas 
Paul uses the antithesis to contrast humanity in the power of sin with humanity 
ruled by the Spirit (above all Rom. 8:4f.), the xo,'tu here must be understood as 
"in the sphere of" rather than "in the power of." 10 More recent commentators 

Imd VI 'IIri,I'UJIlfWII \ 1( 63) 1 9, n. 25; E. Schweizer, " Rl>m . .i.3f. und deJ' Geg 11satz V()n le isch 
und Geist vor unci hei Prt ulll ~: ' Evtmgf/lisd,e TJlllo /ngif' 15 (1955-). repdnred in Neo!IJSlwlH!lIlica 
( 1963 180 : iel 'm. Erniedrfguug /lad £rMihtl/!/i bel Je LIS lind seifl6n NoellJbig ' r/l (1 19-5; English 
translation J960; 21962).llc; W. Krllner, CIrI';,I'I, lA/'d. Snll of '0(/ (1966) 108; 0 , J, F. Seilz. 
"Gospel Prologues; A Commo)) Pal tern '!" JBL 8:1 ( 1964) 266; B. Schneider, "K(:t~a rlw:u).lcx 
l\'Yl(\J<TI\V1'\~" lJi/)lic'o 48 ( 1967) 370f. A lrt!l.Idy i.n 19 14 J hllllncs Weis~ hod noted with reference 
10 Rom. 1 :31'. Iha l "the harsh conslruction .. . show~ c learly enO\lgll lha l I.wo differe nl mt)de. 
of thought have collided at this point" (Earliest Christianity I [1937, 1959] 119). 

5. Bultmann, however, suggests the original formula ran as follows: 

(Jesus Christ) the Son of God, 
Come from the seed of David, 
Designated Son of God in power by his resurrection from the dead 

(71Ie%gy vf,IIe Nell' Tc,\·tamellr 111952] 49). 
6. Schweizcl\ Ne()/e.\'/wl/('II liI'CI. 180; K. Wegenast, Das Verstandnis del' Tradition bei 

Ptlll{IIS tUld in dell Dellfem/wilinell ( 1962) 71 ; Kramer, op. cit., 110; R. H. Fuller, The Foun
datiml.l of N 1,1' TeSICIIJlent Christo logy (1965) 165, 

7. C. K. Bandt. The Epistle 10 the Romans (1957) 18; for the same reason Barrett also 
reg!lId ~ £l; avm}"to.O'el,l)~ vExpiiiv as an interpolation. In terms of parallelism Barrett certainly has 
the best primu faei ' cnse. 

8. Tire '111111.1' of h ill,l ;1'1 C/JriStrJ/vgy (1 963, Engli sh lranslation 19(9) 247. 
9. Sec especially Builmmm, Theology I, 491'. : N, A, Dahl. "Die Mt:s sianiliil Jesu bei 

Paulus.' Stllliin POlilill,fl (J. de Z Wllnn PS; 1953) 90; 0, Michel. D r Brief em die Rtjmer (101 955. 
1'2.1963) 38; O. Ku 's, 0 /' /Uiml!/,hr!(!!( 1957) 8: and now A . S:1mJ. De/' 8egr(1f " Fie sell" in dell 
j)aul/lI;,I'c/II!11 H(llIjJlbril'fell ( ( 967) 16 1: ee also E . Linllemann (n. II helow), 

'to. chwcizel', Ne(iI/!.~ralllell,i(,(I . 18 1. 185, 1 R7: £m;'u{rigllil,g, Ile; 7l)NT VI, 4 16f.: vn. 
126f. 
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have generally accepted both this translation or its equivalent and the corollary 
that the antithesis is pre-Pauline. I I 

This brings us to the heart of the matter. Is Schweizer justified in drawing 
such a clear line of distinction between the Pauline use of the antithesis 
elsewhere and its occurrence here? The question is fundamental to the correct 
exegesis of Rom. I :3f., and its resolution will tell us much about the chris
tology of the primitive church and of Paul. 

Before taking up this question, however, there is a more basic method
ological is!-iue whi b must be eUied. Most recent chri [o logiesl , tuJies of this 
passage have <lltem.pLed LO penetrate back t tile pre-Pauline foml and theoi gy 
of III Lext before comment ing on Paul's u ' e and understanding or it. The 
pre-Pauline ignifit:ance becom ~ lhe control whi.ch enables U~ to determine 
how I11l1ch r how little Paul has added to, modified, or subtracte I rrOI1l the 

riginai form. This pJ' edl1r is more ~ uspect ;lod peculalive than necessary 
and dell'a ts from the weight of the conc lusions re~cbed. The fa t is, putting 
it jn more general terms, thaI we can never be so ertain aboul the earlier 
form of a saying or peri cope as we can about the form in which it has come 
down to us. We can never be so certain about its earlier context as we can 
about its present context. And since exegesis and interpretation depend to a 
crucial degree on form and context, this means that we can never be so sure 
of a saying's original or earlier meaning and significance as we can about its 
present meaning and significance in the mind of evangelist or letter-writer. 12 

This being so, the present form and meaning of the saying must serve as a 
control for and test of the more speculative hypotheses aimed at uncovering 

II. I3nrreu, /?omclIIs. 18: F..I. eenh ardl. Tlte Epistle /0 ,he ROIJIQI/,v (1(61) 3Sf.; Hal<ill. 
Ti tles. 247, 249f.: Kramer. up. dt, 109: Full er, FIJII/ldaliar",'. 1 ()S f .. 187: D. FUll, 0, k Hl,mls 
tJnd 11 bfL'U' M e(lI/ing.l· ( 19671 280; less i:lll'lllinly H. onzoJmnnn. All Owlilli' of rll t! TI/./IO /()gy 
of ,ht! NI!II'1' slf/me/l/ ( I %9) 77. Schneider is sur thul "(!.til Itve\l~I~ ayuj)mivn~ is pre-Pauli(le. 
but less sure ['01' )GCtta. CJap%Ct (p. ]69). More recently E. Lionemllnn. "Trad iLion und Inlerprcla
Lion in Rom. i.3f .. " EvtJIIgCllis 11£ TIJ€%g le I (197 1) 264-75. bas suggested rhis improbilble 
reconstruction or the Pauline \liJrlagl': 

7tUJ't£uw £i.<; 'ITJaouv, 
'tov Y£VOIl£VOV EX a1ttp~a1:o<; D.uuio, 
'tOV opla8tv'tu uiov G£ou 
EV 01JVa~£L 1tV£U~u'to<; UYlWcnJVTJ<; 
t~ uVC«J'taaEw<; VE?<.pWV. 

As we shall see, it is unnecessary to argue that Paul made such alterations and unlikely that he 
did so. 

12. This lillL: of reasoning applic~ of course primari Iy Iu saying, which have no precisc 
pm'nlll!! elsew h 're in Ihe records r [ht! early church and whose earlier forhl and mel1ning muSI 
h ' disc wl'od by dj~.in g heiliJld OlC ("lOa! rex l 01' pliSsage willeh preserves it. In olher words, it 
applie. In I'e to Mark, John, Pau l, CIC .. thun it does to M<ilthew and Luke, who Uire Murk lIS II 
S urce and where Q CUll often be recol1Sl1'ucrcd witb II high degree of probability by .:ompming 
Malthew UIlU Luke. 11 l1ol:ci hardly be udded Ihat I M1 ~ peaki ng in relauve tennR 1101'0- "mol" 
certll in," " Ies~ c rlain ." We can never be absulute ly certain thai rUlY exeb'CSi~ is (';ol're(;\. 
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the earlier form and its significance - the limiting factor always being: Could 
Paul or the Evangelist reasonably be expected to have derived his form and 
understanding of the saying from the proposed earlier form and understand
ing? It necessarily follows that the first task of the exegete and student of 
Christian origins is the uncovering of the meaning of the saying in the form 
and context in which it has come down to us. Only when we are reasonably 
confident at this point do we have an adequate control for our investigations 
into the tradition history of that saying. The quite proper understanding of 
redaction criticism as a task subsequent to form criticism, tradition criticism, 
and source criticism must not become the illogical corollary that the exegete 
should start his investigations at some uncertain point lost in the mists of the 
past when he has before him the concrete reality of the present text. So, for 
example, any attempt to recover the historical Jesus, or any part of his life, 
must start with the Gospel portrayals of him and is dependent on them and 
to a considerable, often decisive, degree controlled by them. 

So with our present passage. The hazard of starting our investigations 
at a point prior to Paul is clearly highlighted by the disagreement over the 
earlier form of the saying (particularly in relation to EV ouva~tt and the 
crap1;!1tvtu~a antithesis) and by the fact that the %a'ta crap%a/%a'ta 1tvtu~a 
antithesis itself is so peculiarly Pauline.!3 No, the primary object must be to 
discover what Paul understood by the saying. Only then can we begin to ask 
whether and how he has adapted and molded the earlier formula. And only 
then will we be able to determine the significance of Rom. 1 :3f. for our 
understanding of the development of early christology in relation to the Spirit. 
This is now our task. 

I 

There are two major arguments in favor of Schweizer's interpretation of the 
crap1;!1tVtuila antithesis. First, in normal Pauline usage %a'ta crap%a has a 
distinctly pejorative ring,whereas here, according to Schweizer, %a'ta crap%a 
can hardly " de cdbe lhe life of one who trusts in his own possibilities and 
capabi li ties or is mastered by them, ill contrast to another who trusts in God's 
Spiril or is mastered by him. ' 14 Secend, the form and order of the verbs in 
Rom. 1:3r. and the parallel with J Tim. 3:16 (also 1 Pet. 3:18) indicate that 

13. Cf. J. A. T. Robinson, The Body (1952) 22, n. 2, citing E. Klisemann, Leib und Leib 
Christi (1933) 103; Linnemann, "Tradition," 265. 

14. Neoleslamentica, 185, and earlier H. Lietzmann, An die Romer (41933 = 51971) 25; 
cf. Sand, op. cit., 161. 
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we have here a I'emporai seq uence. The yevollEvOU clause therefore signifies 
Jesus' earthly ext tence in [he sphere of the flesh, followed by his installation 
as Son of God in the heav nly sphere. onlrary to earlier exegesis which 
referred ?<cx'ta. 1tVeU~lCX t Jest! earthly exislence 8. well - where 1tV UllCX 
was usually taken as a description of Jesus' divine nature or human spirit 
distinguished "from that of rdinary humanity by an exceptional and tran
scendent Holiness"15 - what we have here is a two-stage christology, the 
two stages being before and after the resurrection.l 6 

Both the 'e arguments are open to criticis m. The first makes too harp 
a distincLion wilhin Paul's lise o r crap~, and the second fail .. to appreciate Lbe 
full significance of Paul \ understanding of tile cr6.pS;rrv ullcx antilhesis. 

It is my c ntention that Paul does not and w uld nolunc\crstand ?<cx'ta. 
crap%a in I:l neutral sense. On the contrary, it bas here its usual 'bad Conno
tation." 17 Paul's use of crap~ cannot be neatly classified into separate catego
ries and pigeonholes, as is done for example by W. D. Davies into "places 
where 'flesh' has a physical connotation" and "places where 'flesh' has a 
moral connotation." 18 cr6.p~ in Paul has a "spectrum" of meaning, and in
dividual uses are often less like a point in the spectrum and more like a range 
of meaning within the spectrum. 

(a) At one end of the spectrum there is the more or less neutral usage, 
denoting the physical body, or physical relationship or kinship, without any 
negative connotation - so Rom. 11:14; 1 Cor. 6:16; 15:39; Eph. 5:29, 31; 
Col. 2:1; cf. 2 Cor. 7:1. 

The meaning then broadens out in two closely interrelated direction />. 
(b) First, and still with primary referenc La the physical. crap~ embraces 

the typically Semitic thought f weakness: 1 Cor. 15:50, where cr6.p~ ?<cxl. nt!Lcx 
cannot inherit the kingdom of God precisely becl1u e it is perishable and 
mortal; 2 Cor. 7:5, where the cr6.p~ is characterized as that which is subject 
to affliction and weariness; Gal. 4: 13f., "the weakness of the flesh"; cf. 1 Cor. 

15. W. Sanday and A. . I-lcadlam. The Epi.w/e 10 lire ROlllons (S 1902) 9. More l\'lcenl 
exponent include M.-J. LlIgrange. Epllre (I(IX RomClill.~ 119 14, 01950) 7: E Prot. ta TMologie 
de sail1l PtJld n ( 1923) 51 ; A. FeuillcL. " Le 1'11111 salvilique de Dieu d' llpros l'Epitre a~l x. 
Homains," Rel'tle BibLiqHe 57 (1950) 338; J. Bonsirven, TI/t'ol!.lgy 01 rile N IV TesTamt11l1 (1963) 
230. See also Ku. ,01. eil ., 6ft'. 

16. ee n. 6 above. '()r eMlier expre~sion s of the "IWo-sUlge" interprelllli n see O. Sl11ell
lOll . The Dol1trint! of IIII! Holy SpiriT ( 1.882. repdnt:ed 1958) 72. referred 10 by F. F. Bruce. Tlte 
EpiS Tle of Paul ru the ROIlla.1lS (1963) 73; G. Vas. The Pauline E.\·cflato/(J8Y (1930) 155. n. 10; 
also W. Munson, " N It' on the Argumcnt of R OlllllllS ' h!lpter~ I-vIIi)," New 'feSI(/fIWIII £I·SU)'.I'; 
SlI.tdie. ill /vlemnry of T. W MUll.wm (19 9) l53; J. Murray. The J::/lisil 0/ Palll 10 Ihe Romans 
I ( 1960) 7ff. 

17. COIIU'(I Schweizer, "The Concepl of Ihe DlIvidic 'Son of God' in Acts and Its Old 
Testament BackgrOlllld ," Siutlie.1 in Luke-llefs, ed. L E. Keck and J. L Martyn (1966) 192, n. 4. 

18. W. D. Di vies, "Pau l and the Dead Sea Scro"~ : -Flesh and Spirit," The Scrolls and 
the New Teslament. ed. K. Slenciohl (1957) 163. 
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7:28. The range of meaning broadens still more in other passages where this 
physicaJ w akne s gaLhers up into itself the further thought of moral inade
quacy and imperfecti 11: crap~ is not only weak by reason of being physical; 
its weakness also meanS that it is unable to achieve righteousness and that it 
has nothing in which to glory (Rom. 3:20; 1 Cor. 1:29; Gal. 2:16); the law is 
unable to achieve its object precisely because of the weakness of the flesh 
(Rom. 8:3), so that those £v crapxl are by virtue of that very fact incapacitated 
and unable to please God (Rom. 8:8); hence Paul's condemnation of the 
Judaizers (Gal. 6:12f.) and the need for the crap~ to be destroyed (Rom. 8:3; 
1 Cor. 5:5; Eph. 2:14; Col. 1:22); cf. 2 Cor. 7:1. Closely related is the under
standing of crap~ as the sphere of sin's operations, the instrument of sin (Rom. 
7:18,25; 8:3; cf. 7:5) - a usage which merges into the sense of crap~ as itself 
a source of corruption and hostility to God (Rom. 8:5,7,12; 13:14, Gal. 5:13, 
24; 6:8; Eph. 2:3; Col. 2:11, 13, 18, 23). In all these passages crap~ has 
broadened out in meaning well beyond the sense of the merely physical: it 
signifies all in humanity that makes for mortality and corruption; it is what 
is human insofar as humans are in the world and belong to the world and are 
determined by the world.l9 Yet at the same time, the fuller meaning always 
involves and revolves round the physical- human spiritual and physical 
weakness are all of a piece; humans' moral corruption and hostility stems 
largely from their physical appetites and passions and their indulgence of 
them. 

(c) Second, this broadening out of the meaning of crap~ from the simply 
physical to include the sense of weakness, inadequacy, corruptibility, etc., 
carries with it also a further dimension - viz., crap~ as standing in contrast 
to a superior realm, mode of being, or pattern of conduct. Thus in Gal. 1: 16 
"flesh and blood" is not simply humankind, but humankind in contrast to 
God as a source of apostolic authority (cf. Eph. 6: 12). Similarly in Gal. 2:20, 
the life lived "in the flesh" is not simply physical, everyday existence; that 
has been superseded, as the "I who live" has been superseded by the "Christ 
who lives in me." Likewise in Philem. 16, Onesimus is to be a brother not 
merely tv crapxl, but also tv xUPlql- the latter being the more significant 
and determinative relation (cf. Col. 2:5). That the weakness of crap~ is part 
and parcel of this inferiority, and vice versa, is clear enough by implication, 
and 2 Cor. 10:3; 12:7 only make this close interconnection of meaning more 
explicit: 10:3, where £v crapx{ signifies both weakness and inferiority; 12:7, 
where the "thorn in the flesh" is precisely a weakness set in contrast to the 
abundance of revelations from God and power of God. 

As the idea of crap~'s physical weakness merges over into the sense of 

19. Cf. W. G. Kiimme1. Man in the New Testament (1963) 62f; J. A. T. Robinson. The 
Body, 19-21. 
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its imperfection and corruption, so the sense of physical contrast merges into 
that of spiritual antithesis between the two modes of existence. Rom. 6:19-
[J1C weakness of their flesh pose,,; the constant danger of I heir abandoning th ir 
service of righteous ness and resorting to their Ld s.lavery to sin: 2 Cor. 4: I J 

- the Ii Fe ot'Jesus manil·e. led ill the I.nortal ooPS is equivalent to the anLilhesis 
between the inner p [son which is being renewed every day and the outer 
person whi.ch is wasting away cr. Col. I :24); Phil. 1:22. 24- Life tv oa.P'X{ 
stands in sharp contrast to bei ng oilv XP10'ttj). "whi h is I'm' better." The 
lliltithesis becomes most apparent when crap/; as not only mOital bUl defective, 
disquaJirying. aod destructive, is set againsl the life-giving 1tVeU~la - Rom. 
2:28; 8:6, 9' Gal. 3:3; 5: 16. 17, 19' Pllil. :3,4; cr. Epb. 2:] L.:w 

Again cr&.PS has br adenecl oul beyond the merely physical ' but not so 
as to Jeave the physical bebind - 1'01' tile antilhesis between Elesh and Spiril 
comes to its sharpes t poinl aguin and again precisely when the emphasis is 
placed on tlle physi.cal, the ex ternal the ritua l.21 

(d) Paul's use of %cx'ta crap'Xcx in particular demonstrates the same 
breadth of meaning, but is mainly negative in significance. Only in one passage 
does it seem to be free of depreciatory overtones: 1 Cor. 10: 18 - "Consider 
Israel 'Xa"(:a crap'Xa .... " 

The adler occasjons in which %<X'tu oap'iGa desc1ibes physical kinship 
with lsl'aeJ appear on the surfa e to be equally neulral; but in fact they are Sel 
Ln contexts of aoLiU1e es whi h give the phrase deeper re 'onance. Thus in 
R rD. 4: I, wher Abraham is described .. 1S 'our forefather 'Xa'ta oap'X<x " Lhe 
contexl sbows [J1nt the sense of purely physical ancestry shades over into that 
of "on the human level ' - that j • the merely human level (of law and work 
as oppo ed to the spiritual ('Xa'tu 1tveuj.l.O:) level of grace ancl t\ti lh . POI' one 
1J1ing the pbrase i used. in diatribe style, ll . an objecti n to Paul's xpositioll 
of jwaificatiOI1 by faitb; lhe devout Jew'. app.eaJ to physicfll descenl from 
Abraham is an integra l part of his deren. e of j ll ~aification by works. And for 
Rnother, Pau l meets lbi argument by ci ting Abraham as a witness n his 

20. Puu l l1l.lVcrqliilc says that O'~p~ ilself is evil. on ly thm in il,~ wenkne.~s und curruplibi ll ry 
It I the !'cudy insrrllment of sin lind lhmliFe lived oilly "olllh<ll level" is bound f r death. Both 
Pall! !lntl Qumran, though inntn:lOced by Hcll,;ni. l ie thought, SlOp Rhort uf the distinclively 
Helleni lie idea of the 11esh liS evil (Davie.~, " FI sh and Spirit," 162, 165; see o.lso pp. 146-47 
below). 

2 1. A cOl'd illg Lo D. E. H . Whitcley." <11. V. 11 r. mllkc~ ir clear Ihal when 'flesh' i ' llsed 
in a mornl sens it does not necesSarily nave.' ~l1y physicol meruling, since mOSI or the sins 
ascribed to the lower nnture (sorx) could wen be pral:liscflhy;] tli~('lUb \ditll ~pid t" ('!11~ TluJotoBY 
of St. ('aIlII1964 j 39). i\ !though iL is !l rtlil' poim in the C;Un!uxt of White ley's discussioll. uch 
n curtailment in O'{xp~'s ronge of meaning wOllld hardly ocellr 10 Paul. Indeed in the Golmian 
i.lund.ol l it ems quiTe against Ill' grain of his Iho\lg)'Il, ~ i nce i t is irllegl1li to his argllmem that 

0'6p~ Is lI~cd with its i'1I1i rung..: Qr meaning - ~e.e plll'riculurly 3:3: 6: 12f. As H, W. Robin. on 
nOles, "til s ny moral conllicl, the 10"'01' elemont wi ll lend LO be identified, in whole or ill part , 
wiLh physicHI Il11ptlJ;;e..~ ... " (7111! hrislian Doc/rilJe l!f MWI 131926] III , ee <llso p. 11 5). 
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behalf: both Abraham's own justification and his fatherhood are primarily in 
terms of grace (xcx:tU Xapw), not of works or physical relationship (4:4, 16). 
By way of immediate response Paul goes on in verse 2: "If Abraham was 
justified by works, he has something to boast of, but not rtpO~ 8£6v" - where 
there is probably an implied contrast between X<X1:u crapxcx and rtpO~ 8£6v.22 

In Rom. 9:3 xcx'tu crapxcx again denotes physical descent and kinship, 
but again there are distinct overtones that this physical relationship. is wholly 
inferior to relationship through the Spirit and promise - as 9:8 and the sim
ilarly themed Gal. 4: 13 make clear by setting physical descent in open an
tithesis to sonship OlU 'tfj~ ertcx'Y'Y£A.{cx~. This context of antithesis in Romans 
9 cannot but reflect on the other occurrence of xcx'tu crapxcx in that chapter: 
verse 5 - "from them [the Israelites] comes 6 XPlcr'tO~ 'to xcx'tu crapxcx." 
Here xcx'tu o&:pXd. is obv·j usly a qualification. Paul does not of course deny 
that the Chri t is an Israelite, but he implies that there is more to the Christ 
who has come than hi . descent from Israel; that which is of decisive signifi
cance about him is not his physical descent. As with Abraham in Rom. 4: 1, 
any emphasis on Christ's relationship xcx'tu crapxcx is inevitably negative since 
it obscures the central message of the gospel. So here Paul, having mentioned 
the Christ's descent from Israel, immediately goes on to depreciate such 
descent - (verses 6-8) "it is not the children of the flesh who are the children 
of God, but the children of the promise are reckoned as descendants." 

xa'tu crapxcx in the later Pauline literature is also used in a broader sense 
of human relationships - that of slave to master - but on both occasions 
(Eph. 6:5; Col. 3:22) in more or less explicit contrast to the more basic and 
important (spiritual) relationship of earthbound Christian to heavenly Master, 
the Lord Christ (Eph. 6:6-9; Col. 3:2-4: 1). 

Elsewhere the phrase broadens out more explicitly into the moral realm. In 
the reference to "not many wise xcx'tu mxpxcx" (1 Cor. 1:26) the context is 
precisely that of contrast between merely human wisdom and the wisdom of God, 
a wisdom of a totally different order (1:25). In 2 Cor. 1:17; 5:16 xa'tu crapxa 
denotes a merely human attitude, jJlferior and inadequate, because it lacks the 
superior in 'igbl and deeper concern of the perspective xcx'tu rtV£u).l.cx. In 2 Cor. 
1O:2f. the ideas of moral weakness and this-worldly imperfection are combined. 
And in 2 Cor. 11: 18 and particularly Rom. 8:22f. xcx'tu crapxcx becomes positively 
immoral and wrong - "if you live xcx'tu crapxcx, you will die." 

(e) Finally, there are the three other passages which put the antithesis 
most explicitly and sharply. Gal. 4:29 contrasts two types of people - the 
Jew, born xcx'tu crapxcx, with the Christian, born xcx'tu rtV£u).l.cx. While Rom. 
8:4f. contrasts two types of conduct -life lived xcx'tu oapxcx with life lived 
xcx'tu 1tV£Ullcx. 

22. See also Robinson, The Body, 23 and n. 1. 
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Two important conclusions follow from this survey of Paul's use of 
(Jap~. 

(a) First, the fact that crap~ represents a range of meaning rather than a 
number of discrete points means that the full range of meaning often lies in 
the background, even when the immediate emphasis is more narrowly defined 
in a particular context. Thus, on the one hand, even when crap~ seems to have 
left the physical connotation behind, there is still, embedded in the context, 
the idea of flesh as the purely physical, whether in terms of ritual or relation
ship - for it is precisely in these rituals and relationships that the fleshly 
attitude comes to its clearest and grossest expression, as, for example, the 
Galatians references make clear. 

Conversely, regularly when Paul speaks of human crap~ or about 
humankind in terms of its physical relationships, the overtones of the fuller 
spectrum are not far below the surface. This helps to explain Paul's attitude 
to marriage in 2 orinlhian 7: the physical relationship can never simply be 
that; it means also concern about worldly affairs (to. to'\i x6crl-lo'U -7: 3f.), 
which is equivalent 10 an aflitude xu't(x crapxcx (cr. 2 C r. 1:27; also 1 Cor. 
1 :20 - cro<jl{cx tau X6cr1-l0'U - with 1 :26 - cro<jlo\, xcx'ta crapxcx). It explains 
too why Paul can so rarely talk of physical kinship among Jews in neutral 
terms - for it is precisely this physical relationship with Abraham, Jacob, 
and David which was the cause of the Jewish rejection of the gospel: it was 
this physical kinship in which they boasted and put their trust, and salvation 
depended not on a gospel of grace and faith but on the reception of a physical 
sign. The Jewish concept of election identified race with religion. Paul's 
rejection of that stricl identity, and his recognition that election was by grace 
not race, meant that h Call ld seldom [hi nk of these racial ties without thinking 
also of that other, more important relalionship of gospel and Spirit, on which 
the bulk of Israel had turned its back. This comes through again and again in 
various passages in Romans. 

(b) Second because cr6:p~ regul,U"ly encompa 'se uch a wide range of 
its spectrum of meaning il often bas a depreciatory significance not apparent 
on the sLld·nce. his is particularly true of the phrliSe %<ltcl (J(xpxci. With on.ly 
one excepti n (aliI of 28 a currences. not including Rom. J :3) XCXtcl cr6:pxIX 
i always a phrase of contrast and antithesis. The conlra t become ' explicit' 
in the open %(1.'t0: crapxcx/'Xcxtu rr.v i)~lCX antithesis, but it is I?l:esenl elsewhere. 
And iJl ulJ these cases xO:'1ia cr6:p'>Gcx stands 011 the negative ide of the cont.l'Clst 
denoting inferiority or inadequacy and usually bearing a di liJ1CUy pejorative, 
somewhat derogatory note as well, sometimes with the added implication of 
blameworthiness. Again it is in the explicit 'Xcx'ta crap'Xa/xCX'ta 1tV£UI-lCX an
tithesis that the pejorative note sounds most clearly. 

Moreover, this applies to the phrase denoting sarkical relationship (kin
ship 'Xcx'tO: cr6:pxcx) as well as to that denoting sarkical attitude (conduct 'XCX't0: 
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crap'Xcx). It is not the case that the former is neutral and only the latter 
depreciated. For, as we have seen, the two hang together, the meaning of the 
latter often based in the former, the meaning of the former regularly spilling 
over into the latter. Hence both carry the note of inferiority and stand on the 
negative side of a depreciatory antithesis.23 The other attempt to distinguish 
sarkical relationship from sarkical attitude by the phrases ev crcxp'Xt and 'Xcx't<x. 
crap'Xcx (2 Cor. 10:3) also fails. In Rom. 7:5; 8:8f. EV crcxp'Xt embraces the full 
range of meaning of crap~, and in Rom. 8:5; Gal. 4:29 (in the application of 
the allegory) 'Xcx't<x. crap'Xcx is used in a similarly all-embracing way. 

In short, a simple distinction between physical and moral and between 
neutral and pejorative uses of crap~ will not do. It holds only rarely. 

If we tum again to Rom. 1 :3f. in the light of these conclusions, what do 
we find? Remembering that our concern is with Paul's understanding of the 
finished formula, it must be judged highly probable that for Paul 'Xcx't<x. crap'Xcx 
in Rom. 1:3 carries its normal note ofdepreciation. For one thing, the physical 
relationship is precisely that which elsewhere in Romans is Israel's stumbling 
block - the foundation of its vanity, the source of its faith in works
righteousness, and the cause of its rejecting the gospel. And, for another, 'Xcx't<x. 
crap'Xcx here stands in open antithesis with 'Xcx't<x. 1tVEUIlCX and so could hardly 
lack a pejorative significance in Paul's mind.24 . 

It may be thought incredible by some that Paul should refer to Jesus' 
descent from David in a somewhat derogatory manner. But the fact is that the 
early church appears to have been in two minds about the value of claiming 
Davidic sonship for Jesus. The Palestinian church was in no doubt about its 
importance, as the oldest tradition and its popularity in Matthew's Gospel 
indicate.25 And in the Jewish context where Messiah was expected to be a 
successor of David this is wholly understandable. But outside Palestine, in 
the Hellenistic communities, the identification of Jesus as Son of David seems 
to have been more of an embarrassment and hindrance than a glad and central 
affirmation.26 

This conclusion is strongly suggested by the following facts: 
(a) Paul never uses the title of his own accord, even in his exposition of 

the true significance of Jesus to Jewish readers or to converts under pressure 

23. Bultmann's distinction between xata <Japxa modifying substantives and xata <Japxa 
modifying verbs (p. 237) can hardly be pressed, as he clearly recognizes (p. 238) and as his 
wider discussion of <JaPS indicates (pp. 234ff., particularly 236f.). 

24. Cf. the Johannine use of <Japs in reference to Jesus (John 1:14; 6:51-56,63); see my 
"John vi - A Eucharistic Discourse?" NTS 17 (1970-71) 33lf. 

25. Cf. Hahn, Titles, 240-46. 
26. Linnemann's distinction between "descended from David" and "Son of David" 

amounts only to a splitting of hairs (op. cit., 267ff.) . See Schweizer's reply in Evangelische 
Theologie 31 (1971) 276; also I. H. Marshall, "The Divine Sonship of Jesus," Interpretation 
21 (1967) 101. 
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from Jewish sources.27 Even in the kerygma in Acts, where the audience 
addressed is usually Jewish, the title receives no prominence (Acts 2:30; 13:23); 
indeed Acts 2:29 may reflect a reaction against a too Jewishly conceived Davidic 
messiahship. Certainly with the Epistle of Barnabas the repudiation of Davidic 
sonship has become explicit and unequivocal (Barn. 12: lO). 

(b) The famous pericope Mark 12:35-37 is, to be sure, not an attempt 
to refute the description of Messiah as Son of David; but nevertheless it is 
evidence of some embarrassment within the Christian community about the 
title: they do not deny it, but neither do they particularly wish to affirm it. It 
must rather be set alongside the more important title xupw<; and so corrected 
and replaced by the latter. It may also be significant that in Mark "on the only 
occasion where Jesus is addressed as ul.£ Llcxu{8, the speaker of these words 
is described as 'blind,' a condition from which he is 'saved' by his faith in 
Jesus whom he proceeds to follow 'in the way' (x.46-52)."28 Moreover, we 
may note that whereas Mark leaves the connection between the entry into 
Jerusalem and the Davidic kingdom vague, no doubt deliberately, it is precisely 
Matthew who makes the crowd's acclamation an explicit recognition of Jesus 
as "Son of David" (Matt. 21:9). 

(c) Equally relevant is the manner in which the Fourth Evangelist handles 
the title. Reference to Davidic descent as an attribute of the Christ appears 
only once, and that on the lips of the fickle, wavering crowd (7:42). John 
himself never affirms it of Jesus, and he clearly regards the crowd's under
standing of the Christ as totally inadequate. For one thing, the fact that it is 
the opinion of the crowd itself denotes, as one of John's dramatic conventions, 
an understanding of Jesus which falls misleadingly short of the truth to a 
dangerous degree; this dramatic effect is best displayed in reference to the 
title "prophet" (4:19; 6:14; 7:40). And for another, in the continuation of the 
scene into chapter 8 Jesus denies that the Jews know his origin (8:14). How
ever right or wrong such knowledge, it is irrelevant (cf. 7 :28). Such evaluations 
of the Christ are false because they are xa1:a 1:llv <Japxcx (8: 15) - a striking 
parallel to Rom. 1 :3. 

Why the identification of Jesus as Son of David was so treated in the 
Hellenistic church is not entirely clear - most probably because it was too 
peculiarly Jewish to permit its easy translation into the wider world. The 
Jewish hope of a messianic son of David was expressed in strongly political 
and so nationalistic terms: the son of David was expected to introduce a 
political kingdom and effect a this-worldly salvation.29 However amenable 
(his was to (he gospei of the Paiestinian church it cannot but have been an 

27. Though in the wider Pauline corpus cf. the formulistic 2 Tim. 2:8. 
28. Seitz, op. cit., 266. 
29. Hahn, Titles, 242ff. 
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embarrassment olltside Palestine. Tn . hort, sine b )tl1 Mark and John, and 
peJ'haps Lu_ke Lreat Jesus' Davidic son 'hip in a 'omewbat pej rative fashion 
as a wholly infldequate and defective understanding of Jes us. it sh0uld occa
sion no Stlrpri e tbal Paul reacts to Lbe title ill 1mi1ar manner. 

Our conolusion thus rar is Ulerefore that " in th spbere of'" as a lnms
larion of XCt't(x (oapXCt) i ' too vague and colorIes an int rpretHlion or Paul's 
Ibought and Ihat Rom. 1:3 in Paul 's intention can hardly be under., to d as <1 

neutral reference Lo an acceptable 'hristol gy. On the contrary, a Isewhere 
in Paul %(,,,1:0: oapxo: carri es with it verton s Erom it full e r range or meaning 
and is intended pejorative ly. Paul does not affirm the Davidic sonship of Jesus 
withoul qualificmi n. Re does not d ny it eitber. but he make it c lear that Lo 
describe Jesus n " born of the . eed f David" is a dangerously de.fecLive anti 
misleading half-truth. 

II 

If Schweizer s interpretation of XWta. oapXCt is inadequat lhe ame j , true 
of his interpretation of the XCt"C(x o6.px<:x/XCt'tCx 7tveu~l(x anri (hes Ls. As a harp 
distinction within Paul 's use of crap I; is not p . sible, 0 lOa il is impo sible 
to take the ao.p1;htv iJ~l(X antithesi ' so completely oulsi, (e tbe normal Pauline 
soteriol. gical. contrast f flesh and Spirit. 

Paul's soteriology at [hi point. can e ._ uillmarized fml'ly brietly. Human
ity in itself in Adam, is cr&.p~ and o&.PXtVOc;lOO:PXL%6C; with a ll thnt that 
implies in t I'm of the range f meaning already demonstrated . A person 
becomes a Christian. " in Christ " by receiving the Spixit of Christ the H Iy 
Spiri t.30 But this does HO! mean that the person thereby ceases to be cr6.p~ ancl 
EV cr<y.px.L Attllis point many commentators mi the way and misund rstnnd 
PauL. Thu. , f r exampl . E. Brandenburger Ln tbe m st recent . lLIdy of Ibe 
terms flesh and Spirit, writes that in Paul 

Sarx and Pneuma appear as mutually exclu~ive spheres (If power . . . : eiLber 
one is in the pher of p weI' opposed to God ev oap%t, r ill th .~1here of 
power which brings alvntlon BV 7tV£U~LO.'t1 (Rom. 8:8f.). Mol' pre 'isely: 
believers were onee in the Sur but DOW find themselves in cOlllnlst in lhe 
realm of the Pneuma. The change f state rBeJilldli 'flkeir] may be thou ghl 
of as a " being set free from' r "u:ansfer" (Gal. 1:4; J. J: l3 )1 

30. See my Baptism in the Holy Spirit (1970). 
31. E. Brandenburger, Fleisch und Geist: Paulus und die dualistische Weisheit (1968) 

45f,; cf., e.g., Lietzmann. Romerbrief, 79f.; C. H. Dodd, The Epistle to the Romans (1932) 116f.; 
A. Nygren, Commentary on Romans (1952) 316. 
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Two misinterpretations lUn together here. One is that tv crapxi and tv 1tv£u~a'tt 
are successive states - the convert moves out of one into the other. The 
second. more fund amental error is thal tbese spheres who.lly absorb a per:-:on, 
so that b or 'he is either entirely in Lim l'i esh or else entirely in lhe Spirit 

Paul, however, sees the bristian as living in "the overlap of the ag~ . ' 
Where Ule Christian ne wa only in Adam, now he js in IU'i st ((S well; 
where once the Christian li ved only in the power of lhe cr6.p~, now he 
experiences the p wer ofth 1tveuf1a as well. We . hould n l make the mistake 
of laking Pau l's m taphors of liberation. transfer, crucifixion death ancl 
burial, etc., too literally without reference to his fuller thought. The Christian 
has indeed entered the new sphere of power (1tv£u~a), but not entirely; he 
still belongs to the old sphere of power (cr6.p~) at the same time - simul 
peccator et justus. He is still bound to the world by the body of flesh, with 
all that that involves. And the Christian will not leave the cr6.p~ behind until 
his redemption is complete, when the body is redeemed as well and enters 
the realm of Spirit as a (Jw~a 1tV£u~a'ttx6v. This is why the Spirit already 
received is only the appapwv and a1tapXll of complete salvation. The in
completeness of the Christian's salvation is precisely because he is still a 
person of flesh and blood, still bound up witb the cr6:p~ a~o:p·tio:<; . The time 
will come when "the change of state" will be omplcle, when the old nature 
has been once and for all put off and pUl to death (Rom. 8: 17f£'; 2 Cor. 
4:16-5:5), when the image of Christ is fully form ed in crw/iO: as well as 
1tV£U/i<X (2 Cor. 3:18; Gal. 4:19; Phil. 3:21), but in the interval between 
Pentecost and parousia the Christian belongs to both camps and cannot 
escape the tension and warfare involved (Rom. 8: 12f.; Gal. 5: 17). The 
alternative proposed by Brandenburger is an idealistic, docetic soteriology 
which does scant justice to the realism of Paul's thought. 

It is true, of course, that in his moral exhortations Paul presents x<X't<x. 
crapxa and %C>:'t<x. 1tV UIlO: as two opposing, alternative, and mutually exclusive 
modes of conduct Rom. 8:4ff.). But the striking fact is precisely that he has 
to exhort Christians n.0I to live xa't<x. cr6:pxa (8: 12f.) - the possibility of 
conducting life on that le vel is nlways open to the Christian and is an ever
pres nl dang r. Why so? - simply because the Christian is human, and as 
slIch callnot help living on the Level (~f' the cr6.p~ at least to some extent. The 
Cbri. lian lives in the w rld and caollot help being detennined by the world. 
The danger is not that he returns from a total existence tv 1tV£u/ia'tt to a partial 
existence tv cr<xpxi, but that he abandons the tension of the warfare between 
crap~ and 1tV£u~a and returns to an existence exclusively x<X't<x. crapxIJ. . This 
duality of existence both in flesh and in Spirit at one and the same time is 
implied by a verse like Gal. 2:20 and comes to clearest expression in Rom. 
7:25b and 8: 10. Gal. 2:20 - although "it is no longer I who live, but Christ 
who lives in me," nevertheless I still "live in the flesh"; the tension of living 
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in the overlap of the ages is precisely that of having to express the life of the 
Spirit in and through the body of death (Rom. 8: 10). Rom. 7:25b - after 
expressing the frustration inevitably involved in living in "this body doomed 
to death," Paul does not go on to imply that deliverance from it is achieved 
before the resurrection of the body. Rather he affirms with calm realism that 
the Christian living as he still does in this world is inevitably a person of 
divided loyalties - serving the law of God with the mind, while at the same 
time he serves the law of sin with his flesh. 32 The body of flesh is doomed 
to death and is steadily wasting away (2 Cor. 4:16), but it is not yet dead and 
raised again; the 7tVEU/-HX has not yet brought the crro~u under its sway (cr&~u 
7tVEu~u'ttx6v), and until that time the Christian lives both tv crupxi and tv 
1tVEU~U'tt, experiencing both death and life (Rom. 8: 12f.; 2 Cor. 4: 10-12; Phil. 
3:10f.; Col. 1:24). He must minimize the extent of the flesh's control and 
power, and must maximize the extent of the Spirit's (Rom. 8: 12f.), but until 
the Spirit reclaims the body the Christian can never wholly escape the domain 
and influence of the crap~. 

In short, a straightforward two-stage soteriology (from crap~ to 7tVEU~U) 
is over-simple: the two stages overlap. A three-stage soteriology would be the 
more accurate shorthand description of Paul's thought at this point - flesh, 
flesh and Spirit, Spirit. Similarly, to pose xu'tCx crapxu and xu'tCx 1tVEU~U as 
mutually exclusive options for conduct is over-simple: the Christian lives on 
both levels at one and the same time. 

Paul's soteriology in terms of crap~ and 7tVEUI.t<X must have influenced 
his christo logical use of the same terms. In particular it is highly probable 
that Paul's understanding of Rom. 1 :3f. reflects his soteriology of flesh and 
Spirit: that is, that xu'tCx crapxu, xu'tCx 7tVEU~U in Rom. 1:3f. denote not 
successive and mutually exclusive spheres of power, but modes of existence 
and relationships which overlap and coincide in the earthly Jesus. 

(a) The principal justification for this claim is the fact that in Paul's view 
the Christian's experience of flesh and Spirit is patterned on Christ's. Not only 
did Jesus come as 'man (Phil. 2:8), in the precise likeness of sinful flesh (tv 
6~0t(b~u'tt crupxo<; cll-uxp'tiu<; - Rom. 8:3),33 but his resurrection is the 
<X1tUPXll of the general resurrection (1 Cor. 15:20ff.), so that the resurrection 
of the body as cr&~u 1tvtOWlCl.'ttx6v is in fact the transformation of the body 
of flesh into a body of glory like that of Christ (1 Cor. 15:44f.; Phil. 3:21). It 
follows that for Paul the earthly Jesus was the prototype of and example to 

32. l1w attempt to excise 7:25b as a g.los!> CR. Bultmann. "Glosscn 1m R(lmcrbl'icf," 
Tillw/ugisdlt! Lireraflll7.eitl//lg 72 r 19471 198r.: G. Z Ulitz, rhe T/:.w flf fhe Eflisiles 11 9531 16: cr. 
Lecl1 hal'dt. Roma.lls. 2(0) or 10 lreal-it us lrunspo cd from lln original position between vcr~($ 
23 lind A (Moffutt translation; Dodd. Roman , 11 4r.; K. E. Kirk.. The T:pisflc to rh~ R Oil/ailS 

[I ():l71 208) lacks all I1mlluscripl support :ll1c1 lotuJly mi~lIndersl[\l1d, Paul's thought. 
33. PCII' lhis hens' or QJ.lOfcoj.!Ct ~ec my Raptism. 142 ['. 
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the Chdstian caugbl in the overlap or the ag s - for il can hardly be argued 
that in Paul' mind Jesu . • experience of the Spirit only began with the resur
rection.34 Tbi i ' not as Jear as it might be since Paul says 0 lillIe ab ut the 
historical JesLls. But two clement in llis thought make il clear enough. 

The f irst is the link belween the Christian' expedenc of the Spirit and 
hi.s ense of shm'ing in Chri. l's on hip and .inheritance (Rom. 8: 1Sf!'.; Gal. 
4:6f.). Sonship l' r Paul is clearly u function of the Spiril (nv mila UtOElEO'lCGt;. 
'to TCiVeU~La 'tou utou cxu'tQ'u) and the a~~6. ry of the Chri Uan s n was almost 
certainly recognized as a reproducli n of J sus' own xp riel1.ce of sonship 
(Mark 14:36).35 Paul probably knew and ac epted the Q" tradition. repr -
duced in Matlhew and Luke, that .I sus ' experience f the piri! at Jordan 
sealed Jesus ' sen e of sonship and equipped him for his mis iOIl. Certainly 
the play on XpuJ't6<; and Xpl.CO in de cribing Ul · Cbri "lian onvert's reception 
of the Spirit in 2 Cor. 1 :21 f. strongly impJie thnl PUlI'l recognized tll paralJel 
betvveen Jesu 'experience at J l'dan and conversion. 'nle hi toric,~ JeslI like 
the hristiun exp rienced both the "tlesh of ' in" and (he Spirit of God.3G 

Second there is the (rand of imi(a(io Chrisli finnly embedded in Paul's 
thought - Rom. 15:2r.; 1 Cor. 4: 17: 11 : I' 2 or. 8:8[: Gal. I : 10; Eph. 4:20. 
32- 5:2; Pilil 2:5-8; Col. 2:6: 1 Thess. 1:6; also Rom. I : 14; Eph. 4:24. For 
Paul " e ve ry. Christian is pledged to an aUemj1r I ethical conConnily to C bri t; 
the j mHation of Christ is part and parcel of Paul ' s elh ie ." ., The fact that Christ 
stands as an example to the Christian caught as he is in the tension and conflict 
of flesh and Spirit indicates clearly enough that in Paul's view Christ too was 
caught in the same overlap of the ages. As he had come to victory through 
the suffering which being in the flesh involves, so the Christian must welcome 
suffering as a rage on th way t glory (Rom . 8:17; PhiJ. 3: IOf.; Col. 1:24). 
A be had mad an end of sin in the flesh. so must tire Christian by (he power 
f th Spiril (Rom. 8:3f. . The disciple I oks not on ly to lhe.exalt d Jesu for 

the power/Spirit to pursue hi ours but al 0 to the hisl rica I Jesus for the 
example of one who bas already won through to total victory. 

(b) Thal Paul sees in Rom. I :3f. tbe prototype of Lhe Chri tian living 
b lh x.a't(x a6.px.a and %cx't(x n:veuf.la is borne out by two facts. First, there is 
the twofold use of '1.>\.6<;. Wi.rhouL the lirsl 'l.>l6C;; lh imple lw -Line fOllllU ln in 
the pre-Paulin fOlJll fa red by Schweizer (see n. 6 above) is best understood 

34. I Cor. 15:45 docs 1I0r imply that the relation 1 clwecn J liS Ilnd the Spiril began 01 
the resurrection. only Ihal il was con.~lJl11mated jhen. when J e.slIs became Q'(ii~[(l IWEU).lO:t:l%6v, 

as lbe context makes clear - that is. when the toraliT), of his beillg was l' laken up into Ihe .life 
of the Spirit" (M. E . Dahl. Th l' Re~ lIrl'eclir1Jj oj'tlle 80dy I: 1962 1 81). ce olso n. 42 below. 

35. See particularly J. Jeremias. The Prayers oj Jesus ( 1967) 54-65. 
36. Note lhe sigJrificance. II' corretl, or Michel'S suggeslion lilal ill Rom. 1 :3f. we have 

!In old baptismal (;omfess;ion (l~(i/l/(qb"iej; 39). Lt implies the reeognilionlhal the buptizand e lllCI'S 

inlO the same tension bctweell the nesh and Spil'il which Jeslis experienced afler Jordan. 
37. W. D. Davies. Palll (llld Rabbi/lie Judaism ( .I 948. 21955 147. 
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as affirming that Jesus only became Son of God at and by his resurrection,38 
But with the addition of the first U10<; it becomes obvious that Paul refers 
Jesus' sonship to the whole formula - pre- as well as post-resurrection. In 
the former stage the sonship has to be expressed through the flesh; only in 
the latter stage is it sonship EV ouvU/J£l. 39 We have here a striking parallel 
with Paul's understanding of the Christian's sonship, for it too falls into the 
same two stages - the adoption which comes with the Spirit of adoption 
(Rom. 8: 15) and the full adoption in glory which awaits the redemption/res
urrection of the body (Rom. 8:23). Sonship in both stages is clearly a function 
of the Spirit: insofar and only insofar as a person is controlled and directed 
by the Spirit, to that extent he is a son (Rom. 8: 14); only with the resurrection 
of the body (cr&IlCX ITVfullcxnxov) does the Spirit assume full control. The 
parallel between Rom. 1 :3f. and 8: 15, 23 is too close to admit any doubt that 
the sonship of Jesus in the first stage is likewise a function of the Spirit. 

Second, there is the use of E~ uVCXcr'tUcrfW<; VfXp&V, instead of E~ 
uVCXcr'tUcrfW<; cxl)'toD or E~ uvcxcr'tucrfW<; EX VfXp&V. The reading in the text is 
not to be taken as an abbreviated form of the fuller formula4o but as a deliberate 
reference to the general resurrection of the dead expected at the end of the 
age (cf. Acts 26:23). "For Paul the resurrection of Christ is the beginning of 
the resurrection of the dead. "41 This expression at once calls to mind the fact 
of the overlap of the ages; for it is precisely because the Christian lives between 
the resurrection of Christ and the general resurrection that he experiences both 
flesh and Spirit - Spirit, because he has received the Spirit of the risen Christ, 
flesh, because the power of the resurrection has not yet extended to his body 
to redeem and raise it from the dead. The implication is strong therefore that 
in Paul's mind was the thought that as Jesus' resurrection is the forerunner of 
the final resurrection, so Jesus in the flesh is the forerunner of the Christian 

38. That opta8evto<; signifies appointment and installation and not merely the declaration 
or revelation of a previous appointment is shown particularly by M.-E. Boismard, "Constitue 
Fils de Dieu (Rom. iA)," Revue Biblique 60 (1953) 5-17. It is probably drawn from the adoption 
formula of Ps. 2:7 (L. C. Allen, "The Old Testament Background of (ITPO),OPIZEIN in the 
New Testament," NTS 17 [1970-71] 104). 

39. Cf. F. Biichsel, Der Geist Gottes im Neuen Testament (1926) 403; W. Grundmann, 
TDNT 11,304; O. Cullmann, The Earliest Christian Confessions (1949) 55; idem, The Chris
tology of the New Testament (1959) 235, 292; D. M. Stanley, Christ's Resurrection in Pauline 
Soteriology (1961) 163ff.; Schneider, op. cit., 361ff. EV Iiuva~et is usually and rightly taken with 
uloil 8eoil rather than opta8evto<;, although as Kuss, op. cit., 6, and Hahn, Titles, 249, point 
out, there is no essential difference either way in the net result. 

40. Contra Lietzmann, Romerbrief, 25; Hahn, Titles, 249. 
41. Nygren, Romans, 50. See also M. Dibelius, "G1aube und Mystik bei Paulus," Bot

schaft und Geschichte II (1956) 103; Michel, Romerbrief, 40; Kuss, op. cit., 6; S. H. Hooke, 
"The Translation of Rom. iA," NTS 9 (1962-63) 370f.; Schneider, op. cit., 365; cf. H.-W. Bartsch, 
"Zur vorpaulinischen Bekenntnisformel im Eingang des Riimerbriefes," Theologische Zeitschrift 
23 (1967) 329-39. 
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caught between the ages. As the Christian lives in the overlap of flesh and 
Spirit so did Jesus.42 

In short, we have in Rom. 1 :3f. a reference to Christ parallel to the 
reference to Christians in 1 Cor. 15:49. Both at first glance seem to indicate 
two mutually exclusive stages following one upon the other, whereas in 
Christians the image of the man of heaven is already in process of being 
formed even while they still bear the image of the man of dust (2 Cor. 3:18; 
4: 16), and in the case of Christ he lives xtx'ta 1tv£iilltx even while his existence 
is still xtx'ta aupxtx. 

III 

It is entirely probable therefore that the xtx'ta aupxalxa'ta 1tv£iilltx antithe
sis of Rom. 1:3f. not only describes two distinct and successive phases in 
the life of Jesus separated by the resurrection, but refers also to the pre
resurrection life of Jesus as a life lived both according to the flesh and 
according to the Spirit. Insofar as Jesus lived on the level of the flesh, was 
bound and determined by the weakness and inadequacy of the human 
condition, allowed worldly considerations to determine his conduct, he was 
merely Son of David and no more - Messiah indeed, but a disappointing, 
ineffective, irrelevant Messiah, whether judged in terms of Jewish expec
tations or in terms of the Christian Gentile mission. But insofar as Jesus 
lived on the level of the Spirit, refused to allow merely human considera
tions, fleshly suffering, or Jewish expectations to determine his course or 
deter him from his chosen ministry, he manifested that he was indeed Son 
of God, and thereby proved his right to be installed as Son of God in power 
as from the resurrection of the dead.43 

It is clear therefore that Paul understands the formula of Rom. 1 :3f. in 
terms of a two-stage christology: but at both stages Jesus is Son of God, and 
at both stages his sonship is determined by the Spirit and by Jesus' response 
to the Spirit. This point is of considerable importance for understanding the 
relation of Jesus to the Spirit. In Paul's view the sonship of the earthly Jesus 

42. It is doubtful whether a two-stage c1u-istology was ever held apart from the tradition 
of Jesus being anointed as Messiah and Son of God at Jordan; that is, apart from some belief 
that the ages overlapped in the Jesus of history, a belief which in its kernel almost certainly 
went back to Jesu, (d., t.g., G. Burnkamrn, jesus oj Nazareth [i960j 51) ; see also n. 16 above 
and pp. 150-51 below. 

43. The primary significance of E~ is probably temporal (Lietzmann, Romerbrief, 25; 
Barrett. ROIwrrl. , 20; Hahn. Till<,~', 250f,), although one is tempted to see in it a deliberate 
ambiguity, perhaps, as Lagrange sllggests, something less than causal and more than temporal 
(ROlllai.11S, 8, fo llowed hy Klass, op. cit., 6), 
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was constituted by the Holy Spirit. He was Son of God because the Holy 
Spirit was in him and because he lived in obedience to that Spirit.44 

It will be recognized that this exegesis is to a certain degree a return to 
the older interpretation represented by Sanday and Headlam. But there is a 
significant difference. Whereas San day and Headlam recognized that "the 
antithesis of (Jap~ and ltVEU~HX requires that they shall be in the same person," 
they shrank from identifying the 1tVEU/lU with the Holy Spirit for that very 
reason.45 Instead ltVEU/lU ayt(O(Juv1']I; was identified in terms of later dogmatic 
thought with the divine nature in Christ, or with the human spirit of Jesus. 
Now it is no doubt true that the (Jap~/1tVEU/lU antithesis has been the root of 
the two-natures doctrine in later dogma (Loofs).46 But the niceties of third-, 
fourth-, and fifth-century controversies and formulations must not be allowed 
to determine our interpretation of Paul or to force us into a clear-cut distinction 
between Jesus and Holy Spirit where it does not exist in' Paul. 1tVEU/lU 
ayt(O(Juvll<; is unquestionably to be taken as a Semitic form for "Holy 
Spirit."47 And this simply means that Jesus' possession and experience of the 
Spirit is what Paul called Jesus' sonship and what later dogma has called his 
divinity. The "deity" of the earthly Jesus is a function of the Spirit, is, in fact, 
no more and no less than the Holy Spirit.48 

This line of interpretation would not, however, justify us in describing 
the Jesus of Paul as the "first Christian," as though his experience of the 
Spirit was entirely on a par with the Christian's. For there is a uniqueness in 
the relationship between Paul's Jesus and the Spirit which cannot be repeated. 
This uniqueness comes through in a passage like Col. 1:19, where 1tA.TJPW/lu 

44. Those who in recent years have accepted that ')(.Uta 1tV£u~a refers also to the earthly 
Jesus include Hunter, op. cit., 25f., taking up a suggestion by T. W. Manson; J. M. Robinson, 
A New Quest of the Historical Jesus (1959) 52f.; W. C. van Unnik, "Jesus the Christ," NTS 8 
(1961-62) 108f.; Hill, op. cit., 280, n. 4; and especially P. Althaus, Der Brief an die Romer 
(NTD; 61932, 10 1966); cf. Nygren, Romans, 53f.; Leenhardt, Romans, 37. Schneider argues 
"that in primitive N.T. usage 1tV£u~a aylOv as distinguished from ltv£u~a used alone, was 
specific for the Spirit of Pentecost" (op. cit., 380; cf. O. Procksch, TDNT I, 104). I question 
whether such a distinction was made by or was meaningful to the primitive church. But even 
if it was, Rom. 1 :3f. would simply underline that the early church looked back on the historical 
Jesus in the light of the Spirit of Pentecost and that for the early church it was precisely the 
Spirit which they themselves experienccd which had dwelt so fully in Jesus. See further below. 

45. Sanday and Headlam, Romans, 9. Though see W. Bousset, Kyrios Christos el921) 
125, n. 2. Later commentators, as we have seen, have tended to argue in the reverse direction. 

46. J. N. D. Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines e1960) 38; W. Pannenberg, Jesus God and 
Man (1968) 119. 

47. Procksch, TDNT I, 114f., contra L. Cerfaux who takes ltv£ii~a ayuoouvT\<; as "the 
spirit of sanctification" (Christ in the Theology of St. Paul [1958] 315). 

48. This is not to say that Paul would have so expressed himself in the context of the 
christological and trinitarian controversies of later centuries, or that dynamic or modalis tic 
monarchianism (H. B. Swete, The Holy Spirit in the Ancient Church [1912]96-101; Kelly, Early 
Christian Doctrines, 115-23, 140) was an appropriate development of Paul's thought. See pp. 
144-45 below. 
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may be a description for the Holy Spirit filling the ealthly Jesus in unique 
measure,49 and particularly in 1 Cor. 15:45 and in the Pauline descriptions of 
the Holy Spirit as the Spirit of Christ, the Spirit of the Son, the Spirit of Jesus 
Christ (Rom. 8:9; Gal. 4:6; Phil. 1: 19). Jesus from being a man under the 
direction of the Spirit, Son of God %a'tu nvEU/J.CX, becomes by virtue of his 
resurrection Son of God in full power of his sons hip, that is, in full power of 
the Spirit. The personality and the role of Jesus expand and swallow up the 
less well-defined personality and more restricted role of the Spirit. Jesus 
becomes the Spirit (l Cor. 15:45) and the Spirit becomes the Spirit of Jesus. 
It is not that Jesus usurps the role of the Spirit. Rather we have to say that in 
Paul's view, whereas the earthly Jesus was ruled by the power of the Spirit, 
now the Spirit becomes the executive power of the exalted Christ. "What the 
1tVEU/J.CX O:ytO>m)vllC; is for Christ's own person, the 1tVEU~CX sO>01tOtoUV is for 
humanity" (F. C. Baur). The uniqueness of Jesus was not that he was the first 
to possess the Spirit in a distinctive (Christian) way, but that he was uniquely 
"full of the Spirit" and that he impressed his character and personality on the 
Spirit, so that thereafter the mark of the Spirit was his inspiration of an 
acknowledgment of the Lordship of Jesus and his reproduction of the character 
of Jesus in Christians (1 Cor. 12:3; 2 Cor. 3:18). In short, to express the point 
in an epigram, if the Spirit gave Jesus his power, Jesus gave the Spitit his 
personality. 

If doubt is expressed about the validity of this interpretation of Paul's 
thought in view of his belief in the preexistence of Jesus,so I have to reply: first, 
that the idea 6fpreexistence does not enter into the thought of Rom. 1:3f. Neither 
%UptoC; nor Son of God presupposes it, as verse 4 makes clear - 'tOU opt0'8tv'toC; 
UtOU emu ... E~ avcxO''tuO'Eroc; VE%p&V. It is inappropriate therefore to speak of 
a three-stage christology in this passage. 51 Only two stages are apparent. Second, 
and more generally, the preexistence of Jesus is an inaccurate description of the 
Pauline theology. In Paul the only really explicit references to preexistence come 
where Paul identifies Jesus with preexistent Wisdom (1 Cor. 8:6; Col. 1:l5ff.; 
cf. 1 Cor. 1 :24, 30). Strictly speaking it is Wisdom alone which is preexistent. 
The earthly Jesus was not preexistent: Jesus was the man that Wisdom became 
(so also, probably, Phil. 2:6f.; cf. John 1:14). Thus, on the one hand, one can 
affirm of Jesus what one affirms of Wisdom. But on the other, what one affirms 
of Jesus is not necessarily true of preexistent Wisdom, only of incarnate Wisdom. 
Hence Paul can apply the language of Wisdom to Jesus, just as we can make the 

49. Cf. G. Mtinderlein, "Die Envahlung durch das Pleroma. Bemcrkungcn zu Kol. i.l9," 
NTS 8 (1961-62) 272. 

50. Cf. P. Stuhlmacher, "Theologische Probleme des Romerbriefpraskripts," Evan
gelische Theologie 27 (1967) 382f.; Linnemann, op. cit., 275. 

51. Contra Stuhlmacher, "Theologische Probleme des Romerbriefpraskripts," 382f. 
Hunter's threefold division of the text is rather different (op. cit., 2Sf.). 
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perfectly sensible statement today that "the Prime Minister studied economics 
at Oxford." But the relation of the man Jesus to the Spirit of God was not that 
of preexistent Wisdom. 52 

Third, Paul's understanding of the earthly Jesus was not primarily an 
extension forward in time of his belief in Wisdom as preexistent. Rather the 
preexistence of Jesus - Wisdom, incarnate - is an extension backward of 
his understanding of the exalted Jesus. Paul's understanding of the historical 
Jesus was rooted primarily in his knowledge, from the tradition, of the real 
man Jesus of Nazareth and secondly in his own experience of the Spirit. The 
concept of preexistence arose from reflection on this Jesus now exalted in the 
context of Hellenistic thought and with the categories of Hellenistically in
fluenced Wisdom literature. As the transformation from earthly Jesus is to be 
explained in terms of the Spirit, so the transformation from preexistent Wis
dom to historical Jesus is to be explained presumably in terms of a realistic 
kenosis christology (Phil. 2:7).53 

IV 

So much for Paul's understanding of the formula in Rom. 1 :3f. One question 
remains. Is Paul's interpretation of the formula different from that intended 
by those who framed it? Has he significantly altered the formula? 

In my opinion it is likely that Paul clarified the nature of the two stages 
expressed in the original twd clauses by prefacing them with 1tEPl. 'tou uiou 
al)'tou. But it is very probable that he made no fmther alteration, apart from 
adding the last five words, and that his understanding of the formula was of 
a piece with a widely held christology in the primitive church. 

(a) It is possible that Paul added f.V ()uva~£t to balance the insertion of 
the first ui6<;. Similarly the conclusion that xa'ta crapxwxa'ta 1tVEU~a fits 
easily into the range of Paul's use and thought could be taken as support for 
the view that these words were added by Paul. But both suggestions must be 
judged unlikely. The phrase uiou 9£Ou f.V ()UVa~H is unusual in Paul, although, 
as we have seen, the underlying thought is consonant with his christology. 
And there is no conceivable reason why Paul should introduce the unique 

52. See also pp. 150-51 below. 
53. I must therefore express my dissatisfaction with K. L. Schmidt's claim that in Rom. 

1:4 "the appointment of Jesus (Christ) as what he is to be must be equated with what he already 
is from the very beginning of the world, from all eternity in God's decree" (TDNT V, 453). Not 
only is his exegesis of 6plOeEV'to<; inadmissible, but he fails completely to realize the significance 
of the second stage of such a three-stage christo logy (preexistent Wisdom, the man Jesus, the 
exalted Lord), 
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semitism 1tvEulla ayt(Ocruvll~. An origin in Jewish (though non-Palestinian) 
Christianity is clearly indicated. 

Moreover, while the addition of the first ut6~ makes no essential alteration 
to a formula already containing £v BuvallEt, the insertion of both would signifi
cantly alter the meaning of the sentence. The same is obviously true if Paul added 
the crap~/1tVEUlla antithesis. Since Paul is clearly using the formula as an 
introduction card testifying that he shares the common faith by his affirmation 
of a widely acknowledged confessional statement, and not throwing down the 
gauntlet of his own distinctive faith, it would equally clearly defeat that aim if 
he subjected a familiar and respected formula to too much alteration. 

It follows that the original form of the sentence was more or less as we 
find it here, apart from the opening and closing 'phrases. 

(b) Is Paul's interpretation of these words different from that intended 
by those who framed it and accepted by those who used it? In particular, is 
Schweizer justified in arguing for the more or less neutral sense "in the sphere 
of flesh/Spirit" for the pre-Pauline stage? 

The answer is a fairly clear-cut negative. The fact is that when we are 
dealing with the crap~/1tVEulla antithesis or its equivalent in pre-Pauline 
literature, the ideas 0/ "neutrality" and "spheres o/power" do not go together. 
Where flesh and spirit have a more neutral connotation (and it is never entirely 
neutral) they denote actual beings or that which essentially constitutes and 
characterizes actual beings (Num. 16:22; 27:16; 1 Enoch 15:8; see also Judith 
10:13; Pss, Sol. 16:14). And where the antitheses can appropriately be de
scribed in terms of "spheres of power," as in dualistic wisdom, the more 
neutral significance has been lost in open opposition and hostility. 54 With what 
is probably the closest biblical parallel, Isa. 31 :3, we stand somewhere in the 
middle, neither neutral nor hostile. Indeed what we have is the same sort of 
derogatory contrast between that which is mere crap~ and that which is 1tVEUWX 
with which we are familiar from our study of Pau1.55 

The closest parallels, however, are to be found in the Qumran literature. 
Not only has "flesh" a very similar breadth of meaning to that found in Paul 
and signifies "the realm where ungodliness and sin have effective power," 
but just as in Paul so in Qumran, "the 'neutral' use of 'flesh' is completely 
embedded (in) and overshadowed by the loaded meaning."56 Even more 

54. See Brandenburger, op. cit., 65-68, 75, and passim in the section on Philo (pp. 
123-221). 

55. For the negative range of crap~ see also Esther 4: 17P; Wis, 7: If.; Sirach 17:31; 28:5; 
40:8; 4 Mace. 7:13. 

56. K. G. Kuhn, "New Light on Temptation, Sin and Flesh in the New Testament," The 
Scrolls and the New Testament, ed. K. Stendahl (1957) 107 - see more fully pp. 101-7; also 
Davies, "Flesh and Spirit," 161f.; J. Licht, "The Doctrine of the Thanksgiving Scroll," Israel 
Exploration Journal 6 (1956) IOf. 
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striking is the fact that Qumran dualism does not divide humankind simply 
into two distinct groups belonging to two mutually exclusive spheres of power; 
instead, as with Paul, the believer experiences the dualism within himself, 
whether expressed in the antithesis of flesh and election57 or of the two spirits 
dwelling in him.58 

If anything, then, the immediately comparable material in non-Christian 
pre-Pauline writings suggests that Paul's understanding of the (Jap~/1tv£u/J.a 
antithesis was more widely rooted in Hellenistic Jewish Christianity, as in 
Hellenistically influenced Judaism generally; and Schweizer's attempt to drive 
a wedge between the (Jap~1tv£u/J.a contrast in Rom. 1 :3f. and the rest of Paul 
must be judged a failure. 

While we have still to bring other Christian passages under scrutiny 
the probability is gaining strength that Paul's interpretation of the Rom. 
1:3f. formula was precisely that of Hellenistic Jewish Christianity - for it 
is certainly to that context that the formula belongs, as the almost unique 
Jewish fOfm 1tV£u/J.u ayt(o(Juvy\~ and the Hellenistic embarrassment over 
Jesus' Davidic sonship59 indicate. This probability is still more strengthened 
by the likelihood that Paul quotes the formula where he does as proof that 
he stands within and fully shares the faith of the wider church. Since Paul 
understood the formula in the way indicated or at least was most liable to 
be understood in this way (as his commentators demonstrate) he must have 
shared the faith of the wider church at this point also. If the wider church 
understood the formula as a mere neutral, spatial, temporal contrast, and if 
Paul read it as a pejorative, moral antithesis, then he did not share the faith 
of the wider church, and his use of the formula as an earnest of good faith 
was misleading, not to say deceptive. The more logical conclusion is that 
Paul quotes a formula which expresses not only his faith but the faith of 
the wider church. 

(c) Within early Christian literature the most often cited parallel to Rom. 
1:3f. is the early Christian hymn contained in 1 Tim. 3:16, particularly the 
first two lines: 

57. "The believer therefore belongs to both groups: inasmuch as he is man, that is, 
inasmuch as he sins, he is flesh of sin'; inasmuch as he is ' the elect of God' (by strength of 
the 'spirit of truth ' which dwells in him and determines his deeds according to predestination) 
he belongs to the 'eternal community' .. . " (Kuhn, "New Light," 103). 

58. P. Wernberg-Ml'lller, "A Reconsideration of the Two Spirits in the Rule of the Com
munity (IQSerek iii. I 3-iv.26)," Revue de Qumran 3 (1961-62) 422-24, 432; J. Pryke, "'Spirit' 
and 'Flesh' in the Qumran Documents and Some New Testament Texts," Revue de Qumran 5 
(1964-65) 350f. See also A. A. Anderson, "The Use of 'Ruah' in IQS, IQH and IQM," Journal 
of Semitic Studies 7 (1962) 300f.; A. R. C. Leaney, The Rule of Qumran and Its Meaning (1966) 
37. Cf. the rabbinic doctrine of the good and evil impulse in humans (Davies. Paul and Rabbinic 
Judaism, 17-35). 

59. See pp. 135-37 above. 
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0<; £<jJcx.v£pro91l £V crcx.px,{ 
£Otx,atro91l £V 1tV£ullcx.n. 

Without entering into the debate concerning the origin and meaning of the 
hymn,60 we may simply note that here too Schweizer finds strong support for 
his interpretation of Rom. 1 :3f. The first line describes the early life of Jesus 
as an epiphany in the sphere of flesh; the second refers to his vindication in 
the sphere of spirit and is equivalent to entry into the divine sphere.6l But 
here too we must demur. 

Certainly there is a stronger prima facie case for recognizing a broader, 
more general use of the contrast, but once again there is the grave danger of 
narrowing the meaning of crap~ and 1tv£'t)Ilcx. too much. fV crcx.px,t in first-cen
tury Christian literature can often designate a person's fleshly existence, but 
it is always with a particular reference to that person's flesh as an individual. 62 

That is to say, fV crcx.px,t denotes mode of being rather than sphere of being. 
It is more probable therefore that the first line of the hymn means that Jesus 
was manifested as a man of flesh, that is, as an ordinary and real human being 
- as the closest parallels (1 John 4:2; 2 John 7; cf. Rom. 7:3) strongly suggest. 

Similarly fV 1tV£UIlcx.1:1 in its regular use has a more specific reference, 
describing individuals not in the sphere of 1tV£UIlcx., but as detemined or 
inspired by 1tvtUllex..63 As always in these phrases 1tV£UIlcx. refers to a spirit 
possessing or controlling a person, not the human spirit. Apart from a few 
references to demon possession, fV 1tv£ullcx.n in the literature of our period 
refers to possession by the Holy Spirit. So here.64 In that case, and assuming 
that the fOtx,cx.tro81l refers to Jesus' resurrection-exaltation,65 we can hardly 

60. R. H. Gundry, "The ·orm . Menning und Background of Ihe Hymn Quoted in 
I Timothy iii.16," Apostolic I!i.~/()f:" lind III GO.9/JI! /. ed. W. W. Gusque and R. P. Marlin F. F. 
Bruce FS; 1970) 203-22, surveys recent work on lhe hytID1 very Ihoroughl y, Morc recent are 
the too brief comments of J. T. Sandt.~'!" 711l! Nl!w Te. /rlll/tilli Clrl'i,I'l%git'o / HYIII/Is ( 1971) ISff .. 
94f. 

61. Ef'IIierif'igllllg. 8ll: see olso "-Iwo New TestamcllI Creed~ Compnrecl: J Corinthinn~ 
1(.v.I-5 alld I Timothy iiI. 16." CUI'/' nr /~',\'II(,S in New 1eslanuml /IlI I!IP'I'f!tlllirlll. ed, W. Klu,sscn 
and G. F. Snyder (0. A . Piper rs; 1962). repri nted in NeOle,i'wmi!lI/i('(J (1963) 125f.; T.W.N.T. 
vii.l38, He is fall wet.1 by G. Holt!.. Die PaSlOralbrh,/ 1965 90f .. find Fuller. op. cil .. 2 18. 
Linncl1lalu1. however, th inks Ihe pm'nllel here and in I Pet. 3: 18 is nOI clo~e enough (op. cit .. 
265). 

62. See particularly Rom, 2:28; 7:5; 8:3, 8f.; 2 Cor. 10:3; Gal. 2:20; Eph. 2: 11; Phil. 1 :22; 
3:3f.; Col. 2:1; Philem. 16; 1 Pet. 4:2; 1 John 4:2; 2 John 7. 

63. E.g" Matt. 22:43; Luke 2:27; John 4:23f.; Ad~ 19:21; Rom. 8:9; i Cor. i4: i6; Eph. 
2:22; 4: 18; Rev, 1: 10; 17:3, The closest parallel to line 2 is 1 Cor. 6: 11 - EotxutOO91l'tE , .. EV 
1:0 7tVEUllun 'toii 8eoii ftllwv, 

64. Cf., e.g., C. K. Barrett, The Pastoral Epistles (1963) 65; contra Gundry, op. cit., 211. 
65. So most commentators - contra Gundry, op. cit., 213f., who refers line 2 to the 

vindication of Christ during and by the descensus ad irifernos in spirit-form between death and 
resurrection (cf, 1 Pet. 3: 18ff.). 
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understand the £v 1tVeU~a'tt as a description of the mode of being whichfollows 
the vindication - since no Christian would have thought of the exalted Jesus 
as empowered, possessed by the Spirit. The more probable interpretation is 
that £v 1tVeU~a'tt describes not the sphere or mode of being into which Jesus 
entered, but the mode of being which was the cause of Jesus ' vindication.66 

He was manifested as (a man of) flesh; he was vindicated as (a man of) Spirit. 
In other words, it appears that here too there is the implication that crap~ and 
1tVeU~a overlap in the earthly Jesus and that his exaltation was somehow due 
to his unique possession of the Spirit and brought about by the Spirit.67 That 
we are back once more with the same sort of christo logy as we found in Rom. 
1 :3f. is confirmed by the contrast between the two modes of being implied 
in the use of EDtXmro81l and in the antithesis £v crapxU1tVeU~a'tt (cf. Rom. 
2:28; 7:5; 8:8f.; Phil. 3:3f.).68 

(d) The other parallel to Rom. 1:3f. frequently cited is 1 Pet. 3:18-
Christ 8ava'tco8et~ ~Ev crapxt scoo1tot1l8d~ DE 1tVeU~a'tt. We need not linger 
over this passage. It is tempting to take the 1tVeU~a'tt as a simple instrumental 
dative - giving us the only explicit affirmation in the NT that Jesus was 
raised from the dead by the direct agency of the Spirit.69 But the NT's coyness 
about this affirmation and the fact that the parallel crapx{ cannot be taken 
instrumentally militates against this interpretation. The more plausible sug
gestion is that both crapx{ and 1tVeU~a'tt are datives of reference. In which 
case it looks rather as though we are back in the same sort of christological 
thought which finds more formalized expression in Rom. 1 :3f. and 1 Tim. 

66. cr. J. Jeremias, Die 8ril:'fe 0 11 'I1/1 IfJ llulIIS 111/( 1 Titus (NTD; 81963) 24. Schweizer's 
attempt to equate "vindicated in Spirit " with "enter into the divine sphere" is unconvincing, 
since t.he paralic] re fercnces from the NT period fill I before " carry only the meaning of vindica
Lion, not entry into the divine ~pherc" (Gundry. op. cil .. 2 10) . Against the similar suggestion of 
M. DibeHug and H. Conzelmunl1. Oi ' Pa:<;/omlbric!t! (IlNT~ 41966) that Olxulovcrllm here refers 
to "the entry into the divine sphere, tbe ~phcrc of SI~CtlO.aUvn " (p. 50), see R. Deichgraber, 
Gotteshymnus und Ctrri.wII.I'/lYllilllIS in der/dih /!II Chd.\'U!lLheit ( 1%7) 134, n. 3. 

67. A local sense for ev . h() uld nOI be pres cd I)erl: (Delchgraber, Gotteshymnus, 136, 
n. 3) . [n s lich pllrases tv cun oft en haVe un ambigullY which English's c.hoice of " in," "by," or 
" with" cannot convey ( \:e. e.g .. 1 Cor. 6: II ): lind here the poctic parallel lIes in the word and 
sound l'ather 111 (\111111 exaCl and pre 'ise Ill tll ll1ing, snrnething which puetic foml frequently prevents 
anyway. 

68. The more negative meaning of <HXPS should not be pressed so far as to confine the 
reference to Jesus' crucifixion (contra Stanley, op. cit., 237; A. R. C. Leaney, The Epistles to 
71moliLy, 7illls CIIILI Philemon LI960J 6l ). Simi larly SChneider ' attempt l(1 re ler lin 1 10 " !.he 
gloriOlls appc!lrance of Ihe ri sen hri t" (op. eiL . 367, 384f .. re ll( wing A. Descamps and 
1. Dupollt) is an unjul'ti-fied Ilru:rowing oi" the meaning. 

69. That ItVEUPU'f I means ( l-1o ly) Spirit ralher Illan hUman spi rit (GUildry. ep: ci t., 2 11) 
or divi lle natllre (E. G. Selwyn, The [,'irsr Epis~/e nf St. Pelt:,. r21'J47j 197) Is indi cated by Ihe 
regular de riptio l1 e l 'ewh~rc ill IlIC NT of the piril lls the " liJ'e-giver" (Jolm 6:33 ; Rum. 8: II ; 
I Cor. 15:45; 2 Cor. 3:6), by the presence of the regular /g esh/Spiril Hlllithcs is, 1111 I by Ille parallel 
with Rom. I :3r. (l nd I Tim. 3: 16. Cr. W. J. Du\(ol1 , /'IIi .1'1 :\' Pl'od(ullcuion 10 the Spil'it,\, ; A , !Udy 
of I Peter iii. 1 8-iv. 6 (1965) 33, 124-34; Schneider, op. cit. , 367f. 
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3:16. Jesus was put to death as flesh: it was because he was flesh that death 
was possible, indeed necessary, for him. But he was brought to life as Spirit: 
it was because he possessed the Spirit, because the Spirit wrought in him and 
on him, that 1;;(j)o1toill(jt~ followed death.7o 

Once again the vague sense of "in the sphere of" advocated by 
Schweizer7 ! takes too little account of the individualistic reference of O'ap~ 
and 1tVcuI.tO .. It was not O'ap~ in general which was destroyed in Christ's death, 
but his O'ap~ in particular. Any generalized sense in O'ap~ here is focused upon 
the particular O'ap~ of Jesus. Likewise 1tVcU~La'tt signifies not the "sphere of 
the Spirit" but the Spirit which possessed Jesus and which was instrumental 
in his resurrection. In the parallel verse 1 Pet. 4:6 there is of course no thought 
of overlap between O'ap~ and 1tVcu~a, because the possibility of living 
1tvcu~a'tt is offered to those who are already put to death O'apXt, but in the 
O'apl;l1tVcu~a antithesis it is the particular reference to the individuals who 
died and their mode of existence rather than the sense of spheres of existence 
which is the more prominent thought. They were condemned and died because 
they were flesh, and they lived solely on the level of the flesh. The purpose 
of the proclamation is that they might live by the power of the Spirit, that is, 
share in the actualization of the Christian hope, the whole redeemed person 
alive and living by the Spirit of God.72 

(e) It remains simply to point out that the form of christology uncovered 
in Rom. 1 :3f. and 1 Tim. 3: 16 and at least reflected in 1 Pet. 3: 1873 is more 
widely held within the NT. In particular it is related to the so-called "messianic 
secret" in Mark, and it is clearly present in the more fully developed three
stage or programmatic christology of Luke-Acts. As I have demonstrated 
elsewhere,74 the interaction between Jesus and the Spirit is the decisive ele
ment in this christology. In the first stage Jesus is the creation of the Spirit 
(Luke 1:35). In the second he is the uniquely anointed Man of the Spirit (Luke 
3:22; 4: 18; Acts 10:38). Only in the third does he become Lord of the Spirit 
(Acts 2:33). In each case the changeover from one stage to the next (Jordan, 

70. B. Reicke speaks of "the intimate subjective meauing/function" of 7tVEullcm here 
(71re f);sobl.'dieJ'1I ·/lil';I.\· lllld Cf)/'iJ'I;cITI fJal'l;sm [19461 106f.). However, that the overlap of the 
two slilge.~ ill the " Iwu .. stage dl li Rtology" was Dot flil ly rccogni~ed bel' is perhaps indicated by 
the para llel in 4:6 (uf. Deicllgrilbcr, G Ollt,\·hyml!u.'i. 173). 

7 1, N~OII!.wam IIlim 1.85, 187; TONT VI, 417; cf. F. W. Beare, The First Epistle of Peter 
( 1947) 143; Fuller. op. eil. , 2 19: J. N, D. Kelly. The Epistles of Peter and of Jude (1969) 151; 

chneider, op. e ll.. 368. 
72. 7tVEUIlUn in 4:6 cannot have the same meaning as 7tV€U~!c(O'lV in 3: 19. since il is 

precisely escape from their existence as 7tVEuIlU'tU EV !/>'llAa.xii which life 7tVEUllu'tl offers them. 
73. Schneider also cites 1 Corinthians 15 as a parallel (op. cit., 365f.). But there the direct 

contrast is between 7tVEUIlU and 'VUX,TJ, and it sets in antithesis two different men, first Adam 
and last Adam (verse 45), and two different bodies, criiillu 'V'llXlx6v and criiillu 7tVE'llllu'tlx6v. 
The xU'ta crapxwxu'ta 7tVEUIlU antithesis in Rom. 1:3f. has a different connotation. 

74. "Spirit and Kingdom," ExpT82 (1970-71) 38f. 
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exaltation, Pentecost) is effected by a transformation in the relationship be
tween Jesus and Spirit. What is to be noted in our present study is that the 
second stage consists precisely in the sort of overlap between crap~ and 
1tV£ul.W,,75 between kingdom present and kingdom still future, between already 
and not yet, which we found both in Paul's soteriology and in the christology 
of Rom. 1 :3f. Jesus' anointing by the Spirit at Jordan is an indispensable 
prerequisite not merely of his earthly ministry but also of his resurrection and 
exaltatiori. It was because the old aeon (ofIsrael and law) was seen to overlap 
with the new aeon (of Spirit) in the earthly Jesus that the early church's 
experience of the Spirit could be linked with and attributed to the exalted 
Jesus. More briefly, it was because the historical Jesus was recognized as the 
unique Man of the Spirit that the exalted Jesus could be acclaimed as Lord 
of the Spirit. That is to say, Jesus' exalted life in terms of the Spirit (xu-cCx. 
1tV£uj.l.u, tv 1tV£Uj.l.U-Ct, 1tV£uj.l.U-Ct) was recognized to be continuous with his 
earthly life in terms of the Spirit (xu-cCx. 1tV£uj.l.U, tv 1tV£Uj.l.U-Ct, 1tV£uj.l.un), the 
latter being the necessary presupposition for the former, 76 

The same sort of christological thinking also underlies the Fourth 
Gospel's talk of the Spirit as the &AA.O~ 1tUpaXAT]-Co~. Jesus is the incarnation 
of the A.6yo~; the author might almost as appropriately have said "of the 
1tV£uj.l.U," or "of cro<jliu." Present with his disciples once as incarnate Logos, 
uniquely anointed with Spirit (1:33; 3:34; 6:27), he continues to be present 
with his disciples as Spirit - the same Spirit. Here again the idea of an overlap 
between Jesus' earthly existence and the disciples' experience of the ascended 
Jesus is integral to the christology and is expressed in terms of the Spirit. 

v 

Ul conclusion, what we hav een in R m. 1:3f. and these other passages is 
tile early church's attempt to forn1Ulate the relation between the historical 
Jesus and Lhe exalted Jesu. : how could they eXPJess theiJ faith concerning 
both Je: us a they knew him to have been from the Lradition and eyewitness 
accounts. and the Je u: Lhey now wor hiped? That it was the same Jesus was 
to them self-evident; but h w to explain both the continuity and the trans'for
mali n? The answer which the eady lheologillos found wM the Spirit. Jesus' 
relat ion to t.he Spiril explnineJ both the continui ty and tbe difference. And it 

75, Cf. L. Legrand, "L'arriere-plan neo-testamentaire de Le. i.35," Revue Biblique 70 
(1963) 18lff. 

76. This being so, the parallels cited by Schneider from Acts (op. cit., 370-76) must be 
understood in terms of our interpretation rather than of his. 
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is this continuity and difference between historical and exalted Jesus in terms 
of the Spirit which finds expression in Rom. 1 :3f. and the other passages 
examined. 

At its simplest this conviction is e pressed in the belief lim the piri.l 
which dwelt in Christians was the Spirit f JeslIs (Acts 16:7: Rom. 8:9; Gal. 
4:6; Phil. 1: 19; 1 Pet. 1: 11, John's other J aI'udele). But underlying tlli s lan
guage is the more difficult thought that someh w tbe Spirit wbich inspired 
Jesus has become wholly and exclusive ly idenLified willl him - althougb only 
Paul expresses it so boldly: "the last Adam became a life-giving Spirit' (I Cor. 
15:45),77 That the transformation from Spirit inspiring Jesu, to Spirit <~fJesu . 

took place at the resurrection of Jesus was axiomatic. But to express both this 
transformaLion antllhe C01]til uity more clearly was exceedingly difficult, and 
it is obvi us lbal. III early chw'Ch was content not to explore further in this 
dire 'Lion. This is why their writing' shy away from the unequivocal affirma
Lion thal Jesus was raised by the Spirit (cf. Rom. 1:3f.; 1 Tim. 3:16; 1 Pet. 
3: 18; also Rom. :4; 8: 11 ; I Cor. 6:14: 2 Cor. 13:4)- alLh ugh it would 
appear to be the 10gicaI corollary to the twin propositions thut the resurrec tion 
of Christians will be by the Spirit Rom. 8:11) and that Cbri, I S resLlrrec ti n 
is the <xncxpxil of Christians ' resurrection (1 Cor. 15.20, 44f. ).78 BUl it was 
precisely in and by the resurrection that Jesu fully "took over the Spirit. 
ceased to be a man dependent on the Spirit , and became Lord of Ih Spirit.. 
Hence the early church's coyness at this poinl. lL is for the s'une rea, OJ1 that 
we find in some passages, particularly John 19:30 and :Reb. 9: 14,79 as welJ 
as 1 Tim. 3:1680 and 1 Pet. 3:18,81 an inevitable sometimes de llberote am
biguity between Christ's Spirit and the Holy Spirit - precisely because the 
Spirit which empowered Christ from Jordan onward was now wholly iden
tified with Christ as his Spirit, the Spirit of Christ. The complexity of this 
relationship and the first Christian theologians' reserve in speaking of it also 
means that the charge of adoptionism cannOl be laid against them, if only for 
no other reason than its oversimplificati n ~lLld ov rdefiniLion in an area where 
the early church humbly acknowledged its inability to d 'fine and clarify the 
more than human.82 

In short, the failure (if that is the correct word) of the early church to 
investigate more thoroughly the relation between Christ and the Spirit and its 
transformation at his resurrection is measured by its failure to achieve greater 

77. See also Hermas. Sim. 11 : I. See further ch. 9 below. 
78. See especially N. Q. Hamilton, The Holy Spirit and Eschatology in Palll (1957) 12-15. 
79. See n. 49 above. 
RO. Cr. J. N , D. Ke lly. TIll' Pcwora/ Ep iMII!~ ( t96.1) 90f. 
SI. f. H. WindIsch. Die k(1r/toli.l'r:/II I/1 BrieJe (HNT; 1911) 68. 
82. C t'. Schwei ~,er, ·t:W.N.7: viii.368: see a lso Ille 'earlier objection by A. E. J. Rawlinson, 

The Nell' '1e,l'urrwrIT Dn"t,-i"e of Ihe IId\" ( 1926) 265-69. 
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clarity of expression in passages like Rom. 1 :3f. But despite their ambiguity 
and enigmatic quality, these formulations nevertheless express a clear enough 
faith in the Jesus who once lived himself x.o,'ta ltVEU!lo" whose resurrection 
transformed their relationship, and who now directs his disciples by the same 
Spirit, his own Spirit. 



9 

1 Corinthians 15:45-
Last Adam, Life-Giving Spirit 

How did Paul relate his present experience of the exalted Lord to the historical 
person Jesus? This is one of the key problems in Pauline christology and 
soteriology. And probably no other verse in the Pauline corpus poses the 
question more abruptly and more sharply than I Cor. 15:45: 

oi>troe; %at YEYpa7t'tat, 
'EYEV£'tO 6 nponoe; liv8pro7toe; f\8a~ de; \jfuxf\v ~(i)aav· 
6 EO"Xa'tOe; f\8a~ de; 7tv£ii~a t;wo7totOiiv. 

For in this verse Paul seems to say not only that the central, constitutive 
element of the corporate Christian life is the experience of God's Spirit; but 
also that Jesus can be fully and adequately understood in terms of this Spirit. 
Not only is the earthly Jesus lost in the shadows behind the exalted Lord, but 
the exalted Lord seems to be wholly identified with the Spirit, the source of 
the new life experienced by believers. 

It is unfortunate that the theological implications of this passage have 
not been more fully investigated in recent years, and that commentators seem 
to have been concerned more with the origins of Paul's ideas than with their 
place in his overall theology. It is to this task - the elucidation of 1 Cor. 
15:45 in its context within Pauline theology - that we now turn. I offer it to 
Professor Moule, my Doktorvater, as a small token of appreciation with 
warmest greetings and regards. 

Originally published in Christ and Spirit in the New Testament, ed B. Lindars and S. S. Smalley, 
127-41. Copyright © 1973 by Cambridge University Press and reprinted by permission. 
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I 

We take up first the exegesis of 1 Cor. 15:45 in its immediate context. As in 
most of the letter, Paul is here addressing his Gnostic opponents at Corinth. 
As part of their superior knowledge and higher wisdom it appears that they 
have denied the resurrection of the dead (15: 12). That is, presumably, they 
denied that their spiritual state was incomplete; already they were mature, 
already full, already reigning (3:1f.; 4:8; cf. 10:1-12); they were already 
experiencing resurrection life in their experience of the Spirit; they had no 
place for a still future resurrection.] Above all, they denied that full redemption 
came through resurrection of the body; on the contrary, for a Gnostic salvation 
would be wholly independent of the body; if anything was awaited as still 
future it would be release from the body. In short, they denied both the somatic 
and the future eschatological character of the resurrection. 2 

In refutation Paul argues first for a resurrection that is still future: as 
Christ's resurrection fonowed his death, so believers can look forward to 
resurrection after death (15: 13-23) (or transformation of aooll<X at the parousia 
- 15:5lf.); he then goes on to argue for a resurrection of the body - not the 
same body, though one in some degree of continuity with the present body 
(15:35-50).3 

The contrast between first Adam and last Adam occurs in the course of 
this latter argument. Paul justifies his belief in the resurrection body by 
contrasting the scriptural description of humankind's creation (Gen. 2:7) with 
the mode of existence now enjoyed by the risen Christ. Humanity was created 
'l'UXllv ~&a<xv; Christ has become ltV£UIl<X ~COO1totOUv. Or in other words, 
humanity was created aooll<X 'l'uXtx6v; Christ became aooll<X 1tV£ull<xnx6v. The 
order of events is clear - first psychical then spiritual - the one from dust, 
the other from heaven. As the man made of dust is the pattern of psychical 
humans, so the man from heaven is the pattern of spiritual people; that is, as 
earthly existence is an embodiment of 'ljlUxi], aooll<X 'l'UXt%6v, so resurrection 
existence is an embodiment of aooll<X 1tV£ull<xnx6v. 

What has not been sufficiently realized in many expositions is the central 
significance of verse 45 in Paul's argument. The fact that verse 45 can be 

1. Cf. 2 Tim. 2:18; 2 Clement 9:1; Polycarp, Philippians 7; Justin, Apology 1.26.4; 
Dialogue 80; Irenaeus, Adversus Haereses 1.23.5; 2.31.2; Acts of Paul and Thecla 14; Tertullian, 
De Resurrectione Carnis 19. 

2. H. von Soden, Sakrament und Ethik bei Paulus (Marburg, 1931) 23, n. 1; H. D. 
Wendland, Die Briefe an die Korinther (NTD 7; Gottingen, 1932, 10 1964) 125; Kiimmel in 
H. Lietzmann and W. G. Kiimmel, An die Korinther IIII (HNT 9; Tiibingen, 41949) 192f.; 
W. Schmithals, Die Gnosis in Korinth (Gottingen, 21965) 147ff.; C. K. Barrett, The First Epistle 
to the Corinthians (London, 1968) 347f.; 1. H. Wilson, "The Corinthians Who Say There Is No 
Resurrection of the Dead," ZNW 59 (1968) 90-107. 

3. Kiimmel, 194f.; M. E. Dahl, The Resurrection of the Body (London, 1962) 94. 
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treated as a parenthesis4 and the recognition that Paul 's main concern 
throughout this passage is anthropological rather than christologicai5 obscures 
how basic is the assertion of verse 45 to Paul's whole case. The series of 
contrasts of verses 42-44 have in themselves proved nothing, but were de
signed to lead up to the key antithesis of verse 44 between a&)1a 'lfuXtx6v 
and a&)1a 1tv£u)1a'ttx6v, and the key statement, d £a'ttv a&)1a 'lfuXtXOV, £a'ttv 
xal 1tv£u)1a'ttx6v. 

This simple affirmation is a classic example of Paul's apologetic skill. 
He appears to have taken over the 'lfUXtx6r;11tV£u)1a'ttx6~ antithesis from his 
Gnostic opponents.6 But he subtly transposes it into his own terms, a&~ta 
'If'uXtx6v and a&)1a 1tvEU)1a'ttx6v. Such a use of a&)1a would normally have 
been unacceptable to the Gnostics and his argument would have fallen to the 
ground, for a&)1a in the general usage of the time in reference to the human 
person means physical body and is not distinguished from aap~ - that is, in 
Gnostic thought it stood together with aap~ and 'lfUxi] in denigratory contrast 
to 1tv£u)1a.7 But Paul introduces a distinction between aap~ and a&)1a which 
outflanks the Gnostics' position and leaves them open to Paul's counterattack. 
He accepts the Gnostic antithesis 'lfUXtXor;l1tV£u)1a'ttxo~ and stands side by 
side with them in affirming that "aap~ xal al)1a cannot inherit the kingdom 
of God" (15:50). But he affirms also that pneumatic existence is a form of 
existence, neither physicallfleshly nor incorporeal. There are many kinds of 
crcO)1a'ta, heavenly as wel1 as earthly, nonfleshly as well as fleshly (15:40). 
So there is a cr&)1a 'lfuxtx6v and there is a cr&)1a 1tv£u)1a'ttx6v. In short, Paul 
is combating the Gnostics on their ground, but in his terms.8 Given Paul's 
distinction between cr&)1a and crap~ and their own distinction between 'lfUXt
x6~ and 1tV£u)1a'ttx6~, they are bound to accept the fuller Pauline distinction 
between cr&)1a 'lfUXtx6v (bodily existence vivified and determined by 'lfUxi]) 
and cr&)1a 1tv£u)1a'ttx6v (bodily existence vivified and determined by 1tv£u)1a). 

The crucial step in Paul's argument is the next one - for now he must 
clarify and establish the relation between these two cr&)1a'ta. And this he does 
in verses 45-49, where verses 46-49 are his exposition of verse 45. Verse 45 
in other words is not the proof of verse 44b, contrary to common opinion; 

4. A. E. J. Rawlinson, The New Testament Doctrine of the Christ (London, 1926) 129, 
n. I. 

5. R. Scroggs, Tilt! /..tISI Adwil (Oxford , 1(6) 85.87: Barrett, 376. 
6. R. Reil.7.(;l1stein. Die he//{!lI.isliscil ell My.w lr i(IIII'I,/j.r!imlP" (W plJglBcri in, J 1927) 7 : 

J. Weiss, Del' ei'.IIe) Korilllll 1'brii;/' (GI)tLingen. JlJ1 925) 37 1 IT.: R. Bliltlllnlll1, Tlw(;I /l)gy of III 
New Tes/tII lle", 1 (London. 1952) 174: E 13 ralllJenblll'ger. Adlllli rlllel CllFislII,f (Neuk irchen. 1912) 
74.f.: R J CWCll, Pau/ 's AnlfIlVptJ /OS/I'/I/ Terllls (Leiden, 11)7 1), 40-44,353 r. 

7. See E. c l1 weizer', TDNT VII. 1025-57. 
8. r. II. Javier, "Breves Remarques sur la Notion de IWJ.HX I1vE'UIl<X.'tt'X.ov," in The 

Backgrolllld of Ihe Nell' 7'e.vrtllllc·n/ and Its Eschatology: Studies in Honour of C. H. Dodd, ed. 
W. D . Davies :lIJd D . Daube (Cumbridge, 1954) 360; Jewett, 266f. 
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verse 44b needs no proof as such, since it is common ground with Paul's 
opponenL') . As til xat., not yap ind.icates, Paul here takes the argument one 
stage further: " Moreover as ScriplUre says, 'The first man Adam became a 
living soul' the last Adam a li fe-giving spirit.' " In other words he identifies 
th.e two kinds ~t' O'cO~ta'ta wilh Adam and Christ. Once this position is gained 
he has the upper hand over the Gnostics; and the rest of the argument flows 
ilTefutably o.n. If bUst is the type of aro~a 1tv£u~a'ttx6v, then it is an 
escha[Qlogical, heavenly mode f e istence which can be achieved only as 
Jesus achi ved it, after death. or at Lhe parousia. Everything therefore hangs 
on veTS 45. The question obviously a:rises, Can Paul's assertion in verse 45 
bear the heavy weight Paul puts on it? 

Verse 45 is introduced by Paul as a scriptural quotation, and the whole 
verse stands under the OU1:CO~ yeypa1t'tat - including verse 45b, as the absence 
of Ot indicates.9 Of course Gen. 2:7, to which Paul refers, reads only xat 
EYEV1:£1:0 6 &vepC01tO~ ei.~ 'l'UXTlv 1;roaav. Verse 45 must therefore be understood 
as Paul's pesher or midrash on Gen. 2:7. But how does Paul achieve this 
exegesis? It is unlikely that the only jusLificalion is the rabbini hermeneutical 
principle of inferred antithesis. 10 It is po sible but unne e sary to assume that 
he is reworking a rabbinic midrash on Gen. 2:7.11 And il is probable that he 
is consciously aware of the Adam or Primal Man speculation which was 
current in his day (see below). But as with all Paul's midrashim, the exegesis 
of Gen. 2:7 in verse 45 is drawn principally from Paul's own understanding 
of Christ and the gospel (cf. 1 Cor. 9:8-10; 2 Cor. 3:7-18; Gal. 3:8; 4:21-31).12 
This is clearly indicated by Paul's insertion of 1tpro1:0~ (and Aoa~) into the 
Gen. 2:7 clause. The understanding of "the man" in Gen. 2:7 as 1tpro'to~ Aoa~ 
is determined by Paul's understanding of Jesus as eaxa1:o~ Aoa~. In other 
words, the point and force of the citation of Gen. 2:7 lies not in the actual 
Genesis passage itself, but in the contrast between that Adam and the last 
Adam - a contrast drawn from Paul's own understanding of Christ. 

Paul must play his trump card, Christ, at this point - for the argument 
up to and including verse 44b has in fact proved nothing against the Gnostics. 
Only in the cas > of Christ doe tb relation between aro~a 'l'uXtx6v and arolla 
1tv£ulla'ttx6v become eviden l - their di Junction and temporal sequence. 
Only by referen e t Chri sl cun Paul hope La prove that spiritual embodiment 
is not . omelhlng already enjoyed by the believer in the here and now, but a 
mode of existence which lies the other side of death and resurrection. 

9. Cf. Weiss, 373ff.; H. Conzelmann, Der erste Brief an die Korinther (Gottingen, 1969) 
337f. 

10. Best exemplified in Matt. 5:43. 
11 . Scroggs, 86f.; cf. C. F. Burney, The Aramaic Origin of the Fourth Gospel (Oxford, 

1922) 46 . 
12. See J. D. G. Dunn, Baptism in the Holy Spirit (London, 1970) 126. 
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This brings us to the crux of the debate and the heart of Paul's theology. 
I<or Paul'~ wh Je 'ase at this critical point rests on two assumptions. The first 
i:. thal the exalted JesLls is known t possess a spiri!ual body. The second is 
lhat U1 exulted Jesus ha a representative capacity in this mode of existence. 
Witbout tll~, e IWO assumpLions Paul's case fails. But how well grounded are 
they for Paul? We will examine them in turn. 

II 

As Adam became Idr; ' INX11v ~wcrO'.v, so Christ became de; 7tV£u/-,w, S<OO1tOlOUV. 
Clearly 7tV£UIlCt 1;W01tOLOUV means also or at least includes the idea of crwllCt 
1tV£UIlCt'tl%6v - otherwise the citation would not really be relevant; as Adam's 
existence as \jfUXll swaCt means a bodily existence vivified and determined 
by \jfUXT), so the risen Christ's existen e as 7tvEf>~tCt 1;,oo07tOtOVV means H bodily 
existence vivifietland delermin d by 7tV~UIlCt . BUllhc reason why Pau l writes 
7tV&U/la 1;wo1tOtO-)V is nol i mply to achie e an ae. lhelically pleasing pllI'aHel 
with \jf\.lX11I;wcru for that cou ld have been achieve I as well by writing /tVEU/lC1. 
1;,wv. The principal reason is that Paul wishe.s to ground his a serti J1 ab LIt 

the spiritual embodiment of the risen Christ in the experience 0/ (he believing 
community. Hence he characterizes J~!SUS not simply as 7tVEWla.'tl%OC; btll <I, 

1tVEUIla.,1I l Simply tts 1;,wv, but as /,;W07tOLOUy,13 In other words, 1/11' believe,.:,· 
experience of the life-giving Spirit is for Paul proof Iha t the risen J 'SIIS is 
a(O~lO: 1tV£1.)IlCt'tl%6v. 

7tYEUIlCt /,;COO7tOLOUY cannot be underst'Ood except as a reference to the 
spiritual experience of the early believers. lL is n .of tbe chief merits of the 
religionsgeschichtliche Schule that it demonstTated so clearly the experiential 
basis of carly Lheologizing. 7tvtulla. denotes neither a theological dogma nor 
an ideali:red Zeitgeist but a Spili luul eXj eden e - an experience of beillg 
taken hold r by a myst rious power, of being overwhelmed or inspired or 
directeJ r moved by a supernatural f Jcc. 14 "Geist ist die g"'llliche. i.iberir
dis he Macht ... , Die Wurze l seiner l1?au l 's l 1tvei)~a.-Lehre liegl al~o in del" 
Erfahrung des Apostc ls" Gunkel, pp. 79, 82). In many s s ill 'arly Chris
[iarti Ly Ihis e p dence of 1fV£U~La. was marked by ecstatic phenomena (Acts 
2:4. 3' 8:18; LO:46; 19:6; l or. 1:5.7; Gal. :5; Heb. 2:4); in olhers by a 
strong emotional content (Rom. 5:5; 1 Thess. J :6' %p6:sElV - Rom. 8: LSI'.; 

13. • Non solum viv il, ~cd cliam vivificat" (Bengel); cr. Schweizer, TDNT VI, 420. 
14. S c pmticultu ly f-l . Gunkel, Die Wil'krlllgcn .filS Itdligcl'I Geistes (Gottingen, 1888); 

H. Weinel, Wi:rk!1TI8<!1l de.\' Gl'i,' les lind der Geist,. ;m II(lch£l/>Mlolischen Zeitalter (Freiburg im 
Breisgau, .18c 9). 
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Gal. 4:6); sometimes it was an experience of liberation (Rom. 8:2; 2 Cor. 
3: 17; Gal. 5: 18), sometimes of intellectual illumination (2 Cor. 3: 16ff.; Eph. 
1:17f.; Heb. 6:4); and so on. 

Notice particularly the attribution of ~O)()1toiTjcrt~ to 1tVf.UIl<X. in John 6:63 
and 2 Cor. 3:6. For John Christianity was essentially a matter of "having life" 
(20:31) - that is, the experience of sheer exuberant vitality, like a stream of 
running water (7 :38) or a well bubbling up within (4: 14). So new and fresh 
was this experience of life that it could be spoken of in terms of birth or 
creation (3:3ff.; 20:22 - eVf.<!)'ucrTjcrf.v). And this experience John not merely 
attributes to the Spirit (3:5f. - bt 1tVeUIl<X.'tO~) but actually identifies with the 
Spirit (4: 10 - 'tTJV OO)pe:b-v 'tou Geou; 15 7:39; 20:22 - AuBert '1tVeUIl<X. aytOv). 
(Holy) Spirit is the name John gives LO the experiel/ 'e oj new We - 'to 1tVEUlla 
ecr'ttv 'tOY ~o)()1t01ttOUV (6:63). Likewise for Paul. the experience of life which 
set him free from the law of sin and death and from the dispensation of 
condemnation and death was the Spirit (Rom. 8:2, 10; 2 Cor. 3:7-9); 2 Cor. 
3:6-

'to yb-p ypallll<X. a1tO%'tdVEt 
'to oc 1tVEUIl<X. ~W01tOtEt. 

Hence in 1 Cor. 15:45 1tVEull<X. ~W01tOtOUV can only refer to the early believers' 
experience of new life. 

The significant factor, however, is that Paul identifies the risen Jesus 
with this life-giving Spirit; Jesus himself is the source of these experiences 
of Spirit. or to put it the other way lhe experience of life-giving Spiril is 
experience of the risen Jesus. Moreover and Lhis i til crucial point, this 
experience constitute for Paul proof that Jesus is risen from the d ad and 
exi.st as crwllCl 1tveull<X.'tlX6v. How so? Because 1'01' Paul lhat which distin
guishes Christian experience of nvEUIl<X. [rom comparabl e experiences in other 
religions is precisely irs Christ-relatedness, its Jeslls-eontent. Paul was of 
course well aware Lhal sim ilar pncumalic phenomena were present in other 
sects, when worshipers "would be seized by some irresistible power" (NEB), 
" irresistibly drawn . .. toward dumb idols" em - lor. 12:2).16lL is pre
cisely for lhi li reason that at the beginning of his discus ion of \lIe. pirituals 
or . piritual g i fts (chs. 12- 14) he SLre 8es the distinctive feature of the spiritual 
experience of lhos " in Chlis t" - nolm l'e exa lled experience .• or experi
ences or a totally differenl order but experiences Wllich are cente red 00 Chri l. 
The test case he gives here is an inspiration which recognizes the exalted 

15.1. D. G. Dunn, "A Note on I5ropEtl," ExpT8l (1969-70) 349-51. 
16. See particularly E. R. Dodds, The Greeks and the Irrational (Berkeley, 1951) 64-101; 

W. F. Otto, Dionysius Myth and Cult (Bloomington, 1965). 
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status of Jesus as Kupw<; - only that power is God's Spirit which inspires a 
person to confess "Jesus is Lord" (1 Cor. 12:3). 

This Jesus-content of early Christian experience is even more marked 
in the b ' liever 's a 'SlU'anC of son~.h ip , wh n the Spirit cries within and through 
him ' ~~r3&. ' (Rom. 8: 15r .. OaL 4:6). For this experience reprodu 'e: what had 
il,itherto been th unprecedented ancl llnique spiritual experience of Jesus 
himself. 17 The intimate ~~~~-r luLion hip wilh God wlli h untillhen only the 
historical man Jesus had el1ioyecl was n w expeJ-ienced by tl10se "in ChrisL,' 
so Lhal Lhey c uld think f thems Ives not only n. adopted On of the Father 
and heirs of God, but also as fellow heirs with Christ (Rom. 8: 17). In con
sequence of such experiences they believed not only that their relationship 
with God was patterned on Jesus' but also, as we shall see below, iliat their 
whole character wa I eing lmosfonncd into the image of llrisL 18 Such 
ex peri ~nces they could only ancibute to Ibe ri se.n .Ie. us acting upon [hem 
through the Spirit: d1er was n pirituaJ I wer moving in tbem which they 
cowd doscdh e!l uully welJ as "Clu-isl in me" 0.1' th Spirit in me, "19 or. 
mosL slliking of all. as "the Spirit of Christ" (Rom. 8:9 , " the Spirit of hi~ 
S n" (Gal. 4:6 , "the Spirit of Jesus hrist" (Phil. ] : 19). 111e " inlensiv 
feeling of personal belonging aud or spiritual relationship wi.th the exalted 
Lord, " which B lIsset rightly calls the "d rnjnant ' noleil1 Pau l's piety 20 Paul 
on 'everal occu. i)l1 likens to the intimacy of a marriage re lati Ilship; IllOSI 
striking is I C r. 6: 17 - as physical union m 'an onene. S r l1e1lh., union 
wi th the Lord means a onen 5S of Spirit.21 

It was this Jesus-relatedness, this Jesus-content in ilieir spiritual expe
rience which constituted proof for the early believers that it was the exalted 
Jesus who was acting upon them - Jesus had become 1tV£UIlU SCOO1towuv. 

17. J. Jeremias, The Prayers of Jesus (London, 1967) 54-65; New Testament Theology I: 
The Proclamation of Jesus (London, 1971) 63-68. 

18. pl'llre.~~(lr Moul . expreS$cd lhi I (lint well when he wrote: "T he diffused and little 
d 'fined and Ol/'ully mani l'estcd • piritLlal preSC llce of God (viz. as we meet it il1lhe Old Te.~lIllllcnt) 
be<:ol11cs sharply contrnclcu to ,1 'bottle-neck' ~() as to he defint:d ~nd localized ill Jesus of 
Nazareth: God who ·~ rmerly spoke at various times amI in many different rrngmems has now 
. pokcn Lo us in one who is 1\ • on. BUL til pnLtehl. Ibu cOlllructcd to a single individual. widens 
again, throug.h 111 lealh (lnd re urruction, to llI l Indefin ite scope, Lhougll never again LO an 
undefi ned qualiry. However widely dirfused, hOWever lJ"luch more than inuividual , it bCUl"S 

henccfmtlr the SLump of Ih> vcry chm<1der of Christ" ("The Holy Spirit in lh ~ Church. " itn 
unpublished leoture r 19G31 quOted by E. M. B. Green. Tlte Meal/il/g (I[Sa/vatian [London , 1965.1 
175r.). 

19. Rom. 8:10; GaL 2:20; Eph. 3:17, RUIIl. 8:9, il; i Cor. 3:26; 6: i9, etc. Cf. I Cor. 
12:6; Phil. 2:13; CoL 1:29; Eph. 3:20. 

20. W. Sousset, Kyrios Christos (Gottingen, 61967) 104; English translation (New York, 
1970) 153. 

21. Note also Gunkel's comment on Paul's conversion: "The first pneumatic experience 
of Paul was an experience of Christ" (p. 99) - a suggestion which may help to explain the EV 
e~o( of Gal. 1:16. 
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That is, he was the source of the power of new life which moved in and 
through them. The fact that Paul does not have to argue the point indicates 
that this type of experience was fairly general among believers, and perhaps 
particularly among the Gnostics. Thus the affirmation of verse 45b is one 
which would be both understood and accepted by the Gnostics at Corinth. It 
is in the implied, but in the context of Paul's argument, inevitable, corollary 
that the punch comes - for existence as 1tVf.ulla /;,ro01tOtOUV means also exis
tence as 1tVf.Ullanx6v. In short, the nature of the believing community's 
experience of Spirit enables Paul to affirm that Jesus has become 1tVf.Ulla 
/;,roo1totOuv and therefore also crwlla 1tvf.ullanx6v. 

III 

The second assumption which underlies verse 45b is that Jesus has a repre
sentative capacity in his existence as 1tVf.ulla /;,ro01tOtOuv. The idea of Jesus 
as representalive man c mes to expression in several places in Paul s writings 
(not(lbly Rom. 5:.1 2-21 ' I Cor. 15:20ff. ; Phil. 2:7f.;22 c f. Heb. 2:5-18) . Paul 
probably introduces the idea in to 1 Cor.inthians 15 partly at least because hi. 
Gllosli ppone)lts were intl uellced by the specu lation concerning the Primal 
Man current at that time - as is shown particularly by Phil023 and the Her
metic writings,24 not to mention the apocalyptic concept of the heavenly (son 
of) Man.25 This external evidence, taken in conjunction with verse 46,26 
certainly ind icates that Pau l was aware of some sort of Gnostically influenced 
speculation about Jesus as Man although the more elaborate divine Urmensch 
theses of Kasemann and Br~l1ldenburger both lack adequate foundation and 
are unnecessary to explain Paul's theology or argument at this point.27 

22. R. P. Marlin . (J /,fIICIi fl/ :isli: Philippit:m .I' 2:5-11 (Cambridge 1967) 207-11. 
23. D Opificio MUlldi 134; Legum Altegoriae l. :l 1 f. ; W. D. D avies, Paul and Rabbinic 

Judaism (Lol1d n. 21955) 44-52. Though ee :Usa craggs, 11 5-22. 
24. Poimtl.nd/'es 1. 2- 17: R . . Reil:Gensleill , Pnim{Jfldt'(f.\' (Leipl!<ig, 1904)- 81-116; though see 

also C. H. Dodd, The Bible and the Greeks (London, 1935) 145-62. Cf. J. M. Creed, "The 
I1eavenly Man," JTS 26 ( 1925) 11 3-:16. 

25. 0 11 11. 7: IJ r.; I EliDe" 411:2f.: 69 :2 -29: 71 : 14- 17: 2 Esdl'Us 13: J. Weiss. Earlie.~1 Chri.~. 
liOllity (New York. 1.937. reprinted 1959) 4851'.: Rawlinson. 122-27; J. Jerem ias, TIJNT I. 142f. ; 
O. Cullm·ann. Tlw Chri.l'l% [;.11 of/hc New Tes/cuNclTl (London . .1.959) 166-70: W. G. Klimmel, /)ie 
Theoll/gic des rumen 'i e,I'ICllrlI/TI/. (GoUingen, 19(9) L39. "n, ugh see ;llso Brandenburger. 13 1·35: 
R. H. Puller. 1'111' r OLllltiL/firms I)f New TeSlOmetu Chris/oiog), (London. 1965) 233f. 

26 . .I . MorfulI , nil! f il'.\·/ £pisr/<, of Pall / If) rlli! Corill lhln/l,\' (London, 1938) 263: J . Hering, 
Tlw Filwl t.p is tle of Sttim Pall I /0 lite Cori""I1'/1/IS (Lond()n. 1962) 178; CUllm'I I1f1. I 67ff .; 
J. Jexv.: l l. JII!<lgll Dei (Gouing'n. 1960) 258[[.; Ul'lIndenburger. 7411' .. 155iI: Barrett, 374f.; 
Jewett, 353 . 

27. The discussion is conveniently summarized and well assessed by Jewen, 230·36. 
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However, what is all too often lost sight of in these debates is the fact 
that Paul's assertion here is again based on the believer's experience. The 
community's experience of the exalted Jesus as 1tV£UI1U t;COO1tOtoUV is whqt 
enables Paul to affirm the representative significance of Jesus' resurrection 
and resurrection body. Paul's affirmation of the representative significapce 
of Jesus' risen state is not based merely on the belief that postmortem 
existence must be somatic - for then he could have said merely, the last 
Adam became de; 1tV£UI1U t;&v. It is the Christian's experience of life as 
coming from the exalted Jesus which is determinative. Nor is he building 
on the foundation of a (Gnostic) identity between Jesus and the Primal Man, 
for it is precisely that equation which Paul severs in verse 46: Jesus is 
ecrxu'toe; 1\0"11, not 1tp&'toe; 1\00.11; it is the risen Jesus who is the image of 
God, not any Urmensch, let alone the first Adam.28 Nor is he simply drawing 
out corollaries from the sense of corporate oneness "in Christ" which the 
worshiping assembly experiences, although that is undoubtedly important 
for Paul and probably contributes to his thinking here. The primary focus of 
his thought at this point however is the believer's experience of the life
giving Spirit. How so? Because in this experience the believer finds himself 
being steadily transformed to become like Christ. Paul's own experience of 
the life of the Spirit bearing the imprint of Jesus' character and conforming 
him to that image is the ground on which Paul asserts the representative 
significance of Jesus' risen humanity. 

We enter here the deepest waters of Paul's Christ-mysticism. Paul's 
experience as a believer is not merely of new life; it is also of decay and 
death. Although the Spirit is life ot(x OtXUtocrUVllV, the body is dead oux 
UlluP'ttUV (Rom. 8:10). The believer knows the life of the Spirit, but he has 
to express it through the body of death (Rom. 7:24f.; 8: 13; 2 Cor. 4: lIf.). Day 
by day he is being "inwardly renewed," but at the same time his "outward 
humanity is in decay" (2 Cor. 4: 16). The suffering this involves is a necessary 
preliminary to glory - suffering to death is the way to glory (Rom. 8: 17). 
The significant feature of this death-life experience is that for Paul both the 
death and the life are Christ's - it is the outworking of Christ's death and 
risen life. Hence the perfect tenses in Rom. 6:5; Gal. 2: 19; 6: 14: the believer's 
experience is that of having been knit together with the 0110tcol1u of Christ's 
death; not only does he experience the life of Christ within but there is also 
a dimension to his experience which can be described as a state of having 
been crucified with Christ - still hanging there! So, too, the significance for 
Paul of his suffering is that it is a suffering with Christ (Rom. 8: 17), a sharing 
in Christ's own suffering (2 Cor. 1:5). Paul can even think of his suffering as 

28. Adam in Paul is always fallen man; only "the resurrected and exalted Christ is the 
perfect realization of God's intent for men" (Scroggs, 91, 100; cf. Jervell, 263-68). 
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a continuation and completion of Christ's (Col. 1:24). Most striking of all is 
Phil. 3: lOf., where Paul expresses his longing to know Christ more fully, that 
is, to experience not just the power of his resurrection, but to share his 
sufferings, and so be more and more conformed to his death; only in this way 
will he attain the resurrection of the dead. 

Integral to Lhi ' whole train of thought of course is -Paul's experience of 
Chri t a Spiljt.. For the Spirit is th 6.ppcx~rov fi1.1U redemption (2 Cor. 1:2.1' 
Epb. 1: 14); that is to say tlIe experience of the SpiJit j, the Or ' t inslallment, 
the beginning f the proces of Ii~ and death wbich leads up and int the 
" beav nly habhaUol1" f the resurrection body (2 Cor. 5:5).29 r in equivalent 
term. the Spiril is the l'Y.n:0:pxiJ, the beginning or lhe rull harvest of the 
resurrection body, so that the groaning and fmstration of life in lhe present 
body of death is an expression of hop rather tl1ml 01' despair (Rom. 8:231'.).30 
It is this death-life motif whi.cl1 lies behind Paul talk of the continuing 
Chri !ian experience as one of m r ~U1d more being tnrnsB r!TIed into llle 
image of Christ through the Spirit (2 Cor. 3: 18; Col. 3 : 10; cf. Rom. 8:29; 
12:2' 13: 14' 2 Cor. 4:4; Col. 1: I )- Lh proc s of the full personality f 
Christ coming as it wer LO birth in the believer wil'h aLI the biJthpangs which 
thaL involves (Gal. 4: t9) a process which only ends when' the body belonging 
to our humble state" is transfigured to become like Christ's glorious resur
rection body by the power of the Spirit (Phil. 3:21; Rom. 8: 11). That this 
whole train of thought is in Paul's mind in 1 Cor. 15:45 is clearly indicated 
by verse 49, with its talk of believers coming to "bear the image of the man 
of heaven" as something still future (<\>Opf.(JO~EV).31 What verse 45 affirms is 
that this transformation into the image of the last Adam is the outworking of 
the life-giving power of the last Adam, a power which believers already 
experience. 

It is to be noted that at no stage does Paul give way to the Gnostic views: 
that a fully matured Christian experience and lale can be achi~ved here and 
now, and that the body is wholly evil. He fec gnize that the full flowering 
of the life of Christ in him involves the experience f death as well as f life; 
he shares Christ's risen life through the Spirit, but not fully; there is still a 
future-ness in Christian experience, a not yet; he is in process of being 
transformed into the image of Christ, but he does not yet fully bear that image; 

29. Cf. C. F. D. Moule, "St Paul and Dualism: The Pauline Conception of Resurrection," 
NTS 13 (1966-67) 106-23. 

30. Cf. E. Kasemann, "The Cry for Liberty in the Worship of the Church," Perspectives 
on Paul (London, 1971) 122-37. Notice also the use ofmx8etv in Gal. 3:4: believers ~1ta.8ov the 
Spiril and Ilis OVVO: j.J.EIt;. 

3 I. As most commentators agree, <\lopecroj.J.Ev is undoubtedly to be read rather than 
<\l0pEo'Olj.J.£V (conlrll Hering, 179; Scroggs, 110); otherwise we have a Gnostic exhortation, not 
an nnli-Gno l. i nffirmali n. The believer lives his present life EV ucr8EVEt\l, EV <\l8op~ (verses 
42f.). 
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the Spirit is only the o'ppu~c6v and O,1tUpxi] of a life fully vivified and 
determined by the Spirit, that is, of the O"ffi~u 1tV£u~u'ttxov ; otherwise "hope" 
would be a meaningless concept (Rom. 8:24f.).32 At the same time Paul's talk 
of decay and death does not express a dualistic pessimism with regard to the 
body. For the full outworking of the Spirit's life-giving power is precisely the 
O"ro~u 7tV£UIlU'ttXOV. The experience of decay and death of the body is a sign 
of hope not of pessimism, for it is the converse side of the coming to be of 
the spiritual body (2 Corinthians 4:7-5:5). The point is that it is the experience 
of Chlist as 7tV£U~U ~(o07totoUV which assures Paul that the present experience 
is only a foretaste, a process of coming to be of the full life of the Spirit, the 
full character of Christ - which assures Paul that Christ's glorified state is 
not an isolated or individual occurrence, but the beginning of a new kind of 
humanity. As (Christ) the life-giving Spirit is the O,7tUpxi] of the resurrection 
body, so Christ (the life-giving Spirit) is the O,7tUpxi] of the harvest of resur
rected humans. 

To sum up, the nature of Paul's spiritual experience, with its distinctive 
Jesus-content and Jesus-character, enables, even requires, Paul to understand 
it not only in terms of the risen Christ, but also in terms of a Christ whose 
risen state is archetypal for believers' future state. Hence if Adam is the type 
of psychic existence, then Christ, the risen Christ, is the type of pneumatic 
existence. This experience of 7tV£U~U ~(o07totoUV now implies O"ro~u 7tV£U
j..lu'ttXOV because that is the inevitable end result of a process already under 
way, the process of being transformed into the image of Christ by his Spirit. 
In short, verse 45b constitutes proof because Paul's experience of the 7tV£Uj..lU 
~(o07tOtOUV convinces him that the exalted Jesus has a spiritual, somatic 
existence and that in that mode of existence he is the pattern and forerunner 
of a new humanity. 

As we have already noted, the argument of verses 46-49 flows on directly 
from the assertion of verse 45. If the Gnostics have appreciated the full force of 
that one pregnant phrase, they cannot deny the rest, for verses 46-49 merely spell 
out the principal implications in verse 45b. Verse 46: the life-giving Spirit they 
all experience is the risen Jesus, the last Adam; the 7tV£U~U ~(o07tOtoUV, the O"ro~u 
7tV£U~u'ttXOV, does not precede the o/UX1l ~cOO'u, the O"ffi~u 'lfUXtXOV, it succeeds 
it - only after the decay and death of the latter does the former come into 
existence. Verses 47f.: the last Adam has pneumatic existence - it is in his risen 

.12. Rci t1.cnstein. M.l'.\·r/!r;'c /(l'clisi.Vl/el1. 333fl'., wld Bou~se t . though nol' withollt justi fica
tiOIl. ncvcrth" !css seriou"ly lII isiull'lllrCI Paul wld leave him Wid, nu reply to the GnosLic ' at this 
point· (so. lOO, A. Schweit.zer, Tile M)'slici.~m vf Pall/,i! Apostle (London, 19311 167. 220). Paul 
c1(1e,~ /(nt .-egnrd lhe " present Clll'is tian st!U1d ing" ll.') one uf "perfe ·tion'· (Vollkommell/w/r): on 
the COlltI1l1'Y, Phil. 3:8-1 4. Nor cloe he believe that " the Illltllral being hlL~ completely died in 
hil1l Ilhe pneumatic Christian]" (B ()uS~ol, I IS. 122: Engl i 'h translation, 170. 174). On Lhe 
comilll)', Rom. R: 13: Col. 3:5: Eph. 4:22. 
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existence, as the heavenly man,33 crwJ.La.1tV€Uf.La'ttXOV, that he represents a new 
humanity; "as we have borne the image of the man of dust (and still do), so we 
shall bear (t1>op£cro~v) the image of the man of heaven" - "such is the 
influence of the Lord who is Spirit" (2 Cor. 3:18). 

IV 

It remains simply to underline some of the christological corollaries which 
follow from Paul's experience-based christology. 

(a) Paul identifies the exalted Jesus with the Spirit - not with a spiritual 
being (1tV£u/J.a sWv) or a spiritual dimension or sphere (1tv€u/J.anxov), but 
with the Spirit, the Holy Spirit (1tVEu/J.a s(J)01tOtouv). Immanent christology 
is for Paul pneumatology; in the believer's experience there is no distinction 
between Christ and Spirit.34 This does not mean of course that Paul makes 
no distinction between Christ and Spirit. But it does mean that later trinitarian 
dogma cannot readily look to Paul for support at this point. A theology which 
reckons seriously with the f.Y£VE'tO of John 1: 14 must reckon just as seriously 
with the f.Y£VE'tO implied in 1 Cor. 15:45b. 

Moreover, if christology is the key to Christianity, then the teeth of that key 
are not only the historical Jesus and the kerygmatic Christ but also the life-giving 
Spirit. The new "Quest" and interest in the "titles of majesty" must not detract 
attention from the further dimension of christology - "Christ in me, the hope of 
glory."35 In the debate between those who seek to ground an understanding of 
faith in the historical Jesus and those who start from "the kerygma," the 
experiential basis of early Christianity must not be ignored. People believed in 
Jesus as Christ and Lord because they experienced a to them supernatural 
vitalizing power - a power whose character, if Paul is to be our guide, directed 
them to the conclusion that Jesus was its living source. Paul's understanding of 
the exalted Christ emerged out of his experience of the Spirit, not vice versa.36 

(b) The antithesis in verse 45 and the context of verse 45 make it clear 
that Jesus became Last Adam at his resurrection. As the first Adam came into 

33. There may well be an allusion to the parousia here (Barrett, 375f.; D. M. Stanley, 
Christ's Resurrection in Pauline Soteriology [Rome, 1961] 126), making a smoother movement 
in thought from Christ's resurrection to that of believers. 

34. 2 Cor. 3: 17 should not be cited as a parallel; see chapter 7 above; contra particularly 
I. Hermann, Kyrios und Pneuma (Munich, 1961). 

35. "This certainty of the nearness of Christ occurs far more frequently in Paul's writings 
than the thought of the distant Christ 'highly exalted' in Heaven" (A. Deissmann, Paul [London, 
21927, reprinted 1957] 140). 

36. Cf. Gunkel, 100. The same is true to a significant degree of his understanding of the 
earthly Jesus; see chapter 8 above. 
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existence (£YEVC'W) at creation, so the last Adam (as such) came into existence 
(EyEV£'W) at resurrection (1 Cor. 15:20-22; Rom. 8:29; Col. 1:18). For Paul 
"the resurrection marks the beginning of the humanity of the Last Adam."37 
Christ's role as "second man" does not begin either in some preexistent state38 

or at incarnation.39 The "man" of Phil. 2:7f., "that one man" of Rom. 5: 15ff., 
strictly speaking is not identical with the "last Adam" of 1 Cor. 15:45. It was 
not by incarnation that Chl'i L became tbe image of God or sanctified humanity. 
On Lhe contrary, i 11 Lncarnali 11 he look n th flesh of the first Adam, sinful 
flesh,fallen. humanity. and by his deatb he destroyed it - dust to dust (Rom. 
8:3; 2 Cor. 5:14).40 For Paul the last Adam is precisely the "man" who died, 
who brought to an end the "old man," destroyed sin in the flesh, in order that 
the "new man" might come to be. The contrast in verse 45 is between death 
and life, not between two stages of evolution (1 Cor. 15:22). In short, the new 
humanity stems from the resurrection; only those participate in the last Adam 
who participate in the life-giving Spirit; their hope of fullness of life, crro/.HX 
1tv£'\)~a'tt%6v, is real only because Jesus has become 1tv£u~a ~roo1tOtouv. 

(c) 1 n terms r Lhe modern debate and of our opening question the signi ti can I 
feallll'e L emerge from om study is lbat alLhough Paul thinks aim st ex lusively 
in terms oJ'Lhe presentJesu experiel1l,;edlluw as Spirit, b does n t thereby ignore 
r deny tl1 reI vance r U1e hist rica I man Jesu . For it is precisely the Jesus-, 

that is, the hislorical Jesus-content and Jesus-character of the present exp denee 
of SpiriL which is the distinctive and most importa11t ~ ature of Lhe expo rleo e. 

hrist has becorne Spirit, Cltr;s(, i.l' n.ow experien 'ed as Spiril- lhal is U'U • But 
it is only because the Spirit i ,\' now experien.ced Q.\' Christ that the experience of 
the Spirit is valid and e senlial for Paul. The centrality givell to the experience of 
the exalted Lord does not deny the relevancc and imp rtance of the historical 
Jesus for Paul; on the contrary it reinforces it, by binding the historical Jesus and 
the exalted Lord Logether tn Lh > single all-import::u:n experience df the life-giving 
Spi riL It is lh con/illuit b tween earthly Jesus and exalted Lord, denoted by the 
clause 6 ~O"Xa'to~ :.\oa~ldc; rtVEUIl(:t sroo1totQuv, which is tb key Lo PULl l's thought 
here and to much f hi chdstology and soteriology as ( wb Ie. 

37. Scroggs, 92 (my t:l11ph sis); see Qlsa F. Bllchscl. Om' '(Jist (Jiles im N(!U/!/I Te.l'tomlllll 

(GUtcrsloh, 1926 406\'. ; limJ11cl 195: Jervell. 25811.; Hcrmmlll, 6 1 f. ; Ollze1m~l\n, 34lf. 
38, omm Wei~:" K()r;II.IIt.(~,.b/'i fI: 376; W. L. Knox, I Pallllwd Iile Clwl'I:h (~r.!el'll'\'tlleTil 

(Cambddge, 1925) l34; Moffatt, 263; W. Mans 11 , Jesl/s the Messiah ( \)Iulon, 1943) 186, 189. 
\I. Contra 'u llmanl1, I 66fr, ; Wel1d ll\lJd. 136; Hering. 179; F. W, Groshcidc, 1'l!l! Fil'~'r 

Epistle ro th" CiJfllltilialiS (Loll dull, 1953 388, 
40. Trcnaeus's "l'ccapilUlal ion" rheory completely misinterprets Palll at this point (Bou~

set, 348-60; English llllns lutiol1 437-50), as do rnO~l incnm!llion-bascd S leriologies (see e,g., 
A. R, Vitllel"s stutly of F. D. Mamice. Wilne.IW I e) 'he Uglr, [New York. 11)48J 2~-57 ; R. . 
Moberly. Arollemcllf (lml Personalil 119011 86-92), " IL is only in vl1tue of resurreclion that He 
became the IIfchelyp an I hClltl of a /lew race" (H . R. Mnl:kintosh. The Docrrin l! of Ihe Person 
I!f.le,I'flJ' CII/';;)'! I dinburgh . . 19 121 69) .. ec nlso n. 28 above. 
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Jesus Tradition in Paul 

How much did Paul know about Jesus? How much did Paul want to know 
about Jesus or think it necessary to know about Jesus? These questions have 
been a burning point in New Testament research for the last two hundred 
years. Wilh the is ue sharpened s ucces ively in the latter half of the period by 
repeated variations on the conlTasl betwe n the Jesus f hislory unci the Cbrist 
r faith and all the "Paul was the real founder of ChristianilY" theme. The 

largest consensus still maintains that Paul knew or cared little about the 
ministry of Jesus apart from his death and resurrection, though the theological 
corollaries of that conclusion are less often pursued,! 

The reasons are not hard to find. Paul's letters express only the most 
basic knowledge f Jesu apart from the eschatological turning poinl of G od 
Friday and Easter (Rom. I :3; Gal. 4:4; 2 Cor. 10: I ; I Cor. 11 :23-26 . AnJ 
apart fro111 I Cor. 7:10-11; 9:14; and 11:23-25, he Ile er refers to Jesus 
reachi ng as such or cites Jesus as his aulb ti ty for his own em phases. So lhe 
basis for the consensus is clear. 

There is, however, the further question as to whether there are echoes 
of Jesus tradition in Paul's letters, particularly in his parenesis, and if so 
whether Paul was aware that he was echoing utterances of Jesus. This also 
involves a long-standing debate2 and one into which we must venture as our 

1. But see S. G. Wilson, "From Jesus to Paul: Contours :lnd Consequences," in P. Rich
ardson et aI., ed., From Jesus to Paul: Studies in Honor of F. ~v. B eHre (Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier 
University, 1984) 1-21. According to Wilson: "Few would now deuy Ulat Paul's interest in the 
person and teaching of Jesus is minimal" (6-7). 

2. See details in D. C. Allison, "The Pauline Epistles and the Synoptic Gospels: The 

Originally published in Studying the Historical Jesus: Evaluations of the State of Current 
Research. ed. B. Chilton and C. A. Evans (Leiden: Brill, 1994) 155-78. Copyright © 1994 E. J. 
Brill and used by permission. 
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first priority, both in terms of the a priori plausibilities of the case, and by 
scrutinizing a sample of the evidence itself. But even if we could draw the 
firm conclu ion from, lIch data Llnlt Paul did ftfter aU know a good deal more 
of tbe JeSlIs tradilion thao his speci fic mtribuliol1 at first sugg SL, Lhe puzzle 
' till remains: why did Paul not cite Jesll~ as his auth rityon In re occa 'ion ) 
since an exhortation altribuUlblc t Jeslis would preslimably carry more weight 
with his reader? Tllis will have to form a further topic for reflection. 

1. A Priori Plausibilities 

It must surely be considered highly likely that the first Christian communities 
were interested in, not to say highly fascinated by the figure of Jesus. Even 
for any who were converted from mystery cults, the very bare form of the 
kerygmatic outline such as we find in 1 Cor. 15: 1-8 would be hardly satisfying, 
since cultic myths, and so also the corresponding initiation rites, were usually 
a good deal more elaborate and complex.3 And however much or little the 
kerygma was seen as equivalent to such myths, the fact remains that the Jesus 
who was featured in the kerygma had lived and ministered for a number of 
years within the lifetime of the first generation of converts. Given the universal 
curiosity in the prominent or hero figure which is as evident in ancient writings 
as it is today, it would be surprising if those who claimed to have put their 
faith in this Christ were not a little curious about the character and content of 
his life and ministry prior to his death.4 

Pattern of tile 1'ItraUels." NTS 28 (1982) 1-32, and F. NelrYllck. "Paul and che S;1ying~ of Jesus. '. 
in A. Vllnhoyc, Ild .. L'A/lOrre Paul (BEITL 73; Lcuven: Peeters. 1986) 265-321. In recent litcrnlUre 
nOIC parlic· lI.larLy J. Piper. "L01't! your Enemies:" JI!S",~ ' LQV(' Clll lllllcmd ;/1 IIr . SYTl(Jpli' GospeLr 
WIt! Ihe r.::ar/y ChrisrioJI Pora. lIesi,\' (,SNTSM, 38: Cambridge Uluvel'siry, 1979). esp. 102-19: 
P. S(uillmachcr, " Jt:sustroditioll 1m Romcl'hrief. Eline Skil.z.e," '/'Iiei 14 (1983 24-50; . Wen
ham, "PulIl'. Use oflJle JeSllS 1'I11ditir,m: Three Samples." in D. Wenham, ed .. Til · J/!.I'II,I' Tradil/oTl 
Oil/side Ihe Gospels (Gospel Perspectives 5; hefficId: J501'. I( 85) 7-37: 1. Sauer, "1'l'11diliol1 -
gesch lchtliche ElwiigLlllgen ZLI dell . ynopl ischlJ lI lind paulinischen Aussugenibe.r Feindeliebe 
lind Wied'rvergcllungsvel"licllt," 'ZNW 76 (1985) 1-2H; A. J, M. Wedderburn. ed .. POIII und 
Jt!S!lS: ()lll~c't1tf essays [JS TSS 37; JSOT, !989); M. Thompson, lothed wU/, ern-lSI: Tile 
e.l·llll/ple {lilt! Tell~:"illg (~r Jeslts ;', Ralnall.\' 1-.1-15.13 (JSNT S 59: JSOT, 1991); T. 1-1011:7.. 
" Paul unci the OrnI Gospel Tradll1on." ill '1'1. WansbrOllgh. cd .• Jes ils and the 01'1.'11 Gospel 
'I}(ulitio/l (J NTSS 04; JS01'. 199J) 380-93. An earl ior version of thi~ es Ily appeared as " Paul 's 
Knowledge of l.i"leJcs(Js Tradition: Tlla Evidence of Romans," in K. Kertc!gc et 31.. cds .• ChriS/liS 
B~ell,!ft!II. Festschrift In,. Wo!Jgc//,/!: TriliinS (.Leipzig: St. Benno. L989 193-207. 

3, As is indicated. e.g .. in lhe ti1l1ll1ll~ IV, 11 pnitll.illgs !utile "vi!la or myst:!ncs" ;:ltPcmpcii. 
11 ~hou l d be remembered tllj:lt the " mysteries" included public ri lCS and pr~)ccssiom! ils well as 
secrel ' J'I r the initiales; see A. J. M. Weddcrbul'll. BlIpli,~m allli RI'sw'I'eclio//': . 'Tl.ldie.f ill Pauline 
Tfl/wlogy (/gllil/,\~I lis GrwJt'o·Rolllf.l/! Bw;kgnJlllld (WUN . 44: T'libLugen: Mehr, 1987) 98: aLso 
idem. "PIIU! wd the Story of Jesus ," in Wedderhurn, 00" Part!, 16 1-89. 

4. N I.e for example Iha degree of biogmphicnl il1!ere.~t evidt:1ll in Dio Chryso~(Qm in l.Ila 
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This basic plausibility is further strengthened by the sociological insight 
that the emergence of a new sect or religious community was bound to depend 
in one degree or other on the formulation and preservation of the sacred 
tradition by which it defined itself in distinction from other related or similar 
movements or groupings.s Certainly the kerygma of the death and resurrection 
of Jesus would be at the heart of this sacred tradition. But again it would be 
surprising if early congregations who placed themselves under the name of 
Christ were not concerned to learn and cherish what was known about this 
Christ, to rehearse it in their communal gatherings for worship, to draw on it 
in instruction of new converts, and to use it in discussion with those outside 
the group (in polemic or apologetic) and for the wisdom it provided them in 
the ethical and practical problems of their own common and individual lives. 

The evidence which we have is wholly consistent with this a priori 
picture and confirms its strong credibility. I have in mind the emphasis which 
we find, not least in Paul's letters, on teaching and tradition. It is clear from 
such passages as 1 Thess . 4:1 (n:apEA,a~E'tE n:ap' 1llJ-rov 'to n:~ O£1 ulJ-ae; 
n:Epma't£1v ... ); 2 Thess. 3:6 (n:Epma'touv'toe; 1J-11 xa'ta 't1'Jv n:apaoootv ilv 
n:apda~ooav n:ap' 1llJ-rov); 1 Cor. 11:2 (xa9roe; n:apEoO)xa ulJ-tv 'tae; n:apa
Maw; XU'tEXE'tE); 15:3 (n:apEoroxa uiJ-'iv tv 1tpOl'tOte;, 0 xat 1tapEA,U~OV ... ); 
and Col. 2:6 (roe; o-6v 1tapEA,a~E'tE 'tov Xpto'tov 'IllooUV 'tov xupwv, tv ull't0 
n:Epma't£1n:) that Paul saw it as part of his own responsibility in founding a 
church to bequeath it with the traditions which belonged to the new movement6 

and which marked it out from synagogue, collegium, and mystery cult. These 
would no doubt include the traditions which he himself had learned when he 
"got to know" Peter in Jerusalem, three years after his conversion (Gal. 1: 18), 
a "getting to know" which must surely have included "getting to know" 
Peter's role as Jesus' leading disciple during Jesus' ministry in Galilee.7 

The central role of teachers in the congregation from which Paul began 
his apostolic work (Acts 13: 1) points to the same conclusion. Even in the 
more charismatic ally structured churches of Paul the importance of teaching 
was taken for granted from the first (1 Cor. 12:28), and "teacher" seems to 
have been the first ministry to develop toward a de facto professional status 
(Gal. 6:6). This must mean that the first Christian congregations, as we would 
expect, recognized the need to maintain and pass on their characteristic and 

life and teaching of Diogenes, or, on the Jewish side, in Jeremiah preserved (by his disciples) 
in "The Words of Jeremiah" (= canonical Jeremiah). 

5. The emergence of the Pentateuch can be explained in such sociological terms. 
6. See BAGD, napa1\t1\(J)f,ll 3; napaAall~av(J) 2g. 
7. See further 1. D. G. Dunn, "The Relationship between Paul and Jerusalem according 

to Galatians I and 2," NTS 28 (1982) 463-66; idem, "Once More - Gal 1.18: icr'topi'icrm 
Kll!/luv," ZNW 76 (1985) 138-39; both reprinted in Jesus, Paul and the Law: Studies in Mark 
and Galatians (London: SPCK; Louisville: Westminster, 1990) 108-28. 
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distinctive traditions (what other functions would "teachers" fulfill?). In an 
oral community the treasury of sacred tradition and of tried and tested wisdom 
would have to be largely entrusted to lhose whose sp cia! g ifl or responsibility 
it was to retain and retell the tradition and wisdom on behalf of the community. 

Nor do we have to look far for examples of that Iradili 11. For it is there in 
our Synoptic Gospels. As is now becoming more clearly recognized, the Gospels 
themselves do display a biographical interest in Jesus - not in terms of modem 
biography, but in temlS of ancient biography. That is to say, they display a didaclic 
concern to portra.y th character of their subject malter by recounLing tbing: h 
did and aid.1! To cite a vrujety of exam pi s, Malthew 5-7 is clearly struclured for 
ease of insn'uction and learning; here is a body of Jesu teacbing collected 
together because or iL') c ntinuing relevance to the churches. L uke was clearly 
d termined to p rtray Jesus a an example of'lmc wh lived by prayer {Luke 3:21 ; 
5: 15; 6: 12; 9: J 8 28-29 etc.). And Mark irself an be regal' led quilt: properly as 
an ex.ample of the way a tea her pre. need lh Je, us tradition in oral form.l 

The same interest is evident in much of the earlier forms of the material 
used by the Evangelis ,c en when it was serving other functions as well, as 
for example in the earlier blocks of material which we find in Mark's Gospel 
(2:1- 3:6' 4:35-5:43 etc.)10 It would, of course, be ludicrous to assume that 
all the Pauline congregations were wholly ignorant of such material until they 
received their copy of Mark's Gospel. As the variant forms of tradition be
tween the three Synoptics clearly enough indicate, there must have been 
different versions r much if not all f the Mark<lll mal rial ci rculating round 
a wide range of churches before Mark LO k the step of gathering it into a 
'Go pel. " It would butt rly astonisbing then if the congregatiol1$ Lo which 

Paul write did not possess their wn rock r JeS LIs mldiLion. much of which 
he would himse lf probab ly have uppJied. 

Moreover, when we pres U1e f I'm-critical point about the 01':11 natul' 
of the tradition behind tbe ospe ts, it is bard to escape at I a t LWO finn 
conclusion . First, that Jesus was remembered [ron ttl first inter alia, m; 
h.Unself a teacher of parable and wisd l11 . l l And second, thttllhis character of 
teaching-worth-cherishing, because of its content and the authority of its 
originator, is integral to the tradition itself (however much it may have been 
elaborated in the course of transmission). It would be simply ridiculous to 

8. See furlher D. E. Aunc. The New Tesw/IIi!rtI in lis Utc!1' Il'y EllvilvWWJtlI (Philadelphia: 
Wesullinster. (987)17-76; R. A. Burridge. What Are tha Gvsptds? COlllp(!riS(1II wilh Gm (:1). 

Roman Biography (SNTSMS 70: C~<trnbridh<e University. 1992). 
9.1'. P. Haverly, Oral nl.iditional Ut raIule tlillilhe ~u/liposili{1/I ()jMlIrk.l' v(1SpeilPll.J). 

dissertation. Edinburgh. 1983); agni nst W. H. Kelber, The Oral rl/ld the Wrillell. lospel (philadel
phla: FQrtres~. 1983). 

10. See H. W. Kuhn, Altere Sammlungen im Markusevangelium (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck 
und Ruprecht, 1971). 

11. See the various essays in Wansbrough, ed., Jesus and the Oral Gospel Tradition. 
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ignore such material when inquiring into the teaching which teachers must 
have been responsible for in the earliest churches. 

In short, the a priori plausibility outlined above is strongly confirmed 
by the evidence of our earliest documentation and by the character of the 
gospel tradition. But is it confirmed by specific evidence within the Pauline 
letters? To address this question must be our next task. 

2. Echoes of Jesus' Teaching in Paul 

There is little point in rehearsing the debate on whether allusions to Jesus 
tradition are present in the Pauline letters. It never succeeded in achieving a 
widespread consensus in the past and is hardly likely to do so now. The 
traditional form of the debate is well represented in Victor Furnish's brief review 
of the question. He recalls that at the beginning of the century Alfred Resch 
claimed to have found no fewer than 925 parallels with the Synoptic Gospels in 
nine Pauline letters. 12 Furnish himself, however, could find only eight convinc
ing parallels to the Synoptics in the ethical teaching of Paul (Rom. 12: 14, 17; 
13:7; 14: 13-14; 14: 14; 1 Thess. 5:2, 13,15).13 Thatthere can be such a disparity 
at once tells us how subjective the whole exercise has been and still is.14 

The discussion, of course, has not been merely repetitive. For example, 
Dale Allison was able to argue on the basis of a clustering of allusions that 
Paul knew three collections of sayings - the sources behind Mark 9:33-50; 
Luke 6:27-38; and Mark 6:6b-13 par. IS And more recently Michael Thompson 
has attempted a more scientific analysis by setting out a sequence of criteria 
for recognizing an allusion or echo - including verbal or conceptual or formal 
agreement, common motivation, dissimilarity to Greco-Roman and Jewish 
traditions, presence of dominical or tradition indicators, and presence of other 
dominical echoes in the immediate context; though he too accepts that "in 
most cases the ju(lgment of the scholar is subjective." 16 

12. A. Resch, Der Paulin ism us und die Logia Jesu in ihrem gegenseitigen Verhiiltnis 
untersucht (TU 12; Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1904). 

13. V. P. Furnish, Theology and Ethics in Paul (Nashville: Abingdon, 1968) 53-54; see 
further Allison, "The Pauline Epistles and the Synoptic Gospels," 10, who notes the same texts 
most frequently cited as containing "firm echoes," with I Cor. 13:2 replacing I Thess. 5:13 in 
Furnish's list, and with bibliography in n. 47. 

14. For an in-between example see A. M. Hunter, Paul and His Predecessors (London: 
SCM, 1961) 47-5\. 

15. See n. 2 above; for a critique see Neirynck, "Paul and the Sayings of Jesus," 281-306. 
16. Thompson, Clothed with Christ, 30-36 (quotation from p. 31); he acknowledges his 

indebtedness to R. B. Hays, Echoes of Scripture in the Lelfers of Paul (London and New Haven: Yale 
University, 1989) 29-32. Note also the distinction between Entsprechung ("correspondence") and 
Kontinuitiit ("continuity") offered by Wedderburn, "Introduction," in Wedderburn, ed., Paul, 13. 
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It would seem, in fact. as though we have reached somethi ng r an impasse 
in the debate as carrie lout in tradiLional terms, and little would b gained by going 
round the mulberry bush yet ne more with a "fresh" analysis of the same 
material. On individual passages there is little genuinely fresh to be said, and the 
result would not change the complexion of the debate or its broad outcome. 

Nevertheless, the very fact of the debate and the range of opinion arising 
from it are of significance. For the character of the debate is itself a reflection 
of the character of the evidence; the inconclusiveness of the debate reflects 
the inconclusiveness of the evidence. All are agreed that Paul does cite or 
refer to dominical tradition at two points at least (1 Cor. 7:10-11; 9:14).17 All 
are agreed that there is a further group of passages in Paul which look very 
much as though they contain allusions to or echoes of Jesus tradition. 18 And 
all are agreed that there is a further group of passages of indeterminate 
dimensions where there is at least some similarity of theme or wording with 
elements of the Jesus tradition. In other words, there is a degree of consensus 
- on the character of the evidence within the Pauline letters. 

One c uld .indeed plot u graph of Pauline pW'en si C olaining ech()e .. 
of the Jesus tradition, peaking ar th · two or Ihree clear c itati ns. brm\dening 
out to the small number which a.re widely regard d as containing <lJ]USiOllS or 
echul: ', and with a sWllarger base of p ss ibJe allusIons merging imperceptibly 
into the s tilJ larger mass of Pauline parenesis. R orizonLal Lines cO'uld lhen 
simply mark out the various "cut-off" points where different individuals have 
recognized more or less likely allusions to or echoes of the Jesus tradition. 

To appreciate the force of this observation (the character and differing 
strengths of the putative allusions) some documentation is called for before 
we reflect on its further significance. We begin with a sample of the strongest 
candidates and then as it were "slide" gently down the graph.19 

(a) One of the most convincing examples would, by general consent, be 
Rom. 12: 14. Certainly, the echo of the saying of Jesus preserved in Luke 
6:27-28 and Matt. 5:44 seems fairly clear. 

Romans 

Matthew 
Luke 

"Bless those who persecute you, bless and do not 
curse" 
"Love your enemies ... bless those who curse you" 
"Love your enemies and pray for those who persecute 
you" 

17. Other. inc lude I Thess. 4:15-17, but it is better understood a~ 1I 1l10pitl;(il,; 1Ilml1lnl': 

rather tban u dominica l sayin~; see J. D. G. Dunn, Jesus and the Spirit (London : eM: Philudej· 
phia: WClitminster. (975) 230: cf. N. Walter, "Paul and the Early Christian J c.~ lIl1-TmJili (ln . " in 
Wedderburn , Potti. 66-67. 

18. Neirynck is one of the most skeptical; see further below, p. 185. 
19. In the following quotations italics indicate the parallel features. 
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That this was, at least in some degree, a distinctively Christian teaching is 
indicated by two factors. (1) The sense for EUAOY£O) as "bless" is charac
teristically and distinctively Jewish rather than Greek, where it would more 
naturally mean "speak well of, praise, eulogize. "20 (2) But the thought of 
returning blessing for cursing is something of an advance on the more 
typical lex talionis assumption of Jewish covenant faith that God would 
curse those who cursed his people (Gen. 12:3; 27:29; Num. 24:9; 1QS 
2.1-10; 10.17-21). Matt. 5:43-44 puts the claim to distinctiveness more 
strongly. 

Moreover the saying is hardly Pauline in formulation (Paul nowhere 
else uses xa'tapaollat, "curse"), and has echoes elsewhere (1 Cor. 4: 12; 
1 Pet. 3:9; Did. 1:3). Clearly the sentiment that abuse should be met by 
blessing quickly became an established part of Christian response to persecu
tion. Since the testimony of the Jesus tradition is clear that Jesus was remem
bered as saying something to this effect, it would be somewhat perverse to 
look for a different source of this distinctively Christian teaching. And since 
it is only in the Lukan and Romans form that we have the contrast drawn 
between "blessing" and "cursing," the most obvious corollary is that it was 
indeed Jesus who provided the decisive moral impetus for the conduct here 
commended, and that the form known to Paul was expressed somewhat along 
the lines of the Lukan version. 

That Jesus was remembered as having said something along these lines 
would therefore seem hard to dispute. The variation between the Pauline and 
Gospel forms is no greater than the variation between the Lukan and Matthean 
forms. The fact that Jesus' exhortation was remembered in different versions 
simply indicates that the Jesus tradition was not yet in a finally fixed form, 
but could be adapted to different settings. 

A second widely accepted example is Rom. 14:14. "I know and am 
persuaded in the Lord Jesus that nothing is profane (OUD£V XOlVOV) in itself." 
There is a strong likelihood that the conviction so strongly asserted here is 
dependent in some measure at least on the saying of Jesus as given in Mark 
7:15: "there is nothing outside a person ... which is able to defile him" 
(ourev £(H1V ... 0 Duva'tat X01VWcrat). The issue is made more complex by 
the fact that a "weaker" form of the saying appears in Matt. 15: 11 and Gospel 
of Thomas 14, and in view of the surprising unwillingness of the earliest 
community of Jesus' disciples in Jerusalem to follow what, according to Mark 
7:15, was unequivocal teaching (cf. Acts 10:14; 11:2-3; Gal. 2:12). It is best 
resolved by assuming both that Jesus' original words had been more ambigu
ous than Mark represents (closer to Matthew's version) and that Mark 7: 15 
and Rom. 14: 14 demonstrate the use made of the saying and interpretation 

20. See details in H. W. Beyer, TDNT II (1964) 754-63. 
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given to it when the question of clean and unclean foods emerged as a central 
issue in the Gentile mission.2] 

We should perhaps also note the emphatic use of E%£ivoC; in the final 
clause of the verse: "to the one who reckons something profane, to that person 
it is profane" (E%£{Vq:> xOlv6v). The point is that such a use of EXEivoC; here 
and in v. 15 is unusual in Paul, but may just be a further indication that Paul 
knew and was drawing on, consciously or unconsciously, the tradition pre
served in Mark 7: 15, 18-20, where in 7:20 a similar emphasis is given to what 
comes forth from a person as the defiling agent: "that is what defiles a person" 
(E%£tVO xOlvoi). 

(b) As examples which are also frequently cited, but which are slightly 
more problematic, we may refer to 1 Cor. 13:2 and 1 Thess. 5:2 and 13. 

1 Cor. 13:2 

Matt. 17 :20 

"if I have all faith so as to move (!lESuJ'taVat) moun
tains" 
"if you have faith . .. you will say to this mountain, 
'Move from here to there and it will move 
(!lE'tapllO"E'tat).' " 

The greater remoteness of Mark 11 :23 ("Whoever says to this mountain, 'Be 
taken up and thrown into the sea,' and does not doubt in his heart but 
believes ... "), and the possibility that there was a (Jewish) proverbial ex
pression to the same effect reduces the strength of the case here.22 On the 
other hand, one might well ask whether it is more likely that Paul echoes a 
well-known proverb (whose attestation is all a good deal later than Paul) or 
that his formulation reflects the force of a well-known saying of Jesus about 
the efficacy of faith. 

1 Thess. 5:2, 4 "You yourselves know well that the day of the Lord is 
coming like a thief in the night . . . you are not in 
darkness that the day will surprise you like a thief' 

Matt. 24:43 "Know this that if the householder had known at what 
watch the thiefwas to come, he would have watched." 

Here the wording is still less close, but the imagery is closely similar. We 
should further note that Jesus was remembered as speaking in terms of similar 

21. This case is argued in detail in J. D. O. Dllnn. ,oJ 'us and Rilu:l1 Puriiy: A Sludy of 
the Tradition History or Mark 7. 15." in Ii CW/SI! de f..' t;vtlngilt!. Melt1ugtJ,\' '!{t'eHs d Dom hICqlW~' 
O rlpom (Paris: Cerf. J 985) 251-76. reprinted in my Jesus. Pmll (I /l(} 1M Lll\.~\ ~7-(jO : cr. Wultc.r, 
" Paul !lnd I'he E:lrly Oll'isli:.in J . lIs-TradiLlon." in Weddcrbul'O. ed .• Pmrl. 7 1-72: Thompso\l, 

IOI/Ied wi(/' hris{, 1'85-99; COnU1:I~1 Neirynck, "Paul und !.he . uymgs 0 Jesu s." 306-8. 
22. See esp. . K. BMrctl. I C()/'illlil i n IlS (London: Bl flck. 1968) 30 1. 
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urgency on more than one occasion, or (alternatively expressed) that the Jesus 
tradition has preserved similar warnings elsewhere: Matt. 24:43 is parallel to 
Luke 12:39, and may therefore be reckoned a Q saying; and Mark 13:33-37 
preserves a scatter of such warnings, which also have further parallels in Matt. 
24:42 (where the wording more closely approximates to 1 Thess. 5:2 - "you 
do not know at what day your Lord is coming"), in the parable of the wise 
and foolish girls (Matt. 25:13), and in Luke 21:34-36. Moreover, 2 Pet. 3:lO 
has language precisely similar to 1 Thess. 5:2 ("the day of the Lord will come 
like a thief"), and Rev. 3:3 and 16:15 have combined the force of 1 Thess. 
5:2 and the Gospel warnings in a saying of Jesus himself ("1 will come like 
a thief and you will not know at what hour 1 will come upon you"; "1 am 
coming like a thief"). The most obvious deduction to draw from all this is 
that there was a well-known tradition in at least many churches of Jesus having 
given such a warning and that Paul reflects this knowledge in his formulation 
in 1 Thess. 5:2. 

1 Thess. 5:13 "live at peace among yourselves" (dpllV£U£'t£ tv fa'\)
'tol<;) 

Mark 9:50 "live at peace with one another" (£tPllv£u£'t£ tv 
<lA,A, 11 A,O t<;) 

Here again we should note a certain parallel with Matt. 5:9 ("Blessed are the 
peacemakers") and the fact that Paul echoes the same exhortation in Rom. 
12: 18: "If possible, so far as it depends on you, live at peace with everyone" 
(J..l£'ta nuv'tcov <lv8pmncov £tpllv£uov't£<;), and to some degree in 2 Cor. 13:11: 
"live in peace" (dpllv£u£'t£). The ideal itself is a widely cherished one (e.g., Sir. 
6:6; Epictetus 4.5.24), and that inevitably raises a suspicion as to the source of 
Paul's exhortations. But even so, Christians in affirming it on their own part 
would be more likely to recall that Jesus had so encouraged his first disciples 
and thus to cite him (were the need to arise) as their authority for it.23 

(c) Three examples of passages which fall outside the strongest group 
of eight or nine can be cited from my own work on Romans. 

Romans 13:9: "You shall love your neighbor as yourself," as the sum
mation of the law. The issue here can easily be obscured by the debate as to 
whether this is a distinctively Christian assertion. In fact it could equally well 
be described as Jewish. For example, the famous episode about Hillel sum
ming up the Torah in the negative form of the golden mle (b. Shabbath 31a) 

23. Oddly enough, although Allison ("The Pauline Epistles and the Synoptic Gospels," 
13-15) makes a good case for the thesis that Paul knew the pre-Markan collection of logia 
incorporated by Mark at 9:33-50, he makes no mention of the possible link here with Mark 9:50, 
which would add further strength to his thesis. 
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indicates clearly enough that the thought of focusing the whole law in a single 
command was quite acceptable within a large sweep of Judaism. And accord
ing to Sipra Lev. §200 (on 19:18) Rabbi Aqiva used to speak of Lev. 19:18 
as "the greatest principle in the Torah. "24 

At the same time we have to note that the leaching was particularly 
characteristic within earliest Christianity, with Lev. 19: 18 1b pa sage in all 
the Pentateuch most frequently cited by New Testament writers (Mark 12:31 
par; 12:33; Matt. 5:43; 19: 19; here; Gal. 5: 14; Jas. 2:8). And if we ask where 
the impetus came for such a focusing on Lev. 19:18 in Christian parenesis the 
answer is most likely to be Jesus. Paul would no doubt be well aware that 
such a sentiment as Hillel's was in no sense an exemption from the rest of 
the law. Whereas his own use of Lev. 19: 18 was 'a way of relativizing the rest 
of the law so that some could be set aside. The Jesus who was recalled in the 
Synoptic tradition as sitting loose to the sort of laws which Paul is about to 
discuss in Romans 14 (cf. Mark 2:23-3:5 par.; 7:1-23 par.) would be the 
obvious source for his summary treatment of the law. Not that either used 
Lev. 19:18 to relativize all the law (cf. after all Rom. 13:9a with Mark 10:19); 
but it is just the degree of relativizing which Paul here commends for which 
he could expect his readers to find support in the Jesus tradition.25 

Romans 14: 17: " Tbe kingdom of God does not consist of earing anu 
drinking. but in righteousness, peace, and joy to th Holy pirit. " Kingdom 
lal1gua e is nOl common in Palll , and where it <.Ioes 0 cur it usually does so 
in formu laic talk of "inheriting the lcingd m " (lor. 6:9- 10; 15:50; Gal. 
5 :21) or with similar future eschatological reference (1 Thess. 2: 12; 2 Thess. 
1 :5). The only close parallel is 1 Cor. 4:20. This suggests that the category of 
"the kingdom of God" lay near to hand in the common Christian tradition. 
Paul chose to make little use of it, but could take it up as an obviously familiar 
concept when it was appropriate to do so. The obvious source of this traditional 
usage was Jesus, since it is clear beyond dispute from the Synoptic tradition 
that proclamation of the kingdom of God was a characteristic feature of Jesus' 
preaching and that the metaphors and emphases he used in connection with 
it marked out that preaching as distinctive. 

Moreover, unusually for him, Paul's usage here reflects a central emphasis 
in the Jesus tradition - that God's eschatoJogjcRI lule was already being 
manifested in the present, particularly in Jesus ' exmcisms (Matt. 12:28 = Luke 
11:20) and table fellowship (Luke 14:12-24 = Matt. 22:1-10). Two points of 
contact are noteworthy.26 (1) In both cases it is the powerful activity ofthe Spirit 

24. See further 1. Abrahams, Studies in Pharisaism and the Gospels: First Series (Cam
bridge: Cambridge University. 1917) 18-29, 

25. See also Thompson. Clothed with Christ. 121-40, 
26. These are insufficiently recognized by G, Haufe. "Reich Gottes bei Paulus und in 

der Jesustradition," NTS 31 (1985) 467-72. 
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which is presented as the manifestation of God's (final) kingly rule. The thought 
in fact is very much of a piece with the eschatological tension so characteristic 
of Paul's thought, where the Spirit is understood precisely as the first installment 
in the present of the inheritance which is the future kingdom (1 Cor. 6:9-11; Gal. 
4:6-7; also Eph. 1 :13-14). In both the Jesus tradition and Paul the Spirit's present 
activity is an experience already of the kingdom whose consummation is not 
yetP (2) The remembrance that Jesus likened the kingdom to a banquet does 
not run counter to the disclaimer in Rom. 14: 17. On the contrary, Jesus' parable 
of the banquet was remembered as a protest against the sort of restrictions on 
table fellowship which characterized Pharisees (and Essenes) (cf. Luke 7:34-39 
with 14:12-14; and Luke 14:13 with lQSa 2.3-9).28 Paul here is making 
precisely the same sort of protest - against a measuring of what is acceptable 
to God in terms of rules governing eating and drinking. 

Romans 16:19. The unusualness of the formulation in Paul, and the 
similarity in emphasis and intent to a distinctive feature of the Jesus tradition, 
together point more strongly than has usually been appreciated to the conclu
sion that Paul here was dependent in substantial measure on a community 
memory of Jesus' preaching and enacting of the kingdom.29 

Rom. 16:19 

Matt. 10:16 

"I want you to be wise (croq,ou~) in regard to what is 
good and innocent (u'X£paiou~) in regard to what is 
bad." 
"Be wise (q,p6vtIl0l) as serpents and innocent (uxi
paWt) as doves." 

The sentiment is not distinctively Christian in character, and is typical of a 
general exhortation of practical wisdom familiar not least in Jewish circles. 
However, it may be significant that the word "innocent" here occurs in biblical 
literature only in these two passages and in the similar exhortation in Phil. 
2: 15. The best explanation is likely to be that Paul has drawn on the combined 
heritage of Jewish wisdom, as added to by one who was also cherished as a 
teacher of wisdom by the first Christians (as evidenced by the Q material); 
but the evidence has hardly been sufficient to persuade most commentators.30 

(d) With this last example our slide down the graph of plausible allusions 
is already almost at the point where any distinctive echo of the Jesus tradition 

27. See further J. D. O. Dunn, "Spirit and Kingdom," ExpT 82 (1970-71) 36-40 (= ch. 
10 in The Christ and the Spirit II: Pneumatology); also idem, Jesus and the Spirit, 310-11. 

28. See further below, pp. 183-84. 
29. See also A. J. M. Wedderburn, "Paul and Jesus: The Problem of Continuity," in 

Wedderburn, ed., Paul, 101-15; Thompson, Clothed with Christ, 200-207. 
30. But see Hunter, Paul alld His Predecessors, 50; and M. Black, Romans (NCBC; 

London: Oliphants; Orand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1973) 184. 
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is becoming almost inaudible. The echo is still fainter in cases like 1 Thess. 
5:6 and 16: 

1 Thess. 5:6 

Matt. 24:42 

1 Thess. 5: 16 
Luke 10:20 

"So then, let us not sleep as others do, but let us keep 
awake (YPllYoproJ..l£v) and be sober" 
"Keep awake (YPllYOPEt'tE) therefore" (cf. Luke 21:34-
36) • "Rejoice (XatpE'tE) at all times" 
"Rejoice (XatpE'tE) that your names have been written 
in heaven" 

At most one can say in such a case that the number of possible allusions 
within a few verses (1 Thess. 5:2, 4, 6, 13, 15, 16) strengthens the possibility 
that Paul's parenesis at this point was shaped by patterns and emphases of the 
Jesus tradition. That is to say, the presence of stronger allusions may just be 
sufficient to carry with them other weaker allusions (weaker in terms of the 
actual evidence). The fact that similar clusters of allusions can be detected 
(Rom. 12:14, 17,21;31 13:7,32 9; 14:13,3314,17,18,15:1,234) may strengthen 
the case somewhat. Conversely, Allison's argument suggests at least the possi
bility that Paul made use of clusters of Jesus tradition. 

Allison also cites the work of B. Fjarstedt,35 whom he criticizes for 
building too much on the coincidence of words between 1 Cor. 3: 10-14 and 
Luke 6:48-49 and between 1 Corinthians 4 and Luke 12:35-48 (25 shared 
words and expressions). But when one who is as sympathetic to the enterprise 
as Allison concludes that the sum of Fj1irstedt's lists is still zero, we may be 
sure that we are near the bottom of the graph.36 

31. With 1. 2: 17. 21 cf. again Man . 5:43-48 : Luke 6:27-28, 32-36: ,md SilO my " Pau.l's 
Knowledge," 20 l. Cf. Waller in Wedderburn. Paili. 56; Thompsoll. ClOThed IVI/h 'hriJ1, 90- 11 0. 

32. With 13:7 cf. Mark 12:17 par. (note Luke22:25). See also, c.g .. W, Sunday and A. C. 
Headlrun, Romlllts (I C: 5th cd .. Edinburgh: lark, 1902) 37 1: C. H. Dodd. Romans (MNTC; 
London: Hodder and loughton. (932) 205: H. W. Schmidl, ROll11l /, (THKNT 6: Berli n: EVilD
gelischc, 1963) 22 1-22: ' . E. B. mu[ic:ld, RrJIIIlIIIS (2 vols., I ; Edinburgh: Clnrk. 1979) II, 
669-70; S lllhl111acher, "J sl1slrnditio[l." 248; Thompson, Cloth -Ii wi/it CI/I'i.\", 111-20. Allison 
notes that the sequence of' 13:7,8- 10 is parrillc i d by the sequence Mtlrk 12:13-17, 2R-34 par. 
(,'The Pau lil1e Epi~llcs nnd lhe 'ynopric Gospels," 16-17), (hough a miSprint of Luke to for 
Luke 20 exaggernres the clo,;cness III the cl1~e of Luke. 

33. With Rom. 14:13 cf. Matt. 7:1 = Luke 6:37 and Mark 9:42 = Matt. 18:6; see discussion 
in Thompson, Clothed with Christ, 161-84. Romans 13:7 and 14:13 are two of the eight or nine 
widely acce-pted allusions (see above, p. ! 73). 

34. On Rom. 14: 18 Wld 15: 1-2, see. my "Puul s Knowledge," 204-5 and below, pp. 181-83; 
also C. Wolff, "Humility and Se U'-Dcnial in Jesus ' Life Dnd Message and in the Apostolic Existence 
of Paul," in Wedderburn, ed. Paul, J 45-60. here 154-56. 

35. B. Fjarstedt, Synoptic Traditions in 1 Corinthians: Themes and Clusters of Theme 
Words in 1 Corinthians 1-4 and 9 (Uppsala: Theologiska Institutionen, 1974). 

36. Allison: "The Pauline Epistles and the Synoptic Gospels," 6-8. 
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3. Allusions to Jesus as Example in Paul 

For the sake of completenes we houkl melHion the further possibility that 
Paul wa influenced by the Jesus tradilion n 1 only in respect of Jesus' 
teaching but aloin regard to hi s conduct Or life tyle. Any appeal to the 
example of Jesu ' would, r ourse. imply a presupposition on Paul' . parL 
lhat his readers kn w characteristi episodes fTom Jesus minlstry as well as 
characteristic teaching. We have already noted that the Gospels display a 
bi graphical intere I in Jesll .. behavior as mu h a. in his tenching. And 
passag~ like Rom. 6:17;37 8: 15- 16;38 2 oc 8:9;39 10: I' Gal. 1 :18;40 and 
PhH 2:54 1 strengthen the a priori I.1keWl od thal Paul would have shared a 
,i01ilar interest. 

The m SI striking in t~U1ce , however may well be Rom. 15: 1-5. There 
is no doubt lhat Paul appeals th example of Jesus here: ' . .. let each or 
us plea e his neighbor ... for Christ did not please himself .. .' (vv. 2-3)'. 
The appeal is nor to incUTnation42 but primarily to heisl's denying himsel f 
by submission to the eros, (2 Cor. 8:9' Phll. 2:5-8 . This is confirmed by the 
appeal to Scripttl.l'e, Paul continuing 'but as it is wl1tten 'The reproacbe f 
those who repJOach you have fall n n me. The quotation is verbatim fl'om 
Ule LXX r P . 69:( (LXX 68:10). As one f the 010 t powerful cries of 
personal distress in the psalter it naturally commended itself to the fi rst 
Christians as one f those S riptures rendered [Jr0phetically llL111inous in the 
light of Jesus' suffering and d ath. And 0 we find it qu ted frequently in the 
New Testament, th m , t explicit allusions u uaUy WiUl direct reference to 
Christ' passion and the vell[ surrounding it (Mark 15:23,36 par.; John 2: l7; 
15:25; 19:28-29; Acts 1 :20). 

Al the same time it is also probabJe that lhe reference is not exclusively 
to Jesus deatb and .included also the thought of the character of his ministry 
as a whole. Here the ase can be made by reference to the immecliale context 
of 15:2-3. 

The thought of Jesus as example is probably present already in v. 1: 
"we, the strong, ought to support the weaknesses of those who are without 

37. See my Romans (2 vols., WBC 38; Dallas: Word, 1988) I, 343·44; also my "Paul's 
Knowledge," 196-97. 

38. See my Romans I, 453·54; also "Paul's Knowledge," 197·98, where I also cite Rom. 
13: 14. So also Walter, "Paul and the Early Christian Jesus· Tradition," in Wedderburn, ed., Paul. 
59. 

39. See my Christology in the Making (London: SCM; Philadelphia: Westminster, 1980; 
2nd ed., 1989) 121·23. 

40. See above n. 7. 
41. See, e.g., the review of discussion in P. T. O'Brien, Philippians (NIGTC; Grand 

Rapids: Eerdmans, 1991) 253·66. 
42. H. Lietzmann, Romer (HNT 8; 5th ed., Tiibingen: Mohr, 1971) 119. 
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strength." Outside the context of the presem dist:lIssion (14: 1- 15: ) rile nly 
other passage where Paul speaks of people as "weak' in the letter is 5:6. The 
thought in fact is closely parallel, of someone else acting wiU, responsible 
concern for the "weak" - there Christ here " the sLrong" (Ol QUVf:t'tOl . The 
implication is fairly obvious that Ch'; t is Lhe model of such concern - a 
parallel perhaps strengthened by the description of lhe exalted Chri'l as the 
L rd who "ha power/strength" (OUVo.'tEi.) to uphold his serV::Ult (14:4 . The 
reference of 5:6. of cour e wa, again La hrist" death ; and of 14:4 to the 
exalted Christ BUl again it may be judged unlikely that Paul would neatly 
separate th chm'acter of Jesus' minislTY in death und exaltation from lhal of 
lli prior ministry l' of his mirustry as a whole. 

This a priori inference i ' strengthened by his use of the word ~o.O"'ta~E\v, 
"can),. bur, 'uppor!. '43 For on thing it may well carry an allusion to Isa. 
53:4 ("Surely he has borne our griefs and carried our sorrows"), since 
~a(j'ta~£tv was probably in current use to translate "borne" in that passage, 
at least in the translations known to the early Christians, as Matt. 8:17 dem
onstrates.44 Here, too, the primary lhought in the em'liest Christian apologeti 
use of Isaiah 53 would be of Christ' deaU,. Bul Matl. 8: 17 is itself proof of 
the a priori inference just drawn: that such a passage could b~ referred also 
to Jesus' healing ministry quite naturaUy and without rUlY thought of it being 
inappropriate so to do. 

And for another the thought seems LO b much the same us in al. 6:2 
("Bear [~a(j'ta~£'t£] one another' burdens") where Paul conlinues 'and 
thus fulfill the law of Christ.' " Th law of Christ" i m st naturally under
stood by reference to the "fulfilled lnw" of Gal. 5: 14 ("YOLI shall love your 
neighbor as yourself"45), since JeSll ' su mmarizing of the law by ref renee 
to Lev. 19:18 would presumably be well nough known among the Christian 
churches, as Paul's own use of it (Rom. 13:8-10; Gal. 5:14) suggests,46 Paul 
was certainly recalling that use in Rom. 15:2, since the word "neighbor" 
occurs elsewhere in Paul only in the two passages which cite Lev. 19:18 (Rom. 
13:9-10; Gal. 5:14). 

So the further similarity between Gal. 6:2 and Rom. 15:1,3,5 suggests 
that Paul here was following a familiar line of exhortation. 

43. The sense "bear patiently, endure, put up with," suggested by BAGD and used by 
several modern English translations is too weak: a call for tolerance at this point would be an 
anticlimax following the strong coun~p.l of 14:)3-21. 

44. \3U(HCtsftV becomes more prominent in the later Greek versions of the Old Testament, 
and is used by Aquila in Isa. 53: 11. 

45. See pnrticularly H. SchUrmann, " 'Das Gesetz des Christus' (Gal. 6:2). Jesu Verhalten 
und Wort als letzgU!tige sittliche Nonn nach Paulus," in 1. Gnilka, ed., Neues Testament und 
Kirche (R. Schnackcnburg FS; Freiburg: Herder, 1974) 282-300. 

46. See ablwc. pp. 177-78. 
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Rom. 13:8-10 love your neighbor 
Rom. 15:1-2 bear with failings of 

weak and please the 
neighbor 

Gal. 5: 14 love your neighbor 
Gal. 6:2 bear one another's 

burdens and so fulfill 
the law of Christ 

In both etl es lbe iulpJieation is strong that Paul was making an appea l to 
Jesus' ministry refening to the harae ter of hi loving CO'l1cern which both 
his teaching and example had brought to such clear expression, as, w may 
( sume his r aders wou ld be aware from their own knowledge of the Jesus 
tradition. 

The overtone that Jesus serves as example for the conduct commended 
is probably continued in v. 5: "to live in harmony among yourselves in 
accordance with Christ Jesus" (xu'tCx XPtcr'tov '111 (jouv). As the equivalent 
xu'tu phrase elsewhere indicates, the phrase here probably refers primarily to 
the will of Christ (Rom. 8:4-5; 2 Cor. 11 :7).47 But once again it would be 
somewhat forced to exclude a reference also to the example of Christ as 
encap ulated in the vari u Jesus traditions posses ed by all of the earliest 
Christian congregati,on .48 Chrisl has just been evoked as an example in v. • 
and, :'1, we have seen. there are several echo s of such Jesus tradition ill the 
preceding exh rtation 14: 13- 14, 17- 18· 15:1-2). And in other similar XO:'ru 

phra es the double thought f 'modeled on und obedient to" seems likewise 
implicit: Col. 2:8 follows 2:6: "as you received the traditions concerning 
Christ (1ta,pEAa~c'te 'tOY Xpu:J'tov 'tOY XUplOV), s walk in him." and in Eph. 
4:24 the thought, of course, is of the new person' as modeled in accordance 
with the image ofOod (cr. Col. 3:10) = Christ (cr. Rom. 13: 14; 2 Cor. 3:18· 
4:4,6). 

What emerges from this brief discussion is the interesting likelihood 
that a central feature of Paul's parenesis was determined by a combination of 
Jesus' teaching and example- the two e lemenu of the Jesus tradition words 
and deeds) mutually reinforcing one another, as we might expect.49 

Another poss ibility of u imillu-ly combined influ nee of Jesus words 
and conduct has rec ntly been suggested by both my colle,;'l.gue A. J. M. 
Wedderburl1 and independenLly, mysell'.50 This is the suggestion that Pau l's 
attitude to Gentile ' sinners" wa influenced by an awar ness of Je,~u , ' self
chosen mission "to call sinners" (Mark 2:17). The case here is more allusive 

47. W. Michaelis. TDNT IV (1967) 669, n. 18; E. Kiisemann, Romans (London: SCM. 
1980) 383; Cranfield. Romans. 737 . 

48. So, e.g., Sanday and Headlam, Romans. 393; M, J. Lagrange, Romains CEBib; Paris: 
Gabalda, 1950) 344. 

49, See also Thompson. Clothed with Christ. 208-36. 
50. A, J. M. Wedderburn, "Paul and Jesus: Similarity and Continuity," in Wedderburn, 

ed., Paul. 117-43, here 124, 130-43; Dunn. Jesus, Paul and the Law, 101. 
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(further down the graph), but the cumulative weight is nevertheless quite 
impressive. 

We might II Jle, fir 'f of aU that Paul combined stress bOlh 011 Jus' 
Jewishness and n the effe ·tiveness of his mini stry with regard to emi les 
(Rom. 15:8-9; Gal. 4:4-7; note the interplay of '\-ve" and ·'you·'). This is 
signiricanl when W' also recall how litlle cont~lct ~esus is rem mbercd as 
h;wLng with Gentiles within til Synoplic LrawlioD. 

Second. tbe fuct thal Paul talks f "Gentile sinners" wben the i. Sue i .. 
acceptabl practic of lab I 1i llowship Gal. _: 11 - 15 C~lnnol but recall the 
facllhaLJesus was rememhered precisely as one wh at wiU, "sinn rs" (Mtu'k 
2: 16- 17; Mntl.ll:19 = Lu e 7:.4), Ir the.l sus tradition is historical at this 
puint (tuld few question it) and if Paul did .illd ed usc the same language when 
rebuking Peter over what in Pau l's eyes must have appeared <1. lin equival nL 

is. u , it is hard to imagine that no ecbo or [he Jesus lradilion was beard or 
in(endcd at Ulis point,51 

ThirdJy, we have already noted52 lhat in Rom. 14: 14 and 17 Ulcre ar~ 
probably echoe of Jesus' tcaching. Botb, we should point out, in relation to 
the ~"Ulle . et f interrelated questions: what may bserv3nl Jews eat and so 
also with whum may they cal? Anel b til reflect the more open attitude of 
Jesus ill respect r food, at least a rem 'mberecl in the Markan fonn of lhe 
tradition (Mark 7: \5, '19). and in respect of the significance of Ib killgdom 
rOi' present conduct (Matt. 11 :19; Luke 14:7-24). 

[I':.IU lhis li es in the buckgT und of 'uch Pauline pas. ages, it woulrl also 
help xplain whal still seems sometJ1ing of a conundrum 1'01' most exegel'es: 
h wit W.l Ihal Ihe appearance of Jesu s to Paul on lhcDamnscLls road should 
p inl Pall I 0 immediately to a 11Iissioll to Gen lil s (mo I explicitly Ga!. 
1: 15- 16 - note the "in order thut") . The most obvious answer is probably 
Lhalthe memory of Je u .• lax alii uue fO "sinners ' was part or lbe underlyil1g 
offense of tbe Je!iUS movement which stirred Paul' persecuLing wrath. t:spe
cia lly UIS he saw it translated into outreach to enti I s (al least by lbe Hellenist 
ChrisL.ian Jews). Consequ l1tly th recognition and uckn wledgmenl of Jesas 
on rhe Damascus road would hav > carried with it the immediate implicnLion 
tbat the .Iesll. who hac! 1een [riend of "sinners" must III 0 wish to "call" 
Genli1e sinners.53 

All this is, of course, highly speculative, and to talk of clear echoes of 

51. Peter no doubt disagreed that the. two issues were equiv:1lent. For the logic of Pt:ler's 
position, see, e.g., my The Partings of the Ways between Christianity alld Judaism (London: 
SCM; Philadelphia: Trinity Press International, 1991) 132-33; also my Galatians (BNTC; 
London: Black, 1993) 141-42. 

52. See above, pp, 175·76, 178·79. 
53. For a fuller attempt to explicate the rationale of Gal. 1: 15·16, see again my Partings, 

119·24; also Galatians, 65·67. 
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or allusions to the Jesus tradition would be to push the evidence too hard. 
Nevertheless there are lines of connection here which should not be ignored 
and which constitute a further reminder of the character of the range of 
evidence relevant in this discussion. 

4. The Influence of the Jesus Tradition 

Why then did Paul not cite Jesus as his authority for so many of the points 
of exhoitation discussed above? Most would regard his failure to do so as a 
decisively critical weakness in any attempt to argue for allusions to Jesus 
tradition in Pauline parenesis. This consideration has weighed very heavily 
with two recent contributions to the debate. 

Nikolaus Walter tries to grasp the nettle by noting that, whatever allu
sions to the teaching of Jesus may be present in Paul's letters, there is no 
indication of a consciousness on Paul's part that they were allusions.54 The 
argument, if fall. wed thr ugh, would ugge. t lhaL the Synoptic-like tractilions 
1I ' ed in the early churches were not remcmbered as slen ming from Je us, or 
at least that the e~u'ly hUTches did not think it ne essary to retai.n the attribution 
of them l) J CS LlS in their Corporate memory. That would seem an odd con lu
sion to be forced to, given the fact of the Synoptic Go pels. which presumably 
constitute contrary evidence in themselves - thal j ,that uch traditio ns were 
remembered as explicitly attributable [0. Jeslls and that from .uch tIadjti n 
Mark and the others were able to compile their Gospels. 

At about the same time Frans Neirynck made a similar observation: that 
in the Pauline letters, apart from 1 Cor. 7:10-11 and 9:14, "there is no certain 
trace of a conscious use of sayings of Jesus. Possible allusions to gospel 
sayings an be n ted Oil Lhe ba 'is of imil ~u;ty of form und context but a direct 
lise of a gospel sayi ng ill the form iLi1 as been pre erved in the 'ynoptic gospels 
i hardly provable. ' SSThc frnal claLlse Oflhis quotation however i areminder 
thal Neirynck'. rea l c · ncern i. whether the Pauline letters provide evidence 
of a. pre-Synoptic Go pel or f Q or pre-Q collections. In such a dis 1I SiOD 

the degree of ~imiLarity to th · actual wording of the Synoptic pa:rallels must 
be a decisive consideration. Whel'ea ~ r u ' lhe m. re productive qu . tion i 
whether such "allusions" within Paul, together with the Synoptic parallels, 
constitute evidence of a Jesus tradition which was remembered and reused in 
different forms. 

54. Walter, "Paul and the Early Christian Jesus-Tradition," in Wedderburn, ed., Paul, 56, 
78. 

55. Neirynck, "Paul and the Sayings of Jesus," 320. 
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Sandy Wedderburn has suggested a further possibility: that Paul did not 
cite Jesus explicitly as authority because the teaching of Jesus was largely, at 
that time and in Paul's eyes, "in enemy hands," in that it was being used by 
his opponents, whereas Paul was more concerned to maintain his own inde
pendence.56 This might help explain Paul's reticence in a case like Rom. 
14: 14,57 but not in all cases; and an appeal to "opposition" teaching by allusion 
would seem to be open to the same objection as an explicit appea1.58 

The real problem in all this, as the contributions of Walter and Neirynck 
show, is that the issue is being posed in a too narrow or onesided way. If the 
question is asked: Did Paul allude to or echo Jesus' tradition? then the dis
cussion is soon forced down the lines marked out by Walter and Neirynck. 
But should we not rather be asking: Given such similarity and such differing 
degrees of similarity between a number of Paul's exhortations and elements 
within the Jesus tradition, what does that tell us about the influence of the 
Jesus tradition on Paul's parenesis? And further: Given the character of these 
allusions/echoes, what does that tell us about the way that influence worked? 
Such questions are deserving of more consideration than they have so far been 
given. 

One conclusion which follows almost immediately from the variation 
between the Pauline material reviewed above and the related Jesus tradition 
is that the Jesus tradition was not yet set in fixed and unyielding forms. Rather 
it was living tradition, tradition which was evidently adaptable to different 
needs and diverse contexts. This character of the Jesus tradition was already 
sufficiently obvious from the variations contained within the Synoptic Gospels 
themselves. But its relevance to the present question has been too little rec
ognized. In fact the variations between Paul's usage and that of the Synoptics 
are more or less of the same order. So we can speak quite appropriately of 
pneumatic tradition, or of charismatic usage of the tradition,59 or of targumic 
parapbrase60 of the tradition. The point being that it was cherished not merely 
as something said two or three decades earlier, but as a living word; not merely 
as a relic of a dead leader, but as still expressing the will of the living Lord.61 

And the force of each saying must have depended as much on its appropriate
ness to the situation addressed by the apostle as on the fact that both writer 
and reader knew that its original authority for Christian congregations 

56. Wedderburn, "Problem of Continuity," in Wedderburn, Paul, 100-101. 
57. See above. pp. 175-76. 
58. See also Thompson. Clothed with rhrist. 73-76. 
59. Dunn, Unity and Diversity in the New Testamellf (London: SCM; Philadelphia: 

Westminster, 1977; 2nd ed., 1990) 69, 77-79. 
60. As do O. Michel, Romer (KEK; 13th ed., Gottingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 

1966) 386; and H. Schlier, Romerbrief (HTKNT; Freiburg: Herder, 1977) 379, in reference to 
Rom. 12:14. 

61. See further my stlldy, The Living Word (London: SCM; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1987). 
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stemmed from Jesus as recalled by both in the Jesus tradition which they 
shared originally. 

We are not entirely in the dark on this matter, for we know how Paul 
used and how his thinking was influenced by his other great source of authority 
- the Old Testament, or to be more precise, the Scriptures of his ancestral 
faith and earlier training. Here, too, an obvious parallel (influence of Scripture, 
influence of Jesus tradition) has been often neglected because of an issue 
focused too narrowly or approached only from one side. Of course the parallel 
is not exact, because Paul makes so many explicit citations from his Scriptures. 
On the other hand, we should note that Paul shows the same freedom in his 
handling of the Scriptures62 as he does in his explicit references to the Jesus 
tradition (1 Cor. 7:10-11; 9:14).63 More to the point here, however, there are 
also riches of allusion and echo which have only recently begun to be explored 
in a systematic way. Here credit must be given above all to Richard Hays, 
who has been able to demonstrate from the four major letters of Paul (Ro
mans-Galatians) how many such echoes there are in his writing, without 
recognition of which the text would lose much of its spring and the argument 
its force.64 

Some examples from my own work on Romans may be appropriate. 
One comes early on in Rom. 1: 19-32, where, as has often been noted, Paul 
echoes the language of Wisdom 13-15, even though he nowhere cites it 
precisely. A second is the use of Deut. 30: 11-14 in Romans 10. The passage 
is quoted, of course, but appreciation of the full significance of that quotation 
for Paul and his readers requires some awareness of the influence of Deuter
onomy 30 within diaspora Judaism, as evidenced, for example, by the LXX 
of Deuteronomy 30, by Philo's use of the passage, and by reference to Deut. 
30:7 in Jewish tomb inscriptions.65 And for a third we might note that in Rom. 
12: 15-21 Paul echoes themes of traditional Jewish wisdom,66 even though he 
cites specifically only Deut. 32:35 and Provo 25:2l. 

It should be evident in all this that we are witnessing established or 
hallowed tradition which had become so much part of Paul that it influenced 
him from within, not just from without. Its influence, in other words, is to be 
recognized at the level of shaping thought, not so much as an external authority 

62. See D. A. Koch, Die Schrift als Zeuge des Evangeliums (Tiibingen: Mohr, 1986), 
esp. 102-98. 

63. Walter. "Paul and the Early Christian Jesus-Tradition," in Wedderburn, ed., Paul, 
68-74. 

64. Hays. Echoes. For an earlier list of allusions and parallels see E. E. Ellis, Paul's Use 
of the Old Testament (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans. 1957) 153-54. 

65 . For details, see my Romans II, 603-5. 
66. 12:15 (Sir. 7:34); 12:16 (Prov. 3:7; Isa. 5:21); 12:17 (Prov. 3:4); 12:19 (Lev. 19:18; 

Deut. 32:35); 12:20 (Prov. 25 :21-22); 12:21 (T. Benj. 4:3). 
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whose authority can be called on only by fonnal citation. Moreover, Paul 
would almost certainly expect his readers to recognize some at least of the 
allusions to and the echoes of well-known themes, since, in the examples just 
cited, his indictment in Rom. 1:19-32 depends on their recognition that this 
is standard Jewi II polemic againsl idolatry and sexual immorality, the validity 
of his use ofDeul. 30: 11 - 14 .in Romans 10 depends on an already widespread 
perception of the universal application of the word, and in Rom. 12:9-21 he 
would presumably not want to be thought of as giving wholly fresh advice. 

The same we may observe is probably true of the already traditional 
kerygmatic and confessional fonnulas whi cb PULlI seemS to use on fr quem 
occasions. Here the parallel is closer. For, au the one band there is a similar 
imbalance between the very few explicit 'italions of sucb form ulas notably 
1 Cor. 15:3-4) and tile more i'requ 01 a.ll llsions (Rom. 1 :3-4; 3:25-26; 4:24-25; 
8:11,34; 10:9; 14:9. 15; I 01'. 1: 13: 6:14;8:1 1; 15: 12.ctc.).67 And, onlhe 
other, there is a similar debate among cOhtemporary scholars as to whether 
the latter should be designated as "pre-Pauline formulas" in the first place.68 

The double parallel is not accidental; it reflects the same character in the 
material. In this case, too, similarities in wording suggest a degree of inter
dependence best explained in tenns of a speech pattern ingrained by frequent 
usage, the natural reflex of a habitual worshiper and indefatigable preacher 
and teacher.6• Here I 0, PeWI would preswnnbly expect hi readers to recog
nize such echoe. ~ r whal they were, even though lhe I vel of his explicit 
argument does 110l app ar to depcnd on lIch recogn.iLion. 

In both cases what we are actually witnessing is the language of com
munity discourse. We must imagine Christians who were steeped in the lan
guage and thought fonns of the (Jewish) Scriptures (the only Scriptures they 
had), and who had been deeply impressed, their whole lives transfonned and 
shaped afresh, by the message of Jesus. In communities bonded by such 
common experience and language there is a whole level of discourse which 
consists of allusion and echo. It is the very fact that allusions are sufficient 
for much effective communication which provides and strengthens the bond; 
recognition of the allusion/echo is what attests effective membership of the 
group. Who has never belonged to a community where "in-jokes" and code 
allusions or abbreviations both facilitated communication between members 
of the group and left outsiders at best able to funct i n on ly on the surface of 
the exchange without recognizing implications and ramifications obvious to 
the insiders? A community which can communicate only by citing explicit 

67. See W. Kramer, Christ, Lord, Son ol GM (Lolldon: SCM, 1966); K. Wengst, Christo
logische Formeln und Lieder des UrchristenUfl71S (Oiitersloh: Mohn, 1972). 

68. Notably questioned by M. D. Hooker. 
69. Cf. also the " liturgical reflex" in pHssages like I~ om. 1:25 and 9:5. 
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chapter and verse has no depth to it. And the same assuredly applies in the 
case of early Christian communities' store of Jesus tradition. 

In other words, what we find in the Pauline parenesis in terms of echoes 
of/allusions to the Jesus tradition is just what we would expect. It wDuld be 
surprising were it otherwise. The traditions of Jesus, no doubt well taught by 
the first Christian apostles and teachers, would have been treasured, meditated 
on given prominent place in the re hopi.ng r life and condllct consequent 
upon baptism. Such tradition wouLd have entered into their own thinkillg and 
quite qu.ickly bave begun to shape their own language as weU as th ir lives 
and so also Lo shape their discourse ()ne with anoLber.70 The letter .of James 
provides another clear example of the same phenomenon.?l 

Here, then, emerges a surprising answer to our question, "Why was 
Jesus not cited explicitly as authority for the exhortations which drew on the 
Jesus tradition?" The answer is that to force, as it were, the web of allusion 
and echo into the open may strengthen the explicit authority of a particular 
exhortation,n but it also weakens the bonding effect of the web of shared 
discourse. In communities of shared discourse allusions can be all the more 
effective because they trigger off wider associations and communal memories 
whose emotive resonance gives added motivation to the looked forresponse.73 

In short, in each case (Old Testament, church tradition, and Jesus tradi
tion), and particularly in the cas f the Jesus tradition, whose form was not 
yet finally fixed, what we se before us in passages like Lho e discussed above 
is evidence of the Jesus tradition haping Pauline p~Lrenesis at the lev I of his 
own thought processes, and no doubt intended by him to be recognized as 
derived from or indebted to the common memory of what Jesus had said and 
done - a celebration and reaffirmation by means of their common discourse 
of their shared indebtedness to their common Lord. 

70. That Romllns has such a higb propol1ion of sucb allusions is signlficanl, sinc Paul 
cou.ld nOI have pa se I on such tradilions tl tbe R mall bcIiever~ himself. '-Ie mUSl have been 
able to uS~lImc. nevenhelcs8, thul tile churcbes in Rome, or elsew here, had. been fumished with 
II slack of Je. us (and kerygmalic) lraclilion si milar 10 thal which Pau l himself drew 00. This 
rells us much about the breadth and relmivc f'ixedlless of the Jesus Iradition' passed 011 to new 
churches. 

71. Notably Jas. 1:5,17 (Matt. 7:7,11); Jas. 1:6 (Matt. 21:21); Jas. 1:22-23 (Matt. 7:21, 
24-27); Jas. 4:12 (Matt. 7:1); Jas. 5:12 (Matt. 5:34-37). 

72. In fact, however, in the two most cited cases (l Cor. 7:10-11; 9:14-15), Paul quotes 
n word from the L I'd in order to q/lfl/{fy itl 

73. 11ence the wcakn s~ of Furnish's ob~ervnlion : "One must record with some surprise 
the f:lOllhul Lhe Icachi:ng or the cl.lrlllly Jesus seems not Lo playa vital, or at least as obvious, a 
role in Puul 's concret o ethical !IlS lrllction.~ as Ihe Old Teslninent" (Theology and Ethics in Paul, 
55). 
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Paul's Understanding of 
the Death of Jesus as Sacrifice 

The thesis put forward in what follows is that Paul's understanding of Jesus' 
life as having representative significance is the key which opens up to us his 
understanding of the significance of Jesus' death. Or to put the point in more 
technical shorthand: Paul's Adam christology is integral to his theology of 
Jesus' death as atoning sacrifice. The claim in essence is hardly a new one. 
It has been familiar in systematic theology in one form or another, as we might 
say, from Irenaeus ("theory of recapitulation")l to Pannenberg.2 But it has 
been largely ignored or overshadowed in recent decades in New Testament 
scholarship, wiLh the principal exception ofM. D. Hooker,3 and deserves more 
attention than it has received. Independently of Hooker I had developed my 
own version of the Lhesis4 and now re-present it in an updated version. 

Jesus as Representative Man 

The fact that Paul tells us next to nothing about the historical Jesus has always 
been at the heart of one of the most intractable problems in New Testament 

1. 1. N. D. Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines (2nd ed., London: Black, 1960) 170-74. 
2. W. Pallllenbc!'g. Jesus Got/arid M(m (London: SCM, 1968) 260-69. 
3. M. D. HoOk!!!', " In terchange Bnd AtOllement," BJRL 60 (1977-78) 462-80; idem. 

"Interchange in hrlSI ," JTS ncw xcries 22 (1971) 349-61; idem, "Interchange lind Suffering," 
in Suffering alld lvI(Jrl.w~/()m in til New Testamellt, ed. W. l-{orbury and B. McNeil (CalllbriJge: 
Cambndge University, 1981),70-83. 

4. Dunn, "Paul's Understanding of the Death of Jesus," in Reconciliation and Hope, ed. 
R. 1. Banks (L. L. Morris FS; Exeter: Paternoster, 1974) 125-41. 

Oliginally published in Sacrifice and Redemption: Durham Essays in Theology, ed. S. W. Sykes, 
35-56. Copyright © 1991 by Cambridge University Press and reprinted by permission. 
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theology and Christian origins - the relation between the gospel of Jesus and 
the theology of Paul. The discontinuity between the two had been stressed by 
Liberal Protestantism and by the history-of-religions school, particularly 
W. Heitmiiller and W. Bousset.5 And although R. Bultmann6 shared many of 
their conclusions, he did attempt to demonstrate a significant element of 
continuity between Jesus and Paul. More recently the probable influence of 
particular sayings of Jesus on Paul has been highlighted,7 and a link is still 
possible along the lines of imitatio Christi (1 Cor. 11: 1; Eph. 4:20; Col. 2:6; 
1 Thess. 1:6). Perhaps we should also mention that at the other end of the 
spectrum Paul's apparent lack of knowledge of the historical Jesus has been 
made the main justification for a further attempt to revive the nevertheless 
thoroughly dead thesis that the Jesus of the Gospels was a mythical figure. s 

What does not seem to have been adequately appreciated is that for Paul 
the Jesus of history is integral to his soteriology: it is of vital significance for 
Paul that Jesus actually lived and died in history. Paul calls men not to take 
up some timeless ideal, not merely to believe in a divine being contemporary 
with him, but to believe in the Jesus who lived and died and now lives again. 
The contemporary Christ is one and the same as the Jesus of history. If it is 
not the same Jesus, then his gospel falls in ruins. It is the Jesus of history 
now exalted who challenges presumptuous and self-indulgent man; it is the 
presence here and now of the Jesus who lived and died which brings men to 
the crisis of decision. Paul's soteriology therefore hangs on the wholeness of 
his christology;9 separation of the Jesus of history from the Christ of faith 
does not characterize Paul's soteriology, it destroys it. 

5. W. Heitmiiller, "Zum Problem Paulus und Jesus," ZNW 13 (1912) 320-27; W. Bousset, 
Kyrios Christos (2nd ed., Nashville: Abin~dOIl, 1970 [German original 1921]). 

6. R. Bultmann, "The Significance of the Hisl(lrical Jesus for the Theology of Paul," in 
Faith and Understanding: Col/ecrell Essays (Lundon: SCM, 1969) 220-46; idem, "Jesus and 
Paul," in Exisrence aJld Fairh (London: Fontrulu. 1960) 2 17-39. 

7. D. M. Sl<1 rI Icy. " Pauline Allusiolls to Ihe Sayings of Jesus," CBQ 23 (1961) 26-39; 
H. Riesenfeld. "Paraboli c Lallguage in the Plluline Epistle ', " in 7'lre Gospel Tradition (Oxford: 
Blackwell, 1970) 187-204: D. L. Dung. lIl , 7711! Sayings Il Je.l'IIs ill/he Churches of Paul (Oxford: 
Blackwell, 1971); C. K. Barrett, "r Am Not Ashamed of the Gospel," in New Testament Essays 
(London: SPCK, 1972) 116-43; D. C. Allison, "The Pauline Epistles and the Synoptic Gospels: 
The Pattern of the Parallels," NTS 28 (1982) 1-32; D. Wenham, "Paul's Use of the Jesus 
Tradition: Three Samples," in The Jesus Tradition outside the Gospels (Gospel Perspectives 5; 
Sheffield: ISOT, 1985) 7-37. 

8. G. A. Wells, The Jesus of the Early Christians (London: Pemberton, 1971). 
9. Cf. A. E. J. Rawlinson, The New Testament Doctrine of the Christ (London: Longmans, 

1926), chaptel' 5; W. D. Davies, Palll arid UohlJin ic il/clai.lul ( 1 ~ 1 cd .. ondon: SP K, I9 8) 
4 J. -42, 49-57; M, Blnck. "The Pl\uline Doplrin of the ccol1d AthlJll ." SiT 7 (1954) 170·79: 
D . E. H. Whiteley. "Sl. Paul's Thought on the Atonement," ,n'S new series 8 (1957) 242-46; 
R. Scroggs, 717IJ Lasl Adolll; A SlIIdy ill P(IU 1/1If.' A Illir mpO/(lgy (Ollrord: B1uckwcll. 1966) 92- 112: 
A. I . Hultgren, Chri.\·/ lind His lJellejil.\· : Chns(()I()K.l' alld Ret/amp/hili ill /lte NI!I'; 7e. ((tIT/eli I 
(Philadelphia: Fortress, 1987). 
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Why is this so? Because for Paul the earthly Jesus was not significant 
primarily for what he said or did during his life, but for what he was. And what 
he did by bis death Hnd resun'eellon gains its significance for sa lvation primuri Iy 
[1' 111 whal h lVOS. Tile key idea. which runs through PUll I 's chrislology and bind 
il to hi s soteriology is lilaL of solidttrity r represe/ll(/(ioll . 10 adupr lh words of 
[rcnneus. Jes/l s haec/llle ()fie lVil'h iliON ;n order 10 pl/r [/11 end lO si'l/id mall in 
order rll (1I a new man m(~hf come in.To heing. He hecame what mall is ill order 
that by his death and resurrection man might become what he is. 

The most sustained expositions of Jesus' representative significance 
come in Rom. 5:12-21 and 1 Cor. 15:20ff., 45-49. In both instances Jesus is 
compared and c nLrasled with Adam . The point of the comparison and contrast 
lies ill th ) repres · ntati ve significance of the two men. "Adam" means "man," 
" humankind ." Paul speak. about Ad~lm a. a way of speaking about mankind. 
Adam represents what man might hav been and what man now is. Adam is 
man, made for fellowship with God, become slave of selfishness and pride. 
Adam is sinful man. Jesus, too, is representative man. He represents a new 
kind of man - man who not only dies but lives again. The first Adam 
r pres IUS physicnl man (psyche zosa, soma psychikon) - man given over to 
dC<II II : lhe last A lam represents pneumatic man (pneuma zoopoioun, soma 
pileulila /ikol/) - man alive from the dead. 

Now it is clear from he I ori nLltian pass.lge lhal Jesu only takes lip hjs 
distinctively I:lst Adam/mall role as from the reslirreclion; Chri!>t. is escharological 
Adull1/m'Ul " tile firsl(ruil~ of those whohnve fall en asleep" : only in ano lhJOugh 
r SlllTection does he become life-giving Spirit. 1(1 How then can we characterize 
his representative function in his life and death? The answer seems to be that for 
Paul the earthly Jesus repres nts/allen man, man who though he lives again is 
first subject to death. Adam represents what man might have been and by his sin 
what man is. Jesus represents what man now is and by his obedience what man 
might become. This is most clearly expressed in four passages: 

(a) Rom. 8:3: "What the law could not do, because it was weakened by 
the flesh, God has done - by sending his own Son in the very likeness of 
sinful flesh (en homoiOmati sarkos hamartias) . ... " Homoioma here as else
where in Paul means a very close likeness, a mirror image. In Rom. 1:23 its 
use with eikon must signify an intensifying of the idea of likenesslimage, 

10. S 'l' chaplt;r I) ilbove: Dunn. 1mswlogy ill fir Making (Loud n: M. 1980; 2nd 
ed. II)~I) . R. P. MurU11 has recanrly ~o lltes tcd Ihis ill lCl'prel[i1ion by urgujng lhut the pnssa~e 
alludes to ' - hrl I 'S I relclllporai eX·lste.ncc" ruther thnn to his eschatological ~latc (77/() S,liril 
wultll e C(//Ir:rt!.~ a/iI'JI/ : SLUdie,l' I'll I ClI l'ill1lriulI.v 12- /5 lGranu R!lpld~: ~er"mans, 19841), an 
l ntcq>n~Hllioll I find very odd. The whOle lopic ii> the resurrection body, [U1U the logic b thlll 
, hrist., the first resurrected person. ~ets lhe pnltcrn I'or the rest, jl1 ~ l U~ AdU111 ~et the pallern for 
hUl1lllllkind in this age (cr. Rum. R:29; Phil. 3:2 1). Mllni.n's rejoinder 1.0 me lIf/1l1!/1 Chri;I'ti: 
I>hilippiarls 2:5· " iii Recenllntfll'pI'etaI IIJlJ (/lui in 1111' S /lill g oj l::tll'/,\' CI'ff.wit,1I Wor,IMp 12nd 
cd .. 'rllnd Rapids: Eerdl11a n~, 1983 1 xxi) filii s undt:r [h ' 'arne crillque. 
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otherwise the phrase en homoi6mati eikonos is merely tautologous - perhaps, 
indeed, an example of the Semitic tendency to give added force to an idea by 
repeating it. ll Thus: "changed the glory of the incorruptible God into what 
was nothing more than the image of corruptible man .... " In Rom. 5: 14: 
"death reigned from Adam to Moses even over those who did not sin in just 
the same way as Adam (epi t6 homoiOmati tes parabase6s Adam}." In Rom. 
6:5 the "likeness of Christ's death" does not mean baptism nor the death of 
Christ itself but the converts' experience of death to sin and life to God 
beginning to work out in themselves, which Paul characterizes as a sharing 
in Christ's death and so as an experience which is the mirror image and actual 
outworking of Christ's own death to sin within the present age (6:10).12 So 
in Rom. 8:3 en homoiomati sarkos hamartias must mean "in the very form 
of sinful flesh." 13 

But is Paul saying then that Jesus became gUilty of sin? No! As is 
generally recognized, sarx in Paul is not evil, otherwise he could not use it 
in a neutral sense, or speak of it being cleansed (2 Cor. 7: 1). 14 Flesh is not 
evil, it is simply weak and corruptible. It signifies man in his weakness and 
corruptibility, his belonging to the world. In particular it is that dimension of 
the human personality through which sin attacks, which sin uses as its instru
ment (Rom. 7:5, 14, 18, 25) - thus sarx hamartias. That is to say, sarx 
hamartias does not signify guilty man, but man in his fallenness - man 
subject to temptation, to human appetites and desires, to corruption and death. 
The "sinful flesh" is nothing other than the "sinful body" (Rom. 6:6), the 
"body doomed to death" (Rom. 7:24). 

Thus in Rom. 8:3 Paul is saying simply that God sent his Son in the 
very form of fallen man, that is, as representative of fallen humanity. Homoi
oma in other words does not distinguish Jesus from sinful flesh or distance 
him from fallen man, as is often suggested; rather it is Paul's way of expressing 
Jesus' complete identity with the flesh of sin, with man in his fallenness. 15 So 
far as Paul was concerned, Jesus had to share fallen humanity, sinful flesh, 
otherwise he could not deal with sin in the flesh. It was only because he shared 

11. Cf. J. H. Moulton and W. F. Howard, A Grammar of New Testament Greek II: 
Accidence (Edinburgh: Clark, 1929) 419-20. 

12. Dunn, Baptism in the Holy Spirit (London: SCM, 1970) 142-43. 
13. See further Dunn. Romans (Word Biblical Commentary; Dallas: Word, 1988), on 

Rom. 6:5 and 8:3. 
14. H. W. Robinson, The Christian Doctrine of Man (3rd ed., Edinburgh: Clark, 1926) 

114-15; W. D. Stacey, The Pauline View of Man (London: Macmillan, 1956) 162; E. Schweizer, 
TDNTVIl,135. 

15. Cf. P. Althaus, Der Brief an die Romer (10th ed., NTD 6; Gbttingen: Vandenhoeck, 
J 966); C. K. Ban'ett, The Epistle to the Romans (London: Black, 1957); O. Kuss, Del' Romerbrief 
II (Regensburg: Pustet, 1959); R. Jewett, Paul's Anthropological Terms (Leiden: Brill, 1971) 
150ff. 
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man s si nful flesh that his death was a sacrifice for sin" and so served as 
God's act or judgment on sin in lhe I~ esh (see furtber below pp. 198-205). 

(b) Ga l. 4:4-5: "When th fu llne s of Lime hud come G d sent 1'O)tl1 
his Son, bom f woman. born under the law .... " Th point is th ame 
here. ''Born of woman" was ,1 familiar phrase in Jewish ears and denoted 
simply " man " (Job 14: 1; 15: 14; 25:4; IQS 1.1 .20-2 1; lQH 13.14; J8:12- 13 
16' Man. 11 :11). 'Born under the law likewise denotes the human condi 
tion specii'ic.:dly that of the Jew (cf. I Cor. 9:20' Gal. 4:21), but of tile Jew 
ill a late of tutelage and bondage whi.ch is lypical of humankind general ly 
in its fallen enslavemen L under the "elemental spirits" (Gal. 4:3, 9). fL was 
only by virtue f his idenlity with the human condition in its cnslavcmen l 
thaL JeSlI .. could (by his death and resurrection) " redeem those under the 
law" and enable them to s h~u'e his sOllship by adoplion (Gal. 4:5-7; cf. Rom. 
8: 15- 17). 16 

c) Phil. 2:7-8.11 is very likely thaL the Christ-hymn ofPhlJ . 2:6- 11 u es 
an Adam chri tology, patLerning the descdplion of Chris t ' n the well-e. lab
h sbed u'and of Jewish retlecti n on Adam and his fall. but in such a way as 
to show how Jesus corrected the pall roo Adam made in the irnage of G d 
s LIght equali ty with God and b arne man as hel1a~ been Ver 'ince, en. laved 
Lo c011'l.lpti n (cf. R m. 8: 18-2 1) and the elem ntal puits ( f. Gal. 4:3), subject 
to death by virtue of hi disobedience (cf. Rom. 5: 15-19). Christ likewise in 
the form of God, r rused Lo grasp at equalily wi lh God, but eho en vertheless 
to embrace the lot of man, accepting his condition of enslavement (Phil. 2:7), 
and submitting himself to death as an act of obedience rather than the con
sequence of disobedience (Phil. 2:8).17 

In particular we might simply note the two lines: 

en homoiamati anthrapan genome nos 
kai schemati heuretheis has anthrapos. 

Tbl is the only other occurrence of homo;oTr/a in Paul; Je liS became the very 
likeness of men' h becam just what men are. Indeed, he came has anthriJpos, 
thar i ' oOLju Las ooe man among many, but as man, as representati ve ml:m l8 

- man, who, be it noted. is immediately described a ubjecl, obedient LO 
death. 

(d 1 r. L5:27: Paul expliciLly quote Ps. 8:6 - " He bas put n.ll lhings 
in subjection under his feet' - and refers it to the exaJ.led Chri l. Since Ps. 
8:4-6 was widely used .in tJJe early church· !,; ~s a tesljnLnium t Cbrisl ( • .1:::.rk 
t2:36 pars.' Eph. I :22' Phil. :2 l' Hcb. 2:6-9; 1 Pet. 3:22), iL is probable that 

16. See further Dunn, Christology in the Making, 40-42. 
17. See further ibid., xvii-xix, 114-19. 
18. Cf. Maltin, Carmen Christi. 109-10. 
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Paul had the whole passage in mind,19 That is to say, it is probable that Paul 
understood Ps. 8:4-6 with reference to Jesus in the same way as did the writer 
of the Bpi tJ.e to dle Hebrews. Jesll was Lhe man wbo fulfil led tllC destiny 
God bad originaIly intended For man. 20 Man had been made " Iower lhan the 
angels' but bad not yet been crowned with glory and honor and granted 
Lord hip over all Lhings. BUL in contrast, JeslIs had fuliilled that destiny. He 
too, was man "for a short while lower than the angels," but had now been 
crowned with glory and honor "because he suffered death" (Reb. 2:9). That 
this train of thought is in Paul's mind in 1 Cor. 15:27 is likely in view of the 
explicit Adam christo logy in the immediate context of the quotation. In other 
words, Jesus entered his role as New Man only after living and suffering as 
Man. Adam had missed his destiny because of sin and his destiny had become 
death (l Cor. 15:21-22). Only after Jesus lived out that destiny (death) and 
through it created a new destiny (resurrection) could the original destiny be 
fulfilled. Only by his living out the destiny of Adam could the destiny of the 
Last Adam become a reality. 

Space prohibit an elaboration of tllis aspect of Paul's theology - thar 
for Paul .Ie us in his life emd death is represen.tCltive mal'l , representative of 
fallen man ~ by living OW thea fallenness to the dealh and over oming it in 
resurrection he becomes representative of new l(fe, (?f'n.ew l7Ian. It must suffice 
to refer briefly to other passages where the same christology is reflected: Rom. 
1:3 - as man he lives, like man, kata sarka - through flesh, and to some 
extent anyway, in terms of flesh;21 Rom. 6:9-10 - as man of flesh, like men, 
he is subject to death. In short, as representative man he shares the weakness 
and corruptibility of man's flesh; as representative man he knows the power 
of the powers, sin, and death, which enslave men. "Christ dies the death of 
the disobedient, of sinners" (Rom. 5:6, 8; 2 Cor. 5:21).22 

We might mention also Paul's use of the title Christos. It is frequently 
assumed that Paul uses the title quite conventionally and adds nothing to it.23 

This is not, however, true. And the way in which Paul does use it is of special 
interest for us. For, on the one hand, he links it firmly to Jesus in his death: 
the Christ is the Crucified One (1 Cor. 1 :23 and 2:2; Gal. 3: O. And, on the 
other, it becomes the chief vehicle for Paul's expression of Christ's represen-

19. Cf. C. H. Dodd, According to the Scriptures (London: Nisbet, 1952) 32ff., 120ff., 
126; B. Lindars, Nuw 1'es{(/}1'/(l/It Apologetic (London: M, 1961) Sorr .. 168. 

20. C. K. Blm ett , Tile Fil'stl:.i)isrle to the Corinthian.l· (London: Black, 1968); F. F. Bruce, 
1 & 2 Corinthialls (LondOh: Olipbnnts, 1971); Dunn, Chri'l'wlngy ill rh l: Making, 108-11. 

21. See ch. 8 above. 
22. G. Delling, "Der Tad Jesu in der Verkiindigung des Paulus," in Apophoreta. 

(E. Haencben FS; Berlin: Topelmann, 1964) 85-96. 
23. For example, R. Bultmann. Theology of the New Testament I (London: SCM, 1952); 

O. Cullmann. The Christology of the New Testament (London: SCM, 1959); R. H. Fuller, The 
Foundations of New Testament Christo logy (London: Lutterworth, 1965). 
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tative capacity, the solidarity of believers with the risen Christ: he is baptized 
in the Spirit into Christ (Rom. 6:3; 1. Cor. 12:13; 2 Cor. 1:21; Gal. 3:27); he 
has died with Christ, is crucified with Christ, his life is hid with Christ in God, 
and so on (Rom. 6:3-4, 8; 8:17; Gal. 2:19-20; Eph. 2:5; Phil. 1:23; Col. 2:20; 
3:1,3; 1 Thess. 5:10); his present life in all its aspects is lived in Christ (for 
example, Rom. 6:11; 8:39; 1 Cor. 15:22; 2 Cor. 5:17, 19; Gal. 2:4; Phil. 2:1; 
Col. 1:28; 1 Thess. 2:14); he is a member of the body of Christ (Rom. 12:5; 
1 Cor. 12: 12, 27, etc.); Christ is the offspring of Abraham to whom the promise 
has been made, and all who identify themselves with Christ ar counted as 
Abraham's children (Gal. 3:16, 26-29). The two distinctively Pmlline em
phases in Paul's use of Christos cannot be unrelated. Christ is representative 
man precisely as the Crucified One.24 

2 Cor. 5: 14 now becomes clearer as one of the most explicit expressions 
of Paul's understanding of Jesus as representative man - "one man died for 
all; therefore all humankind [hoi pantes] has died." When we talk of Christ 
as representative man we mean that what is true of him in particular is true 
of men in general. When we say Adam is representative man in his fallenness, 
we mean that all men are fallen. So when Paul says Christ died as represen
tative man he means that there is no other end possible for men - all 
humankind dies, as he died, as flesh, as the end of sinful flesh, as the destruc
tion of sin. Had there been a way for fallen man to overcome his fallenness 
and subjection to the powers, Christ would not have died - Christ as repre
sentative man would have shown men how to overcome sinful flesh. His death 
is an acknowledgment that there is no way out for fallen men except through 
death - no answer to sinful flesh except its destruction in death. "Man could 
not be helped other than through his annihilation."25 Only through death does 
the New Man emerge in risen life. In other words, if we may follow the train 
of thought a little further, Christ's identification with fallen men is up to and 
into death. But there it ends, for death is the end of fallen men, the destruction 
of man as flesh - Christ died, all died. Beyond death he no longer represents 
all men, fallen man. In his risen life he represents only those who identify 
themselves with him, with his death (through baptism), only those who ac
knowledge the Risen One as Lord (2 Cor. 5:15). Only those who identify 
themselves with him in his death are identified with him in his life from death. 
Hence it is a mistake to confine the "all" of 5:14 to believers.26 The "all" of 

24. See further Dunn, Jesus and the Spirit (London: SCMlPhiladelphiw Westminster, 
1975) 324-38; and for further material where Adam christology provides the basic structure of 
the thought see also Black, "The Pauline Doctrine of the Second Adam"; Scroggs, The Last 
Adam. 

25. Barth, cited in G. C. Berkouwer, The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth 
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans. 1956) 135. 

26. Pace R. P. Martin, 2 Corinthians (Word Biblical Commentary; Waco: Word, 1986). 
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4:14-15 are not identical with "the living" of 5:15. Jesus' representative 
capacity before resun'ection (sinful flesh - Rom. 8:3) is different from his 
representative capacity after resurrection (spiritual body - 1 Cor. 15:44-45). 
All die. But only those "in Christ" experience the new creation (2 Cor. 5: 17).27 
In short, as Last Adam Jesus represents only those who experience life-giving 
Spirit (1 Cor. 15:45). 

Jesus' Death as a Sacrifice 

We must now attempt to view Jesus' death through Paul's eyes from another 
angle and then bring the two viewpoints together to give us a fuller picture 
of Paul's thinking about the cross. I refer to Paul's understanding of Jesus' 
death in terms of cultic sacrifice. The idea of blood sacrifices and of divine
human relationships being somehow dependent on them is so repellent to 
post-Enlightenment man that many commentators have instinctively played 
down or ignored this side of Paul's theology. E. Ktisemann, for example, reacts 
against undue emphasis being given to the idea of sacrificial death by finnly 
denying that Paul ever definitely called Jesus' death a sacrifice, and sums up: 
"The idea of the sacrificial death is, if anything, pushed into the back
ground."28 Similarly G. Friedrich, in one of the most recent studies of the 
topic, goes out of his way to play down any sacrificial significance in the 
passages we are about to cite.29 An examination of Paul, however, makes it 
difficult to escape the conclusion that Kasemann and Friedrich have fallen 
into the trap of making Paul's language less foreign and less distasteful and 
so have missed both the offense of Paul's thought and its point. 3D 

In Rom. 3:25 hilasterion cannot have any other than a sacrificial 
reference. Since the word is used so often in the LXX for the lid of the ark, 
the "mercy seat," the only real debate has been whether it should be under
stood as place or means of expiation/propitiation - the latter ("means") 
being probably the more appropriate (cf. 4 Macc. 17:22; Josephus, Antiq
uities, 16.182; Gen. 6:16 Symmachus).31 And even if the verse is a quota-

27. Cf. Hooker, "Interchange and Atonement," 479; " Interchange and Suffering," 71. 
28. E. Kiisemann, Perspectives on Paul (London: SCM, 1971) 42-45; cf. M. Hengel, The 

Atonement (London: SCM, 1981) 45-46. 
29. G. Friedrich, Die Verkundigung des Todes Jesu im Neuen Testament (Neukirchen

Vluyn: Neukirchener, 1982) 47, 66, 70-71 , 75, 77. 
30. See particularly P. Stuhlmacher's critique of Friedrich in "Silhne oder Versohnung," 

in Die Mitte des Neuen Testaments, ed. U. Luz and H. Weder (E. Schweizer FS; Gouingen: 
Vandenhoeck, 1983) 291 -316, especially 297-304. 

31. See L. Morris, " The Meaning of 'IAArTHPION in Romans III.25," NTS 2 (1955-56) 
435-43; K. Kertelge, Rechtfertigung bei PauLus (Munster: Aschendorff, 1967) 55-57; H. Schlier, 
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Ll n,32 Paul gives it such a centraJ place in a key passage of his exposition 
that it must be very expre sive of hIs own thinking; indeed in uch ~l case 
on' quote from an earlier l xl or ource because it pocs the pint as well 
as r beller Ul~ln one can oneself. 

The attempt has sometim s been made to see a' Ule imm wate back
ground of Rom. 3:25 the martyr U,eology wlli h finds its clearest expression 
jJl 4 Mac'. J7:21 -22, where hilasf 'rion is used to describe he atoning igoif
icance of the Maccllb an martyrs deatbs.3;1 This i certainly possible. Bm two 
qualifications are necessru-y. Fil"Sl martyr theology i itself an application of 
sacrifi ciolmctaphor; Ule reason why tbe d alb of the martyrs can be thought 
to carry 'u'h weight of atonemenl is because their death can b· 'een as a kind 
o/" sacrifice. Indeed in Diaspora Judaism marlyr theology is sacriCic.ial pre
cisely because it served as one f the substitutes for Ul acrificiaJ cult in 
faraway Jerusalem. 4 Second, in Rom. 3:25 U,e h.ilasterion is presented by 
God himself. This thought i n t pre e.nt in Jewish martyr theology but is 
quite commoll in ollneclion with the sacrificial Cll1l in the Old TestamenL.35 
Thus, whether OJ' not Paul was consciously alluding to martyr l'heology here. 
it i. most likciy that the primary reference l() his metaphor was to Christ's 
donth as cu lt , acri nce.36 

Rom. 8:3: "God sent his Son in the very likeness of in1'l.ll nesh and for 
sin (peri hamartia.\')"' ~ the New English -aib le Ll1ll1slales the last phrase 'as a 
sacrifice for sin. " And tlUg is wh lIy justified sine peri hamartia.I' is regularly 
used in LXX to trail. late the Hebrew halfa'th sin offering - e.g., Lev. 5:6-7, 
II ; 16:3, 5, 9; NUD1 . 6:16' 7:J6; 2 ehron. 29:23-34; N h. IO:J3; Ezek. 42:13' 
43: 19: in llia. 53: J 0 il trans lates ('he Hebrew 'CI,Y/WIn., guilt offering).37 It is 

/)..:r lWlIler/)l'ief (Ft-cibllrg: HCl'llcr. 1977); otherwise B. Janowski, Suhne als Heilsgeschehen 
(Ncukil'choll-VluYIl : NelLkirchcllor, 1982) 350-54; A. J. Hultgren, Paul's Gospel and Mission 
(Philmlelphio: J orlres~. 19&5 55-60. 

32. See. e.g .• P. Stuhlmacher. "Recent Exegesis on ROll1ans 3:24-26," in Reconciliation, 
Law. and Righteousness: Essays in Biblical l1wolo$ , (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1986) 94-109; 
S. K. Williams, Jesus' Death as Saving EVI!/iT eMi 'soulo : cholars. 1975) 5-19; B. F. Meyer, 
"The Pre-Pauline Formula in Rom. 3.25-26a," NTS 29 (1983) 198-208. 

33. E. Lohse, Martyrer und Gottesknecht (2nd ed., Giittingen: Vandenhoeck. 1963) 152 
n. 4; D. Hill, Greek Words alld Hebrew Meanings (Cambridge: Cambridge University. 1967) 
41-45; Williams, Jesus' Death as Saving Event, 248. 

34. Lohse, Martyrer und Gottesknecht, 71. 
35. Cf. Kertelge, Rechtfertigung bei Paulus, 57-58; idem, " Das Verstiindnis des Todes 

Jesu bei Paulus," in Der Tod Jesu. Deutungen im Neuell Testament, ed. Kertelge (Freiburg: 
Herder, 1976) 114-36. 

36. Cf. Kuss, RdmerbrieJ, 165-66. 
37. See particularly N. T. Wright, " Adam in Palll ine Christ logy." R[$P L983, 359-89; 

U. Wilckens, Der Brief an die Romer II (Evange lisch -kalholi~cher KOll1mentar ZWll el10n 
Testament 6; Zurich: Benziger, 1980); 0. Michel Chllllgcd 1111 mind in favor of lilis view in lhe 
fifth edition of his commentary (Der Brief (1/1 die Romer l'ith cd. , Gi'ittillgen: VundeJlboeck, 
1977] 251). 
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likeJy thal Paul drew lhe words f r 111 tllis backgrOltnd a a delib rate allusion 
sillce otherwi e the phra e is unneces arily vague,38 Some commentator 

bject that sucb a reference confu e PauJ 's thoUghl at thi [lOio1,39 although 
Paul is well known for his mixed metaphors ( ee, for example, Rom. 7:1 -6; 
Gal. 4: 1-6, 19). But i lhe charge just? The logic of PaLll' lhoughl is, in facL, 
quite straightforward: lhe sin offering wa just what Ule law provided t over 
Ule unwiJling sins which Paril has b en lamenling in chapter 7.40 And when 
Paul ays that G d sent l:tis Son peri hamar/jas (' 'in order thal the just 
requirement of Ule law mighl be fulfil led in us .. . ), does he not incllld · the 
Jaw f the sin offering as parl of " the ju l reqlliremelll of the Law"? 

1 Cor. 5:7: Paul explicitly state, 'Chr' t, our pascbal lamb, has been 
sacrificed.' It is frequently remarked that "the Paschal victim was not a 
sin-offering or regarded a ' a mean f expiating Or removing sins'.' 41 However 
the Passov r i already ass jated with at nement in Ezek. 45: 18-22. and tbis 
link was pr bably ah'eady firm.ly forged in the d uble as ciation of the Last 
Supper with the Passover and with Je. llS' 'blood poured oul [ekchu11.110I7Jenoll] 
for many," which we find in the Synoptic traditions (Mark 14:24 par .), where 
the language is unavoidably sacrificial and • ignifies alonement.42 The same 
tend en y to run together different metaphors and descriptions of Jesus' death so 
that old di tinctions are blurred and lost is clearly evident eLewhere in the early 
churches (l Pet. 1: 18-19; .John 1:29), and Paul's language in I C r. 5:7 and 
e.l. ewhere hardly sugoests that it was therwise with him. 

2 Cor. 5:2 1: "God made him ioto in, him who knew no sin." Tb 
antithesis "Illude into in' / s inless," make it difficull to doubt tb, t Palll bad 
in mind the ult 's in istence on cle'ill and Wlblemished animal for the sa ri 
fices. 43 A mOr specific allusion to lhe Day of A tonement s scapegoat is 
pr bable.44 Perhaps lhere is als all aUu ion to til · trffedng servanl of Isaiah 

38. Among: olbers Barretl. (Romolls) Ihinks thaL Poul mcans nOlhing more preci ethan 
GuJ. 1:4- Jcsus Christ gave himself "for our sins" (fryp r lOll h~ma,.tijjll) . I3U1 LX" in :1zekiel 
usually uses II per illstead of peri in reference Lo tbe ' in offering, and Paul may we ll regard peri 
Iwnrarfinll and I,yper t611 htJ"lIIrrioll. as cquivllJent phmse~. In the mind of 11 Jewifih Chri. ti <111 

could "for ollr s.ins'· h:\Vc any oiller refcrence than to the cull? The NEB ha:. quite rightly. 
"Jesus Christ, wh !Itt rinced himself for our sins." 

39. For cX~l1nple. A Scblaller, Gottes Gerechtigkeit (Stuttgart: Calwer, 1935) 257; Lohse, 
Martyrer und GolI/':.\·kllecJu. 152, n. 6; Friedrich, Die Verkundigung des Todes Jesu im Neuen 
Testament. 68-71. 

40. N. T. Wright, "The Meaning of peri hamartias in Romans 8.3," in Studia Biblica 
1978 III (Journal for the Society of Ihe New Teslamenl Supplement 3; Sheffield: JSOT, 1980) 
453-59. 

41. G. B. Gray, Sacrifice in the Old Testament COltford : xrord nivers ity. 1925) 397. 
42. J. Jeremias, The Eucharistic Woros of Jesus (revj~ d ed •• London: S M, 1966) 222ff. 
43. R. J. Daly, Christian Sacrifice' (Wasbington: Catholic ni ver:i t f America, 1978) 

237,239. 
44. H. Windisch, Del' zweite Korintherbrief (Gottingen: Vandenboeck und Ruprecht, 

1924). 
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53;45 but this should not be cell as a way of Ie 'sening the sacrificial 'IJlusion. 
si nce bmiah 53 itself is studded with acrif'icial lerrninology and imagery. und 
the ro l f the Serv:mt cannol b fu ll y underst od npart frorn the sa 'lific ial 
background of his dcatb.46 

Similarly the several passages in whicb Paul uses the phrase " in or 
through hi. 10 d " cannot b understood excepl as II refer n(;e to Christ's 
death as a s,l.crifi e (Rom. :25; 5:9; Eph. 1:7; 2: 13; Col. l:20). Again attempts 
have b en mad' to avoid th full offen . iven ss of the allu i n:17 Bul (he 
emphasis on blood can hardly have ume from til tradition of Jesu. ' death 
since it wa not particu larly bloody:I,!! and mu '( be drawn from the undor
standing of Jesus death in terms of ull , acrificc . .J I

) Likewise Paul', l'alk of 
.Ie, u:' demh as "for sins" (Rom. 4:25; 8: ; 1 Cor. l5:3: Gal. 1:4) or .. for us." 
and so on (R In. 5:6-8 ; 8:32 ; 2 Cor. 5: 14-15, 21; Gal. 2:20 ; : 13; Eph. 5:2. 
25; 1 The);s. 5:9- 10) probably reflect'> the ame influence, evell if, in the Inlter 
case. it is mediated through marlyr lhcology.5o 

Paul's Theology of Atoning Sacrifice 

Granted then that Paul sees Jesus' death as a saclifice, what light does this throw 
on Paul's understanding of Jesus' death? The obvious way to answer the question 
is to enquire into the Old Testament or Jewish theology of saclifice. But here we 
run into a considerable problem. For, as is well known, there is no clear rationale 
in Judaism concerning sacrifice. No doubt the sacrifices were very meaningful 
to the pious and penitent worshiper in IsraeJ.51 But just what the essence of 
atonement was for the Jew remains an unsolved riddle. "It seems necessary to 
admit that we do not know or understand what the Old Testament and 'Judaism' 
really believed and taught about the my stery of expiating sacrifice." 52 

On the other hand, in view of the passages cited above, particularly Rom. 

45. Cu llmann. 'hri.\,trllagy (~f the N(J\\' Tes/tlllwllt. 76; J. k l'cmias. Tllli Se rvant of God 
(revised ed. , London:, M , 1965) 97. n. 441; BrLll:c, 1 and 2 C(,rilltliifll lS: V. P. Furnish. 
/I COrill//riillls (Anchor B.ihle: Gurclen City: Doubledny. 1984): 1atiin. 2 CorilllhillriS. 

46. V. Taylor. TIll! IIw/l1.!Jlle1i1 ill NL1V 1'e,I'lall/l'li/ Teaching (3rd ed .• London: Epworth, 
1958 190; M. Ilnr!h. Was Christ s Dealh a Sacriji e? (Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd. 1961) 
9-10. 

47. E.g,. those cited in Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism. 232ff. 
48. E. Schweizer, Erniedrigung und Erhohung bei Jesus lind seinefl Nadifnlgpr" (2nd 

ed., Zurich, 1960) 74. 
49. For xal11plc. TayllJf. Atmlt!/III!III. 63-64; Davie. .. , Pc"t! alld [(aillJillic JIlt/ai.vlII, 236; 

Lohse, Martyn!,. U/ltl G(lIIe.~kllt! ·hl. 138·39; Bmth. WO,I' Chrisl ~\ OUt/ilL a Sm r!fil'e? 7. 
50, H. Ricsenfeld. TDNT V111. 507· 16: cf. J)cJl lng. '<1 <:1' Too J~lI." 87. 
51. H. H. Rowley. WOl'ship ill Ancient Israel (London: ,p K. 19(7). ch<lplcr 4. 
52. M. Bilrlh. 11]1,:1.1' Christ:v Death II Sacr(fil'l'? 13. 
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3:25 and 8:3 and 2 Cor. 5:21, it seems likely that Paul himself had a fairly 
well-defined theory of sacrifice. Moreover, whereas rabbinic thought may already 
have begun to play down the importance of sacrifice and to recognize other means 
of expiation,53 Paul seems to retain an important place for the category of sacrifice 
in describing the effect of Jesus' death. 54 This, too, suggests that, however obscure 
Jewish theology was, or at least now appears to our perception, Paul himself could 
give a fairly clear expositi~n of atoning sacrifice. One possible way forward, 
therefore, is to read back Paul's understanding of sacrifice by correlating the two 
conclusions we have already reached - that Paul thinks of Jesus dying both as 
representative man and in terms of cultic sacrifice - and by examining the 
sacrificial ritual in their light. The exercise is necessarily speCUlative, but it may 
help to illuminate Paul's understanding of Jesus' death. 

(a) First, we note that the sin offering, like Jesus' death in Rom. 8:3, 
was intended to deal with sin. In some sense or other, the ritual of killing the 
sacrifice removed the sin from the unclean offerer. Now it is true that the sin 
offering dealt only with inadvertent or unwilling sins - according to Old 
Testament ritual there was no sacrifice possible for deliberate sins. But at the 
same time the fact that a death was necessary to compensate for even an 
inadvertent sin signifies the seriousness of even these sins in the cult. The 
others were too serious for any compensation to be made. In such cases the 
sinner's own life was forfeit - no other life could expiate his sin.55 

(b) Second, as Jesus in his death represented man in his fallenness, so 
presumably Paul saw the sin offering as in some way representing the sinner 
in his sin. This would probably be the significance for Paul of that part of the 
ritual where the offerer laid his hand on the beast's head. Thereby the sinner 
identified himself with the beast, or at least indicated that the beast in some 
sense represented him;56 that is, represented him as sinner, so that his sin was 
somehow identified with it, and its life became forfeit as a result - just as 
Christ, taking the initiative from the other side, identified himself with men 
in their fallenness (Rom. 8:3) and was made sin (2 Cor. 5:21). 

It is by no means universally held that this was the generally understood 
meaning of the act. The laying of a hand on the head of the beast is sometimes 
given a far less significant role - simply indicating ownership or signifying 

53. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism, 253-59; Lohse, Martyrer und Gottesknecht, 2lff. 
54. Cf. Barth, Was Christ's Death a Sacrifice? 33. 
55. R. de Vaux, Studies in Old Testament Sacrifice (Cardiff: University of Wales , 1964) 

94-95. 
56. G. Nagel. "Su rL1i<.:e~: ' in VO('all/llaf)' oj' (/Ie FJlh/c', ed . J . J . von AI Lrm:n ( OIlt!OIl! 

Lutterworth, 1958) 275-80, here 279; ROWley. Worship ;11 I \nciellf l-Hlel, 133; L-1. Gese. essay.r 
on Biblical Th ology rMil1l1eapoli~ : Augsbllrg. 1981) 105-6; Dllly. ('/ll'isll(II1 cU' 1'I1i()tJ, 1 ()()· 106: 
Janowski, Siihllt: fils Neil.vg,;sc/lldlt!fI. 199-221: O. Honus. " SiJhne lind Versoilnllng. Zum pau lin
ischen Verstandnis des Kreuzestodes Jesu," in Versuche, das Leiden und Sterben Jesu zu verste
hen, ed_ W. Maas, (Munich: Schnell und Steiner. 1983) 25-46. here 35-36. 
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lile readine s of th offerer to surrender tl1l:11 wh.ich bel nged to him.57 Bul 
Lhis h<lrdly . eelTIs an adequate explanali.on of the importance aLLachcd to this 
aClion in the detailed inslructi ns of L 'vi t1cuS 4. And if that was all lhe action 
meant we would have xpected it to be repealed in all sacrU'ices, n n-bloody 
on s a: well whereas, in fact, it oll ly occurs in the as or sacrifices inv lying 
bl0 d. Again, where ll1 same action is used OU lside the sacriticial ritual, 
identification seems l be the chief I"ltionale. Thus. ill Num. 27: 18. 23 nnd 
Deut. 34: , M . es lays hands on Jo. hua, thereby imparting some of Moses 
aulh ril)' to him , that is conveying some f himl)elf in his role as leader to 
Jo hua. so that Jo~hua becom s in a . ens another Mose .. In Num. 8: 10, the 
people Lay their hand on the Levile so that the Levites become their repre
sen tali yes b fo re lh Lord, ill pilrli ulnr taking the pJace or their firstborn. 
Finally iJl Lev. 24: 14, hands ~lre Laid on a blasphemer prior 0 his exe 'ution 
by toning. The whole I eople pelforms the execu tion. bul tmly til e who 
witnessed the blaspbemy lay th ir bands on hi~ head. Tbi suggests that they 
do 0 to identify them elve with lh blasphemer insofw' as by hearing the 
blasphemy U,ey hay been caugl1t up in his sin. 8 

Tb on ly place where the significance or I<lying hands on an animnl in 
cultic ritual is explained is Lev. 16:2 1 wher Ule bigh priest lays both hi . hands 

n the second goat in the Day of At n ment ceremony - thereby explicitly 
l<lying the. iJl of the pe pie on lhe head of the goat. r c urse, it was the first 
goat which was sacrificed as u in offering whereas the sec nd gom was not 
ritually killed on ly driven into the de.en (Md len to die. Bul were the two 
layings-on of hand' seen as quHe di tinct and di fferent in signi ficllllce? In the 
m el recent fulJ -scale lreatment B. Janowsk.i would so argue against tb S0 who 
have under, 1 od them to bear the ame sign ificancc,sc) But i . the transfer f sin 
and identification with Lb animal as sillner as cliff rellL Janowski suggests? 
ls it not more likely U,al the two goats were seen as rart of U1e one ritual, 
represenLing more fully and pictorially what ne goat could not? Perhaps. 
iJldeecl, part of th · significance f the Day f Atonement ritual was that the 
physical removal f til sin ' of th people ut f U,e camp by the second goat 
demon trated whallbe sin offering nOrJl1a])y did with theil' sins anyway - in 
offering and capcgoal being Laken as two pictures of th one reality.60 Thi js 
certainly the implication of Mishnah Slu!buOfh l:7: 

57. fle particularly W. EichrOOI. Theology a/the Old 1'e.\·llllll eJIII (London: SCM, 1961) 
165. n. 2; de VI\UX, Sllidil!~· in O/d T 'UIII/(!/Il Sncrij1l.:.·, 28,63; (;1". E . Schillebeeckx. Christ: The 
Christian Exp/JriC'/ It:c ill 'he Mot/em Wo,.Id (L ndon: eM. 1980) 4R7. 

58. f. D. D;mbc. Til..: Ntn 1'. [t1111V1 1/1111l1 Rubbill;/' .f1ll/tII·SIII ( ondon: Athlone, 1956) 
226-27. 

59. Janowski, Suhne als Heilsgeschehen. 219-20, disputes with P. Volz. R. Rendtorff, and 
K. Koch. 

60. U. Wilckens. Der Brief an die Romer I (Evangelisch-katholischer Kommentar zum 
Neuen Testament 6; Zurich: Benziger. 1978) 237. 
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R. Simeon says: As the blood of the goat that is sprinkled within (the Holy 
of Holies) makes atonement for the Israelites, so does the blood of the 
bullock make atonement for the priests; and as the confession of sin recited 
over the scapegoat makes atonement for the Israelites, so does the confes
sion of sin recited over the bullock make atonement for the priests. 

And a similar merging is already implied in the Temple Scroll from Qumran, 
where the same formula is used for both sin offering and scapegoat (cols. 
26-27). Rom. 8:3 and 2 Cor. 5:21 strongly suggest that Paul, too, had in mind 
such a composite picture of Jesus' death as sacrifice. 

Against this view, that the sin offering was thought to represent the 
offerer, it has been argued that if the beast became laden with the offerer's 
sin it would be counted as unclean and so could not be used in sacrifice. 61 

But does not this objection miss the point? The animal must be holy, wholly 
clean, precisely so that priest and sinner may be certain that its death is not 
its own, that it does not die for any uncleanness of its own. Only a perfect 
beast can represent sinful man; only the death of a perfect animal can make 
atonement for imperfect man. 

Alternatively the argument has been put that the sin offering could not 
embody sin since the priests ate the meat left over from some of the sin 
offerings. Since they could not eat contaminated flesh, the sacrifice could not 
have been contaminated by sin.62 But again this seems to miss a key point
namely that the life of the animal was regarded as its blood (Lev. 17: 10-12; 
Deut. 12:23). The priests did not, of course, eat the blood. On the contrary, 
the blood was wholly used up in the ritual. Indeed, the blood played a more 
important role in the sin offering than in any other sacrifice.63 And the sprin
kling of the blood "was regarded as the essential and decisive act of the 
offering up";64 "it is the blood, that is the life, that makes expiation" (Lev. 
17: 11). Thus, since the life is the blood, so the life of the sacrifice was wholly 
used up in the ritual. The equivalence between the life of the man and the life 
of the beast lay in the blood of the victim, not in the whole victim. And, since 
the blood was wholly used up, the use made of the carcass did not affect its 
role as sin offering; that role was completed in the blood ritual. 

(c) Third, if we extend the line of reasoning in the light of Rom. 8:3 
and 2 Cor. 5: 14, 21, the conclusion follows that Paul saw the death of the 
sacrificial animal as the death of the sinner qua sinner, that is, the destruction 

61. Eichrodt, Theology T, 165, n. 2; Nagel, "Sacrifices," 378. 
62. Eichrodt. Theology T. 165, n. 2; de Vaux, Studies, 94. 
63. R. de Vaux, Ancient Israel (London: Darton, 1961) 418; Studies, 92; Daly, Christian 

Sacrifice, 108. 
64. A. BUchler, Studies in Sin and Atonement (Jews' College Publications 2; London: 

Humphrey Milford, 1928) 418-19. 
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of his sin. The manner in which the sin offering dealt with sin was by its 
death. The sacrificial animal, identified with the offerer in his sin, had to be 
destroyed in order to destroy the sin which it embodied. The sprinkling, 
smearing, and pouring away of the sacrificial blood in the sight of God 
indicated that the life was wholly destroyed, and with it the sin of the sinner. 
One can hardly fail to recognize what we may call the sacrificial chiasmus or 
"interchange" :65 

By the sacrifice the sinner was made pure and lived free of that sin; 
by the sacrifice the pure animal died. 

And we can hardly fail to fill out the rest of the second line by adding: 

By the sacrifice the pure animal was made impure and died for that sin -

by its death destroying the sin. That this is wholly in accordance with Paul's 
thought is made clear by 2 Cor. 5 :21, the clearest expression of the sacrificial 
chiasmus/interchange: 

For our sake God made the sinless one into sin 
so that in him we might become the righteousness of God. 

So too Rom. 8:3: 

[God] condemned sin in the flesh [of Jesus] 
in order that the just requirement of the law might be fulfilled in us . 

So too Gal. 4:4-5: 

God sent forth his Son, 
A born of woman, 
B born under the law, 
B in order that he might redeem those under the law, 
A in order that we might receive the adoption. 

So too Gal. 3: 13, although here the metaphor is not directly sacrificial: 

Christ redeemed us from the curse of the law 
having become a curse for us. 

In short, to say that Jesus died as representative of fallen inan and tv 
say that Jesus died as sacrifice for the sins of men is for Paul to say the same 
thing. Jesus' death was the end of fallen man, the destruction of man as sinner. 

65. See Hooker (n. 3 above). 
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But only those who, like the offerer of old, identify themselves with the 
sacrifice may know the other half of the chiasmus and interchange, the life 
of Christ beyond the death of sin, the righteousness of God in Christ. 

Paul's Theologia Crucis 

We camlO( go further into Paul ' sal ri logy in this essay. But ' in e lli 
under, t.:'lnding of til process of salvation also falls under the hetiding of a 
"theology fthe cross," we sll uld simply Ilot the extent [0 wrnch the above 
exposition is confirmed thereby. I bave developed tbe poinr elsewhere66 and 
need only summarize it here. 

For Paul, union with Christ in his death is not a once-far-all event of 
initiation now past and gone for the believer. Despite the aorist tenses of Rom. 
6:3-4, Paul also uses perfect tenses (Rom. 6:5; Gal. 2:19-20; 6:14): identifi
cation with Christ in his death is a process as well as an event. The event is 
more precisely to be defined as the event which sets the process in motion. 
The believer has been nailed to the cross of Christ, and is still hanging there! 
This is s imply a vivid way f saying that the death of ' Ule old nal11re," f 
'the body of s in ' is not accomplisJled in an instant. Ra(i1er it is a lifelong 

process, on ly c mpleted in the reson'eetion of the body (Rom. 8: j 7-23; 2 Cor. 
4:7-5:5). Only Lllen w.i[l U1e union wilh hri L in hi s reslluection be complete 
(Rom. 6:5-8). In the bctweelHime of the I resent , the proces f'(lJvation is 
tb utw rki ng of Cilri. t's deaLl1 as well .\, of his life a shari ng in 11i suffecings 
as well as in the power of his rewnecti n (Rom. 8: 10-11; 2 Cor. 4: 10 ' PlliJ. 
3: 10-11). Unless this two-sidedness of Paul's soteriology is appreciated Paul's 
soteriology is bound to be misunderstood.67 

It is this soteriology which we can now see to be wholly consistent with 
and indeed consequential upon Paul's understanding of Jesus' death as a 
representaLive and sacrificia l death of sinful humankind. One side of the 
proce s f salvation is the destruction of th~ ' inner qua 'inner, or man in his 
belongingnes to this age, as determined by the desires and values f Lhl a",e, 
"Llleold mun." And thi , if' we aJ'e CQrn:lCI, is whal Lh e sin offering aee Jll

plished ritually or sacramentally. It is precisely by identification with Christ 
in his death as a sacrifice that the process of the dying away of the believer 
in his dependence on this age can be accomplished; only so can the destruction 
of the sinful flesh, the body of death, be accomplished without destroying the 

66. Dunn, Jesus and the Spirit. 326-38. 
67. See further Dunn, "Paul's Epistle to the Romans: An Analysis of Structure and 

Argument," ANRW III25/4 (1987) 2842-90, here 2858-64; idem. Romans, 301-3. 
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believer at the same time. In short, the rationale of sacrifice as expounded 
above is integral to Paul's whole gospe1.68 

Conclusions and Corollaries 

This recognition of the representative and sacrificial character of Jesus' death 
confirms the central importance of the death of Jesus in Paul's understanding 
of how God 's saving pllrpo. actually works. Jesus' death as sacrifice is not 
un incidenral throwback [0 Palll 's pr -Christian faith which can be discarded 
with ul affecting his theology as a whole. Sacrifice is not merely one metaphor 
am ng mm1y which can be set aside wil.hout loss in favor of more pleasing 
metaphor . such as "recon'i liali 11 ." ]\ is, of course, a metaphor, but one 
which goes so much to the heart of Paul's understanding of the death of Jesus 
and sheds so much light on Paul's understanding of the process of salvation 
that to set it aside would be to close an important window into Paul's theology. 

Since Jesus' death as sacrifice is such an important category for Paul's 
thought we should take special care to ensure that the key words used to 
describe it reflect Paul's emphases as closely as possible. Otherwise there is 
a real danger that Paul's theology as a whole will be skewed and the concerns 
which the very metaphor was intended to express will be misunderstood. This 
seems to me still to be a danger in the continued insistence on the part of 
some scholars that the words "propitiation" and ;'substitution" are fundamen
tal terms in any restatement of Paul's theology.69 

(a) Propitiation. Should we translate hilasterion in Rom. 3:25 as "pro
pitiation" or "expiation"? The debate was reinitiated by C. H. Dodd more 
than fifty years ago by his rejection of all propitiatory significance for the 
hilaskesthai word group in the LXX,7° The most effective response came from 
L. Morris and made unavoidable some retreat at least from Dodd's overstate-

68. N. T. Wrighl riLicizcs my treatment of AJl\m chrislo logy in flri.l'lology ill fhe Makillg 
(1'1 eel. 11 1- .13) llS "n bare exemplarist view: J ' 1I~ i ~ Lhe pall m to show people how to 1l1lctLIl 

10 the new sort of ImnlllUily." " [t iN nO! clear. from Ihis nce L1n i, why Ih 'm~~ Sh\luld have 
beel1 necessary at ".I I" (Wright. "AlIIIDl in Pau line Ch ri~I.Qlogy;' 388). I linll U1is carit:<lIur ' 
1181011i5hil1£ since it hns complelely ignored lhc references 111,,(il~ in Ihe pn,~sagc cri tl ' iz()ci 10 lin 
enrlier version of the present cbapler C" P;'\ul's Underslllnding or Lhc Deadl or Jesus" ). I do 1101 

expollnd the wholenes of Paul 's theology in every lrea tment of a Pauline tbellie. The cuhCJ ' nee 
,,1 my e. .. po~i tion of Pau l S lll1dcrstauciiJlg ui' Jesus' u(J!lCil ,md r-;:surreCllo ll Us saving evenls shOllld 
be clear (0 anyone who hilS read Ill)' .Iesrt ' emd fh e Splril. 326·38, 

69. E.g., G. E. Ludd,ll 71l enio/( ' of lite Nell' n 'SlCllllfm (Gfl1nu RI-lpids: Eerdmans, \975) 
427-33. 

70. C. H. Dodd, "Atonement," in The Bible and the Greeks (London: Hodder and 
Stoughton, 1935) 82-95. 
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ment.?! Particularly important was Morris's reminder that context as well as 
individual usage must always be considered. 

Nevertheless, in view of the larger understanding of Jesus' death which 
we have gained above, and without neglecting the context, "expiation" does 
seem to be the better translation for Rom. 3:25. The fact is that for Paul God 
is the subject of the action; it is God who provided Jesus as a hilasterion. 
And if God is the subject, then the obvious object is sin or the sinner. To argue 
that God provided Jesus as a means of propitiating God is certainly possible, 
but less likely. For one thing, regularly in the Old Testament the immediate 
object of the action denoted by the Hebrew kipper is the removal of sin
either by purifying the person or object, or by wiping out the sin; the act of 
atonement "cancels," "purges away" sin. It is not God who is the object of 
this atonement, nor the wrath of God, but the sin which calls forth the wrath 
of God.72 So, for example, 2 Kgs. 5: 18: Naaman prays, "May Yahweh expiate 
[hilasetai] your servant"; Ps. 24: 11: "For the honor of thy name, 'O Lord, 
expiate [hilase] my wickedness"; Ecclus. 5:5-6: 

Do not be so confident of pardon [exilasmou] 
that you sin again and again. 

Do not say, "His mercy is so great, 
he will pardon my sins, however great [exilasetai]." 

And for another, if we have indeed gained an insight into Paul's understanding 
of the rationale of sacrifice, then it follows that for Paul the way in which 
Christ's death cancels out man's sin is by destroying it - the death of the 
representative sacrifice as the destruction of the sin of those represented, 
because it is the destruction of man's sinful flesh, of man as sinner. The New 
English Bible therefore correctly translates Rom 3:25: "God designed him to 
be the means of expiating sin by his sacrificial death." 

On the other hand, we must go on to recognize that a secondary and 
consequential result of the destruction of a man's sin in the sin offering is that 
he no longer experiences the wrath of God which his sin called forth. At this 
point we must give weight to Morris's reminder that this section of Romans 
follows immediately upon the exposition of God's wrath "against all ungod
liness and wickedness of men" (Rom. 1: 18). Almost inevitably, therefore, the 
action of God which makes righteousness possible for men does involve the 

71. L. Morris, "The Use of lWO'%Ea8at etc. in Biblical Greek," Expository Times 62 
(1950-51) 227 -33; idem, The Apostolic Preaching of the Cross (London: Tyndale, 1955), chapters 
4-5; see also R. R. Nicole, "e. H. Dodd and the Doctrine of Propitiation," Westminster Theo
logical Journal 17 (1955) 117-57; Hill, Greek Words, 23-36. 

72. Dodd, "Atonement"; Schlatter, Gottes Gerechtigkeit, 145; F. Biichsel, TDNT III, 
314ff., 320ff. 
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thought that wrath need no longer apply to them. As C. K. Barrett notes, "It 
would be wrong to neglect the fact that expiation has, as it were, the effect 
of propitiation: the sin that might have excited God's wrath is expiated (at 
God's will) and therefore no longer does SO."73 

But we must be clear what we mean by this. As Rom. 1: 18-32 shows, 
God's wrath means a process willed by God - the outworking of the destruc
tive consequences of sin, destructive for the wholeness of man in his relation
ships,74 Jesus' death therefore does not propitiate God's wrath in the sense 
that it turns an angry God into one who forgives; all are agreed on that point 
of exegesis. But, in addition, it is not possible to say, as some do, that Jesus' 
death propitiates God's' wrath in the sense of turning it away. The destructive 
consequences of sin do not suddenly evaporate. On the contrary, they are 
focused in fuller intensity on the sin - that is, on fallen humanity in Jesus. 
In Jesus on the cross was focused not only man's sin, but also the wrath which 
follows upon that sin. The destructive consequences of sin are such that if 
they were allowed to work themselves out fully in man himself they would 
destroy him as a spiritual being. This process of destruction is speeded up in 
the case of Jesus, the representative man, the hilasterion, and destroys him. 
The wrath of God destroys the sin by letting the full destructive consequences 
of sin work themselves out and exhaust themselves in Jesus. Such at any rate 
seems to be the logic of Paul's theology of sacrifice. 

This means also that we must be careful in describing Jesus' death as 
penal, as a suffering the penalty for sin. If we have understood Paul's theology 
of sacrifice aright, the primary thought is the destruction of the malignant, 
poisonous organism of sin. Any thought of punishment is secondary. The wrath 
of God in the case of Jesus' death is not so much retributive as preventative,75 
A closer parallel may perhaps be found in vaccination. In vaccination genns 
are introduced into a healthy body in order that by destroying these germs the 
body will build up its strength. So we might say the germ of sin was introduced 
into Jesus, the only one "healthy" Iwhole enough to let that sin run its full 
course. The "vaccination" seemed to fail, because Jesus died. But it did not 
fail, for he rose again; and his new humanity is "germ-resistant," sin-resistant 
(Rom. 6:7, 9). It is this new humanity in the power of the Spirit which he 
offers to share with men. 

(b) Substitution. As we have to seek for a sharper definition of hi/asterion 

73. Barrett, Romans, 78. 
74. See particularly S. H. Travis, "fist lInti the Judgment oiGod: Divine Retribution in 

the New Testament (Basingstoke: M:t(sholl Pickcring, 1986); also Morris, Apostolic Preaching, 
161-66; D. E. H. Whiteley, The 71l,e%gy 0.[51. Palll (Oxford: Blackwell, 1964) 61-72. 

75. Cf., for example, H. H. Farmer, "The Notion of Desert Bad and Good," Historisches 
Jahrbuch 41 (1943) 347-54; C. F. D. Mou1e, "The Christian Understanding of Forgiveness," 
Theology 71 (1968) 435-43. 
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than "propitiation" affords, so that of the two words "expiation" seems more 
able to bear that fuller meaning, so we must examine "substitution" to check 
whether it is the best word to describe Paul's theology of the death of Christ. 
For many, "substitution" is perhaps the key word in any attempt to sum up 
Paul's thought at this point. It is significant that D. E. H. Whiteley's whole 
discussion of the death of Christ in Paul's theology is framed with reference 
to this question (with chiefly negative conclusions).16 Both Monis and D. Hill 
argue from 4 Mace. 6:29; 17:21 that the idea of "substitution" is involved in 
the thought of Rom. 3:24-25 ~ that for Paul Jesus' death was substitution
ary.?7 And Pannenberg gives the word "substitution" a central role in his 
exposition of the meaning of Jesus' death, though he does take care to speak 
of "inclusive substitution."78 So, too, for Monis, 2 Cor. 5:14, 21 can hardly 
be understood except in substitutionary tenns - "the death of the One took 
the place of the death of the many."79 This is a very arguable case, and it 
certainly gains strength from the theology of sacrifice outlined above - for 
there it would be quite appropriate to speak of the death of the sacrifice as a 
substitutionary death. 

Nevertheless, although "substitution" expresses an important aspect of 
Paul's theology of atonement, I am not sure that Paul would have been happy 
with it or that it is the best single word to serve as the key definition of that 
theology. The trouble is that "substitution" has two failings as a definition: 
it is too one-sided a concept, and it is too nan-ow in its connotation. 

"Substitution" is too one-sided because it depicts Jesus as substituting 
for man in the face of God's wrath. But we do no justice to Paul's view of 
Jesus' death unless we emphasize with equal or greater weight that in his 
death Jesus also substituted for God in the face of man's sin - "God was in 
Christ reconciling the world to himself" (2 Cor. 5: 19). In other words, "sub
stitution" shares the defects of "propitiation" as a description of Jesus' death. 
It still tends to conjure up pagan ideas of Jesus standing in man's place and 
pleading with an angry God. "Substitution" does not give sufficient promi
nence to the point of primary significance - that God was the subject: God 
provided Jesus as the hilasterion; God sent his Son as a sin offering; God 
passed judgment on sin in the flesh; God was in Christ reconciling the world 
to himself - "God in Christ. No thought is more fundamental than this to 
St. Paul's thinking."80 Our earlier exposition of Paul's theology of Jesus as 

76. Whiteley, Theology, 130-48. 
77. Morris, Apostolic Preaching, 173; Hill, Greek Words. 75-76; cf. J. Jeremias, The 

Central Message of the New Testament (London: SCM, 1965) 36. 
78. Pannenberg, Jesus: God and Man. 263-64. 
79. L. Morris, The Cross in the New Testament (Exeter: Paternoster, 1965) 220. 
80. Taylor, Atonement, 75; the point is strongly reiterated by Wilckens, Brief an die Romer 

I, 236-37, and Hofius, "Siihne und Versohnung." 
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Man suggests that a much more appropriate word is representation: in his 
death Jesus represented not just man to God but also God to man. And while 
"substitution" is an appropriate description of Paul's theology of sacrifice, it 
is perhaps more definite than our knowledge of Paul's thought, and the 
sacrificial ritual, permits; whereas, in discussing Paul's view of sacrifice, 
"representation," the identification of the offerer with his sacrifice, was a 
word we could hardly avoid. So here, "representation" gives all the positive 
sense of "substitution" (a positive sense I by no means deny) which the 
context requires, while at the same time bringing in the other side of the 
equation which "substitution" tends to exclude. 

"Substitution" is also too narrow a word. It smacks too much of 
individualism to represent Paul's thought adequately. It is true, of course, 
that Paul can and does say Christ "loved me and gave himself for me" (Gal. 
2:20). But his more typical thought is wider. For as we have seen, in Paul's 
theology Jesus represents man, not just a man, on the cross. Christ died as 
man, representative man. As Adam represents man so that his fallenness is 
theirs, so Jesus represents fallen man so that his death is theirs. The point 
is that he died not instead of men, but as man, "he died for all, therefore 
all have died" (2 Cor. 5:14). That is to say, fallen men do not escape death 
- any more than they escape wrath: they die! Either they die their own 
death without identifying themselves with Christ; or else they identify them
selves with Christ so that they die his death - his death works out in their 
flesh. And only insofar as it does so do they live (Rom. 7:24-25; 8:10-13, 
17; 2 Cor. 4:10-12; Phil. 3:10-11; Col. 1:24).81 Either way fallen humanity 
cannot escape death; resurrection life, the life of the Spirit, lies on the other 
side of death, his death. Jesus' death was the death of the old humanity, in 
order that his resurrection might be the beginning of a new humanity, no 
longer contaminated by sin and no longer subject to death (Rom. 6:7-10). 
In short, Jesus dies not so much as substitute in place of men, but as man, 
representative man. 82 

As I implied at the beginning of the second section, an emphasis on 
Paul's theology of Jesus as representative man and of his death as sacrifice 
for sin increases the . trangeness of Paul's gospel to the twentieth century. But 
if we can only do justice to Paul's theology by highlighting these aspects of 
it, then lhi s is unavoidabJe.lndeed it is necessary to face up squarely to this 
strangeness and not balk at it, for only by tracing out the warp and woof of 
Paul's thought will we begin to understand its overall pattern; and only by 
tpjnlring through his mind, so far as vv'c can, w'ill we be able to feiIilerpr~l his 

81. See further Dunn, Jesus and the Spirit, 326-38; cf. Delling, "Der Tod Jesll," 91-92; 
R. C. Tannehill, Dying and Rising with Christ (Berlin: Topelmann, 1966). 

82. So also Hooker, "Interchange in Christ," 358; idem, Suffering and Martyrdom, 77. 
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thought to modern humankind without di torting its character and entral 
emphases. S3 ] do n. 1. uggest that that reinterpretation is en y, and to undertake 
it requires a much fuller inve., ligation of lhe other side of Jesus death - the 
life of the Spiril (Rom. 8: 1 ff.) the life-giving piril (1 Cor. 15:45). Bul that 
is another story. 

83. For examples of such an attempt. see J. Knox, The Death of Christ (London: Collins, 
1959). chapter 6; Moule, "Christian Understanding of Forgiveness." 
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How Controversial Was Paul's Christology? 

1. Introduction 

II i, Christi.an belief in Jesu and particularly in the significance ofJesus which 
most clearly marks lil Christianity from all other religions, including it$ two 
cl se I'e lation~, Judaism and [slam. Christo logy, in other words, marks th 
natural fau lt line and main breacb between hrislianity and Judaism in par
Licu lru·. A natural coroUary to Lhis indio putable fa 'I is lhe inference (hat this 
must have been (TliC of chriSlology rnOre or Less from the fi rst. Already wiU, 
the lin'll cbri. tological claim Jew and Christian. including nOl leasl Christian 
J w were bound t have been at loggerheads. But i the c ronary well 
founded? 

The deduction lhat Christian clai illS for Jesus were a bone of con ten ti n 
from the 5rst can of cou r e, find ready support within the New Testament. 
Tbe Go, pel traditions are united in recolinliJlg how Jesus was re.iect d by 
th Jewish authorities in being handed over LO the Romans for execution. 
And Paul in particu lar noles how" 'hri l ruci fi ed' was "a tumbling block 
to J w anel f Uy LO Genlile " ( I Cor. 1:23) , Larer on he cas tigates his 

pponents in Corinth, probably influenced in aL least 'om degree by the 
Cbri. Lion Jews of Je.ru 'alem and Palestine, for preaching ",!nother J suo ,. 
(2 or. LI :4), I And Ilis talk of Cbris! as having become accursed (by the 
law) probably echoes some early inLemal Jewish polemic against the attempts 
by the earliest Christian Jews to interpret Jesus death in a po itive way (Ga\. 

1. On Paul's opponents in 2 Corinthians see, e.g., V. P. Furnish, 2 Corinthians (AB 32A; 
Garden City: Doubleday, 1984) 49-54. 

Originally published in From Jesus to John: New Testament Christoiogies in Current Perspective. 
ed. M. C. de Boer, 148-67. Copyright © 1993 by JSOT Press and used by permission. 
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3: 13).2 An obvious conclusion to draw from these texts is that already by 
the time of Paul the claims made for Christ by the first-generation Christians 
were highly controversial and made a breach with Judaism unavoidable. 

The conclusion is reinforced by those who argue that the distinctive 
features of christology were already present in Jesus' own self-understanding 
or that the most decisive developments in christology had already taken place 
within the first generation of Christianity. Influential here has been M. Hen
gel's claim that "more happened in this period of less than two decades than 
in the whole of the next seven centuries, up to the time when the doctrine of 
the early church was completed."3 If that is actually true, notwithstanding the 
tremendous developments in christological thought from the second century 
onward and the tremendous deepening of the breach between Christianity and 
Judaism which took place during that period, then once again it is hard to see 
how Paul's christo logy in particular could have avoided being highly contro
versial. 

Congruent with Hengel's thesis is the more recent restatement of the 
older view that the payment of divine honors to and worship of Jesus was an 
early feature of christology which must have been sufficient of itself to cause 
a breach with monotheistic Judaism.4 Here again the argument is in effect that 
the decisive make-or-break issues were already being posed during the time 
of Paul's ministry and writings. Indeed, it can hardly mean other than that 
Paul himself, the most important and controversial of the early principal 
figures in Christianity'S expansion and self-definition, played an active role 
in sharpening the issues which focused in christology. On this reckoning, the 
split between Christianity and Judaism over christology was all over bar the 
shouting by the time Paul disappeared from the scene, with only the is to be 
dotted and the ts crossed for the full extent of the divisions to become clear 
to all. 

But again we have to ask, is this an accurate reconstruction of the course 
of events? The impression given in Acts is that while Christian preaching of 
Jesus and the resurrection caused some embarrassment, it was not a make-or
break issue (cf., e.g., Acts 5:34-39; 23:6-9). The first real make-or-break issue 
seems to have been what was perceived as the Hellenists' attack on the temple 
(Acts 6-7). Not unnaturally, it was the more immediate political and economic 

2. See, e.g., G. J. Brooke, "The Temple Scroll and the New Testament," in G. 1. Brooke, 
ed., Temple Scroll Studies (JSPSup 7; Sheffield: JSOT, 1989) 181-99, here 181-82, with bibli
ography in n. 3. 

3. M. Hengel. The Son of God (London: SCM, 1976) 2 (italicized in Hengel's text); see, 
e.g., 1. H. Marshall. The Origins of New Testament Christology (Leicester: Inter-Varsity, 1976). 

4. See, e.g., various contributors to H. H. Rowdon, ed., Christ the Lord: Studies in 
Christo logy Presented to Donald Guthrie (Leicester: Inter-Varsity, 1982); L. w. Hurtado, One 
God, One Lord: Early Christian Devotion and Ancient Jewish Monotheism (Philadelphia: 
Fortress, 1988). 
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reality embodied in the temple as well as its power as a religious symbol 
which proved the more sensitive and explosive issue.s Paul himself recalls 
persecuting th burch n t oul of disdain for the churcb's christology, bUl ut 
f zeal for th law (Gal. 1: j 3-14; Phil. 3:6). And subsequently in Paul'. 

own mission and writings the crucial issue vis-a-vis Ihe pm-ent faith (Judaism) 
seems onifOlmly to have been the law (a ' in Galatian. and Ronums, the two 
Pauline letters in which U,e tension between the gospel and traditional 
Judaism come mo t clearly to the fore).6 Nor should we fi rget the ftndings 
of recent research in the Corinthian epistles to til effect that social issues, as 
much if not more than doctrinal i. sues, weI' at the heart of the problems 
confronting Paul rhere. i 

So th que lion U,at arise is t what extent was christology an issue 
between Paul and hi. oppon nts? Was Paul's cbdslOlogy quite 0 controversial 
as tbe usual reconstructions of tb Pauline controversies al'I;,'Ue and as such 
texts as those cited Bbove 'eem to imply? We can .nly answer this question 
by looking afresh at the key cLu·j tological motifs in Paul. 

2. Jesus as Messiah 

So far as the question of this essay is concerned, the most striking feature of 
Paul's christology at this point is the degree to which Messiah/Christ has 
become virtually a proper name for Paul- "Jesus Christ," or "Christ Jesus," 
with "Christ" having a titular significance ("the Christ") only rarely. The 
bare statistics are almost sufficient to make the point on their own (confining 
the sample to the undisputed Paulines). 

Christ Jesus/Jesus Christ 68 
+ Lord 43 
Christ (without article) 112 
the Christ 46 

That is, of some 269 occurrences of "Christ" only 46 (17%) speak of "the 
Christ." Moreover, in a high proportion of the 46 instances, the presence of the 
definite article is dictated by syntactical convention;8 W. Grundman accepts a 
titular significance in only seven of these cases (Rom. 9:5; 15:3,7; 1 Cor. 1 :13; 

5. See fUlther my The Partings of the Ways between Christianity and Judaism (London: 
SCM/Philadelphia: Trinity Press International, 1991). chs. 3 and 4. 

6. See my Partings, ch. 7. 
7. See Furnish, 2 Corinthians, 53. 
8. Cf. BDF §260(1). 
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10:4; 11:3; 12: 12),9 and F. Hahn adds a further six (Rom. 9:3; 1 Cor. 10:9; 2 Cor. 
11 :2; Gal. 5:24; Phil. 1:15, 17).10 Even if one or two more should be drawn in 
(Rom. 14: 18), the disproportion between Paul's use of "Christ" with the definite 
article and without is still striking. Perhaps most striking of all is the fact that the 
fuller name Jesus Christ/Christ Jesus never has the definite article in Paul; Paul 
never says "Jesus, the Christ," or "the Christ, Jesus." 

The situation is clear: the title {"the Christ") has been elided into a 
proper name, usually with hardly an echo of the titular significance. That must 
mean that the claim, or rather the argument, that Jesus is the Christ was no 
longer an issue for Paul. To call Jesus "Christ" was not a controversial 
assertion in the context in which Paul was writing. Had it been so Paul must 
have argued the point or defended the claim. But nowhere does he do so, or 
apparently feel the need to do so. 

Here is an astonishing fact, but its astonishing character has been dulled 
for modern students of the New Testament because it has been so familiar for 
such a long time. We know that the claim of Jesus as Messiah was a controversial 
matter during Jesus' life - at least toward the end, since evidently it was the 
political character of the claim which provided the justification for Jesus' 
execution (Mark 14:61-64; 15:2,26,32 pars.).!1 We also know that the claim 
subsequently became decisive in the final break with the synagogue mirrored in 
John 9:22.12 But at the time of Paul or in the context of Paul's mission the 
question of whether Jesus was indeed the Christ seems not to have been an issue. 

The same point emerges from a glance at the earlier formulae which 
Paul cites. In particular, in Rom. 1:3, a passage where Paul seems to be at 
pains to cite something on which all were agreed as a sign of his "good 
faith," 13 Jesus' Davidic pedigree can be simply taken for granted. It was 
evidently noncontroversial across the spectrum of early Christianity and could 
thus be used in a formula which united all who believed in Jesus. Subsequent 
creedal formulae were the result of tremendous controversy and political 
infighting in later centuries. But there is no trace of that here. 

What is to be made of this? It can hardly be concluded that Paul was 
simply operating (in the diaspora) far away from where the controversy 
actually still raged, or that the controversy would have been so meaningless 
to Greek-speaking Gentiles that it lost all point in the Gentile mission. For 

9. TDNT IX, 541. 
10. Exegetisches Worterbuch zum Neuen Testament, ed. H. Balz and G. Schneider (Stutt

gart: Kohlhammer, 1980-83) III, 1159. 
11. See, e.g., A. E. Harvey, Jesus and the Constraints of History (London: Duckworth, 

1982), ch. 2; M. de Jonge, Christology in Context: The Earliest Christian Response to Jesus 
(Philadelphia: Westminster, 1988) 208-11. 

12. On John 9:22 see particularly the line of exegesis established by J. L. Martyn, History 
and Theology in the Fourth Gospel (Nashville: Abingdon, 1979), ch. 2. 

13. See, e.g., my Romans (WBe 38A; Dallas: Word, 1988) 5-6. 
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the Jewish and Gentile missions were by no means distinct in the diaspora, 
as Galatians and Romans again remind us. The issues of Jewish conviction 
and hope were by no means marginal among the early Gentile-dominated 
churches, as we shall see in a moment. And in Paul's letters we hear clear 
echoes of other matters of controversy between Paul and his Palestinian and 
Jewish interlocutors (principally regarding the law). Nor can it mean that an 
earlier controversy had already died down, especially if the messianic hope 
was so central to and significant for Jewish self-understanding. 

The more obvious answer is that the identification of Jesus as Messiah was 
not after all so controversial as a point of issue between Christian Jews and their 
fellow Jews. For one thing, Jewish eschatological hope was not consistently 
messianic in character as has traditionally been assumed. M. de Jonge has been 
among those who have reminded us how diverse was Jewish expectation and 
indeed how diverse were the hopes for an anointed one or anointed ones. 14 

Perhaps we should ask, therefore, whether the messianic status accorded to Jesus 
was any more controversial than the significance accorded to the Teacher of 
Righteousness at Qumran or to Phinehas by the Zealots or to bar Kokhba in the 
second Jewish revolt. Or whether the claim of the first Christians to find Jesus 
and his fate foreshadowed in the prophets was perceived as a threat to Jewish 
identity and hope or simply as an invitation to recognize the wealth of meaning 
in their common Scriptures (cf. particularly Acts 17: 11). The answer seems to 
be that it was quite possible to put forward Jesus as candidate for messianic status 
without thereby undermining Jewish identity and the alternative (whether com
peting or complementary) expressions of Jewish hope. 

This conclusion is probably borne out by other indications. For example 
the name by which the new movement was known within Judaism: "the Way" 
(Acts 9:2; 19:9; 22:4, 22) or "Nazarenes" (24:5). It was as those who followed 
a particular pattern of life or teaching or who followed Jeslls the Nazarene 
that the first Christian Jews were known among their fellows, not because 
their claim that this Jesus was Messiah made them so distinctive. On the other 
hand, the title "Christians" (Christianoi) is precisely not a Jewish title, but a 
Latin formation (Christiani), coined no doubt by the Antioch authorities who 
heard this word as characterizing this new group, without fully understanding 
its significance - followers of "Christ," Christ's people, a political rather 
than a theological designation -like Herodianoi, Herodians, those who iden
tified themselves with the cause of Herod. IS 

14. M. de Jonge, "The Earliest Christian Use of Christos: Some Suggestions," NTS 32 
(1986) 321-43, here 329-33; also idem, Christo logy in Context, 166-67. 

15. This point has been made by E. A. Judge in a paper presented at the New Testament 
Conference in Sheffield (September. 1991) and to the New Testament Seminar in Durham 
(December, 1991). He cites the further parallel of the "Augustiani" who demonstrated on Nero's 
behalf (Tacitus, Annales 14.15.5). 
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So, too, Paul can list "the Christ" (one of his few titular usages) as the 
chiefmost of Israel's blessing (Rom. 9:5) without any sense or hint that this 
was a blessing different in character from the other blessings ("the adoption, 
the glory, and the covenants, the law, the service, and the promises"), or that 
the Christians had somehow stolen the title from Israel. l6 And subsequently 
he can reexpress the Jewish hope in nonmessianic terms, indeed in unspecifi
cally Christian terms, as hope for "the deliverer" to "come out of Zion" 
(Rom. 11 :26). The fact that the Christians believed that the Messiah had 
already come was of less significance at this point than the common hope for 
the still future coming of the Messiah. 

In short, it would appear that the claim to Jesus' messiahship could be 
contained within the spectrum of competing claims which were a feature of 
the closing decades of Second Temple Judaism. 

What then about 1 Cor. 1 :23 - "Christ crucified, a stumbling block to 
Jews"? To which we might add Rom. 9:32-33 - "They [Israel] have 
stumbled over the stone of stumbling; as it is written, 'Behold, I place in Zion 
a stone of stumbling and a rock of offense ... .''' Also Gal. 5: 11 - "the 
stumbling block of the cross." Clearly there was something offensive to Jewish 
sensibilities about the Christian claims regarding Christ. But equally clearly 
the offense lay more in his death, the manner of it (cf. again Gal. 3: 13), than 
in the attribution to him of the Messiah/Christ title. Or to be more precise, 
the offense lay not in the fact that messiahship was attributed to someone, but 
primarily in the fact that it was attributed to one who had been crucified. I 
must therefore turn to this aspect of Paul's teaching as the second main area 
of inquiry. 

Before I do so, however, I should clarify what the stumbling block 
consisted of. At first it might seem that it was the very claim made by some 
of their number which was offensive to the majority of Jews. But when we 
look at Paul's use of the metaphor elsewhere a rather different picture emerges. 

Paul uses the same metaphor in 1 Corinthians 8 and Romans 14 when 
talking about the problem posed to some Christian Jews by the fact that 
Christian Gentiles (and other Christian Jews) ate food prohibited to devout 
Jews by law and tradition (idol meat and "unclean" food). "If food is a cause 
of my brother's stumbling, I will never eat meat, lest I cause my brother to 
stumble" (l Cor. 8: 13). "It is right not to eat meat or drink wine or do anything 
that makes your brother stumble" (Rom. 14:21). What was the stumbling 
block? As with 1 Cor. 1 :23, first impressions might be misleading. At first 

16. It is the self-evidently Jewish character of the reference to "the Christ" here which 
makes it so hard to believe that Paul or his Roman readers would have taken the following 
benediction as addressed to anyone other than the one "God over all" (see further my Romans, 
528-29). 
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sight it appears that it was the simple fact that the "strong" felt free to eat 
which was so offensive to the "weak"; the more scrupulous would have been 
offended simply at the sight of other believers eating what was unacceptable 
to them. But on closer inspection it becomes clear that the only offense Paul 
had in mind was when the weak actually ate the idol meat or unclean food in 
spite of a bad conscience (l Cor. 8:10; Rom. 14:23). In other words, the 
stumbling block was not merely the strong sense of disagreement or distaste 
on the part of the "weak" for the actions of the "strong," but the action of 
actually joining in a practice of which they did not approve. 

The parallel can be drawn at once with 1 Cor. 1 :23. The offense for 
most Jews was not simply the message of a crucified Messiah, the fact that 
some other Jews (and Gentiles) believed nnd preache I that Jesus, crucified 
and all , was Messiah. t7IL was the prospect r accepting Lhat claim for them
selves which was tile Sllllnbling bJ ck. They stumb.le(1 not over the beliefs of 
others, but at the chullenge LO share that belief for lhemselves. If we now link 
this back into the picture already drawn, it becomes evident that there was a 
much higher degree of tolerance among most Jews for the messianic claims 
(at least) of the first Christians. They found the thought of accepting these 
claims for themselves offensive and stumbled over them. But that did not 
mean they could not entertain the thought with some equanimity that other 
Jews held such beliefs. In the sectarian atmosphere of late Second Temple 
Judaism there must have been some such degree of de Jacto tolerance for the 
c( mpeling laims of the diverse groups among Jews as a whole. Disputes 
regarding tbe law and the temple were far more serious. Disagreement regard
ing the messiani ' slalus, or otherwise, of Jesus was evidently not a matter of 
slich central concern. 

3. Jesus' Death as Atonement 

It is generally recognized that the cross stands at the center of Paul" gospel. 
We need think only of such passages as 2 Cor. 5:14-21 and Gal. 2: 19- 3:1, as 
well as those cited earlier. 18 From this it is easy to deduce, und again partic
ularly from 1 Cor. 1:23 and Gal. 3: 13, that it was the proclamation n t so 

17. This is the usual way of taking I Cor 1 :23; e.g., G. D. Fee, 1 Cariiiihiuf/i' (NIeNT; 
Orand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1987): "To the Jew the message of a crucified Messiah was the 
ultimate scandal" (p. 75). 

\8. Fur recent detailed treabncn l' ee particularly K. Grayston, Dying. We Live: A New 
JIJCjIlIIY ;1110 IIU! D(·tllit of 11,.;.1'1;11 ,It Nt'lil Testamenl (London: Darton, Longman and Todd, 
1990). ch. 2; . H. ousar. It TIl '% gy q[ the Cross: The Death of Jesus in the Pauline Letters 
(MinnenpDlis: F rlrcs . • 1990). 
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much of Jesus as Messiah, but of Jesus as Messiah crucified which would 
have been so offensive to Paul's fellow Jews. It would be the significance 
claimed for Jesus' death, not least as validated by the resurrection, which 
would have been so controversial among more traditionally minded Jews. But 
again we must ask whether this conclusion represents a wholly rounded view 
of Paul's teaching on the subject. 

The most striking feature here is the degree to which Paul's theology of 
the death of Christ is contained in pre-Pauline, that is, already traditional, 
formulae. This is clearest of all in the letter in which Paul works out the 
theology of his gospel at greatest length - Romans. It is generally agreed 
that Rom. 3:21-26 is the theological heart of the exposition. And it is also 
widely agreed that the core of that passage is an earlier formulation reworked 
by Paul. l9 What is noteworthy, and too little noticed by commentators, is the 
brevity of the treatment. It is an astonishing fact indeed that after two full 
chapters of carefully argued indictment, building up to the devastating climax 
of 3:9-20, Paul can resolve the dilemma thus posed in the space of a mere six 
verses, and by means of citing an established description of Jesus' death. 
Evidently the solution he was proposing was so uncontroversial that there was 
no need for him to argue it in any detail. Evidently it was a way of under
standing the death of Jesus which was widely shared among the earliest 
Christian churches - by Christian Jews as well. Some would argue that Paul 
has subtly shifted the terms of the formula he uses in Rom. 3:25-26.20 But 
any shift could itself hardly have been controversial, otherwise the point of 
citing the formula in the first place (to demonstrate common ground with his 
readers and other Christians) would have been self-defeating. And the more 
controversial a shift in emphasis, the more Paul would have had to argue for 
or to defend it. The most widely agreed shift is the addition of "through faith" 
in v. 25.21 And Paul does proceed to argue for that emphasis (3:27-5:1); but 
that is not properly speaking a christological issue, more one regarding the 
relation of faith to the law, as the elaboration itself makes plain (3:27-4:16). 

Moreover, we should note that there are many elements of conscious 
controversy in Romans, as Paul's frequent use of the diatribe indicates (2: 1-5, 
17-29; 3:27-4:2; 9:19-21; 11:17-24). And the chief interlocutor in most of 
these cases is one whom Paul characterizes as a typical "Jew" (2:17), where 
it is clear that it is not just (or not at all) the Christian Jew whom Paul has in 
mind, but his fellow countrymen generally. Paul was in no doubt that there 
were features of his gospel which would cause offense among his fellow Jews. 

19. See, e.g., my Romans, 163-64, and those cited there. 
20. So, e.g., P. Stuh1macher, Der Brief an die Romer (NTD 6; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck 

und Ruprecht, 1989) 55-56; see others in my Romans, 175. 
21. See those cited, e.g., by B. F. Meyer, "The Pre-Pauline Formula in Rom. 3.25-26a," 

NTS 29 (1983) 198-208. 
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What is striking here, however, is that the death of Christ does not feature in 
::lily f these clialribel; Pnul d es not re. ort to the diatribe when referring to 

the ero s as such. Again the implicati.on is lear. The basic understanding of 
lhe dealh or Chri l. as wiuely agreed among the early ChrisLlans generally, 
in hiding. presumably. those Christian Jews resident in l'alestin • wa not a 
matter of particular controversy between Christians and Jews. 

Much the same seems to be true of Paul's other main documentation of 
the controversy between Jew and Christian - Galatians. It opens with what 
once again appears to be a common formula indicating the significance of 
Christ's self-sacrifice (Gal. 1:4).22 And once again we have to deduce that 
Paul cites the formula in the introduction precisely because it indicated com
mon ground, precisely because it was noncontroversial - and this in a letter 
where, more than any other, Paul was conscious of the tensions between faith 
in Christ and the traditional Jewish heritage. Conlroversy U1ere was in plenty, 
but, as the whole letter shows clearly. the controversy focused entirely on the 
law. The cross was caught up in thaI., as Gal. 3: 13 indicat.es. But here, too, 
the brevity of the reference indicates that the controversy centered more on 
the law than on the cross: That Chlist hanging on the tree could be called 
"accursed" by the law (Deut. 21:23) was actually common ground between 
Jew and Christian (cf. Acts 5:30; 10:39). The real dispute was whether that 
fact said anything at all about Gentiles and the law. 23 

The evidence here is remarkably like the evidence considered above in 
relation to Jesus as Messiah. In both cases there i. a taleen-for-gTanted quaHry 
in Paul's references. In both cases tllClt could indicate an earlier controversy 
which had already died down, with resulL~ .~o conclusive thal they could be 
assumed rather than argued for. But given the time scale and continuing points 
of tension between Jew and Christian throughout that period such a conclusion 
is hardly justified. The only other obvious conclusion is that the Christian 
claims were in themselves not, or not yet, a matter of controversy. Even when 
Christians themselves would see the controversial matters as direct corollaries 
of their understanding of Jesus' death (Rom. 3:27ff.; Gal. 3:14ff.), the chris
tology as such was more the calm at the center of the storm than the center 
of the storm itself. 

The point at which we might have expected a breach to open up on this 
front between the first Christians and the rest of Judaism is the attribution to 
Jesus' death of significance as a sacrifice, particularly if it carried the impli
cation that, in consequence, the temple silcrifices were no longer necessary. 

22. K. Wengst, Christologische Forme/n und Lieder des Urchristentums (Giitersloh: 
Giiterslohel' Verlagshaus, 1972) 56-57. 

23. Gal. 2:21 has to be understood in light of 3:13; see my Jesus. Paul and the Law: 
Studies in Mark and Galatians (London: SPCKlLouisville: Westminster, 1990) 230·32,249, and 
n.34. 
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This is certainly the conclusion drawn by the writer to the Hebrews, and the 
polemical character of his exposition is clear (Heb. 8:1-lO:18). But in Paul, 
once again it is significant that his theology of Jesus' death as sacrifice is 
contained almost wholly in already traditional formulae (Rom. 3:25; 4:25; 
8:32; 1 Cor. 15:3; Gal. 1:4; 1 Thess. 5:9-lO), or in passing reference (Rom. 
8:3; 1 Cor. 5:7), or in allusive references to Christ's "blood" and to his death 
"for sins" or "for us" (Rom. 5:6-9; 2 Cor. 5:14-15, 21; Gal. 2:20; 3:13).24 
So much so that several have argued that Paul himself did not entertain a 
theology of Christ's death as sacrifice,25 or that at least the center of his own 
gospel lies more in the concept of reconciliation than in atonement.26 Neither 
deduction is justified. What is characteristic and central to someone's theology 
need not be distinctive; what is fundamental can also be shared, and as shared, 
little referred to; what is axiomatic is often taken for granted. The more 
appropriate conclusion is, once again, that Paul did not need to elaborate the 
point because it was common ground, shared with other Christian Jews, and 
( Lhos shared consequently noncontroversial. 

It is not to be denied that there is something of a historical problem here 
whose solution is far from clear. When was it that early Christian understand
ing of Jesus' death as a sacrifice became a make-or-break issue within 
Judaism? It is frequently assumed that it was a factor of significance more or 
less from the first - even already in Jesus' own teaching. As soon as Jesus' 
death was seen as a sacrifice for sins, the implication would be widely 
understood that in consequence there was no need for other sacrifice. Jesus' 
death made sacrifice and temple of no continuing relevance. 27 This was 
certainly the case for Hebrews, as already indicated. But was it so from the 
first among the infant Christian movement in Jerusalem? 

A crucial consideration here must be the fact that the earliest Christians 
stayed on in Jerusalem and evidently continued to attend the temple at the 
hour of sacrifice (Acts 3:1). It would no doubt be they who also preserved 
Jesus' teaching about the conditions for acceptable sacrific in lhe temple 
(Matt. 5:23-24) - presumably becaus the teaching was of continujng rele
vance, that is, because they continued lo offer <leaflee i 11 the temple. Sinee 
Jerusalem was the temple, the holy mount of Zion, it would be primarily for 
the temple that any Jews would stay in Jerusalem. Or to put the point the 

24. See chapter 10 above. 
25. E. Kasemann, Perspectives on Paul {London: SCM, 1971) 42-45; G. Friedrich, Die 

Verkundigung des Todes Jesu im Neuen Testament (Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener, 1982) 47, 
66, 70-71. 75. 77. 

26. See pOrliculnrly R. P. MlIrli n. RecolU:iliOlion: A Study in Paul's Theology (London: 
Marshall, Morgan (lnd S oluAllama: John Knox, 19 I). 

27. See partlcLLltJrly lhe discu~~ioo by M . Hengel, The Atonement: The Origins of the 
Doctrine ill Ilu' NCI" Te.l'fWIle11l (London: SCM, 1981). ch. 2. 
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other way round, it is certainly hard to envisage a group who were at funda
mental odds with the temple and its sacrificial cul t slaying 11 in Jerusalem, 
or a group who made controversial claims r garding l11 cult. being allowed 
to stay in Jerusalem as undisturbed 'as lhe contin uing hrisLian 'omDl unity 
evidently were (until the approach or OUlbreak of tbe Jewish revolt at IC 'lSt). 
We know of two groups who did make sucb conll'OversiaJ cla.irrts regarding 
the temple (the Qumran Essenes and the hri tian lIelicnisls) und we 1m w 
how things worked out for them. They either chose to leave Jerusalem and 
center their work elsewhere, or they were forced to do so.28 

It is hard to avoid the conclusion that whatever the first Christians believed 
and taught about Jesus' death, it was not sufficiently cOI1U'overs.ial in character 
for them to feel the need to abandon the temple. And lhal pre umably was the 
teaching which we find encapsulated in the formula which Paul echoes on so 
111<lny 'c<lsions. Even in the ca. e r Paul s own potentially more conu' versial 
vie . of Jesus' death, or atleas1lhe ce.nainly more con lrovCt iul c rollllrics Paul 
himscU', according Lo Acts wa<; able to join in th temple ritual, including the 

ffi ring r. acrifjce toward the end 0 bis career Acts 21 :26). If Acts provide 
I1n accurale record of Puu l' /"ina! days at this point (und why not? - cr. I Cor. 
9: 19-2 1 ). that 1'l111. I mc.U1 U1/iL ev n Paul himscl r did nol lhi nk of his christ logy 
in its implication ~ r the cult as particularly controversial. It i Lnle. :;lill 
according !"O A ts, thal Paul's tactic or compromise 00 his lao t visit to .Jerusal.em 
failed (Acts 21 :27ff.); but the breaking point had nothing to do with christology, 
it was rather, once again, all to do with Paul's known openness to and involve
ment with Gentiles and consequent breach of the law (Acts 21 :28). 

So the question still remains: how controversial was Paul's understand
ing of the death of Jesus in the eyes of his fellow Christians and other Jews? 

The position can be better understood when it is realized that the death 
of a Jew of some public significance on a cross was nothing very unusual in 
that period, 29 and also that there were other Jewish deaths which were seen 
as having significance in terms of sacrifice. 

In the first case, we may recall, in particular, that in the previous century 
no less than about 800 Jews were crucified by Alexander Jannaeus in the 
enle l' r Jerusalem. What is or sp cia] interest here is that the episode is 

re ailed in lh Dead Sea Scrolls. in lQpNah. 1.6-8. The interest focuses in 
lWO points. One is Lhallhe viclims are described as "those who seek smooth 
things" - llsually l, ken as a reference to the Pharisees (regarded as opponents 
by Lhe Qumran writers .30 The Iher i: that their execution ("hanged alive on 

28, See further my Po rtifl.!J.I'. eh, 4 . 
29. Details in M. Hengel. C,."cifi.x;()IJ (London: SCM. 1977) 26. n, 17, 
30, See, e.g., E. Schiircr, .in O. V rmes ll riU r-. Millar, ed., The History of the Jewish 

People in the Age of.leslis Clt,./.\·I (Ed inburgh : Clark. 1973) 1,224 and n, 22, 
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the tree") recalls Deut. 21 :23, just as is the case with Acts 5:30 and 10:39. It 
is likely, then, that Deut. 21 :23 was used to invoke a curse on various Jews 
who had been clUcified as part of the intra-Jewish polemic between different 
Jewish factions during this period) 1 And since so many Jews had fallen victim 
to this barbaric Roman form of execution, it is quite possible that such polemic 
was regarded as a piece of exaggerated rhetoric and "mud-slinging" more 
tban a serious point of real critique. 2 The implication would then be as before 
- lhat the death of Jesus on the ' 1'08S all wed ~i go d deal of cheap propagan.da 
by tile PI' pagandists among the Jewish fa tion hostile t the followers of 
the Nazarene. Bul otherwise the death of Jesus on a erO, 8 would nor have 
been seen as a matter of major substance or in itself an occasion for con
troversy for the majority of the first Christians' fellow Jews. 

If anything, indeed, the death of Jesus at the hand of the Romans gave 
his death a potential significance in terms of martyr theology. We know that 
the Maccabean martyrs were a focus of a good deal of reflection in such terms 
(2 Maccabees 7; 4 Maccabees 6--18). Moreover, their deaths could be spoken 
of in sacrificial terms (cf. particularly 2 Mace. 7:37-38; 4 Mace. 17:21). This 
is the theology Paul echoes in Rom. 5:6-8 - Christ as the one who gives his 
life willingly on behalf of others)3 The language in 4 Mace. 17:21 is in fact 
the same as that used in the pre-Pauline formulation in Rom. 3:25 (hilaste
rion),34 and the language of reconciliation is used in 2 Mace. 7:33 (cf. 8:29) 
in a way not altogether dissimilar to that in 2 Cor. 5: 18-20. Here again, then, 
the implication must be that to see Jesus' death in sacrificial and martyr terms 
was not a claim which would necessarily cause much controversy within 
Second Temple Judaism. 

In short, despjte its imporlance for Paul's theology, it would appear that 
his christology of rbe cross was not particularly controversial, either as be
tween Paul and Iri s fellow .Jews who believed Jesus to be Messiah, or indeed 

3 i. Cr. Hengel. CruC:ijixlo!l. 84-85. 
2. This remains Irue despite Hengel's obsel'vnLiol1 thlll "tbe ,ero s never becru11' the 

'ymbo l r JeWish surfering; the ilJnuence of Deu!. 2 1 :23 made this impo sible. So a crucified 
1l1es lab could IlOL be aecepled either .... the theme of the crucified f·tilhfll l plays 110 pari in 
Jewish legends llbollLrnartyrs" (Cl'£jc!{i.~ion , p. 85), Since so many loynl Jews had heen sub.jeered 
to Ihis crude~1 of punishmcnt., il1duding ..Iews 011 different sides of the variOlls fllctiollllJ 
divi!rions. it would have been impossible for 'rucifixioll 10 be used ilS 11 ful ly nedged weapon 
or polt:.l11ic ag~linsl il pnl'til;ular inclivicllllll who had been crueitlcd, without it bcing tumcU againsl 
the lisen;. 111' comparative silence in ollr sou rces (t which !-Iellgel draws uUcnli()l1) simpl y 
reflects these sensitivities. 

33. ec 111)' {(ol/lal/s . 25<1-57. 
34. D. Hill . Greel.. WlIId · ami Nebl'l! lI' Meallillgs: Srlldies ;1/ the Semantics of Soterio

logical Tenlls SNTSMS 5: Clllilbridge: OImbricige University. 1967) 41-48; S. K. Williams, 
Jesus' /)eur/i (1.1' 1I Sal/illg £\' /J/lL: 71,.' Bnc/(grOlwd and Origill of u nt/cept (Missoula: Scholars, 
1975) 76-90. 
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as between Paul and those more traditional Jews with whom he maintained 
debate and argument. 

4. The Divine Significance of Jesus 

Here controversy seems inevitable. The argument seems to be straightforward. 
As soon as Jesus was seen as a heavenly figure, that must have begun to put 
an unbearable strain on infant Christianity's Jewish credentials. And particu
larly when he was seen as a heavenly figure with divine significance, ranked 
together with God in Christian piety and devotion; that must have been highly 
controversial and unacceptable to the fundamental axiom of Jewish mono
theism.35 But was it so? We know that such claims became unacceptable to 
the Jewish authorities reflected in John's Gospel, making a breach with the 
synagogue unavoidable: "This was why the Jews sought all the more to kill 
him, because he ... called God his own Father, making himself equal with 
God" (John 5:18); "It is not for a good work that we stone you but for 
blasphemy; because you, being a man, make yourself God" (John 10:33). But 
such texts certainly reflect a later situation than that of PauP6 In contrast, 
what is striking once again is the total absence of any indication that Paul's 
christology of exaltation was a sticking point with his Jewish (Christian) 
opponents. "Christ crucified" was controversial, as we have seen; but we 
have no indication that Christ exalted was seen as a problem for Jews as a 
whole. 

I have already dealt with the key evidence elsewhere and can thus 
prevent this essay becoming too long by summarizing it briefly.37 The point 
is simply that the idea of a paIticular historical individual being exalted to 
heaven, paIticularly a hero of the faith, was by no means strange to late Second 
Temple Judaism. The hope of resurrection was shared with Pharisees (MaI'k 
12: 18~20; Acts 23:6), and lhe suggestion that a particular individual had been 
ral 'ed from the dead could apparently be entertained outside Christian circles 
(Mark 6: J 4; LuI< 9':8). Enocb and E lijah were thought to have been translated 
1.0 h even (Gen. 5:24::! Kgs. 2: I I), und the righteous expected to be numbered 
with the sons of God/angels (Wis. 5:5, 15-16). Enoch was also thought to 
have been transfotmed by his translation to heaven (Jub. 4:22-23; 1 Enoch 
12-16; 2 En. 22:8), and Moses to have been made "equal in glory to the holy 
ones (Qngels)" (Sir. 45:2). 

35. See again those cited in nn. 3 and 4 above. 
36. This judgment reflects the broad consensus; see, e.g., my Partings, 220-29. 
37. For more detailed treatment see particularly Partings, ch. 10. 
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We cannot even say that the claim that a historic figure was now par
ticipating III divine functions would have been regarded as especially COl1lro
versia l and LInne eptable in Jewish circ'les. Eno h an I Elij ah w re bOlh thought 
to have a part to pi, y in the O_nal judgment (l En. 90:31 ; Apo 'aIYPsl! qf Eli,iah 
24: 11- 15). In ne of lhe Dead Se(l Scrolls Melchizedek seems to have been 
depicted as 111c angelic Icade.r r tbe h Iy olles who exel;u te judgmem on Belial 
and his bo t II QM elch 13-14). And in -n'.\·tamenl a/Abraham I I an I 13 
Adam and Abel are depicted in similarly exalted roles. Nor sh ul.d we forget 
that We Twelve and the sain ts generaUy are also . aid Lo have a sbare in the 
linal j udgment according to MaIL. 19:28/Luke 2_: () and I Cor. 6:2-3. I' that 
power to be tow Lh H Iy Spirit was attr ibuted by dl Baptis t t the Comi_ng 
On (Ma[k 1:8 par.) :Uld by im m Magus to Pcter Acts 8: 17-_0) . 

How much m re tban tb is was be ing cJuimecl by hailing .Tesus as Lord? 
The echoes of Joel 2:32 in Rom. 10: 13 and of Isa. 45:23 in Phil. 2: 10 are 
undoubtedly of tr'mend us s'igniJicance in bristo l gy. But the question stiJJ 
p 1'. ists. How contI' versia! wa Ihe attribution of lordship 1.0 tbe exalted 
Christ'. Paul after all speaks of God as "the God and Farber f our Lord Jesus 

hri -l ' (e.g .. Rom. l5 :6; 2 Cor. I :3 ; I J :31): even .Te. us as L rei htl, God as 
hj ~ G d. The Jimax of the celebration of Christ's I.ord 'hip is " the g l ry of 
God th Fau1er" (Phil. 2: 11 ). And the d imax fJesus ' own ru1 over all. thing ' 
is l'O be Jesus own subjection "to We on.e who pl.Jt all things under him , that 
God may he al l in all " I COL 15:25-28). Ev idenUy there was .in a ll tills 
noth ing 0 threatening to tradi6 nal Jewish belief in Gael, nOlhi ng '0 contro
vers ial a t have J ft any mark of conlrover 'y between Paul and his fe llow 
Jew. or Christi an J 'ws in particular. The same is true of Paul's characteristic 
" in ~hri S l ' languuge.38 Quite what his fe ll. w Jew made of t:l:ti s in orpormive 
and Adam christology is far from clear. But they have left no r C I'd of any 
criticism of Paul on the subject. 

The Wisdom language used of Jesus, as is generally agreed, in 1 Cor. 
8:6 and Col. 1: 15, 2039 leaves the same impression. Whether Jewish Wisdom 
writers already conceived of divine Wisdom as a " hyposlasis" or simply as 
a vigorous perso.l1i·Eicution roJ' divine a ·ti n, lhe poinl remains the same. The 
use of . uch lunguage in refer nee to Jesus does not seem to have crossed a 
ritical b lIndary in Jewish ~yes . The facl lhat Wisdom had already been 

idenlified with the Torah in ncb circles (S ir. 24:~3; B< 1'. 4: I) is clear enough 
indication of how relaxed the Jewish Wisdom writers were on the subject. If 
the identification of a book with divine Wisdom could be taken easily in their 

38. Cf. M. Casey, From Jewish Prophet to Gentile God: The Origins and Development 
of New Testament Christology (Cambridge: ClarkelLouisviIIe: Westminster, 1991) 129-31. 

39. See now 1. Habermann, Priiexistenzaussagen im Neuen Testament (Frankfurt: Lang. 
1990), chs. 3 and 5. 
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stride, would the identification of a man in a similar way be any more puzzling 
or controversial? Paul himself evidently had no difficulty whatsoever in af
firming the one lordship of Christ in such Wisdom terms in the very same 
breath as he affirmed the Shema, the fundamental Jewish axiom of the oneness 
of God (1 Cor. 8:6). Once again, where we would expect at least one indication 
that this christology was controversial, had that been the case, we find abso
lutely no hint or suggestion of it. Even to speak of Jesus in the language of 
preexistent Wisdom was not particularly controversial in Jewish ears. 

What then about the association of Jesus as Lord with the Lord God in 
greetings and benedictions (as for example in Rom. 1:7 and 1 Thess. 3: II-B)? 
And what of the devotion and prayer to Jesus?40 The most relevant point here 
probably has to be that the devotion to Christ seems to have been contained 
within the constraints of Jewish monotheism. It consists more of hymns about 
Christ than hymns to Christ (especially Phil. 2:6-11 and Col. 1:15-20), more 
of prayer through Christ than prayer to Christ (Rom. 1:8; 7:25; 2 Cor. 1:20; 
Col. 3: 17). At the time of Paul, therefore, should we speak, as does Pliny fifty 
or so years later, of Christians reciting a hymn "to Christ as to a god" (Pliny, 
Ep. 10.96.7); or is the parallel more that of veneration offered to and through 
the Virgin and the saints in the still later church? Even after Paul, Judaism 
could encompass the thought of Enoch or the Messiah as fulfilling the role 
of the man-like figure in the vision of Daniel 7 (1 Enoch 37-71; 4 Ezra 
13:32),41 that is, one who takes the throne beside God and who can thus in 
some degree be associated with God in devotion and in the bestowal of 
blessing as well as in judgment. Within the "broad church" of that range of 
Judaism, how controversial would have been Paul's attribution of divine 
agency to the exalted Jesus, how controversial would have been the degree 
of devotion which he offered? Once again a crucial consideration must be the 
absence of any protest within the sphere of Paul's mission - no consciousness 
of Paul's part that he was transgressing some clearly drawn line; no suggestion 
that other Jews must have found such language and devotion repugnant; in a 
word, no hint of controversy. 

If we were to broaden out the discussion to Paul's interaction with the 
wider Hellenistic world (rather than just traditional Judaism) the range of 
discussion would be different, but the outcome would not. Thus, in 1 Corinthians 
1-2 the issue is more one of what counts as "wisdom" than of christology as 
such; the earlier attempts to demonstrate a counter-christology maintained by 
Paul's opponents have not been successfu1.42 As for 1 Corinthians 15, there is 

40. See again particularly HUltado, One God, One Lord, 11-15,99-114. 
41. The tradition that Rabbi Akiba thought the second throne of Dan. 7:9 was for (the 

son of) David is found in b. /fagigah 14a and b. Sanhedrin 38b. 
42. So particularly U. Wilckens, Weisheit und Torheit (Tiibingen: Mohr, 1959). 
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certainly controversy over the resurrection - that is, the (future) resurrection of 
believers, whereas the belief that Jesus had already been raised seems to have 
been common ground (15:5-12). In each case, as in 1 Corinthians 10-11, the 
christology could be assumed; it was what the different opinions within Corinth 
made of these common emphases in christology which caused the controversy. 

In 2 Cor. 11:4 Paul does speak of "another Jesus" and again there is 
clear evidence of sharp controversy, as serious as that voiced in Galatians. 
But in this case the "other Jesus" seems to be Paul's way of describing what 
he regards as an exaggerated emphasis on the resurrected and exalted Christ; 
or to be more precise, the implications of such an emphasis for concepts of 
apostolic ministry (2 Corinthians 10--13). In contrast, it is Paul who calls for 
the stress to be laid elsewhere - on the cross, on the Christ cmcified in 
weakness; not as a way of defending a distinctively different christology (as 
we have already seen, the fact of Christ's death was part of the faith common 
to all Christians at that time) but as a way of justifying a different model of 
apostleship, not over christology as such.43 

So I could continue. The issue in 1 (and 2) Thessalonians is not chris
tological (the belief in the parousia is common ground), but chronological 
(how soon will it happen). There is no apparent christological issue in Phil
ippians at all. And in Colossians, speculation about the status of Jesus within 
the heavenly sphere may be implied, but whether we can speak of "false 
teachers" and "opponents" is far from clear.44 

In general, within the context of Hellenistic syncretism it is not apparent 
that the initial claims made by the first Christians for Christ would have been 
so controversial. A society which could cater for "many gods and many lords" 
(1 Cor. 8:6) would not be particularly put out or nonplussed by the earliest 
christological affinnations. In fact, it was only toward the end of the first 
century and the beginning of the second that Christian assertions of the 
lordship of Christ seem to have become a matter of controversy and persecu
tion. But that was because of the political challenge which these Christian 
claims were seen to pose. To affinn the lordship of Jesus was now to deny 
the lordship of Caesar and thus to challenge the empire which Caesar repre
sented. To sing or speak to Jesus "as to a god" had the unacceptable corollary 
that the local temples were being deserted and the sacrificial rites neglected, 
with potential hazard for the civic and political constitution of the communities 

43. "It is not even clear t1h'1,t tlli s verse [2' or. II :4J warranls 1I1e idenlif:Jc.·nion of 
'Christology ' as the basic difference between Paul und his opponents in orintb ... since 
nowhere else in 2 Cerinlhi ans is hriSlology k11o..'ell up liS fl topic Ul Md for it ell'. not even in 
3.7-18,4.4-6, 9-14, [8I1d 15 . 14- 19. wl)' r the real theme is the nature of Pau l's npost lie service" 
(Furnish, 2 Corinthians, 501) . 

44. See particulurly M. D. Hooker, "Were There False Teachers in Colossae?" in From 
Adam to Christ: Essays on Paul (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1990) 121-36. 
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involved. Pnor to thaL, however, the poims of tension werenol particularly 
cbcistologlcal as slIch, but imply the fact that in the eyes of Ule Roman 
intelligentsia Christianity was merely another example of a " pemiciotl s su
persLiLion " imported from the Middle Ea ·l. 

5. Conclusions 

This essay has been an attempt to bring more clearly into focus the extent to 
which christology was at the center of earliest Christian controversy and 
dispute with others. Its findings say nothing to disturb the centrality of chris
tology for Christianity in general or even to question that christology inevitably 
was (and is) the cutting edge of Christian theology and its distinctive claims. 
It simply draws attention to the fact that the fundamental christo logical claims 
do not seem initially to have created as much disagreement or to have provoked 
as much hostility as we would have expected. Nor have I any wish to deny 
that it was christology which became the absolutely crucial factor in the final 
parting of the ways.45 However, it does seem that initially the foci of con
troversy seem to have been elsewhere (the temple, the law). 

Perhaps it is inevitable that it was the issues which impinged most 
immediately on daily practice which became the points of tension. In the same 
way, in the period prior to Jesus' ministry, the various messianic (and non
messianic) expectations of the variOllS strands of Second Temple Judaism 
seem to have functioned simply as part of the rich tapestry of first-century 
Judaism. In these cases, too, the disagreements which touched the different 
groups most directly were those relating to temple, festivals, and Torah. 
Perhaps it is simply a reflection of how human dialogue works, that the course 
of debate begins with the more immediate points of disagreement and only 
thereafter presses back behind these more obvious issues into the underlying 
presuppositions. That was certainly how the christological debates themselves 
progressed in the subsequent centuries. Be that as it may, it does not appear 
that the christological claims made by Paul were initially seen as particularly 
controversial in themselves. 

45. Precisely the contrary - see my Partings, chs. 11-12. 
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In an influential monograph, Martin Hengel maintained that more develop
ments in christology happened within the period of Paul's ministry than in 
the whole of the next seven centuries.! Hengel's claims may be exaggerated,2 
but they are truthful enough to underline the importance of Paul's treatment 
of christology and the extent to which subsequent Christian understanding of 
Christ has been dependent on Paul's formulations, like it or not. 

How should we characterize and sum up Paul's contribution to this 
theme so crucial to Christian theology? What are the central emphases in this 
Pauline christological thought that has had such an important role in shaping 
Christian thinking? 

The answer cannot be found in what Paul tells us about Jesus.' ministry 
prior to Good Friday and Easter. It is well known that Paul says next to nothing 
about Jesus' life, apart from its final suffering. And although it is possible to 
detect in Paul's ethical exhortations an influence of the Jesus-tradition - both 
Jesus' example and his own teaching, which is stronger than is usually ac
knowledged3 - Paul makes no attempt to focus his christology on the pre
Good Friday Christ. 

J. M. Hellgel, The SOI/ a/Gud (London: S M, 1976), esp. 2 llI1d 77 . 
2. See my Ch";~'lolog)' in the M(lkillg (L ndon: SCM, 1980, 1989) 35"1. D. I; also The 

Pal'lings oJ the Ways (London: CM. 1991). ehs. 9-11. I apologize for referring '0 often in , what 
follows to my own work. but ill tl sumffifllY treatment it eems t t) be the simplest way to docLUllcnl 
both Ule delalled, exegesis on which claims are based Ilnd the other secondary litcratu.f\! with which 
I dialogue. 

3. See, e.g., discussion in A. J. M. Wedderburn, ed., Paul and Jesus: Collected Essays 
(JSNTSS 37; Sheffield: JSOT, 1989), and M. B. Thompson, Clothed with Christ: The Example 
and Teaching of Jesus in Romans 12.1-15.13 (JSNTSS 59; Sheffield: ISOT, 1991), 

Originally published in Christo logy in Dialogue, cd. R. F. Berkey and S. A. Edwards (Cleveland: 
Pilgrim, 1993) 96-107. 
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What then of Christ's death? One thinks immediately of key texts such 
as Rom. 3:24-26 and 2 Cor. 5:21. While such texts lie close to the heart of 
any Christian doctrine of atonement, a notable feature of Paul's treatment of 

hrist s death is the extent t which he relies on whal are generally agreed to 
be cadier ~ r!TIlllaLion e.g .. Rom. 3:24-25: 4:25; 8:34: Gal. 1:4; 2;20) .4 Paul 
did n t seem to have much n w to say abolll the death of Christ. For example, 
in Romans, after the lengthy indictment of I: 18- 3:20, Lhe response of3:2J -26 
seems very brief, and pre. umahly could be so brief because the understanding 
of the death f hri.t encapsu lated lhere could be taKen as commOIl ground 
between Paul and even lbose hurclles he bad never visited efore. Of curse 
he preached "Christ crucified" and recognized that a crucified Messiah con-
tituted n scandal tor most of hi ' Jewish peers (1 Cor. 1:23' 2:2' Gal. 3: 1). 

but already the issue s em. to b aD echo of an older, intra-Jewish debate, 
with Paul ab le (0 take Lhe messiahship f JeslIs so much for granted Lhat 
., hrist" fUllctions for the most p rt as a quasjpersonaJ name throughout his 
letlers. Thl. is not to deny that d1e cross was very much at lhecenter of Paul . 
gospel, but if we are looking for the points at which Paul made rus own 
contribution to christological thought, we probably will have to search else
where. 

What then of Christ's resurrection and exaltation? One trunks at once 
of Lhe fact that' Lord" is Paul'l;; favorite lilLe r J' Christ preci ely because 
Chl'i C. I' llrre ti nand exallalion <U1! the vile I presuppositions f his lord
ship. Yet h re,lOO. lhe mo (relevnnt word may b 'presupposiLi n " because, 
once again, the key statem nts that 'explai.n" hrisl's lordship seem to be 
pre-Paulinc formulas thaI Paul inherited (Rom. I :3-4: 10:9-10; Phil. 2:9- 11).5 
And even where r> 'urre liol is at the heart of the discussion (I Cori11lhians 
J 5), it is n l the re urrecti n of Jesus. either its facticiLY I' its nature, U,at is 
at issue 15:3-8. 1...-19). In other words Chri (' re.'urrecti n and exaltation 
cun hardly be ignored as essential ~mu'ling poi nls of Paul s christology, but 
they lhemselves cI not provid · its central thrust. Essential foundations. no 
doubl bUl for the Paulin · 'uperstrllcturc we have to inqui.re further. 

These considerarions should nol be perceived as poiemi.cal 01' unduly 
radical. I am not denying the centn11 imp rtance f CluisL's death and resur
rection behind and within Paul's theology. But if we focus our attention on 
them we run the risk of stopping short at where Paul started. The traditional 
emphasis on these undeniably foundational elements of all Christian theology 
may obscure Paul's further contribution, which was to integrate the already 

4. See particularly part 1 in W. Kramer, Christ. Lord. Son of God (London: SCM, 1966); 
K. Wengst, Christologische Formeln und Lieder des Urchristentums (Gtilersloh: Gtitersloher, 
1972). 

5. See those cited in n. 4. 
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e tablished ax ioms of Christ's atoning death and es batological resurrection 
into an overarching christological schema, and thus to s cure the jgnificance 
of tbe e individmtl elements within a larger theological frmncwork. 

Christ and Adam 

We start with whal Palll cJearly sees as the Adamic significan e of Christ, a 
significanc for the history and salvation or humankind equivaJ.enl to thal of 
the (mythical) Adam. Adam began til. hislory of humankind and thus sum 
it lip. In partlculnr, in accordance with a doctrine of human fallen ness that 
Palll call again assume (e.g., Wi . 2:23-24), Adam utUS up humankind.in it'.' 
ffiOltality and submjs i.veness to human appetite and selfish d ire. In Adam 
al1 d.ie; death is the end for all wh hare hum.m traits and family lik nesses. 
Christ, in cOntrast. opens up the possibility of a new beginning - a humanity 
no longer enslaved by it animal natme, no longer ub 'ervient t selfish de ire, 
and no longer feHrful of death. Ln Chri t, all shal l be made alive (1 Cor. J 5:22). 

At first this seems a thin strand indeed oul of which to construct One of 
the principalload-beari11g beams in th superstru tme of Pauline christoJogy. 
The Adam/Christ parallel comes to clear expression in Illy two passages in 
the Pauline letters R m. 5: 12-21 and J Cor. 15:20-22, 44-49. But U,ese 
passages are mor significant than at fir t appears and make explicit what is 
more freq uently implicit elsewhere. 

For one thi11g, the passages constitute two of th most di tinctive Pauline 
elab rations of his twO foundational axiom - Christ's death and re urreclion. 
He characterizes the death of Christ in a sequence of striking, epigrammati
cally ncise antithe es as the c unterbalan (and more than 'ounterbalance) 
of Adam's sin -the death thal was an act of obedience outweighing the death 
that was the punishment ofdi bedience (Rom. 5: IS- Ie). The resurrection f 

heisL he characterizes in the epigram already ited as the definitive answer 
to the last enemy, death: Christ resurrection does not make any dHference 
to til fact thaL all die, but it does give hope of life beyond death. The last 
Adam who became life-giving Spiril is a more p wedhl representative t1gure 
lhan the Adam who became a living ou l ( I. Cor. 15:22.45 . 

Tim it also becomes clear that it is preci ely as la'5L Adam lhat Chl:ist 
has undone the damage wrought by Adam, that in a figme equivaJent in 
significance to Adam the remedy to the cancer of human sin i pre ented. 
Paul repeatedly reverts LO the lunguage and imagery of Gene is 2-3 10 what 
1. his mos~ Sll tained 'indictment ancl description of the human cond ition: a 
humanity that has refused t reJy n God and give God due glory (Rom. 
L:19-25 ; a humanity thal has I sL lIlon the glory initially given to Adam 
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(3:23); a humanity that has fallen victim to the enticing deception of sin 
(7:7 -12); a humanity that shares in the consequent futility and subjection to 
decay (the opposite of glory) of the cosmos as a whole (8: 19-23). The signif
icance of this Christ is that he has made possible the restoration of that same 
glory to humanity by himself receiving a glory which he seeks to share with 
others (Rom. 8:29-30; 2 Cor. 3:18-4:6; Phil. 3:21).6 

In a series of insightful studies, Morna Hooker has shown how far the 
Adam/Christ parallel extends in Paul in terms of what she calls "interchange in 
Christ."7 Adam exchanged his share in divine glory for slavery to sin and death. 
Christ changed places with this Adam, sharing Adam's subjection to sin and 
death in order that Adam might experience Christ's victory over sin and death. 
The pattern of interchange is most obvious in passages referring to Christ's death 
(Rom. 8:3; 2 Cor. 5:21; 8:9; Gal. 3: 13; 4:4; Phil. 2:6-8). But it embraces the 
whole of Jesus' life: it was because his life had a representative character that 
his death could have the same character (Rom. 8:3; Gal. 4:4; Phil. 2:6-8). 
Because of this Adamic character of Christ's entire ministry, Paul thinks of the 
process of salvation as a sharing in Christ's sufferings, a becoming like him in 
his death (as in Rom. 8:17; 2 Cor. 1:5; 4:10-12,16-18; Phil. 3:10-11). Hooker 
shows how the pattern of interchange extends even into ethical exhortation (e.g., 
Rom. 13:14; 15:1-3).8 At all events, an ethical dimension in Adam christology 
is very clear in Col. 3:9-11 (and also Eph. 4:22-24). 

To an extent not usually appreciated, Adam christo logy also embraces 
the thought of Christ's resurrection and exaltation. More striking still, it 
includes the affirmation of the lordship of Christ. This becomes clear in the 
way Paul and his contemporaries freely ran together Ps. 110: 1 (the key text 
validating Christ's lordship) and Ps. 8:4-6 (the key text for Adam christology): 
in appointing Christ as Lord (Ps. 110: 1), God had put all things under his feet 
(Ps. 8:6; I Cor. 15:25-27; Phil. 3:21; Eph. 1:20-22; also Heb. 1:13-2:8; I Pet. 
3:22). In other words, the exaltation of Christ as Lord was also the fulfillment 
of the divine purpose in creating humanity; the lordship of Christ is the 
completion of the lordship of Adam. The Creator's program, which broke 
down in Adam, has been "run througb" again in Christ and achieved its 
original goal. Those "in Adam" share in the tensions of a fractured creation; 
those "in Christ" (will) share in the fulfillment and completion of God's 
purpose for creation as a whole.9 

6. On these passages, and Rom. 5:12-21 above, see my Romans (WBC 38; Dallas: Word, 
I!JR8) 

7. Collected in M. D. Hooker, From Adam to Christ: Essays on Palll (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University. 1990). 

8. "Interchange in Christ and Ethics." Journal for the Study of the New Testament 25 
(1985) 3-17; also in Adam to Christ, ch. 4. 

9. See more fully my Christo[ogy, ch. 4. 
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This last thought links us into one of the most pervasive (it occurs more 
than eighty times) and characteristic motifs in Paul's writings - the under
standing of believers as "in Christ." A frequent variant is "in the Lord," and 
correlated phrases include "into Christ" (e.g., Gal. 3:26-28), "through Christ" 
(e.g., Rom. 5:1), "with Christ" (e.g., 2 Cor. 4:14), and "the body of Christ" 
(e.g., 1 Cor. 12:27). It is no accident that there is a cluster of such phrases in 
Rom. 6: 1-11 - that is, immediately following the exposition of Christ in 
Adam terms in Rom. 5: 12-21 - because the "in Christ" language is a natural 
outworking of Adam christology. The idea of Christ as in some sense a 
"corporate" person lO is part and parcel of Adam christology. So, too, is the 
thought of Christ as the eldest of a new family of God, the firstborn of (the 
new) creation (Rom. 8:29; Col. 1:18). In his parallel to and contrast with 
Adam, Christ provides an alternative template for humanity. 

Adam christology can thus be seen to form an extensive feature in Paul's 
theology. More important, it provides an integrating framework both for Paul's 
christology and for his entire gospel. In expressing the significance of Christ, 
more than any other christological motif, Adam christology embraces Christ's 
entire life and ministry: Christ as sharing with the Adamic fallenness of 
humanity; Christ as exchanging the death of sin for the death of obedience 
leading to life; Christ as fulfilling the divine purpose for humanity through 
his resurrection and exaltation to lordship. In broader terms, Adam christology 
embraces the entire scope of salvation: the eschatological significance of 
Christ's actions as introducing a new and final epoch in God's dealings with 
humanity, which sees the final goal in terms of the fulfillment of the original 
purpose; an individual salvation, which is a conformity to the last Adam's 
suffering and death with a view to the future full conformity to his resurrection; 
a corporate salvation, which sees the embodiment of the divine ideal of 
humanity only in a community of faith; a cosmic salvation, which does not 
seek to escape the material and bodily but looks for the salvation of humanity 
as part of a redeemed creation. 

Not all these themes are unique to Paul. The Philippians hymn is prob
ably pre-Pauline (Phil. 2:6-11), and one of the clearest expositions of Adam 
christology is to be found outside Paul (Reb. 2:5-18). Nevertheless, several 
of the extended features outlined above are both characteristic of and distinc
tive to Paul. And the use of Adam christo logy to provide such an overarching 
and integrating framework is certainly to be attributed to Paul. As such, Adam 
christology must be counted as one of the central emphases in Pauline chris
tological thought, an essential part of Paul's contribution to Christian theology. 

10. See particularly C. F. D. Moule, The Origin of Christology (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University, 1977), ch. 2. 
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Christ and Wisdom 

The theme of Christ and Wisdom is even less evident in Paul than that of 
Christ and Adam. It is explicit in only one passage, 1 Cor. 1 :24 and 30: "Christ 
the power of God and the wisdom of God"; "Christ Jesus, whom God made 
our wisdom." But to anyone familiar with the Jewish wisdom tradition, it is 
also evident in 1 Cor. 8:6 and Col. 1: 15-17. In both passages Paul speaks of 
Christ's role in a relation to creation in terms that, in Jewish thought, were 
most characteristically used for the personification of divine wisdom (as in 
Provo 3:19; 8:22,25; Sir. 24:9; Wis. 7:26).11 And anyone who was aware of 
the way in which Deut. 30:12-13 was related to divine wisdom in Jewish 
reflection (as in Bar. 3:29-30) would recognize that Paul was playing with an 
identification of Christ and Wisdom in Rom. 10:6-8. Even so, the theme, 
explicit or immediately implicit, is brief. Why then single it out as one of the 
leading edges of Pauline christo logy? The answer lies not only in the fact that 
the ramifications of the Christ-Wisdom association are far-reaching in Paul's 
own theology, but, still more, in the fact that Paul's identification of Christ 
and Wisdom constitutes the first statement of a motif that was to become the 
principal focus in the burgeoning christology of the next two centuries. 

The female figure of divine wisdom was familiar in religious thought 
of the ancient Middle East as one of the chief ways of expressing belief in 
the divine care and fruitful provision for creation. Particularly in the myth of 
Isis the ancients expressed their convictions about the cycle of life and death 
and their dependence on the natural cycle of fertility. The wisdom writers of 
Israel had domesticated this widespread belief in divine wisdom, the key to 
success in life but hidden from human eyes, by identifying her with the Torah 
(Sir. 24:23; Bar. 3:9-4:4). In passages such as I Cor. 8:6 and Col. 1:15-17, 
the first Christians in effect were doing the same thing, identifying this divine 
wisdom with Christ. Where Jewish wisdom writers said to the wider world, 
"Here in the Torah is the divine wisdom on which you depend and which 
you seek," Paul and the first Christians could express the significance of their 
gospel in similar terms: "Here in Christ is the sum and epitome of the divine 
wisdom by which the world was created and is sustained." In making this 
identification between Christ and Wisdom, Paul and the first Christians were 
using a theme that constituted a major element in the ancient Mediterranean 
world's search for meaning and a major element in Jewish diaspora apologetic. 

Note the specific twist that Paul gave to this line of Christian apologetic: 
his initial and, as we have seen, only explicit identification of Christ and 
Wisdom comes in 1 Corinthians 1. Here Paul shows that he was well aware 
of the ancient world's thirst for wisdom, whether in terms of human cleverness 

11. For this and the supporting data for what follows. see my Christology. chs. 6 and 7. 
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and rhetorical sophistication, or in terms of human perception of what is a 
fitting outworking of the divine purpose of salvation. Such human estimates 
of how divine wisdom comes to expression within human society Paul chal
lenges boldly and bluntly with the cross. Christ is the measure of divine 
wisdom; and by that Paul means not the Christ of creation or the Christ of 
exaltation, but Christ crucified (1 Cor. 1 :22-24). The significance of this 
Wisdom-Christ spans all of time, from creation (1 Cor. 8:6) to new creation 
(Col. 1: 15, 18); but the cross is the midpoint that symbolizes the character of 
the whole. Thus Paul anchors this major theme in the religious self-under
standing of the ancient world firmly in Christ, and stamps the whole with the 
gospel of the cross. 

At the same time, the identification of Christ and Wisdom provides a 
crucial vehicle for expressing the divine, or more than human (more than 
Adamic, we may say) significance of Christ, which was a feature of chris
tology from the beginning. Because Wisdom, in Jewish thinking at least, 
was a way of speaking of the one God's care and provision for God's 
creation, the identification of Christ with this Wisdom becomes a powerful 
way of expressing God's care for God's people and provision for their 
salvation (most clearly in Wisdom 10-11). Hence it provides an even more 
potent description of Christ's significance than speaking of God's putting 
forward Christ as a means of atonement (Rom. 3:25), or even of God in 
Christ as "reconciling the world to himself" (2 Cor. 5: 19), which could be 
interpreted simply in terms of divine inspiration rather than pushing toward 
the thought of incarnation (as becomes clear later in John 1:14). So, too, 
the affirmation of Christ as divine wisdom can be seen as an alternative to 
speaking of Christ as proof of the divine faithfulness to all God's promises 
(2 Cor. 1 :20) and thus plugs into one of the central themes of Romans -
God's faithfulness to God's promises to Abraham and Israel (1: 17,25; 3:3-7, 
25; 4; 9:6; 15:7-13).12 

The Wisdom-Christ identification also gives us the clue to how Paul can 
speak so boldly about the divine significance of Christ in language that seems 
at first to threaten the Jewish axiom of monotheism that he shared. Jewish 
talk of Wisdom could be almost as bold, but it was clearly understood as 
simply a way of expressing the one God's care for creation and provision for 
God's people (as Wisdom 10-19 shows). Although the exalted Christ shares 
in God's lordship as object of devotion and source of divine blessing (as in 
Rom. 1:7 and Phil. 2:9-11), Paul does not understand this as any sort of 

12. The point is more obscure for us than it would be for readers familiar with Old 
Testament and LXX thought, because in Romans the single theme of divine faithfulness is spread 
among the several variations of the same theme - God's faithfulness, God's truth, and God's 
righteousness; see, e.g., my Romans, 41,44,63, 132-33, 135-36, etc. 
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compromise with or even redefinition of his faith in God as one (e.g., Rom. 
3:30; 1 Cor. 8:6); Christ as divine wisdom is the Wisdom of the one God and 
in no wayan alternative, far less competing, source of authority (1 Cor. 3:23; 
11 :3; 15:24, 28). Even in the later Titus 2: 13, Jesus Christ is thought of as the 
glory of God, that is, the visible manifestation of God's majesty, rather than 
as (another) God alongside the one God. By formulating the divine signifi
cance of Christ in wisdom language, Paul was able to retain the already 
burgeoning christology within the constraints of the Jewish monotheism that 
remains axiomatic for Christian theology.13 

Paul's Wisdom christology thus serves as a fundamental and integrat
ing structure in Pauline theology similar to that afforded by Adam chris
tology. It secures the continuity of the Christian epoch not only with creation 
(as does the Adam theme) but also with Israel (both Jewish and Christian 
wisdom writers are speaking of the same Wisdom). It provides an apologetic 
theme of tremendous power in the ancient world indicating the universal 
significance of Christ. In Paul in particular it becomes stamped with the 
theology of the cross, preventing any Docetic divorce between the human 
and the divine in Christ. And it holds together the strongest assessments of 
the divine significance of Christ and his work within the framework of the 
common Jewish/Christian conviction that God is one. It is precisely for 
these reasons that Wisdom (or equivalently expressed, Logos-Word) chris
tology became the mainstream of classic christo logical reflection leading 
up to the third and fourth-century creeds. 14 The character of christology 
stamped on it by Paul's development of Wisdom christology determined its 
future. 

Here, too, we cannot speak of exclusively Pauline contributions. With 
Col. 1:15-20, as with Phil. 2:6-11, we are probably dealing with a pre-Pauline 
formulation; and Heb. 1: 1-3 is as manifestly a wisdom formulation as anything 
in Paul. Nevertheless, as with Adam christology, our clearest and earliest 
expressions of Wisdom chri stal gy come (rom Paul: severa l of Ule emphn es 
are di lin live fPaulin th ology; and the ran.ge f hi. theological writings 
enabJes u, t ee h. w widespread are the raIll.ificmions ufWjsdom cilrislology. 
Here, too, Wisdom christology l11u.sl be counled as one of Lhe maj r empha es 
in Pauline christol gical thoughL and hi ' few rking or it. an essen l iiil parI. I' 
Pau l's omribllti n t Chrisrian lbeol.ogy. 

13. See my Partings, chs. 10-12. 
14. See, e.g., J. N. D. Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines (London: Black, 1960), chs. 4 

and 5. 
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Adam-Christ-Wisdom 

All that remains is to point out the importance of the fact that Paul called in 
not just the (mythical) figure of Adam to illuminate the significance of Jesus 
and his work, but also the (mythical) figure of divine Wisdom. He found it 
necessary to use both integrating frameworks, not simply one or the other. 

We can talk of the complementarity of the two themes and frameworks. 
At this earliest stage, we may say, both the character of the Christ event and 
the theological traditions available to fill out its significance pushed chris
tology, as expressed by Paul, in a double direction. One highlighted what 
might be summarized as the humanity of Christ, the other the divinity of 
Christ. But it was not the significance of Christ as such, or of Christ in himself, 
that was perceived to be at stake, but the significance of Christ in relation to 
humankind and to God. In Adam christology we are speaking about humanity, 
not about the humanity of Christ; and in Wisdom christology we are speaking 
about deity, not about the deity of Christ. 

This doubly representative significance of Christ comes to expression 
in these christologies. Christ as Adam shows us what God intended humanity 
to be. Christ as Wisdom shows us what God is like in God's creating, sus
taining, and saving concern for all creation. The recognition that both are 
integral to christology, as Paul clearly demonstrates, prevents christology from 
degenerating either into an idealist or exemplarist christology or into a Docetic 
or Gnostic christology. Holding both together, in the terms that Paul was 
already providing, ensured that classic christology always had the shape of 
an ellipse, held in place by its twin foci, rather than a circle spinning off into 
a christocentric humanism (Christ only as ideal humanity) or a christocentric 
theism (Christ alone as God for us). 

On the other hand, we have to talk of the overlapping character of the 
two emphases. In Paul's theology this comes out both in the conception of 
Christ as the image of God and, once again, in the thought of Christ as Lord. 
The latter, we have noted, can be referred both to Christ's Adamic role as 
crown and head of creation (l Cor. 15:25-27) and to Christ as the one Lord 
in his wisdom role as divine agent in creation (1 Cor. 8:6). Christ as Lord 
thus represents both God's purpose for the humankind God created and the 
lordship of God in that act of creation. Paul does not allow the thought of 
Christ's lordship to spin free from the lordship of God (as 1 Cor. 15:28 makes 
abundantly clear). In the concept of Christ as Lord, Paul is able to hold together 
the divine significance of Christ, particularly in view of his resurrection, and 
the oneness of the creator God. 

Similarly, in the Pauline letters we find that the image of God is referred 
both to Christ's Adamic role and to Christ's wisdom role. As to the former, 
we may think of Rom. 8:29: the son is the image to which, as "firstborn 
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among many brothers," Christians are being conformed. Or 1 Cor. 15:49: as 
believers have borne the image of the first, earthly Adam, so they will bear 
the image of the last, resurrected Adam. As to the latter, the most obvious 
example is Col. 1: 15: "He is the image of the invisible God" through whom 
all things were created. In 2 Cor. 3: 18-4:4 the thought is both of believers 
being transformed into God's image and of Christ as embodying the image 
of God; is this Adam or Wisdom? In Col. 3:10, is Christ the image of God 
as Adam or Wisdom? 

The point is that the concept of the image of God can be used both for 
Adam am/for Wisdom. I1 can denote both lhe image on lhe rubber stamp und 
th image ti1at til stamp puts on tile rage; it can be llsed bodl for the ao-cncy 
lI sed in [ea.tion and for thal which is crealed. It is in this overhlpping role 
that it is r ferred to dlriSt. hrist as bearing tbe divine image is th' One wh ) 
bridges the gap between creator and creation. In this supreme mediatorial role 
the two central strands of Pauline christology overlap and intertwine. Christ 
as the image of God, even more than Christ as Lord, is the nodal point at 
which the two great arcs of Pauline christology intersect and which thus 
prevents them from falling apart into a mutually destructive dichotomy. 

In Christ as Adam and Christ as Wisdom we find the two major inte
grating themes of Pauline christology, themes that integrate the other emphases 
of Pauline christology and complement and overlap with each other in such 
a way as to provide the basic framework for all future christology. 
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KYPIOL in Acts 

It is a curious fact that the use of the term x;Upto<; in Acts has received so 
little attention both in christological studies of the NT and in commentaries 
on Acts itself. The surprise is occasioned partly by the fact that the term 
occurs more in Acts than in any other NT writing (though, of course, Acts 
and the Gospel of Luke are the two longest texts in the NT). Moreover, it 
is used as a title for Jesus more than any other title in Acts, apart from the 
name Jesus; this remains true, however several disputed usages (whether 
they refer to Jesus or to God) are resolved. l Not only so, but the character 
of Acts (a late first-century document describing the beginnings of Chris
tianity), with its balance between speeches attributed to the chief actors in 
Christianity's beginnings and Luke's2 own narrative, provides a unique op
portunity to check whether any diversity or development of usage can be 
detected across the period covered from the first beginnings to the time of 
composition. 

1. "The most frequently used title for Jesus in Luke-Acts" (1. A. Fitzmyer, The Gospel 
according to Luke 1-9 [AB 28; Garden City, 1981]200-201). J. C. O'Neill, "The Use of KYRIOS 
in the Book of Acts," SIT 8 (1955) 155-74, counts 137 occurrences in all, including variants, 
and excluding the 4 "secular" occurrences (157-58). 

2. I will speak of "Luke" as the author of Acts for convenience sake - indicating my 
acceptance of the consensus that Luke-Acts was written by the same person, probably during 
the last two decades of the first century. No more specific assumption is necessary for the present 
paper. 

Originally published in Christus als die Mitte der Schrift, ed. C. Landmesser et al. (0. Hofius 
FS). Copyright © 1997 Walter de Gruyter and Co. and llsed by permission. 
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I 

When we sample major works of reference written over the past two or three 
generations, however, the interest in this topic and its potential for shedding 
some light on earliest christology is fairly minimal. One of the fullest treat
ments is the brief analysis of H. J. Cad bury (3.5 pages),3 which still provides 
the best starting point for the present study. He noted the narrative use of 
'Xupto~ in the Gospel and observed that in Acts ~'6 'Xupw~ has become a fixed 
sUlTogate for Jesus and is not a conscious title." He pointed out the relative 
insignificance of the vocative 'Xupt£: "it is much the same as 'sir.' " And he 
paid particular attention to the brief confessional assertion in 10:36: ofl't6~ 
tonv 1tav't{J)v 'Xupw~. The accompanying commentary contains a number of 
judicious notes: in particular, on 1 :24 the authors observe that the name of 
Jesus is invoked elsewhere in Acts (9: 14,21; 22: 16; 7:59, 60; 14:23), showing 
that he was regarded by his followers as able to help them, but then they add, 
"but it is doubtful whether they [these passages] prove that he was prayed to 
in the same way as God";4 and at 9: 17 they observe that whereas in 9: 17 
Ananias is sent by "the Lord Jesus," in 22:14 Ananias comes with a message 
from "the God of our Fathers," with Jesus refelTed to not as "the Lord" but 
as "the Righteous One." 5 

In contrast, we may note first the sequence of christological studies. 
W. Bousset pauses over 'Xupw~ in Acts only long enough to dispute the idea 
that Acts proves a pre-Hellenistic use of the title: "it even appears likely that 
the occurrence of 'Xupto~ in the first half of Acts can be used as a means for 
precisely distinguishing the reworking done by Luke from the older sources 
which he used."6 W. Foerster's comments on the usage in Acts are scattered 
across the nine pages of his TDNT article. His most significant observations 
are that the usage in Acts confirms that the 'Xupw~ title in the NT is related 
to Jesus' resurrection,7 and that 14 (out of 18 non-Pauline NT) references to 
6 'Xupto~ (THlroV) 'ITJoou~ occur in Acts and probably reflect the "missionary 
character" of Acts.s O. Cullmann's use of the Acts material is restricted to 
his argument that the conviction of 2:36 goes back to "the very earliest 
church," in support of his thesis that the "original confession" was "Jesus is 
Lord." He adds: "It is probably no accident that in this passage the title Kupto~ 

3. H. J. Cadbury, "The Titles of Jesus in Acts," in F. J. Foakes-lackson and K. Lake, 
eds., The Beginnings of Christianity I: The Acts of the Apostles V (London, 1933) 359-62. 

4. K. Lake and H . .T . rflohury in FOflkes-.THchon Bno T ."ke. Rpginnings IV, 15 (also 86). 
5. Ibid., 104. 
6, W. Bousset, Kyrios Christos (Nashville, 1970) 125, citing his "Der Gebrauch des 

Kyriostite1s als Kriterium fUr die Quellenscheidung in der ersten Halfte der Apostelgeschichte," 
ZNW 15 (1914) 141-62. 

7. W. Foerster, %Upto~, TDNTIII, 1089 and 1094 (referring in the latter to 2:36 and 10:36). 
8. Foerster, 1092. 
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comes before the tilJ Cl;trist; Jesu. can b de. ignated Messiah-King only in 
view of his invisible lordship us XUpto<;. '9 F. Balm s treaun nl is more or less 
limited to a brief eli 'cllssion of 2:36 and lO:36 in exposjlion of his lhesis that 
referenc to the exalLed JeslIs as %UPWC; belongs to lhe H'lIenislic Jewi h 
Christian . tage of chri t logi.cal d velopm nt, with its " quite characterislic" 
"adoptioni st" mphasi c • I 0 

When we lurn t the larger commentaries the picture i much the same. 
K Haen. hen provides a brief Ii ling of the 'X.UplOC; J'eferences which be LllinkS 

refer to Jesus in h-i Inlroducti n, bUL his omments on individual passages 
are usually brief: for example, on 7:59 - "Lhe Lord Jesus who here takes 
lhe place of God (cf. Luke 23 :46) '; and on 10:36 - "Hence nav"t(!)v is meant 
per onaUy. Jesus is Lord ohlJ, Jew andGeutiles. cr. Rom. 10:12. 11 H. COJ1-

zelmann notes lhe issue whether 2:36 Lems from tradition or from Luke 
himself, and tha t in 10:36 "n-<xv'tCJ>V %UPLO<; ISL eine W, nduug del: helleni -
tisch,cn kosmologisch n Religion, 12 bot say, little mor . In hi ' excursus n 
the cbristology of A t, G. Schneider, like Hnenchen, simply 1i ts Lhe refer
ences which use xuptOS of JeslIs , pausing only to distinguish Lho e which 
appear in tbe Missionsreden from thos olltsid Lhe Mis ion reden. 13 His main 
poinlof mphasis is lhat.T ' us is clearly ranked under God, a~. een particularly 
in the heiL ge chi htli h functi n wbich God assigned to him; thi exclude. 
any idea that Luke th ughl .in lem1 ' or a preexistence of Christ. but Luke's 
p rtrayal equally cannot be described as an "ad ptionist' chri sto Logy. 14 
A. Weiser de ' a t seem to add anything of w igbt LO Ule disc'Ussion,15 and 
R. Pesch says nexr l n thing on til subject beyond a brief comment on 2:36, 
but offers insightful opinion on disputed ~UPlO<; referel1ces at sever.1I point .16 

In EngLi h I~mguage commentari.es, F. F. Bruce and L. T. Johnson show 
lilLie illtere~L in L11e christ I gieal issu s.17 C. K. Barrett in hjs . uperb'ly 
detailed treatment however is nOLable for hi willingn ss to read the early 
X')PLOC; passages with a tr ngly chrislo)()gical C III nt. Against the l:ream he 
refer I :24 to Jesw. He has no doubt thal 2:2] refers lo Je us. 2:36 is un 

9. O. Cullmann, The Christo logy of the New Testament (London, 1959) 207, 216-17. 
10. F. Hahn, The Titles of Jesus in Christology (London, 1969) 106-7. Similarly R. H. 

Fuller, The Foundations of New Testament Christology (London, 1965) 184-86. 
II. E. Hacnchen, The ACIS fl.f Ilrl' "p/Islles (Oxford, 1971) 92, n. 3, 293, 252. n. 4. 
12. H. onzclmllnn. 'Di Apn.l'ttll!:<'$chidlle (HNT 7; Tiibingen, 1963) 30,65. 
13. G. chncider.Oi Aposwlgel'c:/s ichte (HTKNT 5; Freiburg, 1980, 1982) I, 333, n. 8. 

But Schneider is assuming his previously more detailed study (see below n. 26). 
14. Schneider I. 334-35; see also on 2:36 (I. 276-77). 
IS. A. Weiser, Die Apostelgeschichte (OTKNT 5; GiiterslohfWiirzburg, 1981, 1985) 95, 

268. Simi tarly G. Schille. D/ IIpo.l·tefgescllicille des Lukas (THKNT; Berlin, 1983). 
16. R. Pesch, Die Apn.welgesr.llidl(e (EKK 5: Ziirich/Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1986). 
17. F. F. Bruce. 7111' I\C/ii oJII11! Apostles (Grand Rapids/Leicester, 31990); L. T. Johnson, 

The IIet· oflhe Apostles (Silent Pab>inIl5: Collegevjlle. 1992). Contrast the brief notes of Fitzmyer, 
Luke, 202-3. 
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expre sion of ' unreflecling Christol gy, not yet submittod to such theological 
titicism as PalJI was able to provide. He who shares tbe throne of God hares 

his deily; and he who is G d is wbat he is from and to eternity - otherwise 
he is nOI God. This trL1th, evident as if is, was n t immediately per eived .... " 
The referenc of 5:9 the Spirit of the Lord ') and 5: 19 ( 'an ~U1ge l of the 
Lord' ) is uncertain. "The fear of the Lord ... now refers to, or gain ' s me 
definiLion from, th Lord Jeslis. ' IX 

The only real exceptions to the minimal interest in Luk s %UplO~ lan
guage are a few specialist studies. 19 J. C. O 'Neill analyzes the L 'e of xuptOC; 

by speaker Peter, Stephen, Paul). other direcl speech, and O<U'IaLive. He n tes 
that most of the ambiguous read.ings cOme in the narrative sections. concludes 
thal most f them refer to .Iesns, and draws Lh odd conclusion from 9: 17 that 
" Jesus was the Lord God' Name. '20 C. F. D. Moul responds to Conzel
mann's " assertion of Luke's promjscuous use of titles " 21 by arguing that 
L uke did make a di. tinction between before and after resutrection by restrict
ing XUPLO<; on the lip of human ob~ervers 1'0 t'lle postre: uO'ection context.22 

Against Moul ,D. L. Jones argues lhat Luk makes' no distinction between 
lhe earthly and the exalted Lord ... he is Lord ven befor his birtb '" "th 
resurrecti n on ly oniirmed ilnd vindicated him ill Ihnl role." In addition , 
Jones maintains Uull the repeated phra~e II ed by Luke in Act ('the word 
of the Lord," "added to/turn ing to/believing iJl the Lord." and ' the name of' 
the Lord' ) all c nsist ntly refer to Jesus.23 E. Franklin critiques Maule to 
similar effect. Both () %UptOC; and %'\JPt€ express the language of faith and 
commitment to tlle exalted one; but in re urrection JesLI doe not become 
oilier than what he wa.'> before."24 Finally tbe article on which Schneider drew 
for hi s commentary makes a careful analysi f aU %UPlOC; U es in Luke and 
Acts. He . eparaLe out those which can be referred without eli pule ei(.her to 

18. C. K. Barrett, Acr.~ I 1 C; Edinburgh. 1994) 103,139,152, 270.284. 474. 
19. Otherwise, I. H. Marshall. Lllke: H;,fforioll ( /lid Theologian (Exeter. 1970), makes 

only brief comments (166); R. F. 'Toole, The UnifY oj' Luke's Theology. All Analysis of 
Luke-Acts (Wilmington, 1984 . concenlrates 11 refuting the claims that Luke has an "absentee 
christology" in Acts - "Activity of the Risen Jesus as Lord" (40-43); R. L. Brawley (Centering 
on God: Method and Message in Luke-Acts [Louisville, 1990]) has a brief analysis of Luke's 
usage (126). 

20. O'Neill, 159-66, 167, 164-65. 
21. Referring to Conzelmann, The TheoLogy of St. Luke (New York, 1961) 171. n. 1; cf. 

Acts 8. 
22. C. F. D. Moule, "The Christology of Acts," in Studies in Luke-Acts, eo L E. Keck 

and J. L. Martyn W Schubert FS; Nashville, 1966) 159-85 (here 160-61, 171-72). 
23. D. L. Jones, "The Title KYRIOS in Luke-Acts," SBLSP 1974. II, 85-101 (here 96, 

93, 94-95). 
24. E. Franklin, Christ the Lord: A Study in the Purpose and Theology of Luke-Acts 

(London, 1975) 49-55, here 52-54. He draws particular attention to Acts 20:17-35, where "the 
designation [of Jesus as Lord] is found most frequently" (53) . 
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God or to Jesus and subjects the remaining disputed fourteen verses25 to closer 
analysis, in which he is able to make firm deduction as to reference. His 
conclusion is that there is no "Vermischung" in the use of xuptO~ in Luke
Acts, since reference is either to God or to Jesus each time.26 

All this seems a remarkably modest amount to glean from such a large 
sample of data, and suggests that a little more scrutiny and reflection may be 
fruitful. 

II 

A complete survey of uses of xuptO~ in Acts is the appropriate place to start. 
In the following table the columns are numbered thus: 27 

1. vocative 
2. anarthrous 
3. articular 
4. narrative 
5. speeches (not conversation) 
6.0T 
7. God 
8. Jesus - Ithe Lord Jesus, 2the Lord Jesus Christ 
9. Ambiguous 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1:6 x x 
1:21 x Xl 

1:24 x x 
2:20 (x) x x x 
2:21 (x) x x x 
2:25 x x x x 
2:34 x x x x 
2:34 x x x (x) 
2:36 x x x 
2:39 x (x) x 

25. Acts 2:21; 2:47; 5:9; 5:14; 8:22,24; 9:31; 11:23,24; 13:2; 13:10; 14:3; 15:40; 16:15. 
26. O. Schneider, "Oott und Christus als KYPIOL nach del' Aposte1geschichte," in 

Begegnung mit dem Wort, ed. J. Zmijewski and E. Nellessen (H. Zimmermann FS; Bonn, 1980) 
161-73 (here 171). 

27. The attribution to column 9 in particular is at this stage provisional. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

2:47 x x 
3:20 x x x 
3:22 (x) x x x 
4:26 x x x x 
4:29 x x x 
4:33 x Xl 

5:9 (x) x 
5:14 x x x? 
5:19 x x 
7:31 x x (x) x 
7:33 x x (x) x 
7:49 x x x x 
7:59 x Xl 

7:60 x x? 
8:16 x x Xl 

8:22 x x 
8:24 x x 
8:25 x x x 
8:26 x x x 
8:39 x x x 
9:1 x x x 
9:5 x x x 
9:10 x x x 
9:10 x x x 
9:11 x x x 
9:13 x x x 
9:15 x x x 
9:17 x x x 
9:27 x x x 
9:28 x x x 
9:31 x x x 
9:35 x x x 
9:42 X x x 
10:4 x x 
10:14 x 
10:33 x (x) x? 
10:36 x x x 
11:8 x 
11:16 x x x 
11:17 x x X2 
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1 2 . 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

11:20 x x Xl 

11:21 x x x 
11:23 x x x? 
11:24 x x x 
12:7 x x x 
12:11 x? x x 
12:17 x x x 
12:23 x x x 
12:24 v.l. x x x 
13:2 x x x 
13:10 x? (x) x 
13:11 x (x) x 
13:12 x x x 
13:44 v.l. x x x 
13:47 x (x) (x) x 
13:48 v.l. x x x 
13:49 v.l. x x x 
14:3 x x x 
14:23 x x x 
15:11 (x) x xl12 v.I. 

15:17 x x x x 
15:17 x x x x 
15:26 x x2 

15:35 x x x 
15:36 x x x 
15:40 v.L x x x 
16:14 x x x 
16:15 x (x) x 
16:16 masters 
16:19 masters 
16:30 x pl 
16:31 x (x) Xl/2 v.l 

16:32 v.l. x x x 
17:24 (x) x (x) x 
18:8 x x x 
18:9 x x x 
18:25 x? x x 
19:5 x x Xl 

19:10 x x x 
19:13 x x Xl 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

19:17 x x Xl 
19:20 X X X 
20:19 X X x 
20:21 X X xl12 v I. 

20:24 x X Xl 
20:28 v.l. X X x? 
20:32 v.l. X X x? 
20:35 X X Xl 
21 :l3 X (x) Xl 
21:14 X (x) X 
22:8 x (x) x 
22:10 X (x) X 
22:10 x X x 
22:19 x (x) x 
23:11 X x x 
25:26 Caesar 
26:15 x (x) x 
26:15 X x x 
28:31 x x X211 v.1. 

III 

On the basis of this data we can draw some conclusions immediately. 
a) The vocative use of XUP1E is unspecific as to the status accorded to 

the one addressed. It is certainly used in prayer (1:24; 4:29) and certainly used 
in prayer or invocation to the exalted Jesus (7:59, 60). But it is also used in 
address to an angel (l0:4) and an unknown heavenly voice (10: 14; 11 :8). This 
helps clarify the significance of Paul's address to the voice which addresses 
rum ou the Damru liS road. In that context it caon L be regarded simply as " 
polite form of address,28 . ill e rl' m the tlrsl th · addre s is to a gloriolls 
heavenly bing. But since tbe initial use is u question, Who are y u, Lord? ' 
il can bardly be taken as aconfesflion of Je LIS ' lord. hip.29 

28. Cadbury, "Titles of Jesus in Acts," 360. 
29. This may refer to all llle \l~CS of ~IPU! in the repeated accounts of the episode (9:5, 

10, 13: 22:8, 10: 26: 15) - " unknown Il PI)oritiol1s" (Foerster. TDNT III, 1086). but not, pre
sumably 22: 19 VUlce ri l ~my~r. ( .. lIk~. 203). In 16:30 it is Paul and Silas who are so addressed. 
Contrast Fmnk1in. /tri. I lhe Lord: "I Ile vocative is given the full significance of ho kurios" 
(52). 
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b) Leaving aside genitival phrases for the moment (1tV£U!-HX %upiou, 
&:Y'Y£AOr; %upiou, Xdp %upiou), the only anarthrous uses which undoubtedly 
refer to Christ are 2:36 and 10:36, which highlights the distinctiveness of these 
two passages. 

c) The division between speeches and conversation is not a very precise 
one. But in the above categorization an interesting feature does emerge: in 
most of the set speeches %Upto<; is almost always God (2:20, 21 [?], 25, 34a; 
3:20, 22; 4:26; 7:31, 33, 49; 15:17; 17:24); but in 10:36; 11:16-17; and 
20:19-35 the reference is uniformly to the exalted Jesus. At the same time, 
we have to observe that most of the former are scriptural quotations or 
allusions (2:20, 21, 25, 34; 3:22; 4:26; 7:31,33,49; 15:17; 17:24), and none 
of the latter. The fact that the preponderance of %Upto<; = God references in 
speeches are derived from Scripture prevents us from making any deduction 
about age or development in usage. But it also highlights the significance of 
two verses in particular. One is 3:20, where it is clearly the Lord God referred 
to: "turn again ... that the Lord may send the Christ appointed for you, 
Jesus." The uniqueness of this usage supports the case for seeing primitive 
tradition at this point.3o The other is 2:21, to which we shall return below. 

d) It is also possible to clarify some of the ambiguities indicated (on a 
first reading) in column 9. "The spirit of the Lord" should almost certainly 
be understood as the spirit of God: 5:9 could be taken as parallel to 16:7; but 
8:39 looks as though it is part ofthe parallel with Elijah (2 Kgs. 2:16)31 which 
features in the Philip sequence.32 The "angei of the Lord" likewise (5:19; 
8:26; 12:7, 11, 23; cf. 7:35; 10:3; 27:23).33 Similarly "the hand ofthe Lord" 
evokes strong scriptural echoes (11:21 = 2 Sam. 3:12 LXX; 13:11 = 1 Sam. 
7:13; 12:15).34 Also "the fear of the Lord" (9:31), evoking a powerful scrip
tural motif,35 "the ways of the Lord" (13: 10), similarly evoking scriptural 
echoes,36 and "the will of the Lord" (21:14), a traditional formulation ("may 
the will of God be done"))7 So too "the word of the Lord" (8:25; 12:24 v.l.; 

30. See particularly J. A. T. Robinson, "The Most Primitive Christology of All?" Twelve 
New Testament Essays (London, 1962) 139-53; R. F. Zehnle, Peter's Pentecost Discourse (Nash
ville, 1971). 

31. Pesch, Apostelgeschichte, 294. 
32. F. S. Spencer, The Portrait of Philip in Acts: A Study of Roles and Relations (JSNTSS 

27; Sheffield, 1992) 135-41. 
33. Barrett is uncertain regarding 5:19 (284), but since "i!J.yyfAoc, xvp(ov is a very common 

OT expression ... (it) will probably have its OT sense here" (422). "ayyEAoc, xup(ou (nach LXX) 
ist bei Lk immer er Engel Gottes. Engel Christi kennt er nicht" (Conzelmann,Apostelgeschichte, 41). 

34. Haenchen, 366, n. I; Pesch, Apostelgeschichte II, 25. Note also Luke 1:66. 
35. G. Wanke and H. Balz, TDNTlX, 201-3, 216. 
36. Haenchen, 400, n. 3 - "a blend of Provo 10.9 ... and Hosea 14.10." Pesch II, 25 

refers also to Sir. 39:24. 
37. See, e.g., BAGD, 8eA:ruJ.a; G. Schrenk, TDNTIlI, 53-54. O'Toole, however, takes 21 : 14 

as a reference to the risen Lord, citing as proof the commission referred to in 20:24 (Unity, 42-43). 
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13:44 v.I .; 13:4 v.i.: I :49 v.i.; 15:35.36; 16:32 v.l. · 19:10, 20).11 t least 
s.inc it seen s to he equivaJ.ent to "the word of God" 8: 14; 1 3:5 7 46; J 7: 13; 
18: 11 , and aU the v. I.). 8 Yet it would appear I'hat ' Ule mU11e of the Lord" 
should usually b refencd to .resu ,39 as a l 0 lo th leaching f the Lord' 

13: 12). particularly iJ taken a an objective genitive, whkh seems mosl 
llutw-al. 

Moreover, when we turn from genitival pbrases to tho 'e where'iGupl0C; 
is U1C obje l. there is a greater inclinltion to refer il to Chrisl. Talk f tuming 
to the Lord" (9: 5; 11 :2 1) ' beli · ving in lhe Lord" (9:42; 11:17' 16:15,31' 
18:8: 20:2 1 added t the Lord ' (5:14; 11 :24) "di sciples of the Lord' 9: I), 
"remain i.n lhe Lord" 11:23) and 'committed to the Lord" (14:23) pre
sumably aU hang together. And several or Llle ph!'a es are directed to the Lord 
JeslIs (Christ) specificaUy ( I I: 17; 13: 12; 16: l5 31; probably 18:8 ' 20:2 1), 
Yet at the sam time, iL is notabl thal severa l of the phrases have " God ' 
paraUel : ' tllm to G d" (14: l5; 15: 19; 26: I , 20); ' believed ' d" (16:34); 
"remain il1 the grace or God " ( 13:43)' "commit to God" (20:32; cf. P ,31 :6). 

c) Some pasllages however, remain hard LO categorize finally. j :;'or ex
ample, 1:24: wb i Lhe " L I'd who 1m ws the hearts of all "? MOSL assume 
011 the bel ' i, [] 5:8 Ihat: a reference to God would b taken for granted.4o 

And the c ntinllation of the u!'Iage"il1 postnpostolic Chrj tianily is persllasive.4 1 

But th e only " Lord" '0 far mentioned in the lext is Je LIS 1:6,2 1) and others 
remain llnp rsu, ded.42 In 2:47 "U1e L rei ' seems to be in .-ynu\ctical contrasl 
with Ihe preceding men.tioned " God.' and the correlation with lh.e "added 
to" language just mentioned would seem to suggest that Jestl s is in view. But 
Schneider argues thai 2:47; 5: 14; and 11 :23,24 alJ refer to God. citing Deut. 
1:11 ( XX).43 Similarly with 8 :22 and 24: is it LO God or to Jesus that prayer 
i . to be rfered regard.ing Simon? The anI y "L I'd " men tioned in the preceding 
cont xl i JeslI ~ (8: 16) but in 8:25 "the word f th Lord" probably has God 
in mind cr. 8: 14).44 An intriguing referen~e .i: 13:2, with its talk of 'wor
shiping A£l"Co'l)pyero) the Lord, ' Context does not help much here, but Lhose 
wb raise the issue mostly come down on the side of '>COpLOC; == God here.45 

38. Contrast O'Neill, 168-70; Jones, 94. 
39. See above n. 23. 
40. Foerster, Haenchen, Conzelmann, Weiser, Schneider. 
41. Haenchen, Apostelgeschichte, 162, n. 8. 
42. Lake and Cadbury, O'Neill, Barrett. 
43. Schneider, "Gott," 168. 
M. Schneider, "Gott," 168-69. agai n argues for <I God reference. compuring Acts 5: 1- 10 

lind 13: I Of, lX ' \p i<Up{ou); uls Pesch. Apostelgeschichte. 277. 
45. l-lnenchcLl notes that " I,uke h~ . borro,vcd all C)(pl'css ion of special solemnity from 

LXX" ci tilig 2 '111'00. 5: 14: 1. : 1(J; 35:3; Judith 4: 14; Jocl I:J 3; 2: 17: Ezek . 40:46; 44: L6; 45:4; 
Dun. 7: 10 (Acts, 395 lind n. 3). Schneider folloWS Hnen hell and nOles also the Lt'nditioLln l worship 
coote t (fusting and pray ing). 
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In 14:3 and 15:40 should the unspecified Lord to whom "grace" is attributed 
be the Lord Jesus (15: 11), or God, in accordance with the more regular phrase, 
"the grace of God" (11 :23; 13:43; 14:26; 20:24; cf. 20:32)? Finally, in 16: 14, 
who opened Lydia's heart? On one side could be cited 2 Macc. 1:4. But on 
the other could be cited Luke 24:45. 16:15 does not help too much since, as 
we have just seen, "faithful to the Lord," while more likely to refer to Jesus, 
does have 16:34 as an alternative paralle1.46 

IV 

In the light of all this what can be said about the significance of Luke's use 
of '}CUpto~ in Acts? 

a) A striking feature, too little noted, is that Luke use 'XUP10~ so 
frequently for God in his own nan'ative section. in Paul d1e sign ificance of 
whose use of XUplO~ has been subjected to endless analy is, the rule is 
generally recognized: XUPlOC; denotes XUplO~ 'Il1(jOU~ except in scriptural 
quotations (where the reference may still be primarily to Jesus in two or three 
occasions). So, for Paul simply to peak of "the Lord" is to speak unequivo
cally of Christ. Luke, writing later, observes no such rule or practice. It was 
still as natural for him to speak of "the Lord," or to have his characters so 
speak, and thereby to denote God.47 

b) Still more striking is the way Luke can vary his usage witl1in the 
same context. The most remarkable sequence is 2:20-36, where God is pre
sumably the reference in 2:20, 2548 and certainly in 34a, while Christ is clearly 
in view in 2:34b and 36. In 2:21 "the Lord" is the Yahweh of Joel 2:32, and 
tl1e echo of Joel 2:32 in 2:39 suggests that "the Lord" of 2:21 is "the Lord 
our God" of 2:39. On the other hand, the same verb in 22: 16 presumably 
speaks of a "calling upon the name (of Christ)" (cf. particularly 9:14, 21), 
and those who respond to Peter's Pentecost sermon are baptized "in the name 
of Jesus Christ" (2:38).49 In the light of Rom. 10: 13 it can hardly be doubted 
that such a reference ofaxupto~ = Yahweh text to the exalted Christ (2:36) 
was possible and accepted in earliest Christianity. If that is what has happened 

46. Schneider is happy to refer 16: 14 to God, but 16: 15 to Jesus ("Gott," 163, 171). 
47. Usually in a geni tival phrase, but note 12: 1.7 and 13:47. 
48. Barrett, 138, argues lhal Luke understnnds "the day of the Lord" (2:20) as the day 

of the Lord Jesus (l Cor, 1:8: 2 C r. 1:14: Phil. 1:6, 10; 2:16). But in 2:25 it is the speaker 
(David, foreshadowing lhe Messiah) who sees "Ule Lord." who can therefore only be God, who 
raised Jesus from the dead (2:27-32). 

49. Note also the other "name of the Lord" references in Acts - 8:16; 9:28; 15:26; 19:5, 
13,17; 21:13. Those who think Jesus is the referent in 2:21 include Haenchen, 179; Schneider, 
"Gott," 167-68; Apostelgeschichte I, 270; Barrett, 139. 
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in this case also (2:21), it should be noted that it is already a step beyond 
2:36. 2:36, after all, was quite understandable in the light of 2:34 (Jesus had 
been designated the second X;UPlO<; of Ps. 110: l). But to imply that this exalted 
Lord was now the one on whom the first inquirers were to "call" in place of 
Yahweh (at Yahweh's behest) would seem to be a major christological devel
opment, analogous to Rom. 10:9-13 and Phil. 2:9-11. Since the application 
of Yahweh texts to the exalted Christ is usually seen as marking a major 
development in early christology, 2:21 should be given more weight than has 
usually been the case.50 At any rate, we should note that Luke had no inhibition 
both in citing what some have regarded as an "adoptionistic" formula (2:36) 
and in implying that the exalted Christ would now be fulfilling functions 
previously the prerogative of the one God, all within a few verses of each 
other, and in what he presented as the first missionary speech of the infant 
church. 

Other examples are 10:33 followed soon by 10:36. In the former, Cor
nelius presumably refers to God; he has not yet heard of Jesus. But in the 
latter we have the most striking 'XUPlO<; 'In<Jouc; reference in Acts. Or 13: 1 0-12, 
where on the above discussion the first two references would be most naturally 
taken in reference to God, but the last in reference to Christ. We noted above 
the problems in deciding with regard to 16:14 and 15. Similarly with 16:31 
and 32, the former specified as Jesus, but the latter a strongly attested "word 
of God" reference (1'\* B). Also 21:13 and 14. However such issues are 
resolved, it is evident that Luke was content either to vary his use of xuptoc; 
within the same narrative or to leave it ambiguous. 

c) What do we deduce from this? Luke clearly thought of both God and 
Jesus as XUptoC;. Unlike Paul, he did not make any effort to distinguish the 
one God and Father from the one Lord Jesus Christ (1 Cor. 8:6).51 But that 
does not mean that he thought of them as two equal xuptOt, or casually mixed 
them up, or saw them in some sophisticated pretrinitarian way as expressions 
of the one eEOC; xal xuptO<;. The care that Luke took in his use of 'XUPlO<; in 
the GospeI52 and the weight of 2:36 and 10:36 (whether old tradition or 
insertions) indicates his awareness of the significance of the title as used of 
Jesus. 

Probably 2:34 is the best clue. Luke, I would suggest, simply took as 
his starting point the well-established Christian reading of Ps. 110: 1. That 
enabled him to speak both of God as Lord and of Jesus as Lord within the 
same breath. The same text made clear the relationship of the two lordships: 

50. r. Ha hll . Jille. . 108: see also, e.g., M. Hengel, The Son of God (London, 1976) 
77-80; P. Pokorny. Till! Genesis I1j'Cllristo[ogy (Edinburgh, 1987) 75-76. 

51 . Noie also the regtl1ar formula in the Pauline letters: "the God and Father of our Lord 
Jesus Christ" (Rom. 15:6; 2 Cor. 1:3; 11 :31; Col. 1:3; Eph. 1:3, 17; I Pet. 1:3). 

52. Moule. 
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Jesus had been given lordship by the Lord God (2:36). That also meant that 
when both were spoken of as xupwC; within the same context there need be 
no confusion, for the lordship of Jesus was a derivative lordship, but as derived 
from the Lord God it was in effect an expression of God's lordship. This is 
presumably why within the same sequence (2:21, 39) there need be no con
fusion or misunderstanding about "calling upon the Lord" since, as referred 
to Jesus, this was part of the authority as xupWC; which God had bestowed 
on the exalted Jesus. 53 

The conclusion we draw from this may be that Luke was rather naive 
in his readiness to continue speaking in such a confusing way. Why did he 
not, like Paul, give more thought to the relation of God to the exalted Christ? 
But it would probably be fairer to see his usage as indicative of an unreflective 
stage in early christology, where both the belief in the supreme God was 
unquestioned and the belief that Jesus was Lord had become an established 
and distinctive Christian confession. Both could be assumed and asserted 
without provoking tortuous theological reflection or agonized questionings. 
This was the level of firm and uncomplicated faith which, according to Acts, 
lay behind Christianity's earliest and most decisive expansion. It is a reminder 
to us, not least, that Christ can be Lord, at the center of both Scripture and 
faith, without in any sense challenging the lordship of God. 

53. Cf. the brief comments of Marshall, Luke, 166; Franklin, Christ the Lord, 54. 
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M. Wiles on Christology in the Making 
and Responses by the Author 

Reflections on James Dunn's Christology in the Making 

Maurice Wiles 

James Dunn's Christology in the Making (London: SCM, 1980) is a valuable 
survey of the main New Testament evidence lhalneeds to be ral en into account 
in any reflection about the doctrine of the incarnati n. His expre '. ed aim is 
"to let the NT writers speak for themselves. to understand their words a they 
would have intended, to hear them as their first readers would have heard 
them ' (p. 9). The book combine1 , with greater success than most theologians 
can c I11Llland, scholarly e rudition and clarity of expression. Moreover, in the 
difficu lt malter of the a sessmcnt of evidence, he seems to me to show good 
judgment and;) Sl.lIe louch. 1 lL ught t be req uired reading for all those who 
want to take part in the continuing debat about christo logy nnd incarnation. 

What he brings out Lime and again in the em'Her chapters f lh book i 
h w the mealJing of the words that most naturally springs t the mind of lh 
mod rn render is unlike ly to have been U1e mean ing intended by the all thor 
or understood by the first readers. I give just two examples, "Phil. 2:6-11 
certainly seems on the face of it," he writes, "to be a straightforward SlCltement 
contrasting Christ's pre-existent glory and post-crucifixion exallalion wi th hi s 
earU1 1y humiliation" (p. 114). Bu~ when the Philippian hymn i ,een again ( 

1. New TcsLOmenl sp(leia li~l~ wi ll no doubt have many particular criticisms to raise, which fall 
outside my computencc or concern herc, Frances Young's review in Theology (J uly 1981 , pp. 303-5) 
embodies a mlmb~r of s\lch cri lici,ms within the context of a general commendation of the book. 

Originally published in Theology 85: 92-98, 326-30, 360-61. Copyright © 1982 by SPCK and 
used by permission. 
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the background of an Adam chrisLology. he goes on to argue. the (10 us) natural 
incarnational understanding of i( ceases to be lhe rnoSI plausible interpretation 
of ils original intention. So 100 with thai other famous chrisLologicaJ hymn in 
Col. 1: 15·20: "the thought is not of Je.. .. us himse lf as there in !.he beginning. 
despite what seems to us the 'obv ious' meaning of the language used .. . . A 
Wisdom ch rislo logy does nOI asscn that Chri st was a pre-ex istent be ing" 
(p. 2 12), Thi s negati ve emphasis should not for a moment be allowed to 
suggest !hut Dr. Dunn does nol sec these Adam tmd Wisdom chrislc logies as 
"high" chri stologies: he mOSt emphatically does. BUI he is C(1ually clear thai 
they do not dirlXtl y express belief in a preexistent persona l divine bei ng who 
has become incarnate in Jesus. 

This careful eva luation of the Ncw Testament evidence which might on 
the face of it secm to ~ lIggest a be lief in the personal preexi stence of Christ 
but which in Dr. DULln's view does no t makes his handling of the most overtly 
incarnationll l writing in the New Testament, namely the Fourth Gospel. of 
pOlrticular inte rest. For here in John 1:14 he does find "an explicit statement 
of illCllrll(lrioll , the fil1\t and indeed only such statement in the New Testmnent" 
(p. 24 1).2 How is this explicit statement to be understood on the basis of Dr. 
Dunn's expressed objective of gelting at the llle!lIling the author intended to 
convey to his original readers? 

Dr. Dunn believes that the prologue embodies "tI Logos poem wh ich 
origi nally had an existence independe nt of the Gospel " (p. 239), and regards 
it us me thodologically importa nt " to keep ... discussion of John 's use of it 
in relation to hi s Gospel" (p. 349). 'nlC poem incorporates IWO important 
feat ures that seem to go beyond anything IlSscrtoo in earlier tradi tion. In the 
fi rs t place the Logos here is eternally precx i ~tent. It did nOI come [0 be: it 
was no t "created," not even as the first of created beings li ke the Wisdom o f 
Provo 8:22: it \\IllS in the beginning. And secondly it did not simply enler into 
a mun: it became fl esh (pp. 240-4 I). What do these new developments imply? 
The firs t docs not appear to be of great signilicance in this context. For if we 
understand Logos in the poem as "God's uttenmce," and like Wisdo m. "a 
personification of God's own activity" mthe r than a personal divine being, 
then it is natural enough 10 speak of it liS e tem,llIy coex istent with God. A nd 
il is in those terms that Dr. Dunn does unde rstand it (pp. 243, 2 [0). The second, 

2. As II fOOll1011: appendl..-rl 10 Ihis phrnfie, Dr. Dunn say5: "Su Wites is inaccunue when 
he IImnn~ ' Ihe incaTOQliOll, in ils full nnd proper sense. is OOt somelhi ng direclly presenled in 
Scri("!wfC' (My/h. ed. Hick p. 3). " BUI on p. I of IhM anitl .. 11m;! defiw.:d!l n:1.1TOWcr sense of 
incllrnntioll which affirms "th:11 Jes LlS uf N:I1JII'Clh is uniCllJe in the precise sense lhat, whi te being 
fully l11an, il is true uf him. llll!! of him ;lIon!!, thnt he is also fully God. the Second Person of 
the oo-cqual Trinity." In Ilml sellse J believe my initial SllUC!1lcnt tl.l be OCl"UflIle und nOI in 
connict with Dr. Dunn, for whom incarnaliOIl doc.>I nOt necessarily involve even :I IlfCClistenl 
divine being, leI alone u c(JC(luully divine 011(: (see Chriswlogy ill r//II Maki'll] [London: SCM, 
19801. p. 2 (2). 
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with its identification of the Logos with an individual human person, is more 
striking. But except for its bolder form of linguistic expression, it does not 
add much to what was already implicit in the earlier Wisdom christologies 
(pp. 243-44). In Dr. Dunn's judgment the identification of the Logos with a 
human person asserted in v. 14 is not to be seen as requiring the Logos prior 
to v. 14 to be understood as personal (p. 349). If that is right, as I believe it 
to be, the Logos poem taken by itself does not mark any decisive step beyond 
earlier formulations. 

But when the Logos poem is incorporated into the Gospel as a whole 
the situation is very different. For John equates the Logos of the poem with 
the Son of God of his own gospel tradition (p. 244). He does not even leave 
open the loophole that Marcellus of Ancyra was later to exploit of restricting 
the preexistence of this Logos-Son to his Logos aspect only. He is clearly 
preexistent also as Son. As Dr. Dunn rightly puts it, "for the first time in 
earliest Christianity we encounter in the Johannine writings the understanding 
of Jesus' divine sonship in terms of the personal preexistence of a divine being 
who was sent into the world and whose ascension was simply the continuation 
of an intimate relationship with the Father which neither incarnation nor 
crucifixion interrupted or disturbed" (p. 59). So he concludes "only with the 
Fourth Gospel can we speak of a full-blown conception of Christ's personal 
pre-existence and a clear doctrine of incarnation" (p. 258). Finally, he reminds 
us of the immense historical significance of this Johannine christology. 
"Without the Fourth Gospel all the other assertions we have been looking at 
would have been resolvable into other more modest assertions. The history 
of christological controversy is the history of the Church's attempt to come 
to terms with John's Christology - first to accept it and then to understand 
and re-express it" (pp. 249, 250). 

If this is a sound historical reconstruction, as I judge it to be, how are 
we to evaluate it? Dr. Dunn's purpose is a strictly historical one, but he 
very properly offers us clues to his own evaluative judgments. "It is," he 
writes, "a lasting testimony to the inspired genius of the Fourth Evangelist 
that he brought together the Logos poem and the Father-Son Christology 
in such a definitive way" (p. 249). Certainly no one can doubt the historical 
effectiveness of the Fourth Evangelist'S achievement. But are we right to 
see it as an act of inspired genius? And if we are, what are the implications 
of so seeing it? One might, for example, want to claim that it represents a 
brilliant setting of the scene for a single inspired but idiosyncratic work of 
the historical imagination, yet at the same time to question the appropriate
ness of its subsequent role of providing guidelines for all future christo
logical reflection. 

Hesitations of this kind are reinforced for me by a warning to modem 
christologians given by Dr. Dunn himself in the concluding section of his 
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book. I-[e warns us as he di<.lin an earlier 001<.,3 against l1ying to put together 
nil til' diverse chrislological appr aches of the New Testament into one singl 
wbole. "M dern Chrlstology . .. should not insi t on squeezing aU the dif
ferent NT conceptualizations into on parti ular 'shape,' but it sh 1I1d recog
nize tbat from the first tbe ~ j gn ifi cance of hris! could only be app.rehended 
by a diver ·ity f formulations whicb though not always trictly compatible 
with each other were not regarded as r ndering eHch other invalid ' pp. 
266-67). But is it uJ1I"easona · Ie to suggesl ilial what he warn us against is 
just what the oULtb vangelist has done? Til origina l SOD afGod christ.ology 
calTied no impliealion Or preexi tence; the original Logo!o;(Wi dom chri stoiogy 
wa, not conceived in p rsonal terms. Each by it 'elf can 'pea.k forcefully and 
[rtlittully f the significance of Jesus. What the ollrlh ~vangeli ' t has done 
is. in Dr. Dunn's language to complete a "backward extension of the Son f 
God langl1age- (p. 256) and t present " the Logos-Son no longer as the 
imper ' nal (even ir per ni.fied) utterance of God blll a the Son of God 
conscious of his existence with the Father before the world was made" 
(p. 258). And these he has then brought together in a f01Tl1 that Dr. Dunn 
regard .IS the successful 'y nth si.s of ao inspired gen.ius, but which [ am 
ugg _ling might equally vnlidly be cell as an example of tbat ", queezin 

.. . different NTconceptualizati ns into one particular . hap ," against whleb 
Dr. Dunn has put us on our guard. Bringing differ nt conceptualizations 
together is not, of cou rs • wrong in itself. But it is always nec.e saJY to test 
(he way in wlli h sueh bringing Logether is done. More vel' tbe fa t that lhe 
bringing log fher occur, in tlli case in a war! thut it elffall within the New 
Testament canon does nm exempt it trom the necessity of such testing. And 
when the Fourth G spel is looked al with tIlis question in mi:nd, th resu ll is 
hard ly rea .. uring. The' ba kward extension of the Son of God language" 
d es not s.imply enhance the 'tatu f lha.l language but radi 'ally alters il. 
T he Johannine 00 who prays to hi. Father ["or the sake of the bystanders 
J hn II :41·42) or i.n fuU c .nscioltsness of a preexistent g lory i.n the presence 

of th Father (John 17:5) .is a very different on ofG d from the Marlaul Son 
praying 1 his Father in the Garden of Gelh ern311 ~iJnrk 14:36). These 
• docelic ' tendencies in Ule .lohannine pi tare f Jesu , to whicb attention has 
freque ntly been drawn , are clear indications that the Fourth Evangelist has 
nol avoided tbe distorting effect that so easily mises when earli.er distincl 
conceptualities are squeezed into one particular shape. 

Now that we are in a better position than most of our forebears were to 
see something (even if still only a little) of the way in which the dlfi:slulugy 
of the Fourth Gospel developed, how ought we to regard it in the context of 
our own attempts at christological affirmation? Many Christian scholars of 

3. J. D. G. Dunn, Unity and Diversity in the New Testament (London: SCM, 1977) 226-27. 
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unimpeachable christological orthodoxy have already wholly abandoned the 
view directly presented in the go pel of Jesu as u . Son of God conscious of 
his existence with the Father before the world was made. "4 But they are much 
more inclined to hold on to the idea of a personally preexistent Christ, even 
though on Dr. Dunn's evidence such a view only appears within the New 
Testament in the self-conscious form of the Johannine Christ. Dr. Dunn warns 
that "the subsequent dominance of the Johannine presentation should not 
blind us to the diversity of christological formulation which is a feature of 
the first-century writings" (p. 265). But we will only be able to act on that 
warning (as I believe we should) if we are prepared to adopt a much more 
critical attitude toward that Johannine presentation. For if personal preex
istence is anything more than a highly pictorial way of saying the same thing 
as the earlier "impersonal (even if personified)" Wisdom christologies, then 
it cannot coexist with the other christological formulations. It is bound in the 
long [(111 to distOli and to dev ur lhem. So if model'l1 christology is to draw 
po itively on the rich variety of approach s that contemporary New Te tument 
scholarship is increasingly drawing t our attention it needs to dislance itself 
at least one stag furlher than it bas yet done from the legacy of the FOurU1 
Evangelist's synthesis and its dominant influence on all subsequent christo
logical thought. 

Some Thoughts on Maurice Wiles's "Reflections" 

I am grateful to Professor Wiles for his perceptive account of my study. His 
chief point is that my warning against "squeezing different NT conceptuali
zations into one particular shape" can actually be used as a criticism against 
one of the New Testament writers themselves - the Fourth Evangelist. Con
sequently modern christology must try to get behind the distorting effect of 
John's christology to an earlier, less distorted/distorting conceptuality - this 
I take to be the thrust of his last sentence. 

This critique and challenge, while not without some justification, is in 
the end unfair to John. If I may put it so, it is the dogmatic John who is thus 
criticized and challenged, not the historical John. 

We should not exaggerate the size of the step John took. My strong 
impression at the end of the study was that John was part of a wider and 
developing movement of thought, that in the second half of the first century 

4. This point emerged very clearly in the debate about The Myth of God Incarnate. See 
my "A Survey of Issues in the Myth Debate," in M. Goulder, ed., Incarnation and Myth (London: 
SCM, 1979) 4. 
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A.D. the thought of the ancient world was expanding to embrace in particular 
the concept of personal preexistence. We see this in the developing talk of the 
Son of man in both Jewish and Christian writings, in the burgeoning an
gelology of Jewish apocalyptic and Jewish mysticism, in the emergence of 
the "two powers heresy" rejected by rabbinic Judaism, in the developing 
language of predestination and election in Christian and Jewish writings, as 
well as in the Wisdom and Logos christology of Paul, Hebrews, and John. 
However much we may see John's christology as a "radical alteration" from 
our perspective in time, it is hardly so within the historical context of the late 
first century A.D. 

For example, "Son of God" was not a clear cut concept with well defined 
boundaries - it simply denoted the fact or claim that someone stood in a 
close or favored relation with God. So it had precisely the sort of elasticity 
which John was able to make use of, and his use can be described as a "radical 
alteration" only with difficulty. Moreover J. A. BOhner has recently shown 
that the great bulk of John's Son of God christology can be readily understood 
against the background of Jewish speculation about prophetic commissioning. 
And the opening of the first epistle of John shows how closely continuous is 
the Johannine Word christology with the earlier theology of the word of 
proclamation. 

Again, we should not overestimate the significance of the category of 
preexistence in any critique of John - something that can easily happen since 
it rings so strangely in modern ears. The development of the language of 
preexistence seems to have been one of the major elements in the much broader 
development of thought in which John played a leading role. And while John's 
application of it to Jesus was distinctive, it was not the idea of preexistence 
itself which marked John out. The rabbis could subsequently speak of various 
preexistent entities, not least of the Torah, and there is language from first
century Jewish writings which is not so very dissimilar in talk of the Son of 
man and of Moses. 

The chief problem confronting Jewish-Christian thought at this point 
was rather the threat to monotheism. Elsewhere in the broader developing 
trajectory rabbinic Judaism concluded that speculation concerning the Son of 
man (and Enoch) had transgressed monotheism. Is John's christology open to 
a similar criticism? The answer depends largely on how John's combination 
of Logo's language and Son of God christology should be interpreted. I would 
suggest that an affirmative answer can be given only if John's concept of 
personal preexistence is interpreted in terms of our modern idea of personality. 
Or in historical terms, only if John's christology is interpreted in terms of the 
Gnostic redeemer myth. Moreover I would like to suggest that Wiles's criti
cism of John is only valid against such an interpretation of John. But in fact 
it was such an interpretation of John which the early church rejected. This it 
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seems to me is in part at least the significance of the dominance of Logos 
christology in the second and third centuries: in effect they interpreted John's 
Son of God categories by means of his Logos christology, and by thus iden
tifying the redeemer with the creative energy of God they thereby demon
strated their intent to remain within the bounds of monotheism. As I have 
pointed out elsewhere, it is this monotheistic interpretation of John which 
finally won the day against the more Gnostic syncretistic use of John, so that 
when the Son of God language became the major christological motif from 
Nicaea onward it is the Logos-Son who is in view, the Johannine Son of God 
understood in the light of the Johannine Logos and not the Johannine Son of 
God understood as an expression of the Gnostic redeemer myth, as a redeemer 
who is not also creator. 

In other words, I would judge it unfair to level a criticism against John 
which was made with reference to later stages of christological discussion 
when categories were much more sharply defined and alternatives more clearly 
distinguished. The point is that John was at the vanguard of a developing way 
of thinking, when categories were being framed and explored and not yet 
precisely defined. John's language and conceptualization set out the parame
ters for the subsequent debate, but his words and images should not be read 
with an anachronistic rigidity. 

In short, the synthesis John achieves cannot fairly be said to "distort" 
the categories taken up, and to claim that he has "radically altered" the 
language used is a criticism directed more against the Gnostic interpretation 
of John than against John himself. 

I would not wish to deny that John's christology does pose questions 
and problems to twentieth-century conceptuality, but I doubt whether the 
answer is to regret the fact that John's christology was ever framed in that 
way or to "distance" ourselves from it. Rather, I would suggest, we need to 
take more serious account of the dynamic within earliest christology which 
resulted in John's christology. I refer to the dynamic set up by the recognition 
that Jesus provides a definition of God as well as of what is human, the 
dynamic between Wisdom christology and Adam christology, if you like, 
which is there as much in Paul (however undeveloped) as it is in John. It is 
that dynamic which caused Christian thinking to reexpress Jewish monotheism 
in terms of Jesus while still affirming "God is one," and which has to be 
taken more fully into account in modern christology - otherwise we distance 
ourselves not just from John but from all the major Christian thinkers of the 
first as well as of subsequent centuries. 
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Christology - The Debate Continues 

Dear Maurice, 

I am glad the common ground is so substantial and am happy to continue the 
discussion since I am sure it will help clarify my own thinking. 

I realized of course that the issue of monotheism was not the main thrust 
of your article, but I brought it to the fore precisely because I believe you did 
not give it enough prominence in your "Reflections." And this I suspect is 
true of most analyses of developments in christology over the first century or 
two of Christian thought. The impression I retain from my earlier studies in 
early Church theology is that the chief patristic debates really begin with the 
apologists, and the New Testament writings and apostolic fathers are viewed 
from that later p rspective. their t xls quarried and discussed in the light of 
these later debates about the teaching r Arius, etc. The implication usually 
is that the main stream or ChJ'istian lh ught was moving inexorably toward 
a full trinitarian statement and that the importance of the earlier contributions 
was the extent to which they foreshadowed and prepared for the later crucial 
definitions or redefinitions of key concepts. 

My point however is that there is an earlier context of equally or even more 
crucial significance and that to view the New Testament and early second-cen
tury material only from the later perspective is to miss that earlier context and 
so to misconstrue the material's significanc in whal was ils primary context. 
That context is of a movement of thought seeking self~unders lancling initially 
within Judaism and then in dialogue primarily witb rabhinic Judaism. but at the 
same time still part of a broader stream flowing from Judaism before A.D. 70 and 
including strong strains of apocalyptic and mystical tradition. Within that 
context the chief issue, so far as you and I are now concerned, is monotheism 
and whether this new movement focusing on Messiah Jesus could remain within 
Jewish monotheism and properly lay claim to the heritage of Jewish mono
theism. It seems to me therefore that the second-century apologists are better 
understood as the latter stages of that debate than as precursors of the trinitarian 
debate proper. As you will be aware, this is not the only area in earliest Christian 
thought and Christian origins where the lewishness of its context has been 
astonishingly underplayed or misunderstood. 

When viewed within the whole sweep of thought from Paul onward, 
therefore, the transition from Logos christology to Son christology at Nicaea 
is better seen as marking the transition from a debate oriented to the question 
of monotheism to one oriented to the question of the internal relationships 
within the Godhead. Expressing my point in too summary fashion, I would 
want to put it this way: it was only when Christianity had been able to establish 
itself sufficiently as a monotheistic faith through its Logos christology 
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(without having to resort to the more obvious alternative of some form of 
adoptionism) that it was able to switch the focus of its attention to a definition 
of its monotheism as trinitarian monotheism. Where this point begins to bite 
on our discussion is that Logos language was not well adapted to describing 
relationship, not at least where the description is endeavoring to clarify what 
distinguishes the partners in the relationship from each other. Logos ter
minology is more fitted to expressing continuity between, the sameness of the 
partners - and this is true whether we mean Logos as rational thought and 
spoken word or Logos as the self-expression of God. This of course is precisely 
why the Logos christology of the pre-Nicene period is best seen as an expres
sion and defense of Christian monotheism and why it had to be superseded 
when the object became the clearer definition of relationships within the unity 
of the Godhead. 

The bearing of all this on the christology of the Fourth Gospel will I 
hope be fairly obvious. (1) Exegesis of John's christology has to see part of 
its primary context as what may be loosely called the debate between different 
heirs of Second Temple Judaism on the crucial question of monotheism
how far could one go in conceiving/speaking of God in revelation and re
demption without transgressing the fundamental Jewish belief in God as one? 
The question in this case is whether John's Logos-Son was stretching Jewish 
monotheism beyond the limits acceptable within the broad stream of Judaism 
after A.D. 70. (2) Consequently also John's Son language should not be inter
preted as though the Nicene and post-Nicene question of relationship was in 
view, but should be interpreted within the context of the earlier issue of 
monotheism. Which is to say John's Son language is best seen as an expression 
of his Logos christology, that is, as a way of elaborating and illustrating the 
continuity and sameness which the word Logos expressed in itself. The fact 
that John already brings together the two principal categories of the pre- and 
post-Nicene stages of the subsequent debates should not confuse us into 
assuming that the post-Nicene questions or interests were already present to 
John. John speaks as a Jewish-Christian monotheist trying to explore (among 
other things) how Jesus/"the Christ event" has illumined and clarified the 
Jewish understanding of God. 

It is against this late first-century broad Jewish background that John's 
language of preexistence and in particular his presentation of Christ's con
sciousness of preexistence has to be understood. It was a way of elaborating 
the primary Logos category, of documenting and explaining in a sequence of 
different discussions the continuity between the invisible Father and the visible 
Christ: for example, the judgmental and illuminating impact of the Son is the 
judgment and illumination of the Logos of God. As other strands of Judaism 
presented the Torah as preexistent in order to claim its continuity with and 
sameness as the archetypal purposes of God, so John presents Christ as 
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preexistent. And since Christ was a conscious being, and not an inanimate 
object like a scroll, it is a natural extension of the same parabolic logic to 
present Christ as conscious of his preexistence. But the purpose of the language 
was not to develop a definition of relationship between Father and Son as 
"two distinct persons," but rather to eliminate any thought of discontinuity 
between the invisible Father and the revelation of Christ. Jesus' consciousness 
of preexistence in John therefore does not seem to me to be such a significant 
step or "radical alteration" as you claim. Given the logic of Logos language 
as a way of speaking about God's self-revelation, and given its natural exten
sion in the concept of preexistence when that language is applied to an entity 
within human experience, then consciousness of preexistence is simply a 
further and equally natural extension when the concept of the preexistent 
Logos of God is applied to a self-conscious being. 

It is an understanding of John along these lines, that is, within the context 
of late first-century Jewish and Jewish-Christian exploration of the limits of 
Jewish monotheism, to which I refer when I spoke of "the historical John." 
By "the dogmatic John" I refer particularly to the Johannine Son-conscious
of-preexistence language taken out of that context and put to the service of 
post-Nicene concern about the internal relationships of the trinity ("a free
floating concept in their dogmatic constructions" is not the way 1 would put 
it, but I see what you mean). That becomes open to criticism precisely when 
it ignores the context of John's monotheism expressed most clearly in the 
Logos prologue. And post-Nicene use of John's Son language becomes open 
to criticism precisely insofar as it ignores or forgets the first stage of the 
christological debate, the debate about monotheism stage, precisely when it 
understands the Son other than as the Logos-Son. But the chief misappropria
tion of John's Son language along these lines was by the Gnostics. John's Son 
language, when freed from its context as illustration of the Jewish Logos in 
application to Christ, became vulnerable to pressures toward pluralism (poly
theism or multiplicity of emanations). And that interpretation of John had in 
effect already been defeated by the Logos christology before the Son category 
became dominant in the post-Nicene period. That is to say, the Son of Nicene 
orthodoxy was essentially the Logos-Son. The leading exponents of that 
orthodoxy were presumably for the most part fully conscious that they were 
operating within the constraints of monotheism - a consciousness always to 
be borne in mind when interpreting the Son language of Nicene orthodoxy. 
In effect, then, I am questioning the extent to which "Son-conscious-of-preex
istence" was "a free-floating concept" within traditional trinitarian orthodoxy. 
I suspect the criticism here is more appropriate to modem commentators on 
patristic theology who have failed to appreciate the lasting significance of the 
monotheistic stage of the debate not least on the meaning of the categories 
used. 
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Here I should perhaps try to respond to your description of John as a 
work of "dramatic irony." "Dramatic irony" I take to be a writer's exploitation 
of a difference between the character's understanding of his own words and 
the fuller understanding which the reader has because he is able to see the 
larger context. I am uncertain how well that applies to John's preexistence 
language. Certainly it can be used in reference to other elements in John, 
particularly his "signs" (including the footwashing, the blood and water from 
Jesus' side, etc.). The reader would be aware of their fuller significance. But 
the difference between Jesus' talk of preexistence and the readers' understand
ing of it is not quite of that order. Do you mean then the irony of the readers' 
awareness that it was the man Jesus of Nazareth, the Messiah, who is shown 
as saying such things? Or the "irony" between John's intended use (Logos
Son) and later use as a "free-floating concept" free of the Logos and more 
susceptible to pluralistic interpretation? And is your "distancing" yourself 
then an attempt to get back to "the historical John," or to the historical Jesus 
behind the Johannine Christ? If the former, my comments of the previous 
paragraph become more relevant. If the latter, I refer back to my first response, 
particularly the last paragraph. Or perhaps I have missed your point. Either 
way I would welcome more clarification. 

A few final thoughts on the concept of personal preexistence. I am very 
conscious of my lack of philosophical equipment here, but what I am trying 
to argue is that John's concept of personal preexistence need only be a problem 
for us either when we presuppose a polytheistic or emanatory model for God, 
or when we presuppose a model definition of "person." As to the former, the 
point is that early Christian thought rejected these models and opted to stay 
firmly within a monotheistic framework. Within that framework the language 
of Jesus' personal preexistence has to be understood in the same way as, say, 
Philo's wide-ranging talk of the Logos in personal terms: that is, as a way of 
expressing the personality of God, the personal nature of God's interaction 
with his creation. In other words, early Christian thought rejected the idea of 
the Son as another person (in our sense of "person") other than the Father, 
the invisible God. As to the latter, what we must constantly recall is that in 
this whole debate we are dealing all the while with the mindset of the ancient 
world, which found no difficulty in conceiving of power/energy extended or 
dispersed throughout time and space as personal (divine Wisdom is a very 
good example). Within the Christian tradition we have felt uncomfortable 
about trying to hold onto such a way of thinking except in reference to God 
- and even then with some discomfort! But there we have been left no choice 
by the constraints of our tradition, our experience, and our logic. What the 
basic understanding of Christ in terms of the Logos-Son is saying at this point 
is that our understanding of God as personal and of the character of that 
personality gains its greatest clarification and clearest definition from the 
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person of Christ. In the last analysis the development of Logos christology 
and Nicene orthodoxy is the attempt to explore and defend the logic of that 
claim. 

I have gone on long enough, and am probably well out of my depth, 
but swimming strongly I hope. 

Dear Maurice, 

Yours sincerely, 
Jimmy 

Christology Yet Once More: 
A Further Letter to Professor Wiles 

Many thanks for your letter of April 19. 1 found your elaboralion r my 
suggested analysis of stages ill the development r early Chri stian Lbought 
about God and Christ helpful. Pl'eslImably the [ C( Lhal modalism was slIch a 
serious option at the end of the second century is a further confirmation that 
the decisive issue at the earlier stage was monotheism: modalism is an im
proper corollary drawn from the assertion thal Christianity is . till 111 lloLbeist 
(in the tradition of Jewish monotheism) despite ils pulling apart fl'om Judaism; 
modalism is on possi ble but inadequate way of speW ng out Logos chri. t logy. 
l am Ie s camp tent La omment on your criticisms f Nic ne orlh doxy, 
thougb peaking personally I have found also helpful Lonergan 's observati n 
that the Nicene Creed is better seen as a beuri. tic tatement thun a finished 
definition. 

However, returning t lhe for me) more familiar territory of John's 
Gospel, on which our discussion has focused, I do agree that everything hangs 
on how the Gospel is read. J 1m, it eern to me, has been the victim of too 
many harsh cross-examinations, where he has been forced to answer the 
questions of his interrogators rather than being alJowed La bear his wn witness 
in his own terms. "Tell us abou t the historica l Jus: lIl'ges on jnterrogator. 
"Tell us about the Gno tic Red mer myth,' insjsts another. 'Tell us about 
the inner relationships of the true God," requires a third. But what if John 
wa concerned with none of these thi ngs? What if he was simply following 
the logic of Wisdom/Logos christology in r~feren!Je to lesu the r'hrist, 
elaborating the idiom of preexistence i:n a vivid and dramati.c way? there is 
no question that John ha a devel ped . eose of the dramatic). He would have 
though t h was simpJy elab rating the earliest statements of Ch,Dstian mono
theism, but in the event he used language which left his presentation not a 
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little vulnerable to interpretation in the direction of the Gnostic redeemer myth. 
In that case his, too, is a heuristic statement and is open to criticism (in the 
same way that Nicene orthodoxy is open to criticism) for using language 
which could be so interpreted. But, as I suggested in Christology (pp. 264f.), 
perhaps this is an inevitable characteristic of statements which explore the 
frontiers of our thinking and conceptuality in a challenging way. 

John seems vulnerable to criticism therefore because for us preexistence 
in particular is a more significant factor than it was for John. So we see the 
emergence of a concept of personal preexistence, expressed by John in a 
"self-consciously incarnate Jesus" (to use your phrase), as a step of some 
magnitude. Whereas for John it was probably simply a not unnatural elabora
tion of earlier Wisdom imagery, for us, aware as we cannot help being of the 
later debates (agenetos or agennetos, etc.), it has a degree of epochal signif
icance. Now if the meaning of a writing is the meaning it has actually had 
over subsequent centuries, then John's presentation forms that kind of water
shed - "the dogmatic John." And I would not deny that this dogmatic John 
has misled not a few believers into what is in effect a kind of bi-theism or 
tri-theism. But if the primary meaning of a writing is the meaning intended 
by the writer (as I want to maintain), then John (the historical John) is less 
vulnerable to that kind of criticism. I need not labor the point since we seem 
to be in closer agreement regarding it than at first appeared. 

May I attempt a kind of brief summing up? The primary claim which 
John certainly makes is that Jesus shows us what God is like, more clearly 
and definitively than anything or anyone else: the continuity between the 
self-expression of God and Jesus is one of complete identity in the incarnation. 
But does John simply fill out that prologue assertion with the developing 
preexistence idiom applied reflectively and with midrashic elaboration to 
episodes and sayings of Jesus' life, or does he actually say something more, 
requiring belief that Christ was himself preexistent and that Jesus was self
consciously incarnate as a historical fact? Even if the hermeneutical answer 
to this question is more disputed, at least his primary claim is clear enough, 
however we try to restate it. 

Many thanks for initiating the discussion. It has helped clarify my own 
thinking at several points. 

With regards and greetings, 

James Dunn 
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In Defense of a Methodology 

Of all that I have written over the past ten to fifteen years, nothing has provoked 
such vigorous reaction as Chris to logy in the Making. l Whether it is that chris
tology is such a central subject for Christian faith, or that I managed to touch 
some raw nerves, or that I may possibly even have stimulated some fresh lines 
of inquiry, 1 am not sure. It is not thallhe book drew a particularly 110tewortl,y 
selection of reviews: perhaps predictably, crW i m ranged from implltmions that 
I bad been too cri tical to ac uS·lrionc lhal I had nOl been critical enough. But 
reviews are nlrely tong enough for any critique to be developed r Firmly 
grounded, and though 1 guile often reply ('0 lh m personally allY fuller resp w,e 
would probably be unfair to 111 II I reviewers. But iM has als had the good 
fortune or mi f Itulle (J am Il l sme which), LO provok a fair amount of mo(e 
detailed response, both in periodical articles and in some recent books which 
have devoted several pages to critiques of CiM. An author who feels he has been 
unfairly handled in a book review may be best advised to fume quietly to himself 
or to confine his rej oi ndena per on al correspondence. But if such fuller critiques 
have missed key points. despite b ing fuller, an author may be forgiven for 
finding it difficult to resU·aul hirnsel f. 

This is the position I find myself in and I am grateful to the editor for 
permitting me to "blow off steam" in what follows. I have in fact been able 
to respond already to the principal attack on one flank (that in effect I was 
not critical enough).2 But criticisms have fallen even thicker and faster on the 
other flank and these in turn do require some sort of response. I have in mind 

1. London: SCM/Philadelphia: Westminster, 1980, subsequently CiM. 
2. Ch. 18 below. 

Originally published in ExpT 95: 295-99. Copyright © 1983 by T. & T. Clark and used by 
permission. 
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three publications in particular whose critiques, not all from the same per
spective, nevertheless share the same basic flaws. These are R. G. Gruenler, 
New Approaches to Jesus and the Gospels (Baker, 1982), especially pp. 
88-107, several contributions to the Donald Guthrie Festschrift, Christ the 
Lord, ed. H. H. Rowdon (Inter-Varsity, 1982), and A. T. Hanson, The Image 
(If the Invisible God (SCM, J 982), especially chapter 3. 

In all three cases basically the same point is made: that my hesitations 
in tracing the emergence of a clear doctrine of the incarnation of Christ are 
unfounded; the preexistence of Christ was already clearly in the mind of Paul 
in several passages; and some would have little or no hesitation in tracing a 
clear understanding of Christ's "divinity" back to the earliest days of Chris
tianity or to Jesus himself. In each case I have the same complaint: they have 
not taken seriously enough what I regard and repeatedly stressed to be basic 
axioms of exegetical method. What I have in mind can be summed up in two 
phrases - "historical context of meaning" and "conceptuality in transition." 
Unless these principles are taken ,\ ith full seriousness a proper exegesis is 
rendered impossible. 

Historical Context of Meaning 

To achieve a proper exegesis of a New Testament text we must ask what the 
writer intended his first readers to hear - that also means, what he could have 
expected his readers to understand by the language he used, given the way 
words and concepts were understood individually and in combination within 
the broader context of thought at that time and within the particular context 
of the situation in which or for which the text was written. Only when we 
have some reasonably clear idea of the context of meaning in which the New 
Testament texts were initially understood can we have any hope of recognizing 
the distinctive and unique features of these texts which caused them to be 
treasured and preserved. Let me illustrate this with three examples. 

(a) Several contributors to the Guthrie Festschrift argue in effect that 
Jesus was regarded as divine from very early on because as exalted he was 
recognized to have divine status and/or because he exercised divine functions. 
A crucial exegetical question, ignored by them all, however, is: How would 
this sort of language have been understood in a historical context where similar 
language was already being used of previous heroes of the faith - notably 
Enoch and Elijah, but also others, including Abel, Moses, and possibly Mel
chizedek? For example, Josephus indicates that speculation could be enter
tained as to whether Moses had been taken or had returned to "the deity" 
(Allt. 3.96f.; 4.326). According to Luke, the Palestinian crowd could readily 
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entertain the notion that Herod Agrippa had been apotheosized into a god 
(Acts 12:22). The role of Enoch (Gen. 5:24) as one not merely translated to 
heaven but a lso trnnsf rmed inro a heavenly being and exercis ing a role in 
judgmelll had ~l l ready bee me the subje l f mu 'h speculat ion by tbe time of" 
Jesus (Jub. 4:22-23: J En. j2- 16: 2 Ell. 22:8; T Abr. II ). In recent yean; w 
have becom aware of the mysterioLls Melchizcdek -fi gure menli oned in one 
Dead Sea scroll who also is envisaged as a divine being acting at heavenly 
judge (lIQMelch 10). Nor should we ignore the fact that Jesus himself seems 
to have envisaged the twelve as involved in dispensing the final judgment 
(Matt. 19:28/Luke 22:30; cf. 1 Cor. 6:2). And within a few decades both Ezra 
and Baruch were being numbered among those who had been taken LIp from 
earth to be preserved in heaven for the consummation (4 Ezra 14:9; 2 Baruch 
13:3; 25:1, etc.). 

My question to the contributors to the Guthrie Festschrift is this: How 
would the language used of Jesus in the middle decades of the first century 
have been understood when not so very different language was already current 
in reference to others? If thought of apotheosis, of exaltation, of other in
dividuals exercising such a divine prerogative as judgment, were already being 
entertained in the first half of the first century, how significant and how 
distinctive would talk of Jesus' exaltation and heavenly session have seemed 
to tbose Ell ready familiar wilh ' Llch jdeas? My point should not be misrepr -
sented. I am nol attempti ng in any way to diminisb or explain away the 
di stinctiveness of the Christian lail11s for Jesus - SLich imputalions or a 
hidden agenda to undermine lradjtional beli efs I find deeply hurtfu l. Ratber 
my concern is precisely to clarify what was the distinctiveness, the real, the 
historical distinctiveness of these Christian claims. And if the result is that 
the Christian distinctives as initially formulated appear to be less clearcut, or 
at a further remove from the fuller christological dogmas of subsequent cen
turies, that may only be a truer reflection of how Christian thought actually 
developed, and as such should help us to a clearer perception of the historical 
link between Jesus of Nazareth and the Christ of dogma. Whereas any attempt 
to exegete key christo logical texts by abstracting them from their historical 
context is almost bound to misconceive the significance of the claims actually 
being made for Jesus in these earliest years of Christianity and to oversimplify 
the truth of these claims. 

(b) A. T. Hanson's enlertaining attack rn i understands several points 
and in the end descends to point-scoring and in dismissing my findings in 
the chapter on "\Visdom' manage:; to ignore c mpletely the is~;ut:: uf first
century context of meaning on which my conclusions entirely turned. It 
really will not do to speak simply of the "obvious meaning" of a text without 
reference to the historical context. Obvious - but to whom? It is certainly 
not a priori obvious that what is "obvious" to us now was equally "obvious" 
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in the context of first-century Hellenistic Judaism. In the event it may prove 
to be so; but it certainly cannot be assumed. So, in a context where typo
logical or even allegorical interpretation would have been familiar (the 
identification of what the scriptural text spoke of with a current, eschato
logical reality), is it really "obvious" "the rock was Christ" (l Cor. 10:4) 
refers to the preexistent Christ" 'in, with and under' that rock as the super
natural source of drink" (Hanson, p. 72)? Likewise, to ignore so completely 
the fact that my discussion of Col. 1: 15-20 depends on its Wisdom content 
and on the significance of the Wisdom allusions within the first-century 
context of meaning is really to undermine the value of his own critique. 
Professor Hanson later on shows that he is by no means unaware of the 
Wisdom background to Col. 1: 15-20, but in his critique of CiM he plays too 
much the part of a man who thinks he can win the marathon by joining the 
race over the last two miles! 

Writing with regard to the same text in the Guthrie Festschrift, J. F. 
Balchin falls prey to the same seductive line of reasoning. "The vast majority 
of scholars have recognized ... the plain meaning here is that Christ pre
existed the creation of the world . . ." (Rowdon, ed., p. 125; also I. H. 
Marshall in Rowdon, ed., p. 9). But my question is ignored: Was it equally 
"plain" to the hymn-writer and its first users, to Paul and his first readers? It 
may have been, and I have no wish to force the evidence in any direction 
whatsoever - despite several reviewers' assumption that I was determined to 
prevent certain meanings emerging. But if writers like ben Sira and Philo used 
similar language in reference to Wisdom and the divine Logos, without think
ing of Wisdom and Logos as "divine beings" or as anything other than a way 
of speaking of God's immanence, then the search for "plain meaning" has to 
take that into consideration as a decisive factor in exegesis. Would Paul's 
readers, whose thought moved within that world of conceptuality, not simply 
assume that the hymn was speaking of Christ in the same way - especially 
in view of the more "adoptionist" -like emphasis of the second part of the 
hymn, which critics have conveniently ignored (CiM, pp. 191-93)? The sug
gestion is certainly open to debate in terms of the first-century context of 
meaning; but it certainly cannot be treated so dismissively as Balchin and 
Marshall do. 

(c) Most disturbing of all is Gruenler's attempt to preempt the exegesis 
of various Synoptic texts by application of what he describes as a "phenom
enological analysis," which evidently allows the text to be treated in almost 
total disregard for its historical context. This somehow justifies him in arguing 
from Jesus' use of "abba" in prayer to God and from Jesus' reference to the 
Spirit in a passage like Matt. 12:28 that Jesus claimed to be "on a parity with 
Abba and Pneuma," and that he "felt himself equal to God." "And if he is 
aware of being equal to God, is he also aware of his pre-existence" (pp. 
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93-95)? What sort of exegesis is this? Is it not even relevant to ask whether 
that line of argument would have been meaningful to Jesus' contemporaries? 
What about the adequately well attested fact that there were one or two other 
charismatic figures active in the Judaism of this period who also addressed 
God in a similarly intimate manner, quite probably also using "abba" (CiM, 
p. IS)? What does the "phenomenology of persons" say about the prophet 
who first uttered Isa. 6l:lf.: "The Spirit of the Lord God is upon me ... "? 
Why, one might wonder, does Gruenler find it so threatening to recognize the 
prophetic categories which fonned one remarkably resilient strand of first
century christology and which mllst therefore have been of continuing impor
tance and significance for the first Christians (CiM, pp. 137-41)? The roots 
of christology within Jesus' own ministry and teaching have to be eased from 
the soil of the Synoptic Gospels with much, much more care. Gruenler, by 
claiming far more than the texts allow, when set within their original context, 
puts the whole endeavor in disrepute and only succeeds in setting back the 
task of demonstrating the historical probability that the high christology of 
subsequent years is continuous with and rooted in Jesus' own self-assertion 
and self-understanding. 

I might simply add that his initial charge, that I rule out of consideration 
Jesus' own self-understanding as a starting assumption, I regard as a piece of 
diSinformation not worthy of Gruenler's scholarship. That the historical Jesus 
did not think or speak to himself as a preexistent being is, of course, an 
exegetical conclusion. An introductory description of the ground actually 
covered by the investigl;ltion should not be read as though it were an original 
"game plan" for the investigation. As Gruenler must know, the Preface is 
usually the last thing to be written! 

The revived interest in the Bible as literature provides an attractive 
temptation to abandon or disparage original context of meaning - as though 
it inevitably meant shutting the text up in the distant past, as though a text 
severed from historical context can float freely across the stream of time to 
speak with its own logic to today. The trouble is that a free-floating text 
severed from its historical context remains floating above history, its meaning 
to be determined more or less arbitrarily by the context of whoever pulls it 
to earth to use it. The only defensible check against imposing one's own 
meaning on a text is the meaning intended by the person whose text it is by 
virtue of creation or formulation. But that means setting the New Testament 
writings as wholly as possible within their own first-century context. When 
we have begun to understand a New Testament text in the sense originally 
intended, with the force it initially exerted, then we begin to appreciate why 
it was preserved to become Scripture, and we free it to speak with its proper 
force. To be thus subservient to the text of the New Testament is fundamental 
to all teaching and preaching of the New Testament. 
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Conceptuality in Transition 

As is well known, the task of translating from one language to another is 
never simple. The problem is that words are not single points of meaning, so 
that each point in one language will have a precise equivalent in the other. 
Words rather have a range of meaning, and the ranges of meaning of words 
most nearly equivalent in two languages never fully coincide. In addition, 
each culture and subculture will have its own patterns and structures, allusions 
and overtones, idioms and taken-for-granteds which do not match across the 
boundaries of culture. When we add the dimension of time, the position 
becomes even more complex, since words change meaning, fresh concepts 
emerge and develop, others degenerate or disappear, and so on. The con
sequence is that to ask after historical context of meaning in another culture 
and age involves a careful locating of words and ideas within the movement 
of the thought of the time. The difficulty of entering empathetic ally into the 
thought forms even of Victorian Christianity for late-twentieth-century Chris
tians, or of prewar Nazi Gelwany for postwar Europeans, is sufficient example 
of what I mean. 

The point is that the first century of our era was no exception. On the 
contrary, a relatively short span of decades saw the emergence of a whole 
new religion of international significance (Christianity itself), not to mention 
the emergence of rabbinic Judaism as the enduring form of the Jewish religion. 
On any count, all this must have involved a substantial movement of thought, 
a shaping of concepts and remolding of categories. We can see something of 
this in the way the concept "Messiah" became particularized (for Christians) 
by reference to Jesus, redefined by reference to his death, and transformed 
into a proper name (Jesus Christ). The phrase "the son of man" probably 
moved from being an indefinite personal reference (somewhat like "one") to 
a title with apocalyptic significance, to a theological assertion of Christ's 
humanity. We know that the Christian doctrine of the Trinity evolved over a 
lengthy period with key words gaining special significance. We can trace with 
considerable confidence the great burgeoning in the use of Father-Son imagery 
to describe Jesus' relationship to God as we move from Mark and Q through 
Matthew to John, or the greater freedom with which Christian writers spoke 
of Jesus as "God" as we move through the first century and beyond to Ignatius, 
or the neat transition in Wisdom christology as we move from Q to Matthew 
(CiM, pp. 197-206), or the tremendous blossoming in Jewish angelology in 
the "intertestamental" period. So we can, even from our perspective about 
two millennia later, actually see thought in movement, the development of 
faith, conceptuality in transition. The finding of development in earliest chris
tology is hardly a mere assumption on my part, as some reviewers have 
suggested: the a priori likelihood is confirmed by good evidence. 
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However, the task of locating any particular text within such a movement 
of thought is very difficult. With only occasional access to what must, in the 
nature of things, have been a much more complex process, we can never be 
sure whCLher, or example. , 0111e text is an early foreshadowing of a laLer 
theme or onstilute~ evi.dence that tile theme was a lready weLl developed or 
in<.it!ed whether t.be text itRelf is actually later. W bave becom properly 
sensitized to the dangers here in ne r the debates which have dominated 
twentieth-century scholarship 011 early hristianity - the origin of Gnosti
cj. l11. And New Te tam nt schoJms bave become accustomed to recognize 
el menLS in the New Testament writings which became imp rlanllO Go ·ti
cism but which in the New Te Lam nl writing itself hould be d scribed at 
most as "gnostic" or "proto-gnostic," if the word is to be used at all. 

CiM was an allempl to ensitize those concerned with the origins of 
christology to the same danger::; danger to proper exegesis, that is). The 
danger of reading whal TDay have been an early formulation of a theme in the 
light of its full devel pmenl in subsequent decades. The danger of reading a 
text wh se terms of refer nee were in process of transiti n ns though the 
transition was 'llready campI leo Unless we locate ourselves wiUlin lh limited 
horizons of a particular writer, . 0 far as thal is possihle seeing no further than 
he saw w cannot Bchi ve a proper exegesi . Unless we wrestle seri usly 
with the phenomena of conceptuality in transitiofl we will never escape the 
danger of read ing a text anach ronistically. 

So I still find myself asking with regard to several Pauline texts: How 
did Paul intend his words to be understood, given his primarily Jewish mode 
of thought and the limitations of his own particular horizon? Did he think and 
speak so clearly of Christ's preexistence as now seems obvious to us from 
our hindsi ght perspectiv '? For example with Gal. 4:4 given the context of 
meaning outlined in CiM (I p. 38-44), and despite Marshall (R wdon eel., 
p. 7) and Han, n (pp. 59-62), I sLill ask whether Paul did not intend to speak 
simpJy f Jesus as one who sto d in uniquely intimate relation to G d. sent 
by God witb eschatological commis ion , a person to bring people into simi
larly il1limale relaLion a Jew to redeem hi fellow Jews. In the ca e or I Cor. 
15:44-49 I remain puzzled at Hanson's insistence that "the man from heaven" 
(v. 47) must refer to Christ as preexistent (pp. 63f., 80), when the whole 
context has in view the resurrection body and Christ as the first to be raised 
and as thus providing a pattern for the final resurrection - he is the heavenly 
man as all the resurrected will be heavenly people v. 48), that is, by virtue 
of resurrection (v. 45; cf. Rom. 8: 1 I; Phil. _ .~Of.). Even wilh 2. Cor. 8:9, and 
Once again despi~ Han'on s di smis&:ive c Illl11enls, 1 bardly think the matteJ' 
is so clem'cut a be b lieves (p. 65 . In a letter or lellecs) which work( ) 
regularly with contrast. b tween weakness Leading to d~llh and spiJitual 
treasure and glory it would not be al ' tIl urprising if Paul refers to Christ s 
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weakness and death under the imagery of poverty in contrast to the richness 
of his intimate abba relationship with God, to which the Pauline churches 
were no stranger (Rom. 8:15-7; Gal. 4:6-7). Historical context must be allowed 
to determine the probabilities of exegesis more than rhetoric. 

I have had to duck more brickbats regarding Phil. 2:6-11 and Col. 
1:15-20 than any other texts. Disagreement over exegesis I do not mind. But 
failure to take into account the considerations which weighed most heavily 
with me I find harder to excuse. So I simply have to refer my critics back to 
the not undetailed deliberations which elaborated the likely context of meaning 
of these passages and posed with some care the conceptuality in transition 
point. If, for example, Adam christology was as significant a factor in earliest 
Christian thinking, as I believe I demonstrated, and if it provides the principal 
context of thought for the Philippi an hymn, as I still believe, then the extent 
to which the Adam language and parallel inform the wording of the hymn 
needs to be given more consideration than either Marshall or Hanson allows. 
In particular, what would a Jewish Christian, familiar with the implied contrast 
between Adam before his fall (Gen. 1 :27 - image of God) and fallen Adam 
(Gen. 5:3 - begetting a son in his own image), make of the contrast between 
"form of God" and "form of men," "form as a man" (Phil. 2:6-7)? I still 
remain doubtful as to whether he would have seen an assertion of preexistence 
necessarily involved in the latter - even though I am sure it was not long 
before the passage was read that way. 

Balchin puts his finger on an important point when he asserts with great 
conviction that Paul's readers must have understood Col. 1: 15-17 as talk of 
Christ's preexistence: "The dangerous implications would have been obvious 
to Paul's monotheistic countrymen" (Rowdon, ed., p. 125). Now we know 
that a threat to Jewish monotheism was perceived by the rabbis, not least from 
Christian claims regarding Christ - but our evidence indicates that the threat 
only emerged at the end of the first century and beginning of the second 
century (cf. particularly John 5:18; 10:33).3 So far as we can tell, it was only 
Paul's attitude to the law which put him in bad odor with his countrymen. 
Even though monotheism was a fundamental axiom of Jewish faith, Paul was 
never attacked for calling monotheism in question. The obvious deduction 
from this is that Paul's Wisdom christology was not read in the way Balchin 
suggests. On the contrary, the evidence rather supports my suggestion: that 
Col. 1: 15-20 was not read as ascribing preexistence to Christ as such, initially 
at least. Is this not precisely a classic case of conceptuality in transition - a 
formulation which gathered meaning and significance to it as Christian un
derstanding of Christ grew and which itself played an important part in that 
growth of understanding? It would be pleasant to see the actual thesis dis-

3. See ch. 21 below. 
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cussed rather than the particular suggestions as to how it bears on a passage 
like the Colossian hymn so cavalierly dismissed. 

I do not need to discuss all the points in dispute between CiM and these 
ariou,' wrilers. I am not concerned to defend eery exegetical observation I 

offered. My concern here is more to defend the method logicul 'onsillerat;ous 
from which they were deriv d - parli,cularly those summed up in the phrase 
"hi 'Lorical context of meunjng' und "conceptuality in ll'Llnsit ion." f course 
I may not be reading the context aright, or may be misreading the pace of 
transition. But that is where I would prefer the argument to focus - on such 
key issues as the status of the Wisdom figure in pre-Christian Judaism, and 
on the significance of the same language when first used of Christ. 

One final reflection. l"ew curies ecm to I'ecogniz Ihe opposite danger 
- of rending the ta lk r preexistence in respect r Chri " ("a preexistent 
Being" in a way which actUally U1X atens Christ jan monorheism. If my 
inveSligation made me aware f anything, il is of the very light cours wh.ich 
has LO be steered betwe 'n the Scylla of underestimating thl.! di ine in Christ 
and the Charybdis of undermining Christianity as a monotheistic faith. In 
steering too wide of the former, more than one self-styled "orthodox" chris
[ology haf; come [0 grief on the latter. U'my exegesis if; at al l on the right 
lines, il hows Lhat Lhe writers of the cw Teslamell~ were a good denl more 
sensitive ro both dangers than Lhey arc usually crediled WiLh. II also Sltgg~sts 
Lhat Ihey would not altogether welcome some of the ways in which their words 
are read by those who think to defend them! 
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Some Clarifications on Issues of Method 
A Reply to Holladay and Segal 

I am grateful to Carl Holladay for doing me the honor of using my Christology 
in the Making (CiM) as an occasion to raise some very important method
ological issues, and I welcome the opportunity to respond both to him and to 
Alan Segal's review. Since Segal also presupposes Holladay's critique I will 
focus primarily on the latter. 

Holladay gives a clear and, for the most part, accurate summary of the 
argument of CiM. But he also makes lhree major crilicism . (a) CiM creates 
a methodological tension between history and th ology which it leaves unre
solved (p. 65). It looks "m re like an exercise in dogmatics based on histori
cal-critical examination or certain ca.nonical tex(s" (p. 78). (b "It fails to 
conceive the world of late antiquity with sufficient breadth, and insufficiently 
recognizes the extent of interaction between religious traditions within that 
world" (p. 78). (c) It depends too much on establishing a clear chronology of 
traditions and writings, "and the result is that the evidence is often forced 
into a chronological Procrustean bed" (p. 73). "The proper methodological 
question here is ... whether the nature of the evidence allows any termini to 
be established with the degree of precision he needs" (p. 78). 

As it happens I strongly agree with the main thrust of the methodology 
Holladay outlines. So much am I in agreement, in fact, that I find a good deal 
of his critique puzzling and misdirected. The two main points of my counter
critique are: (1) that Holladay, and to some extent Segal also, has misrepre-

Originally published in Ch ri.~/(I/()gy allli EX///iesis: Nell' A/lproodlfJ.I'. ed. R. Jewell. Sill/wiG! 30: 
97 -104. Copyright © 1985 by $cilc)lars Press IInci llsed by penn i sian. Reference is madc 
throughout to C. Holladay, " cwTe,~lmncn l Clu'isl:ology: A onsidcnujon o('Dulln 's Cirri, IO/og,l' 
in the Making," and A. 'gul, " Pfl!-ex i~ lcncc and 11l1.::1mnt ion: A Rcspon~e to Dunn and 1101-
laday," pp. 65-82 and 83-95 in the same volume of Semeia. 
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sented the task I set myself in OM, and (2) that he has missed one important 
qualification which I made in describing my own methodology. I will attempt 
to pick up other points of criticism from both Holladay and Segal en passant. 

I 

My Concern in CiM was to trace !'rom "inside," so far as that ,is poss'ibl , the 
evolution of thoughr within earliest hrislian circles by which the hristian 
clocLrin of incarnaLi n "lJ11e to xpre '. lon. The only fl priori assumption I 
mati· was lhallhere WHS some evolution, whether an application r adapl~)lion 
of an atready c urrem conceptuality to Jesu" or an evolu lion wilhin tJle firsl 
century CE. peri d itsell" in wbich Jesus alldl r til firs t ChIistiuQ mayor 
may nOl have play d a significi:Ult role. lL was just 1 hat process which 1 sought 
to ' larify. TIle poinls of reference, the texts La be clarij'ied, are tbe fi r. L-century 

'hrisLian writings - a limi ted aim. 1 freely admit (though il engaged me for 
more than 350 pages). To Httempl Lo trae lhe history of relevant ideas across 
the complete spectrum of the Hellenistic and Mesopotamian worlds from say 
150 B.C.E. to 100 C.E., using all the available resources of literature, papy
rology, art, and epigraphy, is a much vaster task. And however desirable it 
may be (a "systematic investigation of comparable notions in the world of 
late antiquity" [po 78]), it was not the task I set myself. My task was simply 
that of New Testament exegesis - the attempt to understand the New Testa
ment writers' words as they would have intended, to hear them as their first 
readers would have heard them. All this I hope I had made sufficiently clear 
in my introductory statements (OM, 9-10, 13). 

In other words, OM was not intended as a study of the beginnings of 
christology as a whole, as Segal seems to think (nor do I find his reformulation 
of the issue n pro 84-85 helpful). Nor was there any assumption of a doctri nal 
unifomuty n Lhese P lnts in primitive ChrisLianity - despite Segal' r peated 
cri Ii ism to thaL eft' t my Unity alld Div 'rsily il'/ the New Tes/al17eTlf is uSLIally 
criti.cjzecl for overemphasizing lJle diversity of f'irst-cenlury Christianity!). Nor 
do I think 1 fallinlo Tiede" "ci rcu lar argum nt" (referred to by Holladay, p. 80), 
inee I did 1101 slarl by as liming cl arly defined christoiogicaJ cat egorie. in lhe 

New Te. tament but rather set oul Lo discover how the Chrislian doctrine of 
incarnation, whose distinctiveness certainly became more and more clearly 
defined over the first four centuries of our era, first began to emerge as a 
distinctive teaching. And the technique followed I would prefer to describe as a 
survey of current options (categories or concepts) which migh he used and/or 
adapted to make sense of Jesus rather than "a lDodi'l1ed lillJlar appronch" 
(Holladay, p. 66), which is appropriate to only two or lhree hapters of e iM. 
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The task I set myself requires, of course, a very sensitive ear to the 
first-century context of meaning. I stressed this too, repeatedly (CiM, index, 
"context of meaning"). "To understand the language of the NT in its original 
intention involves asking where that language came from, what its background 
was, how it was being understood in the wider usage of the time ... " (CiM, 
10). It is here that Holladay's methodological objective and my own are in 
substantial agreement. I am sure that my ear is still not sensitive enough, that 
I am not sufficiently immersed in the thought world of late antiquity to catch 
all the overtones and "taken-for-granteds" which even the moderately well 
informed would have heard in any statement of the time. But, for better or 
worse, a clear conclusion did emerge from my study - viz., that the primary 
context of meaning for most of the key New Testament texts is Hellenistic 
Judaism. Motifs and conceptuality such as we find expressed in the Roman 
poets may be part of a much broader background, but such influence as they 
did exert was mediated through the more proximate world of Hellenistic 
Judaism, and not, so far as I can tell, directly. 

To describe that finding as "an unmistakable bias against pagan tradi
tions" (Holladay, p. 76) is unjustified and potentially mischievous. If the 
principal "source" and context of earliest Christianity is Judaism (both 
Palestinian and Hellenistic Judaism), a conclusion to which I find myself 
increasingly dliven, then it is hardly surprising if an investigation of its origins 
is "conspicuously one-sided" in the proportion of space devoted to "Jewish 
background." And both Holladay and Segal seem to have confused the point 
that when I occasionally speak of "popular superstition" it is not intended as 
a Christian (or Judaeo-Christian) critique of paganism. The critique referred 
to initially was that of Seneca and Lucian. Plutarch's account of the different 
ways in which the Osiris myth was demythologized at that time would have 
served equally well (De Iside et Osiride 32ff.); and I acknowledged an equally 
popular piety within first-century Christianity but concluded that the expres
sions in the New Testament must be regarded as rather sophisticated (CiM, 
18, 251 f.), though I do not recall using the phrase "respectable sophistication" 
which Holladay attributes to me (p. 77). 

It is unfortunate that so much of Holladay's criticism seems to be 
directed against the way I set out chapter 2 (13-22) in CiM. That was little 
more than a preliminary and summary statement to illustrate the dimensions 
of "the first century context of meaning," to indicate the chief areas requiring 
more detailed analysis, and to show that the title" Son of God" was used with 
such a broad sweep of reference in the ancient world that its application to 
Jesus tells us little in and of itself. Even here, I simply have to deny the charge 
that I was working with a set of "inflexible" categories and "consistently" 
classified my material as "Jewish" and "Graeco-Roman" (Holladay, pp. 73, 
76). It is a factually inaccurate description. And it is a rather serious misrep-
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resentation of the subsequent important discussion of the influences bearing 
on the language of "wisdom" and "word" which the first Christians inherited 
in chapters 6 and 7. How anyone can describe, for example, my necessarily 
brief analysis of Philo's logos concept as involving a "sharp dicholomy" 
between Jewish and Greco-Roman influences which "are never seen to have 
merged, or even interacted, in any genuine sense" (Holladay, p. 73) remains 
a puzzle to me. To criticize CiM for insufficient breadth in its range of material 
examined and for insufficient depth of exposure to the world of late antiquity 
in its totality is one thing. But, when Holladay claims that CiM "radically 
divorce[s] early Christianity from its environment" (p. 76). T think he mllst 
have some other book in mind, since my concern throughout CiM was to trace 
the process by which the characteristic Christian view of Christ emerged within 
its environment; and every chapter repeatedly attests the interaction of Chris
tian thought (the New Testament texts) with that environment. That I see that 
environment primarily as Palestinian and Hellenistic Judaism may provoke 
the charge that the environment is too limited, but in CiM there is nothing of 
the rigid compartmentalization between Christian, Jewish, and Greco-Roman 
which Holladay seems to find and which I would criticize as fiercely as he, 
if it were there. Which brings me to my second point. 

II 

The chief weakness of Holladay's critique is that he has failed to note 
the important qualification I made in describing the task of exposing the 
first-century context of meaning (CiM, 14). And since the methodology of 
CiM cannot be fully appreciated apart from that qualification. much of his 
critique misses the target. The qualification can be summed up in the phrase 
"limited horizons." By this I mean that it is very easy for us today to envisage 
that world of late antiquity in too broad and unified a sense and to fail to 
appreciate how similar sounding motifs and conceptions would often carry 
different overtones and "taken-for-granteds" in cultures and traditions heavily 
influenced by their own more limited, more national or domestic, cultural 
context. However far we may think the Hellenization of Jewish thought and 
religion had already developed by the first century C.E., in Palestine as well 
as the Diaspora of COUlse, we call hanlly deny Ihe disIincrive features which 
continued to mark out that thought and religion within the Mediterranean and 
Mesopotamian worlds. Nor should we discount, as a methodological a priori. 
the inevitable corollary that these Jewish distinctives must have modified in 
one degree or another the ideas, concepts, and language which Jewish writers 
drew from the common pool of the ancient world. 
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1 also bad in mi.nd a second aspect of the "limited horizons" point: 
viz., lhal in tracing the evolu tion of any new motif or idea it is important 
not to read th process of evolulion from the perspective of its end, as though 
that were lb nly and necessary outcome, which could therefore be dis
cerned as already present implicitly at the earlier stages of the evolution. If 
our concern is to understand a text in the way its author and first readers 
would have understood it, then it would be methodologically improper to 
read that text as it was read 300, 200, 100, or even 50 years later. Now I 
have no illusions regarding the very great difficulty of this task, of getting 
back within the limited horizons of particular writers in particular contexts 
- it may even be impossible beyond specific details. But that is the experi
ment I undertook. 

The difficulty of the task lies in locating particular writings, let alone 
their motifs, within sufficiently defined dates and locales. And here Holladay 
is quite right to raise the issue of chronology, as other reviewers have. So let 
me try to restate the nature of my experiment. 1 simply asked the question: 
If, as a working hypothesis, we take the 'onsellSllS dates for the most relevant 
documents, what can we deduce from them for the currents and movements 
of thought which we find in the New Testament texts? And to my surprise (I 
kid you not), as the study proceeded, a rather striking phenomenon began to 
emerge, a broad movement in patterns of conceptuality in the middle and 

eCQnd halJ r the first centw-y. mOSl prominent in Christian writings, which 
so far as con en us date, go !TIay well have given the lead, but also in other 
streams of Judaism par[Jcularly ap calyplic and mystical Judaism, and in the 

mergenc of beliefs about Lhe e~lJ: ly Gno ti c redeemer figures. In other words, 
it became my own thesis that there was a broader movement, with different 
traditions interacting in ways that are not always evident on the surface (CiM, 
259-61), contrary to Holladay'S critique. And my suggestion that Christian 
thought was in the vanguard of that movement is much more tentative than 
Holladay recognizes, based in large part on the simple observation that the 
earliest firmly datable documents in which such conceptuality (individualized 
Son of man, uniquely incarnate WisdomILogos) comes to unequivocal ex
pression are Christian. The methodological point about conceptuality in tran
sition and limited horizons is an important aspect of CiM which remains valid 
even if the date sequence of the relevant documents remains finally obscure, 
though my particular suggestion hardly requires a second-century date for the 
Similitudes of Enoch, as Segal insists (p. 93). 

Holladay notes that "if any genuine conceptual or historical analogue 
were found to be prior to the Christian formulation of the doctrine of the 
incarnation, the whole thesis would collapse'~ (p. 80) - as though that were 
a criticism of my method. But of course! That is the nature of a truly historical 
investigation. Such an analogue would become part of the evidence which 
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would have to be reassessed accordingly - just as our picture of pre-70 
Judaism has had to be reassessed in the light of the Dead Sea Scrolls. The 
question I was examining was precisely wh Oler lhere was something prior 
to first-century christology which could be called a "genuine conceptual or 
historical analogue" to the d trine of Lh incarnati n. My conclusion: that 
so 'far as the evidence is concern d, the most plausible hypothesis is that the 
Chri {j an idea of in arnation emerged in the second half of the first century 
parLlclIlru'ly lhrough the use of wisdom language in reference to Christ. I am 
gratified that Segal is able to endorse that conclusion as far as he do (Segal 
p. 93), though I was surprised that he should think I was advocating "a single 
historical development of the material" (p. 94 ,despi l my explicitly drawing 
attention to the diversity of christological formulation in the New Testament 
writings (OM, 265-67). 

It was the attempt to attune myself to an emerging pattern of conceptu
ality as it emerged, to follow a train of thought in transition as new formula
tions came to expression, which explains t11e line of npproach to stich l ey 
texts as Phil. 2:6-11 and Col. 1:15-20, for which I hay been mosI11eavi ly 
criticized by reviewers generally. II is not that I have any dogmatic ax to grind; 
Segal misconceives Ule r im of my quolili n from Unify and Diversity m 
CiM, 6, and cons quenlly di tort, the I g ic of my discus ion (S gal, pp. 
83-84), Nor is it the case nve ·ely. thal I was "keen to delay' lheformulation 
of the idea of incarnali n as slich until as late as possible (which would have 
been a piece of ill gicaJ p rversilY on my part), as Holladay seems to think 
(p. 74). It was simply tb at 1 asked the questions: If Phil. 2:6-11 is so dominated 
by Adam theology as it appears to be, how would its first readers have 
understood it? Ii 01. 1: J 5-20 i chiefly determined by the category of Jewish 
Wisdom, and Wisdom wa, understood with ill Jewish circles as a way of 
speaking about God's immanence, what meaning would these verses have had 
for the first Christian congregations who used them, how would they have 
understood this identification of Christ as divine wisdom? And my answers 
tried to take the meU10d logical point about conceptuality in transition and 
limited horizons as strictl y as 1 could. 1 am certainly open to the possibility 
that] hav been overstrkt in the appli ation of that principle. But I would 
find it easier to accept th harge from those who recognize the transitional 
nature f. much of the evidence and who acknowledge the opposite danger 
of reading too much into a text, where the overtones and "taken-for-granteds" 
are those of a later perspective. 

It is because of such consideratIOns that I find myself at odds at several 
points with both Segal and Holladay. Segal seems to think that I argue for a 
Jesus who hinted at his own preexistence and who thought of himself in titular 
terms as the Son of God (pp. 83, 86). This I find surprising in view of the 
careful and cautious treatment in CiM (26-33) where I draw out what the 
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evidence seems to indicate - a distinctive and even, properly speaking, 
unique !'iense or sonsbip on th pan o[ Jesus - but stress that the evidence 
does not perm it ll ' to say any more with confidence (Segal also ignores my 
re ponse to Morton Smjth on th abba question - CiM. 27f.). And the asser
lion thaf I want to pIa e everything of importance to christology in Jesus' 
self-c nsciotl ness" (Segal. p. 89) miss s th whole point about categories 
and con eptuaJiLies in transition the careful conclusions drawn on CiM, 253-
54, hardly warrant th jibe ' a CHI::.l1ogu of guesses"). I am equally llrpri cd 
al Holladay dismissal or my ugge ted exegesis ofGa1. 4:4-5 as "particularly 
forced and rend red impossible by the languuge of verse 6" (p. 74) - but 
"impos .ibJe" is too sweeping a condemnation urely! 1 call make my point 
mO. l simply by a king: What wou ld a Jewish render have macle of simi lar 
tatements about Ood sending Elijah on his origillal mission 10 Israel and 

subsequently sending the spirit of Elijah? That the original sending was "from 
heaven" would hardly be a necessary deduction. 

Another aspect of the same methodological issue is the problem of 
knowing whether and when we should presuppose the existence of earlier 
versions of the same tradition behind a written tradition preserved for us. This 
must be the case in at least some instances. But how are we to know? I mean, 
how are we to know when we have no evidence either in the text itself or in 
related strands of an earlier formulation of the same tradition? And why should 
we assume that the written tradition is the "final form" of the tradition, when 
it is equally possible that a particular text before us was actually the catalyst 
to a new tradition (albeit using older elements) and that it was preserved 
precisely because of its ground-breaking charaCler? The principle of ' limited 
horizons" may cut quite deeply. Holladay needs to g i ve more weight to Segal's 
claim that the first Christians created exegetical tmditions to make sense of 
their "historical experience of a dying and reviving mes tab " (Segal. pp. 
91-92), a claim with which I am in ansi lerable ympatby, as T bope my 
treatment of such passages as Genesis 2-3; Deut. 6:4; Ps. 2:7; 8:4-6; and Dan. 
7: 13f., not to mention the whole Wisdom tradition, demonstrates. I did not 
g ive enough weight to Palm 11 0 or to the title "Lord," in Segal's view, but 
1 explained the reason for tlUll partly in CiM (271-72, n. 33) and partly in the 
carly conclusion lbflt tbe first thought of Christ's preexistence was unlikely 
to have been a deduction from hi . exaltation or simply a retrojection of his 
reslirre ted, tate back bef , re his earthly min istry (CiM, 63; contrary to Segal, 
p. 85). In thi s context I might simpJy add, I have no problem with Segal's 
advocacy of the currenL social scienti fic understanding of myth (Segal, pp. 
90-91): my point in CiM (262-63 was merely that to speak of "the myth of 
o d incarnate" simpliciter takes too little account of the extent to which both 
Jewish Wisdom and Christian writers had effectively demythologized the 
wisdom imagery they actually used. 
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III 

A final thought on "the unresolved tension between history and theology" 
(Hol\uuay':; firSl point of crilicism). Why should it be assumed that a tension 
h[l ' LO be resnlved? That ten 'ion i~ present in the New Testament texts and 
canllot be resolved with ul <.l ing damage to one or the other aspect (in egal'. 
terms the ten ion set up by Christianity's hennen utical use of the biblical 
text to understand its historical experience I p. 88.1 . 'N r do J (speaking per
sonally) want to "resolve" that tension in my own study of Ulese texts. I want 
my study to be as Ib rougbly historicaJ as it cao be but a merely antiquarian 
sludy 01' the New Testament texts as parL of the wor ld f lute antiquity, while 
fascinati ng for many, would hardly .iu~Lify the Lime illId energy $Lill poure<.l 
into it in our universities and seminaries. And however Lheological J wanlto 
be in the questions r PUl to lhese texts. a dogmali . ll. e or Ulem which ignorcl' 
questions of alluloria l intention and cont xt of meaning I f r one have certai nly 
no wish to defend. It is precisely the int raction be tween the two dimensions 
of the text, and the two dimensions of tbe theologian's concern for the text, 
whicb gives the whole lialoglle f exegesis and inlerpretalion its dynamic, 
exciling, and perpetu<~Jy challenging eh.mlctel'. 

I ha vt: not been able to take LIp all lJ1e po.i nrs raised by H IIaday and 
Segal. j agree Wilh ScgallhuL] should have paid mot uttenLion to ul1geJology 
and regret tbat Christopher Rowland 'fl work in palticular appeared too lale 
for me to take properly into account. And I regr t that I missed the w rk f 
J. Z. Smilh to which Holladay refers n p. 81. I am grateful to them for these 
ond ther helpfu l comm ents, l.U1d a ov all for stimulating me to clarify my 
Ihinking <I liltle Jurlber on slIch imp ftaIlt issues of method. 
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Foreword to the Second Edition of 
Christology in the Making 

The need for a further printing of Christology in the Making provides a 
welcome opportunity to add a fresh Foreword. The opportunity is welcome 
for several reasons. Not least because it enables me to underline a feature of 
Illy Wl'Ilillg which perhups should have been given a clearer expression before 
this. ThaI i'i. Ihal I legard any wriLing (and lecturing) which I do as part of 
an 011 .oing cJiH loguc. While striving LO put my UlOughts and insights in as 
l'inishcd a rorm as possible. T have never presumed I was giving the final word 
un :l subJecl. Writillg hell s me Lo cl..u;fy my own thinking; but my hope is 
also to help clarify the particular issues and considerations most relevant to 
these issues for others. Naturally I seek to find answers to my questions and 
offer up my own conclusions. But not in any attempt to bully readers into 
agreement: more with the objective of provoking them to respond, to join in 
the dialogue, in the hope that out of the continuing and larger dialogue a 
clearer and fuller picture will emerge - for myself as well as for others 
engaged in the dialogue. Christology was itself part of a dialogue on the 
subject of earliest christology and the doctrine of the incarnation in pmticular, 
and certainly provoked a number of responses in reviews, articles, and sub
sequent monographs. But a dialogue which ends with a single statement and 
various replies is no dialogue. And with eight years now passed and the first 
wave (or should I say ripple?) of interest now subsided it is probably just 
about the right time to attempt to carry forward the dialogue a stage further. 

1 am glad to make the attempt for three further reasons. First, it is clear 
from a number of these responses that the objectives and methodology of 
Christ%gy have been often ignored or misunderstood. This suggests that a 

Originally published in Christ%g\' in the Making (London: SCM, 21989; Grand Rapids: Eerd
mans. J 9(6) xi-xxxix. Copyright © 1989 by SCM and used by permission. 
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brief restatement of these objectives and methods is desirab le and might help 
pr m te a fuller 1.111derstanding and a belter dial gu than we have 0 far 
u hi vcd. Second, as pan f the ongoillg dia logue, I l1i.1Lurally wish to respond 
to my criric. - to point out where tbeyhuve. in my view aL least. misperceivcu 
my intentions, disreg;uded key factors which ught to be d lelminalive in {h.e 
exegesis of important New Testament passages. or show n t 0 liLLIe awareness 
of the hislOrical c nlext ut of wbich such texIS came. There are amo, of 
course, weaknesses ill my own presentalion, hich have come to ligh t as a 
result or lhe dil1'loguc. as 1 had boped, and which I am happy to :'Icknowleuge. 
And lhil'd. my own understanding of the me,Ul ing and signif'iconce of the New 
Testument data has nOlo of COllT e, remained l'H'aric sin e 1980. The dia logue 
hilS helped clarify cU1d crystal lize fuller insights inLO III beginning ' of chri -
tology. ptll'Licularly in the area of Johallnine chrislo logy. and into the continu
ing C I1siderahle imporlance or what happened in thal peliod for suI , equent 
Lheology and foJ' hrisLianily's knowledge and understanding of God. 

I 

The starting point of Christo logy in the Making was the unassailable observation 
that the New Testament documents cover an intense period of innovation and/or 
development in what we now call "christology." Before Jesus, "christology" 
either did not exist, or existed, properly speaking, only in different forms of 
"messianic expectation." At the end of that period an advanced and far-reaching 
christology is already in place, which does not hesitate to speak of Jesus as 
"God." Before Jesus appeared on the scene we can speak of a wide range of 
speculation within early Jewish thought about God and particularly about his 
means of interacting and communicating with his creation and his people. At the 
end of that period there is a clearly articulated Christian view that much or most 
of that speculation has come to focus in Jesus Christ in a complete and final way. 

In other words, the New Testament covers a period of development and 
itself constitutes in some measure that development. There is presumably no 
dispute here. The task I set myself, then, was simply to trace out, as best as 
possible, the course of that development, without assuming that it was a regular 
or even development,l and without predetermining whether it was an organic 

I. Some revIewers hove cri ticized me ror an over-conlielonl sc.i1cl11 , of developll1ent bn~ed 
lltl il1cv ilt\b ly uncorl:l.in datjng of documctl ts. I should make it clear therefore that for tbe most part 
I tnk . ns my working. hypoth 'sis conseJisus oming for tbe relev[lnt Jocuments; the on ly s.ignificnnt 
dispute wuu ld be over lhe imi litudes of Enoch. though even l1cre my tentative suggestiun of a laiC 
first-century A.D. date lS one wh iuh c:orTl.l1lmlds wide suppon - sec. c.g., Hunado (betow n. 26). 
1-19. n. S. alltl 150.11. 17. -ebelow n. 40 [)ncl my rcsptlllsc (n.4 I ); als below 11. 81. 
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development (tree from seed) or an evolutionary development (mutation of 
species). And the dialogue which has ensued has been most fruitful when it 
has been clearly perceived that the issue under discussion is about how quickly 
that development proceeded, not about whether it happened. I had and have 
no doubts that "christology" developed very fast indeed, under the massive 
stimulus of the Christ event (his ministry seen in the light of his death and 
resurrection). My question was, and is, whether it developed quite so quickly 
as, for example, Hengel has argued in his influential and otherwise wholly 
excellent little study on The Son of God. 2 

In particular, with the debate about The Myth of God Incarnate3 still 
very much alive (1978-79), it seemed both wise and desirable to focus this 
analysis on the emergence of the Christian doctrine of incarnation. Here, too, 
some kind of development had to be assumed. Whether or not we can properly 
speak of a concept of "incarnation" already in the thought world of the time, 
Greco-Roman or Jewish, and if so, in what sense; was obviously one of the 
questions which required scrutiny. In Christology I attempt to avoid prejudging 
the issue by declining to define the concept of "incarnation" too closely at 
the start: the word itself indicates with sufficient clarity the area under inves
tigation - some form of "enflesbment" or embodiment - and any narrower 
definition might have put "off limits" potentially fruitful lines of inquiry.4 
But even so, some form of development must be presupposed - at the very 
least from a non-Christian (or not yet Christian) concept of "incarnation" to 
a specifically Christian one, if not from more diverse envisagings of divine 
embodiment and revelation to the specifically Christian concept of God in
carnate in definitive and final form in Christ. 

Here again the issue as it was envisaged at the time of writing and as 
it has come to sharper focus in the ensuing dialogue is the speed of develop
ment. There was no question in my mind that the doctrine of incarnation 
comes to clear expression with the New Testament - certainly at least in a 
sense which clearly foreshadows the further growth or evolution to the full
blown doctrine of the historic Christian creedal statements. On almost any 
reckoning, John I: 14 ranks as a classic formulation of the Christian belief in 
Jesus as incarnate God. Assuming then, as most do, that John's Gospel is one 
of the latest documents in the New Testament, the question was whether John 
1: 14 is best understood simply as a variation on an already well formed 
conception of incarnation or as itself a decisive step forward in the organic 

2. M. Hengel, The Son of God: The Origin of Christology and the History of Iewish
Hellenistic Religion (London: SCM, 1974). It was a particular pleasure that C. F. D. Maule took 
the point so well in his ITS 33 ( 1982) 258-63 review (p. 261). 

3. J. Hick, ed., The Myth oj"(;ot/ / /lCU/'I1lI11! (London: SCM, 1977). 
4. One of the criticisms levelled at I/ri.wology was this failure to define the key term. I 

have attempted to a more careful delineation in chapter 2 above. 
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growth or ev lull n of Ih Christian doclrine. Not whether, but how quickly 
the ( r a) Christhln doctrine of incarnation comes 10 expression wiUlin the 
period and range f Christian teaching spanned by the N w Testament d cu
ments - thaL was the qlle.<;lion. 

Given thaI { n the basi of John I: 14 we can speak of the "New 
Testament doclrine of incarnation" and therefore of canonical authority for 
the doctrine, the guest'ion 'L p sed mighL seem LO sma k too much of idle 
academic t.:urioslty. Does it matter whether Jesus believed b.imseU· to be "the 
incarnate S()n fGod'?D S itl11atterwhether Paul, and other New Testament 
writer mark an ear.lier stage in the development toward the full-blown Chris
Lian do tline or even stage' in diverse dev lopm nts and tr~iectories? Others 
might answer in the n gaLive: it do !, not maLter. For myself il does. [[ mHtters 
whaL Jesus thoughl about bim e.lf. For if we can UJJCOVer. met.hing at least 
f thai self- lIn.derslandiJlg. and if it ditl:ers markedly fr m sub equent Christian 

d trine or Christ, then we have discovered a serioll. ,el,l'-contradiction at the 
heart of the hri Lian d ctrine f incarnation .itself. For w then have to admit 
Lhal the doctrine of God submitting himself t th full rigors f hi tori cal 
ex.istence is not after all accessible to ruSt ri.cRI inquiry. Tbis ha been a 
fundamental issue at the helllrl of christology in fa ( from the beginning hill 
most pressingly over th pa 1 two hundred years. It will not go away. It matter. 
LOa, wh ther Paul had a do 'trine of incamation. For the Pauline l.etter are Ihe 
only N w TeSLament writings which bel ng indubitably Lo the first generation 
of ChristianilY. And the later we have to postpone tb emergence of Ule 
Christian doctrine of incamaLion the more real becornes the possibility thai 
Ule doclrine i the pJ'odu I not of organic gr )wLh ( d vel pmenc" as from 
eed to plant, but of grufting a different growth on I the earlier non-incar

nation stock, or f transrnlltati n into a different peci . (by • HeUenization," 
philosophizati n or whatever). Besides which it sh uld matter to hristian 
lheol gy what Paul, the fi rst great Christian th ologian and m t influentia] 
f all Christian theologian, lhougllr and tuughL on the subject Apart from 

anything else, if there is a clear continuity between the earlier al1d Lhe later 
christol gical f rmulations a righL lind rstunding of Paul may well help L1 
to a right understanding of the later textl). S I make no ~lpoJogi~ l'br posing 
the qu sti.on of how and how quickly the Christian d ctrine of lhe incarnation 
emerged and developed in th [jrst two or Lhree generations of Chri tianity. 

So much for the chief objectiv of hrisro/.ogy in the Making. As to the 
method of pursuing thi objective, Ihat can be mo, l simply focllsed in Lwo 
p}t.!.':lge~ historical context of meim!lIg" and "conceptuaii ty m tmnsition." I 
had hoped that the lirst f the e two in particular would have been clear in 
Christo logy itseU·.5 BuL evidently not, ancl it became nece~sary to 'peU them out 

5. See Christ%gy in the Making, index, "Context of meaning." 
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with greater explicitness in "In Defense of a Methodology."6 Here it must 
suffice to repeat the central consideration in each case, which, to be sure, follows 
as a more or less immediate corollary from what has just been said above. 

By "historical context of meaning" I have in mind the task of trying to 
hear the words of the text as the writer of these words intended those for 
whom he wrote to hear them. That I continue to regard as the primary 
exegetical (though by no means the only hermeneutical) task confronting the 
New Testament scholar. Our only real hope of achieving that goal is by setting 
the text as fully as possible into the historical context within which it was 
written - both the broader context of the cultural, social, linguistic etc. con
ditioning factors of the time, and the narrower context of the immediate 
circumstances of writer and readers which must have determined in greater 
or less degree the choice of themes and formulation of the writing. In all this 
the text by itself cannot provide sufficient check on what we hear it saying; 
for there are so many allusions and taken-for-granteds which depend on the 
fact that the document is a historical document (a document of a particular 
time and place in history), which would be wholly apparent to writer and 
reader of the time, and on which much of its meaning depends, but which are 
now hidden from us by our remoteness from that historical context. The text 
does provide the check; but it is only the text set within its historical context 
which can do so adequately. 

If then it is legitimate, as it surely is, to distinguish, for example, what 
Jesus said about himself from what subsequent believers said about him, or 
between what Paul intended to say and what later Christian theology made 
of his words, it is important and necessary for the exegete to undertake that 
difficult task of getting behind subsequent interpretation and later context to 
the original intention behind these words within their original context. Apart 
from anything else, the very fact that these words were preserved and cherished 
is indication enough that their original impact was significant and substantial. 
It cannot be unimportant for Christian theology to uncover as far as possible 
that original "word of God" encounter which provided the decisive impulse 
toward their being reckoned in due course as holy Scripture.7 

The character of historical process and the implication of "develop
ment" is that meaning changes and that language even while remaining the 
same gathers to itself new meaning. Here the problem of relativity is as serious 
for historical study as it is for scientific study. We the observers do not occupy 
a fixed point from which to observe other fixed points in time and space. We 

6. Reprinted ,IS chapt r 17 uhove. I n other discussions, including New Testament Theology 
in Dialogue, ed. with J. Muckey (London: SPCK, 1988) 16, and The U villg Wind (London: 
SCM, 1988) 11-12, I have pul tbe ,same point in lerms of the "limited horizons" of' the biblical 
writer (as of anyone writing within history). See also below n. 49. 

7. See further my Living Word (above n. 6). 
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are caught within the flux of history, as were those to whom we look back. 
To abstract the New Testament documents from history is not to exempt them 
from the problem of relativity; it simply makes them historical vagrants and 
mercenaries, vulnerable to anyone who takes them over. But to set them within 
their original historical contexts underlines and brings to focus the problem 
of relativity for the exegete. At least we can get some sort of "fix" on the 
problem. For we can take cognizance of the relative character of our own 
(twentieth-century) context; and by study of the first-century period we can 
gain some overall impression of the social, cultural, intellectual flux from 
within which the New Testament writings emerged, and which they bring to 
expression in their own terms. In other words, the problem of historical 
relati vity is itself relative to the nature of the subject matter under investigation 
and the amount of information available to us relating to both the subject 
matter and its historical context. 

All this I try to encapsulate in the phrase "conceptuality in transition." 
I use "conceptuality" for the obvious reason already noted that words change 
in meaning even when the words themselves remain unchanged. The task of 
historical exegesis requires a recognition that important concepts will often 
be in transition. They may be on their way to becoming . meU,ing else, 
something slightly but perhaps significantly different in Lhe meaning Lhey are 
heard to express. This will be all the more likely in the case of documents 
(e.g., Paul's letters) which were recognized to have more than merely oc
casional significance from the first, and especially where they deal with a 
subject (christology) of particular and growing significance for the movement 
(Christianity) within which these docllmel1t~ firsc emerged. For not all con
cepts are in transition to the same degree; conceptuality in transition is also 
a relative phenomenon. It is this fact which gives us some hope both of 
recognizing the more volatile concepts and of gaining at least a relative "fix" 
on them through correlating them with the less volatile concepts. In short, the 
task of tracing out the development of the Christian doctrine of the incarnation 
may not be quite so difficult as at first appeared. 

If then we bring together the task of historical exegesis, the problem of 
historical relativity, and the fact of christology developing in or into a concept 
of incarnation, it becomes an inescapable part of that task to try to get inside 
the process of development. Here the important work is "inside." To trace 
the course(s) of developing christology from outside is comparatively easy, 
especially when we allow ourselves to see the end from the beginning and 
read the intermediate stages ill lh~ light of that end. Hut genuinely to locate 
oneself within the process, and genuinely to take seriously the fact of con
ceptuality in transition, is to limit oneself to the possibilities available at the 
time of writing, to take a stand within the inevitably limited horizon of writer 
and readers, who did not and could not know how the words written were 
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going to be taken and understood in subsequent years and decades. This is 
not to say that subsequent understanding of a text should be debarred from 
contributing to a historical exegesis of that text. As a general rule one may 
assume a continuity between earlier and later understandings within a com
munity which cherished the text. In which case the understanding which 
evolved must be able to illuminate the understanding from which it evolved. 
But it does mean that subsequent understanding should not be used as a grid 
to predetermine the scope of exegesis, to limit or elaborate what the text within 
its original context was intended or heard to say simply by reference to the 
subsequent understanding. Evaluation of the legitimacy of subsequent inter
pretation is in large part the responsibility of the subsequent generation, but 
partly also depends on the meaning of the text intended by the person whose 
text it primarily is, the one who wrote it - always allowing for the fact that 
contexts of meaning change and words and concepts evolve, and such eval
uation has to take all that into account. If scripture is to have a continuing 
critical (canonical) role, that depends in part at least on allowing the meaning 
intended by Paul etc., and heard by those for whom they wrote, to exercise a 
critical function in relation to the use subsequently made of what they wrote.8 

This must suffice as a restatement of the objectives and methodology of 
Christo logy. I wish I could feel confident that any further dialogue about 
Christology or the issues it deals with would take account of these stated 
objectives and methodology. But experience so far has not been very encourag
ing. Nevertheless, may the dialogue continue. 

II 

In attempting to take the dialogue further it becomes necessary to respond to 
those who have offered criticism of Christology in the Making. This is both 
a welcome and an unwelcome task: welcome because it allows me to clarify 
my position on disputed points, to set the record straight where appropriate, 
to restate the most pertinent concerns in controverted passages, and to ac
knowledge fresh indebtedness on issues which required more analysis than 
they received in Christo logy; unwelcome because it means having to express 
some sharpness of disagreement and counter-criticism in a public forum with 
several whom I count as good friends and with whom I would much rather 
have out such points of dispute in private, at least in the first instance.9 

8. See further my "Levels of Canonical Authority," HBT 4 (1982) 13-60, reprinted in 
Living Word (above n. 6) 141-92. 

9. Regrettably the dialogue has been almost exclusively an English-language dialogue. 
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I have in mind, first of all, those alluded to earlier - those who have 
failed, in my view, to take account of the methodological points elaborated 
above. For instance, several critics and exegetes seem to have thought that a 
straightforward appeal to the "obvious" or "plain meaning" of the text was 
sufficient response to my discussion of such passages as Col. 1: 15-20.10 But 
"obvious" to whom? "Plain" in what context? Obvious to us, who look back 
to the text with the much developed hindsight of nearly two millennia. But 
the question is surely whether that understanding of the text was equally as 
obvious to the original author and readers, equally obvious when the text is 
set into the context within which it was framed. Where we are attempting to 
locate an original insight or statement within a process of developing con
ceptuality, that is surely a necessary and important question for historical 
exegesis. 

For example, the talk of God sending his Son in Gal. 4:4 and Rom. 8:3. 
Anyone reading these texts in the light of the similar sounding and prominent 
Johannine formula would naturally understand Paul (or the formulation he 
draws on) to imply a sending from heaven. I I But given (1) that John's formu~ 
lation may well belong to his more developed (and later) christology, (2) that 
talk of God sending could be used equally for the commissioning of a prophet 
as of the sending of an angelic being from heaven,12 and (3) that the thrust 
of the passage is directed to Jesus' mission of redemptive death, I still find 
myself asking whether the formula would have been intended or initially heard 
to carry with it the inevitable implication of the preexistence of the Son. Even 
the emphasis in both passages on the Son's humanity (to use later termin
ology) may not be sufficient to clinch the point (sent his Son as a man),13 
for the force of tbe intermediate phrases in both instances is to point up 
the significance of the Son's death, not the mode of his being sent. So Gal. 
4:4 may quite properly be paraphrased: God sent his Son, a typical human 

10. See, e.g., J. F. Balchin, "Paul, Wisdom and Christ," in Christ the Lord: Studies ill 
ChrislOlogy Presented to D. Gllthrie (Leicester: J rli er-Van;iLy, 19!12) 204- 19 (he re p:lrLiculnrly 
p. 215); D. Hagner, Reformed lournal32 (1982) 19-20: A. T. H UIl SO I1, Tile Image tll/ /Il' / I/ I'/sihlc 
God (London: SCM, 1982), especially ch. 3; L. Morris, "ne Emergence of Ihe Doclrine or Ihe 
Incarnation," Themelios 811 (1982) 15-19, though in much more meas\iI'Cd lunc (here p. 19 ); 
Moule (above n. 2), 260. 

II . 'L e.g., Hanson (above n. 10), 59-62: I. H. M(lrshall • . , ' IncarnntiollOl Chlislolugy' 
in Ihe New TeSlUmcnt." in Chrisl Ihe Lord (above n. 10) 7·8; . E. B. Cmnfi l'l ld. " S(lI1~C 
Commonl ' 01'l Prof(~ssor J. D. 0 , Dunn's hri.vlolQgy III Ihe Making wi l.h Spl;!(.; ial RctOrt;Jlce LO 

(Ile Evidence or the pistJ e to the Romans." in 'lill~ C/OJ)' oJ IIt; ·/ ill III New Te.l'tamC'lI/: SlIu/h·. 
in h,.! fO!O/(y ill M f;'Jil{)1 ), of G. n. Callyl, cd. L. D. Hu rs l Mel . T. Wrighl (Oxford: lafcndon. 
1982) 27 1. 

12. Scc Ilr isllI/oR), III lite Making, 38-39. onlI',ISI R T. France, "The Worship of Jesus: 
A Negleclcd Faelor in hrisWlug it:ltl Debate?" i n lirist Ih i' Lord (above n. 10) 34 - "The idea 
01' JcSlL~' ' being SCnL' ... illt vilUbly implies his pl" -exiSle I1CC"; Similarly R. P. Martin, " Some 
Ren eclio l1 s on Ntw Tcsmlllcni Hymns," in ill' sume volume. p. 48. 

13. Sec above n. 11. 
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beiJlg,14 a .lew, that b might l'edeem Jews and that we (human b ings) might 
become ons note the a b b a structure). And the point of the equivalent 
phrase in Rom. 8:3 ( 'to lhe1ikeness of ' infull1esh and as a :;;acrifice for sin ') 
is not to emphasize the Son s humanily so much W:i t emphasize the degree 
of hi s idenlificaLion with bifid humanity, so tbat his death might functioo as 
a sin offering and effe tive ondemnation oJ sil7. 

Anothel' example is J Cor. 15:44-49. It is lear that several of my crilics 
. imply lake if for granted that the m<1n from heaven ( 15:47) must and can 
on ly be under toad in terms of Christ s pr existence. ls Thi . I ma t confes 
1 find n, toni b.ing. For th whole LlJlus t f the argument in context i.s f cused 
on tbe resurrection and ls buill on a sequence f parallel contra LS - physical/ 
piritLlal, earUl ly/heavenly, first mall/second man - where it is clear enough 

lhat the se ond half of each contrast refers to the resurrection slate. This 
includes the descripLion flhe sec nd man as ' from heaven, 'for it is pxe i ely 
his heavenly image which provide tb pattem for the reslilTectioIl state f' 
others 15:49) . Paul has already mad thi s lear earli r in the same chapter: 
Christ Ul his t' surrecti n ls the firstf'ruits of those who have fall 11 asleep"; 
as risen he is the archetype r reSUlTe '[eel hmnanily (15:20-23). And in lhe 
immediate context Paul has been al some pajns (for whatever reason) to insist 
thaI the piritlla l does not precede the psychical (15:46). Rence in relati n to 
(firsl) Adam hrist is last Adam (15:45). It would tb.row his argumenli nto 
complete cOllfusi n if he was understood to mean that " the se ond man from 
heaven ' was acttutlly th preexistent ne, and LllereCore actually {'irst before 
Adam. In the other key texts 1 am more hesitant . with more open que tions 
Ulan tirm answ ('S. But here I must say there does not se ill t be much room 
for dispu.le. And if commentators can read such a clearly e chatologicall 
resurrection text as a reference t Christ's pre xist nee it si mply underlines 
the danger we run in this most sensitive of subjects of reading the text with 
the presuppositions of subsequently developed dogmas and of failing to let 
the context (in this case the context of the argument itself) determine our 
exege is. 

The dialogu has probably been mor fierce over lhe chri tological 
hymns, Phi l. 2:6- I I and Col. 1: 15-20, thall anywhere else. It i clear fr 111 

comment and conversati n that , orne regard lhe questions 1 pose and sugges
tion 1 make in relalion to these texts a insubstanLial and wholly implausible, 
jf not absurd if not per e1'se. 16 [ am mildly smpri ed at this and wonder if 

14. See 1I1';,\'I0/ogy in III' Mllkillg, 40. 
15. Hanson (above n. 10). 63-64, 80; R. P. Martin. Ti" Spirit und the COI/Bregll/ioll: 

Swdi lM 11/ I COl'illlhicIJIs 12-15 (Grund Rapids: Berdman s, t984) t53-54. 
16. Severa l have characlel'ized the exegesis alTered as " minimit:ing" or "minimulist" or 

"red uclionist" - e.g., T. WeinlJncly. TS 42 (1981) 293-95, here 295: Hngnel' (uhove 11, 10),19: 
. Stead, Reli~i()l./ol Slire/ill. I B ( 1982) 96: L. Sabourin, RdigimL~ Studle.\" Bulleril! 3 (1983) 11 3: 
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the weight of my questions and tentativeness of my suggestions have been 
adequately appreciated. (For those who think the meaning "obvious," alter
native suggestions may be tiresome and ilTitating and deserve to be dismissed 
as quickly as possible.) But perhaps I can try once more and focus on the 
heart of the exegetical issues as I see them. 

In the case of Phil. 2:6-11 it still seems to me that of all the contexts or 
paradigms of thought within which the text may be read in the endeavor of 
historical exegesis (Son of God, Servant, Wisdom, Gnostic redeemer myth), 
the one which provides the most coherent and most complete (the claim is 
relative) reading is Adam christology. 

v. 6a 
v. 6b 
v. 7 

v. 8 

- in the form of God (cf. Gen. 1:27);17 
- tempted to grasp equality with God (cf. Gen. 3:5);18 
- enslavement to corruption and sin - humanity as it now is 

(cf. Gen. 2:19, 22-24; Ps. 8:5a; Wis. 2:23; Rom. 8:3; Gal. 
4:4; Reb. 2:7a, 9a);19 

- submission to death (cf. Wis. 2:24; Rom. 5:12-21; 7:7-11; 
1 Cor. 15:21-22); 

vv. 9-11 - exalted and glorified (cf. Ps. 8:5b-6; 1 Cor. 15:27,45; 
Reb. 2:7b-8, 9b.2o 

Others may "fit" better at individual points; but I still await a demonstration 
of another paradigm which "fits" so well over all. Nor do I think it enough 
to attempt a rebuttal by showing how poorly the paradigm actually fits the 

and R. G. Humcl'lon· Kcl'I y In llil'lIillill S/!mi/ lflI '), Joumal (December 1983), 29-30. "The height 
llrlmpl,lusibil ilY .•. II crude · ,d()plioni.~m " - Hanson (above n. 10),74-75. B. Demarest thinks 
Ihm "cxegcrlcal und I ileological fidelity have been suerificcd on (he II ltar of st.:hoIUl:ly lIuvelty" 
(.III/II'IUlI oj (Ilel Evange(il.·al Titl!(}IQl?ica/ SUciCIV 25 11982 1 108). uil l rasl I h ~ympllLheljc re iews 
by H. WHIlSbrough ill ?'lIe Tabid 7 (198 1) and D. enior in eRQ 44 ( 198'2) 320-22, nnd more 
'quulil1ccl cl'i liciSl'rt by D . M . Smith on the same poil)[, III I liltJ/'/)/'l'ltu il)/1 37 ( 1982) 293. 

17. The case for recognizing the synonymity of eikon and mOlphe is conveniently 
summarized by Kim (below n. 51), 200ff. 

18. A reference to Gen. 3:5 still seems to me to shed most light on this disputed phrase. 
In the recent most thorough discussion of the debate by N. T. Wright, "harpagmos and the 
Meaning of Philippians 2.5-11," JTS 37 (1986) 321-52, no real consideration is given to the 
factors which weighed most heavily with me (see Christology in the Making, 116 and 311, 
n. 73). Cf. Wanamaker (below n. 21), 187-88. 

19. Despite Marshall (above n. 11),6, v. 7 seems to make sufficient sense as an elaboration 
of the contrast of Adam's fallen state - including the recapitulative "And being found in form 
as man" (see further Christo logy in the Making, 117-18). 

),0 The inten:'!enving of Ps. 8 and Pr;. 1 :O ~ 1 i:r, l1 featu re uf Acian1! ciuisl:t logy u. we t1nd 
i1 in P!\uJ; SI:!' Cllriswlo ',lI ill Itll.' Making, IOSff. T thus find surpl'islIlg the judg/llent I.lf L . .I , 
KrellL.er, .!/!,\'II.\· (mel GI)d ill Pillll',I' Esc/mroiuJI.l' (.ISNTSS 19; Sherfield: JSOT. 191\7) 224f .. n. 72. 
IIla1 VII, 9- 11 "breaks ti le mould oj' uny Ad!unic mOlif." C nlr!l$1 FOSSUIll (helow n. )OJ,293-97 
(parl!cularly r. 296). Kreitl:el' has, however. taken the "COI'II' ( (,r meal1 ing" pnim (p. 247. 
n. I04) . 
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case of Jesus. 21 As r tried to make clear in Christology,22 the Philippians hymn 
is an attempt to read the life and work of Christ through the grid of Adam 
theology; the points of stress within the hymn are there simply because the 
"fit" is not exact or precise (though still closer than other suggested para
digms). It is the Adamic significance of Christ which the hymn brings out, of 
his life and death and exaltation (as in Romans 5, 1 Corinthians 15, and 
Hebrews 2), not necessarily a chronological parallel phase by phase. This is 
why it still seems to me an open question as to whether the hymn contains 
any thought of preexistence, other than the preexistence involved in the par
adigm - that is, the metahistorical character of the Adam myth. The point of 
the hymn is the epochal significance of the Christ-event, as determinative for 
humankind as the "event" of Adam's creation and fall, with the question of 
preexistence rather more an ilTelevance and distraction than a help to inter
pretation.23 It is because Christ by his life, death, and resurrection has so 
completely reversed the catastrophe of Adam, has done so by the acceptance 
of death by choice rather than as punishment, and has thus completed the role 
of dominion over all things originally intended for Adam, that the paradigm 
is so inviting, and so "fitting" in the first place. 

With Col. 1: 15-20 the issues of "context of meaning" and "conceptu
ality in transition" become most acute. Hopefully, for the purposes of con
tinuing the dialogue, it can be accepted that the language used of Christ in 
this hymn is determined by the application of Wisdom categories to him, or 
by the identification of Christ with Wisdom if you like. This claim was 

21 . As in the most thorough recent attempt to refute the Adam christology exegesis, 
by C. A. Wanamaker, "Philippians 2:6-11 : Son of God or Adamic Christology?" NTS 33 
(1987) 179-93; here pp. 182-83. In such a brief response I must, regrettably, confine myself 
to the specific point at which Wanamaker has criticized my Christology in the Making. 
Wanamaker's suggestion (192, n. 14) that I have changed my mind on the subject of Adam 
christology fails to appreciate that Christology at this point deals with the full sweep of Adam 
christology, including the stage prior to Christ's exaltation in which his Adamic role is one 
of identification with fallen Adam ("sinful flesh," Rom. 8:3 and Gal. 4:4) prior to his role as 
"last (= resurrected) Adam" (I Cor. 15:45). Likewise L. D. Hurst, "Re-enter the Pre-existent 
Christ in Philippians 2:5-11," NTS 32 (1986) 449-57, has not really taken my point that the 
language including the aOl'ists is drawn from the Adam story and gains its force by relation 
to (and contrast with) that story. If the language has point as a contrast to the Adam tale, it 
does not require a precise one-to-one reference to Christ's life or elements therein. More 
general characteristics can then be gathered into language whose form is determined primarily 
by the Adam reference, Christ's story told in the "shape" of Adam's in order to show how 
the damage was undone. 

22. Christology in the Making, 119-20. 
23. It might be pointed out that a Jesus who makes an Adamic choice is more of a model 

for Christian behavior (Phil. 2: 1-13) then a preexistent Christ; but that would be to broaden the 
discussion beyond what is appropriate here. I suspect the same is true of 2 Cor. 8:9. R. P. Maltin, 
2 Corinthians (WBC 40; Dallas: Word, 1986) 263, rejects my line of inquiry cursorily but does 
not engage with the considerations which still seem to me to carry some weight; here I may 
simply refer to chapter 16 above, pp. 276-77. 
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documented in sufficient detail in Christology24 and is not the issue in dispute. 
The issues are twofold: What was the understanding of Wisdom within 
Judaism prior to this use of it in reference to Christ? And what is the signif
icance of its use in reference to Christ?25 

On the first I remain persuaded that the Wisdom figure in pre-Christian 
Jewish writing functions within the context of Jewish monotheism anJ would 
be understood by the great bulk of Jews as poetical description of divine 
immanence, of God's self-revelation and interaction with his creation and his 
people; it was a way of speaking of divine agency rather than of a divine 
agent distinct from God in ontological terms. I do not want to become em
broiled in debate on this particular issue here, since it would become too 
involved and since the case set out in Christology I regard as still sound. 26 

Let it suffice to say that this is at least a plausible context of meaning for the 
Colossian hymn; that is to say, it is at least quite likely that in reading Col. 
I: 15-20 Paul and his readers had in mind the understanding 0 f Wisdom as a 
vivid personification of God's immanence. 

But if that was the context of meaning, then how would the hymn have 
been understood? Not as an identification of Jesus with a divine being or agent 
independent of or distinct from God. But more likely in pat'ailel to the way 
ben Sira and Baruch identified Wisdom with the Torah (Sir. 24:23; Bar. 4:1) 
- that is, as a way of expressing the divine significance of Jesus, that the 
Creator God had revealed himself and his divine wisdom in and through Jesus 
as nowhere else. But this is where the difficulty of locating the text within a 
developing" conceptuality in transition" becomes so difficult. With Col. I: 15-
20 are we still at the beginning of the transition from poetic personification 
to Jesus understood as "God," or are we already some way into the transition? 
Some think the answer obvious: it is Christ, Jesus Messiah, to whom is 
attributed a role in creation. But is that so clear? Or is this basically a further 

24. Christoiogy in the Making, 165-66. 189-93. 
25. Since there seems to have been some confusion on the point, may I simply note: I 

do not question that the Colossian hymn speaks of the preexistence of Christ: my ques tioll is 
what that means; my answer, that it is the preexistence of Wisdom which is altributeu to Christ. 

26. Chrisfoiogy in the Making, 168-76. J am encouraged by SUPPO\ t on this point from 
L. W. Hurtado, One God, One Lord: Early Christian Devotio/l and Ancient lewish Mo//otheism 
(London: SCM/Philadelphia: Fortress, 1988) ch. 2, particularly pp. 46-48. Hurtado .:riticizcs 
pllftic ularly Fossum (below n. 60) at this point. but his rcfCI'Cllce to FossulIl IS incorrect. Eql\al 
cti ticism (;tIn. however, be Icvcle I El l A. J. I lultgrcn , l/ri.11 lind Hi.1 Ikl/(flt~. Cltrisroiogyand 
RlJI.iempfion ill Ilu: N~\II TeSIIll71 I1t (Philadelphi a: Fortress. 1987 ) 7, w ho faib to appreciate the 
rlchl\e~s ond vigor of the pocl"ic;ll imagery l1~cd I»), 111C Jewish wisdnm ~\f ilt'\s. Nor am I sure 
what R. H. rUller, "The Theology ot Jesus or Christology? An Evaluation of the Recent 
Discussion," Semeia 30 (1984) lO5-16, means by his distinction of Wisdom as " an aspect within 
the very being of God" (109). I agree, of course, that the Wisdom language invites resolution 
in terms of some kind of distinction in God, but that it was perceived to do so, experie nced as 
a possible embalTassment for monotheism, is something which only emerged later - partly, I 
would suggest, as a result of lIsing the language of a historical person. Jeslls. 
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example of the vigorous poetic imagery of Wisdom applied to Jesus? The fact 
that the language could be used of Jesus without any perceived threat to 
monotheism is surely significant here (cf. 1 Cor. 8:6).27 As also the fact that 
the same hymn goes on to speak of "God in all his fullness choosing to dwell 
in Christ" and of his preeminence being the consequence of his resurrection 
(Col. 1:18-19).28 

I hope I am not being perverse or unnecessarily awkward. But it does 
still seem to me that there are legitimate questions here. I do not advocate my 
suggested exegesis as though that is necessarily the correct one, even as 
historical exegesis. But it surely cannot be simply dismissed or ruled out of 
order by anyone who recognizes the relevance and importance of the "context 
of meaning" and "conceptuality in transition" issues and who allows the 
possibility that Jewish understanding of Wisdom had not yet moved beyond 
the character of poetic personification. 

Probably the most striking example of failure to take account of histori
cal context of meaning is the assumption made by several critics that the 
exaltation of Jesus would have been understood to carry with it the clear 
implication of Christ's divine status and preexistence.29 Such an assumption 
seems to ignore completely the fact that in the Judaism of the time several 
historical figures were being spoken of in terms of exaltation and of exercising 
functions hitherto attributed to God alone without similar implications being 
drawn - for example, Enoch, Elijah, Abel, Moses, and possibly Melchizedek. 
The issue is more complex, as we shall see later. All I ask here is whether it 
is so clear as some evidently think that talk of Jesus' exaltation and sharing 
in God's judgment would ipso facto carry with it thought of Christ's divinity 
and preexistence. After all, Jewish writing toward the end of the first century 
could still speak of Ezra and Baruch being taken up from earth to heaven 

27. Balchin (above n. 10) follows the logic of "the plain meaning" by arguing that "The 
dangerous implications would have been obvious to Paul's monotheistic countrymen" (p. 215). 
He has no evidence for the assertion. On the contrary, it is the lack of such evidence and the 
fact that language like Col. 1: 15ff. could be used of Christ without any sense of threat to Jewish 
monotheism at that stage, which continues to reinforce my serious doubts that "the plain 
meaning" is the meaning first intended and understood. Similarly with D. Brown, The Divine 
Trinity (London: Duckworth, 1985), who criticizes me for ignoring "the possibility that Paul 
may have attributed pre-existence to Christ without realizing all its implications" (p. 157). But 
implications as perceived by whom and when? Implications are as relative as the language and 
concepts used. 

28. These latter points have not been addressed by critics who have assumed my questions 
and suggestions could be answered simply by reference to the first half of the hymn . See also 
my Dialogue (above n. 6), 54-64. Similar points could be made with reference to Heb. 1:3-4, 
but my exegesis of that passage has not drawn much fire, and see now L. D. Hurst, "The 
Christology of Hebrews 1 and 2," in The Glory of Christ (see above n. 11), 151-64. 

29. In chapter 16 above, p. 271, I refer particularly to several contributors to the Guthrie 
Festschrift (above n. 10). See also Cranfield (above n. II), 274. 
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without any such implications crossing the horizon (4 Ezra 14:9; 2 Bar. 13:3, 
etc.). And the (final?) saying of Q could envisage the twelve participating in 
final judgment, where it would be ridiculous to read in any idea of them 
thereby being understood as divine (Matt. 19:28fLuke 22:30; cf. 1 Cor. 6:2). 
So too the argument that Jesus is divine because he forgave sins or pronounced 
them forgiven (Mark 2:5-10) must reckon with similar authority being exer
cised by his disciples (according to John 20:23).30 Even in the case of the 
exalted Jesus dispensing the Spirit (Acts 2:33), it has to be recalled that this 
function of Christ is understood by Luke as fulfillment of the Baptist's ex
pectation of an unknown (but apparently not divine)31 coming one (Acts 1:5; 
Luke 3:16).32 

More recently a critic boldly asserts that the term "Son of God" and 
the concept of "preexistence" belong together in the New Testament ("the 
two cannot be separated").33 As a description of Johannine christology this 
is a wholly legitimate summary, but as a general description of "New Testa
ment christology" it begs far too many questions and ignores the range of 
meaning and application for language of divine sonship in Jewish as well as 
the wider thought forms of the times.34 Still more striking is the claim: "The 
idea of apotheosis was acceptable to pagans of the centuries before and after 
Christ, but to one who has lived in the light of the OT can it be anything but 
a nonsense?" 35 This has point only if we take "apotheosis" in a strict sense. 
But the plain fact is that there were not a few Jews at the time of Jesus to 
whom the concept of apotheosis, or at least transformation into heavenly 
being, was by no means a nonsense. We need not depend on the disreputable 
case of Herod Agrippa (Acts 12:22). Enoch and Elijah had both been taken 
to heaven according to OT tradition (Gen. 5:24; 2 Kgs. 2: 11), and speculation 
regarding Enoch gave a major emphasis to the idea of such a transfotmation 
(lub. 4:22-23; 1 En. 12-16; 2 En. 22:8). Similarly with regard to Adam in 

30. For the wilder aJ'gLlmclll~ Qf R. Gruenler, N 1\1 Appmw:hei; I t) .Ie,\·" ,\' and the Gospels 
(Grand Rapids: Baker. 1982). which do not W:lmlill the title "exegesis," I must be. content simply 
to refer to my respolls in chapter 16 ahove, PI}, 273-74. Equally impl, lI~n I.: is the argument 
of P. B. Payne, " Jc. us' Implicil Illim to Deity iD ~Us PambJes," 7i'inily 101//'lla/2 (1981) 3-23, 
that because Jesus in his parables used imagery which in the OT refers to God he meant it to 
refer to himself and therefore Ihoughl of himself' ill some sense as God - a double non-sequitur. 
However, since il is Dot, properly $pcakl llg, pMl of the dialogue with Christology in the Making, 
I will simply refer to my brief comments D it in chapter 2 above (p. 38). 

31. "The thong of wbose saJ1dal~ 1 am nO! worthy to untie" (Luke 3: 16) presumably 
indicates a difference in Sll1tus of degree ralher Il1l1n of kind; to deny, as though thinkable, what 
would be regarded as uothinknble (toe comparabi li ty of status of a human heing ~nci ~ ciivinp. 
figure) would be a mark of impiety, not of humility. 

32. Pace M. M. B. Turner, "The Spirit of Christ and Christology," in Christ the Lord 
(above n. 10), 168-90 (particularly 182-83). 

33. K. Runia, The Present-Day Christological Debate (Leicester: Inter-Varsity, 1984) 93. 
34, See, e.g., Christology in the Making, ch. I. 
35. Cranfield, "Comments" (above n. 11),275. 
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the Testament of Abraham 11, not to mention Isaiah in the (probably Christian) 
Ascension of Isaiah (particularly 9:30). In 2 Macc. 15:13 Jeremiah appears in 
a vision as one "distinguished by his gray hair and authority, and of marvelous 
majesty and authority." And according to Josephus there was speculation as 
to whether Moses had been taken or had returned to the "the deity" (Ant. 
3.96f; 4.326).36 This is the historical context within which emerged the par
ticular claims of christology (arising out of the resurrection of Christ). To 
disregard that context so completely leaves any argument which does so 
without exegetical credibility and undermines any Christian apologetic using 
such an argument. 

If some have failed to grasp the method used in Christo logy in the 
Making and what it means for exegesis, others seem to have misunderstood 
its objective. In one case37 the brief review description fits quite well a 
principal emphasis of my earlier Unity and Diversity in the New Testament. 38 

But it bears little resemblance to Christo logy. So much so that I am still not 
sure which of the two volumes the reviewer intended to describe.39 

Much more serious and damaging has been the double critique of Carl 
Holladay, first in his JBL review, and then in a followup article in NovT.4o I 
have already replied in some detail41 and will have to refer those interested 
in a more detailed response to that article with its regrettably necessary 
somewhat forthright counter-critique. Here I will confine myself to one of 
Holladay's main points, which has been echoed more recently by Hurtado.42 

The charge is (in Hurtado's terms) that I arbitrarily and incorrectly ignored 
the pagan religious traditions of the Greco-Roman period, a charge to which 
I am vulnerable particularly because I dated the emergence of the Christian 
doctrine of the incarnation late in the first century C.B., when there would 

36. See further Hurtado (above n. 26), 56-63. 
37. G. L. Bray, "Recent Trends in Christology," Themelios 12/2 (1987) 52-56 (here 

p.53). 
38. Unity and Diversity in the New Testament (London: SCM, 1977). 
39. L. E. Keck, "Toward the Renewal of New Testament Christology," NTS 32 (1986) 

362-77. warns that "inquiring who first spoke of Christ's pre-existence is no substitutc for trying 
to understand what doing so entails" (p. 374). I should not assume, however, [hal Lbi~ i~ aimed 
at my Christology, since one of my concerns throughout is precisely ~to understand what" use 
of preexistence lunguage for Chrisl "enmils." 

40. JBL 10 '1 (1982); "New Testament Chris(ology: A Consideration of Dunn's Christology 
in the Making," NovT25 (1983) 257-78, reprinted ill Christo logy and Exegesis: New Approaches, 
ed. R, Jewetl, Semeia 30 ( 1984) 65-82 (1 cite tbe- title as given in the Semeia volume). The 
contribution by A. Segal in the same volume, "Pre-existence and Incarnation: A Response to 
Du,nn and HoUaday," 83-95, pH~SUpposes B Iladay'. crilique, is also weakened by a less than 
adequate apprecinlion of the scope and objective of hti. IO/01J.v in the Making (83-85), and fails 
to appreciate lhe nuances of II "COlll'eptuality in trllIlSitioll" ("Dunn wants to place everything 
of importance to christology in Jesus' self-consdousnes,," 89), 

41. Chapter 18 above. 
42. One God (see above n. 26), 6. 
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have been several decades during which Christian thinking in this area could 
have been directly influenced by pagan cults and myths. 

Were the point simply that I had not provided anything like a thorough 
investigation of what we may call here simply " pagan parallels," it is, of 
course, wholly accurate. But that was not my objective. Nor was I attempting 
some grandiose overview of how divine-human interaction was conceived in 
the world of antiquity.43 However desirable such an overview, it is not in my 
competency to provide it. My concern in Christology was, and is, much more 
limited: to trace the emergence of the Christian idea of incarnation from inside 
(not the emergence of the concept of "incarnation" per se); to follow the 
course f development (whether organic or evolutionary), a ' bes t as po~s ibl c, 

whereby the concept of hri ~ t's incarnation came t c nsciolls expressi n in 
Chri tiao tboughL.44 As a student or the New Testam nL, n t unnaturally, il 

was primarily an exegetical task I set myself - the task of cxegeting the lllosL 
impol:lanl New Testament passages on the subject. 

That involved no "bias against pagantraditions"45 - another charge I 
found puzzling and misdirected.46 On the contrary, chapter 2 draws on such 
traditions to demonstrate how broadly consistent within Greco-Roman as well 
as Jewish circles was the context of meaning of the key concept "son of God." 
And I find it difficult to understand how Holladay could accuse me of radically 
divorcing early Christianity from its environment47 when the discussion of 
(probably) the most important chapters, 6 and 7, is very much about a Hel
lenistic-Jewish sophia and logos speculation which demonstrated to what 
considerable degree Hellenistic Judaism was part of and indebted to the 
broader Hellenistic thought world. At this point I really did begin to wonder 

43. "It makes no concerted effort at systematic investigation of comparable notions in 
the world of late antiquity" (Holladay, 78). 

44. r eMI see now ~hal my ilLilicizll lioll of Lhe final Selltcncc of §3.5 of O lri.l'(I)/o8Y II llht· 
Making (p. 22) may lla\le been misknLiing on thi~ puinL: ami for Ihis I "po logize. T hl! :lirn of 
*3 hould have been olenr. however (i f is repeated ill the next senrence). Thc summury oj' §32.1 
(Chrisr% 8)'. 351 -53) would probably re iuforce Lhe lIlisundcrsl!lI1ding. but is in tended, or course, 
as a summary or Lbe study actuaJJy carried out. Readers should therefore note IJm! the !i rSl of 
the agenda qUl'lstions asked on pp. 5-6 of Chris/olllg,}' iii more c ircuillsc ribed Ihan 01 lirsl lppcars 
by lhe fuc t lllm r regtlrd Lbe primary contcxt for earliest Il ri sti:mi ry us Judaism, including 
I-Ielleni tic JUdHi m. See also chapter 2 ~hove . 

45. Holladay (above n. 40), p. 76. 
46. Perhaps I should repent thut Illy occasional reference to " po puJar supers tition" was 

not intended a a Christian ' put-down" (II s imilar criticism is made by P. M. Young in l11eology 
84 1.1981 J 304), but us un echo of a common attitude among inte lleCLUll ls in the Greco-ROman 
wvrld. cr. fill C !lll1plc G. W. Bowersuck, " Greek inmiiectllois Hnl! the lJ11pc lilll Cllil in the 
Second Century A.t). ," inLe I:ulle des S(J(IIWfG1itl~' dans I 'Empire Romuill (Geneva, 1973) 179-206: 
"As far as can be told, 111 the IIge from AlIgu~tus to Con lalllin • no person ill the Roma.n empire 
addressed a prayer to II monllreh. alive or dead" (p. 180); 'Domitiall ' s claim to be de/l,l' W;is II 
genuine outrage" (p. 199). Note also Christo logy in the Making, 251-52. 

47. Holladay (above n. 40),76. 
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whether Holladay had some other book in mind, since the book he was 
criticizing seemed to bear so little resemblance to what I wrote, or whether 
he had read much beyond chapter 2!48 

"Context of meaning," of course, does not imply that every religious 
attitude, practice, and form wherever expressed in the ancient world may have 
had equal influence on earliest Christianity. It hardly needs arguing that there 
will have been a more immediate context of meaning within the much broader 
context of meaning. In the case of Christianity that more immediate context 
is certainly Judaism, including Hellenistic Judaism. This is quickly and fully 
borne out by each of the lines of inquiry pursued in the chapters of Christology 
in the Making. I do not mind confessing that it was principally because the 
emergence of the Christian doctrine of incarnation, as expressed in the New 
Testament texts, found such ready and such complete explanation within that 
context (however the exegetical issues of texts like Col. 1: 15-20 are resolved) 
that it seemed unnecessary and superfluous (not least given the length of the 
book) to look further.49 In such study as I made of the broader context I found 
no cause even to suspect that there might have been any other or more direct 
influence.5o Nor have I had my attention drawn, by Holladay or Hurtado, to 
any other more direct influence from "pagan cults and myths" (that is, other 
than through Hellenistic Judaism). I am certainly open to persuasion on the 
subject and would willingly discuss potentially significant texts like Justin, 
Apologia 1.20-22. But so far no one has tried to persuade me - by docu
mented evidence at least. 

A major problem about having to complete a manuscript and go to press 
is that new items of major relevance come to hand in the period between the 
completion of the manuscript and its publication. Reviewers, if they so choose, 
can then indulge in some point-scoring by observing that the later volume has 
not taken note of the earlier publication. Thankfully I did not suffer too much 
on that account. Alternatively there are books which appear after one's own 
but which propose alternative theses or marshal other material of such rele
vance to one's own discussion that one cannot but regret having been unable 

48. According to his JBL review (above n. 40). "Non-NT texts from Jewish and Greco
Roman backgrounds are treated. but only indirectly" (pp. 61O-1I). I accept the reference to 
Greco-Roman texts as fair comment. For the rest. words fail me! 

49. In chapter 16 above. pp. 275-78. I express the point in terms of the "limited horizons" 
of the first Christian writers in contrast to the unlimited overview possible to us of later 
generations. The point is well taken by P. R. Keifert. "Interpretive Paradigms: A Proposal 
Concerning New Testament Christology," Semeia 30 (1984) 203-14 (here 206-7). See also above 
n.6. 

50. The preliminary survey summarized in Christology in the Making, 19-22. provided 
little encouragement to look in another direction. Of course I took fully into account the main 
hypothesis of the past two or three generations - viz., the Gnostic Redeemer myth (see the 
index of Christology). 
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to take fuller account of them before letting one's own manuscript go. But 
such is the nature of the dialogue by article and book, and the possibility of 
continuing the dialogue here at least enables me to make some amends in at 
least two cases. 

I have in mind first S. Kim's The Origin of Paul's Gospel. 5 J Kim's thesis 
provides a welcome reasseltion of the importance of Paul's conversion, or 
shall we say simply, Damascus road experience, as a central and formative 
influence on Paul's theology. The only trouble is that he "goes over the top." 
For he not only maintains that central features of Paul's christology and 
soteriology were derived from the Damascus road event, but he is even 
prepared to argue that they were formed to a considerable extent in that event 
itself. Where this bears on the discussion of my Christology is in the consid
erable amount Kim builds on the "image" language of 2 Cor. 4:4. Paul not 
only recognized Christ to be "the image of the invisible God," but also as 
"the em-bodi-ment [sic] of the divine glory"; and the experience must im
mediately have led Paul to Dan. 7:13, because he too had seen a heavenly 
figure "like a son of man" just as Daniel did.52 But the logic is not entirely 
sound. Others saw visions of glorious figures (angels, Enoch, Adam, etc.) 
without the corollary of divinity being drawn, as we have already noted. And 
Kim's treatment of Dan. 7: 13 takes no account of the considerations which 
proved decisive for me in chapter 3 of Christology.53 Even with the "image" 
language itself (2 Cor. 4:4) it is by no means so clear that the thought is of 
(divine) Wisdom rather than of (human) Adam, given that the context has in 
view a growing Christian conformity to that image (2 Cor. 3: 18), which seems 
to tie in much more closely to the Adam christology of Rom. 8:29 and 1 Cor. 
15:45-49. Kim in fact seems to be in some danger of amalgamating a number 
of different motifs into another of those twentieth-century constructs (like the 
Gnostic Redeemer myth or the "divine man") so beloved of scholars looking 
for a source for earliest Christian theology. Without for a moment denying 
that the Damascus road encounter was a formative factor of the first signifi
cance in shaping Paul's theology, or that there is a very complex interrelation 
between the different motifs just mentioned, I remain unpersuaded by Kim's 
attempt to concertina such major developments in first-century christology 
into that single event.54 

51. The Origin of Paul's Gospel (WUNT 2/4; Tiibingen: Mohr, 1981), 
52. Kim (above n. 51), 226, 227, 251. 
53. Of course Kim did not have Christo logy in the Making to hand either. But it is 

MJll lUwlUli surprL'ling mal in his iater monograph, ''The 'Son oj Man ' .. Wi lire 'fllt (If (jod (WUNT 
0; TUbingcn: Mohr. 1983), he pays no attention whatsoever to ChrislfJ/lIg.\'. or, much more 

impol'lanJ, Lo Lhe discus~jol1 by M. Casey, The Son of Man: The IW rprel(l l /o/l (//Ulliif/uence of 
DOlliel 7 (London: SPCK. 1980). 

54. See further my critique of Kim in " 'A Light to the Gentiles': The Significance of 
the Damascus Road Christophany for Paul," in The Glory of Christ (see above n. 11) 251-66. 
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My principal regret with regard to Christology is that I had been unable to 
take proper account of the work of Christopher Rowland. I should have been 
alive to his Cambridge Ph.D. thesis (1974),55 as Kim was, but his 1979 and 1980 
articles56 only reached me when the manuscript was complete and at proof stage 
(in pre-word-processor days that meant a text incapable of significant revision), 
and the major publication which emerged from his thesis did not appear till 
1982.57 This meant that I also failed to give enough attention to an important 
strand in Jewish apocalyptic and merkabah mysticism in which visions of a 
glorious archangel are prominent.58 The point is that the christological issue can 
no longer be posed simply in terms of whether Christ was thought of as an 
angeI.59 Nor is it simply a question of whether the exalted Jesus was seen in 
angelomorphic terms, as is clearly the case in the vision of Rev. 1: 13-16. The 
importance of Rowland's work has been to raise the question as to whether there 
was already in pre-Christian Judaism some kind of bifurcation in the conception 
of God. In particular, the similarity in description between Ezek. 1 :26 (God) on 
the one hand, and Ezek. 8:2 and Dan. 10:5-6 (a glorious angel) on the other, 
suggests as one possibility a readiness on the part of at least some to envisage a 
merging. or transfer, of divine attributes between God and a grand vizier angel, 
or a "splitting in the way in which divine functions are described."60 All this 
would make excellent sense as the context of meaning of Rev. 1: 13-14, with its 
merging of features from the Ezekiel 1 and Daniel 10 visions as well as from 
both figures of the Dan. 7:9-14 vision ("one like a son of man," and ancient of 
days - hair like pure white wool).61 

As should be already clear, I have found this whole line of investigation 
very fruitful, and it has continued to influence my own further studies in the 
area of earliest christology, as I shall indicate in the next section. A full 
discussion of Rowland's and Fossum's work is beyond the scope of this 
chapter, but a few brief comments are probably in order. Three main questions 
arise. (1) How significant is it that the clearest evidence of influence from 
this strand of Jewish conceptuality comes in Revelation - itself one of the 
latest of the New Testament writings? Does it indicate a very early stage in 

55. The Influence of the First Chapter of Ezekiel on Jewish and Early Christian Literature. 
56. See Christo logy in the Making, 392. 
57. The Open Heaven: A Study of Apocalyptic in Judaism and Early Christianity (London: 

SPCK, 1982). 
58. I. Gruenwald, Apocalyptic and Merkabah Mysticism (Leiden: Brill, 1980), also 

reached me too late; as also R. Bauckham, "The Worship of Jesus in Apocalyptic Christianity," 
NTS 27 (1980-81) 322-41. 

59. Hurtado (above n. 26), 73, justifiably criticizes me on this score. 
60. Rowland, Heaven (above n. 57) 94-113 (here p. 96). See also J. E. Fossum, The Name 

of God and the Angel of the Lord (WUNT 36; Tiibingen: Mohr, 1985). 
61. The feature is consistent with others in Revelation - particularly the fact that the 

Lamb shares the throne (7:17; 22:1) and that both the Lord God and the soon coming Christ 
call themselves "Alpha and Omega" (1:8; 22:13). 
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developing christology, or another expression of the very vigorous movement 
of thought in this area which seems to have characterized both Jewish and 
Christian understanding of divine self-revelation particularly in the decades 
following the disaster of A.D. 70?62 (2) How much of the similarity of language 
used of glorious figures who appeat in apocalyptic and mystical visions is 
due to the fact that there was, perhaps inevitably, a limited stock of imagery 
available for such descriptions? In other words, may it not be that the similarity 
of language betokens nothing more than a common dependence on a limited 
number of traditional formulas or hallowed phrases used in the literary de
scription of such visions, "a cliche-like description of a heavenly being"?63 
To what extent in these descriptions was there a deep reflection on the being 
of God, rather than conformity to a genre pattern? I do not pretend to know 
the answers to these questions, but I do think they have to be asked, and if 
necessary left open.64 The last question raises another line of questioning. 
(3) Does the language used in these visions, or the appearance of an angel 
"in whom God's name dwells," really signify a bifurcation in God within the 
conceptuality of pre-Christian Judaism?6S Can we, should we, recognize some 
sort of diversification within the divine unity, a kind of "binitarianism" already 
in Jewish thought before christology as such emerged? Alternatively ex
pressed, is Rev. 1: 13-14 simply a further expression of the sort of thing that 
had been happening for some time in Jewish apocalyptic and mysticism, or 
does it mark some new stage or departure or quantum leap, in that this language 
was now being used of one who had lived on earth within living memory? 
The question is similar to that which has to be posed with regard particularly 
to the figure of Wisdom in pre-Christian Judaism. And I suspect the answer 
is the same: that for Jews sensitive of the need to maintain their monotheism 
within a polytheistic world, such language was not perceived as a threat to 
their fundamental confession that "The Lord our God is one Lord" (Deut. 
6:4).66 It is to Hurtado's credit that he has seen and discussed the issue so 

62. See Christology in the Making, §3. Fossum (above n. 60) assembles the material for 
his discussion from such a broad canvas of time and context that it is very difficult to draw him 
into a dialogue on development and on conceptuality in transition. 

63. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1 (Hermeneia; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1979) 236, cited by 
Hurtado (above n. 26), 76. 

64. Cf. Bauckham (above n. 58): "the glory of all angels to some extent resembles the 
glory of their Maker" (327). 

65. E.g., in Apoc. Abr. the angel Jaoel, "a power by virtue of the ineffable name that 
A • .- ...... ll .... ~ ................ " flf\.()\ ........ ~ ,..J.." .... ,....~l-. ..... ,..J ~ ... 1-1-. .............................. "' ... f- ,,+ ..... "n ........ +' .. l ; ........ ",..,.,... .... , ill./)\ ~ .. .,.1 .................... + ..... ....1 
\..LVV,".d~~ III Ill\,,- \lV.;/j "11\..1 \ .. " ..... ~'""llU"-'U.111 Ll1lv ~U.l.l.lV "-'V.ll. VI jJVVV ...... .llUl UJICLOvl] \.ll.~), ,.:") U.>'JJV HUL"-'U 

as worshiping God (17:2, 6ff.). 
66. Rowland argues the parallel with Jewish Wisdom speculation the other way: "What 

we have here is the beginning of a hypostatic development similar to that connected with divine 
attributes like God's word and wisdom" (Heaven, above n. 57, p. 100). But I suspect that Jewish 
monotheists would have found the talk of "hypostatic development" meaningless and denied 
what it attempts to affirm. 
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much in these terms, and I find myself very much in sympathy with his main 
conclusions.67 

We will have to return to the subject below. But perhaps we may 
conclude here by simply noting that the angelomorphic description of the 
exalted Christ, which is certainly a feature of Revelation and which certainly 
came to powerful lasting expression in the Byzantine Pantocrator, does not 
seem otherwise to have provided the high road for developing christological 
thought in the intervening period. 

III 

Since the first edition of Christology my understanding of the beginnings of 
christology has itself developed and become further clarified - not least as 
a consequence of having had to interact with the critical responses discussed 
above. The value of dialogue is in part that it forces dialogue partners to 
sharpen their insights, to reformulate points which have miscarried or been 
misunderstood, and to tackle issues which they had previously left fuzzy. But 
in part also that it requires revision of previously inadequate formulations and 
opens the mind to fresh insights and to alternative or complementary or fuller 
perspectives. This I regard as the value and necessity of the collegial enterprise 
of scholarship and, if it does not sound too pretentious, of the common search 
for truth. In the present case I can briefly indicate three developments in my 
own understanding of "Christology in the Making" which should now be 
incorporated into Christology in the Making to provide a more complete and 
up-to-date expression of my views. 

It soon became clear to me that I had given too little attention to John's 
Gospel. I had been too easily content to conclude that with John 1: 14 the idea of 
incarnation had been clearly expressed, so that after a careful study of that verse 
in context there was little need fora fuller investigation of John's Gospel. The 
decisive step had been taken, and as a New Testament investigation the study of 
the emergence of the doctrine of incarnation was more or less complete. The 
question is certainly raised as to how the Fourth Evangelist held together the 
Wisdom/Logos christology of the Prologue and the Son of God christology of 
the rest of the Gospel,68 but left hanging. That is obviously unsatisfactory, and 
the lingering dissatisfaction on this point, compounded with the sharpened 
perspective provided by Gruenwald and Rowland, pointed the way forward. 69 

67. Hurtado (above n. 26), ch. 4, with critique of Rowland and Fossum on pp. 85-90. 
68. See Christology in the Making, 244-45. 
69. What follows is a summary of the main line of argument in chapter 21 below. 
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Part of the context of meaning of the Fourth Gospel is provided by the 
visionary and speculative concerns of Jewish apocalypse and mysticism. At 
this period there was considerable interest in the possibility of gaining 
heavenly knowledge through visions and ascents to heaven. Such ascents are 
attributed to Enoch, Moses, Abraham, Adam, Levi, Baruch, and Isaiah'?o And 
the practice of merkabah mysticism, particularly the desire to experience for 
oneself a mystical ascent to or revelation of the throne of God, is too well 
attested for the first-century period to be ignored'?! A similar concern is 
reflected in the Fourth Gospel: both in the repeated inquiry as to Jesus' origin 
- the Evangelist's answer, of course, is "from heaven" (see particularly 
6:41-42; 7:27-29, 42, 52; 8:23; 9:29; 19:9) - and in the distinctively Johan
nine emphasis on Jesus as the revealer of heavenly knowledge, both as the 
Son of Man who has come down from heaven (3:12-13; 6:61-62) and the Son 
of God sent from heaven 0:17-18, 49-51; 3:10-13, 32; 7:16-18, etc.). John's 
objective at this point is clearly to focus such yearnings on Jesus: he alone 
has seen God and can thus make him known 0: 18); the true Israelite will 
recognize that the Son of man is the only link between heaven and earth 
0:47-51); "no one has ascended into heaven but he who descended from 
heaven, the Son of man" (3:13); "he who comes from heaven is above all 
and bears witness to what he has seen and heard" (3:31-32); no one has seen 
the Father except he who is from God; he has seen the Father" (6:45-46); etc. 
Here the language of divine agency72 is centered on Christ in an exclusive 
way as a major point of Christian polemic, apologetic, or evangelism. 

What also becomes clear is that John is using this complex of motifs in 
order to present Jesus as the self-revelation of God. The exclusiveness of the 
claim made for Christ's revelatory significance means that he also transcends 
such other claimants to heavenly knowledge and divine agency by the unique
ness of his relationship with the Father and by the closeness of continuity 
between the Father and the Son. He and the Father are one 00:30). To see 
him is to see the Father 02:45; 14:9). He embodies the glory of God 0:14; 
12:41). He utters the divine "I am" (particularly 8:28, 58; 13:19). The Son's 
obedience to the Father is not so much a way of expressing his subordination 
to God, as though that were already an issue; it is more a way of expressing 
the authority and validity of the Son's revelation of the Father, the continuity 
between the Father and the Son (5:17; 10:28-29; 14:10),73 

But this is simply to elaborate in other terms what the Prologue says by 

70. Details in chapter 20 below, p. 359. 
71. Details in chapter 20 below, pp. 359-61. 
72. See particularly J. A. Biihner, Der Gesandte und sein Weg im 4. Evangelium (Tiibin

gen: Mohr, 1977). 
73. Cf. particularly M. L. Appold, The Oneness Motif in the Fourth Gospel (WUNT 1; 

Tiibingen: Mohr, 1976). 
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means of its WisdomILogos language: as the incarnate Logos Jesus is the 
self-expression of God, God's own "self-exegesis" to his human creatures 
(1: 18); as the Son of God he reveals the Father. In other words the question left 
hanging at the end of the brief study of John's Gospel in Christo logy about the 
relation between the WisdomILogos christology of the Prologue and the Son of 
God christology elsewhere in the Gospel can be resolved. Not by concluding that 
they are two divergent and incompatible christologies, but by recognizing that 
in the Fourth Evangelist's hands they are mutually complementary. Behind the 
Son language of John is not a concern to distinguish Jesus from God, by 
subordination or however. It is not a concern with relationship between the 
Father and the Son in that sense. The concern is rather to make clear that the Son 
is the authentic, the only authentic representation of God to humankind. He is 
God's wisdom/self-revelation incarnate. "The Fourth Evangelist really did 
intend his Gospel to be read through the window of the prologue. "74 To avoid 
confusion, therefore, it would be better to speak of the Johannine Christ as the 
incarnation of God, as God making himself known in human flesh, not as the 
incarnation of the Son of God (which seems to be saying something other)J5 

It also becomes clear from John's Gospel, to a degree I had not appre
ciated when I wrote Christo logy, that the main issue at that period was 
monotheism. Was Christianity a monotheistic faith from the beginning?76 The 
question arises precisely because the development of christology was part' of 
(a) broader movement(s) of thought within the Judaism of the first century 
and early second-century period. As we can now see, such reflection about 
translated patriarchs, glorious angels, and heavenly wisdom was bound, sooner 
or later, to put severe strain on Jewish monotheism, on the fundamental Jewish 
belief in the oneness of God. But when did that strain become apparent, and 
when did it become severe? I still see no evidence from the period prior to 
the end of the first century that Jews in general, including Christian Jews, 
perceived it as a threat to their monotheistic faith; and I am delighted to find 
Hurtado in agreementJ7 Patriarchs were glorified, not deified; the glorious 

74. Chaptcl" 20 below. p. 370. P. Schoonenberg uses this as a springboard for further 
theological refl ection in Ilis BeLl ann ine Lecture, "A Sapiental Reading of John's Prologue: 
Some Reflcctions on Views of Regil1uid Fuller and James Dunn, " Theology Digest 33 (1986) 
403-2l. 

75. For Matthew I may refer to an important thesis of one of my postgraduates, David 
Kupp, Matthew 's Emmanuel (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1996). 

76. Hence the title of the article which was my first attempt to reorder the findings of 
Christo logy in the Making as a way of answering this question - "Was Christianity a Mono
theistic Faith from the Beginning?" (chapter 20 below). The importance of the issue came home 
to me particularly in my debate with M. Wiles (chapter 15 above). 

77. This, indeed, is one of Hurtado's main theses (above n. 26). In distinction from my 
Christology in 11t(' Making he Itmits his discussion to "the very first few years of Christianity, 
when it was Ih rOllghly dominaled by Jews and functioned as a sect of ancient Judaism" (p. 6). 
That is a descriplion which actuully takes us more or less up to the end of the first century, at 
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angel forbade worship or joined in the worship; Wisdom was domesticated 
as Israel's Torah. Similarly in Paul: Jesus is Lord, but God is still his God 
("the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ"); his super-exaltation is "to 
the glory of God the Father" (Phil. 2:11); he can be confessed as mediator in 
creation in the same breath u.s the confession Lhal God is ne (I Cor. 8:6); he 
is divine Wisdom, firstborn from Ihe detid. indwelled by. God - alJ in one 
hymn (Col. I: JS-20).7R All Lhis makes me question whether it i historically 
jusLified to peak of a binitarianism or bifurcation in the concepti n of God 
in Jewish lhought in the p "riod prior 10 the end of the firs! century A.D. Here 
again (he "concepluality in transi ti 11 ' point need LO be laI en wiLb aU seri
ousness. We may say where certain trends were leading - or, to be more 
accurate, where certain trends in the event led. That tells us nothing of the 
self-understanding involved at the different stages within these trends. And 
the crucial point for us is thaI at no lime prior to the end of th ,first century, 
so far as we cnn lell , Wfll' there any 'ense of mulual incoTI1[latibiliry or 
self-contradiction wilhin the Jewish and earliest Christian lmd r HU1ding of 
God and of the various forms of divine agency. 

It is equally clear, how vel'. that sucb slraills were bee ming apparent m the 
end f the l'iJ'l century. 4 Ezra 8:20-2 1 ~eern. to be directed again!'it clni inS to h 
able 10 see G d and describe God's throne; the rabbinic polemic againslan
geJology probably goes back to our period; lhere arc explici l c<luli nary notes 
eoncerning the chari I chapter in Ihe Mishnah; and Lhe apostasy of Elisha ben 
J\buyah in recognizing a sec nd djvil1c power in heaven. thus denying tile unity 
or God is remembered as a notorious episode from Ims pcd d in rabbinic 
u·adiUon.79 Here 100, however, the mosL ' triking atteslation mes in the Folltth 
Gospel. For it is precisely the Johannine claim that Jesus, as the incarnate 
self-revelation of God, can himself be called "God" which evidently proved 
unacceptable to "the Jews" of John's time (John 5: 18; 10:33).80 

least so far as the New Testament documents themselves are concerned, So far as I can see, it 
was only when monotheism was perceived to have become an issue that the final split between 
Christianity and rabbinic Judaism became inevitable and unavoidable. 

78. Contrast again Balchin (above n. 27). 
79. Details in chapter 21 below, pp. 360-61. 
80. I am nol really p rsuuded by Hurtndo's lU'gulllcm llml the Chris lillil I11lllnlioll or lhe 

tUlc ienl. undc[stlll1djng of divine ugcllcy hud II "biJ1llllrian shupe" m(lre or less from Ihe tlIst 
(above 11.26, PI'. 99-114 ' For alllhm there was praise. illvocarion. aeClUI1ltlliol1 of lhe exalled 
Chrisl from very carly OLl. il is less cleal' lhat We can peak of lI'or,I'hip or hl'ist (IS such prior 
to. significllntly, lhe Fourth Go pel (John 20:28) [lnd R'vclatio ll (Rev. 5:8. I 1- 14. ctc.). The 
earlier' devotional pHlcLices were evidently nOi yet ~I'.f'-n }1~ II q!!:ilificlllion, nr thre;1\ to mOno 
lheisnl; thm pl'c.surnably mellll~ lbtll they were sl ill underslood by Christian und olher Jew, as 
wiLllin the bounds of whrtt was acceptable - u tl'aiL';ll1ut:lliOIi under Wi!.y, 10 be sure. b\1I wh Liler 
already descrving the u c,r,iplion "billiltlrian" is another l(uesti,on, ThilL npnr'i. 1 nat[lrally wel
come HUitilU " ~mphQsis on lhe IInporUlllce and theology-generalive c::huJ1Icler of the earliest 
CbristiW1S' reli~iolls expel'iunec (114-24. pli rlieularly 12 I l. conduoi ve lIS i l is to the main theme 
or my .Ie.l·fI.!; lIlId Ilw Sriril (London: SCM. 1(75), 
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It would appear then that the period between the Jewish revolts (A.D. 
70-132) saw an escalation or intensification in Jewish (including Jewish-Chris
tian) reflection on knowledge of God and divine agency - including talk of 
glorious angels bearing the divine name, the quest for heavenly ascent and 
vision of the divine throne, further speculation about the manlike figure in 
Daniel 7,81 and the developing Christian devotion to Jesus and reflection on 
the divine significance of Jesus.82 The rabbis in the post-70 decades began to 
see this exploration of the limits of acceptable monotheism as no longer 
acceptable, as increasingly a threat to the unity of God. And this seems to 
have been a major factor in their successful attempt to define Judaism much 
more tightly and to draw a much tighter boundary round Judaism thus rede
fined. What needs to be remembered here, however, is that what was thereby 
excluded or put under heavy suspicion was not simply emerging Christianity 
but also these other strains of apocalyptic and mystical Judaism. The Christian 
assessment of Jesus by John belongs within a broader spectrum of Judaism, 
where such exploration of ways of conceptualizing God's self-revelation was 
acceptable and not perceived as a threat to God's oneness. But it also belongs 
to that transition of conceptuality and understanding where the strongest voices 
within Judaism were beginning to see such theological and spiritual innovation 
as just such a threat. 

At the same time it has to be made clear that the Fourth Evangelist 
himself would not have shared that view. He evidently continued to believe, 
as those before him, that such reflection was consistent with Jewish mono
theism. Even such talk applied to one who had been alive just sixty or seventy 
years ago need not be seen as a threat to God's unity. If this thesis is correct 
it brings to focus several points of considerable importance. A make-or-break 
issue between emerging rabbinic Judaism and emergent Christianity was the 
significance attributed to Jesus, in particular the conviction on the part of the 
rabbis that Christian claims for Jesus were now becoming too much of a threat 
to the primary Jewish confession that God is one. Within the post-70 context 
of broader Jewish speculation the exclusive claims made particularly by the 
Fourth Evangelist and his circle were seen as too adventurous or too ir
responsible to be tolerated; it had to become a choice between living as a Jew 
and affirming such claims for Christ. John himself, however, saw the claims 
he expressed as simply a focusing of these other speculations on Jesus and 
as no more a threat to monotheism than they had been previously. His chris-

81. I include here not only 4 Ezra 13, but also John's Gospel and Revelation, and probably 
1 En. 37-72; the degree to which the Son of man speculation of the Similitudes of Enoch "fits" 
within the other Son of man speculation which we know belongs to that period strongly suggests 
that 1 En. 37-72 should likewise be dated to this period - that is, post 70 (see above n. I) . 

82. Is it significant that at about the same time the emperor Domitian caused outrage by 
claiming to be deus rather than divus (see Bowersock, above n. 46, 198-99)? 
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tology was still essentially an elaboration of Wisdom christology - Christ as 
the embodiment (incarnation) of God's self-revelation.s3 

If there is anything in this then it has important corollaries for our 
understanding of the continuing development of christology in the period 
following John, and indeed for our understanding of the classic doctrines of 
God and Christ. The first great christological battle of the Christian period 
was not over docetism (Ignatius) or modalism (Tertullian); it was over mono
theism. The issue was whether in applying such earlier speculation about 
divine revelation to Christ, and thus developing it further, Christianity had 
moved beyond the bounds of acceptable diversity within Jewish monotheism 
- whether, in a word, Christianity was still after all a monotheistic faith. As 
we have just noted, the dominant Jewish view was that Christianity had lost 
this struggle; it had succumbed to an unacceptable view of God; it was no 
longer monotheistic; it believed that there were two divine powers in heaven; 
it was (together with other Jewish subgroups) now a Jewish heresy. But in 
Christian eyes the battle which the Fourth Gospel represents was a victory 
for monotheism - for monotheism redefined, but monotheism nonetheless. 
Christ was the incarnate Logos, a self-manifestation of God, the one God 
insofar as he could make himself known in human flesh - not the incarnation 
of a divine power other than God. Christianity was still monotheistic; the only 
difference was the belief that this God had manifested himself in and as human 
flesh; this Jesus now provided a definitive "window" into the one God; he 
was (and is) "God" as the self-manifestation of God, not as one somehow 
other than God. 

It is of crucial importance to Christianity that this issue was the first 
major christological dispute to be resolved, that Christianity, at least as rep
resented by John, faced up to this challenge to its self-understanding and 
resolved it within a monotheistic framework. The claim, of course, is still 
disputed by both Jews and Islam, for whom Christianity is irretrievably poly
theistic, or at least bitheistic or tritheistic - believing in two or three gods. 
But in the face of the temptation to abandon monotheism and the charges that 
it had done so, Christianity continued to maintain that its belief in Christ 
amounted only to an accommodation within earlier monotheistic faith, or, 
more precisely, a fuller appreciation of monotheism in the light of God's 
self-revelation in Christ. This battle over monotheism has been largely lost 
sight of in studies of the early christological debates, partly because it falls 

83. Against Wiles, then (see chapter 15 above, pp. 261-63, 265-67),1 want to emphasize, 
more than I do in Christology in the Making, the continuity between the Fourth Evangelist's 
christology and both what preceded John - here I am close to J. A. T. Robinson, "Dunn on 
John," Theology 85 (1982) 332-38 - and the "orthodox" christology which built on John. But 
see also M. Wiles, "Person or Personification? A Patristic Debate about Logos," in The Glory 
of Christ (above n. 11) 281-89. 
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awkwardly into the gap between the New Testament and the patristic era, and 
partly because it was regarded as having been already won and settled by the 
subsequent apologists. 84 That presumably is why the first internal debates 
which capture the attention in the second and third centuries are those which 
take for granted the deity of Christ (docetism and modalism), and why Logos 
christology is the high road of developing Christian orthodoxy. 

The importance of this issue (Christianity as monotheistic) having been 
faced and won is, not least, that it enables us the better to understand the later 
developments in christological dogma. For it was only at Nicea that the 
hitherto dominant Logos christology gave way to the dominance of Son of 
God language. With Logos christology the emphasis is essentially the same 
as that in John's Gospel- on the continuity between the Father and the Son, 
since the Son is the Word, the self-expression of God. With that emphasis 
having become established beyond peradventure, that is, christology as an 
expression of Christian monotheism, the debate could move on to the tricky 
question of the relationship between the Father and the Son. But this is a shift 
of emphasis, not any kind of abandoning of the monotheistic position already 
so finnly established. The point can often be lost sight of (like the earlier 
debate about monotheism) and attention be focused too quickly on the 
awkwardness and, to our eyes, artificiality of the Nicene and subsequent 
creedal formulations. And an emphasis on Christ as the Son, independent of 
that earlier Logos christology, can easily become in effect an expression of 
the very bitheism or tritheism of which Judaism and Islam accuse Christianity. 
It is of crucial importance for a right appreciation of Christian orthodoxy, 
therefore, to bear in mind that Father/Son trinitarian language has to be read 
and understood within the context of Christian monotheism. If the creedal Son 
of God language is not understood as an expression of Logos christology, it 
is misunderstood.85 

A final point of importance is the bearing of all this back on the inter
pretation of the same key New Testament christological texts which provided 
the focus of Christo logy in the Making and which have been so much at the 
center of the continuing dialogue. What the dialogue soon brought home to 
me with increasing strength is the serious danger to Christian monotheism 
unperceived by several at least of my critics. The importance of setting these 
texts within the historical context of meaning and of recognizing conceptuality 
in transition is indicated by the correlative recognition that these developments 

84. I have in view the internal debates within Christian self-understanding. The Jewish
Christian option of Jesus as prophet or adoptionism was regarded (no longer) as a viable option 
for Christian faith and treated as a heresy. That is, options which might have made possible the 
continued unity of Jew and Christian were dismissed in mutual recrimination and in charge and 
countercharge of heresy. 

85. The point is developed in chapter 15 above, pp. 264-69. 
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in earliest christology took place within and as an expression of Jewish-Chris
tian monotheism. In contrast, the too quick resort to the "obvious" or "plain" 
meaning actually becomes in some cases a resort to a form of bitheism or 
tritheism. So, for example, the assumption that the Logos of John 1:1 can be 
substituted by "Christ,"86 or the argument that Col. 1:15 would have been 
intended by Paul as a description of Christ, that is, of Jesus Messiah.8? In 
contrast, classic orthodoxy is that Jesus Christ is he whom the Word of God 
became in the incarnation. The mistake, or so it seems to me, is the equivalent 
of treating "person" in the trinitarian formula ("one substance, three per
sons") as "person" in the sense that we now understand "person," or, more 
to the point, in the way that Jesus of Nazareth was a person. If the preexistent 
Word of God, the Son of God, is a person in that sense, then Christianity is 
unavoidably tritheistic.88 And if we take texts like Col. 1: 15ff. as straightfor
ward descriptions of the Jesus who came from Nazareth, we are committed 
to an interpretation of that text which has broken clearly and irrevocably from 
monotheism. Likewise if we assume that the Father/Son language of John's 
Gospel has in view more the relationship between the Father and the Son (of 
Nicene and post-Nicene concern) than the continuity of Logos christology (of 
pre-Nicene concern) we lose sight of the primary monotheistic control which 
prevents such language slipping into polytheism. 

Not for the first time, then, I find that a careful exegesis of scripture, which 
takes the text with full seriousness in its historical context and which has seemed 
to some an abandoning of cherished orthodoxies, is actually more faithful to 
scripture, and in this case to trinitarian orthodoxy, than some of those who have 
leveled such criticisms. The ironic fact is that disregard for questions of context 
of meaning and conceptuality in transition has in some cases resulted in the 
defense or affirmation of a christology at odds with that of the later creeds. What 
has been understood as a defense of orthodoxy against the apparent reductionism 
of Christo logy in the Making, has become, irony of ironies, a statement which 
subsequently would have been regarded as heresy. 

Well now, that should be enough for the moment to provoke another round 
of dialogue - if anyone bothers to read this. Let us hope so, for I still do not 
regard this as in any sense a final word on the subject and am quite confident that 
I have still much to learn in this whole area. The first round of debate has been 
personally highly profitable in instructing, correcting, and enlarging my own 
theological thinking. I look forward to the next round with keen anticipation. 

86. The Livillg Bible translation. 
87. Morsh~ll does l10t hes lille to speak of ChriRI as a "pr -e1l. istent Being" (above n. 11, 

9, 13) ur as "tI l 'I's(>nal. ugen tnF crcCltion ulongllide I.he Father" I7i'inity Journal 2 [1981] 245). 
88. Tim poilll was broughl home tD me by O. W. H. Lampe. God as Spirit (Oxford: 

Clarendon. 1977) 135-36. 111 the snme connection Schuollcnl erg (above n. 74) refers to 
K. Rohner, The 1i'illity (New York: Horder', 1970) 105- 15, 
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Was Christianity a Monotheistic Faith 
from the Beginning? 

I 

Students of the New Testament will be familiar with the influential hypothesis 
from the first half of this century usually known as the Gnostic redeemer myth. 
This was the thesis, associated particularly with the name of R. Bultmann, that 
already in the pre-Christian period there was a widely held belief in a divine 
figure who came down from heaven Rod assumed human form in order to 
redeem the souls trapped within human bodies.l They will also be aware that 
while Bultrnann's thesis has come under heavy attack and is not widely held 
today,2 the,['e cu'e Ulose who lill attempt to argue for it, though usually i:t~ a 
substantially modi fied form} My purpose in this paper is to draw attenti 11 to 
one of the .ide effects of th is whole debale, an important side effect which bas 
not been given the attention it deserves. For it is my belief that the quest of the 
Gnostic redeemer myth within pre-Christian traditions, and the debate thereby 
stirred up, have together confused the history of christology's beginnings, 

1. The clearest schematic statement is in R. Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament 
I (London: SCM, 1952) 166f. 

2. See, e.g. , W. Manson, Jesus the Messiah (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1943) 
174-90; C. Colpe, Die religionsgeschichtliche Schule (GOttingen, 1961); 1. Munck, "The New 
Testament and Gnosticism," in Current Issues in New Testament Interpretation, ed. W. Klassen 
and G. F. Snyder (0. A. Piper FS; San Francisco: Harper and Row, 1962) 224-38; E. Yamauchi, 
Pre-Christian Gnosticism (London: Tyndale, 1973); and below n. 14. 

3. See K. Rudolph, "Stand und Aufgaben in der Erforschung des Gnostizismus" (1964), 
reprinted in Gnosis and Gnostizismus. ed. K. Rudolph (Darmstadt, 1975) 510-53, particularly 
547-49, and those cited below in nn. 9c 12. 

A lecture delivered to the Faculty of Theology, University of Aarhus, Denmark, in March 1981, 
originally published in SJT 35: 303-36. Copyright © 1982 by T. & T. Clark and used by 
permission. 
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particularly in the key issue of Christ's relation with God. Although principally 
concerned with soteriology, the discussion roused by the hypothesis of the 
Gnostic redeemer myth has raised the question of Christianity's theology (in the 
narrower ens of that term). In other words, it forces students of Christian 
origins to ask '1vllether Chri tiani1y began as a departure from Jewish mono
rheism. whether hristianity wa.~ infac! a monolheisticfairhfrom the beginning. 

The queslion arises because in lhe most stliking expres ions of the 
Gnostic redeemer myth. which we f ind in developed form in the econd 
cen tury, the redeemer is presented as a heavenly being distin t from God. In 
the Naasene hYI1111 for example, i.t is Jesus run self who appeals to God: 

Therefore send me, Father; 
Bearing the seals I will descend, 
I will pass through all the Aeons, 
I will disclose all mysteries, 
I will show the forms of the Gods 
And the hidden things of the holy way, 
Awaking knowledge, I will impart.4 

Again, in the 'ong nf the Pearl, th central chara ler is the son of the king 
who is sen~ to Egypt to fetch a pearl but who eats their food and forgets who 
h is, sinking into a de p leep, and who has to be roused and reca lled to his 
tru identi ty before be can accomplish hi mlssi n.5 Similarly in the As ension 
(~t Isaiah. the Most High. the alher of the Lord. is heard peak:ing "to my 
Lord brist. who shall be called Jesus: 'Go and descend thrOt\gh aU heavens; 
descend to the [irmamenl and to that world .... And thou shall become like 
t Ule form of all who are in [he five heavens." Isaiah then witnes es tbe 
descent of the Lord and his progressive lransforrna[ion. which hides his true 
identity, till he becomes Mary's newborn child who' sucked the brea l like 
a baby as was cust I1131Y s U,al h would not be re ognized."6 

The point is thi : if (here was su h a myth of a heavenly redeemer 
figure already in existence and widely known be ore Christianity then 'JJ'/ e 

of the most crucial steps in earliest christology was tlie identiflcQ,tion of 
Christ with this figure. IT pre-Christian thinking bad already embraced the 
th ught of a divin - redeemer ol'her than God himself then the almost i nevi 
table conclusion is that the Christian idea of Christ's divinity resulted from 

4. Hippolytus. Refutatio 5.10, following the translation in W. Foerster. Gnn.<is! (London: 
Oxford University, 1972) 282. 

5. ACis oj T//OI//(l ) 08- J 3 (Focrsrer Gnosis I, 355-58). 
6. AS("(!TIsiclll ajlsa/llft 10-11 ill E. lfcnnecke. New TesrameJII ApoCl)'pha U, ed. W. Schnee

melcher. t'f. Ilnd ClI. R. MeL. Wilson (London: LliILerworth, 1965) 659-6J. ee also, e.g .. Clement 
of Alexandria. £we/fJ/{/ ex 77lt!odo(() I.J. nnd the Paraphrase of SllI!m among the Nag Hammadi 
codices. 
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the equation of Christ with this divine redeemer. Christ could be thought of 
as not simply a resurrected prophet, not simply an ascended hero, but as that 
individual whose intervention from heaven was widely anticipated. That is 
to say, the deity of Christ in its earliest formulation was nothing other than 
the heavenly status of a being already conceived of as distinct from God. It 
is not necessary to clarify how precisely the relation between God and the 
redeemer was conceptualized at this earliest stage (the later Gnostic systems 
are of course much more elaborate); it is sufficient for us to note how 
exceedingly difficult it would have been for a Christianity which identified 
Christ with this heavenly redeemer to retain its christology within a mono
theistic framework. 

A crucial question for Christian theologians therefore is whether there 
was indeed something like the Gnostic redeemer myth already in circulation 
in the first half of the first century A.D. and whether earliest christology was 
influenced by it to a significant degree, whether thought of Christ as divine 
emerged by equating Jesus with this heavenly figure. Bultmann and those 
who have' followed him in the quest of the Gnostic redeemer myth have no 
doubt as to the answer. 

According to these (Gnostic) concepts the Redeemer appears as a cosmic 
figure, the pre-existent divine being, Son of the Father, who came down 
from Heaven an I asslImed human form and who, after his activity on earth, 
wa exalted Lo heavenly glory and wrested sovereignty over the spirit 
powers to bimself. It is in tbi ' conception of him that he is praised in the 
pre-Pau line Christ-hymn whlch is quoted in Phil. 2:6-11. This "mythos" is 
also briefly alluded to in TT Cor. 8:9 ... lurks behind I Cor. 2:8 ... is the 
subject of Eph. 4:8-10 .... 7 

Similarly, behind the Fourth Gospel lies "the Gnostic myth . . . of a pre
existent divine being, which in its metaphysical mode of being is equal to 
God ... ," in which the Father and the Son are two separate persons, and in 
which talk of the Son's preexistent relation with the Father "was originally 
taken literally."8 To be sure, Bultmann believes that John had freed himself 
from this mythology even while retaining its language, but even so it is hard 
to avoid the conclusion that the attempt to incorporate the language of the 
Gnostic myth into a monotheistic framework must have put severe strain upon 
that framework. 

Those who follow Bultmann continue to argue in similar terms. For 
example, K. Wengst draws on the Song of the Pearl to illuminate Phil. 2:6-11: 

7. Bultmann, Theology I, 175. 
8. R. Bultmann, John (London: Blackwell, 1971) 251-53. 
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The redeemer abandons his original divine mode of being, betakes himself 
into the humiliation of the human situation before finally returning ... to 
his divine position .... Phil. 2 has taken over this schema.9 

S. Schulz argues that "the absolute personification" of the Logos in the 
Johannine prologue must "go back to the speculation about intermediary 
beings in Hellenism influenced by Gnosis."10 And J. T. Sanders speaks more 
cautiously of "an emerging mYlhical configuration" and a "tendency to hy
postatize divine qualjljes' as the historical religious background of the several 
New Testament christological hymns. I I 

Even those who would distance themselves from Bultmann's thesis find 
that the Gnostic redeemer myth debate has influenced the language and cate
gories available to them. Indeed it is not a little ironical that some who seek 
to offer alternative hypotheses of christology's beginnings find themselves, 
perhaps despite themselves, talking of mythical figures, divine agents, 
heavenly redeemers, and intermediary beings. For example, F. H. Borsch 
rejects the thesis of a pre-Christian belief in a divinity descended from heaven 
to become a humble human being, but he hypothesizes in its place a much 
more diffuse myth of a Man who. is variously first man, royal man, and 
heavenly man.l2 F. Young maintains that 

the descent of heavenly beings to intervene in earthly affairs, often to render 
assistance, is clearly a feature of both pagan and Jewish legend, and certainly 
pre-dates both the New Testament and the earliest traces of a Gnostic 
descending redeemer. 13 

And M. Hengel, despite his scathing dismissal of the Gnostic redeemer myth 
hypothesis,14 nevertheless agrees that "Jewish wisdom speculation has a 
mythological background," and commends the older talk of Bousset and 
Gressmann about the "whole host of intermediary beings" who "forced their 
way in between God, who had become distant from the world, and man." 15 

The issue, I trust, is plain. If room had indeed been made within pre
Christian Judaism for some such mythical figure or intermediary being, and 

9. K. Wengst, Christologische Formeln und Lieder des Urchristentums (Giitersloh, 1972) 
154. 

10. S. Schulz, Johannes (NTD; 1972) 28. 
11. 1. T. Sanders, The New Testament Christological Hymns (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University, 1971) 96. 
12. F. R . BOR;Ch, Til" nUll of MllII ill Myth olld History (London: SCM, 1967) 25lf. 
13. F. Young il) 71w Myth ojGor.l lncomate, ed. 1. Hick (London: SCM, 1977) 112. 
L4. IVI. Hengel. Tile SOli 111' God (London: S M, 1976) 33-35. 
15. M, Hengel. ./11111.1;.1'111 a/ld H /len ism (London: SCM, 1974) I, 155, citing W. Bousset 

(lOti 1-1 . Gressmu nn. Die ReliRinll des Jllililllll'lII lS 1m splithellenistischen Zeitalter (HNT 21; 41966) 
311}. 
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tills heavenly redeemer was nol merely of angelic rank clearly subordinate to 
God, lhen Jewish monotheism was already under strain,l6 and the identifica
tion of the re ulTected and exalted man, Jesus of Nazareth, with this heavenly 
redeemer must have increased that strain immeasurably, so much so that 
Christianity's claim (0 be a monotheis tic fa.ith is put in question from the start. 
Two important issues therefore force (hem elves upon us. First, was there in 
pre-ChriStian Judaism a concept of a heavenly redeemer, an individual figure, 
conceived of in uch term. of divinity that Judaism's monotheism was thereby 
threatened? And second, did earliest Christian thinking about Christ take up 
or accelerate that threat so that Christianity's own claim to be a monotheistic 
religion is undermined at foundation level? To answer them we must look 
first at the various figures suggested by Bultmann and others. either as evi
dence of the pre-Christian Gnoslic redeemer myth it If, or as evidence witllin 
Judaism of the sort of thinking out of which the Gnostic rede mer myth grew. 
We will U,en be in a position to assess secondly, the impact of that pre-Chris
tian Jewi. h thought upon the eurliest Christian understanding of Christ. 

n 
What evidence do we have of belief in heavenly redeemer figures and inter
mediary beings in pre-Christian Judaism? 

a) Glorified heroes. B. Lindars has argued that in pre-Christian Judaism 

apocalyptic thought embraces the concept of an agent of God in the coming 
judgment, who may be a character of the past reserved in heaven for this 
function at the end time .... The identification of Jesus with this figure is 
fundamental to widely separated strands of the New Testament. l? 

The two most obvious candidates for such speculation were Enoch and 
Elijah: they had both been taken to heaven without experiencing death (Gen. 
5:24; 2 Kgs. 2: 11), and therefore presumably could still playa role in the 
body on earth. A belief in the return of Elijah certaiJlly goes back a far as 
Mal. 4:5f. ("Behold, I will send you Elijah th proph l before the great and 
terrible day of the Lord comes . . . ' ), audit ertainly became a regular 

16. Unlike some of thei r succcs Qrs, Boussct and Gressmann at Icru; t rc(;gni l.ed the 
COl1b'equenccs of their findings fo r our under~landing of Jewish ITlollotbeism: " Wi!" sehen den 
MOl1olileismus von ulierei ~ankenwerk lInJzogel1 . Und dieses RllnkeJllverk ist nicht g;lI1z llllgc
flihdich. Hier und <ill beginlll cs den reinen G. tt c.~g l l1 l1ben Zli iibcrwuchern " (I~eli/ol i()II. 3I 9) 

17. B. Lindors, ' Re-enter the Ap calyptic Son of MUll ," NTS 22 (1975-76) 52-72 here 
p.54). 
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element in Jewish expectation both before and after ChrjsL (S ir. 48: 10; 1 En.. 
90:31; Mark 6:15 par.; 8:28 pars: 9: 1 I f. pru·.: J hn 1:21: Rev. 11 : . 4 Ezra 
6:26; Sib. Or. 2.187-89; Justin, Dialogue 8.4' 49. 1: Apocalypse of Elijah 
24: 11-15).18 But there is no hint r ugge 'tion in all lhi lhat Elijah was a 
glorified or more than human figure or had become a divine beIng by virtue 
of his translation to heaven. 19 If he is to return l lhis world, the presllmpti n 
is that he will be just as he was when be left. Hence it is John the Baptist s 
manifest likeness to Elijah in manner and physical appearance (haircloth, 
leather belt - Mark 1 :6; 2 Kg . 1:8) which pr mprs lbe identification of the 
two (Matt. 11 :7- II/Luke 7:24-8 ,20 

En eh drew more varied -peculation. In Jub, 4:23 hi Lranslati n t 
hc.av n is und rstood a a restOr!lliOtl La humankind's primeval glory: 'he was 
taken from among the lurd .. n of men. and we condu ted him into tbe garden 

f Eden in majesLy and honor." In heaven his 1'01 is Lo record human sins 
bence hi s Litl ' ".'c ribe of rigbleousnel s" (Jub. 4:23' 1 En. 12:4; T. M,,: II). 
His palticipati 11 in the final judgment is a sumed in1 Ell. 90: 1 in association 
with Bljjah, and later in q 'socia lion with Abel (T. Abr. 11 ).21 In Ule course f 
this speculation his translation to heaven came to be conceived in more 
glorious tenus: he is identified with the Son of man in the Similitudes of 
Enoch (1 En. 71: 14 - see below); he is stripped of his earthly garments and 
appears like the angels in 2 En. 22:8 (cf. Ascension of Isaiah 9:8f. -like 
Abel and all the righteous); he becomes MetaLron the Prince of the Presence, 
in 3 Enoch 3-16. But such speculation takes us well beyond Lhe earliest 
Christian period.22 Even the Similitudes C3D110t with llil y confidence be dated 

II!. , ce further J. Jeremias. TDNT IJ, 931-34, 936. Mark 15:gSf. also f(lport~ th ~pccu
lut ion of the crowd Ilround Lhe ero~s U~ to whether Elijah would come 'aJld rescoe Jesus. This 
Oluy be lUl eurly hint of the biter rabbinic legends oC Elijah's freqaenl interventions on earth 
(L Gi nzbcrg, n/(~ L/'l~el1r1~' ofllu! .Itfw,~ IJ wi 'h PubliclItion Society) N r 19 131202-35; 11I928! 
325-42). hU l it i, not 'Iear whel'her Mark 's tradi tion prcsuppo es such legends or that uch nn 
interl'llll lion WllS at lhat lime conceived f as fI I'ell] possi bility. 

19. Cr. c. 11. Talben, IilIhql LI' a OoIpel? (London: $1 I<. 1978) 49f.. n. 80. 
2U. Since the Bapt.ist is identlLied with Elijub (see helow). bm is IlI,Il tholighl of (IS having 

(lre<::xisled before his hirth or as hov ing descended from heaven fu ll grown, it may be doubled 
whctht!I' lll ' hop' of I ~j<lh ' s relurn actually envi~agcd lhe personal return or the llisLOrical figure. 
Did this earlier stage of Elijah specuJation env1sage simply the raising lip of an Lher prophet 
"in lin: ~plrit lind po\ r IlfE.lijuh" (L~tke 1:17), a prophet li.ke Elijah:= a prophet Like Moses'! 
Anti i thi ~ partly Lhe rC11.q n for the apJ,carance ofjl,lst lhese two in the accoun t of the trans· 
figuration (Mark 9:2-8 pars.) '? 

2 1. Fo llowing the dtl, truCIion of Jerusalem in A.D. 70 speculation that particular heroes 
from thc P:lst were be ing kepI in heaven until the end of the age was extended to incluof' 0therS 

p' '" i.t:ul:!dy E2rn <ind narudl <+ Ezr!l 14:9; L IJlmleli 13:3: 25: I ; 43:2; 46:7: 48:30; 76:3). It is 
probably significant lhm they wel'l;~ remembered mare as scribes (li ke Enoch) lIlan tIS prophets. 

22. Tht: .lew ish Variac!! of 2 E lIO II mlly go bilek bef0rc A.n. 70 (1. I-I. Cha rlesworth, The 
PS/! l1depigrclplw olld Mod m Res(!(//'ch lSBL Septuaginl and CO!,'l1de Studies 7; 1976] ID;lf.), 
but :1 E1Ioch _ - 16 is ccrlll illly mllch later - P. S. All;!xancler. "The Historical elling of the 
l1 ebn:w Book of Enoch. ' J.lS 28 ( 1977). dal.es it between CII. A.I . 450 alld ca. 8S0 (Pl'. 164f.). 
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early enough to have influenced first Christian thinking about Christ (see 
below). In the certainly pre-Christian documents Enoch, like Elijah, is just a 
man taken to heaven.23 

Of other heroes from the past only Moses and Melchizedek need detain 
US. 24 Philo speaks of Moses leaving this mortal life for immortality "sum
moned thither by the Father, who resolved his twofold nature of soul and body 
into a . ingle unilY o'ansfonning his whole being into mind, pure as the 
unI.ignl -' (Mos. 2.288). Thi sounds like apotheosis or deification, but only 

if we take it oul of the conlext of Philo's Platonic worldview. Within that 
context it described Moses ' transition from the perceptible, material world to 
the world of eternal realities , the ideal realm of pure rationality. That is to say, 
it is what will happen to souls generally (Quaes. Gen. 3.11), but preeminently 
to Moses because he is, for Philo, the supremely wise man (Sacr. 8-10), "mind 
at its purest" (Mut. 208).25 There is no threat to Jewish monotheism here. 
Josephus also reports speculation on the part of some that Moses "had been 
taken back to the deity" (perhaps an allusion to Philo?), but it is a speculation 
which in Josephus's view is ruled out by the report of Moses' death in Deut. 
34:5f. (Ant. 3.96f.; 4.326).26 

As for Melchizedek, the fragmentary text from Qumran certainly seems 
to use the name for a heavenly being, probably an archangel ("elohim " -
11 QMelch 10). But it is by no means clear that a reference to the Melchizedek 
of Genesis 14 is intended - the reference to Genesis 14 in the Genesis 
Apocryphon gives no hint of such a speculation centering on that Melchizedek 
( lQapGen 22. 14-7; cf. Jub. 13:25), and no reference to Ps. 110:4 has so far 
been discovered in the Dead Sea Scrolls. Since the name Melchiresha (king 
of wickedness) was also coined by Qumran covenanters, it is quite likely that 
the name Melchizedek (king of righteousness) was formed in the same way, 

23. See 111 00 I L Odebcrg, TDNT 11 , 557f. 
24. Jeremi ilh 's appear..tl1ce in 1\ dreilm (2 MtlCC. 15: 12- 16) was probably under. load simply 

u.~ II dream's retailing '()f figures [rom the past (Jeremiah is dc~eri bed bettcr ihq digni'l"led nntl 
venerable (hun <IS gl ril1ed and exalted: and Onins appe:irS as well). Man. 16: 14 may imply 
specuhlli n :,Ibout the possible reLUI1l of panlcuJar prophets. bll t a lternaLi vely Ill lly simply he n 
way ot' expres. ing tbe belief lilal Jesus Wll~ II prophet in Lhe line M El ijnh. Jeremiah. [mel John 
the Baptist. t'. J. Jerc01 ias , 'l'DNT Ill, 2.1 9-2 1. 

25. Se ' further '. H. Holladay. Tludns Aller ill Flt:/JIIIII. l ic JucitrislJl (SBL Di sserlation 
Seri es 40: 1( 77). eh. tn. partIclilarly p. 163, n. 287. Philo". U'callllcni of Moses i ~ uNeru lly 
collocmed and summarize I in tlle indeK to Philn in the Loeb Clussicnl Library. vol. X. 
379-90. 0 11 Philo 's application of .~ od . 4: 16 and 7; I in reference 10 Moses (" You i4h ~ 1I be 
to him (Aaron) iI~ God"; "r will mllke you !l GOd [0 Pharaoh" Ree Holladay. Tlw io.l' Am' l; 
108-55 . 

26.DespiEc his dealh. Moses is associated with Elij:lh inlhe flecountofLhc Inmsfiguration 
(Mark 9:2-8 pars.). Preslln1ub ly then lhe idea was Ihal they ha I hOlh become like angels 
(according to Luke they "appeared in glol'Y" - Luke 9:3 1) and could l\l leas l visil the earth. 
Cf. Rev. 11 :3-12. But see al~o 1. D. G. Dunn. Ilrista /flgY ;/1 Ilu' Makl/lg (= e lM) (London: 
SCM, 1980) 277, n. 63, 304, n. 141. 
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without any intended reference to the figure of Genesis 14.27 Nonetheless on 
ne quite pO,'sible interpretation of the text we bave a (probably pre- hustian 

Jewish writer envisioning the exaltation Qf Lhe l11y~teriou figure Melchizedek 
to archangel status. Whal this rne~ms for Jewish monOlheism will depend on 
how we assess the angelo logy 1" pre-Cllristian Judaism, a subject to which 
we must now tum. 

To sum up for the moment, however, there is no clear evidence that 
pre-Christian Jewish understanding of God was in any degree influenced or 
affected by speculation concerning the fate and future role of any of the great 
saints or heroes of the faith from the past. 

b) Angels. If we are thinking of intermediary figures between God and 
humans the most obvious candidates are angels. In fact, within the biblical 
and intertestamental traditions that is precisely what angels are - intermedi
ary beings, lesser beings who execute God's will. From earliest times we have 
"the sons f God' who are members of the heavenly council under Yahweh 
the sup.rem God (Gen. 6:2, 4: Deul. 32:8' Job 1:6-1 2; 2: 1-6: 38:7; Pss. 29:1; 
89:6; J En. 1 :8; 106:5). Presllmably as Israel's conception of Yahweh de
veloped into a co mie In nothei ro, this was one of the chief ways of absorbing 
the gods of other nat i ns into their system - t11at is, hy regarding U1em simply 
as members ofYabweh's heaven ly Otll1cil.2HThus in th much more elabora'te 
angelology of dle inrerteslrunenlaJ period we have angels who have authority 
under God over the various nations (Dan. 10: 13, 20' .1Mb. 15:3 ! f; 1 Ell. 
89:59-65; 90:20-5; T. Levi 5:6; r Dall 6:lf' Ass. Mos. 10: 1) a' well as angels 
who. co.ntrol the forces of nature (wiJld eason ', stars) (Jub. 2:2f.· I En. 75:3; 
80:6' 82: 10-20; 1 QH 1.1 Df.).29 

With such a "population explosion" in the heavenly host it is not 
surprising that a concept of leading angels within an angelic hierarchy 
emerges, with Michael, Gabriel, Raphael, and Sariel, Uriel, or Phanuel as the 
most prominenl 0.1' the archangels (Dan. 8: 16; 9:21; 10: 13; Tob. 12: 15; J En. 
9: 1f; 20:1-8; IQM 9.15; 4 Ezra 5:20 . These are also called "angels of lhe 
presence" (lub. 1:27, 29; 2:2 etc' T Levi 3:5: T. Jud. 25:2' IQH 6.13), 
preswnably because t11ey are depicted as l' rming Yahweh irUler counci l. AB 
such they are able to make intercession on behalf of Israel (Tob. 12: 15; 1 En. 
9:3; 99:3; 104:1; T. Levi 3:5; 5:6f; T. Dan 6:2). As such, too, they can act as 

27. See J. T. Milik, "Milki-~edeq et Milki-re.fa" dans les anciens ecrits juifs et chretiens," 
lIS 23 (1972) 126-37; G. Vermes. The Dead Sea Srmll. in English (Harmonds'.vorth: Pelican, 
21975) 253,260. 

28. See, e.g., G. von Rad, TDNTI, 78; T. H. Gaster, Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible 
I, 131. 

29. See, e.g., H. B. Kuhn, "The Angelology of the Non-Canonical Jewish Apocalypses," 
IBL 67 (1948) 217-32; D. S. Russell, The Method and Message of Jewish Apocalyptic (London: 
SCM, 1964) ch. IX. . 
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captain of the Lord's hosts in the cosmic battle against Israel's enemies and 
the hostile angels (Dan. 10: 13, 20f.; Juh. 48:9-19; Ass. Mos. 10:2; Rev. 12:7-9). 
It is such a role that Melchizedek fills in the Qumran document touched on 
above, with "Melchizedek" (king of righteousness) serving as another name 
for Michael, also called "the Prince of Light," "the angel of truth," and "the 
great angel" (lQS 3.20, 24; CD 5.18; lQM 13.10; 17.6). 

This whole conception of an angelic hierarchy is clearly modeled on the 
oriental court, and the authority and status given to Michael, for example, 
would not be seen in Jewish eyes as a threat to their monotheism. On the 
contrary th more ervants and c uncilors attributed to Yahweh the greater 
his majesty a lhe one LJ'u · God supreme vel' aU. And though of course angels 
in their role of Yahweh' mes. engel's, did visit earth such yiSil:lli ns were 1" r 
that sale purpose; there is nothing here that provides a recognizable antecedent 
to the Gnostic redeemer myth. 

There is, however, one angelic figure who deserves a little more atten
tion - "the angel of the Lord." In the earlier stages of Jewish thought it is 
clear enough that the angel of the Lord is simply a way of speaking about 
Yahweh himself. For example, in the theophany of the burning bush he who 
appears to Moses is described both as "the angel of the Lord" and as "the 
God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob" (Exod. 3:2-6); and in Judg. 2: 1 "the 
angel of the Lord" says "I brought you up from the land of Egypt - I will 
never break my covenant with you." The most obvious explanation of this 
language is that it was ~U1 e.'lrly. sli Jl unsophi Licated attempt to speak of 
God's presence and activity on earLh with uL re orting to even less sophis
ticated anthropomorphism 01' abRodoning belief in God's holy otherness. 3D 

Here then is a conceptualization of God and of God's immanent activity 
among hi s pe pJe which might seem t pose a potential tlm~al Lo [srael's 
emerging monothei m- an angelic being who is Yahweh (cf. Exod. 14:19f. 
with 14:24) and who yet com be distinguished from Yabweh (cf. Exad . 14:19 
with 23:20, 23 and 33:2 with 33:3). Perhaps this is why the idea of the angel 
of the Lord disappears from the later stages of pre-Christian Jewish thought, 
and when it appears in the birth narratives of Matthew and Luke it is as "an 
angel of the Lord" (Matt. 1:20; 2:13, 19; Luke 1:11; 2:9) - that is, pre
sumably, simply one of the angels of the presence, whom Luke in fact names 
as Gabriel (Luke 1:19,26). 

There is another strand of Jewish thought, however, which takes up 
something that was said of the angel (of the Lord?) who went before Israel 
in their wilderness wanderings - Exod. 23:20f.: "I send an angel before 
you .... Give heed to him .... For my name is in him." In the Apocalypse 
of Abraham we meet an interpreter angel J aoel, "a power in virtue of the 

30. See further CiM, IS0f. 
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ineffabl Name tbat is dwelling in me' (Apoc. Abt: 10).31 And subsequently 
in the Merkabah mys[iclsm of 3 Elloeh, Metatron, the Prince of the Presence, 
is caUed " tbe les er Yahweh" (3 Enocll 12:5) - again with specijic reference 
to Exod . 23:2J ("for my name i in him' - cf. b. Sanh. 38b). As we shaU 
see sbortJ y. this mystical speculation on Metatron does om to be regarded 
as a threat to Jewish monotheism by the rabbi . Whm may be ~ignifical1l then 
is the facl thal there j evidence of Merkabnh mysticism aJready at Ql1IDJ'an 
(4QSI 40.24),32 so thal orne m rging of the idea of III angel of the L rd in 
whom is Yahweh's name with Melchi7.edek is jusl possible -lbough the 
relation of the two documenlS within the Dead Sea Scrolls is far from clear 
and the divine title used for Melchizedek is elohim (11QMelch 10). It may 
even be that something of the sort has to be traced back to Ezekiel himself, 
whose vision of the chariot-throne (Ezekiel!) is the basis of the later Merkabah 
mysticism. For in E~ek. 8:2 the description f the angel is remarkably like 
that of God h-imself in I :26f.33 Bul if lh,H is U1 case then we are dealiJlg with 
a lhin slrand of esoteric my.sticism within Judaism which touched the Qumran 
community, but so far as we now can t.ell only became mor widely illfluential 
from the lale m·st centW'y .D. on. 

In short, in the interteslamentul period Jewish apocalyptic readily Ou
ceived f angelic hoslS in heaven marshaled by un angelic hlerar hy, whose 
number and majesty served not to tbreHten Yahweh's sovereign authority but 
lo enhance it. Such intermediary figures neither threaten J wish monotheism 
nor provide much of a model for belief in a particular redeemer in heaven. 
The very early idea of the angel of the Lord as a manifestation of Yahweh 
is soon abandoned, and, insofar as it reappears in Merkabah mysticism, that 
is a form of Judaism which influenced at most a small esoteric circle in the 
period of Christian beginnings. Here the attempt to describe the glorious 

31 . The ;\paca/yp.l'e q{ Abral!am is gcnerully dated l() abollt thl! end of th [ina ccntLlI:Y 
.Il. (see Charlesworth, Pse"dep(r:mp!w alld Modem Research, 68f.). 

32. See J. Slrugoell , "The Angelic Liturgy at Qumran," Velll. TesflImemlrm SlIflpiemellls 
7 (1959) 318-45; tel Eliso in Vermes, Dtrrrd , eo .'1"'11/1 . 21J - I . Sllllgneli dates the work U5 
pre-50 1I .• O. G. Scholem suggests thm tllC beginnings or Mcrk.Hbnh mysticism may go buck 
to the E~scnes (Major Trends ill Jewisll My.vli iSIII I London: Thame. and Hudson. 19551 43). 

f. Sir. 49:8. 
33. . Rowlnnd, "11le Visioll of the Rigcn hri. t in Rev. I; l3fL: The Debl of nn Early 

hr'i~loJogy LO nn Aspect of Jewish Angdology." JTS 3 I (1980) I-I I (bere 4f.). It is doubrf\11. 
bowt:ver, whethor the l:Jngullge f Dan. 10:5f. is delib~l1Ilely dependent on Ezek. 1:261'. 10 a 
significant extent. The differences belwe.en Ezekiel's vision of "n Jikenc.~s as iLwee' ofa hllnlll11 
being" with 11 bronzelike top hull' and l'ircl il c bottom holf (E7.ck. I :26f.) und Daniel's visioll of 
"u man el thed in linen" Wl tb a beryUike body [lnd brOllzeUkc arms and legs (Dan. 10:5f.) are 
010/'(,: significontthatl what mlly be no mOre thllll nccidcl)wl or LlDconsciou echoes of El..ekiel 's 
complete vision (against Rowland, 3f.). And though ! Ell. 14:18·23 . hows some pos:ible 
itll~uence from Ezekiel I, it is bardly clear Ihm 14:2 1 i ' i mended to indicate "thm God resembled 
human rom1" (again t C. Rowland, "The Visions of Got! in Apocalyptic Litcl'l\[ure," JSJ 10 
(1979) 137-54, herc 141). But see the Inter te, p nsc (1) pp. 305-7 nbovc. 
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figures who appear to the visionary may seem to threaten Jewish mono
theism, though we may note also that the morc serious the threat the less 
readily can they be conceived- a angelic interm diaries, still less as agents 
of redemption. 

c) The Son of Man. No other figure has aroused so much interest in the 
area of our inquiry as the figure of Daniel's vision---

and behold, with the clouds of heaven there came one like a son of man, 
and he came to the Ancient of Days and was presented before him. And to 
him was given dominion and glory and kingdom .... (7:13f.) 

The view of S. Mowinckel, "that the Jewish conception of 'the Man' or 'the 
Son of Man' is a J wish varianl of (a wi.despr ad) oriental cosmological 
eschatological myth f Anlhropos, " 34 wa very popular in the heyday f the 
quest of the Gnosti . redeemer myth. And in the most recent contribution to 
the debate A. J. B. Higgins repeats Lhe till popular view that " in Dan. 7 we 
have in all probability a corporate interpretation of an older concepl of an 
inclividual transcendent agent of redemptiol1."35 

It is certainly pr bable that Daniel's vision bas some backgr und in 
myth. A vision which con lrasts beast-like figure ruisillg out of the sea 
(primeval chaos) with a human-like fioure pre nred to God almost certainly 
echo s tbe aceo'unt . of cr atioll- humankind as the crown of creat ion gi ven 
dominion ver. the beasts ancl bi rd f; (Gen. 1: 26f; 2: 19t). And there are 
interesting parallels with a po lu lated Canaanite myth in which the ancient 
god abdicated in favor of a younger 6 - ulth ugh we can hardly think that 
Daniel inten I d his vi ' ion to represent Lhe human-like Eigure taking ver 
from the Ancient of Day ! But in Daniel 'itself the meaning of the vision is 
quite clear. The contrast between the beasl-like figures and the human-like 
figure represel1ts symbolically the ferocious hosti lity or the nations against 
Israel and Israel'S ultimate vindication and triumph ver them. The beast-like 
figures are specifically interpreted as [srael's enemies. ruld in the imerpreta
tion it is repeatedly stated tha I what was given to the human- like figure i 
given to the saint of tbe MOSl High (Dan. 7: J 8, 22, 27). Th vision is FuL1y 
explained in these ternl ' (the humall -Ii ke figure a a ymbolicaJ representa
tion of the saint. of the Most High), and tbere is nothing to uggest Ulat 
Daniel thought of the "one like a son of man" as a specific individual (an 

34. S. Mowinckel, He that Cometh (Oxford: Blackwell, 1956) 425. 
35. A. 1. B. Higgins, The Son of Man in the Teaching of Jesus (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University, 1980) 12. For others who support lhis view see Higgins, 3. 
36. See particularly J. A. Emerton, "The Origin of the Son of Man Imagery," JTS 9 

(1958) 225-42; C. Colpe, TDNTVIII, 415-19. But see also A. J. Ferch, "Daniel 7 and Ugarit: 
A Reconsideration," JBL 99 (1980) 75-86. 
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angel, the Messiah?). Nor is there any need to postulate a myth about the 
first man (Primal Man, Anthropos myth) in order to make complete sense 
of the passage.37 

It is true, however, that at a later stage Daniel's vision is interpreted 
in Jewish circles as a description of a particular individual, the Messiah, and 
that this heavenly figure seems to be thought of as preexistent.38 I am 
thinking here of course of the Similitudes of Enoch (1 En. 37-71) and 4 Ezra 
13. But here we should note several points. First, in both writings the 
suggestion that the human-like figure of Daniel's vision is a specific in
dividual, . the Messiah, is made as though it were a fresh interpretation of 
Daniel's vision: 1 En. 46:1-2-

And there I saw one who had a head of days, and his head (was) white like 
wool (Dan. 7:9); and with him (there was) another, whose face had the 
appearance of a man (Dan. 7:13) ... . And I asked one of the holy angels 
... about that Son of man, who he was, and whence he was, (and) why he 
went with the Head of Days. And he answered me and said to me, "This 
is the Son of Man who has righteousness and with whom righteousness 
dwells .... " 

Similarly with 4 Ezra 13:1-3-

After seven days, I dreamed a dream in the night; and behold, a wind arose 
from the sea and stirred up all the waves (cf. Dan 7:1-2). And I looked, and 
behold, this wind made something like the figure of a man (Dan. 7: 13) 
come up out of the heart of the sea (cf. Dan. 7 :3). And I looked, and behold, 
that man flew with the clouds of heaven (Dan. 7:13); and wherever he 
turned his face to look, everything under his gaze trembled .... 

In other words, here we have evidence that Daniel's vision was subsequently 
interpreted as speaking of a particular heavenly individual, the Messiah. But 
the freshness of each interpretation tells strongly against the view that both 
writings were drawing on an already established interpretation of Daniel 7 in 
angelic or messianic terms. The very fact that the Similitudes speak regularly 
of "that son of man" (of Dan. 7:13) and 4 Ezra speaks of "the man coming 
up from the heart of the sea" shows that "Son of man" was not yet a title 

37. See more fully OM, §9.1. And for further details in what follows see §§9.2 and 9.3. 
St:t: "bu p"riiwiarly P. ivi. Casey, The Son of Man: The Interpretation and Influence of Daniel 
7 (London: SPCK, 1980). 

38. Though the idcl.lti fication of Enoch as the Son of man in 1 En. 71: 14 probably implies 
Ultll the precxlslence of the 0 11 of man in the Similitudes is an ideal rather than a real preexistence 
- denoting God's purpose " from the beginning" that Enoch should playa decisive role in the 
filla l jlldgmelll ( e iM, 296, n. 64). 
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and that there was no clear "Son of man concept" already formulated for 
these writers to draw on.39 

Second, the dating of both documents makes it very uncertain whet11cr 
we can u '0 lhem as evidence of Jewish speculalion prior to the initial impact 
of Chri.stianity. 4 Ezra is dated by general acceptance in th peri,od following 
A.D. 70. And though the Simililudes are often taken a. pre-Christi,m, this must 
remain very doubtful. The evidenc of the Dead Sea SCI' li s is that the works 
of the Enoch cycle were l' pulaI' at Qurnran.40 The complele ~lbsence f th 
Similitudes, a work which would h~U'dly have becn offcn)';ive to the QunU1U1 
covenanters, cannOI but suggest lherefor lhal il was not yet wdttell by th 
time the Qumran library was cl sed finally and ~ rever (A.D. 68 .4 l It would 
be unwise lherefore to use a document which seems to be offering a fre h 
interpretation of the Danielic vision and which ca.nnot be elated bef re A.D. 

70 with any assurance as evidence either for a pre-Christian Jewish Son of 
man concept in particular or for a more diffu, e PI' - hrislian belief in a 
heav nly redeemedigure. 

There is however, a str ng possibiJjty that Daniel's vision ~layed a parl 
in that development within early Merkabab mystici 111 , which the rabbis con
denUled as threatening their monotheism.42 In a my~tical contemplation ofthe 
lbrone of G d (zekjel I) it was probably inevitabl Ulat aLtention would 
sooner or later fa LIS on lbe lhrones (plural mentioned in Dan. 7:9. The 
question would naturally arise, Who sat on the other throne(s)? Akiba an
swered: David43 - an interpretation dangerous enough to be accused by one 
rabbi of prof~lJl ing th Shekinah' (b. Sanh. 38b). But ne f hi contem
poraries Elisha bell Abuya. i . aid to have been overwhelmed by th maje ty 
of'this second figure (Metalton) and to have cried Indeed there are two 
divine powers in heaven!" ( Enoch 16:3; f. b. !fag. 15a - lhereby 
delracting from the glory and honor which 'is Gou's alone. What is ofparticulul' 
interest for us is that Eno h i caughl up in this speculation. He is identified 
with Metatron in the Palestinian Targum (Pseudo-Jonathan on Gen. 5:24) and 
in 3 Enoch 4, as he was already identified with "that son of man" in the 

9. The fact that tbe S 11 of mUll ' s role is Ollt! of judgment ( I En. 45:4; 49:2-4; 52:6-9; 
55:4: 61 :8f.) tells uS n thing nt "his polnl. since inv(1ivcmen l in judgment is 1\ felllun: of all suoh 
!lpcculmion about the end ,ce. e,g .. above regurdin E noch. Elijah . and Abel). 

40. Fragments of eleven separate tnan\lscript.~ bllve been found; see parlicularly J. T. 
Mi lik. T'II/! Books of Enol'll : Aramair Pmf{mlll1l,\ ofQI///!/wl Celve 4 (Oxford: Oxford University. 
1976). 

41. A post-A.D. 70 date is argued for by, among others, M. Black, M. A. Knibb (editor 
of the recent critical text of 1 Enoch), B. Lindars (below n, 63), 1. T. Milik, and O. Vermes (see 
CiM.79). 

42. See particularly A. F. Segal. Two Powers in Heaven: Early Rabbinic Reports about 
Christianity and Gnosticism (Leiden: Brill. 1977). 

43. Perhaps thinking of 1 Chron. 29:23 - "Solomon sat on the throne of the Lord as 
king instead of David his father." 
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Similitudes of Enoch (1 En. 71:J4 . So t 0 the porlrayal of the angel Jaoel, 
in wh m ,is Yi.tbwcb's name, in the Apocalypse of Abraham, may reflect a 
similru' willingness to stretch the cate ories of divinity more than rabbinic 
.Iud~Lisll1 'ou ld bear.44-

It is lear nough then thal ill at leas!" s me Jewish circle: ther developed 
a fonn of vis ionary mystici m which lIrew 011 earli r speculation about Enoch, 
about particular angel , and aboul Daniel's vision of "one Li k a son of man" 
being pr senteel to God in the heav nly throne r 0111 and Ill ::! I this , peculation 
. on cam ·' to be s en by those formulating rabbinic Judaism as a threat to 
their monotheism. However, (ill the c\ocumenlation and hi storical characters 
involved (Akiba, -<lisha) belong to a pedod stretching ti'om the enll of the 
first ce ntu ry Lhrough the first half of the second centlll,), A.D. Wbether they 
influenced. cond-cenlUJ)' hristian think.iJlg about Christ is open LO question. 
but lhey can hardly be credited with influenCing first-century christology. 1 r 
anyllling it was the Christian use of Dan. 7: 13 in refereoce t Chri st which 
provided pan of th slimulu. for Lh Jewish mysti cal specu lation and whicb 
PI' voked 1h rabbis to uch vigorous rejection of il.45 

d) Adalll. We need mention Admn onJy briefly. One variation of the later 
nos tie redcem.er myth is the Primal Man myth - the belief that Lhe redeemer 

is uJe fir I man or originaJ he. venly man. The se:\rch for trac of 'lIch a firl 
man-redeemer ·figure in pre-Christian Jewish . ources is. how vel', a complete 
failure. p<Hticularly once the humal1-W e figure f D,miel' vi~ion falls out ofthe 
reckoning.4ti Adam i.s indeed an bje 1 of speculation in Jewish litera Lure before 
ChristianiLy and in rabbinic Jil:eratLU'e of the Christian era, but never as a 
redeem· r or sav ior.47 He ould be thought of n:l\:urall y as " the image of God ' 
(0 n. I :26; Sir. J 7:3' Wis. 2:23); he is han red as the first palTirud1 Sir. 49: 16 
and as pattern for man in Lbe age to come 1 En. 8~ - 90); he can be called an 
' \ mgel" (2 Ell. 30: It ; cf. J En. 69: I J . But none of lhis is ev r seen a any . art 
or infringement nth prerogative ' or stal1ls or God. The only fOOlhold which 
s me quester f the Gnostic redeemer myth hay been able to lind io pre-Chris
lian Jewisb SOUf,'ces is Phil ' dislinclion between heavenly mon and an eru-rJ1ly 
man, which s ems t me out uf his exposition of Genesi 1-2 (Leg. All. I.3J, 
531': Opij: 134; Qu.aes. GelL. 1.4). However once again we mllst recall Philo's 

44. Note the rabbinic polemic against angelology, which probably goes back to this same 
period; see P. S. Alexander. "The Targumim and Early Exegesis of 'Sons of God' in Genesis 
6," JJS 23 (1972) 60-71. 

45. Segal, Two Powers, has shown that the earliest form of the heresy was more Christian 
in character than Gnostic - that is, it envisaged two wlIlpit:memary rather than opposing 
powers. 

46. E.g .• Mowinckel discusses "this oriental, cosmological, eschatological myth of An
thropos" under the heading of "the origin ofthe conception of the Son of Man" (He that Cometh, 
420-37). 

47. See particularly R. Scroggs, The Last Adam (Philadelphia: Fortress. 1966) ix-xxiii. 
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Platonic worldview. In that context Philo's "heavenly man" is nothing more than 
the heavenly counterpart of earthly man, a bloodless idea, a blueplint man who 
has neither cosmological nor soteriological functions. 48 There is certainly no 
evidence here of Gnostic influence or of a pre-Christian redeemer myth, or of a 
threat to Jewish monotheism. 

e) Sophia and Logos. In the post-Bultmannian phase of the quest for 
pre-Christian traces of the Gnostic redeemer myth the most promising inves
tigations have focused on what Schulz calls "speculation about intermediary 
beings" and Sanders describes as the "tendency to hypostatize divine quali
ties." The reference here is to Jewish talk of "the name of God," "the glory 
of God," and so on, but particularly the Wisdom of God and the Word of 
God.49 When, for example, Wisdom is spoken of as God's "master workman" 
(or "little child" - Provo 8:30), or described as "wisdom that sits by your 
throne" (Wis. 9:40), when Wisdom praises herself in such terms as Sir. 24:5, 
"alone I have made the circuit of the vault of heaven and have walked in the 
depths of the abyss," or when the Word is depicted as leaping down from 
Heaven as a stem warrior "into the midst of a land that was doomed" (Wis. 
18: 15), then it is not difficult to conclude that they are being regarded as 
intermediary beings distinct from but closely related to God. And certainly 
there can be little doubt that the prominence particularly of Sophia in later 
Gnostic thought, especially Valentinianism, owes not a little to the Jewish 
Wisdom concept.50 

At this point, however, we need to pay more attention than history of 
religions researchers have in the past to the judgment of rabbinic specialists. For 
they have been telling us for some time that these concepts (name, glory, wisdom, 
word) are no1.1o be understood within Jewish writings as "intermediary beings" 
introduced as it were to mediate between God, conceived of as remote and distant, 
and his creation. On the contrary, these so-called "intermediary beings" are better 
understood as ways of asserting the transcendent God's nearness to his creation, 
his involvement with his people. They are ways of speaking about God in his 
relation to the world; they serve to express his immanence without compromising 
his transcendence.51 As A. M. Goldberg puts it forcefully: 

48. See particularly, A. J. M. Wedderburn, "Philo's 'Heavenly Man,' " NovT 15 (1973) 
301-26. 

49. Wisdom of God and Word of God are largely overlapping concepts, often virtually 
synonymous (see particularly Wis. 9: 1-2; and cf. Ps. 33:6 with ProVo 3: 19; Philo, Fuga 97 with 
108f.; and Somn. 2.242 with 245) . 

50. See G. C. Stead, "The Valentinian Myth of Sophia," JTS 20 (1969) 75-104; G. W. 
Macrae, "The Jewish Background of the Gnostic Sophia Myth," NovT 12 (1970) 86-10 1. 

5 1. See. e.g., G. Dnlmnn, The Words of Jesus (Edinburgh: Clark, 1902) 229-3 1; G. I":. 
Moore, "intermediaries in Jewish Theology," HTR 15 (1922) 41-85; SB II, 302-33; E. E. 11)~ch , 
The Sagt's: Their COflcepi.~ Gild Beliefs (Jerusalem, 1975) ch. III; E. P. Sanders, Palll mICI 
Palestinian Judaism (London: SCM, 1977) 212-15. 
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The Shekinah is not and indeed cannot be an intermediary being, because 
the term Shekinah always designates the immediately present God. In 
contrast to the angels the Shekinah is the exact opposite of an intermediary 
being; it is no "power of God detached from God," no "personified ab
straction." 52 

J. Marbock has taken the point when he concludes his study of wisdom in 
ben Sira: 

The Wisdom of God ... is in ben Sira not to be conceived as an intermediary 
being between God and creation or as an hypostasis. Wisdom in accordance 
with the kaleidoscope of metaphors is to be taken rather as a poetic per
sonification for God's nearness and God's activity and for God's personal 
summons.53 

The clue to a correct interpretation is to recognize the vigor of the Jewish 
poetic imagery at this period - what Marbock alludes to when he talks of 
"the kaleidoscope of metaphors." Hebrew poetry was well accustomed to use 
vivid apostrophes and personifications, for example to speak of "steadfast 
love and faithfulness" meeting, of "righteousness and peace" kissing each 
other (Ps. 85: 10), to call on the Lord's "arm" to awake and put on strength 
(Isa. 51:9), to teach him dread deeds (Ps. 45:4), to talk even of "injustice" 
dwelling in tents and "wickedness" stopping its mouth (Job. 11:14; Ps. 
107:42). The Wisdom and Word imagery is all of a piece with this - no more 
distinct beings than the Lord's "arm," no more intermediary beings than God's 
righteousness and God's glory, but simply vivid personifications, ways of 
speaking about God in his active involvement with his world and his people. 54 

The same holds true even for Philo in his admittedly much more elaborate 
conceptualization of the Logos. In the end of the day the Logos for Philo is 
the rational energy of God in the act of creating and sustaining the universe 
(particularly Opif. 16-24), all that may be known of God even for the purest 

52. A. M. Goldberg, Untersuchungen aber die Vorstellung von der Schekhinah in der 
frahen rabbinischen Literatur (Berlin, 1969) 535f. (against P. Volz, Der Geist Gottes [Tilbingen, 
1910] 169). 

53. I. Marbock, Weisheit im Wandel. Untersuchungen zur Weisheitstheologie bei ben Sira 
(Bonn, 1971) 129f. 

54. Sec more fully CiM. §23. The much suggested alternative. hull\vay between pernoJ1 
and personification - viz. "hypostasis" (see those cited in CiM, 325. n. 2 1)- i a doubly 
Ilnachronistic importation of II nineteenUl -Cellll1 ry misundel'Slllllding of 0 key technical term frOIll 
tbe trinitarian controllersi '- ur the llul J lUlU ruurth t:CDlUries A.D. " The Internent that hypostaSIs 
ever received 'a sense midway between " pc{1;on" and "attribule," inclillillg to the former' is 
pur delusion. lhough it is derived ultimmely from H:U'll;lCk" (G. L. Prestige, God ill Palri. ric' 
TlwlIglir 1 London: SPCK. 1952. 219(i41 xxviii). See further elM, 174 and n. 42. For the me-millg 
of hyposrcLvis se R. E. Wilt, 'Hypostasis," Amldrilltl CO/t,lIa, ed. I:f. G. WOIXI (J. R. Harris FS: 
London, 1933) 3 19-43: Prestige. God. eh. IX . 
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mind (e.g., Somn. 1.65f., 68f.; Post. 16-20).55 In other words, Philo simply 
elaborates the same basic insight of earlier Jewish wisdom, that God in himself 
is unknowable, but has made himself known in, through, and as his wisdom 
and rational power; which is to say that the Wisdom of God and Word of God 
in Jewish thought are simply God insofar as he reveals himself to humans 
and insofar as he may be known by humans. 

In all this it is not to be disputed that many of the images and words 
used to describe Sophia and Logos were drawn from the wider religious 
thought of the time - the parallels with the worship of Isis in particular have 
caught many scholars' attention.56 But this is not to say that Yahwism inevi
tably became syncretistic through incorporating motifs from Isis worship. 
Israel's writers were well able to take over and domesticate the myths of 
polytheism and put them to the service of their monotheism. They had done 
so with the myth of the sea dragon representing primeval chaos, making it 
serve as a picture of the final conflict between Israel and her enemies (Isa. 
27:1; Jer. 51:34-37; Ezek. 29:3f.; Daniel 7).57 So here too they took over 
attractive and usable features in the cults of surrounding paganism and put 
them to serve their own monotheism. If the other cults had their seductive 
female figures, so had Israel (particularly Provo 1:20-33; 8:1-35; 9:1-6).58 And 
if any found the Jewish idea of a God without form too difficult and wanted 
a more tangible focus for their faith, where else need they look than the Torah 
- there preeminently was God's wisdom (Sir. 24:23, 25; Bar. 3:36--4:4; cf. 
Wis. 6:18; Philo, Migr. 130; Virt. 62-65). Nor should we at once jump to the 
conclusion that they thereby deified the Torah; even when the rabbis later talk 
of the Torah as preexistent that is simply a way of stressing the unsurpassable 
importance of the Torah as the revelation of God.59 

In the Sophia and Logos imagery of pre-Christian Judaism therefore we 
find no thought of a real individual being, a heavenly redeemer in any sense 
(beyond that of literary personification) independent of the one God - it is 
Yahweh himself who alone is the Savior (e.g., Sir. 51:1; Wis. 16:7; Philo, 
Mut. 56).60 Nor is there any real threat to Israel's monotheism in the poetic 
license of Israel's Wisdom tradition. There is a tension between the conviction 
of Yahweh's transcendence and the perception of his immanence, but that was 
present in Hebrew thought of God from a very early stage (cf. the angel of 

55. See more fully CiM, §28.3. 
56. See particularly B. L. Mack, Logos and Sophia (Gottingen, 1973) passim. 
57. M. D. Hooker, The Son of Man in Mark (London: SPCK, 1967) 20f. 
58. Cf. 4Q184 and 4Q185 (Vermes, Dead Sua Scrolls, 255-59) . 
59. The seven preexistent things include the Torah, the UlfonC or glory, the sanctuary, the 

name of the Messiah, and repentance (b. Pes. 54a; b. Ned. 3%: Turgum Pseudo-Jonathan Zech. 
4:7); see SB I, 974f.; II, 334f. 

60. See G. Fohrer and W. Foerster, TDNTVII, particularly 1012-15. 
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the Lord); the tension was not first introduced by the subsequent personifica
tion of divine wisdom. Any problem which we today may see for Israel's 
monotheism in this and other personifications is the result more of our unfa
miliarity with the vigor of the Wisdom tradition's poetic imagery than of the 
imagery itself. 

f) To sum up this first section of our inquiry. We have been looking for 
traces in pre-Christian Judaism of a concept of a heavenly redeemer figure 
conceived in such terms of divinity as to constitute a threat in sOme degree 
to Judaism's monotheism. What have we found? First we have found no real 
concept of a heavenly redeemer other than God himself. We hear of glorified 
heroes of the faith, one of whom was expected to return as herald of the end, 
others to act as witnesses in the final judgment. We hear of angelic interme
diaries, some of whom make short-term visits to earth as messengers of God, 
others who intercede for the saints or direct the angels in cosmic conflict, and 
the mysterious Melchizedek who shares in the judgment of the nations. We 
know that at some stage the MeSsiah was i,dentified wilh the human-like fi gure 
of Daniel s vision, though W ' cannot be con lident that Ihat step was taken 
bef J:' Ihe firs I general 'ion of Christianity. And the Sopbia-L gas imagery is 
simply a way of speaking of God's wn activ,i ty in creation, revelation. and 
salvation. Material there may be in all this which the subsequent Gnostic 
speculation could and did use. But there is no trace of anything which could 
be called a Gnostic redeemer myth or even a close approximation to it. 

Second, such threat as there was to Jewish monotheism came from two 
directions. One was the language of personification used to speak of the 
transcendent God's involvement in his world and with his people. But that, 
so far as we can tell, in the pre-Christian period was kept under control and 
would not have been perceived as a threat to their monotheism by the writers 
witbin th Wisdom LradiLi n. Th other wa ' speculation about a being other 
than God (a human being, though not Adam, gods of other nations angels, 
lhe Messiah who comes to be thought of as 0 much like G d, haring in his 
glory and his fWlction , tbat be might be mistaken for God, Qr f ra e nd 
divine power in heaven. This too did not amount to any real threat to Jewish 
monotheism, except in one strand of esoteric mysticism - a speculation in
volving the ancient idea of an angel in whom Yahweh had put his name, the 
human-like figure and the empty throne(s) of Daniel's vision, and the trans
lated Enoch. This potentially explosive mixture was already active in the early 
decades of the second century A.D., but whether the elements had been brought 
together much before that must be considered doubtful. 
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III 

We can now tum to the second question asked at the beginning: did earliest 
Christian thinking about Christ take up any of this pre-Christian language in 
such a way as to undermine Christianity's own claim to stand in continuity 
with Judaism's monotheism? Did Christianity begin as a truly monotheistic 
religion? In view of our findings in the preceding section we can rule out 
some of the possible factors quite quickly. 

a) The heroes of the past provided only limited models for earliest 
christology and did so in ways that are not particularly relevant to our inquiry. 
It is possible that John the Baptist thought of the one whose coming he 
predicted as Elijah (cf. Mal. 3:2f.; 4:5 with Matt. 3:7-12ILuke 3:7-9, 16f.),61 
but such an equation is not an element in any extant christo logical reflection, 
where the identification of the Baptist himself as Elijah is clearly established 
(Mark 1:2; 9:11-13 par.; Matt. 11:101Luke 7:27; Matt. 11:14; Luke 1:16f., 76). 
Jesus is presented as the eschatological prophet (e.g., Luke 4: 18; Matt. 
11 :5lLuke 7:22; Acts 10:38), and not least as the prophet like Moses (Acts 
3:22; 7:37; Mark 9:7 pars.; John 7:52; 12:47f.) forecast long before (Deut. 
18:15, 18f.), but never as Moses redivivus. 62 

In view of the earlier discussion the two more interesting figures at this 
point are Enoch and Melchizedek. As to the former, there is no suggestion 
whatsoever that Jesus was ever linked with Enoch in earliest Christian 
thought. 63 With Melchizedek there is at least something to grasp hold of. For 
in the letter to the Hebrews Christ is repeatedly designated "a priest for ever, 
after the order of Melchizedek" (Ps. 110:4; Heb. 5:6, 10; 6:20; 7:3, 17,21). 
However, Melchizedek's role in Hebrews is limited to providing a pattern of 
priesthood which is not confined to the line of Aaron and which belongs to 
a different plane from the Aaronic priesthood. There may well be some 
influence from Platonic idealism at this point - the Melchizedek of Genesis 
14 as a glimpse of the real priesthood, prefiguring the ideal heavenly priest
hood of Christ, beside which the Aaronic priesthood is but an imperfect and 
now redundant shadow.64 But there is no hint of any influence from the 

61. Cf. J. A. T. Robinson, "Elijah, John and Jesus: An Essay in Detection," NTS 4 
(1957-58) 236-81; R. E. Brown, "Three Quotations from John the Baptist in the Gospel of 
John" (1960), New Testament Essays (London: Chapman, 1965) 138-40; otherwise Jeremias, 
TDNT II, 936f. 

62. See further CiM, § 19.1 and above n. 26. 
63. R. Otto's suggestion that Jesus' self-understanding and expectation was influenced 

by or patterned on the exaltation of Enoch to be Son of man (The Kingdom of God and the Son 
of Man [London: Lutterworth, 1938]237) depends on a firm pre-Christian date for the Similitudes 
of Enoch and otherwise is without foundation. See the more measured judgment of B. Lindars, 
"Jesus as Advocate: A Contribution to the Christology Debate," BJRL 62 (1979-80) 490f. 

64.0n Hebrews' Platonic character see CiM, 52-54. 
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Qumran Melchizedek: Melchizedek is merely a pattern and is not depicted as 
still exercising his priesthood in heaven;65 Christ is not identified with Mel
chizedek; and any suggestion that Christ was an angel, even a superior angel, 
would have been resolutely rejected by the writer to the Hebrews (Hebrews 
1-2).66 The significance of Christ's priesthood as an eternal priesthood follows 
more from the author's opening Wisdom christology than from his under
standing of Melchizedek (see below). 

In short, the model of the glorified hero seems to have played no 
discernible role in shaping earliest christology. Christ was not identified with 
any particular figure from the past, nor was thought of his exaltation modeled 
on the translation or final ascension of any earlier saint. It is possible that 
belief in his future return and role in judgment was in part determined by then 
current beliefs about Elijah and Enoch, but otherwise it would appear that the 
model of the glorified hero was ignored or passed over as inadequate to express 
even the earliest Christian belief about the risen Christ. 

b) Similarly with Jewish angelology. It evidently did not occur to Luke, 
for example, to identify the angel Gabriel with the Son of God to be born to 
Mary (Luke 1 :26-38). And where there is some hint that in one or two instances 
the exalted Christ was being compared to or thought of as an angel, the reaction 
of the New Testament writers is clearly and emphatically hostile - "To what 
angel did God ever say, 'You are my son; today I have begotten you' ... ?" 
(Heb. 1:5ff.; cf. Col. 1:15-20 and 2:8-10 with 2:18). Thought of him as an 
intermediary figure in the sense that angels were intermediary figures was 
also inadequate and where even considered was quickly rejected.67 Only in 
the case of the Apocalypse of John is it possible to argue that there was some 
influence from Jewish angelo logy on earliest christology, and to that possi
bility we must return in a moment. 

c) We must say a little more about Jesus as the Son of man. Since the 
evidence reviewed earlier tells against the thesis that there was a Son of man 
concept in pre-Christian Judaism, we cannot say that in this phrase Jesus was 
being identified with such a figure. This conclusion is confirmed by the 
absence of confessional or polemical phrases like "Jesus is the Son of man." 
For where a title or name had been CUlTent in Jewish eschatological expectation 
we find just such identification formulas - "You are the Messiah" (Mark 
8:29), "Can this be the Son of David?" (Matt. 12:23), "Are you Elijah?" 

65. Despite 7:3 - "neither beginning of days nor end of life" - phrases best understood 
H~ p.xege.sis of the silences of Gen. 14: 18-20 using the rnbbinic principle "Vv"hat i5 not in the 
tex.t, is not" (SB III, 694f.). 

66. See particularly F. L. Horton, The Melchizedek Tradition (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University, 21976) 167-70. 

67. See further A. Grillmeier, Christ in Christian Tradition I: From the Apostolic Age to 
Chalcedon (451) (London: Mowbray, 1975) 46-53; Dunn, CiM, §20.3. 
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(John 1:21).68 If then there had been a widespread belief in a heavenly 
redeemer figure known as the "Son of man" and Jesus had been identified 
or identified himself with that figure, some such identification formula would 
inevitably have been in use. The total absence of such a formula identifying 
Jesus as the "Son of man" (of popular eschatology) within the New Testament 
documents confirms that whatever the phrase meant in reference to Jesus it did 
not identify him with a particular heavenly being known as the Son of man. 

Where the Synoptic Evangelists' use of the phrase alludes to Daniel's 
vision (Mark 13:26 pars.; 14:62 pars.; Matt. 24:441Luke 12:40; Matt. 10:23; 
16:28; 25:31; Luke 18:8), it is then simply a case ofJesus or the first Christians 
taking over the Danielic imagery to describe Christ's exaltation and/or return 
on the clouds of heaven. And since in Daniel the "one like a son of man" is 
a symbolical representation of the saints of the Most High and is not confused 
with Yahweh (the Ancient of Days), the reference of the phrase to Christ does 
not actually say anything about Christ's being divine and neither aggravates 
nor clarifies the issue of monotheism.69 He is to sit on the other throne (cf. 
Dan. 7:9) at God's right hand (Mark 14:62; cf. Acts 7:56); but as we shall see 
in a moment, that is a privilege accorded to the last Adam. He is to judge the 
nations (Matt. 25:31; cf. Luke 12:8f.); but that is a role which his disciples 
and the saints will share (Matt. 19:281Luke 22:30; 1 Cor. 6:2f.). And the belief 
in his return is at this point not so very different from the pre-Christian 
expectation of Elijah's return (cf. Mal. 3:1-3; Acts 3:20f.). It is true that in 
the Fourth Gospel the idea of the Son of Man's preexistence emerges (John 
3: 13; 6:62; cf. 1 :51), but we shall have to leave this point until we can set it 
within the context of the Fourth Gospel. 

One other passage, however, does require closer scrutiny - the descrip
tion of the exalted Christ in the vision of Rev. 1:13-16. Here "one like a son 
of man" is described also as having "a golden girdle," hair "white as white 
wool," eyes "like a flame of fire," feet "like burnished bronze," and a voice 
"like the sound of many waters." We should note first the direct use of Dan. 
7:13 without any apparent dependence on or knowledge of the Gospels' 

68. Contrast John 12:34 - "Who is this 'Son of Man'?" 
69. According to the LXX of Dan. 7: 13 (manuscripts 88 and 967) the one like a son of 

man came" as the Ancient of Days" rather than" to the Ancient of Days." Perhaps a very early 
scribal error (hOs for heos) (J. A. Montgomery, Daniel [ICC; Edinburgh: Clark, 1927] 304). But 
perhaps a more deliberate modification (see the discussion by J. Lust, "Daniel 7: 13 and the 
Septuagint," ETL 54 [1978] 62-69 - lowe this reference to my colleague Dr. P. M. Casey), 
which may just reflect something of the same Jewish speculation at the end of the first century 
A.D. to which we have already referred (note that second-century Thedootion translates heos). 
The seer of Revelation could have known the reading (see below), but the use of the phrase 
"the Son of man" in the Gospels stems directly from the Aramaic and shows no knowledge of 
or influence from the Greek, and the Evangelists' usage is confined to reworking and developing 
the Jesus-tradition itself. 
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usage70 - a direct use of Daniel's vision in fact more like what we find in 
the Enoch cycle than in the Gospels. More striking is the merging of the 
description of the Ancient of Days ("hair like pure wool" - Dan. 7:9) with 
the description of the angel of Dan. 10:5f. (golden girdle, eyes like flaming 
torches, arms and legs like the gleam of burnished bronze, sound of his words 
like the noise of a multitude), with an allusion to the visions of Ezekiel (the 
sound of the living creatures' wings like the sound of many waters - Ezek. 
1:24; the sound of the glory of the God of Israel's coming like the sound of 
many waters - Ezek. 43:2).71 Here it would appear we have the kind of 
blurring of distinction between Yahweh, the one like a son of man, a glorious 
angel, and the glory of God which we found also in Judaism at about the same 
period,n and which the rabbis in the early second century A.D. condemned as 
a threat to their monotheism.73 Could it be that the seer of Revelation belongs 
to or was influenced by that strand of esoteric Judaism which practiced 
Merkabah mysticism? Could we even conclude that it was precisely the sort 
of vision which the seer of Revelation describes in chapter 1 of his apocalypse 
that the rabbis saw as a threat to their monotheism? If so, we have a type of 
early christology which may eventually have achieved a popular expression 
in the Byzantine Pantocrator but which did not provide the high road for 
christological thought in the intervening period, perhaps precisely because it 
put too much strain on early Christian monotheism. 

d) With the hypothesis of a pre-Christian Primal Man myth discounted, 
Adam christology might seem irrelevant to our present inquiry, since almost 
by definition Christ as last Adam is Christ as man, eschatological man, man 
as God intended him to be, but man - Christ as model of a new humanity, 
elder brother of a new family who will bear the image of God undefaced by 
disobedience, but man. Such a christology is certainly present in Paul (Rom. 
8:29; 1 Cor. 15:21f., 47-49; 2 Cor. 3:18-4:6; Phil. 3:21; Col. 3:10), and par
ticularly in Heb. 2:6-18, where Christ is presented as the only one to have 
fulfilled God's purpose for man as set out in Ps. 8:4-6: 

What is man that you are mindful of him? 
You made him a little less than the angels, 

and crowned him with glory and honor; 
And you set him over the work of your hands, 

having put all things in subjection under his feet. 

70. The definite article, universal in the Gospels ("the Son of man"), is absent here. 
/1. ct. l{owland, "Vision of the Risen Christ. " See also now R. Bauckham, "The Worship 

of Jesus in Apocalyptic Christianity," NTS 27 (1980-81) 322-41. 
72. Revelation is usually dated toward the end of the first century A.D. (see, e.g., W. G. 

Klimme\, Introduction to the New Testament [London: SCM, 1975] 466-69). 
73. See also the references collated in R. H. Charles, Revelation (ICC; Edinburgh: Clark, 

1920) I, cxif. 
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The Adam parallel, however, becomes relevant as soon as we realize the 
significance of these last two lines - Adam christology includes the thought 
of lordship over creation; only Christ has been crowned with glory and honor 
(Heb. 2:9); only Christ has had all things put in subjection under his feet 
(1 Cor. 15:25; Eph. 1 :22; Phil. 3:21; 1 Pet. 3:22). It becomes relevant as soon 
as we further realize that this is precisely what is predicted of Christ as kyrios 
(Lord): Ps. 110:1 - "The Lord says to my Lord: 'Sit at my right hand, till I 
make your enemies your footstool.' " In these same texts Christ's lordship is 
proclaimed by conflating Ps. 110: 1 with Ps. 8:6, that is by conflating the idea 
of messianic lordship (Mark 12:35-37) with the idea of humanity's dominion 
over the rest of creation,74 That is to say, in the claim that Christ is "Lord of 
all" Adam christology and kyrios-christology are one and the same. 

The point is that kyrios is a title which in several passages, particularly 
in Paul, carries heavy overtones of divinity. As is well known, Paul refers 
several OT passages which speak of kyrios Yahweh to kyrios Christ - notably 
Rom. 10: 13, "Everyone who calls upon the name of the Lord (Yahweh, Christ) 
will be saved" (Joel 2:32), and Phil. 2:10, where Second Isaiah's fiercely 
monotheistic assertion of universal worship to Yahweh becomes an assertion 
of universal worship to Christ (Isa. 45:21-23),75 However, the problem which 
this causes for monotheism is eased as soon as we realize that for Paul the 
kyrios title functions most often as a way of distinguishing Christ from the 
one God. This we see clearly in the repeated phrase "the God and Father of 
our Lord Jesus Christ" (Rom. 15:6; 2 Cor. 1:3; 11:31; Eph. 1:3, 17; Col. 1:3); 
also in 1 Cor. 8:6, where Christ is professed as one Lord alongside the Shema's 
profession of the one God; and most notably in 1 Cor. 15:24-28, where Christ's 
lordship in terms both of Ps. 110:1 and Ps. 8:6 climaxes in the Son's own 
subjection to God the Father, "that God may be all in all." Even the Philippians 
hymn must be mentioned here; for in my judgment it is an expression of 
Adam christology, so that Phil. 2: 10 is best seen as a confession of Christ's 
lordship as (last) Adam,76 where, Paul makes it plain, all creation acknowl
edges Christ's lordship "to the glory of God the Father" (2:11). 

It would seem then that Adam and kyrios christology as statements of 
Christ's cosmic lordship are best understood, not as any sort of threat to the, 
unity of God or as a diffusion of the one God's sovereignty over creation, but 
rather in terms of God's purpose to share his authority as Creator with human
ity, the crown of his creation, the image of God destined from the first to 
share in his fuller glory. In short, the exalted Christ is Lord over all (perhaps 

74. See more fully CiM. §14.2. 
75. See fUlther A. W. Wainwright, The Trinity in the New Testament (London: SPCK, 

1962) ch. 5. 
76. CiM, §15.1. 
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even "god over all" - Rom. 9:577) not so much as a right of godhood, but 
more as an authority given by God to the firstborn of a new race of resurrected 
humanity, not only as representing God before humankind but also as repre
senting humankind before God. 

e) Finally, what of Sophia and Logos christology? There is no doubt that 
some of the most profound christological assertions in the first century A.D. 

were made in terms drawn from the imagery and language used for the 
personified Wisdom and Word of God in pre-Christian Judaism. In particular 
it is this language which enabled the first Christians to relate Christ to the act 
of creation. Christ is not only thought of as Lord over creation; it is also said 
of him that "all things (came about) through him" (1 Cor. 8:6), that "in him 
all things were created" (Col. 1: 16), that "he is the radiance of God's glory, 
the stamp of his nature" (Heb. 1 :3). All this sort of language is very familiar 
to us from the Jewish wisdom tradition and from Philo as description of the 
Wisdom and Word of God,78 But, as we saw earlier, Sophia and Logos in the 
pre-Christian Jewish tradition are simply attempts to speak of God, of God 
in his relation to creation and to those who seek him; the Wisdom of God, 
the Word of God is God in his self-revelation. 

When such language is used of Christ then, what does it mean? Does 
it mean any more than when the Torah was identified as the Wisdom of 
God? That is to say, is it simply a way of asserting that Christ in his life, 
death, and resurrection so embodied and expressed God's wisdom that we 
need look no further for our definition of God and our understanding of his 
purposes (see particularly 1 Cor. 1:22-24, 30)? Was it simply a way of 
asserting that Christ has superseded the Torah as the focus and norm of 
divine wisdom? Such a case is certainly arguable. Even the language of 
preexistence can then be simply conceived as a way of expressing continuity 
between God's creative power and his saving purpose in Christ: it is the 
same God, the same power, the same wisdom that created all things and was 
active in and through Christ. Likewise with the prologue to John's Gospel. 
The language of the first verses would be familiar to anyone who knew Philo 
or the Wisdom tradition (John 1:1-11),79 The decisive advance would then 
be that the creative and illuminating utterance of God was said to have 
become flesh, to have become human, Jesus Christ (1: 14) - which would 
be a powerful way of asserting that Christ embodied the fullness of grace 
and truth more than the Torah ever did or could (1: 17), embodied the 
self-revelation of God in a full and final way (1:18). 

Yet at the same time there is a crucial difference between Judaism's 

77. See the brief discussion in CiM, 45, with further bibliography in the notes. 
78. See CiM, 165-66. 
79. CiM, 164f., 241f. 
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identification of divine wisdom with the Torah and Christianity's identification 
of Sophia-Logos with Christ. For the Torah in the end of the day is a book, 
an impersonal object, and no matter how exalted became the description and 
assessment of the Torah, it can never really become a threat to monotheism. 
But Christ was a man, a human being. That of course is one important reason 
why he provides a better definition of God - a person can better embody the 
personal God's self-revelation. But to attribute to a man Wisdom's role in 
creation, to assert that a human being is God in his self-revelation, that is 
bound to have some repercussions for monotheism. After all, the reason we 
could conclude that the talk of Sophia and LL.ojs in pre-Christian Judaism 
was not a threat to Jewish monotheism was simply that Sophia was a personi
fication, not a person, and Logos was the personification of God's immanence, 
not a personal being other than God himself. But now the impersonal Wisdom 
is identified as the exalted Christ, the personification Logos is identified as 
the man Christ Jesus, and Christianity may seem thereby to be committed to 
a belief in two divine beings, two powers in heaven - God himself and 
Sophia-Christ. Was this not to put an unbearable strain on earliest Chris
tianity's monotheism? 

The exegetical answer seems to be that the first Christians were to some 
extent conscious of this danger.8o Thus when Paul attributes Wisdom's role 
in creation to Christ in 1 Cor. 8:6, he has already prefaced it with the strong 
Jewish confession that God is one. Thus he must mean that the creative and 
redemptive role of Sophia-Christ is nothing other than the creative and re
demptive activity of this one God. That is to say, insofar as we can speak of 
the preexistence of Christ, the deity of Christ at this point, it is the preexistence 
and deity of the one God acting in and through Christ of which we are actually 
speaking. Christ is divine in no other sense than as God immanent, God 
himself acting to redeem as he did to create. In Col. 1: 15-20, on the other 
hand, it is important not to take the first half of the hymn in isolation from 
the second half, for each half is evidently saying the same things but in 
complementary ways. The first half speaks of Christ as the creative agency 
and purpose of Wisdom - the activity of God in creation is identified as 
Christ, whereas the second half attributes Christ's preeminence over creation 
to the fact that "God in all his fullness was pleased to dwell in him" and to 
act through him (1:19f.). In other words, it is not enough to say that Christ is 
simply an inspired prophet or glorified hero; rather he is incarnate Wisdom, 
the embodied fullness of God's self-expression. But also excluded thereby is 
the idea that he is a god other than the God of creation, a divine being other 
than the God of Israel; rather he is the God of creation, or more precisely, he 
embodies the outreach of the one God in its most tangibly personal (i.e., 

80. For the following passages see the fuller exposition in CiM, §§24.2, 24.5, and 25.3. 
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somatic) form (Col. 2:9). Likewise with Heb. 1 :2f., he who is described as 
God's Son, as agent in creation, is also described as the radiance of God's 
glory, and subsequently as the Son who learned obedience and who was made 
perfect through what he suffered, thus becoming qualified for his appointment 
as High Priest (2:9-18; 5:5-10). That is to say, Hebrews similarly asserts that 
that of God which is most visible to humans has become visible in and as 
Christ, that is, in the suffering Christ, the last Adam, perfected through suffer
ing. In other words, the deity of Christ is God himself reaching out to humans 
through Christ to offer his costly forgiveness. 

It is in the Fourth Gospel that the tension becomes most acute. At first 
it seems if anything to have slackened, for the prologue does not speak 
properly of Christ till v. 14. Unlike the passages just looked at we have no 
statement of the form, "Christ through whom all things were created." Prior 
to v. 14 the thought is primarily of the Logos. It is the utterance of God that 
John calls "God." It is God's word through which all things came to be. 
Christ is not the Logos per se; he is the Logos become flesh. We may quite 
properly say that the personified Logos, the impersonal Logos first became 
personal in the incarnation. But at the same time in the body of the Gospel 
we have regular talk of the Son of God, who is conscious of having preexisted 
with the Father before his entry into the world (e.g., John 6:38; 8:23, 38; 
10:36; 16:28; 17:5, 24). No wonder Bultmann thought there was at the back 
of this something significantly different from Judaism's earlier theology of 
the word;81 it is not altogether surprising that the Johannine discourses 
provided the greatest scope for Bultmann's reconstruction of the pre-Chris
tian Gnostic redeemer myth.82 Here if anywhere in the earliest Christian 
sources we have one who is conscious of having enjoyed a personal pre
existence with the Father prior to his life on earth, one who like the king's 
son in the Song of the Pearl remembers his true status and identity even 
while on earth. 

Yet here, too, it must be important to retain a proper balance between 
the different parts of the Gospel, between the prologue and the rest, between 
the christology of the prologue and the christology of the discourses. After 
all, it can hardly be accidental that the Logos christology, which reappears 
nowhere else in the Gospel, is set as the preface to the whole. The intended 
implication presumably is that the Logos christology is the doorway or win
dow into the rest, that we must interpret the Son of God christology in the 
light of the Logos christology. In this case by preexistent Son John means 
preexisleni Logos; rhar is IO say, rhe Son is not another divine power but is 

81. Bultmann, John. 21f. 
82. As Bultmann himself acknowledged (see R. H. Fuller, The New Testament in Current 

Study [London: SCM, 1963] 136 and n. 1). 
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the immanent presence of him who alone is God from all eternity. Hence the 
emphasis on the unity of Father and Son (particularly 10:30); hence the 
numinous character of the repeated "I am" (particularly 8:58);83 and hence 
above all the emphasis that to see the Son is to see the Father (particularly 
12:45; 14:9). For as the Logos is the self-manifestation of God, so the Logos
Son incarnate as Jesus Christ makes God seeable. 

What we seem to have in the Fourth Gospel therefore is not a taking 
over of an earlier myth of a divine redeemer distinct from God, but rather a 
fresh creation - a creative molding of categories and language from prophet 
christology, Son of Man christology, and Sophia-Logos christology. From 
prophet christology is derived talk of the Son being sent.84 From the tradition 
of Jesus' own words comes talk of the Son of man. From the Sophia-Logos 
christology emerges the idea of preexistent presence with God. Consequently 
in the composite christo logy the Logos is the Son, the Son is sent into the 
world, the Son of man descends from heaven. But is this so very different 
from pre-Christian Judaism's talk of divine wisdom? The imagery is bolder; 
it is used with respect to one who was a human being on earth. But is it any 
more of a threat to Jewish monotheism than the Jewish Wisdom or the Philonic 
Logos? It is true of course that the Gnostics were subsequently able to use 
John's composite christology as part of their own syncretism; John's chris
tology became one of the m~or building blocks in Gnostic speCUlation, a 
crucial stimulus toward the Gnostic redeemer myth as such.85 But it is very 
doubtful if John would have approved this use. More significant is the fact 
that emerging orthodoxy worked primarily in terms of a Logos christology, a 
christology which identified the redeemer with the creative agency of God -
thereby deliberately choosing to stay within the bounds of Jewish monotheism. 
It is this monotheistic interpretation of John which finally won the day against 
the more Gnostic syncretistic use of John, so that when the Son of God 
language became the major christological motif from Nicea onward it is the 
Logos-Son who is in view, the Johannine Son of God understood in the light 
of the Johannine Logos (as John intended) and not the Johannine Son of God 
understood in terms of the Gnostic redeemer myth, as a redeemer who is not 
also creator. 

83. E. L. Miller, "The Christology of John 8:25," 7Z 36 (1980) 237-65, suggests that 
8:25 has the sense "I am the One at the Beginning, which is what I keep telling you," which 
would forge a strong link between 1: I and 8:58. 

84. Cf. particularly J. A. Btihner, Der Gesandte und sein Weg im 4. Evangelium (Tlibingen, 
1977); E. Schillebeeckx, Christ: The Christian Experience in the Modern World (London: SCM, 
1980) 313-22. 

85. See further J. D. G. Dunn, Unity and Diversity in the New Testament (London: SCM, 
1977) §64. 
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IV 

If earliest christo logy had consisted simply in one or other of the elements 
examined above there would be no di fficulty in asserting Cillislianity's mono
theistic status. The idea of the glorified hero never provided more U1"m n partial 
model for the first hri sLiuns' as 'esSllleul of the exalted Christ. And where 
the term "Son of Mao" lid give more scope, its reference to the glorified 
Christ was not so very dissimilar to the role in judgment attributed to Enoch 
in the earl y stages of the Enoch cycle. As last Adam the risen Christ was 
himself thought of primarily as a pattern for a new humanity; even as Lord 
his lordship over creation was of a piece with the dominion over all things 
which God had originally intended for Adam. In all this Christ stands more 
on Ole side of c reation than of creator.. Th chr ist I gi s are n L modeled on 
em'lier ideas of a heavenly redeemer, and though Christ himself ill hi s exal
tation can now p roperl y be <.:<l lled a heavenly redeemer figw'c he is sa as 
repres nlalive man, not as a second god.~(, 

Alternatively th first Christians als iden liJied 'u·ist as G cl s creative 
wisdom as the Word F God become nesh - that is. they recognized God 
acting in and lh rough lu·isl, they aw God ill llnd through Christ, they 
und rstood G( dmore clea rly because Lhey Ulldcrstood him in terms or ChrisL 
In other words, S phiu and Logos were no! (hought tu be heaven ly beings 
cii tinct from Gael, and hrist identified as ophia-Logos incarnate was not 
thought of as being d istinct Crom God. Rather as Sophia-Logos was a way of 
expre sing lhe one Gou's immanent presence in the world. so hrist a. 
Sophia-Logos was understood as lhe focus and cleares t express ion of thut 
presen e, lhe presence of God himself. 

The one model most firmly rejected within earliest Chr istianity was Olal 
of angelology. Where the possibility of developing a systematic idl!nliCicalion 
of Christ with an archangel was even considered it was li smissed. Thai is to 
say the model which might have opened 0, do r to a systemati christoJogy 
which set Jesus at the head o r an ung li [liernrchy r series of evolutionary 
emanation s in Gnostic rH 'Ilion was precisely (hat model on whkh the first 
Christians lurned lheir backs.R7 There was, however one. (rand \"ilhin ap -

86. t !till l es.~ cUllvin 'etl than C. F. D. Moule, The Origin (!r Chris/olog)' (Cmnbrlclge: 
Cambridge University. 1977). pllrliculady eh. 2. IhuI IJ1e IncorpOnl\ive inelm.ive categories which 
Paul u. cs to speak of believers' relationship to Christ (Ui n hri~l" "the body of Christ." ctc.) 
take LIS heyond lin Adtlill el1ristology and "C'nn,,,,iVt· ,f Chri t u.~ 2!l)' theist cOI1Cl!iycs of God" 
94f.. 13Sf.). Paul dtles ruler lI ll spcllk (If Jesl1!; ItS representative milo prior to Ilis reslIrrcerion. 
ill his life und death (Rom. 8:3; 2 Cor. 5:14; ill. 3: l6; Phil. 2:7f.). 

87. COlllrlls r .Justin. API)/cigill 1.6.2, lind A1h(!Muguras, Leglltm 10.5. wllere II ren liness 10 
draw ill (\DgeJolog 10 enrich their doclfo'le of God h,1~ laid them opl'n to the charge of "crypto
polytheism" (Loofs) - sec the recenr disc lission by W. R. Schaedel. ' A Neglected Motive for 
Seconcl-Ccntl.llY TriniwriaoiJlm." JTS. I ( 1980) 356-67. 
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alyptic which shows the influence of Merkabah mysticism, where the vision 
of the exalted Christ merged elements of earlier visions of Yahweh with earlier 
visions of a glorious angel. But this made no lasting impact on either Chris
tianity or Judaism; it was rejected by rabbinic Judaism but tolerated within 
Christianity - a visionary ambiguity which was unacceptable to strict Jewish 
monotheism was evidently not so unacceptable to Christianity's redefined 
monotheism (see again n. 45) . 

The problems of consistent expression arose, however, when these some
what different christologies were brought together, to be plaited into a single 
strand - when the idea of Christ as Adam-Lord had to be meshed into the 
idea of Christ as Sophia-Logos - when the belief in one who represents 
humankind to God had to be merged with the belief in one who represented 
God to humankipd. To put it another way, there is no final problem with the 
idea of Christ's preexistence - Christ's preexistence is the preexistence of 
Sophia-Logos, the preexistence of an impersonal personification for the out
reach of the personal God. But it is more difficult to handle the idea of Christ's 
poslexi. lenl;e, for lhis i the continuing existence not of an impersonal per
sonification but of a pel's n Je LI S of Nazareth. He who worshiped and prayed 
to God is seen himself as God ' seU'-expre. sion. The God who is God of our 
Lord Jesus Chl'i l is also God in and through Christ as God to us. Even his 
return as Savior is "the appearing of he glory of our great God" (Tit. 2: 13).88 

To state it thus is about as far as we can go without passing beyond the 
bounds of the New Testament and of my own competence. But at least two 
points of importance for our understanding of the subsequent debates have 
emerged from this analysis and are worth drawing attention to in closing. 
First, we can see that the complexity of the subsequent debates is already 
determined by the first century's attempts to assess and express the signifi
cance of Christ. The complexity of the subsequent debates was not simply 
the result of translating first-century language inlo the categories fHelJenisLic 
philosophy. More important, it was the first Christiruls' r cognition both f 
the reality of God in Christ and that Christ was wholly one with thern, a man 
among humans, that determined the course of future orthodoxy. Second, the 
constraints and limitations within which the subsequent debaters found they 
had to work were already there more or less from the beginning. The fact that 
he is already conceived as Adam, as he who even as Lord acknowledges the 
one God to be his God - that fact mled out the modalist and Sabellian options 
from the start. At the same time, because he is Sophia-Logos and is not simply 

88. cr. v. Hasler, .. piphanie Ulld Christol bile in den Pastoralbriefen," 12 33 (1977) 
193-209. panicullU'ly 199-201 : L. Oberlinner. " Die 'Epiphaneia' des Heilswillens Gottes in 
Christus Jesus. Z u,' Gl'und ~lrllk.\lI1' del' l'lI'isloJogie del' Pastoralbriefe, " ZNW 71 (1980) 192-213, 
particularly 197-202. 
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a ma.n who becum S phia-Logos (ralher S phia-Logos became him), the 
udopti nist opli nis also ru led ut. Thal is to ay. the exalted lui t is not 
any more lIiviJle lhan the earthly Jesus- he i Sopbia-Logos from lhe stan, 
G domes to express ion in aJld t·hrough him as much in hi life and suffering 
and death a · in hi s reSLLn'C Lion and exaltati n. Still les i.s he to be conceived 
a a second dJvin being in heaven. a 'econd power, or first in n s C)uence of 
emanalory powers - (h' Gno 'lic 01 lion .i s even more firmly excluded. And 
because as S pbia-Log he is G d himself in hi oulr ueh to the world, even 
Arianism i in effect already excluded. The 'ophi ' liC<l.t:ed distinction ' of the 
later debat . are of course not yel formu lated. . metimes arbitrary, om times 
arli li inl as they may now appe,u' t us. Nevcrtheles [he p iot remains that 
within the contexi of the philo 'ophi c categories of (hese early centuries dis
liJ1ctions and definilions of that sort were bOl1nd LO emerge. if only becaull 
the te [imony or tb first hrislian ' .tnd r the New Testamelll wliters left 
them no eh ice. Because the man Jesus was from the first at the center of 
Christianity, Christianity had to redefine it'> OlonoU,ei m. BUI because it wa 
the one God or Jewish faith Whom th s [irs 1 hri 'lians recognized jn and 
througb Ihis Jeslis it was a red finiLion and n t ~ln abandoning of that mono
theism. It is thus a fundamental insight Ulld assertion of 'hrislianity that the 
Christian doclrine of the trinity is but tl restatement of Jewil>h monolheism.89 

89. In an already too lengthy paper I cannot go into the rol" of Spirit chr:i8tology in all 
,hi ,;, Suffice iI t:o S\lY lh'll Just as the assessmenl of Iwist in terms of , ophia-Logos leads to a 
redefinilion of Jewish 1ll0l10lhehn ill what w' might call 11 "binilal'iun" direclion, so tbe 
recognition lhm Spirit ell i 'rology was 11 0 1 simply a vllri1ll1l on Sophia-Lugos chrislology l~r:ea[ed 
:In imernal l<msi.on lind dynamic ill ellrlleSI hrl~ (ology which resu lted in vilably in a fu lly tri(\dic 
formulation. See flH'tilcr my CiM. ell, ; also "Rediscovering the Spirit (2)." ExpT 94 (1982) 
9-18. 
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Let John Be John 
A Gospel for Its Time 

1 

There are several reasons that the Fourth Gospel is distinctive, even unique, 
among the New Testament documents. One is that it is more difficult in the 
case of John than with any other New Testament writing to speak of an 
"author." With every other New Testament document we can talk confidently 
of an "author," of the one who was more or less exclusively responsible for 
the words and sentiments of our texts as they now stand. We can set the goal 
of exegesis as the uncovering of the intention of the author, and pursue that 
goal as a meaningful and viable objective. But with John the concept of a 
single author, or of a document written from start to finish over one short 
period, becomes problematic. It is not simply that the history of traditions 
and/or sources behind John is obscure (the Fourth Gospel is not alone in this). 
It is rather that the stages of composition of the Gospel itself are difficult to 
recover, and the relative importance of each stage for the final product difficult 
to determine. To what extent have the theology and character of the Fourth 
Gospel been decisively stamped on the material at an earlier stage in the 
process - whatever that "earlier stage" might be - traditions or sources 
utilized, or an earlier edition of our present Gospel? Or, putting the same 
question from the other end ofthe process: how much ofthe Gospel is properly 
to be defined as "redactional"? And if we must speak of a redactor, to what 

Oliginally publisheu ill Do.\' El'tlllgelilllll IIl1d die Evangelien. Vortriige vom Tiibinger Symposium 
1982, cd. r. Stuhlmflchcr (TIlhingen: "tvi hr, 1982) 309-39 = The Gospel and the Gospels, ed. 
P. Slubl ml1 her (Gmncl Rll pids: EerdmttilS. 1991) 293-322. Also delivered in modified form as 
one of lbe Wilk.iIlson lectll fCs III orlhcrn Baptist Theological Seminary, Lombard, Illinois, in 
November 1982. 
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extent has he determined the character and theology of what we now have?! 
The still vigorous debate on such questions shows how difficult New Testa
ment scholarship has found it to achieve a firm orientation toward the Fourth 
GospeP In the present essay we shall speak of "th POluth Evangelist" to 
denote whoever put the Gospel into its present form without prejudice to the 
question of what and how much is more appropriately de, ribed as "redac
tional. " 

Another distinctive feature of John's Gospel is the way in which, more 
than any other New Testament writing, John has served as a bridge between 
the beginnings of Christianity in Jesus and the orthodox faith which 
<l hi v d definition at Ni cea and which has provided the dogmali basis of 
Clu'islianiry ever since. John is written ub ut Jesus, .1 bol1L hi s minis t[y of 
word and sign in Judea and Gali lee and its traditions are ccrLainly rooLed 
in greater or less degree in the earliest memories or that ministry. Al the 
same time, John's Gospel broughl togeth r the key categories whi h dom
inated the slibsequeni d veloping debates on chri stolo1;,'Y (Logos and Son 
of GOd), and the Gospel has provided a portrayal of Jesus whi h ha ' served 
as probably the chief inspiration and textbook for centuries of Christ
centered apologetic and piety. 

It is presumably these two elements of John's distinctiveness which have 
ca us d cholarsbip such djffi ully in locating the Fourth Gospel within early 
Chri. tianily. By this I do not refer simply to the difficulty of pia iog Ih Furth 
Gosp 1 within the time scale f early hris,liHnity and withi n U1e geography 
of the eastem MeditelTunean -lhe probl rn f dale and place of composition. 
1 am referri ng La the larger pJVblem of setting John within it,I' histori '(/1 on/ext 
- L11e difficulty of illuminating the culluraI and theological , iLuation(s) wJlicl1 
caJ1ed for lhis complex d cument to b wrillen, the difficulty of d termining 
to what e tent such cullumJ and the logical influences have shaped the Go pel 
wheLher at an earl i r Or laler stag in composition. 

I emphasize this for two reasons. First, in my view the task of clarifying 
the historical context as much as possible is crucial for exegesis: the more 

1. Cf. H. Thyen, "Aus der Literatur zum lohannesevangeJium," TR 39 '(1974) 252: "A 
large part of the scholarly controversies concerning the interpretation of the fourth Gospel 
depends on whether one understands its standpoint to be that of the basic document or of the 
redaction. " 

2. See the review ofthe debate in R, Kysar, The Fourth Evangelist and His Gospel (1975), 
Part One; R. Schnackenbufg, "Entwicklung und del' Stand der johanneischen Forschung seit 
1955," CEI"tlJlgii l1 d Jllall: SV/I/" es, reda ' lion, l/ttologie, cd, M, de Jonge (BETL 44; 1975). 
See al~o R. A. Cu.lpcppCl·. The JVitCIlUli/l1! Sc/tool SBLDS 26; 1975). Worth pondering is the 
caution of R. E, Brown. -n,e COllllllll(lif)' of lite Belove,' Disciple (1979) 28: "The tendency 
among ~ome scholurs, espec iully IJl Germany, to sec 011 ppo, ilion between the 10hannine 
evangelist a lld llis 'Oll rc:es, and Ihu$ 3111 ilhelieal phases of community life in the pre-Gospel 
period, is in my judgment almost certainly wrong." 
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l'uUy and sy mpathetically w can nter into the historical context of a writing, 
rhe more likely we are t understand that writing, its character and theology, 
to perceive the intenti n of the one s) who determined that character anu 
theology. So wi.lh J hn in parLicular. onJy by uucovering its histOJical context 
can we hope to hear it as lhe first readers were intended to bear it, the allusion 
and nuances as well as the explicit teaching. Second. the task of clarifying 
the tradition-process behind J hn of illuminating both the continuities and 
the discontinuities with U) > earljest:13 fill of the g . spe~ depends to a con id
erabl.e exteOl on ow' achieving such a succe sful exege is of J hn. Only wh n 
we have learn d to re ognize what the concerns of the Furth vangeList were 
in writing his Gospel will we be in a position to recognize whether tJlcse 
concerns have inGuen ed hi u e of pI" -foDn d material. Only when we have 
a lear grasp of what is Iohannine can we hope to dist inguish what is pre
Johannine in any ystematic way. Of COUT e il by n m · an follows tbat the 
categorie' "Joh'umine' and ' pre-J hanruoc" are mutually exClusive thaI 
di. t'inctive Johunnine motif ~U' Lhe l-eatiol'l of the Furth Evangelist. But if 
we find thal som of th motifs have been formulated to address the particular 
hi torical s ituation in which and to which the Go. pel was written, we will be 
in a better position 10 det'ermine the eXl'enl to which these m tifs have shaped 
or molded the material used. 

C n. equently the task of selling John ill its historical context must be 
given C/. place o.f priority in any inquiry into Lh gospel and the FOUith Gospel. 
Unfortunately it is it t'lsk wruch bas often been ignored or which ha been 
pursued without sufficient care) In both ca. s because tile historical context 
has nOl been clarified, John has been misunderstoo I, the Fourth Gospel has 
not been heard in its own terms, John has not been :illowed Lo be John. Let 
me say a little more on this as a way of exp laining my own approach to John 
and his Gospel. 

2 

The tao k of contextualizing the Fourth Gospel. and its message ha been 
erioLlsly ignored and miscon eived Ul two directions - by reading John as 

lhough it belonged eitber to a tarer context or to a very early context. 
2.1. The interpretation of John in th ligbL f later devel pments is 

actually Ule das .. ic reading of J bl1. The fact thal the Fourth ospel played 
such a crucial role ill the deve!,opment of chri tological and trinitarian dogma 
lip to and beyond Nicea has reo lilted in generations of scholarship reading 

3. Cf. K. Wengst, Bedrangte Gemeinde und verherrlichter Christus (1981) 29-32, .., 
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John in the light of these subsequent debates.4 In particular, it has been all 
too easy to assume that the Athanasian and post-Nicene concern to define the 
relation between the Father and the Son was already the Fourth Evangelist's 
concern. How natural, with a Gospel which speaks so much about God as 
Father and Jesus as the Son, simply to take it for granted that the Evangelist 
LOO was wrestJjng wilh tbe probJem of how to conceptualize and define the 
relationship between Ule !'i.rsl two persons of the Godhead. But that is some
thing exegesi eaon 1 simply assume. Th use of the Fourth Gospel withul 
subsequent dogmatics, guile legitimate within its own cenns, i nOI Ule key to 
a hi storically conle, LUa lized xegesis. If exegesis has the task of hearing John 
speak in its own lerms and in its own time. so far as tbal is p ssible then we 
exegetes must be prepared to speak on John's behalf if we see his Gospel 
being "hijacked" forward in time. For only when we have let John be itself 
and heard its message as its first readers heard it, so far as that is possible, 
only then will we be in a position to evaluate also the way in which John was 
used in the subsequent debates. Here not least we must be prepared to let John 
be John, for the dogmatic use of John too must justify itself by at least some 
reference to the meaning intended by the Fourth Evangelist. 

2.2. S mew hal surprIsingly the classic religionsgeschichtliche treat
ments of the Fourth Gospel cann t be exempted from the same criticism at 
lhis point. Although rightly motivated as attempts to understand John 's Gospel 
again 1 the religious context of ill; time, their pursuil of the phantom of the 
pre- bristian Gno:ti redeemer mydl threw Uleir whole endeavor off course. 
What em rged in the event was John . el against and interpreted within Ule 
context of Mandaism and the later Gnostic systems.5 The same criticism 
applies, though with less force, to those who have attempted to sustain a 
different or modified version of the Bultmann thesis - to locate John some 
way along a "gnosticizing trajectory."6 We cannot criticize those who see the 
Fourth Gospel simply as a stepping stone toward Nicene orthodoxy without 
criticizing also those who see the Fourth Gospel simply as a stepping stone 

4. T. E. Pollard begins his Jolwl'llli,,/! Chr;sralagy alld lire Earl,)' C/lurdj (SNTSM .13; 
1970). by ciliog F. C. Conybe<!re: "11" AljlruHl!;ius had not had Ih Furth Gospel to draw texiS 
from. Arills would never huve been eonflllt,d_" Bli l he goes on to nOle "lhllt if Arit,l~ had nOl 
had the FOLlflh Go~pe l to dnlw lext frum . he wQuld 110\ have needed oorlfuLing" (13), 

5. See. c.g., the crrticisll1s of w. A, MeeJu;. <"fhe Man fr In Heaven in Johannine 
Sc tarianism." .IUL 91 ( 1972) 45: "Buhmann's symhelic myth is heavily dependent on the 
terrninology of Ih fourth Gospel: there i~ hardly any si ng.le doculUent other than John in \vhieh 
:tJI the clement'S of the 'gnostic i'cdeelllel' myth' listed hy Hl!!l!1L'l!l i:: hh; 1923 a,ud" are 
imegraiiy displayed." 

6, See p'u'licultlrly J. M. Robinson. "The Johruminc Triljcclory" (1968), in J. M. Robinson 
anti H. Kesler. 7i'l.Vt'('(ories through Early ChristiallilY (.197 1) 232-68; L. Schottroff, Der 
O/rJlliJel1de WId die fie/IIJIi 'he Welt (1970); S. Schulz, JohalUle,~ (NTD 4;' 1972), e.g., 28, 211; 
W. Lungbrlll1dm'r. Welljllm,er Gott oder Gott (Ier Li~/;e: Del' Ketl.l!rstn: ir ill del' johanneischen 
Kirdle (BB 6: 1977 . 
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toward Gnosticism. To show how John was used by different factions from 
the second century onward is no answer to the question, What was the message 
John was intended to convey to its first readers? The "dogmatic" or the 
"heretical" John may in the event tell us very little about what we might call 
the "historical" John. To postulate a vague "gnosticizing" context for John 
may make meaningful sense of some elements in John, but only at the expense 
of ignoring such firmer indications of a historical context which makes better 
sense of the whole, as we shall see. Even Kasemann, who attempts manfully 
to elucidate the Fourth Gospel from its own internal logic and who in fact 
succeeds in grasping much of John's central thrust,? cannot in the event escape 
from his early religionsgeschichtliche perspective, and ends by accusing John 
of "gnosticizing tendencies" and "naive docetism," which the Church de
clared "orthodox" in error. 8 

A methodological point of some importance emerges from all this. I 
mean that the New Testament exegete should never forget that it is possible 
to presume too broad a historical context for a New Testament document as 
well as too narrow a context. The twentieth-century student of first- and 
second-century religion in the eastern Mediterranean (or of third- and fourth
century patristic thought, for that matter) may be as much hindered as helped 
by the breadth of his or her historical knowledge. The context within which 
the student sets a document like the Fourth Gospel, consciously or uncon
sciously, may be far too wide, both in time and in geographical extent. He or 
she may detect wide-ranging influences and tendencies which were not actu
ally factors in the understanding of the writer(s) and the first readers. It is as 
important for an exegete to remember the limited horizons of particular docu
ments, as it is to appreciate the much more diverse currents within the broader 
milieu. A bird's-eye view of the whole scene, desirable as it is, will not 
facilitate a close encounter with a particular author on the ground. To the 
extent then that German scholarship on the Fourth Gospel has been dominated 
by the Bultmann-Kasemann debate on John 1: 14,9 to that extent it is vulnerable 
to the criticism of treating the Fourth Gospel anachronistically, of asking the 
right questions, but against too broad a background. Here too we must attempt 
to let John be John .10 

7. See below, n. 94. 
8. E. Kiisemann, The Testament of Jesus (1968) . 
9. According to Thyen (n. I), 50: the "Interpretationsmodelle" of Bultmann and Kiise

mann "limit Johannine studies to a corner." 
10. On this whole subject cf. particularly the wisely cautionary comments ofW. A. Meeks, 

" • Am I a Jew?' - Johannine Christianity and Judaism," Christianity, Judaism and other 
Greco-Roman Cults: Studies for Morton Smith, ed. J. Neusner (1975) I, 163-85, and Wengst's 
concise cnuq" f some of the above theses in IJet/rang/1! Gemeinde (n. 3), 12-22. My own 
Christology In Ille Makiltg: All Inquiry into the O";fl in~ of Ilia Doctrine of Incarnation <,1980) 
is in fact an exposition of the very important " tiln il,cd horizons" point. 
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3 

If Jnlm has been read too quickly as lilougb il belonged to u later c mext, an 
alternative tendency has been to reaJ the Fourth Gospel tiS rar HS pos 'ible 
w.ithin the context of Jesus' Own ministry in the late 20~ or early 30s. 

3, I. Most SeriOl1'i here lU1S been the altempt to argu thm Ule Fourth 
Gospel is more or less stricLly hi. torieal 1'r m start to finish. Not simply 
purticul~\J' elem.enLs (Iil'e geographi aJ n Les) and particular tTuditions (like 
lhose ab ut the Baptist) are historical, but the mliTatives as , uch were intended 
as hi torieal descriptions of actual events in JeS'~H:; life. Not imply individual 
sayings withiJl the Johannine discourses. but the discourses as a wh Ie w re 
intended to documenl what Jesus actually ~aid during hi \if 011 earlh. On 
thi . view, everything John presents Jesus as doing or saying, Je us must 
actually have done, must actually have said in m re or tel s the words reported. 
Only if exegesis proceeds on this presupp si [jon an w be faithful \0 th ' 
intent and meaning or the d CW11ent as Scripture. Such would b the Lhrust 
of conservalive scholar. who Lry to push the recognition or hi l rical traditi 11 
in John lo itJ fullest extent. I I 

We should pay heed to such utLempts, 1'01' n t only is their concern t 

emphasize th historical hatacter of John'~ Gospel as of cru ' ial imp rtance 
in itself, but they also represent a substantial b ely of belief a~ lhe popul r 
level. W need, for example, only recall the mullitudinoliS ecumenical pro
n uncements which take Lheir justificali n frOID the prayer of Jesus in J hn 
17 (' that they may be ne even as we ore one" - v. 22) - appal' nLly n 
the grounds U1at this was a dominjcal word. Probably no issue marks off the 
bul of New Testament scholarship so sharply li'om the piety of th pews than 
the issue of how the F urch Go p I shou ld be ulldersto d. A New Testamen t 
scholar hip whi h is concerned to be heard also by "th ord inary believer' [2 

cannol be unconcerned at Ule way in which the Fourt:h Gospel is xpoundec1 
in so many churches today. "or if it is a nlistake to aSSllme that the discolU'ses 
of John are more or Jess a transcripl of what Jesus actually said during his 
ministry ill 'ali.lee and Judea, and if preaching on that basis i ' misleading lhe 
people, Ihen Lhose r II wh are concerned to exercise a lea hing mlllistry in 
the church annOl escape the obligation of correcting rhal mjstake. Despite 

11. See, e,g., L. Morris, Studies in the Fourth GospeI.(1969) ch. 2; idem, The Gospel 
according to John (NICNT; 1971) 40-49; D. A. Carson, "Historical Tradition in the Fourth 
GO']Jt:L After Dodd, Wharf" Gospel Perspecriv(l,I' n, ed. R. T. France and D, Wenham (1981) 
83-145; G, Maier, "Johannes und Matthlius-Zwiespalt oder Viergestalt des Evangeliums," 
ibid" 267-91; cf. the older work of E. Stauffer. Je~·lIS and His Story (1960) 149-59. 

12. I do not imply that scholars have neglected this concem; see, e.g" E. E. Ellis, The 
World of St. John (1965); A, M, Hunter, According to John (1968); S. S, Smalley, John: 
Evangelist and Interpreter (1978), 
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the desire to be true to Scripture, such expositions are not being true to John. 
They are imposing a context and an intention on John, not allowing an exegesis 
which is mindful of historical context to elucidate the questions of intention 
and meaning. They are not letting John be John. 

3.2. What of our concern to trace the traditions behind the Fourth Gospel, 
the continuities of the gospel within and behind the Fourth Gospel? It is a 
concern which I certainly share. If John's Gospel cannot be shown to have 
firm roots in the history of Jesus Messiah, the value of John is significantly 
diminished; not least its role as a bridge between the beginnings of Christianity 
and the subsequent christological dogmas is undermined at one end. 

Moreover, I am confident that the Fourth Gospel does draw on good 
tradition at many points. I think, for example, of the topographical notes 
(Aenon near Salim, the pools of Bethzatha and Siloam, a town called Ephraim, 
etc.), and the parallel traditions (particularly regarding John the Baptist, the 
calling of the disciples, the cleansing of the temple, the healing miracles and 
the feeding of the five thousand, and the passion narrative). At such points 
John can quite justifiably be said to supplement the Synoptics, whether by 
design or simply because the traditions utilized by John were fuller at various 
points. 13 I think too of how particular verses central to the themes of various 
Johannine discourses can be paralleled by individual sayings in the Synoptic 
tradition (e.g., John 3:3, 5, another version of Matt. 18:31Mark 10:15; John 
5:19 and 10:15, possible variants of Matt. 11:27; John 6:53, drawing on the 
tradition of the Last Supper; John 10: 1-5, a development of the parable of the 
lost sheep in Matt. 18:12-13; John 13:20, parallel to Matt. 10:40) and how 
even the striking "I am" formula in John can be paralleled to some extent by 
Mark 6:50 (cf. 14:62). In all this the definitive work of C. H. Dodd still stands 
as a landmark in Johannine study.14 It has been and will be supplemented at 
individual points. IS But it is hard to imagine its main findings being over
thrown or their overall balance being much altered. 

I also consider it highly probable, in the light of John 19:35; 20:2-9; 21 :24, 
that the source and validator of this earlier tradition was the historical individual 

13. Despite recent restatements of the view that .fohn knew and lIsed one or more of lhe 
SynopLics. I find the evidence nor wholly persuasive. See. e.g., the review oj' tbe discussion by 
Kysar (n. 2), 54>66. Since then note particu larly F. Neil'ynck, " .I ()hn and the SynopliCs," L' Ella/I
gile de .IeclII (n. 2) 73- 106; C. K. B,l11'ell, JollII (2 1978) 15-18. 42-46: Mar. de Solages. Jea/l 6/ 
lel' Synoptiqlles ( J979): D. M. milh, " Jobn and the Synop!ks: S me Dimensions of the 
Pl'Oblcm," NTS 26 ( 1979-80) 425-44; J. Becker, .. Aus del' Lireralur 'lUIl1 Johannesevangclium," 
TR 47 (1982) 289-94. 

14. C. H. Dodd, Historical Tradition in the Fourth Gospel (1963). 
I S. See pnrticularly Ih sequence of studies by B. Lindars. Bcilillri 111.1' Fou,.,h GD~pel 

(1971): idem, The GIJSIit!l of J(lim esc; 1972), esp. 46·54; idom, " TJ'lJdilion ~ behind the 
Fourth Gospel." L'Evcmgi/e de Jean (n. 2). 107-24; idem, " John and the Syn plic Go. pel.: A 
Test Cnse, , NTS 27 (L980-&1) 287· 94; idem, "Discourse and Trnditilln: T he O~e of the Sayings 
of Jesus in the Discourses of the Fourth Gospel," JSNT 13 (1981) 83-101. 
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described as "the beloved disciple," though I am less certain of the extent to 
which the beloved disciple has been idealized. 16 So too it must be considered 
probable, in the light of John 4, that Samaritans were involved ill til history of 
the Johannine community; though I am much leSl) certain UHll we call use the 
different emphases within the Gospel's chrisloJ.ogy as evidence f different 
stages in the clevel pmenl of tb same Johannine l:ornffiunity.17 All in all , then, 
there are suffi i.em indications [rom within lh Gosp I itselr lhat tbe Fourth 
Evangelisl s clearly implied concern to preserve and reproclaim Ih tmth of 
Jesus and the ' teo timony " of Ul0. e who were wi.th Christ " from the beginning" 
( 15:27; 16: 13) is t be taken wiLh oil seriousness. 

My point, however, is that it is difficult to advance the discussion about 
sucb i sues until r11e his torical COl1l ext )f the Fourth Gospel itself hlts been 
·[arified. until , in olher word ', we know whether we hav lO cliscouut (for the 
pl.lrpo .. , of tfdcing his torical Lraditi.on) certain emphases as belonging to the 
lalesl slag of Ihe Lraditjon hi story. Not on ly so but it is wOlth bearing in 
mind that a Lradition-historical investigution, preci Iy because it is more 
concerned with the points of similarity amJ COntact with the Synoptic tradition, 
may well pay too little attention to the Johannine di.l'tillcfive.\·, particularly the 
theological features which give John its disfinclive character. 

If. in addition. the inquiry is dire ted t ward demonstrating the hislorical 
trustworthiness f the arlier u'a'diti n. that may detract still further from Lb 
Gospel i ' elf by slrengU1ening th hidden assumption or impli d inference 
that .lohn' . Go 'pel is ' auth nlic" or ' authoritativ ,. only in proportion as it 
draws on historical tradition: the more we an tlhow the Fourth Gospel to have 
been depend em on tradition wh icb goes back to ll1 30s the more we vaJue 
it. For all that a legitimate concern is involved here: What if John's Gospel 
was not intended primarily as a supplement to one or more of the other three? 
What if John's Gospel was not intended to serve as a source of historical 
information about Jesus in his ministry on earth?18 In that case an inquiry 

16. See pllnicu.1 nr ty H. Thyell , "Aus der Literatur ZUill loh:ulllcsevungclil1ln ," TR 42 
(1977) 213-61; Brown (n. 2). 3 1-34; M. de longe, "The Beloved Di sciple lind [be Dale of the 
Gospel of John, " Ti.'); r (lJU/lllIell1l1""/i(Jll. ed. E. Best and R. McL. Wil~ 11 (M. Ulm:k FS; 1979) 
99-114. 

17. See Brown (n. 2).25-28. in dis(!ussion wilh ahcrnutivc I'ccons tnlctions parliculnrly 
oJ' J . L. Marlyn. "Gljmp~\'!'~ into the History of lb~ Johill1nin~ 'ommunilY:' L'EI/(/Ilgile de J elill 

(n. 2) 149-7 . reprinled in 1. L. Mnn;yn, Til 000/1(' / t~r John ill 1I1';,vfi(1Il liisIClf)' ( 1978) 90-1 2 1. 
Sec a lso U. B. MU lier. Die H!.I'c;m chie d r CilrislOlogie;/I der,iolul/1l1d.w:h 11 Gemeillde (snS 
77: 1<)75 ); G. Richr ·I·. " PIitsenti sche lind futurische Eschatologic im 4. EVlIngelium" (1975), In 
S!udi:.!N :::;:.;;n JO!Uli;'ji€S€Vari15t:.tiw.""1 cJ. j, Hainz \ i gil) 346-82, esp. 3:l4-~1; Langbrandtner (n. 6), 
esp.117-20. 

18. Cf. Lindars, " Di~col1rse and Tradition" (n. 15). 83: "Although . . . Ihe sayings 
tradition is the on ly ~() III e ( r Ihe tli $L'Ol1rse-\ in the shici sense. the meaning noll pW'pose uf iJle 

discourses are nul dicIOIed by the ~~jyings, but relate closely to lhe conditiulls 0 .I ohulliline 
Christianity at the time when lil ' evangelist is writing, I robably laIC in [he first cCIllUry. , . 
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which sought to vindicate John by demonstrating the historical roots of his 
tradition would in fact be missing the point, John's point. Here too it may be 
more important even for our present purposes to insist, let John be John! 

It will be clear by now that I wish to tackle the whole question of 
Traditionsgeschichte with reference to John from the other end - by at
tempting to understand the finished product of the Fourth Gospel in its own 
terms, within its own context. Where other approaches are more obvious and 
more attractive with regard to the other Gospels, by virtue of their high 
degree of similarity of form and content, with the Fourth Gospel it is the 
distinctiveness of John which we must come to terms with in the first 
instance. The more we can clarify the Johannine distinctives, the reasons for 
any discontinuities and their theological significance, the better position we 
will be in to highlight the points of similarity and continuity. By hearing the 
Gospel according to John clearly we may hear the gospel according to all 
four Evangelists more clearly too. 

4 

Two observations provide our point of departure. Having achieved a prelimi
nary "fix" on John we will be able to "spiral in" to gain a closer look at the 
Fourth Gospel within its historical context. 

4.1. First, in attempting to let John be John, I make no apology for 
focusing on John's christology. For one thing, the stated aim of the Gospel as 
it now stands gives first place to christological claims: "these things are 
written that you may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God ... " 
(20:31). We need not decide here whether this is an evangelistic aim for a 
Gospel written to nonbelievers, or, as is more probable, a didactic aim to 
strengthen the faith of those who have already believed, at least in some 
measure. 19 Either way the first objective of the Evangelist is christological
so to present Jesus in his Gospel that his readers may believe the Christian 
claim expressed in the formulation, "Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God." 

For another, it is abundantly apparent that most of the Johannine dis
tinctives come to clearest expression in John's christology. Certainly we can 
find many Synoptic-like traditions in the Johannine discourses; but it is the 
thoroughgoing portrayal of the Son sent from the Father, conscious of his 
preexistence, the descending-ascending Son of man, making the profoundest 
claims in his "I am" assertions, which both dominates John's christology and 
distances it most strikingly from the Synoptic tradition. Bultmann after all did 

19. See, e.g., Wengst (n. 3), 33-36, and those cited by Meeks (n. 10), 180, n. 64. 
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have a point when he Insisted thal any attempt to solve (Jle 'Johanlline puzzle' 
must begin with John 's portrayal of Jesu as the descending-ascending re
deemer20 - a r ck n which many a thesi J.'egarding John has c me (0 grief. 
If we can reach a J m'er understanding of these Johannine dislinctives, we 
will be in a better posi tion both to distinguish [he historical roots of John 's 
tradition and to evaluate the Johannine elaboration of that tradition. 

We cun also learn the same lesson from what we might can tile points 
of sensitivity in the Gospel, the points at which an effort is evide ltly be iI~g 

made to clarify some confusion or to counter pposing yjews. These points 
obviou Iy tell us something about tlle situation to which such polemic or 
apoLogelic is addressed - a subject Lo which we mllst return shortly. For lhe 
moment, all we n d Llote is how consistently these points of sen itivity focus 

n the Christian claims eonceming Christ - for example, the repeated COIJ

trast with John the Baptist in the fir ' t three hapters, with the Baptist being 
deliberately 'el over against the ehri (as his inferi r ( I :6-9, 15,20; 3:28-31):21 
(Jle way in whieh Ider battles over the law and the abbath have become 
christol gieal battles (particularly chs. 5, 7, and 9);22 Ole dramatic lInfolding 
of the mouuting krisi.\· in the middle section of (he Gospel, where the point 
of krisis particularly 1'01' llle wavering crowd is consistently Ole status f Jesus 
(7:12- 15,25-27,3 1 40-44,52; H:12, 25 48, 53; 9:16-17, 29-33; 10:19-2 1, 
24, 33; 11:27; 12:34);23 or the way in which the Evangelist depicts the 
disciples' faith in ilie hlisL going fr m initial confidence rhl.'OlIgh crisis and 
cJarifi alion to the 'lima li' confession of Thomas, 'My Lord and my God' 
(1:4 1,45.49; 6:68-69' 14:5-] I; 20:28 . 

The ch ristological claim is at the heart of the Fourth Gospel, including 
not least the di$tinctively Johannine elements of that claim. Clearly then it is 
the reason for and rati oale of Ihis christological claim which we must illumi
nate if we are to have any hope of understanding the good news as preached 
by John. 

4 .2. Second, in attempting to set John within its historical context, it is 
the context of late first-century Judaism which must have first claim on our 
attention. This view has been well argued several times and has won increasing 
support during the past twenty years, so that I need do little more than rehearse 
its main outline. The factors of greatest significance are John's references to 
"the Jews" and his use of the word U1tocruvu'YO)'Y0<; (9:22; 12:42; 16:2). 

"The Jews" feature regularly in the Fourth Gospel as the opponents of 

20. See the refc"el1l.::t~ ill ivit:cks (n. 5), 44. 
21. W. Wink, JolllI Ihl! n' lplisl;1/ rhe Gospel ofTradiliofL SNTSMS 7: 1(8) ch. V. 
22. See particulal'ly S. Pancmu. Til l.aw ill /II" F(J/I/'fil G()spe' NovTSup 42; 1975). 
23. It was C. H. 1 (Xld 's masterly exposltioll of Illis lheme in bis Tlte IlIIl.lIprefaiioll of 

the Fourth Gospel (1953 ) 345-89. which firsl lirred my inleresl in John I ~ a work. of thetl.logy 
in my student days. 
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Jesus. In this role they appear as a single coherent group. More important, in 
this role they are evidently the official representatives of Judaism, the religious 
authorities who determine matters of faith and polity for the people (1: 19; 
5:16; 9:18; 18:12; 19:31; even Jews fear "the Jews" -7:13; 9:22; 19:38; 
20: 19). In this role, in fact, "the Jews" are often more or less synonymous 
with the Pharisees (cf. 1:19 and 24; 7:1 and 32; 8:13 and 22; 9:13 and 18; 
18:3 and 12), and, most striking of all, with "the world" in its hatred of Jesus 
(cf. particularly 8:21-47 with 15:18-25).24 As for arcoouvuyCff'{oc." the signif
icance particularly of 9:22 is that it seems to presuppose a formal decision 
made by Jewish authorities to excommunicate Jews from the synagogue on 
lhe sale gr lind Lhal they confe sed Jesus to be the Messinh.2S 

The prominenc ancl character of Lhi s tensi.on between Jesus and "lhe 
Jews" poi nt the exegete frrm ly towa(d a main ly Jewish context ror tbel'ourth 
Gospel mewberc after the deslruction of Jerusalem ill .D. 70. ( 1) The 
harpness of the breach between Jesus and " the Jews' and the sus tained 

v hemence of the p lenlic in the middle 'ectiOIl of the Gospel is matcbed 
elsewhere in the New Testament only in part, even when we include Matthew 
23. (2) The breach evidently centered on the Christian confession of Jesus as 
Messiah. And although Jesus was, of course, crucified as a messianic claim
ant,26 there is no indication that in the intervening years the confession of 
Jesus as Messiah was regarded as a "make or break" issue between Jewish 
Christians and the leaders of Judaism.27 There were issues which brought Jew 
and Christian to blows (particularly the temple and the law). But in Jerusalem 
itself, and probably also in areas of the Christian mission controlled from 
Jerusalem, Jews who believed Jesus to be the Messiah were apparently un
disturbed (and even highly regarded) in the period prior to the Jewish revolt. 

24. See, c.g .. E. Grlissor. "Die anlijtidisl:he Pole,mik im J hannesevangeliulll." NT. ' I I 
( 1964-65) 74-90: R. li Brown, John 1· 12 (AB: 19(6) Lxxi: Wongst (11 . 3). 7-44. l1ml t.he Pourth 
E angeJi st also uses the phruse in u broader, less polemical w:ly do nOI diminish lhe rOl'Ce of 
lhi.~ point; se~ c.g., mo~( recenLly, F. Hahn, .. 'Die Juden' illl JobanncsevangeJiunI ," .in KOIlfi",/
"ttlt 1lI/.tt Eillheit. eeL P. G. Muller and W. Ste.ngt:.r (F. MlI~sner FS ; 19R I) 430-38 . On the irony 
of J hl1 19: 15 ("We have no king but Q lcsar") sec pm·ticularly W. A. Meeks. Th e! Prophet· King: 
Moses Traditions and the Johannine Christology (NovTSup 14; 1967) 76·78. 

25. See particularly J. L. Martyn. History ami Theolog in the FOllrth Gospel (1968, 
21979) ch. 2, whose main thesis that the Evangelis t pre.~i:nts II [wo·level drama nn eimnaliges 
event during Jesus' earthly lifetime, and the situation facing bis own community) h'L~ been widely 
accepted. 

26. In recent literature see particularly O. Betz, "Probleme des Prozesses Jesu," ANRW 
2/25/1 (1982) 565·647, esp. 633-37; A. E. Harvey, Jesus and the Constraints of History (1982), 
ch.2. 

27. See p!lrliculnrly Mkll'lyn (n. 25). 45·51; 13. LindurR, "The Persecution of hristians 
in John 15,18- 16. 4u." ill Sl~[re"ing and MU/'fyrtlom ill ti,e Ne~\I TeS/(IIIli:nI, cU. W. Horbury and 
13 . McNei l ( 198 I ~ 48-69. here 49-5 1; against J. A. T. Robimon, R6'dalin/: the Nelli Twame/JI 
(1976) esp. 272-74. lmd 1I1>on (n, II ), who pick illihe evidence and do not succeed in producing 
an aHemative hislorical cuntext which filS IllI tILe- clements of 9:22 so welJ. 
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(3) In particular, there is no clear evidence of an official policy of excluding 
Jews who believed in Jesus from the synagogue during the same period. 
Although church and synagogue pulled apart in the Gentile mission, there is 
no indication of such a disruption within the Jewish mission (cf. Acts 21 :20-
21). Thus, when Josephus writes of Syria in the period prior to the Jewish 
war, he seems to know of no faction within the Jewish communities excluded 
from lhe synagogue. And even in the GenLile mission it is significant thaI 
(prior to Lhe Neroniao per cution at least the Roman au[hOJities thought of 
Jewish-Christian controversy as an internal Jewish affair (Act l8: 1. 5; Sue
lOnius Claudius 25.4)._8 4) The degree to which the Phatisee emerge in the 
Fourth Gospel as the dominant force in Judaism, in contrast to the other 
Gospels (even "many ofthe rulers" fear "the Pharisees" - 12:42),29 is surely 
best explained as a reflection of the growing dominance of the rabbinic 
authorities within Judaism during the Jabnean period. 

Finally, 5) Lhere i enough evidence to indicate that it was precisely 
dLlring tllis period Lhat rabbinic Jltdaism beg • .ill to take deliberare steps 1'0 mark 
itself off ITom other claimanl'l to the broader h ri lage or pre-70 Judai ]]1. It 
should be noted that tbis lru l point doe not depend on establishing a precise 
text and dale for the twelfth Benediclion , lhe birkar-ha-minim, or on postu
lating a . pecific reference to Chri tians in this malediction on beretics.3o II i 
enough to note that rabbinic tradition traces the composition of the birkat-ha
minim back (0 the time of Gamaliel II (b. Ber. 28b)31 and that it was probably 
aimed at those regarded by the rabbis as (Jewish ectari.ans, iucluding Jewi h 
Christia.ns.32 The point then i that the independent evidence of J wish tradi
tion confirms what the internal evidence of the Fourth Gospel made probable 
anyway (cf. also Justin, Dialogue 16; 47; 96) - viz., that rabbinic Judaism 
began to take steps in the late first century and early second century to exclude 

_8. The recognition that Chri ·tlalls were III entity distinct from (he .Tew i tirst attested 
by Tacitus (AIITlals 15.44.2-5). though it is significant tbm Tacitll. accuses them f ··hatred of 
the human race," that is, the old charge regularly brollght aga iust the Jews - see M. tern, 
Greek and Latill Awllors nil Jews (lJul "uda; III II (1980) 93. 

29. See. e.g., Marlyn n.25), 4-89; Lindars. JoillI (n. (5).37; H. F. Wei s, TDNT IX. 
43-45. 

30. Martyn (n. 25), 58, assumes too quickly that Christians (= Nazarenes) were explicitly 
mentioned in the labnean form; but see the fuller discussions listed in n. 32 below. 

3 1. The period of Gamalieill's ascendnllcy Ill' Jllbneh Is usu!llly reckoned frolll about 80 
to 115. MoSl I:cholars accept a clale for lhe birkal-h(.l-m;nil1l in the mi-cldl' 80s, though nOte 
Martyn', (n. 25) increased caution Bnd its reasons, discussed in his 1979 ed ition (nn . 69, 75). 

32. Se pw·ticularly W. HorbUlY, "The Benediction of the Minim and early Jewisb-ChriR
lian Conlroversy,· · J1'S 33 (1982) 19-61. whicb includes discus iOl\ of lhe too caut iou, treaLment 
by R. Klmelnull1. ··Birkat-Ha-Millfm unci Ihe Luck f Evidence [or ltD Anti- bristian Jewi h 
Prayer in Lal Antiquity,'· Jewish alld Christian Se/fDlljinitioll n: Aspects I'If Judaism ill the 
Crocco-Roman Pel'iod, cd. B. P. S!\llders ( 198 1) 226-44, 9 ·1-403; see also A. F. Segal's note 
in the following essay (409f.; II . 57) cited below ( 11. 62); earlier bib1iogrllphy in Wengst (n. 3), 
notes to pp: 53f:f. 
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various expressions of heterodoxy, which from the point of view of (newly) 
normative Judaism had come to be regarded as heresy - including Jewish 
Christian belief in Jesus as Messiah. 

It is possible therefore to reach the fairly strong conclusion that the 
Fourth Gospel itself reflects the situation confronting the Johannine 
author/school/community in the late first century of our era - a situation 
where the Jewish Christians concerned saw themselves threatened by the 
world as represented particularly by the Jewish authorities where they were.33 

The fact that christology seems to have been the focal point of the confron
tation between the Fourth Evangelist and "the Jews" provides strong en
couragement for us to investigate the issues involved more closely in the hope 
of shedding further light on the historical context of the Gospel and on the 
reasons for its distinctive christological emphases. 

5 

The second stage of our inquiry is to question more closely why it was that 
the Christian confession of Jesus as Messiah provoked such confrontation 
between the Johannine Jewish-Christian "sect" and "the Jews." We can hope 
to shed some light on these questions both from the Fourth Gospel itself and 
from what we know of Judaism between the revolts. 

5.1. What were the particular issues at stake so far as "the Jews" were 
concerned in their confrontation with Jesus? It was not simply the assertion 
that Jesus was Messiah, which might well have remained largely unexcep
tionable or at least nonheretical in itself. What caused the trouble was the fact 
that the Messiah claim was itself a summary for a much fuller christology -
all in fact that is expressed more adequately, so far as John is concerned at 
any rate, in the title "Son of God. "To defend and win belief in Jesus as the 
Son of God is the Evangelist's stated aim in 20:31, where "Son of God" is 
the necessary supplement to and explanation of the less provocative "Messi
ah" claim (similarly 11 :27). And it is precisely on the grounds that Jesus 
"made himself Son of God" that "the Jews" denounce Jesus to Pilate (19:7). 

33. Wengst (n. 3) thinks it possible to locate the Johannine community with some 
precision within the southern part of Agrippa II's kingdom, in the territory of Gaulanitis and 
Batanea (77-93); but it is enough for our purposes to note that there is at least one setting in 
the general area of the eastern Mediterranean which matches the probable historical context of 
the Fourth Gospel so well. Cf. O. Cull mann, The lohannine Circle (1976) 59f. On the "sectarian" 
consciousness of the Johannine community, see particularly Meeks (n. 5) and D. M. Smith, 
"J ohannine Christi ani ty: Some Reflections on Its Character and Delineation," NTS 21 (1974-75) 
222-48. 
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When we unpack this claim and the reasons for its offensiveness to 
Jewish ears, it becomes clear that one of the main contentious points revolves 
around the question of Jesus' origin: Where has he come from? - from 
Bethlehem, from Galilee, from where? The Gospel reader, of course, knowing 
full well the Evangelist's answer - "from his Father in heaven" (see partic
ularly 6:41; 7:27-29,42,52; 8:23; 9:29; 19:9). Most disturbing of all to "the 
Jews" is the inference they draw that in claiming to be Son of God, Jesus has 
made himself "equal to God" (5:18), indeed has made himself God 00:33)34 
- a significance for "Son of God" which the Evangelist, of course, wants to 
press home on his own account (1: 1, 18; 20:28). 

That it is the question of Jesus' heavenly origin and status which is 
mainly at issue in all this is confirmed by the most distinctive feature of the 
Johannine Son of man sayings. The offense of Jesus' teaching is both 
heightened and (if it can be accepted) resolved by reference to the Son of 
man's descent from heaven and ascent to heaven (3:12-13; 6:61-62).35 Bound 
up with this is one of the most consistent emphases of the Fourth Gospel, on 
Jesus as the bearer of divine revelation - the Son of God who makes known 
the heavenly mysteries with authority, precisely because he has been sent from 
heaven and speaks of what he has seen and heard with his Father (see partic
ularly 1:17-18, 49-51; 3:10-13, 32; 7:16-18; 8:14, 28, 38; 12:49-50; 14:10; 
15:15; 17:14). 

It is clear then that what is at stake for the Johannine community is the 
full significance of the confession "Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God." And 
what is of particular importance for the Evangelist, and particularly conten
tious to the Jews of his time, is the claim that this confession includes belief 
that Jesus came from heaven and speaks with the authority of God.36 

5.2. When we set this fuller picture of John's christo logy into the context 
of post-70 Judaism, it quickly becomes apparent that there are some striking 
overlaps with the Johannine concerns. As has been more clearly perceived in 
the past few years, Judaism between the two revolts was not yet the massively 
uniform structure embodied in the Mishnah and Talmuds.37 The disappearance 
of other parties (Sadducees, Zealots, Essenes) did not mean a disappearance 

34. 1)66 reads 9E6v. 
35. "Wherever the [ascent/descent] motif occurs, it is in a context where the primary 

point of the story is the inability of the men of 'this world,' pre-eminently 'the Jews,' to 
understand and accept Jesus" - Meeks (n. 5), 58. 

10 The subsequent ascent through death a.'1d resurrection i~, of course, also of crucial 
significance for John's christology, as I have myself noted elsewhere ("John 6 - a Eucharistic 
Discourse?" NTS 17 [1970-71] 328-38; also Unity and Diversity in the New Testament [1977] 
301-2), but to include that aspect within.the present essay would enlarge the discussion too much 
(though see below, section 9.2). 

37. See now the welcome English translation of G. Alon, The Jews in Their Land in the 
Talmudic Age (1980). 
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of other facets of pre-70 Judaism. In particular, recent scholarship has re
minded us of two other important strands of that broader Judaism which 
survived the destruction of the temple - the apocalyptic and merkabah mys
tical traditions. 38 Several points of relevance for our inquiry emerge here. 

First, we should note the extent to which these two strands themselves 
overlap. Both apocalyptic and merkabah mysticism are characterized precisely 
by their claim to a direct knowledge of heavenly mysteries, either by means 
of a vision, or, more frequently, by means of an ascent to heaven.39 Such 
ascents to heaven are attributed not only to Enoch (1 En. 14:8ff.; 39:3ff.; 
70-71; 2 En. 3ff.) and to Abraham (T. Abr. lOff.; Apoc. Abr. 15ff.; cf. also 
4 Ezra 3:14; 2 Baruch 4:4), but also to Adam (Life of Adam and Eve 25-29), 
to Levi (T. Levi 2:5ff.), to Baruch (2 Baruch 76; 3 Baruch) and to Isaiah 
(Ascension of Isaiah 7ff.; cf. Sir. 48:24-25)40 - most of these reports are 
either roughly contemporary with or predate the period in which we are 
interested.41 So too the account of Moses' ascent of Mt. Sinai (Exod. 19:3; 
24: 18) evidently encouraged several circles within Judaism to view it as an 
ascent to heaven (Philo, Mos. 1.158; Quaestiones et Solutiones in Exodum 
2.29, 40, 46; Josephus, Ant. 3.96, 2 Baruch 4:2-7; pseudo-Philo, Biblical 
Antiquities 12:1; Memar Marqah 4:3, 7; 5:3; 2 Baruch 59).42 Likewise the 
practice of merkabah mysticism, in which one sought by meditation, partic
ularly on the chariot vision of Ezekiel 1 (but also passages like Isaiah 6 and 
Dan. 7:9-10, as well as the story of creation in Genesis 1), to experience for 
oneself a mystical ascent to or revelation of the throne of God, seems to have 
been already well established in our period.43 Such interest is evident already 
in 1 En. 14, is hinted at in Sir. 49:8, and is clearly attested in the so-called 
"angelic liturgy" of Qumran (4QSl [4QSirSabb] 40.24).44 Not least relevant 

38. ~ee pUiticularly I. Gruenwald. Apocalyptic and Merkabah Mysticism (1980); C. Row
Itmd. m e Opell Heol/en: A Stlldy of Apoc{li.l'ptic in Judaism and Early Christianity (1982). 

:19. ll1i~ overlap has been obscured by idenLLfying apocalyptic LOO closely with escha
tology. See pafti ularly the important correcti ve by Rowland on this point (n . 38). D. J. Halperin, 
Tile Merkablll! ill Rabbinic Lit(lrallll'(! (1980) does no\ take surncient account of this overlap. 

4(). Note !llso (he "final" asCCll L~ of Elijah (esp. 2 Kdms. 2:11; Sir. 48:9-10; 1 En. 90:31), 
Ezra (4 Ezra 14:9), and Abel (Testament of Abel 11; Ascension of Isaiah 9:8). 

41. For fuller detail see A. F. Segal, "Heavenly Ascent in Hellenistic Judaism, Early 
hristianilY. Il nd Their Environment," ANRW 2I23/2 (1980) 1352-68. 

42. Sec particularly Mcek.~ (n. 24), 110- 1 L 120-25, 147-49, 156-59,206-9,241-44; idem, 
" Moses as God and King," Religioll .l· ill Antiquity: Essays in Memory of E. R. Goodenough, ed. 
J. Neusner (1968) 354-71. 

43. Modem interest in merkabah mysticism as a feature of second temple Judaism derives 
ch.\efly from G. G. Scholem, Major Tl'elld.1 in Jewish Mysticism (1941, reprint 1961) esp. 42-44. 

44 . .I. StrugneU. " The Angelic Liturgy at Qumran," Vetus Testamentum Supplements 7 
( 1959) 3 18-45 . See further . Rowland, The Visions of God in Apocalyptic Literature," JSJ 
10 ( 1979) 137-54. In II paper del i vcred at the SNTS Conference in Leuven, Belgium, 1982, 
H. C. Kee :1I'gued thllt Joseph and Asel1ath 'lands within the merkabah mystical tradition of 
l uda.i~1ll ( UThe Soci - u'IlLi rit l Selling of Joseph and Asenath," NTS 29 [1983] 394-413). 
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here are the appearance in some r U,ese visions of a glorious being closely 
related in appearance to God (Ezek. 8:2 compared with 1:26-27; Dan. 7:13 
LXX; 10:5-6; Apoc. AIJJ: [0; Apocalypse of Zephaniah 9:12-10:9)45 and the 
motif of the transformati n into angel-like form of the one who ascends 
himself, notably Moses and Isaiah (see above), and most strikingly Enoch 
(1 En. 71: 11; 2 En. 22:8; Ascension of Isaiah 9:9), who is identified as the 
Son of man in the Similitudes of Enoch (1 En. 71:14) and subsequently as 
Metatron in 3 Enoch 3-16.46 

Second, we should note also that both early Christianity and the Jab
nean sages were not unaffected by such tendencies within Judaism. Paul's 
account of a visionary ascent to the third heaven (2 Cor. 12:2-4) may well 
support the view that Paul himself was familiar with the practice of merkabah 
mysticism,47 and the vision of John the seer (Rev. 1: 13-16) has some striking 
points of contact with the earlier visions of Ezekiel 1 and of Daniel (Daniel 
7; 10:5-6).48 As for the rabbis, there is strong evidence that Johanan ben 
Zakkai, who played the Jeacling role in initially reestablishing rabbinic 
Judaism at Jablleh. was himseU' greatly Lnlere~ted in the chariot chapter of 
Ezekiel I and probably practiced me Iltation on it (TosephlCl fj(/g. 2: 1 and 
parallels .49 M ,re striking is the tradition abollt the four . i:Iges who ' entered 
the garden (pardes)" (Tosephta !:fag. 2:3-4 and parallels). As most agree, 
the tradition probably refers in a veiled way to a vision of the chariot throne 
of God. This is confirmed by such fuller information as we have about these 
rabbis.5o One of them, Elisha ben Abuyah, is remembered as an archheretic, 
because in his vision of heaven he mistook the glorious figure sitting on a 
great tl1rone (Metatron) as a second power in heaven - thus denying the 
unity of God (b. !:fag. 15a; 3 Enoch 16); one of the starting points for this 
"two powers" heresy seems to have been speculation on the plural thrones 

45. Rowland (n. 38), 94-103, though unforlunalely he ["nils 10 !lsk whether s imilarili s in 
such visionary appearances may be due ~imply In Ih~ seer having 10 draw on a commOn hil i 
inevitably limited stock of imagery deemed Upprollrlllle lO describe glorious heavenly beings. 
See also R. Bauckham, " The Worship (If JCSll~ in Apocalypti c hri ~tinnjly." NTS 27 ( 198 1) 
322-41, here 323-27 . 

46. See also J. A. Biilmer, Del" Gesandli' /lilt! .I·em Wl!g illl 4. £v({fll:eliwlI ( 1977) 353-62. 
In his otherwise valuable eXplc.lr·alion of the historical context uf the POUI'U, GO~I el, Wenglit 
(n. 3) unfortunately ignores Ihis whole dill1cnsinn rumost enlirely - In king note of Meeks only 
in passing and dismissing BUl1I1er in 11 Footnoll: (1 7. n. 24). 

47. J . W. Bowker, " ' Merkabrrll ' Visions i\l\d the Visions of Paul," Journal of Semitic 
Studies 16 (1971) 157-73: " . .. Paul practiced lII (!rkabah contemplation as an ordinary con
sequence of his highly extended Pharisaic twining" ( )72). 

48. C. Rn. .... ,und, "The Vj,iull or Ihc Risen Chnst 111 Rev. J,13ff.: The Debt of an Early 
hri sl.n logy to an A~pe I of Jcwi . h Ange loJogy." JTS 31 (1980) 1-11. 

49. See 1. Nellsner, A Lijl! /11' 11)/umall hcm ZClkkai (2 1970) 134-40: Gruenwald (n. 38), 
75-86 ; Rowland 11- 38), 2112-30S . Halperin (n. 39), 107-40. is more ~ ~epti(:al. 

50. Gru I1wuld (n. 38). R6-92; Rowlund (n. 38), 306-40. H!Ilperin (n. 39). 98-92, disputes 
111' Link to mcrkabah my · li e i ~ lll. 
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in Dan. 7:9.51 There is also a tradition regarding another of the four, the 
famous rabbi Akiba, in which he is rebuked for his speculation as to the 
occupant of the second throne in Dan. 7:9 (b. ljag: 14a; b. Sanh. 38b). 

Third, we know that there were already strong reactions against some of 
these tendencies in apocalyptic and merkabah speculation. Sir. 3: 18-25 can be 
readily understood as an exhortation to refrain from speCUlations involving 
visionary experiences.52 And 4 Ezra 8:20f. seems to be directed against claims 
to be able to see and de crib God' thr ne.53 In specifically Christian circles we 
may recall the strong warnings again, t angel worship in Col. 2: 18 and Hebrews 
1-2,54 and the early cburcbes' hesitation over granting too much authority to the 
book of Revelation. Similarly, the rabbinic polemic against angelology probably 
goes back to our period,55 there are explicit cautionary notes concerning the 
chariot chapter in the Mishnah (m. ljag. 2: 1; m. Megilloth 4: 10), and the apos
tasy of Elisha ben Abuyah is a notorious fact elsewhere in rabbinic tradition. 56 
We may also note how frequently subsequent rabbinic polemic against the minim 
consists in a defense of monotheism, the unity of God.57 

5.3. All this evidence points strongly to a threefold conclusion. (1) There 
was evidently considerable interest in the possibility of gaining heavenly 
knowledge through visions and heavenly ascents in the period between the 
two Jewish revolts. (2) This interest is reflected in the Fourth Gospel as well 
as in our other sources from this period. (3) There were various degrees of 
misgiving about and hostility to this interest as too speculative and dangerous 
among both Christians and the rabbis. 

6 

The main que 'li n which remains for u therefore is: Doe, an awareness of 
thi.~ con text, f Lhese crosscurrent in Jewisb and Christian thinking during 
the period in which the Fourth Gospel was probably written help us t make 
clear r sense of the Johannine distinctives? IT \We return again to the Gospel 

51. See A. F. Segal, The Powers in Heaven: Early Rabbinic Reports about Christianity 
and Gnosticism (1977) particularly 33-67, 148-49. 

52. Gruenwald (n. 38), 17-18. 
53. Rowland (n. 38), 54-55. 
54. See also Bauckham (n. 45). 
55. P. S. Alexander, "The Targumim and Early Exegesis of 'Sons of God' in Gen 6," 

llS 23 (1972) 60-71: se :t1,so .l . Goldin, " 'Not by Means of an Angel and Not by Means of a 
Messenger,' " R(!li,l{lons ill Amiquity (n. 42),412-24. 

56. See Row land (n. 38), 331-39. 
57. See the texts collected by R. T. Herford, Christianity in Talmud and Midrash (1966) 

291-307. 
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itself, we should now be in a better position to appreciate some of John's finer 
points as he seeks to promote faith in Jesus as the Christ, the Son of God, to 
hear more of the nuances which a first-century reader would have been 
expected to b el've. We will bave lime to note nly a few k yexamples. 

6.1. T il prologu end. WitJl the highest claim for the revelatory igniil
canee of Jesus: ' N ne has ever seen God; the only Son/God . .. l1a made him 
kn wn" I: J 8). True knowledge of God comes through only ne - Jesus, the 
incarnate Logos. The reader is probably intended to bear tht, blunt assertion in 
mind when he comes to the next climax of christological confession - the 
exchange with Nathanael (1:47-51).58 The train of thought is at first puzzling, 
but it gains invaluable illumination from the background sketched out above. In 
mystical thought "Israel" is taken to mean "he that sees" or "he that sees God" 
(as often in Philo).59 Nathanael is presented as "a genuine Israelite," who has 
begun to believe in Jesus ("rabbi, Son of God, King of Israel" - 1:49). But 
Jesus replies that he will see more than that - a vision just like that of the first 
Israel (Jacob - Gen. 28: 12), where the central feature will be the Son of Man 
mediating between heaven and earth (1:51).60 For no one else has seen God
not Moses (1:17; cf. Exod. 33:20; Deut. 4:12), and not even Israel. The true 
Israelite is thus encouraged to "see" that all God's self-revelation now comes to 
focus in and through Jesus (1:18, 51); God can only be seen to the extent that 
one sees him in and through (the revelation of) Christ. 

John 1 links with John 3 in that another sympathetic Jew (3:2) needs 
similar instruction. Though "a teacher ofIsrael" (3:9), Nicodemus has no idea 
how one can "see the kingdom of God," how itis possible to "enter the heavenly 
realm" (3:3, 5).61 Such knowledge cannot be attained by an ascent to heaven -
"no one has ascended iDlO heaven" (3:13). Tlli sw cping assertion can hardly 
be other than a polemic a rain t cun-ent b Hefs in the p ssibility of such heavenly 
ascents, through contemp.luLion on the divine chari I or otherwise.62 Such 

58. r. M. de longe, JC3'IIS: Stranf!,erjmm Heaven and Son oj God (1977) 83: "1,19-50 
stands between l,18 and lo51, both 1c;J ling wi th the heavenly status of the One to whom all the 
designation's in the i.ntermedime sct:Lion poim in their own way." 

59. Sec references 'ill vol. X olthe Loeb et,/ition of Philo. p. 334, note; J. Z. Smith, "The 
Prayer of Jos(;ph." Re li.~ i{Jm in Anlh,,,;/), (n. 42). 265-68. 

60. f. H. Odcberg, The Four/Ii G{Js{JI'1 ( 1929) 3 -40; Dudd (n. 23 ,245·46: N, A. Dnh l. 
"The .Iohannine Church and Hi blOfY," in urrellt l .n 'lI t's ill Nell' Te tOllletl! Interpretation, cd. 
W. KlaRseD and G. F. Snyder (0. A. PiperT'S: (962) 136, nOles Ibnt "in the Haggadah, Genesis 
28, 12, like (llher visiOll1lry texts. is often combined witb Dllniel 7 and Ezekiel I"; p, B rgeD. 
"God's Agent in the Fourth Gospel," Rellgion,l' IT! Allfiql/;t)' (n. 42), 145-46. 

61. in John the kingdom ( f God == " the heavenly realm on high to which the divine 
I' IlVI)Y !e-otd£ (cf. 1'1:3; L:2v; 17:24)" -R. Sdlllackenburg, The Ciospel according to St. John 
I (1968) 366f. 

62. Odeberg (n. 60), 72-98; Meeks (n. 24), 295-301; F. J. Moloney, The Juhallnin{! a ll 

(JjM(!1I ( 1976,2 1978) 54-57; A. F. Segal, "Ruler of This World: Attitudes about Mcdia\or "igw'es 
and the Tll1porUlnce of Sociology for Self-Definition," Jewish and Christian Seif-Dllfinitj(JrJ 
(n. 32), 245-68. esp. 255f. . 
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knowledge of heavenly things is possible only for him who descended from 
heaven, the Son of Man (3:12-13). Mention of Moses in the following verse and 
the return to the same theme in 3:31-36 ("he who comes from above is above 
all") effectively distances this Son of Man from any competing claims about the 
heavenly commissions of Moses and John the Baptist (cf.l:6, 17). Not even 
Moses ascended to heaven, and the Baptist remains rootedly "of the earth."63 
True knowledge of heaven comes only from Christ, he who is from above and 
bears witness to what he (alone) has seen there.64 

In John 6 the narrative moves with fine dramatic sense from the enthusi
astic recognition of Jesus as "the prophet who is to come into the world" 
(6: 14), the prophet like Moses who could be asked to repeat the miracle of 
manna (6:31), to the point where many of his own disciples take offense 
(6:60f., 66). What causes the offense is the way in which the category of 
prophet is transcended and left behind: to speak of Jesus as "him whom God 
sent" (6:29) is only adequate if by that phrase is meant "sent from heaven," 
without implication of any previous ascent; his subsequent ascent is to "where 
he was before," to his place of origin (6:62). Moses too is pushed to one side 
(6:32). The manna miracle does not exalt Moses, as the Jews assumed;65 that 
model of divine mediation (cf. Deut. 18: 18) is inadequate to express the 
significance of Jesus. The direct communication from God promised by Isa. 
54: 13 is now a reality in Jesus (not the Torah); he is the yardstick by which 
all claims to knowledge from God must be tested, for only he has seen the 
Father (John 6:45-46).66 Thus the experience which mediates eternal life is 
believing recognition that Jesus is himself from God, the living bread which 
came down from heaven, the life from God incarnate in Jesus (6:35-58). 

Finally, we might note in chs. 7 and 12 some indication that John's 
constituents were aware of wider speculations within Judaism about the Mes
siah's origin and end. Some thought simply in terms of Davidic descent and 
birth at Bethlehem (7:42); others, who claim that no one knows where the 
Christ comes from (7:27), may thereby allude to the sort of speculation we 
find in the Similitudes of Enoch, in 4 Ezra and 2 Baruch, about the hiddenness 
of the Messiah in the divine purpose (in heaven? 1 En. 48:6-7; 62:7; 4 Ezra 
7:28; 12:32; 13:26,32,52; 2 Baruch 29:3; 39:7).67 So too the crowd's opinion 
"that the Christ remains forever" (John 12:34) may well reflect the sort of 

63. Cf. Targum Neofiti on Deut. 30: 12, cited below in section 7.2. 
64. Cf. Meeks (n. 5), 52-57, though to insist that "the one born from above/from the 

spirit" can only be the Son of Man, Jesus (53), is overscrupulous. See also J. H. Neyrey, "John 
3 - A Debate over lohannine Epistemology and Christology," NovT 23 (1981) 115-27. 

65. Cf. particularly G. Vermes, .. 'He is the Bread': Targum Neofiti Exodus 16,15," 
Post-Biblical Jewish Studies (1975) 139-46. 

66. See particularly P. Borgen, Bread/rom Heaven (NovTSup 10; 1965) esp. 150-54. 
67. De Jonge (n . 58), 90-91 . 
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speculation that various heroes of the past had been translated or apotheosized 
to heaven, in some cases at least without tasting death (Enoch, Elijah, Abel? 
Moses? Ezra),68 or (less likely) the targumic tradition which found in Isa. 
9:5's phrase "everlasting Father" a reference to the eternal existence of the 
Messiah.69 The Fourth Evangelist does not respond directly to such queries. 
He simply drives on singlemindedly toward the climax of each of these 
sections (8:48-59; 12:44-50), in which the emphasis on the continuity between 
the Father and the Son transcends all such speculations and leaves them 
behind. 

These examples must suffice to show how central it is for John that 
Jesus is from above, and because he is from above, he brings and embodies 
the truth, the true knowledge of God and of heavenly things. 

6.2. What is the Fourth Evangelist trying to do in all this? Clearly he is in 
touch with something at least of the range of theological reflection about God, 
about God's favored servants, about the means of gaining heavenly knowledge, 
particularly through ascending to heaven - the sort of speculation, in fact, 
which we know was current toward the end of the first century. Some of this 
reflection he merely acknowledges in passing: some he makes use of. He 
maintains the Christian claim to the messiahship of Jesus without debating all 
the questions being discussed. The language of heavenly ascent and descent is 
taken over for his own purposes. One of his chief categories, Jesus as the one 
sent from God, is an elaboration of a familiar prophetic category - the prophet 
as the agent of God.70 But clearly he also sees Jesus as transcending such 
categories as "prophet" and "king" and even "Messiah."?! Clearly he wants to 
say more - much more. What precisely is this "more"? And why does it bring 
the wrath of "the Jews" upon the Christian believers? 

The answer most probably is bound up with these points that John has 
taken such care to emphasize so much, those claims which prove so conten
tious to "the Jews." One is John's claim of a heavenly origin for Jesus the 
Messiah, a heavenly origin which goes back to the beginning of time. Jesus 
is not one whose claims on our attention derive from an ascent to heaven; 
they derive rather from the fact that he descended from heaven. The other is 
John's claim for a closeness of continuity between Father and Son which is 
more than simply identity of will or function: the Son is so like, so close to 
the Father, that we can even speak of some kind of identity of being (he makes 
himself God; he and the Father are one). 

The importance of these points receives striking confirmation when we 
compare the findings of the two studies which, more than any other in recent 

68. See above, section 5.2 and n. 40; cf. Barrett (n. 13),427. 
69. See particularly B. McNeil, "The Quotation in John 12:34," NovT 29 (1977) 22-33. 
70. See particularly Biihner (n. 46), part three. 
71. See particularly the two essays on these three titles by de Jonge (n. 58). chs. 3 and 4. 
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years, have succeeded in setting the Fourth Gospel's christology within the 
historical context of late first-century Judaism. In his ground-breaking inves
tigation of the background to John's christology, W. A. Meeks recognized one 
major point of distinctiveness: the Johannine "pattern of descent/ascent of a 
heavenly messenger has no direct parallel in the Moses traditions (of Jewish 
and Samaritan theology)."72 Subsequently Meeks also conceded de Jonge's 
criticism that "Jesus' kingship and his prophetic mission are both redefined 
in terms of the unique relationship between Son and Father, as portrayed in 
the Fourth Gospel. "73 

The other most thorough recent investigation of the background of the 
Fourth Gospel's christology, by J. A. Btihner, highlights - by failing to ex
plain - precisely the same two points. He attempts to root the idea of the 
Son's preexistence in the Berufungsvision of the prophet, interpreted in the 
light of the fact that the same commissioning formula (God sent) is used also 
of angelic messengers.74 But the idea of Jesus as a glorious angel, even an 
angel like the figure of Ezek. 8:2 or Jaoel in the Apocalypse of Abraham, is 
simply not present in John: 75 In 1 :51 the Son of man seems to be of a different 
order from "the angels of God"; and the polemic of 3: 13 seems likewise 
intended precisely to distance Jesus, the Son of man, from such visionary 
ascents.76 The commissioning formula is too narrow a base to sustain such a 
thesis. John's language almost certainly grew out of this kind of talk of divine 
commissioning of the prophet, but his christology is neither contained in nor 
explained by it - particularly, once again, his emphasis on a preexistence that 
is precosmic (as in 8:25 and 17:5), or his emphasis on a unity between Father 
and Son (as in 1: 18 and 10:30) which goes far beyond the identity of sender 
and sent on the siilfa~ model. 

The very fact that John moves beyond such background parallels at just 
these points strengthens the impression given by passages like those examined 

72. Meeks (n. 24), 297. 
73. De Jonge (n. 58), 52; Meeks (n. 10), 173. 
74. Note also the important earlier study of the question from this aspect by Borgen 

(n. 60). 
75. Possible parallels like 11 QMelch (?) and the Pray",r of Joseph haJ'dJy provide en

couragement for the thesis. Other examples of descending angels (collected by . H. Talbert, 
"The Myth of a Descending-Ascending Redeemer ill MediLemU1ean Anliquity," NTS 22 [1975-
76] 422-26, and What Is a Gospel? The Genre o.r tIll! Ofwnical Gospe/sI 19771 57-6 1) are on J ~ 
"short-term visitors." 

76. According to 1:51 ascent precedes descent even in the case of the angels of God. 
Both Biihner (n. 46) and P. Borgen, "Some ExegeLical Trndilion ' as Backgrou nd for th Son of 
Man Sayings in John's Gospel (John 3,13-14 and Comex t)," L'EIIQngile de Jean (n. 2),243-58, 
argue that the Fourth Evangelist's l:mguage implies aprcI'ioll. ascent, to "become" U1C Son of 
Man, prior to his descent as on of mall (in Borgen's case. an ' uS<':CI1l" in preexiSlcn<.:e). But 
this forces too much upon the language llnd throws the Johannil1e christology into confusion 
(the Logos "ascends" to become the Son of man?!); cf. Barrett (n. 13), 213. 
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ab ve (section 6.1), that it 1s precisely IheRe lw points wbi,ch John wishes 1"0 

emphasize. In presenting Jesu a ' the Mes. jah, the Son of God wh is also 
the Son of man, the Fourlb EV8ngeli. L wants to persuade hi readers f a 
hel/venly origin for Jesus tbe Messiah which goes bn 'k t.o the beginning of 
Lime, and of a '/oseness of cOl/linuity bel ween FaLher and Son whi h is more 
than simply identilY f will or function. From wbere lhen does he derive tiles 
emphases? Our ta k remains incomplete lln less we can elari fy Lhe s urce of 
these key Johannine distincti ves. 

In fuct, rhe Fourth Evangelist himself pr babJy giv u the decisive 
due, in the prologue. The prologue seems ( be intended Lo provide a category 
or model, that of Wiscl m r L gos,77 in term of which the reader can (and 
should) lind rstand the chrisl.ology of the whole,7S In the final luge of our 
attempt to illuminate th lohannine distirlcLives in the light fIulln's historical 
contex t we shull focus therefore n John's Wi~dOl11 chrislology. 

7 

D es th Wisdom christology of Ibe pro.loguc explainlhe. epoints ofdi Linclive
ness which ollr religiollsgeschic/ztliclie investigaLion has brougbt to Ole for ? 

7.1. lL is often assumed thaI the Wisdom/Logos motifs m'e more or les!> 
confined within the prologue, and s are wilhouL relevance to the resL of U1e 
00 pel. On th conlnu,),! however, language and imager')' rrom Ihe Wis
dom/Logos tradition cellr repeatedly in the "ourth 0 pel, as R. E. Brown in 
particu lnr bas. hown.79 Thc.<;e in lude, not least, III ideH of being sent or 
descending from beaven af; in 3' 13 (the l1\~are I parallels m'e in Wis. 9: 16-17; 
Bar. :29' J En. 42- 1 oth descent and asccnt),kO and the "I am", [atements 

77 .Wisdom and Logos are virtually synonymous so far as our present inquiry is concerned; 
see Dunn (n. 10), index under "Word and Wisdom." 

711. I finJ il impossible to regard the prologue of J 1111' G spel as redaclional (i.e. udded 
after the FOllrlh Jvangelist PUI Ihe Gospel into ils present lorm); ll'le Ihemes r lhe proll gue urc 
too cia 'ely integrated imo the Gospel as u whole and urI: SO clearly inl~l1d~d 10 introduce those 
themes that such a conclusion is !'en Icreel implau~ibh:. 

79. Brown (u. 24). esp. cxxii-cxxv and index under "Wisd m." 
80. 'Ib rejeol u Wisd 111 buckground at t hi~ poiut oll thc grounds thl:\( tbe lunguage pamllcls 

are I\()t close enough (the usual objection) is to refuse to allow rile P ul'lb 1Villll,re li . t (lilY creativity 
of his oWIl -un implnusible evalu!lUon, cOl1sidedng lhe distinctiv!:: eharncrcr ()j' tbe Gospel. 
CIO!i:/'J' pllI'itllcis, l!! !l!l~r GnQ:;lid:m, probably im,~Jy tlujJellllel1ce - on John! ~ lI1ce the 
Gnostic Sophia 111yLh is also dependenl all the } el1l;,I'h Wisdom tradition (G. W. MHcrnc, "The 
Jewi, h Backgrotll1d onhe Gnostic Sophia Mylh:' NOlo"/' 12 [,1 970 186- 101), it is wiser 10 1111(;lud(; 
lhat the oescent/oscellt motif in iL\ Johllnnine [arm is il crcU1.ion of the Johanninc school itself, 
formed precls Iy by ,he convictioll that tbe full signific(lIl ·c or kSUl; coule! be gl'URPccl only ill 
lenns f Ihe ideillificati.on of ChrislllS Wisdom. 
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which can be paralleled both in first person singular speech (Proverbs 8 and 
Sirach 24) and in content (e.g., light - Wis. 7:26, 29; food and drink - Sir. 
24: 19-22; shepherd - Philo, Agr. 51; Mut. 116).81 Most important of all, it is 
only in the Wisdom/Logos u'adilion of the Jewish background that we have 
anything really close to the synthesis of Johannine conceptuality - a Wis
domILogos which is distinct from all other potential intermediaries, angelic or 
human, precisely by virtue of its pre cosmic existence with God (e.g., Provo 
8:27-30; Sir. 24:9; Wis. 9:9), and precisely by virtue of its close identify with 
God (e.g., Ps. 33:6; Wis. 7:25; Philo, Opif. 24; Sacr. 64). The point of di stinc
tiveness being that WisdomILogos is not a heavenly being over aga inst God, but 
is God himself, God in his self-manifestation, God insofar as he may be known 
by the human mind.82 It is precisely for this reason, because the Son is the 
incarnate Logos, God in his "knowability" and "vi ibility," that the Son can say, 
"He that has seen me has seen the Father " 12:45' 14:9) . Tn a . imilar way, the 
working out of the "glory" motif of the prologue (1 :14) include the I'herwi 'e 
puzzling 12:41 ("Isaiah saw his glory and sp ke of him" ) where Isaiah ' vis ion 
of the Lord sitting on his throne (Isaiah 6) is interpreted as a vi sion of Christ ~' 

glory - presumably because for the POUtth Evang lisL Christ is to be identified 
not with one of the seraphim, as in sam later ChrisLian lh ught, but as the 
shekinah of God, the visible presence of God himself.83 

The key then to understanding the Johannine distinctives in his presenta
tion of Jesus as Messiah, Son of God and Son of man, is to see these titles 
primarily as an elaboration of the initial expli ·it identification of Jesus as the 
incarnate Wisdom/Logos - an idenlificaLioD taken over certainly from earlier 
Christian tradition,84 but expounded in John's own distinctive fashion. It is this 
which alone satisfactorily explains John's repeated emphasis on the direct 
continuity between this Jesus and God from the beginning of time. The revela
tion which Jesus brings seems to be so limited, preci eJ y becau e w bat he reveals 
is not information but, quite simply, God that he is God in his self-revelation .85 

This is what it means for the Fourth Evangelist to confes Jesus as the Messiah, 
the Son of God. It is this faith which he want to Will or susLain in his readers. 

81. - f. If' rticularly . Schweizer. " ZUIll re ligion 'geschicbllichel1 Hill lel'gl'llild der 'Sen
dungsforlllel ' Gal 4,4f. · Rom 8.3f.; Jo'l1 3, 161'.: I Joll 4 ,9." Beitl'iige ZUI' 'f'hlm{ogie des Neuen 
Testamelll. ( 1970) 83-95. On 8;58 see esp. Lindars. "Discourse tllld Tradition" tn. 15), 96. 

82. ee my Chriswhw.l' (11. 10), 168-76, 21 7-30. 
83. f. Dahl (n. 60). 13 1-32. On til shekinuil M the Immediate presence of od, see 

A. M. Goldberg, Untersuchungen uber die Vorstelltllll/ 11011 del' Sc/I ~khinah ;/1 del' Ire/lien ru lJ
binischen Literatur (1969); E. E. Urbach, The Sag . : ThtJir Q Jllcepls and Beliefs (21979) ell . . 

84. See below, section 9.2. 
85. Cf. E. Haenchen, "'Del' Vater, der Illich ges8ndt hat;" NTS 9 ( 1962-63) 208-16, 

reprinted in Gatt und Mensch (1965). 68-77. e~p . 71 -73; Wen gsl (n. 3), 101 -4. My formulation 
alludes, of course, to Bultmann's fam()us -cOlllment "J c~us £IS the reve::tler of God reveals nothing 
but that he is the revealer" (Theology of th l' Ne \ ~ Ti!sfamenl [J 11 955166). 
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7.2. The coherence of this exegesis (on internal grounds) is confirmed 
by the fact that thls understanding of John 's claims regarding Christ provides 
an excellent explanation for the fiereeness of tbe rabbinic oppo ilion to the 
Jesus of the Fourth Gospel. As we have already noted ( 'e 'Lion 52 above), 
the Jabnean rabbis were at least l some degree cngnget! ill a s.imilar inleraction 
with these other (apocalyptic and mystical) strands of Judaism to that which 
we find in the Fourth Gospel. And in a similar way they were both drawing 
on that broader tradition, and, over the period between the two Jewish revolts, 
beginning to distance themselves from unacceptable elements within it. 

The difference was that while the Christians were focusing what they 
wanted to say on Jesus, the rabbis were focusing on the law. Clear hints of 
this fact, so abundantly obvious from rabbinic sources, occur at several points 
in John (7:49; 9:28-29; 12:34; j C :7) . Already within the Wisdom tradition a 
firm equation between Wisdom and Torah had been established (Sir. 24:23, 
25; Bar. 3:36--4:4). And the nlbbis probably took up and developed this 
equationjU&1 as the Christians wefe developing the identification of Wisdom 
WiUl ChriSt. One iudi minD may lie in the fact that Deut. 30:12-14, which the 
Baruch passage just cited refeo: d to Wisdom, was interpreted by Targum 
Neofiti with reference LO Moses and the law: "The law is not in the heavens, 
that one should ay: Would lhal we had one like Moses the prophet who would 
go up to heaven and fetch it for us ... . " And certainly we can have little 
doubt that the allusions to "the gift of God" and "living water" in John 4: lO 
have in mind the rabbinic readiness to use such phrases of the Torah.86 In 
effect, what the Christians were claiming for Christ, the rabbis were claiming 
for the law. And quite soon (we do not know how soon) they began to speak 
of the law as preexistent87 - just as qlfistians had begun to speak of Christ 
in the same way. 

More important still, what we see reflected in the Fourth Gospel is the 
debate between Christian and rabbi at a crucial stage in these mutual devel
opments. On the one hand, we see the Fourth Evangelist disputing the rabbinic 
exaltation of the law: the law is not the climax of God's revelation, Christ is 
the climax; the law bears witness to him (1:45; 5:39,46). Beside the fullness 
of divine revelation in Christ, the law is defective (I: 17). Compared with the 
climactic revelation of Christ, the revelation given through Moses, Sinai and 
the whole wilderness period is deficient (3:9-15; 5:37-47; 6:35-58; 7:14-24; 
10:34-36).88 The Wisdom of God is present in the Torah, but present in fullness 

86. Barrett (n. 13), 233. 
87. Texts are gathered in SB IJ , 353-55. See Dunn (n. 10), cb. 6, n. 43. 
88. See particularly the richly SemiJlal study of Dahl (n. ()) . 133: Mt:ckH (n. 24). 287-91 . 

299-30 I; idem. "Thc DivLne Agenl and His ounterfeil in Philo lind Ihe Fourth Gospel. " A S/H!t !.\' 

oj Religiou.f ProPllganda ;11 Juelaism lint! Body Ch/'l.\·lilmiry, ed. E. Schussler' Fiorenza ' 1976) 
43--76. here 56-58: de Jonge (n. 58). 56-58; [lnd exposition with nOles, seclioll 6. 1 above. 
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only in Christ. Christ, not the Torah, is the embodiment of divine Wisdom, 
the incarnation of God's Word. 

On the other hand, at one and the same time, we see reflected the rabbinic 
opposition to the Christian claim regarding Christ. As the Fourth Evangelist 
protests against the rabbinic exaltation of the law (and by implication, the 
rabbinic equation of Wisdom with the law), so the rabbis protest against the 
Christian identification of Wisdom as Christ. "The Jews" recognized that so 
to identify Christ with Wisdorn/Logos, the self-expression of God, was to 
make Jesus equal with God (5:18), was to make him not simply an angel or 
heavenly figure (like Enoch), but God (10:33). The equation of Wisdom with 
the Torah was attractive as an alternative, presumably not least because it 
posed no such threat to Jewish monotheism. But "the Jews" could not un
derstand John's christology except as a severe threat to the unity of God
just as John no doubt considered their overexaltation of Moses and the law a 
threat to the claims of the revelation given in and through Christ. Evidently 
then, in rabbinic eyes, the Fourth Evangelist and his community/school 
belonged with those others within Judaism who were speculating too un
guardedly (not least about the vision of Daniel 7), on the basis of revelation 
they claimed to have received, and who, in consequence, were endangering 
the primary axiom of Judaism - the oneness of God. 

In short, what we see reflected in the Fourth Gospel is a three- (or even 
four-) way dialogue - the Fourth Evangelist in dialogue with broader strands 
of apocalyptic and mystical Judaism, with the rabbis of Jabneh, and possibly 
with other Christians too.89 The Fourth Evangelist draws on this larger heri
tage, both Christian and Jewish, as the others do in their own way. And, under 
the inspiration of the Spirit of Jesus (14:26; 16: 13-15), and in debate with 
these alternative theologies of revelation and salvation, he presents his own 
faith centered on Jesus the Christ, the Son of God. 

8 

8.1. This essay has attempted to take the first'step toward clarifying the Gospel 
of John in its relation to the gospel particularly as presented by the other three 
Evangelists. As a first step it seemed necessary to try to understand John in 
its own terms, to seek to clarify the distinctive features of the Fourth Gospel's 
presentation of Christ by situating it as far as possible within the context in 
which and in relation to which it was written. Over against those who have 

89. Cf. Segal (n. 62), 256. On the intra-Christian dialogue see above, n. 17; also de Jonge 
(n. 58), 99. 
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left out that first step and have sought to understand John's christology too 
quickly as an expression of later orthodoxy (or later heresy) or in relation to 
the historical Jesus per se, it is important for exegesis to insist that John must 
first be allowed to be itself before its relation to other expressions of the gospel 
can be properly and fully explored. Insofar as we have been able to fulfill 
even that modest aim within the scope of this essay, we can now attempt to 
draw out the most obvious and potentially important conclusions, before 
finally reflecting briefly on the next step, for which we have only been able 
to prepare. 

8.2. One immediate result is in effect quite a major shift in perspective. 
The apparent dominance of the Son of God category over the initial Logos 
category is misleading. Rather, the Fourth Evangelist evidently intended what 
is in fact the much vaguer title (Son of God)90 to serve as a vehicle for his 
basically Wisdom christology. The Fourth Evangelist really did intend his 
Gospel to be read through the window of the prologue. The Son of God reveals 
nothing other than that he is the Wisdom of God, God in his encounter with 
humankind. The late first-century Jewish desire for knowledge of heavenly 
things is met in Jesus, because he is the Logos of God, God insofar as he may 
be known and seen by humankind: whoever has seen the Son has seen the 
Father (12:45; 14:9). 

To put it another way, by reading the Father-Son language in the light 
of the WisdomlLogos prologue, the range of options possible in the title Son 
of God is narrowed dramatically. Over against any who might be content with 
a prophet christology, or a merely Davidic Messiah christo]ogy, John insists 
unreservedly on a Wisdom christology. In modern terms, which echo John's 
to a significant degree, the Fourth Evangelist insists that a christology "from 
below" is inadequate (a christology of inspiration or mystical ascent or 
apotheosis). The meaning of Christ cannot be expressed except as a christology 
"from above." Over against any who might offer an alternative theology of 
revelation and redemption (through Torah or angel?) he insists that Christ 
alone is able to reveal God, to bring the true knowledge of God, to mediate 
the fullness of his grace 0:16-18). And that can only be because he is the 
Wisdom of God incarnate, the fullest possible embodiment in human flesh of 
God in his outreach to this world. 

8.3. It follows that in a vitally important sense, for the Fourth Evangelist, 
theology (in the narrower sense) is more important than christology.9l We 
only let John be John if we recognize that the primary debate the Fourth 
Evangelist engaged in with the rabbis was actually a uebaie abom monotheism. 

90. Dunn (n. 10). 14-16. 
91. Cf. C. K. Barrett, "Christocentric or Theocentric? Observations on the Theological 

Method of the Fourth Gospel" (1976), in idem, Essays on John (1982) 1-18. 
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The Fourth Gospel belongs, in religionsgeschichtliche terms, to that diverse 
body of late first-century and early second-century Jewish piety and literature 
that explored the boundaries of earlier conceptualities of deity and revelation 
within a framework of monotheism. Set against that context, what we see is 
John in effect claiming that Christian revelation could not be expressed without 
understanding Jesus in full-blown Wisdom tenus, without, in that sense, 
redefining the basic category of Jewish monotheism itself. The Fourth Evan
gelist had no intention of breaking or moving out from that category. Precisely 
because WisdomlLogos rather than Son of God is his primary category, he 
remains a monotheist - for while'''Son'' is more fitted to express distinction 
and relation (as Athanasius realized), "Logos" by definition better expresses 
sameness and continuity.92 But "the Jews" focused more on the talk of sonship 
and heard it as a blasphemy against the unity of God. At this point the Fourth 
Gospel becomes a valuable witness not only to the development of early 
Christian theology, but also to the tensions within late first-century Judaism, 
important background for understanding the subsequent rabbinic rejection of 
the two-powers heresy. 

This insight enables us to sharpen our initial criticisms both of subsequent 
Christian interpretation of John in relation to Nicene orthodoxy, and of the earlier 
religionsgeschichtliche interpretation of John (section 2 above). On the one 
hand, the Fourth Gospel is not speaking to a trinitarian debate about the interior 
relationships within the Godhead. It is speaking to a discussion about mono
theism, advocating the necessity of identifying Jesus with God insofar as God 
makes himself known to humankind. Thus, for example, to understand John's 
frequent talk of the Son's obedience to the Father as an assertion of the Son's 
subordination to the Father is anachronistic and not quite to the point.93 It would 
be more accurate to say that the Fourth Evangelist's intention was to emphasize 
the continuity between Father and Son, the continuity of WisdomILogos: he is 
doing the same work as God (5:17); his hand and the Father's hand are one 
(10:28-29); he speaks with the authority of God (14:10).94 The issue here is not 
so much one of relation between Father and Son, as of the validity of the 
Logos-Son's revelation of the Father.95 If the Fourth Gospel is interpreted 

92. Hence the ambiguity between logos = unuttered thought, and logos = uttered thought, 
for logos denotes precisely the continuity between the same thought in its unexpressed and 
expressed forms. Cf. the ambiguity of Philo, San: 80-83; Ebr. 157; Somn. 1.102-14. 

93. Cf., e.g., the "subordination" of the uttered logos to the expressed logos in Philo, 
Abr. 83. 

94, Cf. Kasemann (n. 8), 25: "John's peculiarity is that he knows only one single dogma, 
the christo logical dogma of the unity of Jesus with the Father"; and Appold in n. 95 below. 

95. Cf. particularly M. L. Appold, The Oneness Motifin the Fourth Gospel (WUNT 1; 1976) 
18-34; "John's christology leaves no room for even incipient subordination" (22)! I would thus 
wantto qualify Barrett's otherwise important cOllnteremphasis. " 'The Father Is Greater than l' John 
14,28: Subordinationist Christology in the New Testament" (1974), in Essays (n. 91), 19-36. 
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primarily as an exposition of the relationship between the Father and the Son, it 
becomes difficult to avoid slipping over into a form of bitheism or tritheism -
as popular treatments purporting to expound the orthodox trinitarian faith often 
demonstrate. Rather, the Fourth Evangelist's contribution to that subsequent 
stage of Christian reflection is that by his presentation of the Logos-Son he 
established monotheism as the primary framework for further thought. That 
presumably is why the next main stage in the intra-Christian discussion was 
debate concerning the modalist option. And, more important, that is why when 
"Logos" finally gave way to "Son" as the primary category of christology, 
Christian belief in the oneness of God was not threatened - because the earlier 
Logos christology pioneered by John had already secured the base of Christian 
monotheism. From John onward, to understand the Son other than as the 
Logos-Son is to misunderstand Christianity.96 

On the other hand, by thus letting John be John we can recognize more 
clearly that both "sides" of the earlier religionsgeschichtliche investigation 
are partly right and partly wrong. Meeks, Borgen, Biihner, et al. are right in 
seeing late first-century Jewish thought as John's primary historical context; 
but they have not given enough weight to the significance of Wisdom/Logos 
as John's dominant leitmotif.97 Bultmann and his followers were right insofar 
as they recognized that the "Wisdom myth" is the decisive extra factor in 
John's christology; but in interpreting this Wisdom tradition in the light of or 
as a precursor to the Gnostic redeemer myth, they distorted the picture even 
more. The key is to recognize that what John draws on is the wisdom tradition 
within Judaism - where WisdomILogos is not understood as a divine being 
distinct from God, interpreted as an "intermediary being" between God in 
his lofty transcendence and his world,98 but rather where Wisdom is under
stood precisely as the expression of God's immanence. 99 It is precisely because 
the incarnate Logos has made God visible in his immanence that the heavenly 
ascent or mystical vision is unnecessary, lOO just as it is precisely because the 
immanent God has made himself known in the man Jesus that the equation 
of Wisdom with Torah is inadequate. 

In short, however we may think John's Logos-Son christo logy stretches 
monotheism, it is only when we understand John as an expression of Christian 
monotheism that we understand it aright. 

96. See my debate with Maurice Wiles in chapter 16 above. 
97. Buhner (n. 46) dismisses the possibility of Wisdom influence on John's christology 

in far too casual a manner (87-103, 411); but Borgen (n. 60), 146, and Meeks (n. 5). 59. 61. 
recognize its importance without giving it primary weight. 

98. W. Bousset and H. Gressmann, Die Religion des ludentums im spiithellenistischen 
Zeitalter (HNT 21; 41966) 319. 

99. See Dunn (n. 82 above); chapter 20 above. 
100. Contrast Scholem (n. 43). 55: in merkabah mysticism "the idea of the Shekinah and 

of God's immanence plays practically no part at all. " 
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9 

Finally, we must ask what light our findings LhJOW on the larger questions of 
this symposium. Now that we have come to a clearer understanding of John 
in its own terms, what corollaries follow for our under!> tan ling of John's 
relation to the other Gospels? If we now understand better the emphases and 
motivations of the Johannine distinctives, what pointers do they provide for 
the next stage of an inquiry into the continuities and discontinuities between 
John and the earlier tradition on which John draws? 

9.1. The most striking point to emerge from our study in this connection 
must be the extent to which the Johannine distinctives have been formulated 
out of John's interaction with the other strands of late first-century Judaism. 
In terms of the tradition history of the material incorporated into the Fourth 
Gospel, it would appear that some of John's key emphases belong (in their 
Johannine formulation at least) to the later stages of that tradition history -
in particular, the question of Jesus' origin, John's insistence that Jesus descend
ed from heaven, and the assertion of Jesus' precosmic existence with God and 
identity as Son of God with the Father. 

Equally striking, however, is the degree to which these Johannine dis
tinctives mark John off both from earlier forms of the Jesus-tradition and from 
its context within late first-century Judaism. It is not the case that John's 
differences from the earliest Jesus-tradition can be explained simply by John's 
drawing ideas from the contemporary melting pot of religious reflection; 
John's emphases are distinctive also when set against the broader context of 
the late first century and are better explained as John's development of the 
earlier Christian tradition. Nor is it the case, conversely, that John's differ
ences from its historical context are to be explained simply as elements drawn 
from the earlier Jesus-tradition; the Johannine formulation presupposes too 
much of the issues and speculations which came to the fore in the late first 
century, so that if the Johannine distinctives are derived from the earlier 
Christian tradition, they have to be explained as a development of that tradition. 

In short, if we are to do justice to the Johannine distinctives, we have 
to see them as a development of the Jesus-tradition designed to express the 
truth of Jesus as understood within the Johannine circle. It was a development 
which wa. actua lly part of the late firs t-cenlUJY exploration f the conceplu
alities available and appropriate to talk of G d' s reveJalion ancL salvation and 
which probably was in the vangllard of the expl oration. it was a deveJ ping 
theology which was partly .reacting llgain lather U'ands of Lhal exploration 
and partly stimulating reaction from otbers (the rabbis in parti cul ar) and which 
was in process o r formulatin g a distinctive Christian theology whkh would 
be incr a in oly unacceptable for the rest of Judaism, eillg perceived as a 
denial of the unity of God. 
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9.2. Clearly. then. more study is required of whal precisely is involved 
in this dellelopmellf of the earlier Chri lian Lntdilions abOl!L JeslIs. Does Hch 
cintificatioll ru; we have a 'hieved of the later lages of the tradition hi ·tory or 
John's material Lhrow any light n the emlier slUges? 

On thing can be . aid sl.raightaway. Our findings do n t require us to 
m diry in any degree our earlier recognition or th many points of continuity 
bet.ween John fUld the earlier Synoptic lraclilion (section 3.2 above). On the 
con lrary. the recognilion Lhat what we huve in .John is developmenL of lhe 
etu'lier Christian tradition underscores the impoltanc of these p< ints of cOn
tinuily. Moreover, we can trace s melhing f Ihe course or the developm nl 
even 01' John's distinctives. particularly his Wisdom chTistology tlnd his em
phasis on IU'i 't' pre 'xisL ' nee, in tb Wisdom chcistalogy f Paul and of 
Hebrews I Cor. 8:6; Col. 1: 15-20; Reb. I :3-4),101 Even John' integration of 
a Wisdom christoJo&'Y (Jesus identil1ed tiS Wi dom) into Ule JesL1s-tradition is 
parallel d in omc degree in Lhe MatLhcaJ] rcdaction of Q at tllree or fOUf 

points (Matt. J [: 19ILLIk 7:35; Mall. Il:25-30ILuke lO:2 If.; MatI. 23:34-
36/Luke II :49-51; Mall. 23:37-39!Luke 13:34f. ,102 1l is not '0 much the 
CO!7.tent of Ule Founh EVllngeli t' distinctive christology which marks 11im 
out, tben, as the way in which he ~ rmulales i as the degree of tiev(Jlo[lmenl 
of Jesus-tradili n whi '11 dislinguishes th' FOl1Jih Gospel from the Syn pli 
- th sLyle of claborat discourse and self-resLi.mony, with only minirmil 
parallel in the Synoptic form of the tradition. 

Another stlik.i.ng fae! i ' lhat the Fourth Evangelist obviously fell it 
necessary to retain the l'al111al of a Gospel. For aU its differene, (rom U,e 
Synoptic!'), John i.' far CIa er to them thon t any other anci · or writing. A 1-
lhougb it i ' the discourses of Jesu which are the most elaborated feature of 
John's Gospel. the Bvangelisl did not elect to pre 'em a document c n. isLing 
solely of t.he discour es 01' 'ay ings of the redeemer (we may contrast GnoSlic 
eqLlivaJenlS like the Gospel of 7'lwnUls, Thomas the COl!fenr/el; and Pistis 
Sophia. RaUJcr he chose, and cbose deJibenltely, to reta.in. the developed 
li scO Lil'se material witllll1 lhe framework raG sp I as laid down by Mark 

- traditions ot JesLis' miracles and teaching building Li p all the while t the 
cl imax 0(' Ihe ero. 5. 103 

All this highLights what in many way is the m Sl fa inating aspect of 
the FoLtrth Gospel - the fact that the author s) felt both. free toward the 
Jesus-traditi 11 (the degree of developm ~nL) and bound to it and its Gospel 

lOi. See Dunn (n. 10),176-96 and 206-9. 
102. See Dunn (n. 10), 197-204. To my bibliography there add M. Hengel, "Jesus als 

messianischer lehrer der Weisheit und die Anf!inge del' Chrislologle," in Sage.YoW! et Religion 
(1979) 148-88, here 149-60 (English translation in Studies in Early CIIl'i~·/(){(Jg.l' [Edinburgh: 
Clark, 1995]). 

103. Cf. Dunn (n. 36). 287. 301f., 307. 
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framework at one and the same time. It is this interplay of freedom and 
constraint - greater freedom than we find in the Synoptics, greater restraint 
than we find in the Gnostic equivalents - which requires more detailed study. 
How could John think that such a degree of development was still being true 
to the word "from the beginning"? Did he exercise sufficient restraint? -
the implication that some of the Johannine community went off into a docetic 
christology (1 John 2:19) and 1 John's increased emphasis on continuity with 
the original word (1 John 1:1; 2:7, 24; 3:11) serve only to sharpen the ques
tion,l04 Does the Fourth Gospel provide an exemplary case study of how to 
reexpress the gospel in the different and constantly changing circumstances 
of a later era while remaining true to the earlier tradition of the gospel- or 
a cautionary tale? These are some of the issues at stake in a fuller investigation 
of the actual tradition-historical process, which began with the Synoptic-like 
sayings from the earliest Jesus-tradition scattered throughout the Fourth 
Gospel and which ended with the elaborate discourses of the Fourth Gospel, 
itself aimed at presenting the gospel to a later audience. Such an investigation 
would provide an agenda in itself for another symposium. Hopefully we have 
succeeded in letting John be John, but perhaps the greater challenge is to let 
John's gospel be John's Gospel- both gospel and John's Gospel! 

104. See particularly Brown (n. 2), 109-23. 
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Christology as an Aspect of Theology 

Introduction 

In a recent essay Lee Keck picks up Nils Dahl's observation "that the under
stand ing of God has been the neglected factor in the study of New Testament 
the logy a a whole ' and acid uThi.i particularly true of the study of NT 
chrislology. " I This i the theme L wish to seize upon gladly acknowledging 
the rimulLl . I have received from Keck' own contributions tl1 lhis area, as 
from his earlier work on the historical Jesus,2 and offering this small token 
of appreciation in return. 

The essential problem of a christology which emphasizes the divine 
identity and significance of Jesus3 is that it runs the constant danger of pulling 
clu'istology apart from th ology (in the specific sense of "doctrine of God"). 
In more vi uul terms, chdstology "from above" runs the risk of leaving God 
in the background, an absentee landlord who has handed over the adminis
tration of his affairs to his son (cf. Mark 12:1-9!). A theology centering in 
Christ can actually result in the downgrading of God. The greater the signif
icance attributed to Jesus or the Christ-event, the greater the thrust toward 

I. L. E. Keck, " Toward the Renewal or New 'lbsmmelll Christology." NTS 32 (1986) 
362-77. here 36::1. ciling N. A. Dllh l. "The Neglected Fa lor in New Te.,)llllllem 1'heol gy," 
Refle('tiOIl 73 ( 1975) 5-8. Similarly, J. Beker. PUll/tile Apostle: 7118 Triumph of God in Ufe 
Cllld T!lolJglu (I'llilodelphin: Fortress, 1980) 355-56. 

2. Parrioularly hi ~ work as edilor of the Lives oj' Jesus sClies find as uuthor of A F'fllm! 
/(11' thl! HislOrical Je.\'tI .~ (NoshvUle: bingdon. 1971 ; London: SCM. t972). 

3. In Ihe ~~ll1e • say Keck defines "Ihe Irue subject-mailer" of chrislology as "the 
construnl of J esll~' identity lind s i~nificunce" ("New Test.'Unenl Christol gy," 372). 

Reprinted by permission from The Future of Christology: Essays in Honor of L. E. Keck. ed. 
A. 1. Malherbe and W. A. Meeks, 202-12. Copyright © 1993 by Augsburg Fortress. 
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either modalism or bitheismltritheism, rather than Trinity.4 We need not il
lustrate this here by reference to the Jesuism of so much Protestant piety. 
Already in the Nicene Creed the danger was apparent. For it talks of Jesus 
Christ who "came down from heaven," as though the Word become incarnate 
was a person in the same sense that the Messiah, Jesus of Nazareth (or you 
or I), was a person.s And in the Western addition of the filioque, the danger 
is all too present of depicting the Son as a separate and even independent 
source (or principle or cause) of divinity from the Father - as the Eastern 
churches have always protested.6 In such a case the ancient myth which many 
scholars set at the back of the vision(s) of Dan. 7:9-14 may still retain and 
exercise its power: the one like a son of man as the younger god who usurps 
the throne and authority of the Ancient of Days.7 Indeed some would argue 
that it was precisely belief in two gods - the High God (EI Elyon) and Yahweh 
or a supreme angel- which explains how it was that belief in the deity of 
Jesus could become so quickly established, even within a Jewish matrix.8 

It is important, therefore, to realize once again that in the New Testament 
christology functions within theology, the divine significance of Christ is 
actually a subcategory of the doctrine of God, the divine identity of Jesus 
Christ is held firmly within the framework of the Christian (as well as Jewish) 
axiom that God is one.9 In the space available here, the point can only be 
illustrated in an all too summary way from four of the New Testament authors. 

"God in Christ" - Pauline Christology 

We naturally start with the earliest New Testament writer - Paul. And the 
obvious place to start in Paul is with the emphases of such passages as Rom. 

4. See, e.g., the warnings in K. Rahner, The '/i·it/;ty (London: Bu rns (l ad Olltes. 1970) 
42-45; .also idem, Foundations of Christian Failh (London: anon. 1978) 133-37. 

5. G. W. H. Lampe (God as Spirit: Bamptoll U !CIIlI s. 1976 [Oxford . 1 tn:ndon. 1977)) 
gave particular emphasis to this danger. Accord ing l(l Bcker, "N icae~ nnd Chnlcedol1 ... llctulllly 
fostered a type of Christomonism" (Paul, 358). 

6. See, ·e.g., L. Vischer, ed. , Spirit oj Goll, Spiril (1 hri . .,,: HClf/nellical "'ejleetiOIl.I· rJll 
the Filioque Controversy (London: SCM; Geneva: W C. 198 1) 11. 58. 

7 .. See those cited by fl. 1-1. Borsch. Tile 0501/ (lIMon i ll My/h III1J HiSTOI;!, (London: SCM 
1967) 141-42; . Colpc. 6 uli>;; tOIl I'tv9pomou. TDNTVm (1972 416-19. 

8. See particularly P. Hayman, ,rMon L1 leism - A Misused Word ill Jewis.h Stuclies?" 
JJS 42 (1991 1-15; M. BOI'Ker, The Grelll Al/gel: A SImiI' (~r ISI'ael :f SI!r.mjt/ n,l(! (LlJ!ldo!!: 
SPCK, J'J'rL). 

9. The most important attempt to provide a corrective of which I am aware is W. Thiising, 
Per Christurn in Deum. Studien zum Verhiiltnis von Christozentrik and Theozentrik in den 
paulinischen Hauptbriefen (3d ed.; Munster: Aschendorff, 1986), though, significantly, it seems 
to have been largely ignored; so, e.g., by L. I. Kreitzer. Jesus and God in Paul's Eschatology 
(JSNTSS 19; Sheffield: ISOT, 1987). 
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5:8 and 2 Cor. 5:19. According to Paul, Christ's death was the demonstration 
cruV{<nllCHV) of God:., very own love (6 Ele6C;in the pJac of emphasis) (Rom. 

5:8). On th cro. s " God was in Chri st [tv XPtO'tq>] reconciling the world to 
himse)f I (2 01'.5: 19 . Other exampJes of this neglected use of the familiar 
£v XPlO'tql motif are Rom. 8:39 and J Cor. 1:4 (the I ve/grace of God in Christ 
Jesus). II) Such usage should not be reduced imply to [he recognition that the 
sacrificia l victim wa. provided by God (Rom. 3:25), imp rlanl as that re og
nitioll is for any appr ciation of bolh Jewisb and Christian lheology of sacri
fic . Nor is it simply n variant affirmation of Jesus prophetic inspiration (the 
Je us-prophet motif is hardly prominent in Paul). We need to take more 
serio'usly wbal Paul actually says. In some sense which Paul does not labat-ate 
in lhe. e passages. God wn acting in and through Christ so tbat ChLi t ' death 
in particular was an. na lmenl f God's love. 

The same point comes to the fore in Paul's talk of God's faithfulness. 
Christ is the expression Cll1d proof of God's faithfulness (Rom. 15:8; 
I Corinthians 8-9' 2 C r. I :18-20). In contrast, the idea of Christ as "faithful" 
i ' markedly lacking ; I J and wh 11 it does appear clearly in wbat are now usually 
Laken a, post-Pauline epistles (2 Thess. 3:3' 2 Tim. 2: 13), it. eems [0 be 
modeled on the earlier st~ltemellts of God's faithfulness,12 probably tbus still 
reflecting the earlier ins ight Lhat Christ s function within this tll me is to 
express the fai th fulne. s of G d. The theme is errainJy importanf wilhin 
Romans Paul 's most theologically chematic letLer, though it bas not been 
given tb prominence it deserves,l) its significance presumably ob cured by 
th fact lhat tb comm n motif in H brew (;'l~'~~ has been disper ed acros 
the sequence of Greek equivalents (rdO"tIC;, UA.rle£t<X and oL'XUIOOUV11). But 
when such key passages as Rom. I:J7 , 25; 3:3-7, 21-26' and 15:8 ar taken 
together with chs. 9- 11 fL.<; a whole with 9:6 a the Ulematic text), its impor
tance is hard to ignOre. Mo t striking of all is the way Paul can expres his 
confidence in God's faithfulness (t Israel) in the climactic argument of 
Romans 11 without giving christology as such (that is, the distinctively Chris
tian reformulation of the messianic hope) very great prominence. Even though 

10. Neglected even by Thiising (Per Christum in Deum), despite his ch. 2, "Die Theozen
trik des In-Christus-Seins." 

11. It is one of the weaknesses of the renewedly popular view that n:ia''CtI; xpla'toti refer& 
to the faith/faithfulness of Christ rather than to the more traditional "faith in Christ" (a view 
which Keck also espouses; see his" 'Jesus' in Romans," JBL 108 [1989)443-60, esp. 452-57), 
that it detracts attention from the more important motif of God's faithfulness. See further my 
"Once More n:ian<; XPla'tOU," SBLSP 1991 (Atlanta: Scholars, 1991) 730-44. 

12. BAGD, ma'to<; la~. 
13. Exceptions include W. S. Campbell, "The Freedom and Faithfulness of God in 

Relation to Israel," JSNT 13 (1981) 27-45; J. C. Bekel', "The Faithfulness of God and the Priority 
of Israel in Paul's Letter to the Romans," HTR 79 (1986) 10-16. But these naturally relate the 
issue to "the problem of Israel" more than to christology. 
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for Paul the faithfulness of God has come to supreme expression and focus 
in Christ, it is the faithfulness of God which is the dominant theme rather 
than the christology (hence 15:8). 

What then of those passages in Paul which seem l affi rm the deity of 
Christ in less controlled ways? - that is, without eUing lhe christological 
affirmation .o cl arly withirt theology as in the cases n.lready instunced. One 
tbi nks at once of til astonishing application of LXX %Upto<; (= the Lord God) 
to Christ, pa r-tieu larl y in Phi l. 2:9-11 (clearly echoing the strongly monotheistic 
Isa. 45:23). But this should not be understood as attributing a distinct or 
different lordship to Christ: Isa. 45 :23 can be echoed precisely because what 
is conceived is part of the worship due dle one God ; hence in the hymn itself 
the confession of Jesus Christ as Lord is EL<; 06sav Gcou 1ta'tp6c; (Phil. 2: 11).14 
Moreover, Paul seems to be at some pain to empha ' ize that this lordship of 
Christ is granted by the Lord God (pl). 1) 0: I and is whoUy consistent wi th 
the unity of God (1 Cor. 8:6). Ou-ist i Lord only as an express ion of the one 
God's lordship: God is still " the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ" 
(Rom. 15:6; 2 Cor. 1:3; 11:31; also Eph. 1:3, 17; Col. 1:3; 1 Pet. 1:3); the 
climax f Christ's lorclship will be hi own "subjection to the one who put 
all things under him, S lhat G d may be all in all" (1 Cor. 15:28). Indeed, 
we could say thaI Chri t's I rdship is as much an expression of Adam chris
tology as HnYlhing els : the subordinatiol1 of enemies (to the Lord - Ps. 
11 0: 1) is evidently understood by Paul (and other New Testament writer ' as 
equivalent to or part of all things being PlIt in slIbjecti n to Adam - Ps. 
8:6).15 As Adam's dominion over all things was intended as Lhe exerci e of 
God's own authority as Creator, so with the lordship of the exalted Christ 
(hence also the sequence of authority in 1 Cor. 3:23 and 11:3). 

The conflation of Adam and Lord christology as subsets of theology is 
reflected also in Paul's use of the d%wv and 06~a motifs. Christ is the image 
of God precisely in that he embodies the highest expression of God's creative 
power and purpose, and thus serves as the pattern and template for that 
re-creation of humanity which is God's continuing purpose of salvation: hence 
Rom. 8:29 (absorbing the motif of Christ as Son), 1 Cor. 15:49 (Adam Chris
tology), and the ambigllity as to whether the "image" refers to God or Christ 
in 2 Cor. 3:18 and Col. 3:10. Christology is a subset of theology not least 
because if God is to be all in all, thenall-ologies (cosmology, soteriology, 
etc.) are, properly speaking, subsets of theo-logy. Likewise with 06sa, linked 
with the d%wv theme in 2 Cor. 3:18 and 4:4. As Beker points out, in Paul, 

14. See further Thiising. Per Christum in Deum. 55-60. 
15. Note the way in which I)s. 8:6 is merged with Ps. 110:1 in Mark 12:36 par.; 1 Cor. 

15:25-27; Eph. 1:20-22; Hcb. I: l3-2:8; and 1 Pet. 3:22; see further my Christo logy in the Making 
(London: SCM, 1980: 2nd eel. . (989) 108-13; and eh. 13 above. 
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06/;0: refer overwhelming ly to the glory of od (Rom. J :23' 3:23: 5:2; 6:4; 
9:23; 15:7, etc.). The relatively fewer references to Ule "glory of hrist" 
(I Cor. 2:8; 2 Cor. 3: 18' 4:4; cf. 2 Cor. 8: 19. 23' 2 Thes .2: 14) are to be taken 
ei ther as anticipations of the fi nal glory of God l 6 or .in terms f hrist 
manifesting wht t or God is perceptibJe to hUJllrul sigh t. As with the th me of 
lordship, so here. the glory of Christ i not understood by Paul as a different 
glory [rom thal of the glory of God' it i LIl g l ry f G d. 

This point to whaL is PI' bab ly the best way to under. rand the passage 
usuany taken to be lhe clearest application of fle6c; to Chris t within the Pauline 
corpus l7 (albeit in the deutero-Pauline - TiL. 2: I : Ole appearance of Jesus 
Christ I Tim. 6: 14' 2 Tim. 1: 10; 4:8) i the' apperu'ance of the glory four 
great God and Savior," 18 as he also was the appearance of' the goodness and 
loving kJndo ss f God ur Savi r" Til. 3:4)' in the Pastorals, God i more 
frequently describetl a Sovior {I 'J Un. I : I; 2:3: 4: 10; Til. 1:3; 2: 10; 3:4 than 
Christ (2 Tim. I: 10; Til. 1 :4; 3:6), thalis, n l two Saviors but U1 ne saving 
action. 

In lbe ligb t or aJl this, lhe reference ' to hrist as having a preexistent 
role in reation (particulru']Y I Cor. 8:6 and Col. I : J 5-17) fall in 0 place. Par, 
as is generally recognized [his motif in Paulin christology emerges from the 
application of wisdom tem1in logy to Christ; that is, to be mar pre ise, til 
Jru1guage of tbese passages i l rulguage which was cbaracteJislically used of 
divine WlSdom in Jewish wisdom litera1ure (e.g., Ps. 104:24' Provo 3:19; 8:22, 
Sir. 24:3,9; Wis. 7:26; 8:4-6 and which would no doubl have been recognized 
as such by Ul0se familiar WiUl (pruticularly) diaspora Jewish Hpolooet.i.c. 19 This 
Wisdom is fr quently taken as a 'byp stasis' or intennedjary' between 
God and the oosmos. That h wever i lo mishear the vivid meraph rica! 
character of such speech and thus also to misread the strategy of Jewish 
apologists for lh one God, as one who a ts not through Or in conj uncti n 
with other deities butpreci. ely tilL' ugh his own. wi dom, .pi/-it, name glory, 
etc. Tim creating sustaining, saving outreach of the God on. rael (and of Ule 
world) lh y saw embodied definitively in the Torah (Sir. 24:23; Bar. 3:9-4:4). 
In a similar. but slill bolder way Paul and ther early Christians saw the same 
divine Wisdom most clearly and definitively embodied in Christ - which for 
Paul meant most clearly and definitively in the cross (1 Cor. 1 :22-25)! That 

16. Boker. PUII I till! Aposf.I<i. 362·63. 
17. Rom. 9:5. of course. i regularly wken as refening to Christ as God. For myself, 

hawever_ I lind i l virtuolly impossible 10 argue thllt Ilny Jew, or Gentile as familiar with Jewish 
theology us Pnul assumes [he readers of ROlm1l1s 10 be, would think to read the benediction to 
"God over aU fh ings" us refel1'ing to lilc Jewish Messiah. For fuller discussion. see J. D. G. 
Dunn, Romans (WEC 38; Dallas: Word, 1988) 528-29. 

18. See esp. V. Hasler, "Epiphanie and Christologie in den Pastoralbriefen," 17 33 (1977) 
193-209, here 20l. 

19. See more fully, and for what follows, Dunn, Christology. ch. 6. 
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this (similarly) apologetic strategy was recognized by Paul's Jewish opponents 
is indicated by the fact that christology does not seem to have been an issue 
for them: they evidently did not see Paul's Wisdom christology as a com
promise of or threat to their more traditional Wisdom theology, but as an 
(alternative) expression of it.2o They evidently saw no inconsistency when 
Paul expressed his Wisdom christology in the same breath that he affinned 
the Shema (1 Cor. 8:6); the one who is the wisdom of God embodies "all the 
fullness of God," through whom he reconciles all things to himself (Col. 
1:19-20; 2:9). 

In short, Pauline christology again and again in its "highest" moments 
shows itself to be in essence an aspect of theology.21 

"God with Us" - Matthean Christology 

Here we can be briefer. Of the Synoptics, Matthew clearly contains the 
"highest" christology, not simply by his incorporation of a birth narrative (a 
feature he shares with Luke), but in the way he uses it to strike a thematic 
note for his Gospel and in the way, unlike Luke, he develops the wisdom 
motifs present in the Q material into a more explicit Wisdom christology. 

I refer in the first place to his incorporation ofIsa. 7: 14 as the first of his 
sequence of Scripture fulfillments (1 :23). The focus of discussion here has 
traditionally been on the thought of virginal conception. But the main emphasis 
for Matthew falls rather on the second half of the quotation: "and his name shall 
be called Emmanuel (which means, God with us)." Jesus is thus presented as 
the one who fulfills the prophetic promise of "God with us," that is, as the one 
who so fully embodies the divine presence that he can be called, in a more than 
metaphorical sense, "God with us. "22 That so to read Matt. 1 :23 is in tune with 
Matthew's own intention is confirmed by 28: 18-20. In the final words of the 
whole Gospel, the promise of divine presence is reaffirmed: the risen Christ has 
been given "all authority in heaven and on earth" (28: 18 ; as the exalted one he 
continues to embody the divine tyro £illt, continues (as in I :23) to embody the 
divine presence /lEe' UllcOV (28:20). The two chrislo-lheological words fonn an 

20. Unlike the Jewish opponents in the background of John's Gospel; see below. pp. 369, 
385. 

21 . Regrett::bly there is too liiilc ~'P"ce 10 go in lo the complex ities of the fUl'l lmr rela
tionship in Paul between God. Chri t. and the Spirit of God. AUl . ee l'hUsing. Pel' /lrislUm;n 
DI:III/1. ell. 4, fmel Dunn. 11I'I9LOlog)\ 141-4 . 

22. 00 . c.g .. W. D. Davie~ lind D. . Allison. MwthclII 1- 7 (I. C: El linburgh: lark. 
1988) 2 17. A f\li l treatment uf the theme i. provided by D. K\lflP. MlltrIJew's Emmantlcl (Cal11-
bridge: Cambridge Univer~ilY. 1996). 
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inclusio, clearly intended t bracket the whole G speJ, and lhu ind icate lhe 
fTamework r fundament.al structure of the Marthean chr.istology within whjch 
the whole has to be read. Thu , in particular we are not surprised to find , in the 
chapter which most clearly looks to the future ofthe Chri stlan chmches a further 
expression of the same theme in the promise that wl1ere two or th ree are gathered 
in his name txei el.~tl tv ~lEcr<!> (X;Utrov ( 18:20), a further expression , that is, of 
divine presence christo logy.23 

As to MaUhew's Wisdom chris loJo!,'Y, I need do no m re than giv a 
reminder of the generally accepted point that Matthew has redncted tb Q 
material at seven'll places to transform lhe picture of J sus lhe teacher f 
Wisdom into tbat of Jesu as himself identical with Wis dom.24 Given the 
lIoderslan'ding of divine WiSdom within cont mporary.1uda'if:i m a lready noted 
the same p inl emerges: in Matthew, .Jesus is portrayed a" lh embodiment 
of the divine Wisdom whi h is God in his outreach to bis creation . Jesus as 
divine Wisdom is synonymous wilh Jesus a ' God with us. " 

Here too lb n we have christology enLirely in the service of theology. 

"Equal with God" - Johannine Christology 

As Bultmann recognized, the main thrust of John's Christology is to present 
Jesus as the bearer of divine revelation: "Jesus as the revealer of God reveals 
nothing but that he is the revealer." 25 The observation is soundly based but 
misleadingly formulated, in effect making the same mistake of focusing too 
narrowly on the christology. What Bultmann ought to have said is: "Jesus as 
the revealer of God reveals nothing but that he is the revealer of God. "26 

The point is that each of the distinctive motifs of Johannine cbristology 

23, Frequently cited is the rabbinic parallel in m. Aboth 3:2 (" If two sit together and the 
words of the Law [are spoken] between them, the divi ne prc. cnce [lhe Shcklnnhl reo rs belween 
them"), where the Shekinah likewise i. 11 way or s petlking of the divine prc. encc. lIS charac
teristically in rabbinic thought; see, e.g .• A. M. Goldberg, UT/ler.I'III:lumgell II/Jer die Vorst llllllX 
von del' Schekhinah in del' friihen robbin/schell lit 'raWr (Ber·lin. 1969); E. E. VI·bach. 'I71e 
Sages: Their Concepts and Beliefs 2nd ed.: Jeru, alcll1 : Magn s, 1979 J. eh. 3: "The ShekhlrUl 
- The Presence of God in the World.' 

24. Matt. 1l:19/Luke 7:35; Matt. 11:25-27/Luke 10:21-22 with Matt. 11 :28-30 (cf. Sir. 
51:23-26); Matt. 23:341Luke I I :49; MatL. 23:37-39/Luke 13 :34-35. See esp. M. J. Suggs, 
Wisdom. Christo logy al/d LJ;/III ill Maltl1ew's Gospel (Cambridge: Harvard University, 1970), 
chs. 2-3 ; C. Deutsch. "Wisdom in Mauhew: Transformation of a Symbol," NovT 32 (1990) 
13-47. 

25. R. Bult1l13n!1. Till!ol()g of till! New n 'stament II (London: SCM, 1955) 66. 
26. In whal follow s I. have ~pace only to outline briefly what I have attempted to argue 

in more detail in ch. 2() abov and in TIIlJ Partings of the Ways (London: SCM; Philadelphia: 
TPI, 1991) §§11.5-6. 
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have Ihis same function - prescllting JcslIs as the one who revea ls God. God's 
grace and (mlh (n~l:p '90),21 111051 clenrly and dclinitivcly. He is the Logos 
become nesh ( I: 14): like the earlier Wisdom chn stology, a bolder cllIim than 
the more traditional idclllilicmion of divine Wisdom with the Torah (hence 
I : 17). but more bluntly posed. given the more negmivc ovcI1oncs attaching 
to "nesh" in John (1:13: 3:6: 6:63; 8: 15): and. like the carlier Wisdom 
christology,:1 claim Ihm Chri st h~ embodied the se lf-revelation of God loward 
his crcation .2g He is the llOVO")'l:""C; 9E6C; who alone has "seen God," ,ind who 
thus alone clIn "make him known" (I : 18): hence (0 have seen him is 10 have 
see n the Father (6:46: 12:45: 14:9): the Israe lite who sees his real significance 
is the true Isruelite who "sces God" ( 1:47-5 1).29 He is the Son of man 
descended from heaven. and hence alone able 10 reveal the mysle ries of God 
in heaven (3: 12- 13, 3 I -33). He is the Son sent by the Father, who embodies 
the full authority of God (3:34-35), who does whal.the Father does (5: 17 , 19), 
who has life in himse lf as the Father has life in himself (5:26), and so on. He 
is the divine " 1 ;lIn ," who nOI on ly ullers the word of God but who also 
embodies in himself the self-revelalion of God, Ihose images. for exumple. 
of light lood and drink. and shepherd (John 6:5 1-58; 10: 14: 12:8) by which 
God's self-revel<.1tion in Wisdom wtlS chtlracteri1.ed (as in Wis. 7:26. 29; Sir. 
24 : 19-22; Philo, Agr. 5 1; Mill. 116). '1tC glory of God (the manifestation of 
God in glory) which Isaiah saw in the Temple (lsa. 6:1) is now embodied in 
him (John 12:4 1). and mosl cle,u'ly in his Ileshness ( 1: 14) and in hi s detlth 
( 12:33: 13031). 

A t 1111 these points it is Jesus as lite rcvealer of God who is presented 
to us. Thi s is prohably the key to the oft-noted tension between assertions of 
oneness with Ihe Falher alongside assertions of the Father's superi ority (as in 
10:29-30).311 For thesc twO arc not anlithelictll assertions. nor intended liS 
precursor,.; of the nicely balanr.:ed assertions of the Son's oneness with and 
subordination to the Father, as in the laler lrinitarian lrealisc.<;. Rather they are 

27 FOI" Ihc l!I1porll1llCC of Ihe hcndiildy, in Hebrew Ihcolugy. see A. Jel'sclI. 1'I)OT I, 
3 13-16: H. 1. Zobel. TOOT V, 57. l)cspile, or perhaps bI.~:IUSC of. his dcrendcnce on und 
adminlliun for !Jultmnnn's work J. Aslnon fails 10 rlllvulll'C beyond lhis insighl (Umiur/mlllillg 
11K' FOltr/il Gtl.\·IJeIIOxford: ClarcndOl1, 19911. pnr1 3). 

28. Sec, c.g .. [) mlll. CitrirlOltlC.I', eh. 8. 
29. 111C Jacob who dreams of the lutlder to heaven (Gen. 28: 12-17: JOI1I1 t :51) i~, of 

cuurse, Ihe Jal.'Ob who sees God face· to-face ;Ind is renamed Isr:1Ct (Gen. 32:28-30): III oon
~OOIX'e '" Isrncl" ' WIIS o rum taken 10 ITlCIIIl "he mal sees God" (as onen in Philu). 

30. Sec esp. C. K. I3nrn::tl. "(.1lrisUIl:I:nlri,· IV ·nl!:Q\.~n!!ic·! Ob::cr.·;llkll1~ v" II ,,, 11-':0-
loglcul Method of the Founh Gospel." UI No/it'll Nih/iI/III! Ill' Oitm, cd. J. COllpcllS (Paris: 
Dueulot. J 976): rcprnued in BnlTeIi. Eml)'.J (II! JlJ/lI (Landou: SPCK, 1982) 1· 111; idem ... 'The 
Father h Greater thau I.' Juhn 14:28: SubonJirmtionisI Chri.ilology III lhe New Te~lIIll1em." NClIlI,f 

TI!$/IIIIIt:111 "lid Kin'IIe: I-'Iw.rchriji fUr Rudllif Sclllltldi""b",",, (Frciburg; Hertler, 1974). rcprimoo 
in BIUTeIl, B .. u a)'$, 19·36, Sec also Ihe review mid disctl s.~ ioo in I) . A. Carson. Vivillf! SOI'ueiglll), 
mull/WHIm Rl'sp(.JII.\·ibiliIY: IJibliCilI Perspectil't!s 1" 1hui(m (1\ 11:ulla: John Knox. 1981 ) 146-60. 
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assertions that, even as the Logos becomes flesh, Jesus expresses the full 
authority of the Father; it is to enhance his own authority, that is, as the 
authority of God, that the Johannine Jesus emphasizes his commissioning by 
God. So the claim to oneness with the Father is but another way of saying 
the same thing.3] That is why both the opposition reflected in John and John 
himself can take with such full seriousness the affirmation that Jesus has made 
himself "equal with God" (5:18), indeed, has "made himself God" 00:33), 
and can be hailed as "my God" (20:28). 

It was no doubt John's willingness to express the Christian claim with 
such boldness which caused "the Jews" of John's time to recognize (at last) 
a threat to Jewish monotheism and to insist that Jews who made such a 
confession of Jesus should be expelled from the synagogue (9:22). But John 
seems to have understood what he was doing simply as a way of underlining 
that it was the unseen God, the one God himself, whom Jesus revealed, and 
revealed with an incomparable fullness and finality. In short, the Johannine 
Christ is the medium of God's self-revelation, and, as such, Johannine chris
tology functions as an aspect of his theology. 

"The Throne of God and of the Lamb"
Apocalyptic Christology 

The only other New Testament writing with a sustained "high" christo logy 
is the Revelation of John. What is most striking here is the opening vision of 
the exalted Christ in 1: 12-16. For it is clearly a composite picture drawn 
(consciously or unconsciously) principally from the visions recorded in 
Ezekiel and Daniel (Ezek. 1:24,26; 8:2; Dan. 7:9, 13; 10:5-6). That is to say, 
it draws on descriptions both of God and of a glorious angelic being, such as 
we find elsewhere at this time (e.g., Apocalypse of Zephaniah 6: 11-15; Apoc. 
Abr. 10-11; Joseph and Aseneth 14:9-10). What needs to be noted here is the 
way in some of these visions and in Rev. 1:12-16 itself the images used of 
God and of the glorious angel seem to merge. The angel is a development 
from the angel of the Lord, who, in the Pentateuch, is the physical manifes
tation of God himself (e.g., Gen. 16:7-13; 21:17-18; 31:11-13; Exod. 3:2-6, 
14); or, in terms drawn from Exod. 23:20-21, the angel is characterized as the 
one in whom God has put his name (hence the name of the angel in Apoc. 
Abr. 10:3 - Yahoel). And in Rev. 1:13-14 the seer draws on the descriptions 
both of the Ancient of Days and of the son of man-like figure (Dan. 7:9, 13). 

31. See further M. L. Appold, The Oneness Motif in the Fourth Gospel (WUNT 1; 
Tiibingen: Mohr, 1977). 
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Consistent with this is the fact that both God and Christ say of themselves, 
"I am the Alpha and the Omega" 0:8; 22:13); and that the Lamb seems to 
be sitting on God's throne (7:17; 22:1, 3).32 

Whal is happening h r ? Is il that the vision of God is fragmenting in 
a way 8nruogoll, to the supposed hypostatjzation or Wisd m)?33 I would. ay 
n t. These are nil better understood as attempts LO envisi n and La speak of 
tlle mystery of God. F r the apocalyptic visionary. visions of a glolious being 
dazzling in appeanmcc, were th best he could hope f f. The echoes of lbe 
ruDest r velaLions hitherlo afforded (Exad. 33:18-23·lsa. : 1-5; Ezek.1 :26-28; 
Dan.7:9-1O are iLltendcd (cOI1SCiOlI Iy or unconsci u Iy) a precisely t11at
echoes which enhance ule allth rily of the vision ech es which invite the 
reader to recognize a true sight of God's glory and revelation of God's will. 
Again it is the closeness and continuity between the. one God and what is seen 
that is the point of emphasis, a centripetal rather than a centrifugal force. 

There is, however, one major difference between the Christian seer and 
the other apocalyptists. They were careful to retain a clear distinction between 

od and the glad us ang J, by insis[jng that the angel should not b worshiped 
Apocalypse of Zephaniah 16:1 5; ;\poco Abr: 16:3-4; 17:2). In Rev lation 00 

the other hand the Lamb i . !be subjecl of wor::;hip anel adoration just like thal 
given LO G d (Revelat.ion 4-5). Yet this, too, is best s en as an expression of 
the arne apocalyptic tendency. For it is not tw separate acts ofworsh:ip which 
ar being directed to Iwo eparate beings, bUl one and the same worship (5: 13 ; 
7: 10 to those who il as God all the one Lhrone (7:17 ' 22:1, 3). That which 
is 'een till' ugh the shimmerillg and dazz'ling light of heavenly vision aU selves 
to reinforce the Christian conviction that it is lhe Lamb (, lain and alive again) 
who is th clearest manife. tation of the one God. 

Here too, therefore, like John the Evangelist, though pressing hard at 
the frontiers of human attempts to speak of God, John the seer evidently 
intended his christology as an expression of his theology. 

Conclusions 

In some ways ur Ilndings are unsu rpris ing - a m rely traditional restatemenl 
or lassic chri tology, some mi.ght say. Yet the faot is that there is an ongoing 
and recently revitalized debate as to whether JL1dai m was after all monothci -

32. For more details, see Dunn. P(lrlillgs, 215-20. 
33. So esp. '. Rowland, rlr/! Ofli!1I /-IeavelL' A Srudy of Apocalyptic in JUdaism mtl Eorly 

",.is/ianit)' (London: SPCK; N · w York: rom ill, 1982) 96-97, 100. But S 'C also L. W. 
IiUt llldo, alit! God, One L(/m: Earl)' 1l/,/,\'t;an D'J\loricm and AJlcielll Jewish Monolhei,flTt 
(Pnill\dclpnia: Porlress; Londoll l S M, 1988) 85-90. 
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tic, with the corollary drawn by one side that Christianity simply took over 
the idea of a second god already present in Judaism.34 In marked contrast, 
M. P. Casey can argue that precisely by calling Jesus God, Christianity became 
Gentile and abandoned Jewish monotheism,35 And at the level of popular 
Christianity almost certainly there is considerable functional tritheism or 
bitheism. 

Our findings are therefore important. For they remind us that the Chris
tian gospel has to do first and last and foremost with God. They remind us 
that Christian faith is primarily faith in the one God, Creator, Savior, Judge. 
We have looked at those Christian canonical texts which are normally under
stood to present a "high" christology. In each case we have seen that the 
writers had no thought to present Christ as an alternative to God, as an object 
sufficient in himself of Christian worship. Do not misunderstand me. The 
Christ of the New Testament writers is worthy of the highest praise, devotion, 
and worship, as the one in whom heaven and earth come together, as the one 
in whom God comes to fallen humanity, as the one who embodies the divine 
presence and grace in ultimate degree (in death and life, as well as resurrection 
and exaltation), as the one through whom believers see God and present their 
prayers. But it is in this role that he is most worthy of worship; and worship 
which stops at him and does not pass through him to God, the all in all, at 
the end of the day falls short of Christian worship. 

34. See above, n. 8. 
35. M. P. Casey, From Jewish Prophet to Gentile God: The Origins and Development of 

New Testament Christology (Cambridge: Clarke, 1991); see also ch. 22 below. 
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The Making of Christology 
Evolution or Unfolding? 

There is no question that we have to speak of the development of christology 
in the earliest decades of Christianity. At the beginning of that period and 
within the area where Christianity began there was no thought of a Messiah 
figure being crucified, raised from dead, and designated eE6~. Less than one 
hundred years later such claims were being made regarding Jesus (particu
larly in John 20:28) and indeed already being taken for granted (at least in 
Ignatius, Ephesians inscr; 1:17; 7:2; 15:3; 18:2; 19:3, etc.).! Clearly some
thing was being said at the end of the period which had never been said 
before. In that sense at least we must speak of development of ideas and 
usage. 

But that conclusion simply opens up the more important question: What 
do we mean by "development"? Do we mean the outworking of what was 
always there in principle or in nuce - the organic development of the seed 
into the plant, of the acorn into the oak? The fuller christology of the late first 
century and early second century (and beyond) could then be said to be simply 
the recognition of what had always been true of Jesus and only awaited the 
eye of faith to see with increasing clarity. Just as the rabbinic (oral) tradition 
could be defined by the rabbis as the "Torah received by Moses at Sinai" and 
handed down through Joshua, elders, and prophets to the great assembly 
(m. 'Abot 1: 1), so the developed christological formulations of later centuries 
could be traced back to Jesus and the apostles. This in effect has been the 

1. Further details in W. R. Schoedel. Ignatius of Antioch (Henneneia; Philadelphia: 
Fortress. 1985) 39. 

Originally published in Jesus of Nazareth. Lord and Christ: Essays on the Historical Jesus and 
New Testament Christo logy. ed. J. B. Green and M. Turner (I. H. Marshall FS; Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1994) 437-52. 

388 
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classic view of christological development, defended in more extensive prin
ciple by Newman2 and in recent New Testament scholarship by Moule.3 The 
claim by Hengel that "more happened" in christology in the first two decades 
of Christianity "than in the whole of the next seven centuries,"4 amounts to 
the same thing.5 And Howard Marshall follows a similar line in The Origins 
of New Testament Christology: "Behind the development there stands the 
figure of Jesus and the claim, indirect or direct, which he made for himself"; 
"the divinity of Jesus ... emerged as the inescapable corollary of Jesus' 
position." 6 For want of a better label I put this perspective under one of 
Newman's terms, "unfolding." 

The alternative view is that earliest christology developed by accretion, 
that is, in crude terms, by adding on new ideas and claims which were not 
implicit in or native to the earliest response to Jesus. This can be characterized 
more carefully as the model of "evolution" - that is, development by inner 
change, from one species to another, where there is, of course, continuity 
between what went before and what develops out of it, but where changing 
environment makes it necessary for the organism to adapt and thus to evolve 
into something different. This in effect was the classic rationalist response to 
traditional christo logy. It naturally found a definitive precedent in the emer
gence of a clear model for "evolution" in the work of Darwin and was 
variously espoused in the liberal Protestantism of Harnack and the reli
gionsgeschichtlich approach of Bousset and Bultmann.7 However, reaction to 
the particular the es of ~he latter in the intervening decades of New Testament 
scholarship has tended to cloud the hypothesis of evolutionary development 
and to detract from its credibility. And it is only in the last few years that it 
has gained a new champion and a fresh, sophisticated version. 

I refer to the revised version of M. Casey's Cadbury Lectures delivered 
at the University of Birmingham in 1985 and published under the title From 
Jewish Prophet to Gentile God: The Origins and Development of New Testa-

2. J. H. Newman, An Essay on the Development of Christian Doctrine (first published 
1845). 

3. C. F. D. Maule, The Origin of Christology (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1977). 
4 . M. Hengel, The Son of God (London: SCM, 1976). 
5. See, e.g., Hengel, Son of God, 71 : " There was an inner necessity about the introduction 

of the idea of (In.'-cx i rence in to chrl tology." 
. I. H. Marshall. The Origill s of New Tesfamcnl hl'iJIO/oBY (Leicester: Inter-Varsity, 

1976) l28·29. Other recen t mOnOEl'aphs which foclls l arge~y on the initial impa t of J uS amI 
his resun'cction include P. PokomY. The Genesis of Christ% g , (Edinburgh: Clark. 1987); and 
M. de Jonge. Chrill' fology ill COIl/EXI: The Earliest Christiall RI1.lpon.l'e fO Je~·u.f (Philadelphia: 
Westminster, 1988). 

7. A. Harnack, Whaf Is Christianity? (first published 1900); W. BousseL, Ky ri()s Chri '(0.1': 

A History of the Belief in Christfrom the Beginnings of Chris/i(mity /0 {rel/UCLIS ( 1913; [92 1; 
ET, Nashville: Abingdon, 1970); R. Bultmann, Theology off/r e New reslan/et/IT (L ndOll: SCM, 
1952) §15. 
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ment Christo logy. 8 The issues it raises are so important that I propose to devote 
the rest of this essay to discussion of Casey's thesis. 

1 

Casey begins by proposing a new way of analyzing the evidence, which he 
then uses to elaboraLe a new theory to explain why New Testament christology 
developed as it did. The major concept is that of identity. The identity of a 
group is " very thing which is perceived9 to make it that group and not another 
group" (11). What that means in practice is the recognition of a sequence of 
identity factors, whose distinctiveness either characterizes or focuses or en
capsulates or together builds up to embody the group's identity. For the 
purposes of his study he specifies eight identity factors of Second Temple 
Judaism - ethnicity, Scripture, monotheism, circumcision, Sabbath obser
vance, dietary laws, purity laws, and major festivals. He notes that it is not a 
simple matter of all or nothing. Ethnicity is obviously a key factor, and indeed 
may be an overriding factor: "People may be perceived as Jewish if it is the 
only one of the eight identity factors that they have, and they may be perceived 
as Gentile if they have all the other seven identity factors, but not ethnicity" 
(14). The fact that five of the eight identity factors "may reasonably be 
perceived as social factors which have received religious legitimation" (16) 
leads to the further observation that "when a religion is coterminous with an 
ethnic group, its identity factors are both social and religious" (17). He also 
maintains that "a concept of orthodoxy is necessary," with "orthodox Jews" 
defined as those who, in opposition to threats of assimilation, sought to ensure 
the observation and application of the law to the whole of life - the law thus 
elaborated and enacted being seen in this way to embody Jewish identity 
(17-19).10 

On this base Casey's thesis can be stated in straightforward terms. As 
long as the earliest Christian community was Jewish in self-identity, the crucial 
developments in christology of affirming the deity and incarnation of Jesus 

8. P. !VI. Casey, From J ellli.\·11 PI'Oplil't to Genii/I: God; Tht' Origins and Development of 
Nelli Testa/llell! Chri.wo//Jgy (Olmbridg\!: Clarke; Louisville: Westminster, 1991). I am grateful 
to Dr. a. r:y, my former colleague III Nottingham. for his readiness to comment on the first draft 
of this essay and 10 help remove possible misrepresentations or misunderstandings of his 
;) I'gJ1ment. 

9. The use of the passive voice at this foundational point in Casey's procedure is 
significant. It naturally raises the question: "perceived" by whom? As we shall see, this simple 
question has important ramifications. 

10. Note also Casey, Jewish Prophet, 61-64: Jesus was in conflict with "the orthodox 
wing of Judaism." 
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could not happen. The crucial identity factor of Jewish monotheism inhibited 
and limited the development of christology. That limiting factor was only 
finally removed in the Johannine community. There the sharpness of the 
confrontation with "the Jews" indicates that the author had Gentile self-iden
tification. This implies in turn that the identity factor of monotheism either 
was no longer such a constraining factor or was no longer operative at all. 
"The removal of the Jewish restraint after A.D. 70, leaving the Johannine 
community with Gentile self-identification, was the decisive step which en
sured that Jesus was hailed as God ... "; "this Gentile self-identification was 
a necessary cause of belief in the deity of Jesus, a belief which could not be 
held as long as the Christian community was primarily Jewish" (37-38). Here, 
clearly, the volutiomu'Y hypothesis receives very strong statement. It is not 
simply the case of a chao!,';ng environment permitting a development which 
w uld bave been inhibited eL ewhere, but of the changed environment actually 
causing the development - a development, that is, which would not have 
taken place without that change from Jewish to Gentile self-identity. 

2 

We can be grateful to Ca y for bringing the category of identity into play so 
fully. As other have recognized th question f how individuals and groups 
saw Lhem eLve and defined themselves over against other is b und LO be 
critical .in any attempt to ketch out the lListory of a movement p~rticuJ(U;ly 

in it beginnings. I I Moreover wiUun the Ii, t of identity facrors elected (5 me
what arbitrarily) by Casey ethni.city wa undoubtedly a crucia l factor. It c uJd 
indeed be said that that alone was sufficient to en nre that ChristIanity became 
sometIDng different from Jud~lisll1. That u; as more and more Gentile joined 
what started as Jewish sect, without becoming Jews (proselytes, it wa in
evitable that a Judaism for which ethnic .Tewishness l'emained the fundamental 
identity factor wOltld have to disown that sect. Wt should note nevertheless 
that a v.ital and con tinuillg Jewish Christianity m ant lhat the proce S was 
much more drawn out than is normally recognized. 12 

A more important point of ritiquc, b Wever is Casey's failure t rec
ognize the extent t which there was (and still is) a t nsi n between ethnic 
and religiou identity in Judaism. Ethnicity may b fundamental, but is it 

II . See. e.g. E. P. ancien, el ,II., ed ., JeWish nnd Christian Self-Definition (3 vols .. 
London: SCM, 1980-82); J. Nellsncr and E. S. Frerichs. "1i) See Our ... ellles (/.\' Others lil!e Us": 
Christ/am, Jews. "Olhers" ill Latl! Antiquity (Chico: cholnr . 1985) . 

. 12. See my Tile Panings of til/! Ways befll"t'n "ristiallily lInti Jl/daj.I'I11 (LondCln.: S M, 
1991) eh. 12. 
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decisive? Orthodox and the various branches ofhasidic Judaism today in Israel 
would certainly want to raise questions here. "Who is a Jew?" is as lively an 
issue as it has ever been. Are nonreligious Jews (apostates), or Gentiles who 
have converted to liberal Judaism, or Jews who have become Christians, really 
"Jews"? And, more to the immediate point, the issue was just as lively in the 
first century also. It is relevant here to recall that Josephus uses the name 
"Jews" for the exiles returning from Babylon, rather than for those who had 
remained in Judea throughout (Ant. 11.173), that he shows clear disapproval 
of the Samaritans calling themselves "Jews" (Ant. 11.340-41), and that he 
refrains from calling the apostate Tiberius Alexander a "Jew" (cf. Ant. 
20.100). It is still more relevant to recall that Paul is able to dispute the 
definition of "Jew" (Rom. 2:28-29) while both speaking of his life "within 
Judaism" as something belonging to the past (Gal. 1:13-14) and claiming still 
to be an "Israelite" (Rom. 1] :1). In all these cases religious and ethnic identity 
are being held in uncomfortable tension. 

The problem is exacerbated by introduction of the concept of "or
thodoxy." For the reality of the matter is that different groups within late 
Second Temple Judaism regarded themselves as in effect the only truly "or
thodox," the only truly loyal to the covenant and to the law. Their faithfulness 
to a Zadokite priesthood, their observati n or (what they regarded as) the 
(only) correctly calculated feasts, their commitment to their own sectarian 
halakhah (interpretation of the law), a1l c:llTi.ed lhe corollary in different 
degrees that the other sects, and probably the larger mass or Jewish pe pie, 
were "unorthodox," orin their own terms, "s'inneI"8 " impi us," ' ungodly." 
Such factionalism within Second Temple .llldai m can be clearly seen not only 
in the writings of the Qumran Essenes, bul als in such writings as I ElI.och. 
Jubilees, the Psalms of Solomon, and the Testament of Moses. 13 By using the 
term "orthodox" of the Pharisees (61-64) Casey is viewing the time of Jesus 
from a post-70 rabbinic perspective, with inevitably distorting effect. 

The point is this: WiUl such dj agreement and dispute so obvious within 
th Jewish writings of lhe period, an we speak so straightforwardly of 
"Jewish identity"'. In rolct many bistorians of the period, not least Jewish 
scholars, Cind il necessary to speak of S cond Temple Judaisms (plural) rather 
Iban simply of Judaism ( ingular), or indeed, if the word is appropriate for 
th lime of Jl:SUS, of competing orti1,odoxies. In other words, Casey is running 
the danger or p . lulating 11 too simplified and uniform concept of Jewish 
identiLY. Of ourse h recognizes the dangers and tries to meet them by 
speaking of "an identity sc~lp." (12). But nonetheless he does riui really 
grapple with the problem of an identity which was itself developing (or 
evolving), or of identity factors disputed in what they amounted to and in 

13. I may refer again simply to my Partings, 102-7. 
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their degree of relevance. Hence the earlier question: "perceived" by whom? 14 

For an outsider might perceive" Judaism" to be more coherent and internally 
consistent than an insider. 15 On the other hand, an insider could well be more 
concerned with internal boundaries, and regard them as in effect more impor
tant than the external boundaries which marked out all Jews. 16 Identity markers 
as perceived from outside might well have different values from the way they 
were perceived from inside. 

Here it may be significant that Casey ignores what surely must be 
regarded as one of the chief identity factors of Second Temple Judaism
that is, the Second Temple itself.!7 Judea was a temple state - a political 
entity whose identity (political, social, economic, and religious) was wholly 
bound up with the temple. But, of course, the direct relevance of the temple 
as then constituted to the practice of Judaism was one of the more disputed 
features of Second Temple Judaism, as, once again, the Dead Sea Scrolls and 
such writings as the Psalms of Solomon attest, given also, not least, that the 
majority of Jews lived outside Israel and would probably have been unable 
to attend the temple more than once or twice in their lives. Yet the loss of the 
temple in 70 C.E. was not a fatal blow to Judaism; instead, it led into the 
greatest inner transformation of Judaism (should we say unfolding or evolu
tion?) that Judaism recognizes - from a religious system dominated by priest 
and cult to one dominated by rabbi and rabbinic interpretation of the Torah. 
Fully to appreciate the transformation of a Jewish sect into Christianity, one 
has to be able to compare these two transformations (from Second Temple 
Judaism to Christianity and from Second Temple Judaism to rabbinic judaism) 
with each other. Otherwise the concept of "Jewish identity" is being given 
artificial value and unhistorical coherence and consistency. 

And if Jewish identity in the Second Temple period was that much less 
clearcut, it should further warn us against a too simple juxtaposition and 
antithesis of "Jewish identity" with "Gentile identity." This is particularly 
pertinent in the case of the Fourth Gospel. Casey's whole thesis, in fact, swings 
on his assertion that the Fourth Evangelist "wrote as a member of a group 
who had Gentile self-identification" (27), and whose christology therefore 
breached the constraints of Jewish monotheism. But given the complexities 
and tensions already noted, the issue needs much more careful handling. It is 

14. See above, n. 9. 
15. This is the implication of Mark 7:3-4, where the note added assumes that Pharisaic 

halakhah was followed by all Jews. 
16. The most striking example of this within Second Temple Judaism are the Qumran 

Essenes, who regarded themselves as "the sons of light" and (apparently) all others, including 
all other Jews, as "the sons of darkness." 

17. Contrast my Partings, ch. 2, where I designate the temple as one of the four pillars 
of Second Temple Judaism. 
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not settled, for example, by noting that John speaks of "the Passover of the 
Jews" (John 2:13); the presence of even a minority of Gentiles among the 
recipients of the Gospel would be sufficient to explain such notes of explana
tion. And talk of "your/their law" when Jesus is speaking to or about "the 
Jews" (8: 17; 10:34; 15:25) need only imply a group of Jews whose identity 
as Jews was closely bound up with the law (as interpreted by them). 

Even the frequent references to "the Jews" do not settle the matter. The 
many hostile references surely indicate a breach with those so designated; but 
most scholars identify "the Jews" in these passages with the Jewish authorities 
in the area where the Johannine congregations were meeting. And it still leaves 
a similar range of references where "the Jews" in question are the common 
people, the crowd. What is interesting about them is that they stand in the 
middle between Jesus on the one hand and "the (hostile) Jews" (= the authori
ties) on the other. They are presented as a shifting, ambivalent mass, for whose 
loyalty Jesus and the authorities are in competition, and where the clear hope 
is that many of them, like Nicodemus and the blind man of John 9 (even the 
many "authorities" of 12:42), will take their courage in both hands and declare 
for Jesus. In other words, the drama being played out in the Fourth Gospel, 
above all in existential terms for the Johannine communities themselves, is 
still an intra-Jewish drama, where Jews (and Gentiles) were contesting with 
other Jews the common Jewish heritage and the allegiance of still uncommitted 
Jews. IS 

It should be said that Casey is not oblivious to this problem - the 
problem of identifying identity in too clearcut terms, the problem of defining 
self-identity. Unfortunately, however, his allusions to the problem only help 
to compound it. For he speaks of "assimilating Jews" (32-34) and even of 
"former Jews" (33). At what point an "assimilating Jew" becomes a "former 
Jew" (= a Gentile?) is not clear. How can an ethnic Jew become a "former 
Jew"? Nor does he say anything of the blurring of boundaries from the other 
side, that is, in the cases of proselytes and God-fearers; or indeed of the other 
Jews (minim = heretics) rejected by the post-Yavnean sages. In other words, 
the concepts of "Jewish identity" and "Gentile identity" can simply not be 
drawn as sharply as he strives to do. And, in particular, the arguments that 
there was in effect a shift in identity between the earlier and other Christian 
(diaspora) communities and the Johannine community, and that the Johannine 
community had a "Gentile," that is, non-Jewish identity,19 are altogether too 

18. For fuller detail see my "The Question of Anti-Semitism in the New Testament 
Writings of the Period," in Jews and Christians: The Parting of the Ways AD 70-135, ed. J. D. G. 
Dunn (Tlibingen: Mohr, 1992) 177-211; here 195-203; more briefly in Partings, 156-60. For 
the two levels on which John's Gospel must be read, see particularly J. L. Martyn, History and 
Theology in the Fourth Gospel (rev. ed., Nashville: Abingdon. 1979). 

19. "Gentile," of course, is itself a Jewish term of identification. 
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casually drawn, not least when they are the hinge on which his overall 
argument turns. This alone would be sufficient to put a very large question 
mark against Casey's thesis of christological development. 

3 

Casey is also to be commended for his analysis of other messianic and 
intermediary figures in Second Temple Judaism (ch. 6) which provide parallels 
or analogies with earliest Christian evaluation of Jesus. The presence and 
significance of such parallels has been one of the major subjects of debate in 
regard to New Testament christology over the past twenty years. But Casey 
has added a potentially helpful distinction between "static parallels" and 
"dynamic parallels." The former indicate a category which may simply have 
been transferred to Jesus from another figure; the latter denote "an interme
diary figure (which) was involved in a process which increased its status, or 
function, or both" (78). Instances of the former are "Lord," "Messiah," and 
"Son of God," and, more surprisingly, preexistence; more surprisingly, since 
it is at least arguable that preexistence was a more dynamic category as it 
itself developed from a concept of "ideal" preexistence to one of "real" 
preexistence.2o Under the heading of "dynamic parallels" he lists no less than 
sixteen figures who were held by some Jews "to be of unusually elevated 
status," including the future Davidic king, Abel, Elijah, Enoch, Jacob, Mel
chizedek, Michael, Moses, Wisdom, and Word. A common feature is that 
"most of them were closely associated with the identity of the Jewish people, 
and they underwent striking developments of their status and functions during 
the Second Temple and early rabbinical periods" (85), especially Enoch and 
Wisdom. 

There are two features of this inner-Jewish development on which Casey 
focuses as of particular significance for his thesis. The first is that "we can 
detect a social subgroup attached to each of them (Enoch and Wisdom), and 
each of them in some way indicates or embodies the identity of that group. 
This illuminates the nature of the cause of these developments. They were 
caused by the needs of the community." Such parallels lead us naturally to 
expect that the figure of Jesus would develop in status similarly in accordance 
with the needs of the early Christian community (92). This is all posited in a 
logical and winning way. But it involves a number of significant jumps, where 

20. As the recent study of J. Habermann, Priiexistenzaussagen im Neuen Testament 
(Frankfurt: Lang, 1990) 26, notes, this distinction goes back at least to W. Beyschlag's Chris
tologie des Neuen Testaments (1866). 
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the claim is simply stated and neither worked through nor defended. From 
observing that a subgroup can be hypothesized behind each of the figures of 
Enoch and Wisdom, the deduction is made that the figures indicate or embody 
(two significantly different claims) the identity of these subgroups, and then 
the further jump is taken to the claim that the developments in these figures 
were caused by the needs of these subgroups. The argument is certainly 
plausible. But when it is so fundamental and vital to Casey's thesis one would 
have hoped that it might be argued with more documentation and detail, rather 
than being simply asserted. Of course Casey would readily admit that very 
little is known about these subgroups (86-89). But that simply reinforces the 
imprudence of drawing such firm and clear conclusions on the basis of so 
little hard evidence. 

The second important feature about this inner-Jewish development of 
intermediary figures for Casey is that it was "inner-Jewish"; that is, it was 
held within the constraints of Jewish monotheism. "No other serious limitation 
may be observed. In particular, there was no general bar to prevent the transfer 
of status and functions from one intermediary figure to another" (93). At this 
point I am in substantial agreement with Casey. I too am persuaded that 
monotheism was one of the "four pillars" of Second Temple Judaism and 
that it was the Christian redefinition of this fundamental axiom of Judaism 
which resulted in the most decisive partings of the ways between Christianity 
and Judaism.21 

At the same time, however, we should note that there are not a few 
scholars who would question whether Jewish monotheism was quite so firm 
and unyielding as both Casey and I claim. The most thoroughgoing examples 
are the recent contributions by Hayman and Barker, who argue that in fact 
Israel was never as monotheistic as is usually assumed. 22 Rather, they claim, 
the more ancient belief was of a High God rEI Tlyon) who had several Sons 
of God, of whom Yahweh was one, to whom Israel was given as his heritage 
(as in Deut. 32:8-9 LXX), and this ancient belief lies behind subsequent talk 
in particular of a supreme angel. The significance of such a thesis for devel
opments in christo logy is clear. "The fact that functionally Jews believed in 
the existence of two gods explains the speed with which Christianity devel
oped so fast in the first century towards the divinization of Jesus." 23 "Yahweh, 
the Lord, could be manifested on earth in human form, as an angel or in the 
Davidic king. It was as a manifestation of Yahweh, the Son of God, that Jesus 
was acknowledged as Son of God, Messiah and Lord."24 

21. Partings, chs. 2, 11. 
22. P. Hayman, "Monotheism - A Misused Word in Jewish Studies?" JJS 42 (1991) 

1-15; M. Barker, The Great Angel: A Study of Israel's Second God (London: SPCK, 1992). 
23. Hayman, "Monotheism," 14. 
24. Barker, Great Angel, 3. 
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This is not the place to engage in a thorough study of the arguments 
mounted by Hayman and Barker. [t must uffice to note 1118t the perception 
of a strong monotheism at lhe beart of J udai m from eb exile onward remains 
hard to discount to the extent thal Hayman and Barker argue for. It is not a 
matter simply of the evidence of the Shema (Deut. 6:4) and Second Tsaiah 
especially a. 45:20-25). The ame common self-perception is evident also 

in such worldly-wise J ws as Philo and Josepbu ,25 and witnessed in the Jesus 
tradition (cf. Mark 12:29-30 par.). Judaism wa 'iJnilarly pe(ceived from 
without by lhose who found its monotheistic deniaJ of other gods a mark of 
ath ism - a in the case of eel U': • The goatherds and shepherds wh 
followed Moses as their leader were deluded by clumsy deceit into thinking 
thai there was only one God . .. and) abandoned the wOI"hip of many 
gods . . .. The goatherd and shepherds thought that there was one God call d 
the Most High, or Adonai, or the HeavenJy One, or Sabbaoth or however 
they like to call fui world; and they acknowledged. 1101lling more" (Contra 
Celsum 1.23-24) . Philo, we should note was a prominent exponent of the on 
of langllage and concepluaJity which Barker citeS as evidence for a strong 
strand of apocalyptic (non-Palestinian) Judaism.26 And Celsus. too was ob
viously weU aware of the range of titles used for God wi.tllln Judai . m. But 
neither aw any e ntradiction between that wider conceptuality and u age and 
the assertion/recognili II of Judaism's strong and consistent monothei m. 
Since those named were capable of highly sophisticated thought and nuanced 
expression, we should give such assertions/recognitions full weight. 

Others have used much of the same evidence to draw less radical 
conclusions: that the LXX of Dan. 7:13 ("came like the Ancient of Days," 
instead of "came to the Ancient of Days") indicates a readiness within 
apocalyptic Judaism to recognize a heavenly being like G d;27 thaI the glorious 
angel f sllch passage a Ezek. 8:2 and Dan. 1.0:5-6 indicates a "bifurcation 
within the .Tewi h conception of God·2S or. more commonly. that the figure(s) 
of divine Wisdom (and Logos - Philo) mark aJready the bypostatization of 
a divine attribute. 29 Again, I beg to disagree; in such characterizations not 

25. Philo, Decal. 65: "Let us, then, engrave deep in our hemts lIris as the first and most 
sacred of commandments, to acknowledge !lnd honor one God who is above all , and leI. the idea 
that gods are many never even reach the ears of the man whose ru le of life is to seek for truth 
in purity and goodness"; Josephus, Ant. 5.112 - "to recognize God as one is common to all 
the Hebrews." 

26. Barker, Great Angel, ch. 7. 
27. Cf. S. Kim, "The 'Son of Man' "as the Son of God (WUNT 30; Tiibingen: Mohr, 

1983) 22-24. 
28. C. Rowland, The Open Heaven: A Study of Apocalyptic in Judaism arul Early Chris

tianity (London: SPCK; New York: Crossroad, 1982) 96-97, 100. 
29. E.g., M. Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism (2 vols., London: SCM, 1974) I, 154-57, 

312. 
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enough allow<U1ce i be.iug mad' for the vigor anci nexibiJily of Jewish u, 01.:
alypli . wriling or Wisdom specu lation. (} erlainly Ih Language indicates a 
wil lilJgness to explore different ways or 'peaking of the reality of Gud and 
of God s interaction with his world. But evidently u Phllo c uld engage in 
such peculation and slill say. and fully mean, the Sh(!ma. 

The real point to emerge from all this is not that Judaism contained a 
large and prominent segment which had abandoned monotheism, but that 
(prior to the second century C.E. at least) Judaism's monotheism was able to 
contain within itself a vigor of metaphorical language and apocalyptic vision 
which indicates how rich and diversely textured that monotheistic axiom 
actually was. 1 do not exclud IJ,e PI' babilily that nlHny Second Temple Jews 
were functionally polytheistic; thaI i. , th<ll the more speculative language r 
visionary experience in un ophisticalojd b[Ulds effectively r ulted in a breach 
of Jewish mon theism. 1n the same way I suspecl lhal many Christi!ulS Loday 
who think they are trinitarians ar aClually Iritbei:;l ()rchristoth ists), becaull 
the highly technical tli ' lin Ii ns within Ih doctrine of t11e trinity pas" them 
by. Nor do I igno!' > the raet thal sometime eurly in the second century rahbinic 
Judaism look fright at the possible deduction to be unlwn from visi ns of 
glorious heavenly figures and denounced the declaration that there are two 
powers in heaven as heresy.31 But it seems LO me still to be a proper and 
accurate . um11lary or Second Temple Judaism, us cxpresRed in the wrilings 
which havc 'Oll1e down lO us fr0111 that peri d Of which bear wilne . . lO that 
period, lhm econd Temple Judai m was tlU'(lUgh and UU'ough monolheistic 
in character. 

£l shou ld be clear enough where all this h ars upon asey Ii thesis. At 
the very least, it means that Jewish monothei 'm is a mud1 le:;~ clearly defined 
or i.nd edt much less firm idemity marker than asey aSSlll11 s. If the argu
mcnts of Hayman and Barker, or the ther less nelical view , have any 
sllbsu:lI1ce in them, lhen we must acknowledge u Jegitil11al dispute a' t 

whether Judaism was wholly monothei stic at al l. And if monotheism had never 
wholly carried the day within Judaism, or if Jewish monotheism had been 
decisively er eled or diluted well l efor J sus appeared on the scene, then it 
i quile p sible to accommodate the developing christology of the J'ir: t Iw 
Christian genera ions wholly witbin Judaism. If alternaLively,3, Casey and'[ 
believe, Jewish monOlhei.<;m remaLned as a slrong id nlity faclor throughout 
Second TempLe Judai. In lbe onsequence differ only sJjghtly for Casey's 
thesis. For lben we ar oonfronted with ~l monotheism which cont ained willlin 

30. See further my Christology in the Making (London: SCM, 21989); also Partings, chs. 
10-11. 

31. See particularly A. F. Segal, Two Powers in Heaven: Early Rabbinic Reports about 
Christianity and Gnosticism (Leiden: Brill, 1977). 
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it richly diverse ways of speaking of divine immanence. In particular, it 
becomes quite possible to accommodate the developments marked by the 
Christian apocalypse of John (Revelation) wholly within the stream of Jewish 
apocalyptic visionary speCUlation. And even the rich developments of the 
Gospel of John's christology can be seen primarily as an extension of the 
Jewish fascination with divine revelation which was the driving force of 
apocalyptic and mystical trends within Judaism at that time. To be sure there 
were Jews ("the Jews" = the Jewish authorities of the region) who believed 
that John's Christ had threatened the unity of God (John 5:18; 10:33); but it 
was probably the same Jews (the early rabbis) who believed that the apoca
lyptic and mystical concerns of other Jews with glorious heavenly beings other 
than Yahweh was equally threatening to the unity of God. The point is that 
such developments could, and did, take place wholly within a Jewish context. 
It is simply not true that "the deity of Jesus is a belief which could have 
developed only in a predominantly Gentile church," and at least highly 
questionable whether "the deity of Jesus is ... inherently unJewish. "32 Once 
again the transition from Jewish identity to Gentile identity has been too 
casually drawn. The development within the New Testament is not so much 
from Jewish prophet to Gentile God, as from Jewish prophet to Jewish God; 
it is precisely that development and the problems it caused within Judaism 
which is reflected in the Fourth Gospel. 

4 

A third element of his thesis on which Casey is vulnerable is in his postulation 
of what can only be characterized as a rather onesided and reductivist devel
opment schema. It revolves around what Casey sees as the interaction of 
identity, social cohesion, and christology, in what boils down to an explanation 
of the development of christology as the result of essentially social factors. 
The schema depends on two principal assertions. 

The first is that "the whole of Jesus' ministry could be perceived" "to 
embody Judaism as a religion," "as the embodiment of Judaism as it should 
be" (72) - and not only "could be," but was so perceived. "Jesus offered 
people the spiritual centre of Judaism"; "from the disciples' perspective he 
was the embodiment of Judaism itself." Consequently the group around him 
could also be perceived to have embodied Judaism as it should be; as a result 
Jesus "was himself the visible embodiment of Jewish identity, and the source 
of the recreation of the Jewish identity of his disciples" (73-74). This claim 

32. Casey, Jewish Prophet, 169, 176. 
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is central to Casey's thesis, for in his view it is Jesus' embodiment of the 
identity of Judaism which was the original driving force behind early Christian 
belief in the resurrection of Jesus (100, 105) and which thus set the whole 
development in train. Likewise it was his first disciples' perception that he 
embodied "all that was right, all that was religious and salvific, in Judaism, 
without ethnic customs such as circumcision and dietary laws (which) drove 
chrisLO!ogy upwards, and dr ve iL more vigorously lhan comparable figures 
becau$ or lhe uniquene!;s of the comOllll1i ty" ( 136 . This aspect of the thesis 
is summarized in the final chapter: " the relationship between identity and 
chri !ltoiogical uevelopment is to some extent one of cau. e and effect" (162). 

The penultimate quotation, however, brings in the other key feature in 
the schema. The Gentile mission was the additional driving force behind 
christological growth. It was this mixed community of Jews and Gentiles 
which needed the figure of Christ to be powerful enough to hold it together 
(137). Again the development is one of cause and effect: the "decline in the 
observance ofthe Jewish Law in the Christian community drastically increased 
the requirement for a higher chriSLology" ; ·' the conflicts intensified by war 
between Israel and Rome drove christologicaJ development up to the deity of 
Jesus" (138); the secondary material expressing higber christology "has been 
produced most extensively at those points where the community needed it 
most" (153). In short, "the development of christology ... was, and has 
remained, a means of holding together a large social group" (176). 

This reconstruction is open to a number of criticisms. One is the degree 
of arbitrariness with which the first assertion is introduced and the lack of fit 
between the reconstruction and the data. With what justification can it be 
claimed that Jesus was perceived as "the embodiment of Judaism itself"? 
The claim is fundamental and far-reaching, but it is simply asserted, and the 
material reviewed by Casey (72-73) does hardly anything to justify the claim 
itself. It is certainly fair to argue that Jesus and the disciples' commitment to 
him is what marked them off from the rest of Judaism (74); but that is not 
the same as saying that they perceived Jesus to embody Judaism itself. We 
have already noted that the category of Judaism and Jewish identity was much 
more contested and much less clearly drawn al thal time than most (including 
Casey) assume. And while il is highly probable thal Jesus was seen by the 
Evangelists as replaying the role of Israel lIS Ul Mall. 4: 1-11), it is less clear 
that Jesus was so seen during his ministry.33 Rather the implication of Jesus' 
having chosen twelve disciples is that he saw them as embodying Israel, and 
himself as scmehc\v over against them. At the very least Casey has lu argue 
his case, not simply assert it. 

33. Casey himself attributes the reference to Jesus of the humanlike figure ("one like a 
son of man" = the saints of the Most High) of Dan 7:13-[4 to post-Easter reflection. 
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There is also a degree of tension between the two postulated causes of 
christological development which requires more clarification than Casey pro
vides. For the more it is claimed that Jesus was seen as the embodiment of 
Judaism the less easy is it to explain how and why the movement focused on 
this Jesus first opened the door to Gentiles. The second cause (mixed com
munity, growing Gentile self-identity) is itself not explained, and cannot be 
explained from the first cause (Jesus as embodying Jewish identity). Jesus 
was not remembered as advocating outreach to the Gentiles; nor is he ever 
remembered as saying anything whatsoever on the most crucial issue of all 
(whether Gentile converts should be circumcised) - a surprising fact if indeed 
other passages in the Synoptic Gospels have been produced to meet the 
community's need. And while passages like Matt. 5: 17-20 and 10:5-6 could 
be explained as occasioned by a (self-?)perception of Jesus embodying Jewish 
identity, their presence in the Jesus tradition simply serves to underline the 
difficulty of explaining the Gentile mission on Casey's thesis. In other words, 
Casey's postulated causes are insufficient to explain developments which he 
sees as fundamental to the growth of christology, and indeed, if anything, 
make these developments harder to explain. 

This reflection leads into the second main point of criticism: that Casey's 
reductivist sociological explanation needs at least to be supplemented and 
corrected by the hypothesis of other causes. Has Casey actually uncovered 
the dynamic of the development of earliest christology? He has indicated 
social factors which must have played some role in contributing to and shaping 
that development. It may be that he has indicated a necessary cause of the 
development. But has he uncovered the necessary and sufficient cause, suffi
cient to explain all the relevant data which make up New Testament chris
tology? Was there not also a more important inner dynamic within the chris
tological development, which no doubt interacted with the social forces but 
which is not to be wholly explained by them? 

For instance, Casey's discussion of the category of "Messiah" operates 
with a too static category (42-43) and allows too little for the impact of Jesus 
himself on the designation, giving it his own evolutionary twist to a fluid 
Jewish messianology.34 We could also note that Casey's assertion that Jesus 
was perceived to embody Judaism itself introduces an element of internal 
dynamic which he ignores. The more that claim can be pushed, the more we 
have to ask whether Jesus' first disciples could reach such a conclusion without 
any stimulus or encouragement from Jesus himself ("Jesus offered people the 
spiritual centre of Judaism"), and the more we have to reckon with the 

34. Casey's assertion that "the messiah was not a title in Second Temple Judaism" (42) 
is strictly correct, but the usage of Pss. Sol. 17:32 and 1 QS 9.11 and lQSa 2.20 is surely sufficient 
indication of belief in a royal Davidic Messiah; see further chapter 5 above. 
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possibility that Jesus saw himself as in some sense a focus for Israel and its 
people's hopes, with all that implies in terms of Jesus' own self-understanding 
as a representative figure. An individual who thus expresses the corporate 
identity of Israel/Judaism ("embody" is Casey's term) immediately suggests 
a royal or priestly figure, or indeed an image like the suffering servant of 
Isaiah 53 or the human-like figure of Dan. 7: 13-14. In other words, Casey 
himself may open the door to the recognition that Jesus made or implied high 
claims for his own significance, claims which would themselves be sufficient 
cause to explain much of the subsequent development in christology. At the 
very least, Casey needs to explicate his own hypothesis with greater care. 

The analysis of the crucial belief in Jesus' resurrection is similarly 
incomplete. Casey is surprisingly confident that only "resurrection was the 
culturally relevant form of vindication" which Jesus could have looked for 
(52, 102-3). What of the exaltation or translation long ago attributed to Enoch 
and Elijah or to the martyred righteous in Wisdom 5, or implied in the triumph 
of the saints of the Most High in Daniel 7, or attributed to such great saints 
as Moses, Baruch, and Ezra at around this time?35 It is by no means clear that 
Jesus was bound to use the category of resurrection (Aramaic C'P) in express
ing a hope of vindication, or that the first disciples seeing visions of Jesus 
after he was dead should conclude therefrom that he had been resurrected 
rather than taken to heaven. On the contrary, given that Jesus' resurrection 
was self-evidently not part of the general resurrection at the end of time, the 
conclusion of the first Christians that that is what had happened to Jesus is 
all the more surprising - precisely because a less problematic category lay 
close to hand (post-mortem exaltation to heaven). Again we are forced toward 
the conclusion that external factors and availability of suitable categories were 
not the sufficient cause to explain the earliest belief in Jesus' resurrection. 
Rather we must assume an inner dynamic which shaped the categories as well 
as being shaped by them. Without more allowance for that inner dynamic than 
Casey allows, the development of christology cannot be adequately grasped.36 

Other elements within the inner dynamic of developing christology could 
be mentioned. For example, Casey refers at one point to "the gift of the Holy 
Spirit" and to the "religious and emotional experience of new revelation" 
(108), without apparently considering what this might have meant for chris
tological development. And he is so confident that the changing character of 

35. See further. e.g .. my Partings. I Ro-R7 
6. a ey's discli ssion r the resurrcctiOl1l1arratives leav a good denl illore to be desi red. 

:For c!Ullllple. he notes thm tlle di scrcpallcie~ between the different Go 'pel aCC()Ullt~ " nre Lon 
grear 10 have rc~ ul tBd f rom IIC~lI rll Le reporting of a perceplib le event" (99): he c10es not seem to 
allow the possibilily of cOIlti ised rcponin > of a perceptible evelll ! Ancl he ignor s Stich qll 'stions 
liS why Ule reperi of an ' Illpiy tomb . h 1Iid be IItlrihuleciu.) women and why I.here waS no early 
lomb vencrati.on at an undisturbed tomb. 
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earliest mission (to Gentiles as well as Jews) was the cause of developments 
in christology that he fails to consider whether the influence was not as much 
or more the other way: that it was the christology which resulted in the opening 
to the Gentiles, as the New Testament writers certainly believed (e.g., Matt. 
28:18-20; Gal. 1:15-16). Putting the same point in other terms, Casey seems 
to assume that Paul's own experience was simply a confirmatory factor, that 
is, presumably, of developments determined entirely by social pressures, 
without asking whether Paul's experience (as Paul himself understood it, of 
Christ) was not itself one of the major factors which achieved the revolution 
of the Gentile mission (e.g., again Gal. 1:15-16).37 

Above all, Casey has ignored the whole dynamic of early Christian 
worship. This is most serious since it is precisely the thesis of the other recently 
published monograph which also seeks to explain the transition from Jewish 
monotheism to Christian belief in the deity of Christ that this transition can 
only be explained in terms of the cultic veneration of Christ and the generative 
power of religious experience.38 And it is all the more serious since worship 
and religious experience are such common factors in the other apocalyptic 
and mystical explorations of divine transcendence and immanence, of which 
Casey is well aware, as they are, for example, in Revelation and the christo
logical hymns in the New Testament. Casey may mean, of course, to include 
all this within his social description of such communities. But the factors are 
surely of too obvious importance to be so absorbed within or reduced to social 
forces. And without taking them into account it is highly dubious whether any 
explanation of christological development could be counted adequate. 

5 

In short, Casey's monograph is a stimulating and provocative attempt to trace 
the development of christology in evolutionary terms, as the effect of social 
causes - namely, the way in which Jesus embodied the identity of the new 
movement, and the way in which the expansion of that movement to include 
Gentiles caused the movement's primary identity factor (Christ) to gain in
creasing significance, until the predominance of Gentiles within the movement 
made it possible/inevitable that the constraint of Jewish monotheism be 
slackened and abandoned. The thesis is to be welcomed precisely because it 

37. But I am not sure that I have understood Casey's logic here: "Paul's christological 
developments can be traced without much reference to experience because they were so closely 
related to experience that they were confirmed by experience" (131). 

38. L. W. Hurtado, One God, One Lord: Early Christian Devotion and Ancient Jewish 
Monotheism (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1988). 
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highlights the social factors so clearly, and can therefore serve as a standing 
reminder not to ignore or unwisely discount such factors. 

Unfortunately, however, Casey works with a too simplified concept of 
Judaism and of Jewish identity, and thus with a too simplified appreciation 
of the richness and diversity of reflection on divine immanence which was 
possible and is attested within Jewish monotheism. Moreover, his social 
analysis does not sufficiently explain all the relevant data and discounts to a 
serious degree what arguably were the principal f'~ctor!'; in the development 
of ci1ristology - mlmely (using theological shorthand), the impact of Je:;;us. 
lhe impact of Jesus' minislry and lea hing, the impact oJ lhe restlrr ction f 
Je.u , the impa 1 of the Spirit of God, and tile generalive p wer of religious 
exp dence and of worship or God Ll1J'ough Christ particulm']Y in ~Jld lhrough 
the preaching and reaching of reli g-iou geniuses like Puul and John. 

That such a process is not simply to be described as "evolution" should 
be clear enough. Whether it can be described simply as an "unfolding" is less 
clear, since the process of conceptuality in transition within historical contexts 
themselves undergoing change is not easily categorized, as I have tried to 
explain e l ewhere.39 But LI1Ht it involved an inner dynamic (the inner dynamic 
of religious experience and worship) and that it was understood by the par
ticipants as an unfolding of the truth of Christ is sufficiently clear, and with 
that we probably have LO be content. 

39. See chapter 18 above, pp. 291-93. But Newman's idea of development/unfolding 
(Essay) was also nuanced and reflected changing circumstances. 
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Why "Incarnation"? 
A Review of Recent 

New Testament Scholarship 

1. Introduction 

In casting around for an appropriate theme to contribute to Michael Goulder's 
Festschrift, I naturally fell to reflecting on the debate regarding the incarnation 
in which Michael played a prominent part. l The question which came to me 
afresh was the old one: What was the theological (or historical) logic which 
brought about the doctrine of the incarnation? 

He will not need reminding that there have been many answers to this 
question. The view of traditional orthodoxy is that it emerged directly from 
Jesus' own self-consciousness of divinity and/or preexistence.2 Alternatively, 
for some it was an inevitable corollary to the conviction that Jesus had been 
raised from the dead and exalted to God's right hand.3 For others it was very 
much bound up with the impact of Paul's conversion experience on the 
Damascus road - Paul realizing that what he was seeing was the preexistent 
glory of God.4 For others again it was a consequence of Christianity spread
ing into wider circles and being influenced by other systems of religious 

1. J. Hick, ed., The Myth of God Incarnate (London: SCM, 1977); M. Goulder, ed., 
Incarnation and Myth: The DI!!)tIIL' om/llued (London: SCM, 1979). 

2. E.g., H. P. Liddon, Tlte Divinity of O'lr Lord and SaI'iollr Jesus Christ (London: 
Rivingtons, 1878); A. E. J. Rawlinson , 71w New TeMwnenr Doc/rim! of the Christ (London: 
Longmans, 1926) 122. 

3. Cf. A. Harnack, History of Dogma (London: Williams and Norgate, 1897) I, 325: 
"This post-existence of his gave to the ideas of his pre-existence a support and a concrete 
complexion which the earlier Jewish theories lacked." 

4. Cf., e.g., J. W. Fraser, Jesus and Paul (Sutton Courtenay: Marcham, 1974) 67. 

Originally published in Crossing the Boundaries: Essays in Biblical Intelpretation in Honour 
of M. D. Goulder, ed. S. E. Porter et al., 235-56. Copyright © 1994 E. J. Brill and used by 
permission. 
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thought - whether the "Hellenizing" process of Harnack, the Gnostic re
deemer myth of B ultmann, or the Samaritan incarnationaI theology of Simon 
Magus as argued by Goulder himself.5 And of course the classical theological 
logic is that of Gregory Nazianzen: "What has not been assumed cannot be 
restored"; that is, without incarnation, salvation could not have been 
achieved.6 

In the fifteen to twenty years since The Myth of God Incarnate the debate 
on such questions has gone on apace. Indicative of the continuing interest in 
these and other aspects of New Testament christology and the wide range of 
scholars involved in the discussions has been the number of Festschriften and 
doctoral theses devoted to New Testament christological themes.? It cannot 
be said that the disputes have been resolved, though certainly the issues have 
been further clarified and a measure of consensus achieved on a number of 
important points. At any rate, since the doctrine of the incarnation is at the 
heart of Christian theology it may be worth reviewing the status quaestionis 
on the incarnation in the light of that debate. 

5. HarJ\!\ck, His/ory. 11$-31; R. Bu llmann. Theolosy vf tilL' New Tes/wI IIIII/ I (Lolldon: 
SCM. I Y52) 164--83; M. Ooulder. "The TWo Roots of Ihe hrlslilln MYlh," in Hick, Myth, 64-86; 
!l Is "The $;nTIuriuln Hypot hesi~," in GOllider, III amalioll , 247-50 . 

. E"islie 101.7. cited, e.g .. in J . N, D. Kelly. Earl ' ClJd,l'til/lI /)0 '/rilLes Loudon: Bluck, 
11 60)297. 

7. Without rutcmpting It complele listing we m lly mention ./".i ,Vf Ihe Lord, cd. H. H. 
Rowd()1l CD. Guthrie S; Leiccsler: I ntcr-VUJ'sity. 1982): 1'111' Glo lY of Chri.\'t in rhl' New Tes/a
me,,', d. L, D. Hurst llnd N. T. Wright G. B. Cnird FS; Oxford: 1(lI'encion, 19 n: Fl'(lm Jes/'J.I' 
10 JoJm: Essays 01/ Jt:.I'IiS (/lid Nt!1V Te,l'l amellt C/irislology. cd. M. C. de Boel'(M. dc .l nge FS. 
J NTSS 84: Sheffield: .IS0T. 1993); Tlte PI/IIII'f! lif Cllri 'wiogy, edt A. I . Inlhcrbe & W. A. 
Meeks (L. ' Keck F ; Minncnp ii s: F n ress. 1993); .II!. liS of Ncu.flre1h: L()J~ll/llti Cll rist. ed. 
J . 13 . Gr en ( I. H. MQr 'hall PS; Gmnci Rnpi tls; Eel'dmal1~, 19(4). 

Nore also. e.g .. the vilriolls symposia on New TeSlamonl christo logy produced dUI"tng Ihe 
lust ten years in North Amedca: R. Jewett. cd., Clll'isl()/ogy (Illd Exegl',I'is: N II' Appm£lc:/ws, 
Semeia 30 ( 1984): H. Ander, on ct !II .. P/JI'.\·IUJcllve.\· m l '/t";,~lfIlng}l ( ashville: Exodus, I R9); 
.I. H. Charleswo.1 h, cd., The Messiah: lJevdoplIlelll.l· i'l Em'liest .Iud£ltml (///(/ C/II';.\'litlllily (Min
nc,lpolis; Fort ress. 1992): R. F. Berkey and S. A. Edwards. hris/olagy ill Dia/ogllt! leveland: 
Pilgrim. 199 ). 

Theses include S. Kim , Ti,e Origill of Paul s Go,~plJ! (WUNT 2/4; Tilbingcm Muhr. 1981); 
W, R. G. Loadcr. SO/Ill /.f/ld Hoh/!l'jJrieSler. Eille t·mdiliorl.·gfL\·chit ll ,lI" lI Ulill!/',I'IIc/IIJJ1g ~"r 
Clil'lsw/ogie des Hehriicrbri 'ies (WMANT 53: N(:ukil'chen ; euk it ' heller. 1981): M, Mliflcr, 
Vel' A11.l'ril'llck "MfJIISchell.whll " ill d/JII Eva/lgelicn. VO/,IJlIsselz:ungell IIlld Bede/lillflg ( eicien: 
BriJ I. 1984); G. Sch imonowski, Weisheit /llId Moss;a,I'. Die jiitli.\'chl'l1 Vf)rall.lWel-IIII .~e/l d r "'-, 
~11,i ... II"/ltm rriiexi.l'( II l- hdvlI>irl8le l w· 'J' '21 17; Tilbingcn: Mohr, 1985); L..I. Kreilzel" Jesu.l' 
lind God iI! Pall/:s Eschalology JSNTS 19; Sheffield: J50T. 19 7); S. E. owl. Til(' SIOIY 1)/ 
Chris' in lite P;IlIit, of Palll: All Arla/y,)"i.\' Q{ lhe "" fllclioll of the J-iyl/lll ic MaTeria l ill tilt! PC/II line 
COlll11S .lSNTSS 26; Sheffield : 1501', 1990); 1. liabermann , Prtie.\';.\·leIIN/(~~·.\·ag /I il" N lien 
res/lIIllc/!! (i"l1lnkfurt.: lAng. 1990): D. B. apes, Old Te.\·wl1lfnr YahwI'I, Text.I' ill Pau/ :~ Chris· 
IOlog,v (WUNT 2147: Tlihingen: ohl'. 1992). 
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2. Jesus' Own Self-Consciousness and 
the "Son of Man" Debate 

407 

Fundamentalists and near fundamentalists will continue to hold that John's 
Gospel provides a transcript of Jesus' own words, or at least an accurate 
reflection of Jesus' own self-consciousness. But for the great bulk of New 
Testament scholarship that view is no longer an option, given the characteris
tic, marked, and dramatic contrast between Jesus' self-presentation in John's 
Go pel qnd that in the other three.!! 

In the Synoptic the closest parullel is the famous "J( hannine lhunder
bolt ' in Matt. 11 :27/Luke 10:22. But here lOO me unusuulne. f; of the formu
lation raises the suspic ion in III sl mind.' that the ay ing has been at least 
elaborated in the course of transmission. In which case the underlying orig
inal?) saying might well simply have been a claim to insight not so very 
different from that of the teacher of wisdom.9 At this point the basic problem 
is the limitation of our methodology. The historical-critical method anyway 
finds it very diJficult to r eognjz rhe " new,' and virtuaUy impossible LO 

recognize the ·'unique." So it is very difficull methodologically to 1l10Llnt a 
successfuJ argument Ihat H ' aying, which stands so much on its wn within 
the Synoptic tradition. and which cerlaioJy reflects (in at least some measure) 
the high christo]ogy of the early chur hes which cheri hed it, can be traced 
back to Je:ms in its pre. cnr form. This consideration ir is true, does not am unt 
to a denial thalJe. us did or (.) uld haVe spoken these words but it does mean 
that they cannot be shown to go back [0 J us with any confidence. And thal 
make MaLL. 11 :27/Luke 10:22 a very insecure foundation on which to build 
a conclusion regarding Jesus' self-consciousness of preexistence. lO 

Similar cross-examination leaves the testimony of the other Synoptic 
references to Jesus as "the Son" (Mark 13:32 and 12:6) equaJly ambiguous. I I 
There remains a somewhat surprisingly strong consensus that Jesus' own 
spirituality was distinctive for its use of "abba" in address to God. 12 And 

8. The poi,nt is U COITIIl1(Joplace in lohannine scholarship - see, e.g., the various con
tributions in TIlt! 'VW' Gospels 1992, ed. F. van Segbroeck et al. (F. Neirynck FS; Leuven: 
Leuven Univer~ilY, 1992) tll , cits. 83-86; for my own perspective see The Evidence for Jesus 
(London: SCM, 1985) ch. 2; also chapter 21 above. 

9. Cf .. e.g., the careful discllssion of W. D. Davies and D. C. Allison, Matthew II (ICC; 
Edinburgh': Clark. 1991) 282. K7. 

10. Note h()~evcr IJ1C cunfidence with which E. P. and rs. Jesus GI/ld Judaism (London: 
S M, 1 ~8S) . has conclUded llllt! JesUI> saw himselr as t1 spokesinull fOI" God (280-81, 287-88). 

II . See. e.g .• R. LeivesUld. Jems in His 01\111 P I'Sp live: A/! Examillotion of His Sayings, 
Actions, and Esc/wrologie,,' Tirle,\ (M inneapol is: AlIgsburg, 1987) 11 0-13; M. D. Hooker, Mark 
London: BIIlCk, 1991) 276, 323. 

12. N. Pen·in . l?cdl.l\·clverillg rhe Teaching of Jesus (London: SCM, 1967) 40-41; 
W. Kasper • . f, ·su ~· Ill e Christ (London: Burns and Oates, 1976) 109-11; B. van Ierset, " 'Son of 
God' in the New Testntncl1t," in ,1IJSUS, Son of God? ed. E. Schillebeeckx and 1. B. Metz 
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justifiably so: it is the only reasonable conclusion to be drawn from the fact 
that the early Greek-speaking churches preserved this Aramaic usage in their 
own prayer, and did so precisely as a distinctive mark that they shared in the 
Spirit of Jesus and in his sonship (Rom. 8:15-17; Gal. 4:6-7).13 But even so, 
all that that tells us is that Jesus was remembered for the intimacy of his sense 
of sonship to God. Of itself it says nothing about consciousness of preexistence 
or incarnation. 14 

The main battleground at this point remains the significance of "the Son 
of man" formulation in the Synoptics. Here a remarkable gap has opened up 
particularly between British scholarship and the rest of Europe. The dispute 
is complex and involves several interrelated issues. 

The dispute in the first place is over the status of the human-like figure 
in the vision in Dan. 7:13-14. Here it is impossible to speak of consensus . 
Those who maintain that the "one like a son of man" symbolizes "the saints 
of the Most High" base their conclusion primarily on the fact that what is 
given to the human-like figure in 7:14 is so similar to what is given to the 
saints in 7:18,22, and 27 that the two must be one and the same.15 But others 
argue with equal conviction that the "son of man" must have been intended 
as a heavenly individual- an angel or other divine being, albeit representative 
of Israel in at least some degree. 16 This is the basis for the argument of several 
recent contributions that Jesus himself in using the phrase "the Son of man" 
identified himself with the Danielic figure, that is, as a "divine figure," "a 
heavenly Being." 17 

What is surprising in the latter case, however, is the complete failure to 
take account of what has for long appeared to me as one of the major 
considerations, if not the major consideration in determining the original 
significance of the phrase as used in Daniel 7. I refer to the strong implication 
that the double vision constitutes a powerful adaptation of the creation myths 

(Concilium 153; Edinburgh: CIlll'k, 1982) 40-4 1; R. H. Fuller and P. Perkins, Who Is This Christ? 
Gospel CIII'islOJ08Y Will COlllemp(!f'G/Y Faith (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1983) 21; J. Gnilka, Jesus 
von NaW feth. 8ot~'c/uifr lind Geschic/tte (FrciblLrg: Herder, 1990) 264-66; G. Vermes, The 
Religioll of Jesus the Jew (Lond n: SCM, 1993) eh. 6. 

13. See my hrisl% gy in tile Ma/.dllg (London: S M, 1980, 21989) 26-28; also ROmflns 
(WEe 38; Dal1ils: Wort!. 1988) 453-54. 

14. Despite J. Moltmann, The Way of Christ: Christology in Messianic Dimensions 
(London: SCM, 1990) 142-45, who also still uses earlier formulations of 1. Jeremias without 
acknowledging the degree of refinement necessary. 

15. See, e.g., L. F. Hartman and A. A. [)i Leila, Daniel (AB 23; New York: Doubleday, 
1978) 85-102; cf. 1. Goldingay, Daniel (WBC 30; Dallas: Word, 1989) 167-72, 176-78. 

16. J. J. COlliJiS, The Apocaiyptic Vision oj the Book of Daniel (Missoula: Scholars, 1977) 
141-46; A. Y. Collins, "The 'Son of Man' Tradition and the Book of Revelation," in Charles
worth, ed., The Messiah, 536-68, here 550. 

17. S. Kim, "The 'SO/l. of Man' .. as the SOT/, of God (WUNT 30; Tiibingen: Mohr, 1983), 
citation from p. 36; C. . Caragouuis. The Son oj Mall (WUNT 38; Tiibingen: Mohr, 1986) 
80-81,250; B. Witherington, The eli,.istology of .Ie sus Minneapolis: Fortress, 1990) 233-62. 
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of Genesis 1 and 2. As in Genesis 1 and 2 the act of creation consists in 
making ·'beast.s" and " man ," so in Dani.el 7 lb re emerge from " the great 
sea' (primeval chaos beast-lik ligures and then there appears <1 human-like 
figure. And a in Gene is I and 2 the man is clearly the fown f creatiol 
and is expJiciLly given d · minion vel' d1e bea ' ts, sain Daniel 7 the human-like 
figure is the cl imax of the vision and is given dominion over the nations 
represented by the beasts, Now, inee Lhe bea l-like creatLU'es are clearly 
idenlitled with the nations which had affljcted fsrael (the sa.iJlts of ule Most 
High), the inference is hard to escape that the human-like figure was similarly 
intended to represent Israel, the victim of the hostile nations. In other words, 
Daniel 7 is almost certainly an example of what we find elsewhere also, viz., 
the adaptation of the creation myths to express Israel's conviction that she 
herself was the climax of God's creative purpose. IS In which case it is at least 
highly dubious that the human-like figure was intended to be understood, like 
the beast-like figures, as anything other than a symbol for a national body. 

The second area of dispute focuses on the significance of the use of 
Daniel 7 in the Similitudes of Enoch (1 En. 37-71) and 4 Ezra 13. The dispute 
is whether there is any evidence that within Second Temple Judaism the 
Danielic son of man was understood as a heavenly figure (= the Messiah). A 
strong 'onsensli , particularly in German scholarship, comillues LO give a 
surprisingly orrf.ident answer ill he ~iffirrnaLive.19 The dispute fo u. es par
ticularly on the dating of the Similitudes. TIJ se just referred to tend I assume 
that the Similitude must be dated to the late first century B.C.H. (prin ipaUy 
on the basis of an allusion to the Parthian invasion of 40-38 B.C.E. in 1 En. 
56:5-7), or at least to the early first century C.E., by which they mean prior 
to Jesus, or (the argument becoming steadily weaker) as representing a well
known view current at the time of Jesus. However, the absence of any copies 
of the Similitudes in the Qumran library, despite Qumran's evident interest in 
Daniel and in the other parts of lheEn eh corpu. , has been a major factor in 
persuading a good illany others that while a 6rsl-cenlury date for Ih Simili
tudes is very likely; that conclusion cannot be pressed to an early r pre-Jesus 
date.20 In adcUtion more note sh uld have been laken of the facl that both Lhe 
Similitudes and 4 Ezra introduce what are evidently interpretations of the 
vision of Daniel 7 as though they were fresh interpretations - that is, implic-

18. This theme has been examined by my pupil David Goh in Creation and the People 
o/God (Durham Ph.D. thesis. 1994). 

19. See, c.g .. W. G. Kiimmcl. Jesus rler MIlII.TChellsohl1? (Stullgal'l : SI'ciner, 1984); 
P. luhlmache.r. JesttswmNaz.arlllh, ChrislllsdesGlllllbells Stuttgl.U'l: D Jwer, 19(8) 29-:'0; Gni lku , 
Je.l·us, 260-64; J. J. ollins, "The Sou of Mun in First-Century J~ldalsm :' NTS 38l 1992) 448-66. 

20. Se parl iculnl'ly the ~cquence Or articles by J. 8. Charlesworth. 1\11 , A. Knillb. lind 
C. IJ. Mearns in NI'S 25 (J 978-79) 31.5-23. 345-59, 360-69; J. H. had sw()rth, 1'i1e Old 
Testa(lIell.l P.I'elltiepigraplia and the Nelv TesltlJ1wlll (SNTS 54; Cnmbddgc: Cambridge Uni
versity, 1985) 89. 
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itly denying that it was an established interpretation; also that in 4 Ezra 13 
the figure is identified not as the "Son of man," but simply as the "man," 
indicating a continuing awareness of the idiomatic (that is, nontitular) force 
of the phrase ("son of man" = "man").21 

These latter considerations should be sufficient to indicate how flimsy 
or at least suspect is any argument based on the assumption that there was 
a pre-Christian Jewish belief in a heavenly figure identified with the 
Danielic son of man. And when it is further recalled that no record is extant 
of Jesus being hailed or confessed as this son of man or questioned as 
regards this son of man, then the argument becomes very suspect indeed. 
The old appeal to Luke 12:8, on the ground that it presupposes a distinction 
between Jesus and a heavenly Son of man,22 has become more muted 
recently, since the presupposition itself is at best dubious. The more recent 
debate has served therefore to underline that the grounds for saying that 
Jesus identified himself with a (preexistent) heavenly figure (the Son of 
man) are too weak to provide any secure foundation for a stronger chris
tological conclusion. 

A third dispute which continues to rumble is whether the phrase "the 
son of man" is simply the Aramaic idiom = "man" or "one," or was titular 
from the first ("the Son of man"). The same division is to be found here, 
with English-speaking scholarship now quite strongly favoring the former,23 
and the above considerations also pointing in its direction. This is not to 
exclude the possibility that Jesus himself drew upon the Danielic vision to 
inform his own sense of mission and expectation as to its outcome,24 but that 
would be a future expectation, and it would be a substantial leap beyond the 
evidence to conclude that Jesus thought of himself as a heavenly figure come 
to earth.25 

In short, the recent debate has provided no stronger grounds for the 
argument that Jesus saw himself as the incarnation of a preexistent heavenly 
being, and if anything has strengthened the case against. Of course, the 
question of continuity between what Jesus believed about himself and what 
Christianity subsequently proclaimed about him remains an important one. 

21. See further particularly M. Casey, Son of Man: The Interpretation and Influence of 
Daniel 7 (London: SPCK, 1979) 99-112, 122-29. 

22. E.g. , O. BOl'l1kal11lll, Jesus of Nl.lzureth (London: Hodder, 1960) 176; F. Hahn, The 
Titles of Jesus ill Chrr.\·tology (London: Lutterwonh, 1969) 28-31. 

23. See particulnrly asey, Son a/Mall ; B. Lindars, Jesus Son of Man: A Fresh Exami
nntinn nf tht' Sf!!! !1 !1.!lr! Sayings ;i; t/ie: Gus!, ls I'Lonuul1. SPCK. i 983)' D. R. A. tiaro, The 
Son of Man Tradition (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1990). 

24. Still maintained by ~ . Schweizer, Jesus hri.!·t: Tlw Mall from Nazare!" (I//c/ the 
Exalted Lord (Macon: Mercer Univcl'siry, 1987) 45-48. 

25. K. 1. Kuschel, Born Before Time? The Displile over Chris!',\' Origlr/ (London: ' M, 
1992) 228-32, notes the strong C Ilsen. us OIl lllls poin t. 
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But those who have argued for continuity seem to have been content for the 
most part to find that continuity rooted in Jesus' sense of intimate sonship 
and expectation of eschatological vindication. Beside this characteristic for
ward look in the Jesus tradition there is no comparable backward look prior 
to John's Gospel. 

3. The Exalted Lord 

There is no doubt that to the resurrection of Jesus must be attributed a decisive, 
if not the decisive impulse in the emergence of a "high" christology.26 The 
question remains, however, whether that initial impulse was exclusively for
ward-looking, eschatological, and parousia-oriented, or whether it also con
tained an unavoidable inference that he who was (now) so exalted must have 
been divine from the first. 

The debate here has in effect been between those content to recognize 
a developing christological pattern, with thought of preexistence and incarna
tion as part of a later stage (not necessarily a straightforward linear develop
ment), and those who have found it possible to maintain that all the basic 
elements of classical christology (including preexistence and deity) were in 
place within the first few years of Christianity's existence, that is, before Paul's 
own major written contribution. 

The latter argument can be put forward on several grounds. One is the 
significance of the conviction that Jesus had been exalted to God's right hand. 
That conviction is abundantly clear in our earliest sources, in echoes of the 
very early proclamation and confession. So in particular in regard to the still 
largely unchallenged assumption that the use of Ps. 11 0: 1 expresses one of 
the first attempts by the post-Easter believers to make sense of what had 
happened to Jesus (e.g., Acts 2:34-35; Rom. 8:34; 1 Cor. 15:25; Heb. 1:3, 13; 
1 Pet. 3:22),27 What is now being more fully appreciated, however, is that 
there was quite a widespread belief in second Temple Judaism that various 

26. See particularly P. Pokorny, The Genesis of Christology: Foundations for a Theology 
of the New Testament (Edinburgh: Clark, 1987). 

27. The influence of N. Perrin, "Mark 14.62; The End of a Chlistian Pesher?" NTS 12 
(1965-66) ISO-55, reprinted in his A Modern Pilgrimage in New Testament Christo logy (Philadel
phia: Fortress, 1974) 10-18, has been substantial. Cf., e.g., W. H. Kelber, ed., The Passion in 
Mark (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1976) 71; c. R. Kazmierski, Jesus, the Son of God: A Study of 
the Markan Tradition and Its Redaction by the Evangelist (Wiirzburg: Echter, 1979) 167-85; 
D. Juel, Messianic Exegesis: ChristologicalInterpretation of the Old Testament in Early Chris
tianity (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1988) 144-46. But see now R. H. Gundry, Mark (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans. 1993) 912-14, and R. E. Brown, The Death of the Messiah (New York: Doubleday, 
1994) 488-515. 
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heroes of the faith had been exalted to heaven (Adam, Abel, Enoch, Abraham, 
Elijah, etc.), without the corollary being drawn that they had previously come 
down from heaven and from a preexistent state there. 28 

The same considerations bear upon the corollaries which some have 
drawn from the fact that roles previously ascribed solely to God seem to have 
been attributed to the exalted Jesus more or less from the beginning.29 For 
the same tendency is evident in the same accounts of the exaltation of Israel's 
heroes,3o and Paul can even talk of the saints judging the world and angels 
(1 Cor. 6:2-3). Such language born of apocalyptic or mystical vision came to 
be seen as a threat to Jewish belief in God only later, as when rabbi Akiba 
(early second century C.E.) was rebuked for his speculation that the other 
throne implied in the plural "thrones" of Dan. 7:9 must be for the Messiah 
(b. lfag. 14a).3t 

A third area of debate here is whether the exalted Jesus was worshiped 
more or less from the first.32 Certainly we should recognize the internal 
dynamic of brio Li.ao experience anel worsh ip as a major factor in ci1ristotogy 
breaking through the l;onstraints of Jewish monorl1 i m,33 as againsllhe view 
lhat socialllnd cu1tmal ra tors provide uf'fi ient e planati n by lhemseJves.34 

The que. tion, however, is when we can first properly speak of Christiaru; 
"worshiping" Jesus, as distinct from invoking him or singing hymns in his 
praise. The degree of hesitation on this point in the case of Paul himself, who 
more typically prays through Jesus to God rather than to Jesus (Rom. 1:8; 
7:25; 2 Cor. 1:20; Col. 3:17), should make us still more hesitant about at-

::?ll. L. W. Hurtado. 0/1(-' ,od. One Lord: Early CJlri.\·I{ll/l DeVil/ion ami AIIG'it;nl Jewish 
M IIIII!llwi.ifll (l'hi lat!clilhin; FOltICSS. 19R8); P. M. nscy. FI'/1111 l ewisII Pmplu!11O Ol!/lli/e God: 
Till' Origill.l' and J) lIclopmCII.I I~r Nell' '({'.I·U/mew 01l·;.\'u,/ogy (CJllllbricJgc: lnrke; Louisville: 
W~sllnin . te l', 199 1) '11 . 6: J, D, G. DU1 1J1, 'lY1I: PW'rings of Ib l' Way.l· berweell Cllristial1it" and 
Jllr/(1i,WII (London: S I: Philadclphl!l: TPI, 1991) ch. 10; cr, A . h ler, " Jewish Me~si(lni c 
Expectations land MediatOrial Figures und Pauljnc hristulogy," in M. n eng<ll , cd .. P(mius lind 
(/W' "lIlike Jlldellfllrn (WUNT 58, Tilbingcn : Mohr, 1991 17-89. II reIllllins difficllli [ k.now 
how to ..elale Ihe Melchi~.etlcJ., of IIQMl:lch to the Melc hi~,edek of Genesi 14. And wbile The 
" my I' ,~r.l1J.\ 'lilt prc~t:I1I ~ Jacob :IS the " incarnation" of the aogel lsmcl. lhe unus ualness of lh~ 
thoug ht (a ll ange l " wbernucling among hUlllwlS") nnd the uncertuinty of Ihe (jilting (first century 

.E.'?) rnnke il dirfic lill LO cvnluate its relcv~lnce. On the rabbinic lradition which identjfied 
Phinehns wil.h E1ijoh. sec R. Hayward, .. Phi nellns - the Same Is Elijah: The Origins 01' u 
R!lhbinit: Traditi()Il," llS 2Y (1978) 22-34. 

29. See particularly M. M. B. Turner, "The Spirit of Christ and Christology," in Christ 
the Lord. ed. Rowdon, 168-90; Kreitzer, op. cit. 

30. So, e.g., with regard to Moses in Ezekiel the Tragedian 68-82 and Josephus, Ant. 
3.96-97: 4.:Ut'i 

31. See further A. F. Segal, Two Powers in Heaven: Early Rabbinic Reports about 
Christianity and Gnosticism (Leiden: Brill, 1977). 

32. So argued by R. T. France, "The Worship of Jesus: A Neglected Factor in Christo
logical Debate?" in Christ the Lord, ed. Rowdon, 17-36. 

33 So, rightly, Hurtado, One God. 
34. Pace Casey, Gentile Prophet; see chapter 22 above. 
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tributing such worship to a still earlier stage,35 And the confusion between 
different Christian traditions to this day as to whether Mary, mother of Jesus, 
is worshiped or only venerated is a warning of how far language can be 
stretched on this point.36 

Correlated with this experientially based approach is the argument over 
how the exalted Jesus was experienced by the first Christians. In the absence 
r fuslhand reports prior to Pau] the argumen.t naturally ~ cuses on Pau l' 

own teo umony. One area is hi own cOllversion experi.ence, where 2 01'.4:4-6 
in parti war can be taken to imply that what Paul suw on tbe Damascus road 
was Christ as the 'image of God,' witb all Lhlit thaL implied for the divinity 

f hrisl and his prolological relationsbjp w ith God}7 Alterna ively, or in 
addi Lion, it can be argued [hat the 'in Christ language or Paul implied <In 
understandiJlg of U1e xalled hrisl nOl just on tb<.: analogy of H vindicated, 
apotheosized hero , but a ' a corporate person, as more dum individual. thaL is 
as one who n t only is divine but always has been divine. 3l! Certainly lhe 
langllage of lhese teXl.C:; and their implicit christol gy are most s triking, but 
tbey are als pll"LZling, and in the en 1 of the day Lhe fu ll chri stological Or LLory 
ofLhese texL<; is oPQque.39 Whether we should be t speaJ f a ki nd of mystical 
percepLion of the exalted Christ,40 and whether in consequence we should u~e 
such language to derive d gll1utic corollaries parcicul , rly ab ul Christ' s divin
ity Or prcexi. lence, are issues which can be po. ed but withoUl much hope of 
achieving a firm conclusion.41 

A further issue correlated within the Pauline corpus has recently been 
revitalized: whether the title "Lord" as applied to Jesus implied that Paul 
identified Jesus with God; and whether Paul spoke of Jesus explicitly as 
"God." The former has recently been strongly reaffirmed on the familiar 

35. Worship of Jesus as Slt ." is only clom'ly enviRaged in Revelnrion : see R. Bauckham, 
"The Worship of Jesus in Apocalypric Chrisliani ty," N1:') 27 (1980-8 1) 322- ~l : lind my Partings, 
215-20. On the confusing issue 01' un angel <.:hriS[o\ogy in Revelation. as posed particularly by 
C. Rowland. The Open Heaven (London: SP K. 1982). sec now P. R. I1 I1'c11. Jesus and Ihe 
Angels (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1997). 

36. See further L. Hurtado, "What Do We Mean by 'First-Century-Jewish Mono
theism'?" in SBL 1993 Seminar Papers, ed. E. H. Lovering (Atlanta: Scholars, 1993) 348-68. 

37. See part icularly Ki m. Orig/II . 
38. . F. D. Me \i1e. 771 1! O";g;1I ojChrisw/oK,Y ( ambridge: Call1bridge Ul1iv c l'~ iLy. 1977): 

" I I' lhi~ J CliUS o j' lli story 't li ITIS out. in subseq\letll Chri$lian cxperiellce. 10 be efernal UIIUIl10re 

Ihan indi viduuJ tllil s li ll personaUy idcnl-ified wi th the One whu was knowll us J ' liS. hu\ nre 
we ttl deny him a persoilld pre-exis tcnce comparable (0 this'!" (I'. 139). 

39. 'nle d"bllte em Ule Significance of Pall l's "in. Iris, " mOlir hus no t reully 1110VCU 
forward in the period reviewed. 

40. See also A. F. Segal. Paul the Convert: The Apostolate and Apostasy of Saul the 
Pharisee (New 1·laven: Yule Univers ity. 1990). 

41. A mRjor poin t which 11M been largely ignored in my own Christology is the importance 
of recogniz.ing th~t in ew TesllUllenl christo logy ill particular we are confronted with "con
ceptuality in lrI\IJ ~ i[i n" ; see pp. 275"78. 29 1 above. 
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ground that Paul used Old Testament Yahweh (kyrios) texts in reference to 
the exalted Christ, thus fully identifying Christ with Yahweh.42 Certainly the 
association of the exalted Christ with God the Father in blessing and bene
diction is a remarkable feature of Paul's christology; but its significance in 
terms of preexistent divinity ascribed to the exalted Christ is by no means 
clear. And the fuller case has been markedly weakened by failure fully to 
integrate such passages as 1 Cor. 15:24-28 and talk of "the God and Father 
of our Lord Jesus Christ" (Rom. 15:6; 2 Cor. 1:3; 11:31) into the discussion. 
The consequence is that the tension between the functional and ontological 
christology implicit in the reference of kyrios to Christ remains obscure and 
unresolved.43 

The latter dispute, on whether theos was used by Paul of Christ, is 
posed by Rom. 9:5 in particular, with scholars almost equally divided on 
how the passage should be punctuated.44 Too neglected, however, has been 
the appreciation of the text's immediate context - that is, of an awareness 
of Paul's careful speaking to Jewish sensibilities and privileges, in which 
the Messiah is chiefmost of Israel's blessings (9:4-5), and in which the whole 
treatment climaxes in a paean of praise to God alone (Rom. 11:33-36). In 
such a context it is hardly likely that Paul would have expected the bene
diction to "God who is over all" to be attributed to other than the one God 
of Israel's faith .45 

The most persuasive line of argument that belief in the preexistent 
divinity of Christ was formulated early has been based on the Philippi an hymn 
(Phil. 2:6-11).46 For some it has provided the primary evidence for th con
clusion that the most significant developments in chri tQlogy had already taken 
place within the first twenty years of ChriStiru1ity.47 Not, however, in terms 

42. Capes, citing Rom. 10:13; 14:11; 1 Cor. 1:31; 2:16; 10:26; 2 Cor. 10:17; 2 Tim. 2 :19. 
Cf. also Kreitzer. 

43. Neither Capes nor Kreitze l' pays any heed to the: t11 I'C subll • annly 'is of the re lation 
hetween Jesus :mcl God In W. Tbiising. PilI' Chri.\·ru/I/ i,l lJeunr. Sludien -11111 Vel'liiiimis VQI ) 

htislOz,emrlk /lrrd TII I!C>l llfifrik i ll den pau/illischell HaUplbl'iej'eil (Miinster: Aschendorff, 1965); 
SIX further Thll lng's contribulJon t e) K. Rohner and W. 11111sing, A Nelli ChrislO/ogy (London: 
Burns and Ont 1980). 

44. For Jesus asc ii bed as " G/god" see, e.g., C. E . B. Cl'a l11ie ld , Romo"s (1 C; Edinburgh: 
Clark, 1975, 1979) 464-70; L. Morris, Romans (Grand Rapid~: Eel1:111'I,'II1&, I 88) 349-50; J. A. 
Fitzmycr, !?OIllWIS (AB 33: New York: Doubleday, 1993) 547-49; M. J. Hani , Jesus as God 
(Grand Rapids; Bll ker. 1993). 

45. See my Romans, pp. 528-29; also P. Stuhlmacher, Romer (NTD 6; Gtittingen: Van
denhoeck und Ruprecht, 1989) 131-32; Kuschel 301-3. 

46. Although the hymn cnr. fnirly be reckuned H~ "pre-PuuHnc;" thm shouLd not be taken 
to mean pre-Paul's conversion, or e ven pre-Paul" Cflfli st writings. 

47. So particularly and repeatedly M. l-I enge l, e.g.. 011 of God (Lo ndon:. M, L976) 
1-2; also "Hymns and Christology," Betwee" Je..,·/IS and Puul (London: SCM. 1983) 94-95; (Uso 
"Christological Titles in Early hri . lianity,' in J. H. Chnrl e~worlh , cd., Til./' Mes.I";l1h. 425-48. 
440-44. 
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of Hellenization; the hymn is constructed and permeated throughout with Old 
Testament themes.48 Nor in terms of the so-called Gnostic redeemer myth, 
whose character as a wild goose chase has become increasingly recognized 
in the past few decades.49 Others have found it more persuasive to read the 
hymn as a poetic account of Christ's saving actions either as a following out 
of the course of Adam (to death) and divine purpose for Adam (God's regent 
over the rest of creation),50 and/or by drawing in something of the wisdom 
paradigm of the righteous man vindicated (e.g., Wis. 4.7-5.8).51 But if indeed 
the main focus of the hymn is on the saving action described therein and its 
main function is to present Christ as an ethical example,52 it raises the question 
as to whether any precise definition was intended as to what the state was 
which Christ voluntarily abandoned. Adam, beginning in, as we would say, 
mythical prehistory, could certainly serve as a pattern for truly human conduct; 
as could the righteous man freely giving himself to an unjust lot and fate. 
Despite the m~ority view (the hymn assumes Christ acting in a preexistent 
state) there are important demurrers which call for caution in drawing any 
dogmatic corollaries on the subject of Christ's incarnation.53 

In short, there is no doubt that the first Christians quickly began to 
associate Christ with God, at least as God's primary agent and regent in 
carrying through God's saving purpose to reclaim humanity and creation to 
his sole lordship. Whether or how quickly a corollary was drawn as to 
Christ's preexistent divinity and incarnation is a matter of continuing dispute. 
It is still less clear whether such a reading back of Christ's exalted status 
into a preexistent state carried any added significance for a soteriology 

48. See particularly O. Hofius, Der Christushymnus Philipper 2.6-11 (Ttibingen: Mohr, 
1976, 21991). 

49. See, e.g., my Christology, ch. 4; E. Schweizer, "Paul's Christology and Gnosticism," 
in Paul and Paulinism, ed. M. D. Hooker and S. G. Wilson (c. K. Barrett FS; London: SPCK, 
1982) 115-23; Kuschel, 248-50. Goulder's Samaritan hypothesis does not seem to have gained 
support. 

50. See particularly J. Murphy-O'Connor, "Christological Anthropology in Phil. 2.6-11," 
RB 83 (1976) 25-50; Dunn, Christo logy, xviii-xix, 114-21; also Partings, 193-95; H. Wansbrough 
in NJB; J. Macquarrie, Jesus Christ in Modern Thought (London: SCM; Philadelphia: TPI, 
1990) 56-59. Otherwise, C. A. Wanamaker, "Philippians 2.6-11: Son of God or Adamic Chris
tology?" NTS 33 (1987) 179-93; N. T. Wright, "Harpagmos and the Meaning of Philippians 
2.5-11," JTS 37 (1986) 321-52. 

51. Kuschel, 255-66, following particularly D. Georgi, "Der vorpaulinische Hymnus Phil 
2.6-11," in Zeit und Geschichte, ed. E. Dinkier (R. Bultmann FS; Ttibingen: Mohr, 1964) 263-93. 

52. See particularly Fowl, Story, chs. 3-4. 
53. In view of Kuschel's support for a Wisdom christology here his comments on pp. 

262-63 assume greater importance; note also Wright's comments in his The Climax of the 
Covenant (Edinburgh: Clark, 1991) 95-97. On 2 Cor. 8:9 my observations in Christology, 121-23, 
seem to have attracted little notice; see, e.g., Y. P. Furnish, 2 Corinthians (AB 32A; New York: 
Doubleday, 1984); M. de Jonge. Christology in Context: The Earliest Christian Response to 
Jesus (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1988) 197; but see also Kuschel, 295-97. 
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focused so exclusively on cross and resurrection. For myself it remains 
critically decisive that Paul's christology seems to have created no problems 
for his Jewish (-Christian) opponents, unlike his teaching on the Torah. That 
is to say, his christology seems to have posed no threat to the axiomatic 
Jewish monotheism of the time.54 However, we have still to look at the 
principal evidence on this subject. 

4. Jesus as Divine Wisdom 

The strongest consensus to emerge from the past thirty-forty years has been 
that the main current of christological development flowing through the first 
century C.E. was wisdom christology.55 This conviction has two principal 
elements. First, that through the course of Second Temple Judaism the 
heavenly (female) figure of divine wisdom became prominent in talk of 
creation, revelation, and redemption (Job 28; Proverbs 8; Sirach 24; Baruch 
3-4; Wisdom passim, and also in Philo). And second, that Jesus was iden
tified with this figure in a sequence of texts: in the Pauline corpus, particu
larly 1 Cor. 8:6 and Col. 1:15-17; elsewhere in Matthew, particularly 11:25-
30 and 23:34, and Heb. 1 :2-3; and particularly in John's Gospel, in the 
prologue (logos and wisdom christo logy being more or less one and the 
same) and underlying other christological images (light, drink, shepherd, 
etc).56 However, there are still matters of considerable dispute of direct 
bearing on our question. 

One is the status of the figure of divine Wisdom in Second Temple 
Jewish literature. The most prominent older view is that Wisdom was one of 
a number of intermediary figures which interposed themselves, as it were, 
between God, now thought of as distantly remote, and his creation.57 This 

54. See further Hurtado, One God; Casey, Gentile Prophet, ch. 8; chapter II above; 
Kuschel, 303-8; cf. Wright's concept of "christological monotheism" (Climax, chs. 5 and 
6). 

55. Particularly influential has been the article by E. Schweizer, "Zum religionsgeschicht
lichen Hintergrund der 'Sendungsformel' Gal. 4.4f., Rom. 8.3f., John 3.16f., 1 John 4.9," ZNW 
57 (1966) 199-210, reprinted in Beitriige zur Theologie des Neuen Testaments (Zurich: Zwingli, 
1970) 83-95. In recent study see particularly my Cizristology, ch. 6, Schimanowski, Habermann, 
and Kuschel. 

56. See, e.g., R. E. Brown, fohn i-12 (All 29; New York: lJoubleday, 1966) cxxii-cxxv; 
Dunn, Partings, 227; M. Scott, Sophia and the Joizannine Jesus (JSNTSS 71; Sheffield: JSOT, 
1992) ch. 3. 

57. Influential here has been the formulation of W. Bousset and H. Gressmann, Die 
religion des Juden/ums im spiithellenistischen Zeitalter (HNT 21; Tiibingen: Mohr, 1925,41966) 
319; cited, e.g., by M. Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism (London: SCM; Philadelphia: Fortress, 
1974) I, ISS. 
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encouraged the idea of Wisdom as a heavenly being distinct from God58 and 
has contributed to the n~ar reductio ad absurdum thesis that Judaism, despite 
its fundamental confession of monotheism (the Shema - Deut. 6:4), after all 
did make room for belief in two gods, so that Jesus' divinity was simply the 
consequence of his identification with Wisdom.59 However, in sharp contrast, 
the great preponderance of scholarship has continued to insist that Wisdom 
is a poetic personification of God's wisdom, the wisdom with which he created 
and which he ever seeks to communicate to his people in revelatory and saving 
power, the wisdom embodied for Israel in the Torah (Sir. 24:23; Bar. 4:1).60 

A second issue of continuing controversy is when the identification of 
Jesus with Wisdom first becomes evident in the Christian corpus. There is still 
general agreement that within the Jesus tradition the identification first appears 
with Matthew's use of "Q" tradition; that is, the Q and earlier forms of the Jesus 
tradition (so, including Jesus himself) did not make this identification; in the 
tradition prior to Matthew Jesus is still teacher and ambassador ofWisdom.61 

In Paul, however, there is continuing dispute over the tradition Paul 
used. Does the similar wording of Rom. 8:3 and Gal. 4:4 ("God sent his 
Son"), when taken with John 3:16-17 and 1 John 4:9-10, indicate an already 
established (pre-Pauline) formulation? And does it presuppose a sending from 
heaven (as in the later Johannine context), or the heavenly commission of a 
prophet? The parallel with Wis. 9:9-10 certainly weighs in favor of the 
former. 62 But nagging questions persist:63 whether such an identification of 
Jesus with Wisdom could have been so casually assumed in its earliest form, 
where, all agree, the thrust of the sentence in both cases drives towards a 
cross-effected redemption; whether an echo of the parabolic language and 
prophetic imagery of Mark 12:6 is not a more likely explanation;64 and 

58. See, e.g., I. H. Marshall, "Incarnational Christology in the New Testament," in Christ 
the Lord, ed. Rowdon, 9, n. 22. Resort continues to be made to the intermediary category of 
"hypostasis" - so, c.g., R. Gese. S.I·say.\' on Bihlical Tiltlo[o'gy MlnneapoJiR: Augsburg, 1981) 
192-93 - but only by i,gn ring the older wUl1lings of the inapprupli<ltenc ' s of this language, 
e.g., of G. L. Presti e, God in Pall';sli Th f,JIIght (Lol1don; SP K. l l!J52. 1964) xxviii, and 
J. Marbock, Weisheil illl WclildeJ: Ulllersuc!lLlIlgcn Z/lr Wl!is/lcil.I·"l t·t)logil' bei ben Sira (Bonn, 
1971) 129-30: see also now Kuschel 195-96. 

59. "Po Hayman "Monolheisltl-A Misused Word in Jewish Studies?" JJS 42 (1991) 
1- 15; M Barker. The Greal Allgel: A SlIIdy oj Israel's Second God (London: SPCK, 1992). 

60. Se my Chris/uloBY, t 68-76, and others cited there; also Hurtado, One God, ch. 2; 
Casey, Gem;le Prophet. 88-90: KUSC hel, 185-87. 

61. The view of M. J. lIggS, Wisd17m, CIrri.~lolflgy, and l.tlW ill M(ll/he\ll'~ Gmpt:! 
(Cambridge: Harvard University, 1970), still holds swuy; sec, e.g .. M. Smo, Q I//Id Prophetit •. 
Studien zur Gattungs- und Traditionsgeschichte tier Quelle Q (WU T lJ29: TUblllgCll: Mohr. 
1988) 160-61; Kuschel, 240-43. Still peerless on tile birth narratives oj' I\auhew ancl Mark is 
R. E. Brown, The Birth of the Messiah (New York: Doubleday, 21993); see also Kuschel, 308-26. 

62. Here the influence of Schweizer continues to be strong (see above n. 55). 
63. See again Dunn, Christology, xvii-xviii and 38-45; Kuschel, 272-77, 300-30l. 
64. Fuller and Perkins, 46-47. 
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whether those who continue to hear the language of preexistence here65 are 
not listening with ears attuned too much by the taken-for-granteds of the 
classic christology of later centuries. 

On other early Pauline texts, and here the second issue of dispute begins 
to give way to the third, it is hard to get a firm handle on their significance 
for our question. The most explicit identification of Christ with wisdom comes 
in 1 Cor. 1 :24 and 30: but it is equally explicitly the crucified Christ who is 
so identified, and is this wisdom or Wisdom that is in view?66 In 1 Cor. 10:4 
Christ is identified with the rock in Israel's wilderness wanderings, which 
elsewhere is identified with Wisdom; but is the identification more than 
typological (cf. 10:11 - typiki5s)?67 And in Rom. 10:6-10 Christ is read into 
Deut. 30: 12-13 in the same way that Wisdom is read into the older Jewish 
interpretation of the same passage (Bar. 3:29-30); but again the parallel seems 
to be drawn with the death and ascension of Christ, rather than with preexistent 
Wisdom as such.68 

Even in the case of 1 Cor. 8:6 it seems to have been difficult to draw 
clear conclusions. There is wide agreement that the "through him all things" 
is the language of creation, language used typically of divine Wisdom (e.g., 
Ps. 104:24; Provo 3:19; Philo, Det. 54). But how was this confession of the 
one Lord intended to cohere with the continuing confession of the one God, 
"from whom all things"? Is this a confession only of the exalted Christ, 
who, according to other texts, only received the title "Lord" at his resur
rection/exaltation (Acts 2:36; Rom. 10:9; Phil. 2:9-11)? In which case, 
should we understand the language of the second half as referring to the 
new creation ("through him all things and us through him"), itself the 
climax of the divine purpose for the first creation ("from him all things 
and us for him")?69 

On the other hand, is there much point in disputing the implication that 

65. E.g., . B. 13. Cranfield in GIOI)I of CI,l'isl. eu. Hurst and Wright. 270-72; Hongel in 
Charlesworth. ed., 77u! M e.l'.I'iait. 44{). II . 49: Fi rr.myer, Nmll(lflS. 484-R5; and the brief review In 
R. N. Longenecker, GCI /a/hIllS (WBC 41 ; DaUas: Word, 1990) l o7-?,!). 

66. The one point oj' agreed clnrity hus been lhOllha language and nrgumenl or 1 oriL1tl1i
anS 1-2 do 1I0r require the presupposition or a Gnostic-Wisdom christology oll l'hc parl f PaLI l's 
oppl.lnems - the olner view of . Wilckens. Wei.l'hci/IUI(/Torb~il (Tilbingcll : Mollr. (959) 6R-76; 
al Q TDNTVTl, 19-20; but see, e.g .• J. A. Davis. Wi,I'eloln anti Spirit (Lanham: nlversi lY Press 
of America. 1984): G, D. Fee, J Cul'illfltiflll.\· (Grand ({,Ipitls; Eerdmun . (987) 65, 11. 79. 

G7. Sec. e.g .. my brio /%g}\ 183-84; E. Schweizer. " J Cl lI Iirislus." TRE XVl (Bcrlin: 
de Gruyter, 1987) 687; Kuschel. 280-85; olhel'wi~e. c.g., . Wulff, J Kori/l/he,. 8-18 (THKNT 
712; 3c,(ju . Evungciische Verlag anslHlI. 19!!2) 42-43; Fee, 449; E. E. Ellis, "Christos in ' 
1 orin.thian 10.4, 9," in Je.sus 10 Jolm. eel. de Boer. 168-73, 

68. Sec my Clfris/ology, 184-87; als /(nfllons, 605-6. But Morris (383) and Fitzmyer 
(590) c011linuc LO liSSl1me an oilusiol1 to incarnalion in 10:6. 

69. J. Murphy-O'Connor, '" Cor. 8.6: Cosmology or Soteriology," RB 85 (1978) 253-67, 
followed by Kuschel, 285-91. 
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Christ is identified with preexistent Wisdom in 1 Cor. 8:6, since that identi
fication seems so far beyond dispute in the case of Col. 1: 15-17 and Reb. 
1 :2-3? Whatever issues of preexistence and incarnation might be avoided in 
these earlier texts, they can hardly be avoided in these later texts. Even so, 
however, that simply clears the deck for the third and most crucial issue in 
current debate: what did this use of Wisdom language for Christ, this implied 
identification with the wisdom by which God created all things, amount to? 
Rere the first issue (who or what was divine Wisdom in Second Temple 
Judaism?) can actually be determinative: those who think Wisdom was already 
understood as a second divine being in pre-Christian Judaism making the 
obvious deduction; 70 and those who think of Wisdom as a poetic personifi
cation reading the Colossian hymn as an assertion of Christ's cosmic revela
tory and redemptive significance (1:20-22), analogous to the identification of 
primal Wisdom with the Torah in Sir. 24:23 and Bar. 4:1.71 

Puzzling for those who wish to maintain a more "orthodox" interpreta
tion of the Colossian hymn is how to correlate it with the expressions of later 
orthodoxy: particularly when 1:15 would seem to lend itself to an Arian 
interpretation and 1: 18-19 would seem to favor some form of Adoptionism 
or Nestorianism.72 And should we be content to read the hymn as though it 
were a statement of dogmatic definition, with a role in creation attributed to 
the crucified Christ (as distinct, dogmatically, from the WisdomILogos become 
flesh of John's Gospel)?73 Rere again it seems to me of critical significance 
that such attribution to Christ was not seen as likely to be controversial for 
Jewish monotheism, either by the writer of Colossians or for the principally 
Jewish alternative at Colossae.74 

In short, despite repeated expositions, the key exegetical-theological 
conundrum has hardly been grasped here. If Co!. 1:15-20 and Reb. 1:2-3 (at 
least) represent anything like a breakthrough to a new theological conception 
(incarnation), then why is it not presented as such a breakthrough, with the 
correlative surprise or indignation of Christianity's opponents indicated? 
Whereas, if the christology of these passages was perceived by Christians 

70. 'ee above. nn . 57-59. 
7 1. Dunn. hri.wology, eh, 6; Fuller ~lOd Perkins, ell . 5; KllScbel. 327-40. 011 Heb. 12 -3 

scc al so M. E. ISllncs. Sf/creci S/lCl e: All Appl'Oach /0 the Then/og' qf' rhe Epislie {() the Helm;'w.l' 
(J SNTSS 73; ShelTieJd: .rSOT, 1992) 186-204: L. D. Hur~t, 11w i;pisll ItJ Ih Hebrews: liS 
Backgmund ofT/WI/gill (SNTSMS 65 ; Cambridge: ambridge University, 1990) ,11 3- 19. 

72. ee runhe.rmy , h r/.~ (I}II~gy, J 9 1-93, in criliqu ' ofP. Benoit, " Body, Beae! nne! Pterol1l(J 
in lbe E pi$IJes of the C.lplivity," Jesus alld the Gospels n (London: Darton, 1974) 5 1-92. 

73. J. F. Bulchin . ··Paul . Wisd()m a nd Chri st," in C11I'i~'1 Ille Lord, ed. Rowdon, 2 15-
" th plain menning here is lhat Christ pre-existed the creation of the world"; de longe. 121-22. 
but nOle also !.he m Ol' subtle ana lysis in 194-99 lind M acqU(lrric. 388-92. 

74. On the latter ~ee now T. J. appingllJn, RI!\leiarir)n and Reflmnptim / a l II /OSSa(' 

(JSNTSS 53; Sheffield: JSOT. 1991), 
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and opposition as simply an extension or adaptation of older ways of con
ceptualizing divine revelation, then can we yet speak of such a break
through?75 

In contrast, it is precisely such a sense of breaking new ground which 
comes lo expr ssion in John 's Gospel, initially in the PI' iogue 0:14-J8) and 
the testimony of th BapLi'l l J :6-8. 15. 20, etc.), and subsequently in the 
reaction bolh of 'y rnpalhizer and opponenls (5:18; 6:52, 60-66; 10:33 . Here 
Ihere i. no di spute as to lbe preexistence of the LogOS-SOll and little di spute 
thai the concept of incarnation really has em rged,76 Whal does remain un
clear, h )wever. is whether a more litel'al imaging (Son) has here overtaken 
the earl icr language or poe ti c p ' (sonifi,calion (L gas/Wisdom). Having sug
gested an ~ta'irmaHv answer in-itial ly,77 [ am myself now more doubtful and 
find a grealer consistency within the documenl when the Son chri tology is 
understoou as n sustained elaboration of the prologue's Logos chri.stoiogy.n 
Either way. h wever there is no que.<lLion that what is iJl view is God 's 
Word/self-expression (Son), preexistent with God from the beginning, and 
little doubt that a "real" incarnation was intended. 

The continuing endeavor to licllbe GospeJ more fully against the context 
of Intc fu' t-cenlw'y Jud a.i!) m ha, al 0 made it clearer that .101m pOflruyedJcsu 
n. ,lie revealer f G( d. ver againsl olher daims to definitive revelati on, 
whelh - f in Torah r through vision of or mystical ascent to heaven ]: 17 -18, 
SJ : 3: l3 ' etC.).1l Which in tum bas mad ' it difficult to doubt that it was 
precisely the language of preexistence and conception of incarnation in ref
erence to Jesus which was seen by Jewish opposition as a threat to the unity 
of God and so as the first real breach (perceived as such) with the Jewish 
monotheistic axiom.8o 

75, 1l1is conulldl111ll cOlllillues to plague lIurlado's mOIl;l recent wQrk (n. 36). 
76. A llhougil it has been disputed by 13, Kusemnnn. The TeJ'tamellt I~r JeslIS (London: 

S ' I, 196 ' ) und K. Berger, "Zu 'dns W()rl ward Fleisch ' John 1.14<1," NovT 16 (J 974) 161-66; 
hUl sec my Cliri.I'lo/(8)\ 47. n. 104: M. II. l'homp, on. 7711! Humanity I)f JeSllS ill till: Four/h 
Gospel (Philadelphia: Fortress, 198H) eh . 2 (but insllfficionLly nuanced on pp. 49-50); 
U. Selmene. il rJtili()cetic CllI'islOlogy ill tit Coopd of Jo//II. (M inneupol is: Fortress, 1(92) 221-22. 

77. Chl'isw/ogy. 23()·50, in his critique of thi. w rlh:r formulation (637. n. 63) lIschel 
has missed the revision (If my views PUl forward in the lItel'()lur' in n. 78, 

78. ee c!Japter 21 above: also my ChrislOlogy, xx vi-xxx = Pl'. 307- 12 above), See also 
J, A. T, Robinson, " Dulln on Jolm ," Tht!(lllIg)' 85 (1982) 332-38. mId my debate-wiLh M. Wiles, 
(·hnprc"r 16 ub,)'!c; F~t!~che!, 383 £9; tlncl conL.--i b'utivii~ by rv1. de Juuge, G. R. Beasiey-ivlurray, 
and 1. Painter in Foul' Gospels (Neirynek FS) III. ehs. 88-90. 

79, Pru·licularly .l . A. BiJhner, Del' Ges(lIII/le Ilild .l'eill Weg illl 4. Ellangelium (Tiibingen: 
Mohr, 1977): bll.l sec also J. Ashton. Unde/'.l'I(/l/dillg Ill /! Four/h GospeL (Oxford: Clarendon, 
1991); W. t oncler. The Chrisw/ogy ofl/I(! ParmI/. GOI;pel (rraukfun: LIIIl&. 21992) , 

80. Dunn. Partings. 220·29. 
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5. Conclusions 

At this point I can hear a typical Goulder chuckle and the teasing retort, So 
what? All this is an interesting historical exercise, like so many ofthose carried 
through by Michael himself. But is it of any more significance than that? I 
think so. 

First, it shows something of the character of a clear process of devel
opment through the first two generations of Christianity - nol necessa'dl y a 
straight or single linear development, but a developing pro ess n netheles . 
This is the case at whatever point(s) the ideas of personal preexi stence and 
incarnation first emerged in Christian talk about Jesus. The development 
indicates that earliest Christian thought was not static, but involved the creative 
use of older language and conceptuality as these first Christians tried to make 
sense of what Jesus had done and what he continued to mean for them. The 
fascination of the historical study at this point is the sense it gives of standing 
within a process in which conceptuality was being transformed, remolded, 
and minted afresh to give it new capacity, to enable it to convey ideas which 
bad qu ite literally never been thought before. That tells us omething about 
lhe power of religious experience (nol LO SHY revelatory expcIience • and of 
language to adapt with fresh im,ight to expres ' new ['ruth a ' n wly perceived 
truth. Such a historical 'linding. more sensiLive to the re, lily r conceptuality 
in transition, is much to be preferred to cruder versions of whole theologou
mena simply taken over from other systems or created to appeal to new 
constituencies. Such a recognition of and respect for the character of earliest 
Christian theologizing is a considerable gain, and not least for anyone who 
thinks it important to correlate contemporary Christianity in at least some 
degree with the Christianity of its canonical documents.8 l 

Second, there is a substantial consensus of current historical scholarship 
which finds a strong line of continuity running through the process. A develop
ing continuity, in the first place, between the Jesus tradition and the christology 
of the later theologians Paul and John. It is hardly coincidental that designation 
of Jesus as God's Son can both be rooted so credibly in Jesus' own prayer 
life and provide the vehicle of the "sending" formula in Paul (Rom. 8:3; Gal. 
4:4), which evidently served as a transition to the full-blown Logos-Son 
christology of John. The transition from Jesus as teacher and ambassador of 
Wisdom (Q) to Jesus identified with Wisdom (Matthew) takes place almost 
imperceptibly within the developing Jesus tradition itself. And it must be 
significant that what can still be called the highest christology in the New 

81. These and the following observations provide a partial, but only partial, response to 
the strictures of L. E. Keck, "Toward the Renewal of New Testament Christology," NTS 32 
(1986) 362-77; also in Jesus to John. ed, de Boer. 321-40. 
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Testament (John's Gospel) consists ofreflections on the significance ofthings 
Jesus said and did (as well as of his revelatory significance as a whole) and 
precisely in the form of discourses in the mouth of Jesus himself and the 
controversies his words provoked. This fact, that such a clear continuity can 
be drawn between Jesus' own teaching and subsequent appreciation of Jesus 
in the light of his cross and resurrection, cannot but be of primary importance 
for Christianity's own self-understanding and relationship with what it has for 
so long regarded as the determinative event in history, the incarnation and 
ministry of Jesus of Nazareth. 

A developing continuity, in the second place, with pre-Christian Jewish 
reflection on divine self-revelation in, through, and as Wisdom and Logos in 
particular. Here again the fact that there continues to be such a lively debate 
as to the point of transition in Jewish thought between poetic personification 
and hypostasis or distinct person is indicative. As is the fact that the earliest 
preexistence christological reflection in Christian circles took place in such 
characteristically Jewish terms. To speak of a kind of "binitarianism" within 
Second Temple Jewish understanding of God as one (that is, God as transcen
dent and God as immanent in his Wisdom, Logos, etc.) is no strain on the 
evidence. The most immediate parallel and precedent to the thought of Wis
dom incarnated in Jesus may be said to be that of Wisdom identified with 
Torah. And it would appear that the recoil of rabbinic Judaism around the tum 
of the first-second century C.E. was as much a recoil from the dangers of 
apocalyptic and/or mystical vision of God as from the emerging incarnation 
theology of Johannine Christianity. This fact, that Christianity's most distinc
tive doctrine emerged wholly within and as part of Christianity's original 
Jewish matrix, cannot but be of continuing importance for Christianity'S own 
self-understanding. 

And a developing con.tinuity, in the tbird. place between these early, 
fiJ'sL-cenlury ref! clions on the significance of Christ, and the subsequent 
christological dogmas. Here it cannol but b important Lhat it was weciseJy 
the L gos-Son hrisl.ology of John's Go, pcl which conti.nued Lo carry the main 
weight of chri ·t 1 gica.l r~flecti n through th second centtlJ"y toward Nlcea. 
Also that the first great cluistoJogical contt versy was the till e senLialJy 
intra-Jewish one 011 the monolhei -ric implications of this cbristology, and that 
the hlist:ians em rged maintaining the urnly of God as still ax.iomatic (despite 
rabbinic rebuttal).1n other words, these importanLdevelopmcntsin chri otology 
are to b~ lll1der lood not simply as the result of Christianiry becoming more 
Gentile in composilion and lhnllghf, ,mel certainly not as a succumbing to 
Greek categories and philosophy or as merely incorporating syncretistic-fash
ion elements of alien systems (Samaritans or otherwise). There are paradigms 
of continuing value here for Christianity's continuing need to adapt to and 
speak with other religions and philosophies. 
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Finally, the why question. Why incarnation? The answer has been made 
only a little clearer by recent discussion. But at least we can say that we have 
to recognize as historians that there must have been several compulsions 
working within first-century christological development. One was evidently 
a sense that it was not enough to remain focused on Jesus' death and resur
rection, as though salvation was primarily future-oriented and constituted 
some denial of the old creation. The necessity of a fuller correlation between 
old creation and new was somehow given within the dynamics of the process. 
Another was evidently that the first Christians found themselves compelled 
by their memory of Jesus and continuing spiritual experience to conclude that 
Jesus provided not just the pattern of humankind (Adam christology) but also 
the paradigm for God's self-revelation (Wisdom christology), the image of 
God in this twofold sense. In other words, the idea of incarnation seems to 
have been simply the articulation of a growing sense that Jesus shows what 
God is like more clearly than anyone or anything else, that it is Jesus who 
above all reveals God to humankind, a climactic though not necessarily 
exclusive claim. 
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He Will Come Again 

Introduction 

One thing we can be sure about: that over the next five years the subject of 
eschatology will gain increasing prominence. As we draw steadily nearer to 
the close of another millennium, enthusiastic speculation regarding the escha
ton, the end events, is bound to rise. I am no prophet, nor even the son of a 
prophet; but still I make that prediction with confidence. Those who believe 
that they have been given a preview of the divine timetable for history's grand 
finale could hardly fail to see significance in such an auspicious date. And 
high on the eschatological agenda for anyone influenced by Christian tradition 
is bound to be the topic of the Second Coming. Anyone looking for the soon 
coming of our Lord could hardly fail to find the year 2000 a likely candidate. 

Does such speculation increase our hope? Or does it increase our em
barrassment? There is no way of avoiding either the one or the other, is there? 
For the coming again of Christ is quite central in the earliest Christian docu
ments; as also in the creeds, doctrinal statements, and liturgies of the churches. 
From the earliest formulation that we have in Aramaic, "Maranatha, Our Lord, 
come" (1 Cor. 16:22), to the eucharistic acclamation, "Christ has died, Christ 
is risen, Christ will come again," the hope is constant and is repeatedly 
reaffirmed. 

So what are we to say about this hope today? In a day when the currency 
of eschatological hope is subject to the inflation of rising expectation, which 
also metlOS that the cun"ency is losing its value, v.rhat are \VC to say? In the 
face of repeated disappointments of that hope and many earlier devaluations 

A version of this lecture was published in Intel1Jretation 51: 42-56. Copyright © 1997 and used 
by permission. 
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of that currency over the centuries, what are we to say? "He will come again," 
we boldly confess. But what are we actually saying? What do we Christians 
believe? 

1. The Nature of Hope 

It only takes a little study of the theme to remind us of two important features 
of biblical hope. On the one hand, biblical hope is a confident hope. This is 
one of the points at which biblical vocabulary differs from Hellenistic vo
cabulary. In classical Greek thought there is an inescapable sense of uncer
tainty about the future - rather like our own use of the term: "I hope I may 
see you next summer (but I am not confident that I will)." But in biblical 
thought hope is closely allied to trust, trustful hope, hope as confidence in 
God. Of this trustful hope, Abraham is the great example, as one who in 
trustful hope accepted God's promise of a son when he and his wife were 
long past child bearing (Romans 4). 

At the same time, however, biblical hope is a constantly redefined hope. 
It is a hope in which the balance between the already and the not yet has never 
been finally resolved. Let me try to document this briefly. 

Two of the great paradigms of the eschaton in the Bible are the entry 
into the promised land and the return from exile. You will remember how the 
letter to the Hebrews makes such effective use of the idea of the promised 
rest of the promised land. The Christian pilgrimage is like the people's wander
ing in the wilderness; and so, according to Hebrews 4, "there remains a rest 
for the people of God" into which they have still to enter. In other words, the 
great goal of the promised land is incomplete, in part at least only a shadow 
of what is still to come. 

Similarly the exile became for many Jews an image of their being under 
the curse of God upon their disobedience, and the longed-for return from exile 
became a continuing metaphor for their restoration as God's favored nation. 
So the great prophets of the school of Isaiah depict the restoration of Israel 
and the longed-for return to Judea in classic images of eschatological renewal 
and of paradise restored - the child playing over the hole of the asp, and the 
wolf and lamb feeding together (Isa. 11 :6-9; 65:25). And the seer of Revela
tion, the Christian apocalypse of John, is not the only one to use Babylon as 
the metaphor of the final opposition to God (Rev. 14:8, 17-18). 

In other words, in both cases, both promised land and return from exile, 
the hope fulfilled fell short of the hope expressed, and the realization of hope 
was understood as only a partial fulfillment of that hope. Yet, the partial 
fulfillment did not undermine or falsify the hope but became the springboard 
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for a fresh articulation of hope. The already did not completely express the 
fullness of hope, so that the unrealized not yet became the basis of hope 
reexpressed. 

So also with the first coming of Christ. It was itself the fulfillment of 
eschatological hope. Yet the figure expected by John the Baptist was to be 
one who would bring final judgment - the unfruitful trees to be cut down 
and cast in the fire, the chaff likewise to be burned with unquenchable fire 
(Matt. 3: 10, 12). The hope of the royal Messiah was for one who would restore 
the glory of his father David's reign (Ps. 2:7-9; Ezek. 34:20-31, etc.). What 
a surprise Jesus was! What a disappointment to so many. The predictions of 
kingly glory and of judgment on the nations were not fulfilled. Jesus did not 
fulfill all hopes for the age to come. In the light of Jesus' coming, Christians 
had to redefine the biblical hopes they inherited - above all to hope of a 
Messiah who must suffer and die. 

At the same time, the images used by Jesus, the blind to see, the deaf 
to hear, the lame to walk, the poor to have good news proclaimed to them 
(Matt. 11:5), were the Isaianic images used for the age to come, for paradise 
restored (Isa. 29:18-19; 35:5-6; 61:1-2). There was fulfillment. In some sense 
lhe new age had Ome. And yet at nC' and the S.une lime. it bad nol y I 'orne. 
F r sLill today w pray, a~ he himself taught us, May your kingd m come' 
- the kingdom which be also aid " had come upon lhem in his ministry of 
exorcism (Matt. 12:2 ). Th ' not yet' remain; tile "already" has not sucked 
out the fullness of the "not yet." The hope is reaffirmed even as it is redefined. 
Thus again is illustrated the nature of biblical hope - both realized and 
renewed, without the one causing the other to be denied. 

Consequently we are not alarmed when we realize that Jesus' own 
expectation is unclear to us, and probably was unclear to him. What did he 
bope ~ r? The scholars are confused 011 dlis, becaus the data is conrusing. 
He proclaimed the coming of th o kingdom' lhat is clear: "The kingdom of 
God i at hHnd ' r pent!" (Mark 1: 15). But did he mean by that the restoration 
of lsrael or the coming of tile end of the world? The former mjghl . eelll <l 

disappoin,Lingly narrow hope to attribute to .Ie 'us. But why th · n does Luke 
r presenl the disciples as responding [0 the rL en Je us e position t' lhe 
kingdom with the question 'Will you at lhis time r sl re the kingdom to 
I rael?" (Act. 1 :6)? And the latter. the end of the world, an expoition of lhe 
coming kingdom from which Albert Schweitzer will nOL I t us es ape, poses 
still more dtfficult questions for us. Was Je us h pe for hi wn generation 
not after al1llil'filleJ? klUsakm was destroyed indeed, but have the stars fallen 
from heaven and the angels come to gather the elect (Mark 13:25, 27)? So 
Jesus' own hope belongs to the same tradition of biblical hope realized but 
not completely, an already which still leaves a not yet outstanding as the 
substance of hope freshly reminted. 
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And what of Jesus' talk of the coming of the Son of man? The language 
is ambiguous. Did he mean a coming of the Son of man to God - a hope of 
vindication and exaltation? So the clear echo of Daniel's vision in all the 
relevant New Testament passages might suggest (Dan. 7: 13-14). Or did he 
envisage the Son of -man, or himself as the Son of man, coming again from 
heaven to earth? So some expressions of the hope seem to indicate (Mark 
14:62). And yet, can we be sure? Is there here again a meshing and mixing 
of hope realized and hope redefined, of already and not yet? 

Or consider the similar way in which the event of Pentecost is presented 
as the fulfillment of eschatological hope, hope of the age to come. Not only 
is the outpouring of the Spirit "on all flesh" a typical way of envisaging the 
new age (Joel 2:28-32). But the prophecy of Joel, fulfilled at Pentecost, 
according to Acts, includes talk of the sun turned to darkness and the moon 
to blood in anticipation of the coming of the day of the Lord (Acts 2:20). 
This, according to Luke's version of Joel's prophecy, would happen "in the 
last days" (2:17). But, despite the absence of such cataclysmic end-time 
happenings, Luke regards this hope as fulfilled at Pentecost. The hope is 
fulfilled, but not in the way that the prophet seems to have envisaged. The 
hope is reaffirmed even as it is redefined. 

It is not surprising then, when we turn to focus on the hope of the coming 
again, that there should be something of a similar or equivalent ambiguity. 
Jesus spoke of the coming kingdom. But if it was not tied to the restoration 
of Israel, to what extent was it fulfilled in Pentecost? Was it there that the 
some who were with Jesus after the confession of Caesarea Philippi saw the 
kingdom of God come with power before they tasted death (Mark 9: 1)? And 
if he spoke of the coming of the Son of man other than as referring to his 
own vindication after death, why is this language not picked up elsewhere in 
the New Testament, in the other earliest Christian expressions of parousia 
hope? 

Or again, can we rule out the possibility, popular earlier in this century, 
that the Maranatha prayer, "Come Lord Jesus," was used as a eucharistic 
prayer - "Come La us Lord as we gather two and three in your name to 
partak of your bdy and bl ct"; "Make yourself known to us in the breaking 
of the bread, as YOll did to til · Iwo at Emmaus" (Luke 24)? Can we not speak 
of a "coming again" in the Lord's Supper? And John in his Gospel seems to 
suggest that Jesus' promises to his disciples in the farewell discourses, that 
he would not leave them desolate, but wquld come to them, were to be fulfilled 
in the coming of the Spirit of Truth, the place of the first Paraclete filled by 
the coming of the other Paraclete (John 14). Here again we find a tension 
built into the parousia hope, a tension between already and not yet, between 
reaffirmation and redefinition. 

Not least we should note the confusion which we bring upon ourselves 
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when we take lhc scattered references to and pictures of the hoped-for coming 
again and lry to bui-lcJ from lhem a single coherent whole - the uncertainty 
on ho to correlale Jesus ' anticipation of the coming kingdom and his own 
resurrection and coming again, the lack of clarity between allusions to Christ's 
kingdom and the kingdom of God (1 Corinthians 15), and the confusion which 
seems to emerge when we try with insufficient thought or justification to 
correlate the 1 Thessalonians vision of Christ meeting the saints in the air and 
the Revelation's talk of a thousand-year reign, with the endless disputes which 
result between pre- and post- and a-millennialism, and between pre- and 
post-rapture tribulation scenarios. 

The simple fact is that biblical hope has never been a matter of straight
forward prediction. Confident, yes! Confident in God, above all! But confident 
as to what all would be involved in the fulfillment of that hope, No! Jesus 
himself warns us of the dangers of speculating on this point and of building 
anything on these speculations. Questions about who will be whose wife for 
the much married woman are inappropriate: the one thing we can be sure of, 
the life of the world to come will not be determined by the rules governing 
present-day society (Mark 12: 18-27). Again, no one knows the day or the 
hour, not even the angels, not even the Son, but only the Father (Mark 13:32): 
there is an unknown quality, an unknowableness about God's future, which 
means that confidence in God can remain strong without being specific; the 
hope is in God, not in the particulars of what God will do. And again, God 
can repent and change his mind: the unfruitful tree can be given another year 
to show whether it is after all fruitful (Luke 13:6-9); Nineveh can repent and 
be spared, even if prophet Jonah is outraged at the seeming falsification of 
his prophecy of doom. We may be confident in God - yes, indeed! But in 
the matter of final judgment he is unpredictable in terms of human schema
tization, since his mercy runs far beyond what we would think proper or could 
predict, however inspired. 

The nature of biblical hope, therefore, should be allowed to guide us in 
the formulation of our own hope, and not least on the subject of eschatology 
in its traditional sense, "the final things." Central to that eschatology, the 
coming again of Christ is part of that hope, and our articulation of that hope 
must be in tune with the nature of biblical hope as a whole. This means that 
the hope can be reaffirmed with confidence, but the elements which go into 
any description of what is hoped for are subject to the "principle of indeter
minacy.-" The repeated redefinition involved in the restatement of biblical 
hope leHves us no choice. The tension betv/een the already and the not yet 
means that the shape of the not yet is both clarified in some degree, since it 
will accord with the already, and obscured in some degree, since it remains 
unclear what all belongs to the not yet. 

This brings us to our second main line of reflection. 
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2. The Language of Our Hope 

It is a striking feature that so much if not most of the biblical language related 
to the coming again of Christ is the language of vision. The most characteristic 
imagery which at once jumps into our minds is that of the Christ coming on 
clouds. "Behold, he is coming with the clouds," cries the seer of Revelation 
at the beginning of his series of heavenly visions (Rev. 1 :7) - an imagery 
captured so well in Wesley's great hymn, "Lo, he comes with clouds de
scending. " 

Now we know that in apocalyptic vision clouds functioned as a means 
of heavenly transpOlt (in the New Testament Mark 13:26; 14:62; Acts 1:9; 
1 Thess. 4: 17; Rev. 11: 12) and as a symbol of divine majesty and authority. 
Thus in Ezekiel's archetypal vision of the chariot throne of God, the vision 
is of "a great cloud" which came out of the north, in the midst of which was 
the fire and the living creatures and the chariot itself (Ezekiel 1). So also in 
the other archetypal vision of Daniel, the one like a son of man came with 
the clouds of heaven (Dan. 7: 13). It is important for us to grasp that the 
symbolical force of this language would have been fully appreciated by the 
prophets and seers. They would n I have expected their readers simply to take 
it at face value. Any more than Daniel would have expocLed his readers to 
think the extraordinary beasts, which came up out of the sea earlier in his 
vision (7:3-8), were intended to denote actual beasts. The apocalyptic vision
ary worked with symbolical language all the time. 

This is clearest in the Christian canonical apocalypse, the Revelation of 
John. Anyone who is familiar with it knows that it is stuffed full of symbolism 
- bowls and trumpets, strange portents and bizarre beasts. It is the one book 
in the New Testament where the normal rules of biblical exegesis do not apply: 
in Revelation a literal interpretation is usually a false interpretation. It is in 
the nature of apocalyptic vision that what is seen and described is more symbol 
than anything lse. So wilh reference to the coming agai n the language of 
hope is the language of vi ion is the language 0(' ~Ylllbol. If we forgel this in 
interpreting the hristian h pe we imply store up for urse.ives U' uble'lnd 
confu, ion - a the history of interpretation of ill Revelation of John il
lustrates all too well. 

Another way to put this is to recognize that in talking of the coming 
again we are talking about events which transcend history, which bring history 
to an end as we have experienced it hitherto. In this we may see a parallel 
between talk of the beginning and talk of the end: in this too, Endzeit is as 
Urzeit. Despite a certain amount of discomfort, still continuing in some quar
ters, we have grown accustomed to recognize that the biblical accounts ·of 
creation depict events beyond time. We use the word "myth," not in the sense 
of unhistorical, but in the sense of denoting that which is beyond history, that 
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for which scenes drawn on the template of human history can function only 
metaphorically or allusively. How else can we speak of what precedes history 
as we know it? Again, as we Christians have struggled to come to terms with, 
it is not a question of myth denoLing falsehood, but of myth denoling a lTlItb 

which can only be expressed by picture language and imagery. The mytb of 
the beginnings of the world and of humankind i tme in the way that a great 
poem or a great painting may be true. 

Somewhat to our surprise, cosmologists and astrophysicists have been 
conw1g to equival lit conclusion s for ome time, with such concepts as 
curved space, aolimnllcl' and f Lime '0 speeded up that what proponents of 
the big bang claim t have happened within the first second si mply outruns 
L11 scope of OLLr ralional imagination. Augllsl'ioe \Va ' a 1 t smarter than most 
of his readers recognized for centuries when he said that God created with 
time - not that he created in time, nor that he created time, but that he 
created with time. The fact is that when we speak of events outside the 
realms of our normal space-time complex we simply cannot avoid using 
language in a metaphorical, analogical way, when the words used can no 
longer have a straightforward one-to-one correlation with that to which they 
refer. 

The same is true for the other end of time, marked as we believe it to 
be by the second coming. Once we leave aside the more bizarre imagery of 
the apocalyptic visions we are actually left with a fairly small number of 
metaphors. The principal ones are the coming in clouds, the throne and 
judgment seal, (lud resW'reclion jtself, a term which in itself simply denote! 

etling lip or ari sing. Th ~ point whi h r am em phasizing is simply that they 
are m~tupbors . Their truth is nol to be thought of as exhausted by or dependent 
upon reading them ' IS uteral descripLions - any more than the truth of the 
cosmos is exhausted by or dependent upon reading it in terms of Newtonian 
physics. We rightly recognize that it is no rebuttal of a confession that Christ 
will come in clouds to note the physical fact that clouds are too insubstantial 
to provide a platform for any solid body. The language we use at such times 
is an attempt to express what we cannot fully express by language, and can 
only begin to express when language functions as metaphor, metaphor 
functioning as another way of depicting reality. 

AnOlher aspe I or the some featll r ' omes to focus in one of the principal 
texts reLating to the second oming, Act 1:11- the words of the angel to 
the clisciples ut Je LIS' ascension: 'Men of Galilee, why do you stand lookjng 
lip Jo\v;;Jrt! heaven',? This Jesu .... , \ ... /!1 ..... ha~ been taken up from you into heaven, 
wiJI c me in the same way as you saw him go into heaven. ' Clearly the 
languag used expresses the COSJllOlogy of the lime - f heaven a. a place 
above the earth. 0 for Jesus t go to heaven could ouly be expressed, could 

nJy b seen in terms of the conceptuality of the time, as a " being taken up 
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into heaven." This is the issue which Bultmann saw so clearly, and tried to 
resolve so inadequately, in his essay on demythologizing. The language used 
by the ancients could only express what they saw and understood within the 
horizon of their own conceptuality. Again, it is not a question of truth or 
untruth. It is simply that language is the coming to birth of conceptions, and 
ideas and insights which have not yet been conceived cannot yet come to 
expression in language. 

The fact then that we self-styled "moderns" are heirs of a different 
conceptuality, enriched by centuries of discovery and reflection, the fact that 
we see the cosmos differently and can no longer think of heaven as "up there," 
should neither disturb us nor cause us to see Bultmann's problem of myth as 
a threat. Of course, we can still smile tolerantly when Yuri Gagarin, the first 
Russian cosmonaut, says, "There is no God; I've been up there, and I didn't 
see him." Of course we use the word "heaven" both for the vault above and 
for the "place" where God is, and do so without confusion and without 
embarrassment. Of course, we can still speak of the "ascension" of Jesus, 
even though the metaphor is of a physical "going up." For the issue simply 
reminds us that all our metaphors are drawn from our experience and under
standing of reality but go beyond that experience and understanding. It is not 
the case of ancient metaphor confronting modem fact, so much as of ancient 
metaphor compared with modern metaphor. For in all things which transcend 
human experience we have no choice but to use metaphor. 

And if this is true of the ascension, and if indeed the ascension is the 
pattern for the coming again, as Acts 1: 11 affirms, then presumably the same 
is true of the coming again. As with vision, as with myth, so with metaphor, 
all are a recognition that as Christians we have to speak of that of which our 
everyday experience and conceptuality and language give us only inklings, 
"rumors of angels," the already but not yet the not yet. Even those who 
attempt to describe "near-death" experiences find the same problem and 
inadequacy of language. To speak of the second coming as metaphor or myth, 
then, is not to deny it or to play it down but to recognize the character of the 
language of hope. And to deny the language of hope its metaphorical character 
is to particularize and specify the terms of that hope in a way that Jesus and 
the biblical writers repeatedly warn us against. We acknowledge this all the 
time, do we not, in our worship and liturgies. We are not put off our stroke 
or tempted to abandon our faith by the inadequacies of the metaphors we 
continually use in talk of heaven and the hereafter. We enthusiastically sing 
of being gathered by the crystal sea, of sitting on thrones and casting crowns 
before him, of endlessly acclaiming "Worthy is the Lamb," of the rapture 
when we lie prostrate before the throne and gaze on the Father, and so on. 
Do we mean this language literally? Surely not. To take it literally is not to 
take it seriously; on the contrary, it is to diminish it. If ever we think we have 
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grasped the reality of heaven in the words we use to describe it, we are to be 
pitied not commended. 

Francis Thompson has a poem entitled "Little Jesus." 

Didst Thou sometimes think of there 
And ask where all the angels were? 
I should think that I would cry 
For my house all made of sky; 
I would look about the air, 
And wonder where my angels were; 
And at waking 'twould distress me -
Not an angel there to dress me! 

And didst Thou play in Heaven with all 
The angels that were not too tall, 
With stars for marbles? Did the things 
Play Can you see me? through their wings? 
And did Thy mother let Thee spoil 
Thy robes, with playing on our soil? 
How nice to have them always new 
In Heaven, because 'twas quite clean blue! 

Do we wriggle uncomfortably in our seats at such extravagance? We shouldn't, 
should we? For Thompson catches well the tone of childish wonder. And who 
of us would want to say that a child's vision of heaven was wrong or inap
propriate? - especially with the words of Jesus himself ringing in our ears: 
"unless you convert and become like little children you will never enter the 
kingdom of heaven" (Matt. 18:3). Most of us, after all, have no doubt sung 
many times, "There's a friend for little children above the bright blue sky." 
And would we wish to deny its sentiments in the presence of our children? 
The vision of heaven which we express in our words has to be appropriate to 
our level of understanding, however inadequate. And that is as true of our 
adult language of heaven as it is of a child's. For in the mysteries of the faith 
we are all children, however mature we may be in the Spirit, and our language, 
however sophisticated, shares something of Thompson's naive innocence. 

How could it be otherwise? When the author of Revelation in his de
scription of heaven says, "and the sea was no more" (Rev. 21 :1), was he 
expressing a hope framed in terms of his own, presumably unhappy experience 
of the sea, or \vas he affirming that heaven Vv'ould be a plaCe of disappoillliHeuL 
for all who love the sea? Or when 2 Thessalonians envisages the climax of 
hostility to God as "the son of perdition," "the lawless one (masculine)" 
taking his seat in the temple of God (2 Thess. 2:3-10), are we intended to 
understand that that preview of the end events can only be realized by a male 
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figure sitting down in a rebuilt Jerusalem Temple? No, No! This is the language 
of imagery, and we abuse the language, diminish its imagery and disdain its 
writers if we insist that it can have no other than a literal reference. 

To take but one other example - from the other place. We are all 
accustomed to the biblical vision of hell, predominantly in terms of fire that 
bums without being quenched. The imagery was in part at least drawn from 
the fires of Gehenna, the constantly smoldering rubbish dump outside the 
walls of Jerusalem. And the imagery has been constantly repeated in art and 
literature all down the centuries. Are we to take that imagery literally? What 
then of Dante's portrayal in The Divine Comedy of the deepest circle of hell 
as a deep frozen lake in which the souls of the tormented are forever trapped? 
Or C. S. Lewis's portrayal in The Great Divorce of hell as a depressingly 
gloomy, smoggy city? Are these alternative images rendered false by the 
predominant canonical one? Surely not. Were Dante and Lewis wrong to 
depart from the biblical metaphor? Surely not. A metaphor by its very nature 
is not, cannot be a literal description. The more appropriate answer is to say 
that all three are attempts to portray an unimaginable human future in terms 
drawn from the more horrific experiences of human life. Here once again 
language falls far short of what we are trying to say. 

To sum up our second line of reflection, then, the language of our hope, 
and particularly our hope of heaven and of Christ's coming again, shares a 
basic deficiency with all our language about the divine and the beyond. It 
simply cannot express a reality which goes beyond anything those who speak 
with human speech have experienced. Even their visions are still only visions, 
and when put into words are constrained by the concepts and words available 
to them from the store of human discourse. Or else they hear things in their 
vision "that are not to be told, that no mortal is permitted to repeat" (2 Cor. 
12:4). For in both cases the reality thus envisaged far surpasses the power of 
human speech to express. As with our talk of the beginning of all things, so 
with our talk of the end. It is all metaphor, whether the metaphor of a garden 
paradise or the metaphor of a big bang, whether the metaphor of a descent 
from heaven on clouds, or the metaphor of a wedding feast. There is no single 
or multiple description of heaven or of Christ's return which is adequate to 
express a reality beyond words, a reality beyond our experience and under
standing. 

In short, in this, as in all our talk of God, our language is an icon, and 
only functions properly when it functions as an icon, that is, as a window 
through which we look to the spiritual reality beyond. And as with all icons, 
the danger is always present that we will tum the icon into an idol, that we 
will cease to look through the metaphor and instead focus our attention on 
the metaphor itself, and so give the language the devotion which belongs to 
our God and to ills Christ alone. In terms of our present topic, the danger is 
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that we will forget the symbolical character of our talk of Christ's coming 
again, will forget that the reality confessed is far greater than our human 
language can express, and will focus our attention upon that language in a 
pedantic way which turns our attention away from God and his Christ and 
leaves us expressing our devotion to idols made of human words and verbal 
images. 

3. The Christ - Focus of Our Hope 

This brings us to our third and final line of reflection - the key issue: What, 
then, is our hope? What are we confessing when we confess that Christ will 
come again? To which the short answer is: We are confessing Christ. We are 
confessing God in Christ. We are confessing God's purpose summed up in 
Christ. Let me try to elaborate in the space remaining. 

Flrst we need lo recal l thtl l an es hatoJogical hope is something dislinc
Li ve within the mon.othe istic traditions whjch stem [rom the religiQn of Israel. 
The rel igions of th~ East more typi all y have u cyclical view of lime' the 
religions of the We. l llIore lypica ll y a linear view of lime. 1 sti ll remember 
the impact this point made upon me when I first encountered it as a student 
in John Baillie's The Idea of Progress. We see some affirmation of this basic 
worldview in the irreversible forward steps which have characterized our own 
entry into the modem period - the development of printing, of human flight, 
of radio and TV, the current revolution in information technology, none of 
which are reversible. 

We should not downplay the extent to which such progress has been 
inspired, made possible, and to a degree validated by Christian theology, by 
Christian eschatology. Just so long as we don't make the mistake of the 
Victorians and til nineteeu-century liberal Pr testanrs in as 'uming Lhal scien
[ifll: progress must lead to moral progress. The events of the IwenLi,elll century 
surely highlighted lhat Fa lla y nce an I For all ! Tlle 111 re realistic appropria
Lion of Christian e!';cha(oJogy should have rem inded us long before World WUt' 
One U,al lbe Christian visions of the fUlure have ij1c1uded plenty scope for 

il as well as for the UJlll i triumph or go d. 
My point here, however, is that in the attempt to speak of eschatology, 

in the attempt to envisage the future and the end, Christ is the distinctive 
Christian contribution. For Christians the coming again of Christ is a way of 
affirming that Christ is the goal and climax of human history. The forward
moving line of human progress reaches its end in Christ. In this we share the 
traditional hope of Jews past and present: that the world to come will be 
inaugurated by the coming of the Messiah. In the words of Isaiah, reworked 
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by Paul, "Out of Zion will come the deliverer; he will turn away ungodliness 
from Jacob" (Rom. 11 :26 = Isa. 59:20-21). The only difference is that we 
Christians believe we know who that deliverer, who that Messiah is - Jesus 
the Christ. But the hope is essentially the same, reaffirmed even as it is 
redefined. The hope is expressed in the language of metaphor, but it is a 
confident hope nonetheless. 

Secondly, we should recall again the slogan in Jewish-Christian escha
tology that the End time will be as the Beginning time, Endzeit as Urzeit. For 
it reminds us that the role of Christ at the end may be analogous to the role 
attributed to him at the beginning. The idea of Christ as agent in creation itself 
is as old as Paul: "for us there is one Lord, Jesus Christ, through whom all 
things and we through him" (1 Cor. 8:6); "who is the image of the invisible 
God, firstborn of all creation, for in him were created all things, ... all things 
through him and for him have been created" (Col. 1: 15-16). 

What did Paul mean by such language? The growing consensus of 
scholars who have studied such language is that Paul did not intend to affirm 
that Jesus of Nazareth as such was there in the beginning; that would be a 
step on the road to bitheism. Rather he was using the language, developed by 
Jewish wisdom writers, to speak of divine Wisdom: Wisdom who, in the poem 
of Proverbs 8, was with God at the time of creation like a master worker or 
a little child, daily his delight rejoicing before him always (Prov. 8:30); or 
who, in the Wisdom of Jesus ben Sira, came forth from the mouth of the Most 
High, and covered the earth like a mist, who was given to Israel as its 
inheritance and is now embodied in the Torah (Sir. 24:3, 8, 23). This is the
wisdom by which God has made all things, the wisdom by which he founded 
the earth (Ps. 104:24; Provo 3: 19). 

And what is this wisdom? It is simply God's wisdom. The poems of 
Proverbs and ben Sira are simply vivid elaborations of the basic metaphor, 
ways of saying in imagination-stirring terms that creation was not irrational 
or purposeless but an act of God's wisdom. The cosmos is not nonsense. It 
is creation; it makes sense - God's sense! In other words, the figure of 
Wisdom is simply a way of speaking of God in his action and relationship 
toward the world he has made. That's why the Wisdom of Solomon can speak 
of the acts of God toward humanity and on behalf of the patriarchs and Israel 
as the acts of Wisdom. For Wisdom is the face of God turned to his world 
and his people. 

So when Paul and other New Testament writers use such language of 
Christ they are speaking not of some other divine being other than the one 
God of Israel. Like their predecessors, the Jewish wisdom writers, they are 
speaking of the way in which God relates to his world and his people. And 
what they are saying is that Christ demonstrates the character of God's out
going creative and redemptive power. As ben Sira and other wisdom writers 
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saw this divine Wisdom embodied in the Torah, so Paul and the other Christian 
writers saw this divine Wisdom embodied in Christ. Christ reveals God to us, 
the God who creates in wisdom. Christ is the climax, the epitome, the incar
nation of that divine Wisdom. He shows us what God is like; he reveals to 
us what creation is all about. Apart from anything else, Christ as Wisdom 
underlines the insight, rooted deep in our Scriptures, that spirituality is not 
something divorced from creation, that in no way should salvation be seen as 
rescue from creation. In Wisdom christology creation and redemption are two 
sides of the same coin. 

And what does this say to our present concerns? If indeed the End is to 
be as the Beginning, then could it be that the language describing Christ's 
involvement in the End plays an analogous function to the language describing 
Christ's involvement in the Beginning? Is the same basic insight involved 
here? That the End will be as Christ-focused as the Beginning, that Christ 
embodies the character of the End in as definitive and final a way as he 
embodies the character of the Beginning? Christ, coming again in new cre
ation, is, as Christ, agent of the old creation? But if so, the point is the same 
in both cases: to speak of Christ as a way of confessing our faith in God, as 
a God whose initial purpose was not only wise but will in the end, will as the 
end achieve the goal intended for it in the beginning. 

Something at least of this is surely expressed in two biblical passages 
central to our concerns. First, Ps. 8:4-6, as taken up and interpreted in the 
New Testament, in Heb. 2:6-8 in particular: the purpose of God in making 
humankind - made a little lower than God, crowned with glory and honor, 
given dominion over the works of God's hands, with all things subservient 
- has not been fulfilled in humankind as we know it. But it has been fulfilled 
in Christ - made a little lower than the angels, but now crowned with glory 
and honor (Heb. 2:6-9), to whom all things will be made subservient (1 Cor. 
15:25-27). Christ in his dominion over all fulfills the purpose of God in making 
humankind in the first place. Second, and correlated with the first, 1 Cor. 
15:20-28: when this dominion over all is completed, including the last enemy, 
death, then Christ himself will be subservient to God, "so that God may be 
all in all." Final time indeed as Primeval time, when the process begun with 
God alone in creation ex nihilo climaxes in God alone as all in all. 

Here again we can conclude that any christology, any eschatology, which 
sets creation and salvation in antithesis is at odds with the Christ-focus of 
both. But also that any spirituality or theology which separates Christ from 
God or focuses on Christ in forgetfulness of God is at odds with th~ consistent 
and fundamental God-centered monotheism of our Scriptures. Consequently, 
we may say again, confession of Christ's coming again is, like confession of 
Christ's role in creation, a confession primarily of God, of God's wisdom and 
purpose, but of that wisdom and purpose as focused in Christ, as the character 
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of God in his wisdom and purpose finally and most fully illuminated by and 
embodied in Christ. The doctrine of the second coming is at its heart the 
Christian attempt to say that God's final purpose, like his original purpose, is 
Christ-focused, is Christ-shaped. 

This line of reflection leads at once into our third and final point. That 
we already know the character of the end, because we know the character of 
Christ. Christ as the midpoint of time shows us what the unveiling of God's 
purpose for the end will be like, just as it shows us what the unveiling of 
God's purpose in the beginning was like. We already know the end, because 
we already know Christ. 

This is surely the great lesson to be learned from the strong realized 
eschatological emphasis of our founding Scriptures. That in Christ the end 
has somehow already arrived. The kingdom of God has come in his exorcisms 
(Matt. 12:28). The resurrection of the dead has begun in his resurrection (Rom. 
1:4); it is the aparche, the firstfruits, the beginning of the eschatological 
harvest of dead bodies (1 Cor. 15:20). So too the Spirit is the arrabon, the 
down payment and guarantee of that complete redemption (Rom. 8:23), which 
will include the transformation of the soma psychikon into the soma pneu
matikon, of the body enlivened by the psyche into a body enlivened by the 
Spirit (1 Cor. 15:45-50). Or in alternative terms, the Spirit-Paraclete as the 
coming again of the first Paraclete (John 14; 1 John 2:1). 

All this imagery was born of the sense pervasive among the first Chris
tians that they were already experiencing the powers of the age to come (Reb. 
6:4-5); they already knew the end because they were already recipients of its 
blessings. They were already part of the "new creation" (2 Cor. 5: 17; Gal. 
6:15). That was why delay of the parousia was never as serious a problem 
for early Christian theology as so many theologians of this century have 
thought. Simply because the imminence of the end was not constitutive of 
their view of the end. What was constitutive was their recognition of its 
character as defined by and come to focus in Christ - the kingdom to come 
already manifest in the ministry of Jesus of Nazareth; the Spirit of the end 
time now understood as the Spirit of Christ, the Spirit that inspired the ministry 
of that Jesus. As Oscar Cullmann pointed out in his Christ and Time, the delay 
of Christ's coming again was no great problem for the first Christians because 
the spring of their hope was in Christ's first coming. In similar terms we may 
add, the unclarity of their unrealized eschatology was no problem because its 
defining moment lay in the realized eschatology of Easter and Pentecost. 

The struggle which the first Christians had to hold together the poten
tially divergent strands of their faith and hope points in the same direction. If 
Paul is any guide, the overlapping and sometimes conflicting images and 
metaphors which they used to express their worship all came to nothing if 
they did not find their resolution in Christ. What did it mean for them to speak 
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of their being "in Christ," of being baptized "into Christ," of coming to the 
Father "through Christ," of their community as "the body of Christ," of the 
Spirit as "the Spirit of Christ"? Certainly not that they thought of Christ as 
dead and gone. Certainly not that they were merely celebrating Christ the 
great teacher: to collapse such language into an affirmation of the influence 
of Jesus' teaching is to cut out the living heart of earliest Christian worship. 

But how did they conceive of him, the living present Christ? How did 
they picture this Christ in their minds? Christ as Jesus of Nazareth sitting on 
a throne in heaven beside God? Christ as a kind of universal atmosphere or 
fluid in which they lived? Christ as a huge cosmic body? Or what? Pursuit 
of such questions is likely to be as fruitless as the quest for the Primal Man 
myth of pre-Christian Gnosticism, a wild goose chase which dominated New 
Testament scholarship in the middle decades of this century. 

The point surely is that the first Christians were ransacking their lan
guage and imagery to express the conviction that Christ, the risen Christ, 
Christ from the other side of death, Christ the embodiment of God's wisdom, 
Christ as the face of God turned to his world, was still with them, still 
determining their being as they focused their worship of God through him. 
They could not give further content to their faith except in and through this 
language and imagery. "In Christ" said it all. To say more was to say less. 

And is it not the same with our talk of Christ's coming again? To tie 
that confession to a literal coming of Jesus in the clouds of heaven is to limit 
it. To reduce it to the level of a live television report of Jesus' descent on the 
Mount of Olives, which could be seen simultaneously all over the world, on 
all channels, is to lose sight of the deeper significance of the language, to 
linger on the letter and lose the Spirit. Not that the language should be 
abandoned. Not at all! The words of our confession are the means by which 
we express this great Christian conviction, this great truth of universal signif
icance. Christ will come again! But the imagery itself is not the reality. The 
reality is far greater than the imagery. We must not fall into the trap of making 
the icon into an idol. 

4. Conclusion 

Perhaps it would be helpful to see a parallel between our confession of Christ's 
coming again and our confession of Jesus as the Son of God. By the imagery 
of "son" we do not mean that Jesus was literally God's Son by God having 
sexual intercourse with a woman. That would be to reduce our confession of 
Jesus' divine sonship to the level of the lewd legends of Zeus in his amorous 
dallyings with earthly women. But that does not mean we abandon the lan-
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guage of divine sonship for Jesus. Not at all! Christian worship and thought 
down through the centuries, from the beginning, has recognized that there is 
no better way of expressing the intimate relation between God and Jesus. That 
is to say, we recognize that the language is metaphorical, that it is, strictly 
speaking, inadequate to the task. But we recognize equally that there is no 
better, no more fitting imagery than that of Jesus as God's Son. 

So too with our hope of Christ's coming again. There is an uncertainty 
about it which pervades all human prediction about God's future purpose. It 
is the language of vision and metaphor. It is therefore, strictly speaking, 
inadequate to the task, as is all human speech about God. But it is the best 
we have and we should neither be embarrassed about it nor should we abandon 
it. For it tells us and enables us to tell the world that the future is not random 
and pointless; God's purpose still prevails and drives forward to the climax 
of his-story. It tells us and enables us to tell the world that the future has a 
Christ-shape and a Christ-character. The future will not come to us as a total 
surprise. For the God we encounter at the end of time will be the God who 
encounters us at the midpoint of time, God in Christ. And the Christ we 
encounter at the end of time will be the Christ we encounter in the Gospels, 
the Christ we encounter in our worship, in the Spirit, in Christ and through 
Christ to God the Father. We believe that this Christ will come again. 
"Maranatha. Come, Lord Jesus." 
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